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ACE.

T.he last forty years are memorable Iii the history of

literature for the astonishing progress which has been made
in every bi^auch of philological learning. From this period

is to be dated the commencement of that philosophical me-
thod , which, by treating language as an end as well^means,

has first discovered its foundation in the structure of the mind
and the laws of thought, and, by tracing the aflinities which
exist between the diiferent families of language, has rendered

it the best commentary on the history of the human race, at

the same time that it has extended and established the cer-

tainty of its use as means.

Granunar especially has derived great advantage from this

enlargement of our view of language. It has received the

new honour of being wailed on by philosophy, and has been

raised to the rank of a science. It is now no longer enough
for a Grammar to contain a mere collection of the pheno-

mena of a language as to its forms and syntax; but it must
show lioiv the forms have arived at their present state; it

must endeavour to attain a correct feeling of the sense which
every word has on account of its form; it must trace how
time and the fortune of the nation have modified its native

type; and lastly, must show how all its syntactical peculiari-

ties are founded on the laws of thought, and that there is

nothing arbitrary or accidental in them, but that every language

is in harmony with itself, and , like every plant or animal,

acknowledges its conformity to certain eternal laws, even in

its departure from the particular organization and laws of

others. Less than this will not satisfy the demands of

our age.

The Greek language was the first whose Grammar received

the effects of this new spirit; but it was not long before the

Latin also was brought up to the same standard. The names

O,93C
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of Bi'TTMw:?, Matthiae , TiiiKRscn, Zumpt, Grotefekd, and

nianv ollicrs. are more or less known to the l-^nglisli reader,

as proiiiulcrs and fomulers oC llie iinprovonienls Mhkli liave

been inlrotlnced inlo llic stmly of the classical languages.

Il ^vas to be expected tlial tlie OrleiUal languages ^vould

nol Avail long before they also received the fruits of that

principle Avhich had been so successfully applied to the class-

ical languages. For the advanced state of classical philology

rendered il necessary that the grannnars of the Oriental lan-

guages should be raised to the same standard : and we ac-

corih'ngly fuid that Oriental Lexicograjjliy and Grammar, the

publication of original texts, the establishment of Professorships,

and the cncreased study of these languages, have received an

impulse proportionate to that Avhich has animated all other

jihilology during this period. The names of von Schlegkl,

Gksexius, Freytag, Kosegahtkx, Lassen", Borr, Piosex, AYixer,

EvVALi), and others too numerous to mention, are knoAvn

•wherever there is any study of the languages they have il-

lustrated.

So large a proportion of those by Avhose labours philo-

logy lias been really advanced in our day, are Germans, that

it is not uninteresting to encpiirc Avhy it is tliat philolog}'" in

general has found its most ardent cidlivators in Germany. It

is indeed probable that many causes conspire to foster this

study, such as Protestantism, their University system, the

patronage of their govcrnients , and the absence of the en-

gi'Ossing interest of extensive commerce and political discussion.

But the chief external cause appears to be their Avise and
liberal system of education; and it is purposed to oifer a few
observations on that , oidy Avith reference to its clfecls on
Oriental literaliu'e ; for though the cncreased cultivation of
Oriental languages is unc|ueslionably dependent on the ad-
vanced state of all other philology, yet classical literature must
necessarily be excluded as irrelevant to my purpose. It will
be very easy to conjecture the one from the otlier; ex pecle
HerculejJi.

r.very University in Protestant Germany, in all of Avhich
Theology is taught (and there are sixteen such) has at least

one Professor of Oriental literature. The mode in which he
communicates his instruction is by lecture, in which the stu-
dent is a mere auditor. There are two academical sessions
in a year, and he lectures five or six limes a week on any
book of the old Testament he pleases ; accordingly, the Psalms,
or Isaiah, form as much as can be conveniently delivered iu
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a semester. But, as all those who are intended foi' the study

of Theology , are taught Hebrew at the Gymnasium , before

they come to the University, tlie lectures on Hebrew may be,

and are , as little occupied witli the grammatical difficulties of

a mere beginner, as those of a chissical Professor on Homer.
Thus the student, already grounded in the essentials of the

language, is at once lifted up above the narrow view he liad

formed of the inapproachabilily of the language, by hearing

it pronounced, translated, and explained by one whose long

familiarity with it gives him lluency, and whose experience

gives him facility in resolving the difficidlies. The language

is no longer so dead to liim, so far removed from his feeling

and instinct of a living, spoken language^ as it would be if

he heard it spelt by his feliowsiudents , and stripped of all

life and beauty by their mistakes. He not only hears it free

from the errors which rob the most sublime poetry of its

charm, but he hears it delivered in a manner which would
awake a sense for its beauty, if he did not feel it before.

The zeal and enthusiasm of the Professor (and seldom is he
without zeal) communicate themselves to the student, and by
their very example create a warmer interest in the subject, and
inspire that ardour wilhout which no study, whose external

rewards are small, can prosper. The etlect of the Professor's

reputation , if he be one whose name has traversed Europe,

is not without influence on the minds of the young, prone
to admiration , and excites an interest in his person which is

reflected to his lectures. The very interest which the Professor

excites, reacts upon himself. As almost every word which he
utters is written down by the students, he is listened to

with an attention which forms the best encouragement to him
to exert his best powers. He is himself so acted on by his

hearers, that he is ensured against indifference to the matter

or manner of his lecture, and can never fall into an apathy

which benumbs the ardour the student brings with him. —
To this is to be added, that the Professor is not a man who
assumes the task of public teaching late in life and wilhout

previous practice. For the system of a German University

is to have tliree orders of teachers : Ordinary and Extraor-
dinary Professors , and private lecturers. Any student who,
after having taken his degree, determines to devote himself to

academical life, undergoes another examination and establishes

himself as a private lecturer. He may then possibly lecture

the first few Semesters gratuitously, until he has acquired

sufficient reputation to enlille him to demand a fee. But, as

this class of private teachers begin, as young men, tlie same
method of instruction by lecture which the Professors use,

and as almost every Professor has been first a private lecturer,
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tlie consequence is , thai Ihc riofessor comes to the cathedra

long cxpeiicnced in the iiiotle of tcacliing by h^cluic.

JNloreover, this regiihilion -with regard to llie three orders of

teachers is allendcil by tliese advantages : first, as there is no

limit to llie number of private lecturers, there is no likelihood

of anv branch of knowledge having too few to teach it, —
and secondly, it is an impossibility for patronage to appoint

a driveller and to give liim the monopoly of instruction in

his bi-anch ; for, as the testimonial of liaving attended a pri-

vate lecturer is quite as valiil as that of liaving attended a

Professor, the student will alwavs attend those teachers which

he prefers, and thus fnisiralc any attempt of the Govern-

ment to jM-ovidc for a favorite at the expeuce of the interests

of science. This , it may be observed , is also a security

against any Professor continuing to lecture -when lie is super-

nimuated. — Again, every Goverment seems to be aware

that it best answers its own olijects by appointing the very

best Professors that can be ol^lained throughout the whole of

Germany. For there is so great a competition between the

dillerent Universities, that any Government >Yliich filled the

Professor's chairs AVith court favorites, would soon find the

University deserted. In fact , there is a perpetual endeavour

to obtain the most dislinguisiied men from other Universities

bv the od'er of higher emoluments etc. ; — and this forms an

inducement for a private lecturer in the smallest University to

exert himself in order to obtain a call to a larger sphere of

operation
,
just as the existence of private lecturers in all Uni-

versities forms a perpetual stimulus to the Professor to main-

tain the eminence he has already attained. — Add to this

that the JMalriculation-^fee (in no University exceeding one

pound sterling) entitles the Student to the use of six books
at a time from the University Library, iu his own rooms,
and wllliuut further expcncc.

Hebrew is taught at the Gymuaslinn in the first two
(sometinics first throe) classes. The Gymnasiast, before he
leaves the Gymnasium, undergoes an examination of maturity,

in which he is expected to be able to construe any passage

in the prosaical liooks of the old Testament. Then , after he
lias linislied his studies at the University, he must undergo two
(in the Hanoverian dominion, tJiree.) examinations in Hebrew
before he is admitted to any clerical office. This of itself xin-

doubtedly fos'ers the study of Hel)rew more than any thing

else. P>ul this regulation on the part of the Governments is

not to be regardetl only as the cause thai Hebrew is so 'much
cullivaled here; il is also, in part, ihc ej[ject of ihe high de-
gree of iiilliNation which every branch of education receives
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here, wluch perfectly juslifics Ihc Government in requiring

llie tlieological student not to be the only laggard in the race.

As the student, therefore, comes to the University with a

sound preparation in Hebrew, and as he finds lectures on
Arabic, Syriac, Sanscrit etc., and generally gratuitous, it is

easily luiderstood why, if he has any zeal in such studies,

lie avails himself of the opportunities of extending his stu-

dies, seeing that he comes prepared to advance farther, and
finds these opportunities so liberally offered. — The shortest

method of rendering the workings of this system intelligible

to the English reader, is to give a selection from the Catalogue

of lectures at the Universities of Berlin and GiJltiugen for this

Winter Session, premising, that 1 have only selected those

lectures which relate to Oriental languages , with the exclu-

sion of all which are purely theological. The reader will ob-
serve in this list whether the lecturer is a Professor or a

private teacher , and also to what faculty he belongs ; and will

understand the word puhlice to mean gratuitously. — And
first for Berlin.

ORDINIS THEOLOGORUM.
E. G. Hkngstknburg, Prof. ord.

Privatim Psalmos explicablt quinquies per Iiebdomadem li. IX-X,

J. J. Bkllkrmann, Prof, extraord.

Privat. Narrationes e libro Jobi selectas interpretabitur diebus Merc,

et Sat. h. XI XII.

F. Bi5NARY, Prof, extraord.

Piiblire exegeticas Vet. Test, exercitationes instituet atqne nonimllas

liebraicae aiitiquitatis partes tractabit d. Merc. Ii. VIVII.
Privatim 1) Jesaiae vaticiiiia interpretabitur quinquies p. hebd. b.X-Xl.

2) Gramniaticain Arabitain simuique seiecta e Koskgartkmi Clire-

stomatliia capita exponet quater p. liebd. Ii. IV- V.

F. Uhlkmann, Lie. Privatim docens.

Gratis Pialmos Messiauos et dicta Proplietarum ad Messiam spectantia

explicabit d. Mercur. et Sat. h. IX-X.
Privatissime Linguam Sjriacam et Samaritanam docebit lioris audito-

ribus opportunis.

J. C. Vatkh, Lie. Privatim docens.

Privatim Genesiii interpretabitur quinis p. Iiebd. diebus Ii. IX-X.

ORDINIS PHILOSOPHORUM.
F. Bopp, Prof. ord.

Publice Calidasi Nalodayam interpretabitur d. Merc. b. III-IV.

Privatim 1) Grammaticam linguae Gotbicae et Germanicae compara-
tione cum Sanscrit:!, Graeca et Latiiia illustrandam docebit d, Lun..

Merc, Ven. h. 11-111. 2) Instituliones linguae Sauscritae tradet

duce libro suo (^Krilische Gramin. der Sunscrita Sj>rache^ d. Mart.,

Jov., Sat. li. II-III.

J. J. L. GuoRGi;, Privatim docens.

Privatim Psalmos interpretabitur quater p. Iiebd, li. IX-X.
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J. L. IDELKR , Privatim docens.

Privatini 1) Hcrofloti capita ad historiam et antiquitatcs Aegyptiacas

pertiiientia ilUistrabit, prcmissa isagoge de liieroglvpliica Aegyptio-

riini scriptura d. Liiii. , Mart., Jov. , Yen. I). IX-X. 2) Copticae

linguae nidimenta (;raniniatifa exponet seleotosque Psalnios ver-

sionis Mempliiticac interpretabitur quater p. liebd. d. Lun. , Mart.,

Jov., Yen. Ii. X-Xl.

J. H. PiiTi;uM\>N, Privatim docens.

Gratis 1) I.ibruni Judicum, rations imprimis Grammatices Iiabita, ex-

j)lirare perget d. Merc, et Sat. Ii. VllI-lX. 2) Grammaticam Ar-

meniacam docebit iisdem diebus I). IX-X.

Privatim Institiitiones ling. Hebraicae tradet qnater p. Iiebd. li. YIII-IX.

Privatissime ling. Armeniacaui singulasqiie dialectos Semiticas docebit.

G. StiioTT, Privatim docens.

Gratis 1) de indole linguanim quae dicuntur Tataricarum disseret

semel p. Iiebd. d. Merc. Ii. Xll-I. 2) Linguae Sinicae elementa

docebit ter p. Iiebd. d. Lun., Jov., Sat. Iiora eadem.

Privatim linguae Turcicae elementa docebit qnater p. Iiebd. d. Lun.,

Mart., Jov., Yen. Ii. 1-lL vel alia auditoribus commoda.

In the University of Gottingen,

ORDINIS PIllLOSOPHORUM.
Geo. IIbn. Aug. Ewald, Prof. ord.

Ii. X. librum Jesaiae proplicticum interpretabitur senis p. Iiebd. diebus.

Piiblice li. L bis Hamasam Abu-Temmami aliqtie scripta Arabica

dilTiciliora leget , bis linguam Persicam comparatain cum Sanscrita

ilocebit ^). Societatem exegeticam li. ^ L die Yen. exercebit ').

H. J. "NViisTKNFKLD , Privatim docens.

Privatim quinqnies p. Iiebd. Ii. X. Grammaticam Hebraicam docebit;

gratis Ii. U. diebus Lun. et Jov. vaticinia Joells, Micliae, Nahunii

et Obadiae interpretabitur, et liora auditoribus commoda selecta

Corani capita et iJamasae Carmina expiicabit.

ORDINIS THEOLOGORUM.
R. E. Klrnhr , Privatim docens.

1. Hoseae vaticinia d. Lun. et Jov. Ii. XI. gratis interpretabitur La-
tino sermone usurns. 2. Grammaticam ling. Hebraicae duce Ew.4Ldi
Gramm. minori ed. II. quater p. Iiebd. exponet.

1) Prof. EwAi.D has lectured gratuitously on Sanscrit, every Semester
since 1826.

2) It is not to be supposed that public lectures are the only mode of
instruction in a German University , for very many Professors

hold societies of their pupils , in which they themselves exercise

their powers under the Professors eye. Thus, the above Exege-
tical Society of Prof. Ewald meets at his house two liours

on one evening in the week ; the first hour is devoted to the

Proverbs, and the students translate and explain in Latin; the

otiier hour is given to the Apocalypse (these two happen to be
the books chosen this Semester), Every member is also required

to write a dissertation, in his turn, on some passage of the old or

new Test, alternately. These dissertations are written in Lat. and
their Inierits and demerits canvassed in a discussion, in wiiich the

Prof, arts the part of umpire.
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It may be Interesting, after tills imperfect view of the

macluDery for public instruction in Oriental languages, to take

a cursory survey of ^^llat lias been 'done here for the last

few years in Sanscrit, Arabic, and Hebrew. — Although

Germany is entirely dependent on foreign countries for its

access to original Sanscrit works, and although it has neither

possessions nor commerce in India to encourage the study

of that language, yet, no sooner did Fred. Schlegel's work
"on the Language and Philosophy of the Indians" appeal-,

than it awoke a great desire to become acquainted with a

language which had so much to recommend it from its novelty,

from the untold riches of its literature, and from its affinities

with the languages of Greece and Rome , and with all the

Teutonic dialects. It is not easy noAV to appreciate the diffi-

culties which they had to struggle against, who began this

study when the ordinary aids of Grammar and Lexicon could

hardly be said to exist , when they w ere no printed texts", and

when even Manuscripts were only to be found in French

or English public libraries. So great , however, was the

enlhusiasm of the two Schlegels , Othmar Frank, and

Bow , and so liberal was the Prussian government especially

in affording the means to advance tlieir efforts , by the present

of types and the establishment of Professorships, that Sanscrit

is now cultivated here to an extent unknown in any other

country of Europe. The want of Grammars has been sup-

plied by Frank, who also published a Chrestomathy^ and

by three Grammars by Borr, who is the first who has taken

a philosophical view of the Sanscrit Grammar. With regard

to texts, W. TON Sciilegel and Lassen (both Professors at

Bonn) have published a critical edition of the Hitopadesa, and

ScHLEGEL has givcii us similar editions of the Bhaghavadgita

and of the P\amayana, and publishes a journal {^IndisclieBih-

liotlieh) exclusively devoted to Indian literature. Borr, too,

has published many episodes from the IMahabharata, for which

he has compiled a Glossary which, with the Radices Sanscrilae

of Rosen , is all in the way of Lexicons which has yet ap-

peared here. It is, of course impossible to enumerate all the

original texts which have been lately printed here , but enough

have been mentioned to show, that, with such materials and

the great number of Professors who lecture on Sanscrit, the

study of that language is fairly established here as a branch

of public University instruction. — There could not have

been a more favourable juncture for the introduction of tlie

study of Sanscrit into Germany, than that at which it was
introduced. For it found philosophical views of language al-

ready ripe enough to use the newly discovered language as a

means for the further development of the principles of flexion
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and organlzalion in all oilier members of tlic Indo-gcrmaiuc

iaiiiily "of languages; and so far are Ave from liaving readied

the utmost ^vlucll"^t may be expected the comparative physio-

logy of language ^vill derive from this source, that it may

raUicr be afhrmed that the extent of the inlluence of Sanscrit

is yet nnfureseeu. The time is certainly not distant when

no i)hih)logian >vill consider he has a complete or profound

knowledge of Latin or Greek, until he has sought the sour-

ces of their structure in Sanscrit. Sanscrit has even thrown

a powerful liglit on tlie structure of the Semitic languages,

of which this Grammar contains many proofs. Xo one has

done more to illustrate the comparative Grammar of the Indo-

"ormanic family of languages than Prof. Gunni of Guttingeu

(in his German Grammar) and Prof. Borr. The latter has

Avritlen a number of w^orks illustrating dilferent parts of their

sliuclure and ilexion , as his *-Coiiiugalion S}Stcm." 'The

deiiioiislralivc pronouns" etc., — but his last work ''A com-

iiaralive Grammar of Sanscrit, Zend, Greek, Latin, Livonian,

Slavonian, Gothic, and German" is the crown of all his

former attempts. W. vox Hlmboldt has also contributed

iiiuch in this branch, and himself adorned the studies of which

lie Avas so miuiificcnt a patron. —
In speaking of Arabic literature , the great difficulty is in

the seloclion of facts tliat deserve menlion. Enough has been

said above, to show to what extent it must be cullivatod

liere ; and even the number of Grammars and Chrestomathies

within the last forty years, exceeds the small space that can

be allotted to this subject. AVe are indebted to Prof. Ewald
for a philosophical and critical Grammar, Gram, critica Ling.

Arabicae cum brevi melrorum doctrina 2 Vols 8vo, 1831.

I'rol. FiiKYTAG in l>onn is now engaged in editing an Arabic

Lexicon in four Vols 4lo , of which three have appeared.

There has been a critical edition of the Coran by FLiicEL , of

Abulfcda's Historia Anteislamica by Fleischek , of the Avhole

text of the llamasa by Fiveytag , of the Arabian niglits by
Prof. IIabicut etc.

The improvements in tlic last twenl}' years in Hebrew phi-

lol(»g\ liave been later in beginning and slower in progress than

those of classical philology; but they arc at length in beauti-

ful harmony with each other. The number of German He-
brew Grammars within this period is so great that 1 can

only notice those two which have exercised any permanent
inlluence on the pujjlic mind. — Prof. Geskmvs was the first

who endeavoured to bring Hebrew^ ])hilology in harmony with

tlie improvements of his time, llis Lehrgebdude (1817) was
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llic largest Ilcb. Gram, wliicli had appeared before llial time.

Its distinguishing merits were tlie diligence with which be

liad collected
J

and the clearness with which he had repre-

sented the opinions of former Grammarians 5 it had also the

odvanlnge of showing some resemblances of the other Semitic

dialects at the same time, lie has also published eleven editions of

a smaller Gram, and five of a Clu'cslonialhy adapted to it. His

Lexicographical laboui-s consist of live editions of a German
Hebrew Lexicon , one of the same in Latin , and a large The-

saurus linguae Heb. 4to, which is not yet coinj)leted. It may
be concluded, from these works, and from his lectures as

Professor at Halle, that he has contributed more than any

man living to the dissemination of Hebrew learning.

But so gigantic a stride was made in the last ten years in

the general principles of philosophical Grammar, that the

best works before that time no longer satisfied the claims of

the new aera. Philology had laid aside its swaddling clothes

and began to philosophise on the facts which it was before

contented to take upon trust. The elements of a further de-

velopment of Hebrew Grammar were already ripening in si-

lence; but the honour of effecting the reformation was re-

served for Prof. EwALD. His labours, which would deserve

mention in any sketch of the progress of sound philology,

require a more particular notice here.

His ''-Kritische Grcnmii. der hehrdiscJien SpracJie''''

(written in the Authors 23rd year) whose very title announces

the spirit in which the investigation of the language had been

pursued, appeared in 1827. This large work, which was

jnanifestly the production of an enterprising and independent

thinker, which bore evident traces that he had made no com-

pilation from former Grammarians, but had himself searched

out the truth and the reasons of every fact before he stated

it, and whose abundant references to the cognate dialects

were so much sounder and more pertinent from the very

principle of its whole system, has formed an epoch in the

study of Hebrew. So important has been the influence which

this work has exercised here, that I know of no commentary

on any book of the old Test, nor Gram, nor Lexicon, which

liave appeared since 1827, which do not acknowlege their obli-

gations to it. And even the ninth and tenth editions of Ge-

SEXius's Grammar (which have appeared since Ewald's large

work) have received more important improvements than any

of their predecessors. This was followed in 1828 by his Hehr.

Grannn. in vollstandiger Kilrze neii hearbeitet , — and

this extract from the preface to it may serve to explain some
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of tlie Autliors o^vn views ^vIlll regard lo his system. ''The

tliri-e or four years wliirii have elapsed since the composition of tlie larger

work, could not pass witliout my examining tiie writings of tiie old Xest.

afre>li, and becoming, from the general progress of my studies, niore

di>tin(tly and certainly conscious of tlie internal grounds of the Heb. Lang.

During this time, too, 1 have learnt Sanscrit, and discovereil with joy

tlie manifold use wliich this pure jirimitive language has even for the cor-

rect explanation of Heb. Tlius , much in my conception of Htb. lias been

modilied; my former views have been enlarged and confirmed, or more
narrowly delined ; my system has become still clearer in its chief and

subordinate parts, more connected and therefore more accurate and sure

in itself and for others, while it has become more certain to myself.

]\ly daily progress , and the composition of this smaller work , have con-

vinced me, that the object which 1 had sought in the larger work, viz.

trulli and clearness, the internal reasons of the facts, and their confirm-

ation and correct representation, was in almost all cases not sought in

vnin; for greater experience and strict examination have only eontirmed

nnd extended most, and |)recisely the most important, views of the larger

work, or brought them still nearer to truth and distinctness. In the few

instances, however, in which 1 have returned to an opinion which I

formerly doubted, it has only iiappened because I have arrived, by re-

peated investigation, at the true reasons, so that I could now appropri-

ate to myself as a fact, and correctly represent to otiiers, that wiiich other

(Jrnmmarians had not understood or explained, but wiiich was in itself

right. It was indeed one of the chief objects of tlie larger work to

jiwakeii, by free and candiil investigation, the spirit of eiupiiiy in this

l)raiHh of liuman science , and (at a time wlien prejudice had induced tiie

belief tiiat the system of tlie Ileb. (iraiii. was already perfect, and that

all farther encpiiry was unnecessary) to begin the great work of that re-

formation which the ileb. Gram, needed so much, first, for its own sake
as a science whieli must become conscious of its reasons and elevate itself

above the dominion of mere empiricism , and secondly for the correctness

and facilitation of instruction. Tlie defects of the former Gniiumars, the

ancient prejudices and false views, the half- true or erroneous proofs of
modem (jrainmarians for the ancient opinions which tliey did not understand,
were, however, so numerous that it was not possible that the first Gram,
which, in necessary opposition to the former uncritical Grammars, sought
tlie internal reasons of things and endeavoured to bring back the Heb.
lan^iuage to its spirit, siiould attain perfect correctness in every point.

This ciiief object, and the real value of the larger work have also been
acknowledged by impartial scholars; a new period and, if moderation
guides the reform, a better period for the changes in Heb. Grammars,
J.,exicons and the exegesis of the old Test, approaches, and it may be
liuped that the endeavours which are inspired by a pure love of truth an<i

science, will liear the best fruit. 1 myself may only have the merit of
the first impulse to impro\enient , if even tliat may be called a merit, since
the idea of an improvement in this science is less owing to me than to
tlie claims of our time, and this idea has perhaps only been awakened some-
what sooner and more vividly in me. Even after the firmer form which I

have been able to give the Hel.>r. Gram, in this new work, there never-
theless remains, as 1 partly confidently believe, and partly suspect, much
for future em|uirers or, perhaps, for myself to add or to define more
strictly, not only in the Syntax, which follows logical laws and is, there-
fore, more easily thoroughly understood by a consistent thinker, but also
in the doctrine of tlie sounds of the language. 1 liave , however, a sure
confidence, that free and impartial emiuirers will approve the spirit of in-
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vestigation wlilch prevails licre, and, in harmony witli the higliest principle

of this work, will only further build up the structure liere founded. A.

number of observations whicli appear here for the first time, will remain

and be able to stand tiie severest impartial examination (which 1 do not

dread, but earnestly desire) because tliey liave not proceeded from me or

my mind, but at the same time from the spirit of the language. — An
enumeration of those points which, according to my conviction, are more
correctly discovered or represented in this or the larger work , would be

a useless task. Tiie judicious reader will easily perceive that none of the

views of former Grammarians have been retained, except those whicli have

proved themselves true after a free and independent investigation, and
that nothing which appears new has been added, except what was found,

by the same investigation , to be founded in the spirit of the language. In

order to obtain a vivid apprehension and representation of the language in its

true form, I have always investigated it by means of itself, without knowing
tiie opinions of former Grammarians or assuming their correctness, and
therefore it was necessarily inditTerent to me, as to the results of my in-

vestigations, whether any fact had been observed before or not; I sought

nothing old nor new."

This >vas succeeded, in 1835, hj llie Grammar of which
this is a translation. It is called a second edition of the one
before , but it is , as a short preface states, thoroughly revised

and extensively improved. The Author liad written his Ara-
bic Grammar in the interval between this and the preceding

edition, and returned from that excursion into a kindred dia-

lect, with an enlargement and confiimation of his views,

which liave exercised a beneficial influence on every part of

this Grannnar. The additions, too, are as numerous and
important as the length of the intei-val, and his progress in a
labour of love , would lead us to expect ; the largest is the

treatise on the accentuation. — It is perhaps incumbent on
me to attempt a fuller characteristic of the work whose trans-

lation I have luidertaken , and to point out some of those

advantages which may render it acceptable to an enlightened

scliolar. First, with regard to its general qualities, it may
be said to correspond in every respect to the picture above
offered of a Grammar such as it is expected to be from the

enlarged views of our time. It is founded on philosophical

views of language in general , and always endeavours to give

a similar exjilanalion of the facts of the language of which
it treats. Let it not, however, be supposed that it is merely
a philosophical explanation of the facts of the language; the

truth is , a philosophical method alone could /Ind the pheno-
mena. Profound discrimination , and an investigation of those

laws of thought of which language is the reflexion, were ne-

cessary to separate real from apparent phenomena, and to dis-

cover an infinite number of new ones, which empiricism

would confound, and which superficial views could not de-

tect. It also contains an acute criticjue of the opinions of

former Grammarians , but it did not suit the conciseness of
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llie ^vol•k lo iiienllon tlicir names, wlilcli are of lillle nio-

juent in the judgment of things. Hence it is thai this Gram-

mar contains more facts of the language hy one half than any

one accessible to the I'jiglish reader. Anollier and great dis-

tinction is the heaulilul order that reigns throughout every

part of the MorU. 'J'hc development of one part from another,

the progress from the elemental sounds lo the conrplicated

proposition , the groupings of the phenomena of strong and

^vcak formation and llexion, all si)ring from an order Avhich

in itself conduces lo a right luulcrstanding of the nature of

the materials Aviu'ch it has disposed. Anollier merit is tlie

perpetual reference to the most important fads Avhich com-

paialive philology oilers to illustrate the forms or genius of

llebrcNV. These illuslralions (which are by no means intended

to exhaust the subject, but rather onlyj to point out such

resemblances as had escaped others) are not only borrowed

from the sister dialects, but also from the Indo-germauic langua-

ges, and while the reader, alive to such com])arisons , is led

by similitude in dissimilitude to a more \ivid sense of the

genius of Semilismus, he runs no risk of finding a farrago of

impertinent learning to obstruct or mislead him. IMoreover,

I nuist mention the total absence of that pedantic jargon

which has invented a number of unmeaning terms for pheno-

mena which it could not explain, and tasked the memory
Avhen it could not enlighten the understanding. Almost all

the tei'ms used in this work are vernacular and inlelligible

lo one who knows mIuiI they are intended to describe (where

it is not so in the translation , the difference of the language

will, I trust, form some apology). Among the particular me-
rits of this Grammar may be reckoned the doctrine of sounds.

It testifies, in itself, how much more vivid the Authoi-'s feeling

of the language has been; we find rules drawn from the

living spoken tongue, whose laws are founded on the organs

of speech and the ear, instead of inanimate details of the

arbitrary signs addressed lo the eye. And surely every thing

that tends to bring a language within the sphere of our

living sympathies, conduces to a sense of its spirit. Besides,

as language is the mirror which reilects all man's imjiressions

of the external world and of the world of feeling' Avithin him,

and as that rellexion is made by sounds , the peculiar sounds

of every language form one of the characteristics of the na-

tional jicrceplion anil feeling of that jieople lo whom the lan-

guage belongs. — In the doctrine of forms , I will oidy se-

lect the nonnnal formation. The appreciation of the sense

which the mere form expresses, the gradations from the

simplest to the most intense, the nisus formatiid of different

developments, are ijnportant improvemcnls in tliis part of
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Grammar. The numerous declensions of other writers give
place to a system not only more easy, but infinitely more
conducive to an understanding of the principle of flexion,

because it is founded on the natnre of the language. — Last-
ly, the spirit ^Yhich pervades the whole work has produced
such improvements in the Syntax, that no one can fail to dis-

cover the hand of a master there. Its logical precision where
so much was vague before , its fulness where so nuich was
meagre, its acute and philosophical discnmination, will be some
susprlse to those who thought that , in the Hebrew language,

a Syntax was not altogether indispensable ^).

Such is the original of this translation; and, as such, Ic

appeared to be a desideratum in Hebrew philology in England.
It is, however, also possible that the very merits of this work
over its contemporaries, may render it less acceptable to those

whose misconception of the real difficulties of Hebrew, or
whose indolence, leads them to take no road to that language
except an apparently short and easy one. It is indeed a dis-

advantage to the study of Hebrew , as a language , that we
become acquainted with the choicest remains of its literature

from our earliest childhood, and that, too, in a version which,
from its being no longer the hackneyed idiom of daily life,

has sufficient colour of originality to take away the desire to

seek the native source , or, if we do resolve to study the

original, to forestall the genuine pleasure of making the lan-

guage a key to the sense. But this previous acquaintanco

with the sense , so far from relaxing our efforts , should form
the very stinndus to penetrate the mysteries of the language,

and to imbibe its genius, before we can have any confidence

in our own judgment when we are inclined to depart from a

received translation. Hence a thorough study of the language

until we attain a feeling of Its force , and an acquaintance

with the cognate dialects , are indispensable to all who aspire

to a solid knowledge of Hebrew. A zealous studejit should

give no ear to the exaggerated reports of the ease with which
the language may be attained, which some have circulated in

order to encourage the supine to exertion. This delusion

makes many come to this study prepared to find It easy or

to make it so; and they attain, accoidlngly, no higher kuow-

1) I should here state the works which Iiave appeared here recently in

Hebrew philolofjy, but their numl)er renders it impossible. This
year alone has produced this Gram, anotiier by Prof. Frkytag etc.

;

and as to philulos^ical commentaries on books of tlie old Test, this

year has produced one on Gene.«is by Prof. v. Boht-kn , on Judj^es

by Studkr; and six such conimenlnries on the Psalms, by Prof.

EwALD, Prof. HiTzit; , Prof. Umbkkit etc.
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letliic of the language lliau to know what word in the ori-

ginal corresponds to every -word in the Authorised veision.

Jlencc Ave have Graniinars -wliich offer to teacli the language

Nvilhout jioinls (a system long since utterly exploded here)

^vliicli, to spare the indolent, rob the language of the very

breath of its life, and not only give a soulless representation

of it, but a false one; for there are a thousand analogies in

the cognate dialects to show that the punctuation is physio-

logically correct. It is indeed unquestionably true that the

siini)licity of the Hebrew language does render a certain pro-

gress very easy, but it is equally true that any progress which

a classical scholar is entitled to call a philological knowledge

of the language , is only the result of considerable time and

toil. The two facts that Hebrew is the language of such a

totally different social state, and belongs to a fundamentally

different family of languages, are alone sufficient to render it

a priori probable that it is no easy task to become naturalized

to the peculiarities which result from those two causes. These

considerations, and the acknowledged importance of the do-

cumenls transmitted to us through this language, and the vital

interest we have in their correct interpretation , should render

the study of Hebrew an indispensable duty with some: but

I would also hope that tlie time is not far distant when those

who derive intellectual pleasure in the study of a language

per se , as a mode of thougiit, will, without disregarding the

religious interest which should also weigh with them, be more
frequently attracted to the study of a language whose re-

mains are , in a philological and literary point of view , so

^ worthy the attention of enlightened minds. If there is an

;
infinite pleasure in enjoying the national poetry of any people

in its original form, if there is an indefinable something, the

characteristic of the national mind and external stale , which

I
only lives in its native tongue, this is doubly true of He-

* brew. No language loses more by translation ; for we can

i only translate it into a language of a different family , climate,

I
and slate of civilization. Hebrew is the language of man iu

* his infancy, ere his reasoning powers have supplanted his

; feelings: simple in structure, childlike truthful in expression,

the very language of the heart in the household affections, iu

' the ardour of faith or the abyss of dispair , or, if dignified,

' sublime in simple maiesty, recalling in its commonest meta-
phors the tent, the desert, and the pastoral life of the pa-

/,
triarchal ages, — and can we translate such a language as

* this into that of times and peoples who have grown grey in

philosophv and the world, and Avho are artificial or callous

in those feelings which the Hebrew expressed with the honest

} fervour of youth? JN'o , the Hebrew !Muse, as aforetime,
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hangs lier harp on llie willows, and refuses to sing her native

songs in a strange land.

With regard lo the translation, I have aimed at scrupulous

faithfulness. This may liave occasionally produced an uncouth

sentence, but the reader is ,' 1 trust, a gainer in the end. The
additions consist of a few extracts from the kritisclie Qram-
ifjatih (of which that on the names of the letters is the largest)

and in numerous contributions which the Author's luiccasing

industry had collected since the appearance of his edition
; he

has also added the treatise on the agreement between the ac-

centuation and the syntax. INIy friend Dr. Bertheau has added

a table of contents lo the two indexes, but I must repeat the

Author's liope that these aids may not seduce any one into the

indolent habit of only consulting the book; part hangs so inti-

mately with part, that such a disjointed study will not profit.

The corrections consist of some modifications of 0])inion which
subsequent investigation induced the Author to adopt; but chiedy

in a new arrangement of one part of the syntax (from f. 472
to §. 539) which he Avas prevented from making in his own
edition, because it was too late when he discovered its ne-

cessity. After so many obligations which the Author has laid

the translator under, in addition to the already heavy ones of

the pupil, I cannot omit this opportunity of expressing my
high admiration of liis talents , and my heartfelt sense of that

kindness which has made them so easy of access to myself. —

•

It is with considerable diflidence that I noAV commit this trans-

lation into the hands of the" public, for I know liow many
attainments w^ere necessary to do it justice ; but I yet liope

that its many imperfections will be pardoned for the sake of

the cause it Is Intended to further, and that this may be at

least one of those attempts in which the vqliiisse is enough.

I have also to request particular Indulgence for petty typo-
graphical errors , for the compositor was totally ignorant of
English , and I was the sole corrector of the press : all mis-

prints , however, which aifect the sense, and which I have
found , are noted in the errata , which the reader is requested
to observe. Should I ever have an opportunity of amending
the Imperfections of this work by a second edition, it would
be my first endeavoiu' to show how diligently I had wat-
ched , during the interval, over its Improvement, and to render
it more worthy of being the chosen guide of the Intelligent and
zealous student. May It, meanwhile, be welcome, and contribute

its aid to render England , what it was in the days of Pococke
and Castell, the home of sound Oriental philology.

puTTiNGEN, Dec. 3. 1835.

J. I\.
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OF THE HEBREW LANGUAGE IN GENERAL,

T.

1. HISTORICAL SKETCH.

lie Hebrew language is a branch of that widely ex-

tended family of languages of Southwestern Asia, which is

now usually called the Semitic , because most of the nations

of this tongue appear to have been descendants of Sem (Gen.

10), This family of languages extended from the Arabian pen-

insula, its chief seat in ancient and modern times, northwards

over the countries between the JMediterranean
,

parts of Asia

Minor, Armenia and Persia; and southwards into Habesh or

Aethiopia.

Even in ancient times was this family of languages diffe-

rently developed according to the situation and fate of the

countries in which it prevailed. In the ISorth , or in Ara-
maea (Syria , Mesopotamia , Babylonia) , where the climate is

for the most part severer, where the nations of Semitic ton-

gue bordered on the most different nations and languages,

and often had their language corrupted by foreign conquests,

it was rougher and poorer in vowels , more corrupt and a-

dulterated. But in the South , among the never conquered

Arabs, it preserved greater purity and sweetness and a grea-

ter richness of formations and words ; many of which excel-

lencies are found, even in the extreme south, in the Aetliiopio

language, a very old daughter of the Arabic. In the Middle^

betweru Aramaea and Arabia , in Palestine , where (besides

the Phoenicians , of whose language we have only a few re-

mains, and other petty nations, whose dialects have dis-ap-

peared without a trace) the Hebrews principally dwelt, the

language inclined originally, it is true, more to Aramaic, ac-

cording to its primitive descent, (since the tradition of the

tribe brings the Patriarchs from the North East , and last from

the northern part of Mesopotamia) but being developed on

the frontier of Arabia, it has much in common with Arabic,

at the same time that it is distinguished by the peculiar pro-

gress of its developemeut
_,

as well from Aramaic as from Ara-
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bic. Hebrew is disllnguislied above Aramaic (Avblch became
better kuowu since 600 B. C), as the cultivated language of

many and great prophets and poets , by a rich abundance of

formations and Avords , and is distinguished from the still

more polished Arabic (whicli first appears in liistory about

400 A. C.) by antique simplicity and majesty. The Grammar
of all ibo Semitic languages must always set out from He-
brew, because it presents a connected view of the most an-

cient form of Semitic, and contains many primitive formations

which afterwards are either lost or altered.

3 The two names whicli the worshippers of Jehovah re-

ceive in the old Test. Israelites and Hebrews are distingui-

shed by the first ])eing the holy name, closely connected with
their religion and the tradition of the race, while tlie latter

is the usual name of the nation, and as such, is much more
ancient and luiiversal (Abraham himself being called a He-
brew Gen. 14, 13), and calls to mind no ancestor of glorious

memory. Accordingly while Priest and prophet always ad-

dress tlie people by the name of Israelites, other nations al-

ways call them Hebi-ews , and a Hebrew never calls himself

an Israelite in spealiing with foreigners
;

(Jon. 1, 9. Gen. 40,

15): on other occasions too, and especially by earlier writers,

the nation is called Hebrews when, not mentioned with re-

ference to its religion (Ex.21, 2. Gen. 43, 32. 1 Sam. 13, 3.7.

14, 21). The name Hebrews tzi'^'ni^; , according to the views
entertained by the people itself, is derived from Eber i:2:>'_

w horn tradition makes an ancestor of Abraham , but as noth-
ing further is known of him, he can hardly be considered as

an historical personage. Gen. 10, 21. 24. 11, 16; perhaps it

was originally applied to nearly all nations of Semitic tongue
this side the Euphrates, which according to historical traces

migrated from central Asia and last from JMesopotamla {"^-"J^

'^vjt'i ^''^ \nviA on tliat side the river i. e. the Euphrates cf.

o neoaxt^g LXX Gen. 14, 13) to Palestine and Arabia; in

this case , the appellation ^vould spring from the ancient inhab-
itants of Canaan ^). According to either vIcav however, the
name Hebrews embraced originally all the descendants of
Abraham and was only afterwards peculiarly appropriated to

the direct descendants of Abraham in Palestine, the Israelites

Gen. 10, 21.

1) Tliis was first suggested by J. D. Michaelis Spicil. geogr. Heb.
ext, P. 2. p. 66.

\ The language can therefore be called Hebrew oidy after

the usual name of the nallon. Tiiis name happens however
not to occur in the old 'Jest. , because in general there is

\\\\\o mention of language in it; in one place Is. 19, 18 it is
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poetically called language of Canaan, where Cauaau, as

land, is opposed to Egypt.; the laicr name Jetpish language.
Is. 36, 11. 13 properly means only tlie dialect of the Hebrew
language in the kingdom of Juda, though that dialect, after

the conquest of Samaria, gained the entire ascendancy.

It is , in Itself, very probable that the Hebrew language 5

had dialects , although in the scanty remains of Hebrew lit-

terature , which were almost all written in the kingdom of

Juda, and in Jerusalem, this distinction is less obvious. In

general the dialects in the norlli of Palestine must have in-

clined more to the character of Aramaic, and have been

rougher, impurer and coarser than those in the South. Traces

of nor^iern dialect are contained e.g. in the Song of Deborah
Judg. 5. Even the partial mixture of nations in Palestine gave

rise to impurer dialects ; thus after the exile the dialect of

Ashdod is censured, with some others, as Philistian Neh, 13,

23. 24 and the Galilaean dialect is distinguished Math. 26, 73.

During the best period of tlie language, the written Ian- 6

guage of Prose differed but little from the idiom of the peo-

ple, only that their pronunciation appears to have been more
peculiarly impure and more like Aramaic ^). HebrcAV Prose

is in essence perfectly simple and artless, but possesses "Vi,ivid

descriptive power , and occasionally , when the subject is in-

spiring , rises to even poetic sublimity. The so called poetic

diction however is of a peculiar kind and developement.

Its essence is luxuriant copiousness, inexhaustible variety, and
pliability, so that it possesses a much greater abundance of

words and formations than prose, among which are many
which are peculiar to it and characteristic. It has partly pre-

served this abundance from antiquity by zealously retaining

what died out of the language of daily life, and partly by re-

cruiting Itself, from time to time, from the rich and mani-

fold popular dialects , by the adoption of new matter and

forms; in both cases therefore, it approached to Aramaic,

since the Hebrews, accoi'ding to their origin and history,

are much more nearly connected with the Aramaic than the

Arabian nations. Much however in the bold language of

Poetry, has been produced by the impulse of internal de-

velopement. Pj'ophetic diction shows only an occasional

greater or less approach to this external form of Poetic diction.

1) Therefore writers from the people, like Amos, approach nearest

to the Aramaic form.

The Hebrew language in the four first books of the Pen- 7
tateuch , which contain records of unquestionable antiquity,

partly by JMoses , or from his time , appears already , a few

1*
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niinuliae excepleJ, fully developed. From Moses until aboul

the year 700 it vmderNvent few changes : for as the slTucture

oF the Semitic hmguages is in general more simple, so also is

it less changeable than that of languages of greater develope-

ment, as Sanscrit. To which is to be added, that in

that period tlio Hebrews did not experience those influences

^vhich materially alfect a language : they did not advance

much in civilization, were never long subjected to nations of

foreign tongue, and lived almost entirely separated from all

nations, especially from nations of foreign language. Their

language therefore advanced little in developement, but it also

suffered little from corruption. There are however in those

books of the Pentateuch , some certainly important differences,

which afterwards disappear, and many differences of that kind

have become less distinguishable by us_, because the more
modern punctuation has treated all words according to one

standard, and that, the standard of the language at a late period.

8 From the dominion of the Assyrians , Chaldeans and

Persians over Palestine , the Hebrew language gradually de-

clined, and the ArctJJiaic, the study ol which became neces-

sary to the cliief persons of the kingdom from 720-600 , by
the conquest of the Assyrians (Is. 36, 11) and Chaldaeans,

encroached more and more upon the Hebrew, and the more
easily, on account of the close affinity of the two languages,

until the latter became entirely corrupted or supplanted. It

was not however until after 600 that this corruption was
gradually introduced into the written language , and even

the latest Prophets, especially those which wrote about 540-

520 at the fall of the Chaldean empire, imitale the ancient

language very successfully.

2. OF ITS NATURE.

9 To comprehend tlie nature of the Hebrew language , wo
must partly compare other languages with it, and jiartly pursue

more closely the traces of earlier origin and alteration \\'hich

are yet visible in its present form. Therefore it is not so

much of the nature of the Hebrew language as compared

with its sisters §. 2, but more generally of the nature of the

Semitic family of languages in compai'isou -with others, that

we must here speak.

10 1. We learn from the investigation of the primitive ele-

ments of the Semitic language, that its beginnings, or roots,

like those of all other languages, where short monosyllabic

words. These roots then, now only to be discovered by ex-

amination and dissection, carry us back to the most ancient
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times, when the families of language, -which afterwards se-

parated, still stood near to one source, and the Semitic lan-

guage, as such, not yet existed. Hence arises the great con-

nexion wiiich these roots have with Indo-gei-mauic roots ^),

a connexion the less astonishing, as the territories of both these

families afterwards also bordered on one another in Asia.

1) To give particular proof of this is the province of the Lexicon.

The fact lias been by no means first discovered in modern times

;

but all depends on the right application of it.

2. Piemains of these roots have indeed been preserved in- li

many particles , immoveable primitives , which have resisted

the general progressive change of the form of the language,

but the living and principal part of the language , the verb

and the noun , has advanced far above this childhood ; the

fundamental and accessory ideas of a sentence are no longer

single radical words merely externally put together, but the

accessory ideas are arranged round a fundamental one with
the unity and and compactness of a single word, which may
be variously modified to suit the idea; and hence formation
has become the predominant principle of the Semitic language.

;

While a fundamental idea thus becomes the immoveable cen-

tre , the accessory ideas , or variations , can be distinguished

with so much the greater ease and brevity, and therefore,

with so much the more perfection and accuracy. By forma-

tion, for instance, is the distinction between noun and verb,

adjective and substantive
,

gender and number in the noun,

and tenses in the verb, briefly and distinctly defiued , and as

far as ever the accessory ideas may be separated , so far is

formation possible. But on the other hand , as soon as ever

an accessory idea is expressed by a separable word , there is

no formation: at the same time it is to be kept in mind, that

the approximation between formation ajid juxtaposition may
be very various in particular cases. Cf. on origin and for-

mation of words §. 201-214.

In tills formation, the Semitic language has, it is true, 12

more simplicity and freshness, and much that is finer and more
regular, than the Indo-germanic family; as the consistent

distinctions of gender, as well in the pronoun of the second

person , as in the verb : but in general , it has not reached

the high degree of perfection which distinguishes the latter.

The foi'm is not so versatile nor so willing to foUow the

idea , so that much still appears rather isolated and only ex-

ternally connected. Other finer distinctions of idea have not

yet entered into the consciousness of the language strongly

and vividly enough to impress themselves on the form. Thus
a form for the idea of the neuter is wanting, and the dis-
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tinction of tenses, is not so fully developed as iu our

languages.

13 3. A higher and perfectly new stage in the development

of language , wliicli presupposes the formation just described,

is composition y by 'Nvliich words in themselves independent

and separable, are so joined together as a new whole, that

the last -word only makes the end of the proposition, either by
subordination , when the word completing or defining is put

before tlie ^vord to be defined , and both become thereby

closely connected, as icvTavanXroovv ,
§odod\r/.Tv?.og , (xv&oio-

siciQsaxcia, or by juxtaposition of similar ideas in successive

order, as the latin suovetaurilia ; the fii'st is the more na-

tural and the more important. To this power of composition,

\ a chief ornament of the Sanscrit family of language, the Se-

I
mitic however (some insignificant beginnings excepted ^)

has not advanced. It is not the principle of Semitic majesti-

cally to combine and subordinate ideas , it is rather its law,

more simply, to place words near each other and to explain

each iu the natural order.

1) Concerning subordination v. Gram. Arab. Vol. II. p. 23. f. 156,

179, 201 not. concerning juxtaposition v. below Heb. syntax of

propositions coupled by ^ ct.cI §. 495.

14 On the other hand, Semitic is infinitely more developed,

in another direction, than Sanscrit; that is to say, for the

formation of the living chief element of the language , the verb

and noun, the originally short root has been extended with

great regularity to three firm sounds , and occasionally even

j
to four (^§. 230 ). As the short primitive roots are thus

I increased by new sounds, and the souuds (not only those
* originally belonging to the root, but even more easily the

newly added ones) are capable of endless variety , the few
primitive roots split more and more, and there arises in this

I
manner a very large ntunbcr of actually living roots. A si-

milar progress of clevelopement is also found, it is true, in

Sanscrit, in as much as the short roots become i)rogressively

longer and more definite, but by no means docs the same
regularity prevail in it as in Semitic, which attains tliereby

two chief results. First, by the number of roots the meanings

also become more clear and definite, Avhich in some measure

compensates for the -want of composition ^. 13 ;
and if Sanscrit

by means of composition renders the idea, in a more intellectual

Avay , infinitely various, Semitic seeks to attain the same end

by that rather material formation of new roots, tlius Tj^.t^

J is ire "zv^ redire , from the primitive yp spring y^'p^, ^^P^
I to cut, r)2;p^ to cut ojf, to shorten . aiip^ or 35irt to hew our.
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Moreover, the roots wlilch arise in this manner must 15

have a decided tendency to become polysyllabic , and to a
nioj'e pocalic pronunciation. For in the Sanscrit roots, be-

cause they continue shorter , and according to tlie principles

of the* language must be monosyllabic, the same vowel re-

mains , more simply, as centre and supporter, to which con-
sonants are attached in such number and order only as the

unity of a syllable will permit , as cad , scrih , scalp etc.

Groups of compatible consonants may be formed , but the

vowel keeps them together as in sti'ing, v.Teiv. But this

imity is entirely lost in Semitic, because the roots extend
themselves to the fixed compass of three or four sounds , and
these too in every desirable order, regardless whether they
belong to one syllable i. e. may be held together by one
vowel, or not, as e. g. hath ^ nafl , njal can hardly be re-

duced within the limits of one syllable. The first consequence
of this then is, that Semitic roots, as to pronunciation, have
a tendency to fall into many syllables, and only a few short

words have remained iminlluenced by this tendency. Se-

condly greater fluency, softness and pliability of the vowels
within the roots, since the language is incapable of holding

together such intolerable masses of consonants by a single

vowel, and the position of the vowel is more dependent on
the consonants. And finally the formation has so availed it-

self of this pliable polysyllabic internal vocalisation , that the

vowels change within the roots (which are regularly of three

or four firm sounds) so as to distinguish the meaning of

forms, with great ease and regularity; which internal for-

mation by means of mere change of vowels is the chief pe-

culiarity and distinguishing advantage of Semitic , by which it

effects much by small meaus ^\ It is impossible therefore to

speak of radical vowels in Hebrew, since only in a few old

roots, which have not been extended, has a peculiar radical

vowel been retained and even that is very yielding and
changeable.

1) In Sanscrit. , Greek, and Lat. nothing of this sort exists , since

their radical vowel can only cliange according to the nature of the

sounds with whicli it becomes connected, la German, wliere the

roois are all longer, the cha.nge in gebilren, geboren, gehar , Gi-
hurt, appears more like, but even here tliere is no perfect re-

semblance.

As the foi^n then in Semitic , although in some respects \Q

farther and more firmly developed, has yet in general not

reached the highest developemerit which is possible , and of

which the Sanscrit languages are an example, accordingly the

whole proposition shows rather a simple succession than a

grand combination and subordination. Like the whole genius
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of tlie Semitic nations, like tlieir poetry and religion, tlieii*

language also, as opposed to tlie Indo-germanic
,
possesses ra-

tlier keen sensibility of heart and spirit, than rest and ex-

tended scope of thought and fancy, more lyrical and poetical

,• than epic and oratorical elements. Semitic , and especially

I
Hebrew, has not become so much a pure spiritual expression

I of thought as Sanscrit, and does not so easily adapt itself to

{ the minutest precision of idea. It stands one degree nearer to

• the simplicity of nature and antiquity , but possesses on the

other hand the warmest feeling, the most enchanting and child-

like truthfulness, with the most delightful naturalness and
clearness.

17 From this it is clear how it is the business of Hebrew

^ grammar every Avhere to point out this central position of

1 Hebrew between the most unformed (e. g. Chinese) and the

I
most perfectly developed language (e. g. the Indo-germanic).

?; The more simple element in it is to be taken in its simplici-

ty and that primitive and natural arllessness of language,

the ground which Sanscrit has left far behind, can be re-

cognised in it more easily than in any other language. But
where Hebrew does not perhaps express the thought so defi-

nitely as to form , there we must observe ho^v the connexion

at least of the sentence remoACS ail obscurity" for one who
seeks its meaning in himself and who combines all that is

only represented in broad outlines , and judiciously appHes it.

This language then is perfectly intelligible in itself, only it

must not be judged and misinterpreted according to the ex-

ternals of other languages.

18 Since the form is not developed in the greatest perfection

very much depends on the position of words in a sentence,

so that the Syntax forms a very important part of the whole.
The theory of forms has only properly to explain their ori-

gin and force, but presupposes a knowledge of the sounds
of the language, and of the means by which they .are ex-

pressed i. e. of the characters^ which bv a peculiar fortune

are of two kinds in Hebrew , autient letters and modern
superadded punctuation.
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FIRST PART.

OF SOUNDS, LETTEF.S, AND SIGNS *).

FIRST SECTION".

OF SOUNDS.
There exist in Hebrew, as a polysyllabic language (§.15), essentially 19

three gradations of sounds: the syllable as t'.ie lirst and most simple

sound, as mere sound indeed, independant and separable, but intrinsi-

cally only a member of a word ; then the irord , generally polysyllabic,

and in that case, holding together and uniting all its syllables from one

syllable, by the tone, externally indeed a whole, but intrinsically closely

connected with the proposition; and iinally tiie proposition, or a limited

expression of thought, generally consisting of many words, keeping all its

single words together by the sense of the speaker, and by the rise and

fall of the sentence tlience arising, from which follows the pause at the

end of the proposition. The movements of all sounds are within this

circle, and the three ruling powers, or centres, which animate and keep

every thing together in its circle, are the vowel for the syllable, the tone

for the word, and the seiise and the pause for the proposition.

In the syllable, vowel and consonant form an inseparable whole, but 20
the vowel is the centre , t!ie power which alone moves and unites. A
vov/el is a sound in itself distinct, either uttered pure (c) or compressed

by the organs above and below {i , u) , but still resounding uninterrupted

from the open mouth: while tlie voAvel is a pure breathing diversly made
vocal, at the same time it is necessarily put in motion, sustained, com-

pressed, and bounded by the, in themselves, mute sounds of the organs

of speecii, as lungs, throat, tongue, and mouth (i. e. by t!ie consonants);

and since these sounds are mucii more manifold than the vowels, the

number of possible syllables is very great. Thus the vowels are intrinsi-

cally indeed tiie animating elements of the language, but externally, in

comparison with the shorter but firmer consonants, its finer, feebler, more

pliable part, and hence in the formation of words the nicer, more intei-

tectual distinctions of meaning are produced by them §. 15.

Altliougli vowels and cousouants are essentially different, 21

yet there are many gradual approximations between them,

since i , u which are formed by a contraction of the organs,

are more substantial and firmer than the pure a (e) and the

consonants are partly softer, more liquid, partly firmer and

harder in various gradations, v. §.67 ff.

According to §. 15 it is a characteristic of Semitic that it 22

is rich in vowels , and does not tolerate great accumulation

of consonants, and especially never begins a syllable with

two, or more, closely joined consonants, as so often happens

in our languages , as nQog , nisivo). This principle is most

*) Cf. HuPFKT.n: fon cler Nafur und den Jrten der Sprachlaute , in

John's Jahrh. der Philol imd Pad. 1829. B. 1. S. 451-472.
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deeply interwoven \vith tlie formations of roots and words,
and is one of the fundamental peculiarities of this family of

languages.

23 Hebrew however is not the most vocalic of the Semiilc
languages, it is especially no longer capable of sustaining a
short vowel in a simple syllable, as in the Arabic hcitala^

the Greek iyevero etc. A short vowel can only remain in

such a syllable when the tone sustains and animates it Avith

new power, if not (a few cases only, arising from parlicular

causes excepted §. 58. 70 ff.) it must fall away. Hebrew howe-
ver is by no means utterly deprived of a beautiful abundance
of vowels : the tone especially powerfully sustams the richer

sound of vowels in its neighbourhood, as Avell after it (as

rinjD §.287, u3-!p §.317), as before it §. 36; and the vocali-

zation is stinted to what is merely necessary, only in S3lla-

bles which are very far removed from this influence of the

tone §. 65. As the light and rapid vocalization has thus dis-

appeared, those vowels which have remained have become so

mvich the heavier and harder, so that if a vo-wel originally

short remains from any cause in a simple syllable, il regul-

arly becomes long to sustain itself §. 27.

I. OF SYLLABLES AIND WORDS.
'-^ I. The nature and compass of syllables may be defined

according to the established laws hence deduced. For as the

Hebrew language according to a fundamental rule (§. 23) tolerates

no short vowel in a simple syllable , therefore to form a sylla-

ble there must be a firm vowel which is either supported by
itself (by its length), or by its position, and from this, the

compass and natvue of syllables may be best defined:

'^5 1. A simple consonant must necessarily always precede
this vowel, from the lightest breathing, which may be repre-

sented after the Grecian manner by the S])iritus leuis, as ^:2N

^omar, yz^ ^/anin, drpN ehtoh ^ ^^i'^? Jish-dl, to the fir-

mer and most firm consonants, as ^^ har^ YP lu , ::r:r"3 ?Jiil;-

tclb. But a double or compound sound can nether go before,

according to §. 22, since the language cannot combine two
consonants before the vowel, as in our words clam, yadvo),

creep, great.

2G Every consonant however thus introducing the vowel of

the syllable, may be preceded by one single other cunso-

nant\, which without coalescing with the following con-

sonant so as to form one compound consonant , and without

even necessarily belonging to the syllable after it, is oidy ex-
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ternally allaclied to it, or in utterance rapidly carried over
to it; such an appoo-^/afw/a/ consonant must therefore necessa-
I'ily he pronounced vfilli a fragment of a vowel (^^.166), and
Avould receive a full short vowel ^) if the language was richer
in vowels; hut this relic of a definite vowel is no longer a
distijict vowel but the most fleeting sound, yet most like an e
rapidly pronounced (cf. §. 45). Thus V''p5 k'sU or k'^sU not
xil, iri^iib risk or l^ish^ '^in3 /z'Af, i-i-? p'ri, and in the
middle of a word ^"^12^;) jil-mda, tn-^'b'qp qo-tJi'lini. More
than one consonant hoAvever cannot he joined on in this way
to the following syllable , so tliat two consonants thus coming
together must necessarily be pronounced with a firm vowel
§. 66.

1) As in always the case in Arabic. Even in Hebrew there are some
traces of it $. 36 ff. 58.

2. As to the end of the syllable

1) the syllable may end with the vowel, as "Jl^ b'hd, ib li, 27

^"^2^^"^ Jdquniu ; such an ojje/i or simple syllable has a pro-
tracted y long vowel according to rule; eiLlier a vowel ori-

ginally long, or if short, proti^acted according to ^^. ~3 , be-
cause it is in a simple syllable. All exceptions to this rule

depend on particular causes.

2) If the syllable ends with consonants, as na hat, ri"b'75Jn 28

higdalt , the vowel in such a shut ov compound syllable must
necessarily be short, because it is compressed and firmly at-

tached to the consonant after. It is only wlien the tone adds

its influence at the end of a word, that the voice permits the

vowel in a compound syllable to sound full without com-
pression, as lI::^ bdni, bip qol, tDSV? nial-hdm , Ini^Jpn

ta-ci^ni-nctj yet even here tliere is a limitation cf. §. 48

-
1 =

According to its whole structure, and especially accord- 2i>

ing to its comparatively gi-eat abundance of vowels , the He-
brew language tolerates only one consonant at the end of
a syllable in the middle of a word; but \\\q final syllable

which is freer and more sonorous , may end in two different

consonants, but only if the pronunciation of the last consonant

of such a combination is easy, that is to say, if one of the

eight mutes with its hard sound (^. 101) can be attached so

as to be distinctly heard , especially after a more liquid sound,

as 'I'nN drd, "^r-ia nerd^ t:u3p qoshth, ^-^i jashq , zpi
jishb, r^hl^^^i higdalt ^ r\'2'n'3 katabt. But where this com-
1)iualion does not exist, then a very short toneless vowel is

ii\serted as auxiliary before the last consonant, namely the

short e, the nearest in such cases §. 45, and even in other ca-
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ses besides, lliis auxiliary vowel "') is often inserted, since

tlie language has a tendency to an abundance of vo^Yeis from
its earliest origin. "n^D, "^SD .

30 The particular cases in which tliis auxiliary vowel is or is not usee!,

can only be understood by a knowledge of the principles of formation.

Tlie following is a brief statement: 3) In the verbal person ri:ari!3

kataht §. 281, which is hardly an abreviation of katdbti, the hard pro-

nunciation is always retained , because T\ t attaches itself closely to any

consonant. 2) In those verbal forms which are produced by apocopation

the vocalisation takes place only occasionally, as Z'l"^ jirh and i'^"' jireb,

V. §.290. — 3) All nominal forms of tlie kind described §. 317. 3(i5, and

they are the most frequent examples of this kind , which are originally so

and have not suffered abbreviation, have most regularly facilitated their

pronunciation by thi.s auxiliary e.

31 Those compound syllables whose final consonant is also

the first consonant of the succeeding sj^llable , like ^Vp_ qallu^

tZiVs kullatn , nVi£ fiillo , form a peculiar variet)% For in this

case, where the two consonants only pi'oduce the same sound
prolonged, the vowel is not so compressed as before tAVO

difl'erent consonants which clash with each other. Such sylla-

hies before a double consonant or medial syllables have

therefore many peculiarities , v. f. 47. 125.

32 Another variety of compound syllables consists of tiiose whose final

consonant, without abruptly ending the preceeding syllable, passes over

rather to the following one as "^^P.l jaVde, almost like jaWde (§.172),

ianlDS bik^fob. Such a syllable may be called loosely compound or half

shut as opposed to the usual close shut syllables. The cases however in

whicli such syllables arise can be learnt only by a acquaintance with the

rules of formation §. 173.

33 II. One syllable only in every polysyllabic word has the

chief tone , which keeps together and unites tlie whole -word.

This tonesyllable , according to tlie whole character of

Hebrew which is remarkably rich neither in formations nor

syllables , is not very variable as to its position , but rests for

the most part near the end of the word (§. 34). But as the

stress of Avhole pronunciation is thus drawn back to the end,

its powerful influence can be extended even to the preceding

syllalile, and produce there a kind of forefone. Thus the

tone produces a fuller more sonorous vocalizalion , and espe-

cially many vowels are retained by it which would ollier-

wise fall away. But from the third syllable from the tone

on , those vowels only are retained which are indispensably

necessary for the proinuiciation , as also the whole richer

') Auxiliary is only a substitute for the German hinierlaulend i. c.

uftersoundiiig. Transl,
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tonic vocalisation disappears and only tlie necessary vocaliza-

tion remains, if the tone of a word from particular causes

either falls away or is removed farlher toward the end. From
all these elTecls of the tone a peculiar tonic vocalization has

arisen and Ave must distinguish a) between primitive vowels,

and vowels either entirely, or at the same, time dependent on
the tone ; b) hetween short vowels capable and Incapable of

the tone, and c) between vowels long by tone and by Stem §. 203.

1. The chief tone has Its proper seat on tl e last syila- 34

ble, It can only rest on the penult on the express conditions

that the ultimate is either a simple syllable, as D'2'n'2katdbta,

Ti'^bri gnliti, ln;^hpn tih-tuh-na , or, If a compound syllable,

that it has a short vowel and follows a simple syllable , as

iij^ip qodesh, t^nins h'tahdtam ; no other cases are possi-

ble. But since the accentuation * ) of the penult , on account

of these great limitations, diliors but little from the usual ac-

centuation of the ultimate , there Is properly speaking only

one kind of tonic accentuation and It Is almost utterly unim-
portant, as far as further consequences are concerned, whe-
ther the ultimate or penult, has the tone. For some cases

however the short, acute tone, with merely a vowel at the

end, as ^in^ ka-fbu, t\^} jo-Vdd, and the long, protrac-

ted tone, when either a consonant, or which is the same in

[
effect, a syllable Is sounded after the tone vowel, are to be

distlnguislied , as S'^dVj Tii'laHm, i:iin3 hHabuni.

How it is that the tone may rest sometimes on tlie ultimate and 35
sometimes on the penult can only be understood from a knowledge of

forms. The general rule is that the tone can only rest on the penult

in two cases: 1) on account of the auxiliary vowel §. 29 s. , as ^Ip j

T) ?.''3
5
ripVip

;
— 2) on account of an abbreviated postflxed syllable §.60,

^73^p;||, riznS
; with a compound syllable only in the case CSiniPS

§. 305 from a special cause.

2. The foretone , which may precede the chief tone, 36
consists of a long vowel which some consonant preceding the

tone syllable, either assumes, in case it had no proper vowel
of its own, or only supports. As pure fore-tone vowel, d
the nearest and purest vowel, is almost always used, e sel-

domer and only in certain cases. Such a fore-tone vowel
however can only maintain its place under very favourable

circumstances, and therefore a more accurate explanation of

particulars is here necessary

:

*) When accented and accent uafion are here used, they are to be

understood of the tunic not of the Masoretic accentuation. Eng-
lish has no equivalent for liftonung, betont. Transl.
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57 1) If a consonant belonginjj to the stem stands quite alone before

the tonesjilabk; nithotit a primitive vowel of its own, it takes a, as

iris, tzmp^ , -^t' P'R' "i^^*!'
Indeed tliis fuller pronunciation ex-

tendi itself to the prefixes (^ , 3 , b , "} ) in cases tliat favour it. In

^P-?.
'•' appears instead of d according to

J. 270, in -^?. §.325, and in a

few other cases.

SB On the other hand, tlie foretone vowel is wantinj^, if an unusually

long immutable vowel , introduced into the root for the formation of new
stems, does not admit any but the shortest vowels in its neighbourhood

on account of its power and protraction, as in the forms ~^2". , "10"^, ^p7
§. 328. That is to say, the tone sinks to the weakest vowel sound before

those mo.st emphatic vowels, to a sliort i or e (according to §.213)
Vthicli cannot possibly remain in Hebrew, according to §. 23 but is

changed into a mere fragment of a >owel.

39 Before the longer postfixed syllables also §.60, the a which was before

in the ultimate remains, whetiier a single consonant goes before, as "MN'vp,

^^VPr from N">Z), T^^^ (which are followed by —
"^^^^ §. 382 iiaving

assumed d as foretone) or a second consonant without a vowel, as

i3S'?riU
, f''^"*:^'; from :!'JTO , ^X^l . On the other hand e only re-

mains after two consonants , that is in cases vvliere a firm vowel must

be pronounced, as I^S : STi^5 ; N'n'J : ii^"!"] , else it remains seldom,

as rii72"i23 from 'i^^ and in similar nouns plural §. 382. On the other

hand Qi^T and always before suffixes "^"^'ip, ^~r.*^ etc.

40 2) If two consonants without a vowel long by stem go before, their

vowel generally remains after the first, uniting botii in a compound syllable,

as soon as ever a vowel keeps the two last radicals together , as

in^-; , iri^73 , ITpi^, ^P.^5; yet before accented postfixed syllables

which assume the last radical , the pronunciation of tiie two first radical.*;

also, often inclines strongly to the end, so that d is inserted immedia-

tely before the tonesyllable. Thus o) mo.st purely and regularly in the

plural forms tZi'lDb/O , rii-b'3 from T]V/5 § 382 ; b) in the substantive

forms in on §. 3il although not regularly but ratlier more variable and

impure, as 'jl'^liN ,
'Iji'^ST

; for which '{"r^ is a shorter form, n^sV^
too, at least similar in having an halfshut ^first syllable cf. §. 173.

41 3) Further if an immoveable syllable (i. e, a compound syllable or

one with a vowel long by stem) goes before the consonant preceding the

tonesyllable, this produces of itself so strong a retention of the voice

that it hurries on more rapidly at'terward.s. Sucli a consonant therefore has

a foretone even less than the preceding cases, and tiiere remains only o)

in the verbal form -ri^i^ a as foretone for the second radical, which ia

this case always stands alone §. 277. — b) in the noun the long a before a

postfix syllable regularly, much seldomer the feebler e long by tone if it

is somewfiat protracted, as t^"'?^Mi' , T!:rp;3 , tT]5'^ , whereas ^-rip'^

"insp^i , nniinb , ii^^nps ; from ^r)^i,' n?.p72\ nniD , nsD .

'—

c) Besides a, e remain before the terminations of tlie persons of verbs if

the tone syllable is a protracted one (§.34), so that the foretone is in-

fluenced by it; but even then generally only in pause, as 1N"^p") from

N'lp.': : >:ii<"ip^': . Prov. 1, 28, ^b-ir:'. from bi": , n'^n^{=' : 'j'b^r;;;

from n^.^?^ : 'J^'I^.N-'

.

%
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The O- sound lias not the same fendeiicy to be foretone vowel as 42
a-e. For tiie soiiiid o-ti is not so near nor so moveable and fleeting

as a-e, and an o merely long by tone, remains only, according to the

rule, in the actual tonesyllable, not before it as foretone; examples are

rare according to §. 41 , c : 'J^ilip';' Rutli 2, 9.

II. SINGLE ELEIMENTS OF THE SYLLABLE AND WORD.

^. VOWELS.

The nearest, most primitive vowels are A, I, U. Among these A 43
is the purest and nearest sound, hence it is originally predominant in the

language , and most frequently used. I and U ,
pronounced with a more

distinct compression of the anterior organs, are of firmer, and, as it were,

more substantial sound, and lience 1) tliey easily change, becoming firmer,

into their still firmer semivowels J and V §. 88 fl\ ; and 2) being more
like and nearer to each other they are easily attracted mutually and ex-

changed for one another, 1 being only the sharper, U the obscurer sound,

but both being deeper than tiie high A , which is opposed to them both

in common, §. 53. The dipthongs ai, an, the nearest and simplest of

all dipthongs are produced by the high A being pronounced together

with the deeper 1 and U.

These nearest sounds have however a very strong tendency to sof-

tening so that each sound may be changed into a feebler, more uncertain

sound nearest related to it: A becomes broader and descends to E ; I

and U expand tiiemselves and ascend to E , O. The dipthongs ai , au.

melt into tlie softer sounds ae and o, which again, as a possible case,

may be farther ciianged into tiie simple i, u, Since tiien E thus stand.s

between A and I, the vowels a-c-i m this respect, stand much nearer to

each other, and are commuted, while U O are much farther from them.

Especially the short vowels AEl are nearly related to each other, ja

contradistinction to U O. The important consequences of tiiis v. §. 45 ff.

— On tlie other hand the obscuration of the clear high A into the nearly

as open, but deeper, O is possible, as vice verscl tlie latter can easily

change into the former by dialect. Finally shortening and flattening of the

longer and sliarper vowels appears to be only very gradually coming

into use.

All these possible variations of the vocalization occur 44

even in Hebrew^ very frequently, yet many remains of the

purer primitive pronunciation have been preserved, Avhicli un-

certainty has produced great multiplicity and variety of the

vowel sounds. To this is to be added the protraction of the

vowels by the inlluence of the tone, by which vowels origi-

nally short are prolonged more or less immutably as is de-

scribed §.33 If. The tone however produces sometimes in

another manner a gradual flattening of the sharper sounds

§. 45. 51. 222.

I. Softening takes place under the following different 45

circumstances :

1. The A-Sound remains pretty generally and pure but is

nevertheless often cJiangcd into E-I ; into E in the tone only
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ill tho two folloMing cases, 1) the sliort a in final syllables,

as Tjba is clianged before the auxiliary e into the same e

with the tonic accent Tfoi^^ §. 127. 2) The long a at the end
of words is, in some words and terniina lions, reduced to e,

as Ti'D me often i'or ?nd [what?) and other rarer instances

§. 369. — The decay of the A-sound in Hebrew before tlie

tone appears in this respect very frequent, that the neai-est

short vowel for the formation of compound syllables is not
the strong A but I (for E according to §, 47) , as indeed the

most fleeting vowel sound in general approaches nearest to

the feeblest e, i §. 26. 29.

46 2. The short i and li of compound syllables is very apt to

be changed into o, 6 in the following manner: 1) i and n
cannot remain in the tonesyllable , or after it, but are then
regularly changed into the broader, Hatter e, o. yJjter the

tonesyllable tlien we always lind e, o -^); but as enfeebled

vowels incapable of being lengthened by the tone, they cannot,

according to the rule, remain in the tonesyllable; in it there-

fore o is always changed into 6 as Vs hoi, 'd'r^.'Zi'] jihtoh

;

but o is either changed into the stronger a, or d at once, ac-

cording to distinctions which are particularly shown in the

formation of words -).

1) For the only case in uhich i, it are obliged to remain v. §. 297.

2) The distinctions are briefly these: in nominal stems we find r, and
only when tliey are abbridged a ; in verbal stems a , except where
e is an important distinction of the form of tense or stem §. 274.

For the pause v. §. 133. e appears in tone syllables too but very

rarely, viz. o) retained in short words only as exceptions 1^P."*P

§. 319 , n'2N for emit §. 385. — J) somewhat oftener in longer

words in which the voice has more stay at the beginning, as

Vi^/^y §-34T, not so often in words like 12- g. 274. — c) be-

fore suffixes as ^2
,.. ,

^^"''2, where the original i is hardly clian-

ged into e on account of the tone. Yet the case is difterent if a

long vowel is flattened into e in the tone, as '^'^r^'J §. 428.

Only in a few forms arising from sudden apocopation has i re-

mained, although in them not constantly §.290. — T!ic i has tiieuiore

easily remained in the particles t^Jf > "J^^ j i^N because they only

occur as first syllables of longer words.

47 2) 1 , u may indeed remain before the tone syllable, but

these two sounds are differently afTecfed, since i is much thin-

ner and sharper , and xi is rounder and more easily prolonged,

and therefore the former can more easily support itself in

such cases than the latter : a) i is retained in all syllables be-

fore the tone, whether the I -sound is primitive tliere, or

has only arisen by means of an E reduced from an A. E
never appears here except before sufilxcs, as remains of the

£ in the tone, partly in close compound syllables of nominal
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forms when an 1) inclined to lengllien itself Is retained, In

distinction of forms in I §. 426
,

partly in loose compound
syllables §. 308, else very rarely \j. 338, 425. —• b) u on
the other hand has become much rarer here than o , so that

lorms as 'js'^p Keh. 10, 35 pass for exceptions. Only where
u and u are characteristic of the form , does the primitive

sound frequently return in u in such syllables before suffixes

§. 427, 3. — f) But before reduplicated consonants (§. 31)
the sharp sounds i and u have ahvays remained so firm that

here i always appears, even in words which have e, as ir!2,

i?T^2 from nr , br'^s, and is then changed into U as ^^i^ir"^

for^JSp"; §. 116. Short o is rare here, e still rarer, and for tiie

particular instances in o, a special cause may for tlie most part

be found.

The case is different with long { and ii. For J is tlie 48

sharpest sound, and therefore proportionably longer, more
permanent in Hebrew, than e only long by tone, so that the

mutable e may be changed into the immutable i §. 253. INo

less immutable is u in comparison to o long by tone
;

yet as

u is clearer than u, it sometimes, before new postfix sylla-

bles with the tone, descends to ii
,

just as i vice versa to ^

from the same reason: pTr!?3 ; rrp^in!'; , tli'^jpr; ; ^i/^p ^7. Besides

on the broad and obscure o, cf. §.57, 2.

lienf-e e, u are, generally speaking, the nearest long vow-
els of this class in Hebrew, even before the tone, cf. §. 97,

120. And 1, u are so protracted and sharp, as compared

with ^ , u , that they cannot remain in the tone before two
consonants, but must be changed into e, o; hence l) we fuid

i^:?3pn very regularly, compressed from ;^:/2pn ^); and 2)

syllabfes like n\z3^ri2, rrdin? are necessarily compressed into

pu5n3 , nU/'n? ^). '

1) i is rarely retained §. 63.

2) Only ill the rare form n'J/liUn §. 340 has u remained as being

radical and tlierefore firmer.

3. Diphtliongs appear but rarely in the formation in 49

Hebrew, not at all in the oldest and simplest forms f. 327;
most frequently they arise only from the contraction of sim-

ple vowels f. 53 ff. But however they arise , the tendency

to softening resolves them in every case (a few vestiges only

excepted ^vhich depend on particular causes ^. 54. 254) in

such a manner , that ai is changed iuto ae (:= e) au into u.

These mixed sounds e, o which thus arise are indeed im-

mutably long, like the dipthongs themselves, but are liable

to further changes from particular causes. Thus such an i

between two consonants is sometimes rodurod in the forma-
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tion to i ^. 425; and final ae is, in certain cases, very gene-

rally flattened into e by the tone §. 222.

50 II. The obscuration of a into o shows itself in some
universal traces even in the first period of the Hebrew lan-

guage , as koteb for kaleb f. 326. On the other hand , in the

second period, the change of the long simple o into a intru-

des itself gradually, from the inihience of Chaldaic, v. §.334.

51 III. Instances of shortening of the long vowel sounds,

merely from the rapidity of utterance, are extremely rare and
isolated in the firmer part of the language, as lZj"^r2 hottini

appears to be so shortened from hotini, that that has still

remained before the new reduplication f. 47 , c. But in the

singular instance of the particles, whose origin is doubtful

not only shortening is more frequent, but even the greatest

flattening of a vowel , by which all longer vowels change
into e', the weakest of all vowels, as tZirN atteni, ~nN ety

py dden from attum^ 6t , ddea Roh. 4, 3; •^^'^"J "^r.^ {^•

45) , where e' appears to have arisen from a , at the same
time to avoid the recvu-reuce of a, just as in the almost ad-

verbial nyi tjVi'b for ^y {ever and ei^er).

52 According to a general law (cf. §. 15), tsvo vowels coming
together cannot remain ; but tlie manner in Avhich this concur-

rence is removed differs, partly according to the nature of the

sounds themselves , and partly according to peculiar causes

belonging to various forms. The following ways are possible

:

53 1. Contraction is possible in two ways : l) where sounds

concur ^vhich are either of the same kind, or so alike that one

attracts and assimilates the oilier, and thus both coalesce. Only
simple and pure sounds can do so, a + a ;r a ,

i -j" i ^^^ ^?

u -[~ w =^ A ; e and o are equivalent to the more primitive i

and u answering to them. According to f. 43 i and u are

alike , one of which can attract the other according as it is,

or appears in any case, the more important sound, e. g.

u -}- i = u ; u -f- i :rz I. The first is a general law without

distinction of the concurrence of long or short vowels , as

pSTi tinaci from tiinaq , ipo naqi from nacjji , £3^1 rum
from ruuni or ruom; the second less general, since it

takes place , it is true , in short vowels , in the middle of a

word always, as p2^ri hunaq from huinaq, but not in the

final syllable, where a long vowel more easily preserves its

distinction, as "^riUJy dsui.

5* 2) a-\-i, u:=.ae (e), 6 according to ^. 49. Tliis con-

traction of two different sounds into a new mixed sound is a

universal law, whether the first or the second sound is pro-
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jierly luug or short, as pij'^rt lieniq for Jial'tiiq, fining
ictabto for Ic tctbtd-u , etc. Y^et the language has from par-
ticular causes resisted contraction in some cases, in whicli
the diphthong does not appear to be pronounced as one sound,

ai, au , but the sounds being harder are more separated, di;
da, hence also the a can sometimes be lengthened before u
Avliich is there sounded as a semivowel dv ^). Thus 1) in

forms in which a primitively double i or u is found after a,

or, which is the same in effect, where a new i is added to

a primitive ai ; in this case the mixed sound would be too

weak , and the contracted double i or u remains more firmly,

as "^"Dh^ni'lacaL , in, tn^Q , Tj':;3b/3 , tniailj , I'pqai^ oVi-pqdi'

;

in like manner 1.T i§'eV, and the suffix Ti~ di^ from aiu^ so

that the i in the middle disappears indeed, at the contraction

of the a-u on each side of it, but the a remains long as a

trace of the diphthong. — 2) In forms in which a longer pro-

muiciation is designedly retained to distmguish their meaning
fx'om tliat of shorter, as n^s , V.'}12 §. 318. If a consonant

follows after i , it must keep itself more apart , so that at the

same time its semivowel becomes nearly audible according to

^.55, as bdi't , almost =. bdjit. Rarely besides , as inp ^.319.

N^^ according to §. 318, and the ancient form """i^rj §. 324. —
If an immutable o comes before i, there 6i remain without

closely amalgamating , as ii!i hoi', "^is, , '^^b3 ; such cases how-
ever are very rare.

1) It appears to be evident that final i, in words like "^^iU^ ,
"^^03,

11.1 , "^n cannot be read as a semivowel. It is just as certain that

such cases are not close diphtliongs, for ui would not be even

pronounceable. Nothing remains then but to sound the i with a

short aftersound, which is confirmed by cases like ni3. The only

instance in which the diphthong is not loose is in the foreign word

'J'l'iri Haurdn.

2. Resolution into semivowels is possible only with i, u : 55

i into
j

, u into v §. 88 if. *). It is 1) necessary at the begin-

ning of a word before any vowel, as jalad for ialad,

— 2) and always permitted at the beginning, of a sylla-

ble in the middle of a word, where i, u come between two
syllables, as i^D : T''1Q ; it is especially necessary before a, since

i, u-{-a cannot be contracted, as tT'iip shihjd, ni^n cliedvd

from sWhi, chddu^ and after a long vowel of a different

sound, as QircJi? , Diia from iViUy, iv, , in like manner tl^S52

from "^vGli, u having united itself with i which becomes a

semivowel according to §. 53. Where the same sounds concur,

- ) I have preferred retaining the German J as representative of the

semivowel in Hebrew words , which are spelt in english letters

throughout the volume, as it did not appear so consistent to use Y,
the only english representative of tiie sound oi the semivowel. Trana.
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contraction also is possible according to ^.53 and lakes place,

e. g. tn''^_'2V and S'^'^i:^ from "^^^'J §. 393 ; the distinction in

the use ol these forms is sliowu in the the theory of forma-

tion. Bnt in all these cases the vowel is either entirely

changed into the semivO"\vcl, as JT^iuJ, or it remains as a

vowel at the same time, in its place, as ii^^sy , tzi'^ni:? from
^"ilnr? ; the latter is particularly the case with the more im-

mo\ea])le, heavier vowels. In other cases, where the form

requires the resolution, an a sometimes is inserted as a heavy

coimterpoise before tlie vowel which is resolved , which for-

mation is rather Aramaic, as ^l'T^y eclavot {rowi'^'-ij)^ ^.345 and
the Verbal forms ^iba ^. 285. — 3) At the end of ^vords, ii

is resolved after vowels which remain firm, as V^ fit^ from

fi-u §. 422, •'p^, '.V^l according to §. 54.

^^
3. Elision of one vowel by another, which on the whole

is rare, is only possible in the middle , or at tbe end of a

word, and affects no other soinid except a and e, the most
liquid vowels, which have no corresponding semivowels in

which they may be resolved. Thus the first vowel, as more
important and stronger , elides the one which begins the sylla-

ble which follows but which ends in a consonant, as D^ins
I'tdhuni from k'labu-am §. 305; or 2) the second elides the

weaker and less important end vowel of the preceding sylla-

ble , if it is not at the same time in itself immutable, as "'rr.lj

shobi from slwhe-i §. 427.

It is only extrenily seldom and late that neither of these possible

elisions takes place, so tiiat the two concurrent vowels remain se-

parated merely by an aspirate (spiritus lenis §. 68), as lIj"'X2"i^

'arbi-im g. 393.

CIIAXGE OF YO^ITXS BY FLEXION.
57 "N^itli regard to the many influences wiiicli the flexion of stems and

words exercises upon syHa!)les and vowels by means oi postfixes, the dis-

tinction and kinds of tonevowels are to be particularly noticed. It is clear

from wliat has been above stated, tliat three kinds of tone vowels may
be distiiijiuislied: 1) short vowels, a, seldomer 6 §.46. From §. 23 f. it is

plain tiiat every short vowel is dependent on, and supported liy a com-
pound .syllable only, and consequently must immediately disappear, if the

compound syl!al)le is broken up, by tde carrying on of the second con-
sonant to another .syllable. But a short vowel , if supported by tlie tone,

may remain even in a simple syllable g. 23.

2) Vowels lonf^ hy tone , whose length depends on the tone only,

and which, as soon as ever that influence disappears, become again like

short vowels, and are shortened in a compound syllable, and in a simple
one fail away entirely ') Such vowels however graduaily lengthen them-
selves more, and resist resolution, partly according to the power, kind,

or position, of the particular vowels, and partly on account of the kind
and meaning of forms and words. In general a has remained most pure, c
too has often become stabler, o still more so, i, u are alwavs immoveable.
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1) It may however be occasionally observed, tl at in final syllables

tliey more easily accommodate themselves to 'lie former of these

two cases; cf- "jlJ, but \:^l §• 41T; '^^np"' , but 'n^^r\'D'n

§. 293. 308.
^

•
. -

It is especially to be kept in mind that the sound o-u is retained 53
most firmly and immoveably on account of its breadth and iieaviness.

Where a-e-i are resolved and clianged into tlie shortest, nioste-like

vowel sound, tliere o endeavours to sustain itself. It is even sometimes

sounded double, as uSlDl'^j? qorbh'kem §.62, 2.

3) Vowels immutably long, or long by stem, which, as entirely in- 59
dependent of the tone and syllable, always remain firm and unciianged,

and at the utmost only become shortened occasionally, wliere compelled

by a new and particular necessity. Tliey arise o) from tiie very pro-
tracted vowels which are long by tone , therefore always i , u

;
(v. before

IV. 2); with o, e, a there is sometimes a change witii tiie older weaker
vowels. — i) from a vowel coalescing with a radical vowel or aspirate,

V. §. 88 ff. — t) from a long vowel inserted into the root fur tlia pur-
pose of formation, of which kind of forms Hebrew has a great number, as

:jni3 §. 326 , b^H!, §. 334.

The postfixes wliicli influence tlie syllables and vowels
of a word are externally of tlii-ee kinds

:

l) Those beginning with vowels, as the terminations f, on q^^

of nominal forms ^^.341 ff
.

, the d of the fern. sg. , the«, ini

of plurals and many pronoini suOIxes which begin witli a

vowel, either because they have become toneless, as the suf-

fix "^2" cini , eni ^) , or because a vowel wliIcJi has been

lost after the final consonant , has been thrown back before

it ; as in the suffix -ek ^) from '-X'/ ^. 305.

1) This is the first step to the greatest Aramaic apocopation an; the

process is k'taVni, k'taldni, ftalctn,

2) The i indeed sounds pure at the end, but as it is thrown back into

a compound syllable, it must become short, therefore e according

to §.46, which is tlien changed by the tone into e.

The vowel of a postfix, in case u compound syllable

precedes it, which is most fi^equenlly the case, takes the last

consonant of that syllable to itself, by which tlie syllable is

broken up. If then the vowel of this syllable is only an

auxiliary e §. 29 it always disappears before accented and
unaccented postfixes, as ti"ip : Jianp . If it is a short ac-
cented vowel, it can maintain its place before unaccented

postfixes by means of the tone , as b^^/^S : i^b'o'ns , '~i?^^3 :

lri'^13'172 ; but before accented postfixes it must disappear, as

^l^"? • ^^"7^?- If it is a vowel long by tone , it either i^emains

before accented postfixes, or disappears according to the rules

of the foretone y. 36 ff. ; from special causes only can a short

vowel remain in liie foretone, and be lengtliened in a simple

syllable viz. iu iris, tijians , "^^'zt'z, §.307, the cause of which
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will he clear from §. 65. Before an unaccented postfix, the

long vo-svel remains of course.

61 There is an impurer and rarer formation, in Avhicli a

short vowel which ought to disappear after flexion , main-
ains itself in its place , by reduplication of the following con-

sonant; this only occurs in a certain class of words, and
may be accounted for partly by the force of the form, and
partly by a combination of sounds which favour it, v. ^^. 316 IF.

65i 2. Those beginning with a loosely attached consonant,

viz. the suffixes '^—, CDS— and a few others §. 305 IF. , all

receiving the tone. These are not attached by a distinct

vowel, nor are they consonants closely attached, Ijut float be-

tween both these kinds, since they are joiiied by a mere frag-

ment of a vowel ^) , which may indeed occasionally be very
much compressed, but never entirely destroyed.

1) It was without doubt primitively a a owel , a sliort X according to

5.23, and as to its power, a ligament, a connexion §. 406.

The auxiliary e, then, always disappears, since the frag-

mentaiy affix - vowel takes the last consonant entirely to the

following syllable, as "(T^p : '^^1j7, 1£.D : trJp'isD, with-
out any further difficulty; just as this affix-vowel must also al-

ways become an audible sound, after a vowel long by stem,

as yj^ib : Tj'd^ib Vbii-sli'lca. But before merely accented vow-
els , there is much imcertainty , on accoimt of the doubtful

nature of the affix-vowel, which easily yields to the sounds
in its neighbourhood. For first, the last consonant can be
entirely drawn over to the last syllable , in loose connexion,

by the affix - vowel , so that the accented vowel before the

tone being left in a simple syllable, either remains long, or
becomes so; this longer pronunciation however, only takes

place before the light termination *:]— (not before the heavy
ones , that end in consonants) and even before that, only regu-

larly with a, seldom with e, and never with o,- a kind of
foretone therefore, according to §. 36, as Tl^f!" , '^^i^'N

,

TilzDr; from 'ni'^ , .'»!nr^. ? '^^5^' • Where the vowel cannot
thus maintain itself as foretone , it may extricate itself in two
possible ways: l) the vowel remains in its place, but is there

necessarily so shortened, that the following consonant floats

between both syllables , without attaching itself closely to the

following syllable, for sojue trace of the affix vowel must
remain; thus of a, CDlD^liT cVbar''l^eni, tr::^^:N;; of e where
short e generally remains from the e long by tone, as *^*>r"',

"Tjin'^ , 'Tj'Tii"; , C^p'^i';' , yet according to ^. 47 even i may be
inserted, especially before the heavy suffix, as '^iSn's, ti52:2N'^

;

lastly of o , as '^iPw': from irr"; . Or 2) the vowel seeking
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a firmer seat forward , advances to the preceding -vowelless

consonant , whereby the fragmentary affix vowel becomes tlien

separate and perfectly distinct. This however is only easy,

where a single consonant without a vowel goes before, and
therefore very seldom with rt, as tUS'n-Dlri Lev. 26, 15 from
"isri , tIDp']5lri ^.426, only frequent with o, which genei-ally

maintains itself more firmly, especially before the lighter "rj-r-,

'^'ZTi'D Fioh''l-a and "^in^ hotb''ha from inS , so that iu this

uncertainty, short o establishes itself perhaps in both places

at the same time , as ClDi^p cjorub'heni. This is much more
difficult and rare, if a compound syllable goes before, \vhich

must thereby be broken up, as '^^^ti"; Ps. 94, 20 from S2r;\

3) Those that begin with a closely attached consonant,

generally persons of verbs, as nins ^^.281, and the nominal
forms nbpj? for nbtop §. 365 ff

."

'

'

Where a consonant is thus closely attached to the com- 63

pound syllable, its vowel becomes compressed and shortened,

as well in accented as in luiaccented syllables. Tlieu the

vowels are affected as follows ; a is always shortened to a

in tone and out of tone ; i and u are so shortened , that in

the tone the accented e or a , and o accoi-ding to ^^. 46 are

used for the corresponding short vowels ;
in unaccented sylla-

bles , the short vowels according to f.
47. Even the proti'acted

o must be shortened sometimes.

Although this forced shortening is rather frequent in He-
brew, yet there are many ancient traces of the primitive resi-

stance of the vowels long by stem against this shortening §.

288. 1 , u and o too resist it more than the pure a ; and on
the other hand , the mutes , like n , are attaclied so as more
to preserve their hardness, and therefore necessarily shorten

the vowel more than the softer "] ^).

1) Hence rarely J-r^'jjipn , at the same time a singular form.

A similar forced shortening affects also certain forms , from the force

of the meaning , even without such postfixes §. 289 ti",

A sound thus elided on account of the constraint of the prommcia- q^
tion, returns again in the progress of flexion 1) in an unaccented com-

pound syllable, as ri^ptt; : irTipHD from U;^n: §. 42T. — 2) in a sim-

ple accented syllable , in which a vowel which has been shortened in
,
a

compound syllable , can again be prolonged aud return to its primitive

sound: 3riDr; , t^^'^rilDn ^^.293.

3. If the vowel merely long by tone becomes by means 6r»

of postfixes the third syllable from the tone, it necessarily

falls away , since it must then be reduced to its piimitive

shortness, and a short vowel cannot remain iu a simple

syllable, thus 1) the a of the foretone regularly, as bi'i-'j :

t3">bi.') , nn3 : Sn^ns ; in some cases the sound is retained

immutably long, from special causes, v. S. 285.298.386.431.
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440. In the verbal forms Izns llie short vowel of the liual

syilable is lost before the very abbreviated vOAAel terminations
of the persons of the verb , so that the 1 of the foretone re-
mains : ^2n3 , i^^ri^; while before the longer suffixes tlie vo-
calization , according to §. 40 , is drawn to the middle of the
word, that vowel therefore remains in its place, and the a of
tlic forelone disappears : S'^ns , CnriN . — 2) The \owels long
by tone which ixMiiain before the tone, as 'nsTN, "'"'StS^ and
then ^i^'iS'iN-, yet many of tlu's kind, especially e, aiid still

more o , have always lengthened themselves
;

particulars of
which see in the theory of lormation.

65 In cases Avhere two consonants without a vowel would
come together , either from the flexion , or from the accession
of a vowelless prefix i 6', b , p before the vowelless consonant
at the beginning of a vv'ord, then the first, according to ^.26,
must take a short vowel. The nearest in such case is the weak
sharp i, Avhicli appears universally with pi'efixes, as ti^ib"3 7,

•^yju;::, unless the first consonant ofitlie Avord from some cause
requires a more distinct vowel (§. 7o). But in the middle of
a word , i occurs only where the sound i-e-a lies primitively

in tlie full form of the word, as ''^.^jP, "''^.n^ shortened from
&"iTn[;i, D'lTnp, since the stem is "nip,, '^v!'?. ; yet a sometimes
returns from a primitive a , as '^^'l>'} and inb;^ , always ""^r '^

;

but where o is in the stem , it alway returns according to §.

58, at nans, •''123 from ins, a^-ic3 derived fi-om r!r:b.

B. CONSONANTS.
67 The dilTereuce of the consonants, as well as their resem-

blance and approximation to each other , arises partly , from
tlie diffei-ent organs of their pronunciation, and partly from the
different manner in which they are sustained , and compressed
by the organs. According to both these inihiences , all conso-
nants may be arranged as to iJieir classes and gradations in

the following table , in which the nearest corresponding vow-
els are noted at the side :

I

vow- I aspirated liquid < mute
I

els. consonants.

gutt.
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I. The aspirated consonants (gutturals) , a class pecnliar in its number ea
and definite gradations totlie Semitic languages, propel a softer or liarder

breathing from the throat, according as tlie breatii eitlier comes pure out

ot" the breast , or grates against tiie organs of the throat and calls tiieni

into action. If the breath flows quite pure , there arises the gentlest aspi-

rate, which witiiout a vowel is not audible, N answering at the beginning

of a word to t!ie spiritus leiiis of tlie Greeks. If the breath is more
sharply propelled against tlie side, the sound will be the pure but harder

aspirate h Jl ? answering at the beginning of a word to the Greek spiri-

tus asper. If the aspiration grates still more against the epiglottis, there

arise gh y weaker and ch j-j stronger, two very rough, raucous sounds which

border on tlie firmer consonants gkq, but pronounced deeper in the throat

than g and k, and grating against the epiglottis less than q, and there-

fore merely rougii aspirates which utter the vowel from the throat.

Accordingly we would most naturally expect N and M at the begin-

ning of words. For the way in which j^ and sometimes ^ arise in the

middle and at the end of words , v. §. 220. 222.

These sounds have many weaknesses and peculiarities in their nature (39

by which they are distinguislied from all otiiers, and are indeed different

from one anotlier in degree, since the hardest sound j-; 'S very far from j^.

All their weaknesses proceed from three cautiCs

:

1. The guUiirals, as aspirates, approacli nearest to \\\q vow- '*^**

els , since they can only become distinctly audible witli vow-
els. There is therefore no difficulty \vhere full vowels are

pronounced after them ; but where according to the principles

of formation a consonant Should be pronounced without any,

or without a firm, distinct vowel, in such cases vowel soinids

readily intrude \ and tliis -weakness is greater where tAvo

gutturals stand near each other. Therefore 1) a guttural as

appoggiatural consonant at the beginning of a syllable , can

never be pronounced ^vith the most fleeting vowel sound (^^.

26) but assumes a distinct vowel sound.

As such, a fleating but distinct sound is generally usd , cf. fi''p''2_S

ghctjudqiin with lD"^^!?/3 TuHukiin and §.76; but before another guttural,

this fleeting sound is often changed into a full short vowel ^) ; and tiie

vowel sound e and o (not «) makes itself sometimes so broad and strong-

after J^ ,
as the softest of these sounds, tliat it becomes a full long

vowel ^).

1) Viz. in tlie three different cases mentioned g. 239. 455 in wliicli

special causes assist it: in all others the fleeting vowel sound re-

mains.

2) Very seldom in tlie verb, as IZj^^'CN Zacli. 7, 14 for CN ; ofte-

ner in the noun, especially if a guttural comes before a guttiual,

tis iI!D"'^~N lor fDrjN ; but most frequently in a peculiar class

of nouns tliat have a tendency to it §. 328.

Before a guttural too, a vowel which would else fall away is

often retained complete, especially a or e before j^. <Jf. some

examples §. 387. -117.
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71 2) A guttural whicli ends a syllable after the vowel Is

harder to pronounce, especially after any other vowel besides
a ^. 75 ff. , than at the beginning of a syllable. Hence in
syllables bejore the tone^ which can therefore be easily

opened and loosed in transition to the following syllable, a
fleeting vowel is inserted after the guttural , but of course
only as a weak echo of the proper vowel of the syllable,

therefore always of the same sound, as r;:r; 72 mach'^lne, I'l"''

jech^\rad , T^^'.v-r j''dagh'^\tmha, r^^.^i^ 'be''^\rdt. However
the firmer pronunciation without this vowel is also used, as

^DH"' yec/i|6ar, so that nice distinctions between these two
possible pronunciations have been established upon certain

principles which Avill be explained below ^. 168.

72 Sometimes the proper vowel of the syllable is so much separated
that it becomes quite isolated, and tlierefore long m a simple syllable

(§.48) and tiie guttural, being entirely separated, is carried over as

appoggiatural consonant to the following syllable; which especially hap-
pens with a guttural before a guttural, and generally only with e and o,

as n'ln^r: for bs^n, ?^b2';;^ for irhvTi.

"5^3 In case that an appoggiatural consonant follows a vowel
echoing on account of the guttural ^.71, it must become a

full vowel , because then two fragmentary vowels would come
together, one of -which , and generally the first according to

f. 66, must become a full vowel; this \o\vel liowever which is

caused by the gvUtural is always pronounced without empha-
sis , since the power of the pronunciation remains yvixh the

former original vowel; as "pT'l,"', jechezhu for jechez'ha,

n'T.52';2 from l"73y3, ^:s>u:>:u3'^ , ^T3>;rT'.

In the rare case that the appoggiatural consonant is also a guttural,

tliis evasion is impossible; rather the two gutturals coming together,

which are properly without a vowel , have then so much vowel power,
that the first guttural takes the vowel of the syllable to itself alone , as

§. 75 with t< in riXt) for riN'I5
; there is a similar example with N in

llnrrNri for v^^l^ri , which cannot remain §.285.

The case is similar if N , as tlie softest most vocalic guttural, as

appoggiatural consonant attracts the preceding vowelless consonant so that

the preceding compound syllable is broken up , and its vowel becomes a

pure long one in a simple syllable. Tliis however happens only with the

heavy o inclined in itself to be lengthened, and in tlie form '^^»1^

§. 62, 2, tlie first syllable of which is not closely shut. Thus L3D^?2i"3

Gen. 32, 20 for S2Xi:7J , from inf. iS::^3 .

74 3) But at the end of the word^ wliere the syllable must
end abruptly, such echoing and carrying over of the vowel of

the syllable is impossible ; here the guttural must attach Itself

hard and firmly to the accented vowel of the syllable , and its

aspiration must be distinctly audible after long vowels (whicii

besides are very frequent here) as well as after short ojies;
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as nttip'^ jis-mdch , ^'ro s]io-77ie^gh (cf. 78, ;'). This takes

place also in the accented \iQini\\, as '^''J^i jaddg7i-mi, 'n^V'^.

A final syllable with two consonants at the end (§.29 f.), when the T5
last consonant or the last but one is a guttural, requires a full short vowel
for tlie guttural. There a guttural as last consonant easily attracts the

vowel of the syllable entirely to itself, as ^ty^, §. 409; not so often where

tile guttural is the last consonant but one, as tZVJ^ , DHp §. 319, but

more frequently and regularly if the weak N is in this place, as n^^'ip,

^l!St2 §. 318. — Apocopated verbal forms only, ending with a hard n
can retain a guttural in the middle without a vowel: ri^''2U3 §,287,
nN^l ^^.297.

2. But among all the vowels the A-soiind is the nearest and 7«

easiest with gutturals , because^ like them, it proceeds from the

complete opening of the throat. Only the weakest sound
among them , N , associates itself often with the weak and
hroad e, which seldom appears with other gutturals besides N,

especially towards the end of the word, where we should
besides expect broader sounds §. 46. The vowel sound how-
ever which is nearest and most accoi-dant with the guttural,

can only so far influence and dislodge hostile vowels, as the

strength and importance of the hostile vowel partly, and partly

its position pez-mit ,* in wliich chiefly this general rule holds,

that the I-E sound easily yields to the A, the favorite vowel
of the guttural, bvit the U-0 sound, on the other hand, main-
tains itself, according to §. 58 , much more firm and immovea-
ble. But even where the sounds hostile to A are retained

from particular causes , the A-sound intfudes itself as much as

possible; the most frecjuent consequence of which is, that I

and U , the most opposed to A, never appear as short and
fleeting vowels , but in their stead E and universally. After

all this the following particulars are clear:

1) A guttural as appoggiatural consonant^ because its

vowel sound is least of all before hand detennined, takes ge-

nerally the fleeting a [§. 'O), seldom, according to what is

alove said, e, and o only wliere that sound is essential to

the formation and has been retained.

2) A guttural concluding a syllable takes before it «, 7 7

e, o as short vowels, before the tone, not i, ii '^); in this

case, where the distinction of the vowel is for certain reasons

more strictly maintained, e can seldom be changed into a;
the o sound always maintains itself. Cf. concerning all this

§. 168 for examples and more copious detail.

1) i remains very seldom and only before the liard n , separated,

"in"(l3 according to §. 291. That is to say, here there is a very

loose compound syllable before the guttural.
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78 But at the end of tlie word, ^vllere the aspirate sounds

most freely, it also most effectually preserves the clearer soimd
of its A; therefore every hostile voAvel a) in an unaccented
syllable, i. e. according lo §. 46 a perfectly short vO"vvcl , is

changed into a , as n:r: nejjach for nejiech , r;:_"j jdnacli for

jdnoch; — p') in an accenled syllable a vowel not long or

not strongly suslaiued, is also displaced by a, as ^Vj^pd-
ghani for pegJiani , fb'pl jisJilacli for jishloch ^) ; but —
y) a vowel Avhich cannot be dislodged remains, but only "Nvitli

a fleeting a intruding ilself before the guttural , as Vj2p sJiO-

me"-gh^ 'jVvd shamil^*-gh , concerning wliich see farther

§. 168.

1) Only in syllables ending nitii two consonants, where tlie guttural

iu tlie middle is not so free, and with tlie hard j^ does the usual

pronunciation with e remain, as t^lnb , tm §• 318, and with

i in 1^1 according to §. 290; the o protracted from a short one

remains with every guttural, as ^ys VnN ,

79 3) Any long vowel remains of course after the guttm-al;

but it exercises the same inlluence upon sJiort or nuUable

vowels after it in a closely shut syllable^ as ui)ou a vowel
before it, though not so regularly, hence

1) iu unaccented syllables e, o rallier stand for i, u ^)

especially with i<, as S'nrJ* , r^p"~^i , but there is no further

change again of e, o for a.

1) i remains only d) in loosely shut syllables §. 291 ; V) for the more
definite distinction of tense §.275; t) before reduplication accord-

ing to §. 47, c , for which reason , since this is a new influence,

j^ can retain the i in cases in which e else prevails after it

§. 28:5.

2) in final syllables e, o are sometimes, l)ut not regular! v,

changed iiUo a , as b^''^? ^^^^^ '^"r? ?
see farther ^^. 269 If. In

unaccented final syllables e, o may remain, as 5mN , Dm'T

vajjdchos ^ but also change into a, as b^2 and e is always

clianged into a in a syllable of three sounds (iV?) ? ^s soon
as ever the e has been changed before the guttural into a,

because the second vowel is generally only au echo of the

lirst , according to ^^. 127, as uTir-: .

80 Since, according to all this, the guttural in a final syllable can ex-

ercise quite a different, iiillnence to what it has in the syllat)le before the

tone, therefore the pronunciation proper in the last case ceases when there

is a sudden apocopatioa of the end, as n'T* (from J-;:r;' ) ; ]r!"' <ic-

cording to §. 290, c.

81 3. The gutturals are indeed consonants, but very weak
ones, AvJiirh giNC up all slioiiger j)roiuuiciation , and even

easily suffer all tlieir aspiration, and with it their peculiar
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power ami whole sound to disappear ; all tliis may be seen

in gradaiions from the weakest N to the slrojigest ft. This
shows itself in two chief consequences

:

l) They are utterly incapable of reduplication ^), even

where the formation requires il ; therefore the traces of re-

duplication gradually disappear, from certain causes which
with its consequences will be more fully described below
§. 120 W.

1) Reduplication is indeed possible by force or undeviating regularity

of tlie proiuinciation (as iu Arabic the medial guttural is doubled
in the second stem), but has sometiiing very rougli and hard in it;

tliereibre eveu in Sanscrit and Greek tlie aspirate h and the aspi-

ration can neitiier be doubled nor come together, cf, Ba/.xoq

,

3I<'.T&r'.iog etc.

2) They loose tlicir aspiration and cease to be heard en- 82

th'el}
; this however affects only the pure and weak aspirates

fl and especially i^, and has a very different iniluenco accord-

ing to their position in a word and syllable

:

1. at the beginning of a word the aspirate remains most
distinctly and strongly , because there is no impediment to

its sound. But at tlie beginning of a syllable , in the middle
of a word . there arises an hiatus after the ])receding sound,

i. e. a disagreeable effort to bring the inir^ weak aspirate out

of the breast to begin the s) liable. This hiatus indeed gene-

rally remains in Hebrew, as b^VI jish-al ^N^lJ, nilDJ^b/^;

but the eiibrt to suppress the as]3irate by bringing forward
the following vowel and attaching it, after the aspirate is

thrust out, to tbe preceding consonant,, appears partly more
regularly m fre([uent common cases, and partly occasionally

iu isolated instances. Thus

1) most easily after a mere appoggiatiu-al consonant;

especially as the beginning of a word , as is very easy with

N , as r;bi<"43 slield Is easily changed into !^b^V^r , liy^_ shel.d,

riNt^n into nNun ^); not so often with ft, as in jzb labhen

for Vliahben from the t\ of the article ;
in proper names , as

tniir!"^ and 'jnsi'-' 2).

1) But very seldom with an external, casual and easily separable

prefix, as 'riiJSJNI for ^rnJ^NI Zacli. 11, 5.

2) ^=^ for bS'a Is. 46, 1 only occurs laler, in a Chaldaic proper

name according to Chaldaic pronunciation.

2) Not so easily after a compound syllable, which Is then

broken up by the vowel following pressing forward , as riNnj:>

qir-clt becomes n^5'^p cfrat, 'jiN"i'"J 'iN~i?3 , nj^pj ntvlDw . This

onl)^ happens with N , and only in certain cases.

The hiatus is least difficult to pronounce and most easily avoided

after a full vowel, as V^Vi , in which case it always remains; however it
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sometimes Ijappens tliat a preceding strong a destroys a succeeding fleet-

ing one, a -r a = a , as ':tt::j<t Ez. 28, 16 for '2^;x| . wliicli in tliis case

is also particularly defended by §. 296; cf. j^i-^-ij^ 2 Clir. 22, 5 for '-^j^j^

2Kgs. 8, 23; Tip^SN" Nuni. 11, 4 and still later and worse mCTrn
Neh. 3, 13 for -i-^r: v. 14.

83 Where both the vowels on each side tlie aspirate must remain , a

harder , more separable sound , a semivowel , can gradually intrude in the

place of the weakest aspirate, especially j i but this is rare in Hebrew, as

in the proper name ^^ir] Clib 1 Sam. 22. 18. 22, and :,j{^rj 21, 8. 22, 9.

Ps. 52, 2.

84 2. At the end of the syllable^ the aspiration of theSvea-

ker gutturals N tl easily becomes too feeble to be distinctly

audible after the vowel of the syllable ; so tliat the vowel is

uttered without the clear aspirate afier it. But this is

l) very rare in syllables before the tone, because the

guttural there, accordiug to \^. 71 can easily assume a lleetiug

vowel and be drawn over; only in a certain frec|uent con-

currence has N here become mute, as ~1n: ndud for ITiNa

na'^-ua, ^bNb as adverb. The vowel of the syllable is then

accordiug to §. 23 regularly lengthened ^).

1) Yet the Masoretes have retained the short a with prefixes of the

word i;'7i< the Lord (God) and the same word in a profane sense,

as i;T}ii , i;iNb , iT'^hNb ^tc. Grammatically we should here

expect neither the omission of the Chatef- vowel, nor the j^ be-

coming mute, nor even a short vowel; we find too v'^Nb
,

i:^Nb hi stal. constr, accordiug to the usual pronunciation , and

indeed ^;i3tn5 ^^'^I'tNT , SiT'ill^b always. Apparently there-

fore, that has only proceeded from the holy name and was in-

tended as a distinction of it.

85 2) But as tlie end of a word where the guttural, to be

lieard, must sound pure and clear, N has always lost its

power, so that a preceding short and accented vowel beco-

mes lengthened according to §.23, as t<^~ip ^a/'W, N^.p, where
allhough the vowel going before is not «, the peculiarily of

of the gutturals mentioned §. 78 , y does not have ell'ect

;

and N'np^ qard for qard. Hence the form 'r{^l2 §. 318 in' this

case sounds N'^D , N/:!.i without changing (according to §. 78, ci)

the vmaccented e into a; yet as a short vowel is according to

f. 23 excessively rare in a simple syllable, forms in which the

e has entirely fallen away easily arise, as J?::m §.318 •^). On
the other hand a syllabic ending -svith N retains its vowel and
the tone if the form is shortened, from the same cause, be-

cause the short vowel must be immediately lengthened on ac-

count of the >vcalv J^ and llie tone must remain in its place,
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as Nn^ from N^"^ cf. with nn3 from in3 §. 410 ns^t, Nb3-i

§ ^^>7.

1) All this shows that j« becoming mute is a very late phenomenon

in Hebrew, and that formerly n must have been pronounced as a

guttural at the end also.

Tl lias seldonier thus given up its aspiration at the end, 86

most frequently in apocopated ternu'nations, as in proper na-

mes whose last member is shortened from STllT^ , ^iri;^ , as tl^TS^l;

also in the root, as r;7:n72n-;T Gen. 19, 16.

11. The liquid consonants, which are formed by the 8T

anterior organs , from the posterior palate to the edge of the

lips, are firmer than the gullurals, but are only produced by

a softer, laxer shutting of the organs. Their sound is there-

fore more distinct and audible than that of the gutturals, but

not short and hard, but drawn out, melting, liquid, easily

lost and resolved. There are however great distinctions be-

tween ihem, which may be reduced to three kinds:

1. The semivowels "^ j and 1 v are closely connected with 88

the voNvel sounds i and u, since they are properly nothing

more than those vowelsounds hardened into consonants. The
voNvelsound i, u when compressed in such a manner that

the upper and lower organs are, at least, laxly shut, be-

comes necessarily ), v; from the posterior palate, where i is

formed, j also is produced, and v on the lips. Hence these

semivowels, which are not so firm as our
j
(Y) v, stand al-

ways very near to the vowels i and u in origin
,
pronuncia-

tion , and reciprocal change : i, u become hardened at suitable

occasions to ), v, and j, v are as easily resolved into i, u.

In this respect they are, indeed, both alike: J however is

somewhat harder and firmer than V in Hebrew, so that in

many formations in which a consonant must necessarily al-

ways appear, V has been supplanted by J. (cf. ^. 223 and else

where).

The general rule is that these sounds which float between 89

vowel and consonant, only become hardened into consonants

where the vowel sound can not maintain itself, but must ac-

cording to its position become cither entirely , or at the

same time a consonant. 'J'his therefore depends intrinsically

on the relation of the vowels and on their concurrence, as

is explained §. 52 ff. Regard however must be always had at

the same time to the laws of formation of the roots. On the

other hand, softening has occasionally intruded into Hebrew,

according to which the consonants also, contrary to the ori-
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jiiiial necessity, have been clianged in certain common cases

iito their vowels. According to all this therefore:

DO I) At the beginning of syllahlefi, these sounds are most
rounlarly maintained as consonants , because ihey must there

be always pronounced immediately before a vowel sounii,

according to §. 25 , and are consequently hardened by it inio

consonants. And this rule again liolds

:

a) of the beginning of words most necessarily, ^vhere

I "< can be pronounced with any vowel, even with the most
fleeting fragmentarj' vowel ^. 26 , because even this preserves

the trace of a vowel, as -ibpjalad, '2ri':i^ jiktob , n?"^ jullad,

!r!"''ib'; jHadim^ tV"} v'lo , as this v is only more Heeling

than vci. Yet there are some cases in which 1 "^ begia even here to

be resolved into tiieir simple vowel sound. Viz. 1) the copula i
*-' is

regularly resolved in two cases into u, before another labial (1,5, S,
•\) ^ to facilitate the pronunciation, as T^r) ^b'^^ ^"^ before every

consonant without a firm vowel, in which case, according to §.66, a firm

vowel must be spoken after the first consonant, only that here T does

not assume the discordant vowel i and become a consonant , but is at

once resolved into its own vowel u, as rj^i^b^ ul'melek irrni utVii. —
2) ji- or je- are seldom resolved into i since tlie vowel sounds i-i are

identical and easily flow into each other, as in the proper name ^'vli'^N

''islia'i, according to later pronunciation, for 1^^ jisha'i 1 Ciir. 2, (12.) 13.

and in tlie particle \T3j^^ ish for '^-t jesh , which however does not occur

before Mich. 6, 10 and 2Sam. 14, 19 and only in close connexion with

the preceding word, which easily produces a softer pronunciation. After

a vowelless prefix, ji is sometimes more easily resolved into /, since the

vowel can then attach itself more easily to the affixed consonant, tliis

however only occurs where tlie pronunciation of the word is as the same
time shortened (in stat. constr.) , as •jt'id'^T vitron for v'jitron Koh. 2,

13. Jer. 25, 36. Pr. 30, 17.

91 Z>) But, at the beginning of a syllable no tat the beginning

of a word, 1 > are so much the more easily and regularly

resolved , as the vowel which then remains can attach itself

closely to the preceding consonant ; hence T "i are also most
regularly resolved wliere they stand in the iniddle of a root

between two firm consonants (cf. firther on these roots

§. 218 ff.). There are only three possible cases liere: 1) wliere

an u (or for it 6 according to ^^. 46 f.) , would come in con-

tact witfi a 1 , or an i with a "^ there is a necessary resolu-

tion of u-j-u into li, i -f- i into 1, according to ^^.53, as 0^"^
rum D"p^ fnc/ihn, — 2) wliere~an ci comes beiore T, a and
II can be so united that a is first sounded, and tlius from
a-j-u o arises, as Dip: naqom for C^p; , ^^^p'O; with <

then ae (e) would arise. — 3) but where llie vow^cl after T* is

immutable, either on account of its length or its iniportance,
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lliere it remains with elision of llie weak ii, bul in such a
manner that even a shoi"t vowel then becomes long, jusl as il"

two vowels had coalesced, as fiiipn, C2P ? f^?."^ ? n"*:"*!} are
changed into Q'^p.^i , &j"?, ri/3 , n:u:

.

From this it is clear when T "i at llio beginning of a 92
posterior syllable must become consonants: a) if aredupli-

cated consonant follows 1 "^
, because by tbis the vowel after

T * is more firmly held , as 'lV>'ii7 ^).

1) Yet once, Ex. 2, 4 iiinni stands as a shorter form (§. 297) for

nii^riri^ ,
i being indeed elided in its place as consonant, Imt

tiirowing back its sound into the preceding e and thus maintain-
ing it. —

h) if 1 1 themselves must be doubled according to the for- 93

mation of roots, although this is rather avoided, and if it lakes

place, T is easily changed into "i
, as 'ibl'^ , t3|'.)P .

c) if there is an immutable long vowel before 1 "i
, as 9i

£3';'i:j gdjhn, r^'^^Xii': nHhdjd ; in this case though, kindi-ed vow-
els may unite befoi'e li become consonants, according to §.55,

A short a then does not maintain itself after i 1 as 2nd radical , but

a after this second radical separates itself from the preceding t 1 because

i + a , u + a according to g. 55 cannot be contracted ; such formation how-

ever is very rare in Hebrew, as D^Ji-" , 'J'^ll'^ §.334. "^ is most necess-

arily maintained if no compound syllable goes before, since if a com-

pound syllable does go before, it can also be elided, as t3"'D^'7?J :

tn''Z'ri2 Prov. 10, 12 comp. with 18, 18, 19. 19, 13.

If a mere aspirate (guttural), or vowel in the root, folloip ,
1"^

easily remain consonants, as they do at the beginning of a word, as

r^i:., 'Jl\, ?Tl'^, iTJ", or even go before, as !T1N3, Q'^intpJ^, r^inrit;!^ .

This is just in the same way as u , i before a , or between two strong

vowels in general, easily become semivowels. Such •] ^^ tlien form a tirra

consonant in the subsequent formation, which always remains the same,

as nrjii? ; ririii:

,

Thus also a guttural at tlie end of a syllable remains firm , if the

following one begins witii -\ ->
,

contrary to §. 71 , as ^T'lJ^'^. ,
'^'Xl'^. >

t|-iy:i Is. 11, 15, instead of which we should else certainly find n;'"",

£31^3 . Yet lni"'rin with two gutturals.

2) 1 > after the vowel of their syllable (where there is 95

no ground for their being pronounced as consonants) gene-

rally endeavour to sound as vowels and are only from special

causes con\erted into consonants. To this then the rules on

the concurrence of vowels §. 52 if. especially apply, from

wliicli it is clear that

:
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a) ) always coalesces with a preceding u into ii, and "^

with an i i]ito i, witliout any possible exception. So that even

a "I as appoggiatural consonant at tlie beginning of a word , if a prefix

witli I is put before it, necessarily coalesces with this r, as iti ; i-ji^

Y'W^ : 'J">?Ji73 ,
and even after the copula

"i
/ contrary to §. 90 prevails

here because this vowel sound already exists there, ready to attach itself

to any possible consonant, as "^Tit '•jiJ^i'i .

b) I before 1 and u before i endeavour mutually to at-

tract each other in order to coalesce, according as the first or
second sound is the more important, as the principles of for-

mation teach lis, as pyiTi hunaq from Jiuinaq, -where the u
is the more important. An i merely shortened down out of
a-e may return before T^ to its prmiitive sound, as ibi:: nolad
for nivlacl :=z navlad.

c) a before 1 becomes o, before i ^, v. ^.54. If "^ 1 are

primitively diphthongal then they resist resolution {§. 96) : a

however before i has been sometimes resolved into e, as in

JlilJ, ^D according to ^. 222 for sa'i, pa'i.

It is also possible, though rare, for the semivowel to be elided for

the distinctness of the form , as in the case *^\,-i jeled for ib'T' where

1 is elided after i which is in this place an important sound for the form,

but the short i lias not only become at once long in a simple syllable,

therefore e according to §. 48 , but also in compensation immutably long.

gg 11 accordingly remain unresolved at tlie end of a syllable only in

the following cases : 1) if ^ i after a are originally diphthongs and conse-

quently of stronger sound, as ip ^
I'^^-i

^
v. §. 5i ; cf. however §. 95, c, —

2) in the middle of a syllable of three sounds with a after the first

consonant, in forms therefore like nV"2 §«4d; for in this case the short

auxiliary vowel easily intrudes according to the firm nature of these

forms , before the last consonant , whereby therefore i i are made conso-

nants , as j-|i73 mduet
, jii^ hdjit , in which the kindred i as being al-

ready represented by the i js sounded instead of the auxiliary e ; in many
words however there is resolution , as p-f-^rj '^•'^ . "Where the auxiliary

vowel has fallen away on account of ^ as last consonant (§. 85) the rest

of the vocalization generally remains, as NVilJ, i^">.^ ; the generally sotter

ai however is sometimes even here resolved, jijiji ge. The forms rip

beside ip , riT^S , NVilJ cf- §-54 show that a in order to resist coales-

cence so much the more, has a tendency to be lengtliened before i when

it becomes a consonant. — 3) in tlie final syllable after every immu-
tably long and discordant vowel, as iji'^.t , I^DlzriS , "^T7Z , -l.T : to

which also belongs the suffix ii— at- from ai-u, as from the compression

of the two exterior sounds of this group the i in the middle is absorbed

in the u after it without the primitive diphthong coalescing entirely with

the following vowel ').

1) Besides this, i remains as consonant after a discordant vowel in tiie

ancient root iblU , ib'uJ to rest, concerning which v. §.222.
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From all llils it is clear tliat •) i are easily eliderl, on occasions, by 97

sharper sounds in tlieir neighbourliood , although it is rare. "Where it

happens , if the following vowel elides them , no trace of them remains,

Imt if the elision procedes from the syllable before, its vowel becomes
long , and thus retains tiie trace of tlie vowel sound whicli lias been elided,

cf. above t^-^ii^a and for the latter on tlie contrary '^'^1
^ ii^nm .

It is by a peculiar, rare kind of elision that 1 disappears after a strong

inserted a and before the vowel of a postfixed syllable, viz. in the plural

forms m\sni? , i=l\Sn.T from ""niw , "^nr, for m'init §. 382.

Concerning another of their weaknesses v. §. 114.

3) 1 "I can by no means be sounded as semivowels when 93
they stand at the end of a trililteral syllabic ; then they must
necessarily be pronounced as vowels i, u because they have

no support there. Indeed "^ , which is much more frequent

here, attracts the tone of the syllable so slrougly to its i,

that the vowel soimd of the first consonant entirely disap-

pears , as ">i-il3 (as to mere form =: -nhi , -rib'' , iV) "liip s/i'hl

I'ns, "lina , and only the o-sound before, according to §. 5H

does not easily suffer itself to be entirely expelled , as "^JOT

d°/?d ; while T as vowel remains toneless and leaves the vowel
of the syllable before it, as ^Unpi Jishtdchu ^

'^'rin bu/iic, ^iSp

qdfla. On the other hand, as soon as ever a vowel becomes
audible after such a 1 "^ , they become semivowels, according

to §.55, as i^'lB, 'T\')yT'.') iT'.nvI"^''? '^'^%v'.'

2. Among the usually so called liquids 1 b uD
"J,

the 99

open , or palato-nasal sound "j n is the weakest and most li-

quid, while the shut or labio-nasal D 77i is much firmer and
nearer the third class of consonants ; at least so are they dis-

tinguished when with vowels: but either nasal, when closely

attached to a mute, most naturally accommodates itself to its

sound, and if necessary is changed.

The lingual b / is the most liquid and soft after n. The
rattling, rushing ^n r, wliich is rolled out from the throat and

posterior part of the tongue, must border on /, but be

rougher and harder, especially in Hebrew; hence it partici-

pates of many peculiarities of the gutturals , viz. r loves 1) a
according to §. 76 ff. , so that it causes a discordant short

vowel at the end of a word to be expelled by a, as 'nD^|l^'«/-

Jdser, '^^'l vajjdsor
.f 5<"i'!l pcijjir are changed into '^^l-'

N'l^T ; and before the tone takes e or even d instead of z , as

i3"i72 ; lD^sS'i?^ . — 2) r like the gutturals , is incapable of

sharp reduplication, concerning which see farther §. 124.

3. Finally , the firmest are the sibilants , wliich approach 100

near to the T-sounds , formed by a propulsion of the breath

against the lip of the tongue, whicli hardly touches the teelh

3*
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ami anlerior palate. The simple sibilant lias three gi'adalious

in Hebrew, Avhich perfcclly correspond to the T-sounds \, 101,

tlie usual hissing sound C s answering to the t^ the softer

sibilant T z
,

pronounced with the lip of the tongue bent
backwards, answering to di and the strongest and sharpest

y JS like the gcrman lieijie^ corresponding to the aspii'ated tj

tJi. But the usual sibilant 5, if the back of the tongue re-

cieves the air also, becomes the broad, obscure sh, which, like

s, onl}^ corresponds to the nearest among the T-sounds, the t.

lot III. The firmest consonants are produced by a harder or

softer pressure of one organ on another , by which the

breath is for a short time entirely interrupted in order to be
propelled stronger, more condensed from some point. Their
sound is short, abrupt and hard, although in dill'erent de-

grees. They ai^e therefore farthest removed from the vowels
(hence called mutae cccfiora) , form the firmest, most imchan-
geable basis of the sounds , and are least exposed to peculia-

rities and weaknesses. The chief distinction betsveen them is

produced by the three organs by which they are formed : K
being palatal, T dental and P labial. But in every one of

these chief sounds another softer or harder soiuid is again

distinguished; the hard one is the shortest, most abrupt, the

soft one is looser , more prolonged ; thus :. g soft , *] X- hard

;

"7 fZ soft, n^ hard; l6 soft, Zip hard; these six are the sim-
ple mutes. AVe also find in either of the first two classes

another more peculiar, hardest sound, produced by the strongest

pressure and with an aspiration added and therefore broader
and longer than those six, viz. p </ , among the palatal sounds,

most like the rough aspirates j;n, and among the Unguals, a
t' or til just as deeply formed and pronounced with a grating

of the epiglottis, to which the sti'ongest sibilant VJi cor-

responds.

102 Sncli roupli aspirated mutes are peculiar to many ancient lanj^nage.-;:

the corresponding sonn.is in Sanscrit are kh , th. jli. J3ut in tlie pro-

gressive development of langnape, such sounds always become softer, heiue

also p t; in Hebrew were perhaps not always accurately distinguished in

later times from k, t. The Romans retained q before the obscure u,

but p is represented by k in Greek and hence often "-r by •/., as "jps

y^t^oiv, tunica, a was unknown to tlie Romans: the Greeks have used

their * for it which undoubtedly is not very far from it ^) ; but the LXX
for the most part express it by simple r wliich corresponds originally

witli n.

1) It corresponds to the dh, or the aspirated d in Sanscrit.

103 Those six mules n •: 3 1 :; a latterly acquired a softer,

aspirated pronunciation; h' or hh (almost lilie (^) gh, clh,

ch^f, th (lisping as in English), while the ancient hard as-
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pirates p 1:3 descend more and more to the simple hard k i.

This only takes place according to the nicer distinction , if a

full or a lleetiug vowel precedes , wliich favours the softer

aspirated pronunciation ^) , as SnS kathahh f^^ri^ hatli'bhd^

on the contrary irio'J milchtahli^ cf. ^. 173; however the

LXX almost alwaj s put & for n , and often
y^

for Id williout

this distinction.

1) As in Sanscrit ta-daham for tat aham,

COMIMUTATION OF CONSONANTS.
Since all consonants only differ in degree , a sound can 104

easily ])e commuted for another bordering on it. Thus espe-

cially in Hebrew where there is so little firmness, a frequent

and important commutation of consonants takes place , by
which the same word often becomes very dilftreut , as "j^i^ ,

jats, "jsiD to conceal:, often too one intermediate member of

tlie commutation is wanting, as nils (uli'i) HIT. All commu-
tation however of this kind arises from three sources

:

1. Awfor/cflZ/y, according to the Iiistorical progressive modification of the 105
sounds, dependant on their nature and on tlie inlluence of the human organs

on language. The general process of modification is, tiiat the harder, rougher

sounds become more and more exhanged for the softer, weaker ones,

and indeed more or less in all classes of sounds ; sucli ciianges began
first in isolated words or particles, but tlien extended gradually farther.

hi any one language of tiie family however, a more or less general re-

action may take place, by which the harder sounds again become predo-

minant. In Hebrew, softening is indeed very frequent, especially in

some classes, but on the whole rather beginning and scattered, and even

uncertain and alternating, while in Aramaic and Arabic, every thing is

more regular. Here and there too there are examples of reaction , as in

Aramaic, and the language in the later periods, and in the poets, fol-

lows in most respects the usage of Aramaic. The following is a particu-

lar statement:

1) The T-sounds are easily rlianged into the S-souuds, since they 106
are nearly connected, and in this change, the distinction of each indivi-

'

dual T-.sound is preserved in the S-sounds also, as ji into ^^ or obscu-

rer into u; , T into f , ^3 '"to V". Some ciianges of this sort are of

primitive antiquity in Hebrew and constant, as the pronoun 7^7 ze , ara-

maic dii related with the German da, Greek to (Latin /w , //w), in

winch the T-souud is undoubtedly primitive; others are only just arising,

as '-\T\ti (to loose , interpret) a later form like the Aramaic t^g Ivoli.

8, I. A strong reaction however, has again taken place in Aramaic and

the T-sounds again predominate •^); this same reaction gradually invades

Hebrew, partly irregtilarly , especially in the poets and late writers, as

n^n :zz: u3~in (xunuo(70) c=^ x'-'i."^'"") Ex. 32, 16, rii-|2 (fir) Cant. 1, 17

3:::: U3l"l2 ;
partly more frequently, as -^t2S often, witli the still more

frequent -jj^^ {tueri) , ri^'-f oftener than rr:?; (to be extinguished).

1) Tliis is sufficiently proved by cases like ]2Z for NTl^l

.
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Moreover , T may by means of S be cliaiiged even into the mere
aspirate h , as the pronoun ta — (*« , Sanscrit) — o in some instances,

as vice t-erxd an aspirate may become hardened into s , t though not so

often. Tlie aspirate is seldom so hardened at tlie beginning of a word
(§.238); tlie change of a nonradical aspirate into' t in gi'animatical flex-

ion is more frequent and in certain cases necessary in the formation §. 365.

It is something similar when the hardest sibilant ^ is changed into

the harder y^ which occurs frequently in Aramaic, in Hebrew seldom, as

pl2> (to be narrow) Am. 2, 13. j^nS (to strike out) lob 4, 10. 'r\'$^

(to take delight in), yy-) (to break in pieces), compared with nii^

2) Forms like '^'vr^l (proper name) 1 Chro. 2, 34. chald. ^^m, V'i2r\,

y'^-j
^

which violate tlie rules of tlie formation of roots §. 226,

prove that that y is not primitive here.

107 The stronger sibltents change repeatedly into the softer ones, viz.

y- into 7, as pjjij (to cry), y-^y (to exult), ^^i; (to be little) into

p-jy (very rare in the Pentateuch), fb^, "nyv (very^rare) and y and ^y

into a {'^), 3S pniC
, yby, »"d 'JCir, into pniD (not in the Penta-

teuch), 5'9i»j, 150 or >j2iu (rare and poetical), fillip (coat of mail)

and li-i^D only Jer. 46, 4. 51, 3. ouJl^ (to act basely) Am. 5, 11 for

U3u3i2 ;
cf. §. 170 on •ju.

The liquids ^ : £2 ^ are more irregular in their softening, so tliat ^
as being harder and rougher not unfrequently , in the later periods of the
language, is changed into '^

, as rii:?^^^ (of doubtful etymology) Is. 13,

22, b^i^iStl (to make bright) Ps. loi, 15, for 'j^'^i* , 'l^nilJ-;- b o"

the other hand sometimes into the softer "j^ as ^3\l3b and Jis-iT;^ (cell),

'S"''iri;53 yi&n. 3, 5. 10, 15 (witlt t3 only v. 7) for ipakT?/(nov. ^3 is

changed into the weaker ?
^

but seldom at the beginning of words and in

the root, as u2^5 (to tremble) Ps. 99, 1 = "^^12
, n^» , tI]"JU3 and 'JDUJ

(to persecute) , frequently as the end of formative syllables , v. §. 360, 2.

On the contrary ^Hz Is. 48, 10 ^^ )t\3 (to try) is a later aad Aramaic
change.

On the change of i into 1 v. §. 88. 93.

108 3) The harder gutturals are gradually softened, especially jj into js{

as Cj^n2 (in a moment) from yns (a moment), i^m (to abominate)

Am. 6, 8". 'ij.x:, (to defile) Mai. I,'? for ^yn, b'J^'

109 2. Other commutations, which belong to the oldest period of the lan-

guage , are most intimately connected with the formation and meaning of

the roots. There is a manifold variation of the sounds observable in the

most ancient period, as the root takes this or that modification, has the

same sound as its basis, but changes it into many different shades and
varities; cf. above §.14. It is seldom however that such permanent clian-

ges are without an important dilfereuce of meaning, as yn3 , 'X:T)2, sel-

dom J3i-|3 to destroy, SlIJS , Qll33 , fl'tUlD to bloir
, JlUij? and HUJp (to

be hard); there is usually a clear, definite dictinction of meaning con-

nected with it, and we may also remark that tlie derived, remote, more
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limited sense lias usually the softer sound, as '^^lo to shut up ^'z>'0 rather

to stop up; j-[itJ ^0 slaughter n^T tosacrijlce; rjj-13 to pour , rr'Qz ra-

ther used of casting metal, or of libation; j-[j^3 tu be beautiful, ^i^i

to be suitable. Such commutations are tlie greatest and most unlimited.

3. Finally there are many purely casual changes produced by the 110
near affinity of the sounds

,
partly witiiin the language itself, especially in

isolated foreign words , and partly according to the ditFerence of dialects,

which may periiaps concur again in one language.

The following are some special instances of this and the former kind

:

1) the firmer palatal , lingual and labial sounds are sometimes changed
for their softer, aspirated representatives, as |nyn (to wander) hebr. for

inyta aram. only Ez. 13, 10; "-its (to scatter) iiebr. , "-jf^ aram. only iu

Daniel. These sounds however are very seldom changed into those of a
different organ, as the pron. atta (thou) from the oldest time forms, as

suffix, ka (§.305), cf. y.oiQavot; and TV(javroq. — 2) Aiuong the softer

sounds r—1, n— I are most easily commuted; ^750. ^"•i HN"^ ^""^ *^"'y com-

muted in the root. — 3) The guttural and palatal sounds ip^.'iny .

as ^u3' and "i^s (to be straight); '-my and 'inS (to surround). —
4) L seldom with the T-sounds as being Unguals like L, as ntiVp (Settle)

Mich. 3, 3 from HTp ; bl3 (proper name) probably :r=: lO^D ,
in tlie

root Jitjy andpi'i^y (to be dark), cf. also ^^f and '^^7 Gen. 30, 20. —
5) The labials ea.sily, especially at the beginning of a syllable, as "jliiT

and ':i73'^'n (proper name) Is. 15, 2. 9. xSb^ ^nd tj'bl^ (to escape); but

Ub5?7a always;
p].;^^ ^^_^ ^a (back).

C. SOUNDS OF A WHOLE WORD.
The nature of the souuds and the general euphony of ill

the language are first shown in perfection when the sounds

of a word are pronounced in connexion. There are there-

fore many general rules concerning this, which are yet to

be collected.

1. ^t the beginning of a word, in the first sound and first syllable,

the voice is most hurried and rapid. All kinds of aftixes to the root are

therefore most rapidly pronounced^, ^•d tl,ie h of affix syllables is most

easily changed into the simplest aspirate §. 238 etc. Very weak sounds

also , which are entirely unconnected are also gradually lost before the

stronger syllable, although this is rare and only evident iu the following

cases: c) the j^ without a firm vowel in the pron. iDriS (^^c) seldom for

^:n3N . — ^) seldom also •> and -j without firm vowel in isola-

ted substantives, which can also be explained from §. 223. 225, as

b'iZ (produce) for b^i"* , Sf'to (elevation, greatness) lob 20, 6 for

1) This so called aphaercsis is generally extended too far and ad-

mitted without ground.

On the other hand, the word is inclined to begin soft, with vowels, i[2
if the first consonant easily admits such softening. Thus tlie sliort e is

sometimes assumed iu Hebrew, if the first consonant is without a \owel
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(§. 26), especially wltli sibilants, wliicli are strongly disposed to if, sel-

donier witli liquids and mutes, but always only in isolated substantives,

or adverbs, as ji'^vi; and !^i";^•^^^; , "JTnUw ,
awd more rarely y^,-l^:^5

(arm), always iu ^j^iiN (finger) and '^ir"»L"N (cluster); moreover always

in :?2^N (four, the guttural "i seems to be the cause of a for e),

and "bi^nx (yesterday) with "^ilzTl lob 8, 9. — This also takes place

still more rarely, before a consonant disposed to it, with a firm vowel
following, as D"^|PT and Q-j^tN (^^hains) Jer. 40, 1.

JJ3 2. Wjieii two dilTereut consonauls clash immedlately with
each otJier at the end of a preceding close shut syllable , or in

the final syllable with two final consonants §. 29, one sound
is easily changed into the other more important one ; and the

softer, more attrited the language becomes, the more does this

encrease. Accordingly , either the first sound may be changed
into the second , or assimilate it , which is the most frequent

case, or the second into the first.

1) According to the rule , only a soft weak consonant
can be assimilated by the second ; the second consonant there-

fore must be a firm sound, a mute, or a sibilant, and it is

only seldom that the language goes farther in its aim at uni-

formity iu the formation. Thus ": is most easily nnd fre-

quently thus resolved, as ^d:,") jiggash {or jingasli, rn3 na-
tatta for ?iatanta, nn tet for tent; much seldomer b, as

nj?'^ jiqqach for jilqacli^ it is also possible for an aspirate,

or semivowel , to be so lost , that is at the beginning of a

word, where there is a tendency to hurry over such soiaids;

but it is very rare, as nbb?3 (food) 1 Rgs. 5, 25, for nbiN': , is

the only example of N ; concerning ^ "> in the root , where
other influences at the same time affect them, cf. §. 223 if.

n as a firm consonant is , in an affix syllable only , some-
times assimilated with the radical sound ^. 242.

That the language continued to go farther in such contractions in

its later periods, is proved by the name of the town ri-V^ ^len. 10, 10

compared with j-;;^ Ez. 27, iSS.Jf^ .

For some rare instances of « bounding off before t v. §. 175.

114 There is also a mode of facilitating the pronunciation m
such cases of concurrent sounds, by which, just as the con-

currence of a hard T-sound is avoided before an S-sound iu

the root (^. 226), in the same manner, iu the formation, a

T at the end of a syllalile followed by an S chauges places

with il , because it is easier to pronounce ST than TS ; and
the T-sound must then always accommodate itself to the ac-

conqxinying sibilant; therefore according to ^. 100 f. V:p-i'np!7,

"njan'^n
, j7~l:!i:^j for Dnn, irniri, i^rin. Only in L:t:i^L"nr;

Jer. 49, 3 iias the Iransposilion been avoided, (he ralher, be-
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cause ollierwise there would be too great a coiiciurencc of

T-sounds.

2) The second, weaker sound iu assimilated by the pre- 115

ceding firmer one , in the termination ni-in T dt-hu , in which
the aspirate is in fact harder to pronounce, which is often

changed into in~ dtta, aiidinrinN dt-ha^ which on account

of the affinity of the vowel a is regularly changed into lrir~

dtta^ V. §. 305.

When the same consonants come together without a long IIG

vowel to se])arate them, they endeavour to unite in a single

double sound ; for the recurrence of tlie same consonants has

something disagxeeable in it, and never happens at ihe begin-

ning of roots (§. 226) and is only possible , at the beginning

of woi"ds, in external affix syllables, as 'jlsnri ; but afterwards

is always if possible avoided. It is however only possible for

them to unite, wliq^n there is not an immutable long 'vowel either

between-^), or before the two sounds , \vhicli keeps them apart

and hinders their union; it is still less possible for them to be
united, if the first of these consonants is iu itself double,

since its vowel is then as lirmly supported as if it was long,

as Wy\ ; the contraction is also more difficult , if the postfixes

are not closely attached 2). If the first of these sounds is

without a distinct vowel , the union remains without further

consequences, as 1"2'1 1^ simply changed into ^"^l
f. 297; but

if it has a distinct vowel , the vowel is first displaced by the

union, but presses forward and returns again before the dou-

ble sound, as ih^j rahoh (tlie a of the first syllable is not

essential §. 37) nh roh (for robh §. 118).

1) The preceding vowel, however, may be more easily sliorfened in

tills eftbrt at contraction ; thus in a word iu which too many simi-

lar sounds come together in an extraordinary manner, ;i*s:iD"ii

lob 31, 15 for risasb"*} §-47. A parallel instance is :)3:n73rn

Is. 64, 6 for n;;5^7:;ni 5
where tlie obscure, heavy u has opposed

the audible reduplication of the hard consonant. — But these are

perhaps the only examples, and according to §. 296 f. t is not

without influence on this shortening.

2) Hence always before suffixes , as '^p*l!n']i without union.

A very kindred consonant, however, is only resolved ti

7

into the following one, when tbey come in actual contact ^.

113, and even then, very seldom with a radical letter, as

nnN lor ri'ini*
f. 435; oftener and almost regularly with n of

the affix syllable nn f. 243, as Ji/^-irT , Itit:?! for StK'inn; at

the same time we jfiud pBinr! Jdgs. 19, 22.
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118 On wliatever cause the rediiplicalion of a consonant may
depend , still a peculiar and appropriate condition of the sounds
themselves is necessary to render the reduplication audible.

It is most audible between two distinct vowels , and firm con-
sonants are moi^e capable of distinct reduplication than weak
or liquid ones , the unaspirated ones tlian the aspirated. Hence
there ,are gradations according to which reduplication beco-
mes gi'adually less audible and distinct

:

1) Reduplication is not distinctly audible at the end of a
word williout a vowel; to which is to be added, that the
final vowel, according to §. 33. must assume the longer tonic

pronunciation , which removes all trace of audible leduplica-

tion , cf. m'2D73 : 13073 ; tz:"»V.;^ ; "b-l ; 1~tl^'] .' li^":! •

119 2) If the consonant to be doubled begins the following

syllable as appoggiatural consonant, and consequently <(^z7/i-

oitt a distinct vowel, it is more difficult to hear the redu-

plication distinctly and it gradually disappears, without altering

the pronunciation of the word in other respects ^). This how-
ever does not affect all sounds equally : most easily the soft,

liquid sounds which are so easily extended , especially
'J

T* "b

;

with the firmer sounds it decreases by degrees. Reduplica-
tion is also more easily lost in words and formations of very
frequent use, just as when the same consonant occurs twice

following {^. 116). Thus "'ii'^T, tn"'-}"iy , ">::rT {behold me) (but

not in tZDOii-i) , ibVn {praise ye) ; with the 73 of participles,

as ujjpn73^2'(^/ie seeker); not so often Avilh sibilants , as lr;"d"4:5D

Is. 59, io. ^N"I5"; {{they raise), iNpS {his throne), y'l-fsiirT

for 'j:n Ex. 7, 29; often too with the aspirated p, as "'SpQ

{my stajf) d^ippn^; {seekers) ^Su3pi3 Cant. 6, 1 ; very seldom
with t2, as "iJJtDn' Is. 17, 10 in some editt.

1) So that the short vowel before, and the fragmentary vowel after,

botli remain. See some rare exceptions to the latter, in which the

short vowel takes the following consonant entirely to its own syl-

lable §. 122. The short vowel appears too to beome long some-
times in a perfectly simple syllable, if tiie two examples Spbri"*

1 Ciir. 23, 6. ^niw^n Ps. 62, 4 are correct as to the readiiig;

cf. tlie var. lectt.

120 3) The gutturals n y in N are absolutely incapable of audi-

ble reduplication ^. 81. The influence if their reduplication,

however , may be more or less sensible in two degrees : l) tlie

vowel going before may remain short and sharp, as it was,

and be pronounced on the guttural -without actually doubling

it (this may be called weak reduplication); or 2) even tliis

trace of audible reduplication may disap])caj' , so thai the

vowel before becomes separated and long, in a simple s>]|;!-

ble, so thai a, T, li according lo ^.48 arc clianged into a, e.
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u, e.g. fNM, fN70 ,
^iijD into )ii12, "JwNJ.??. , 1^73. The complete

separation of the syllable, however, produced hy the second method, does
not take place if the guttural becomes the linal consonant by apocopation ;

for then , as that consonant is in itself incapable of reduplication (§.118),
the prolongation of the vowel may also not take place, cf. y'nnn from

Jiy/inn Prov. 22, 24, "^^rj from n^S?n Ps. 141, 8 compared with

'n.T.nn .^"i.-^nin Dt. 2, 9,

This distinction follows certain principles, in general, even though the

transition from tlie first to the second mode be only gradual: 1) the

harder gutturals recieve most easily weak reduplication, ^ regularly, J^

frequently, 5? not so often, j{ most rarely. To this must be added 2)

tliat weak reduplication is only inclined to remain where reduplication is

essential to a word §. 231. 328. etc., with external affixes it regularly,

disappears entirely and without distinction of the guttural, as ifS'"' §• 2T7,

and only very rarely then does the short vowel before n remain.

If, in an instance of weak reduplication, a sliort a 121

would be to be pronounced before a guttural with a, then e

is always used for it, as ti::nri, il^^lrrb for u^rDH^ , Mllri"b .

The soft e appears to have been easier to the language tlian

a, before so sharp a concvirrence of st guttural lind a long a,

since the A-souud generally is inclined to change into E §. 45.

The same change takes place before a guttural Avith a Heel-

ing o ^), as tZji'ili'irirr ; in this case too a descends to e, but

it is to keep the following fleeting 1 more easily separate , since

ao— would be easily changed into a*—

.

1) Chatef-aamess. v. §. 168,

The sliort vowel keeps itself, according to rule, separate from the 122
following vowel; yet some cases with the hard fi occur in which the short

vowel has drawn over the following guttural entirely to its own syllable,

so that :i73VT becomes riT^ni Gen. 30, 39. 41. Jdgs 5, 28, 1^'iDnin^;

becomes LZitun^ri^. The same happens rarely in the cases mentioned

in §. 119 7wte, in which the reduplication has entirely disappeared without

trace; the only examples however of it are 'ttnd;^ from the word i^S3

(tlirone) of doubtful etymology, and in ;n's-| for rirji'^i §. 119.

The too frequent concurrence of gutturals is avoided (as in the root 123

§. 226), in various ways; in inb"in?7 (.hape I caused to cease? Jdgs.

9, 9. 11. 14) for 'injii"! the middle one is expelled, but "jnlTt has not

remained which would be indistinct, but the second a has been changed

into ti 'inrr he-clw, to separate the interrogative more distinctly. An-

other instance tDpiriN^ is explained §. 443.

n , which , according to §. 99 , excedingly rarely permits 124

reduplication ^) removes at once all trace of reduplication and

always lengthens the preceding vowel ^), as Tj'T'.^ ? m'^?' H^^
lor T]'^.?, T]^=, Tj-^izi.

1) Viz. (J remains sometimes in rare nominal forms, as Tl^'o 'niorrat
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r:'r\'Xi schorrek (tliy navel) Prov. 3,8, 14, 10 wliich lias been

oiice imitated in a verb n'^3 Ez. 16, 4 ior the sake of tlie as-

sonance; besides there, only iTiJiXTi'ii; Cant. 5, 2 according to §,

479, and another peculiar instance ^. 129^

2) Only Gen. 14, 10 'ri~'\'T],
according to §. 121 for --^j-; from ^j-j,

which however may be explained by §. 420.

125 It is also possible for tiie reduplication of any consonant to become
gradually difficult to the language, by tlie too great protraction and length-

ening of the vowel before. This especially happens in awkward, unpo-
lished languages, in which tlie ligiit and sharp distinctness of the vowel
disappears , as is always the case in Syriac. In Hebrew , this is still

rare, expecially in the earlier period, in wliich it only occurs in proper
names and a few isolated substantives; in general too only with /, u, whicli

as sharp and heavy vowels are more easily lengthened, as uJi";^!"? 't*"" U3i'2p

(a weed), i2^}1-)^?3 (threshing -sledge) iChro. 21, 23 t^^-nra 2 Sam.

24, 22; Qiuipn"* Ko'i- 9,12 according to §. ."Jol, participle ior a-illjpi .

— It is also possible for a liquid, an r, on I, to intrude into the syl-

lable thus becoming resolved, especially after a which is not so easily

lengthened , but this is more rare and impure , as in tho proper name
pUJ'Ja'n" according to late pronunciation i Chr, 18, 5. 6 for p\y73'l

(Damascus) 2 Sam. 8, 6.

128 3. At the end of a woj^l, wlicre the induence of llie

toue sliorleiis and llaltcns , a iiiial m is easily changed into n
§. 360 ; and a nasal sound is also easily entirely lost after the

vowel, as ^'r>^^ (name of a town) for "jil^T^ f.
341, Other

examples of the kind see ^. 222.

127 "With regard to the vocalization of a word, the vowel of a syllable,

in languages more rich in vowels;, often accommodates itself to the more
important one of a neighbouring syllable. But in Hebrew, because it is

generally poorer in vowels, there are very few examples of this change.
The form ^^^12 ,

in which the original a is, according to §. 45, regu-

larly changed into e before the auxiliary e, offers a regular and frequent

example of it, and the original monosyllabic nature of the word is much
better preserved with the redoubled e, than it would be with ditlerent

sounds ; iience where the latter e is wanting the first also disappears, cf.

n"^2 §. 51, ("j-iriS §• 78 proves nothing against this) and vice versa the

second e must be'changed into a if the first is, t^y^ §. 79. Rarer in-

stances are ipj'i::) Jer. 22, 20, Intipb Gen. 2, 23
', where the fleeting

o instead of a mere fragmentary vowel, merely depends on the lieavy u
in its neighbourhood, §. 169. Gram. Arab. 1. p. 86.

'-^ With regard to tlie transposition of the sounds of a word, the case

is the same as with the more frequent commutation §. 104 tf. It is for

tlie most part derived from the earliest period of the language, without

the language in its present form being conscious of it, as e. g. ti;^
(hail) and -175 (to scatter) are originally the same words. Further, the

frequent occurence of a vowel at the begnining or end of a root §. 21611'.

depends on a particular cause. Other tiuuspositions may be explained on
the ground of facilitaliug the pronunciation, as t/lS and 3u;2 (lamb)

^S^'k
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since tlie liquids stand more easily before the Mutes than rice versa.

The liquids in general, and especially r, most easily change tlieir places.

III. CHANGES OF SOUND IN A PROPOSITION. PAUSE.

Two kinds of changes of sounds arise from the connexion 129

of words in a proposition. First, on account of the close con-

junction ^) of two words, by which a monosyllahic word or at

least a word with the accent on the fn^st syllable (^-34) becomes
attached to another more independent word. This conjunction con-

sists in the vowel which ends the word becoming shorter , by its

shortness doubling the first consonant of the next woid , and
being so drawn over to it that they are pronounced together.

Only a however, or the kindred e (\^. 45) are most easily

thus carried over ; it is much rarer with the sharper and hea-

vier vowels. There is a difference too according to the words

:

1) the particle f^jj what? (but not 1;^ who? though in otiier respects

60 like it) which, on account of its interrogative power, may be pro-

nounced so rapidly and close on the following word, that its a becomes
quite short, and the first consonant of the followiug Mord is doubled, as

rijs{.f-^)jj "^^^S J^'^ ^^"- ^^' '^^' ^'^nce too in the ancient writing

57752 was sometimes joined on to tlie following word, especially if it was

a short one, as J-;t73 , t2-V?^ Ex. 4, 2. Js. 3, 15. Ez. 8, 6. Mai, 1,

13. — 2) a monosyllabic word is easily attached to a preceding one,

and usually in such a manner tliat the final vowel of the unaccented final

syllable is not shortened before the reduplication , and the reduplication

is therefore only weakly audible, as t^u? rr^by almost 'alitashshdm,

a^^_ n:pbn, r|V-i-:/:V^r: Jo'^- 5, "23." iv-^^^-,., e, 5. 8, 11.

"iSJ^S llli~iN ")j ^'ery seldom with the vowels u , i , as ^j^** lloip

(two imperatives, wiiich are disposed to a rapid pronunciation) Gen. I'p,

14. Ps. 94, 12. 118, 5. 18 (where u, i-j coalesce according to §. 53).
The particle $.53 (quaesof) is more closely attached, and its ? is doubled

even when the last syllable is accented, as N3~'ll3 Nu. 23, 13. 22, 17.

Gen. 24, 42. and even with a complete shortening of e into e ii'2'~T,2'r:

Gen. 19, 2. ^) — Witli the Ii<iuids , which are most easily and frequently

thus doubled, and especially with ^, reduplication occurs, although rare-

ly, after accented syllables also, as Gen. 19, 2. 1 Sam. 8, 19 and before

a polysyllabic word Ex. 6, 29. Lev. 4, 1. Cf. §. 198.

1) Witli Alaqqef, or the acceiitus conjunctivi §. 180 fT.

2) That Dagesh is not Dag. lene is clearly proved by n^^e tl^'^N
Gen. 4T, 14. 1 Rgs. 1, 18.

3) The Masoretes go still fartlier in resolving a final e, d by redu-

plication of the following consonant, as qVn'HN for ^'b inx^N
(I look upon them) Js. 33, 7, irif^DND f^^' JlJ^b "^5 27, sTbut

in these instances from a wrong interpretation.

Much more important , liowever , are tlie changes of

soiuitl produced by the pause, or division and close of the

pi^oposilion. The pause in Hebrew does not influence the

130
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voice only casually , as in more modern languages , but , as in

many ancient languages, in wliich sound and form are more
living ^), according lo general principles, Avhich effect

important changes in the sounds of forms. The principal

influences Avhich the pause exerts are the two follow-

ing: hrst, a sirong retention of the sound, opposed to the

hurrying on of the unfinished proposition , and hence , where
the form permits it, a retraction of the sound and support

of it on firmer ground; and secondly, greater protraction and
delay of the expiring sound ; bolii tlicse however can only

affect the moveable part of a word and , consequently , can

only iulluence the pronuntialion of the vowels, and of con-
sonants, which approach near to vowels. In cases where this

impulse of the language is not hindered by the forju from
expressing its influence clearly, pausal forms are distinguished

from the usual forms ; for the power of the pause cannot be
distinctly expressed in all cases , as e. g. a monosyllabic word
•with a long vowel, as IZj3, , "'lii, blp cannot be rendered longer

by the pause. And since, on accoiuit of the manifold divers-

ity and perpetually advancing development of forms , this in-

fluence is very differently exerted, the distinctions of the pau-
sal forms are very nice and can only be thoroughly under-
stood by a knowledge of forms; here therefore a few general

rules only can be given

:

1) of. Gram. Arah. I. p. 78. 3T3 f.

131 1. Retraction of the sound is only possible when the
final syllable is either by origin, or by attrition, a wealv, mu-
table one , not when it is firm and immoveable. This re-

traction takes place usually in this most easy manner: a vo-
welless consonant before the final syllable f. 26) assumes the

tone and a vowel at the same time, as ^bia s:a-cVlu: ^"b'l.n

gaaeiib. Tims xn the persons of verbs which end in vowels, the tone
goes back to the primitive vowel before the last radical, which liad fallen

away in the flexion, as (niQS , bl-j) ^in3, nb^l/J : =1^^]^ ? ^"^>^

'

(imper. I. -jijy
) ^^,3^ : ^^j^y Nah. 2,9." (y?:-^:) VJ^yi '. ^Tivi^

this is very seldom neglected, 'as .Tob. 17, 11. The cause why this is

not applicable to tiie termination of nonns in general nor even
of participles, is because their terminations have not become so
weak as those of (he persons of verbs. — 2) Since the suffixes §.

304 become gradually shorter, Tcr- 'kd is changed into ^.— cka, in

such a manner, tliat as a new vowel thus arises, the nearest short vowel
is assumed in pause, as '^•p^in'b

,
^:ju3 : 'riti^.s'b , 'n'^iiJ ;

more-

over, tlie final a thus losing the tone is sometimes entirely thrown
back, as rj'7/:3T2:j;i Dt. 28, 24, whicii is regularly the case with the

particles rj:::Vr]b, Tytv,, TjnN, TjniN (also ?-;:rnN Ex. 29, :i5

whicli occurs between "rpi^ and rrnj^). 3) Syllal)los of three sounds,

which for special causes have thrown the vowel on tlie second conso-
nant, assume again an accented vowel instead of the first, and most
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naturally short e; o only where the sound o is primitive, and r (§. 46)
only rarely for a primitive i; thus tZj^lD Ps- 21, 13 for S3u3 §.319;

of f«rms whose last sound is i according to §. 98, in the noun, as

•^y2, "i^y, 'nb, -^^n i Kgs- lo, t, -^-^^^ iV^, -^^^i-j from 1^73,

"'l?!? T!^j ""^n. J """i^?? ^"i?ri. , *??.? "I the verb, 'as ^^|l^ iri^-t
^
i^r;

Dt. 32, 18 from ilrr"! , irii , "'^n 5
t''6 pronoun s^j^ recieves a long

accented a, 13 j^.

The tone is more rarely carried back to the preceding syllable 132
if it is in itself already a full one: a) in the case n^'i'^UI l^t. 8, 10

for n!!>iiaT according to §. 298, where the tone on the last syllabic

is weak. — b) in the particles i55N
, JlPN, Siriy ,

which are, out

of pause, "^ibi^ , InnN , Irrny. — c) very seldom does this aflect

persons of verbs farther, as ri'^D - ;i'^3 , wliere the same word is re-

peated, but tiie second time, on account of the stronger opposition, ia

a new pausal form Ps. 37, 20. 137, 7. cf. Idgs. 5, 12.

The longer, more protracted vocalization of tlic tonesylla- 133

ble ill pause, is only longer in comparison to llie usual one.

The following is a statement: 1) for a in the usual tonesyllable there

always stands a in pause, ^riD : in3 , ':u;"''"T : tUii'T Gen. 2, 21. —
2) where e =: i originally belongs to the word , it is often changed in

pause into «, according to §. 46 while it may, out of pause, remaining

in its original sound, be at once changed into e, since a has a fuller

sound than e merely lengthened to support the tone , as f2 (booty) Js. 8,

1. fj-17;
(he lias shortened) 18, 5, 'b;!jp (intransitive verbal stem) 60, 4,

n;S/2'nn 13, 16, is. 28, 3 '2VJ'n 42,22 instead of which out of pause 73 (not

Ys), bwp , ii^i^j *^'''^ however only affects compound syllables (see

the contrary :i'b?2p), and in the most frequent formmations we always

find e in pause, as ir)3 §• 253. On the other hand, e flattened from

other sliarper sounds always remains unaltered in pause, because it is al-

ready without the influence of the change of sounds, as tSPN, tDninS,
Snbiij 1""^ l2b^'b , 'b'2'2 §• 51 ; so also the other very isolated cases

of e in the final syllable, as n?2N , Vt'^^ , from which we are to

distinguisii the e arising in pause from a mere fragmentary vowel , as in

iZl^UJ , 'n— §• 132. e arising according to §. 45 from a may return in

pause to the original a, as Tlb'2 f^^^™
H^.'^ 5

however e remains some-

times even here, as Tj'm a"d H'^'l j
^^'^ always in certain words, as

the adverbial Q'lp (eastward). On the other hand an original a remains

very seldom unchanged in pause, as in tlie adverb ^"j (^ahi^ays). — 3)

o can remain in no tonesyllable according to §. 46, so that with 6 as

with i , u the pause can make no difference.

In apocopated verbalforms which end in two unaccented consonants

§. 289 ff. , the pause may be distinguished in a peculiar manner by a

vowel which is accented, but in otiier respects as short as possible, a,

or 6 where o is the original sound, returning to the last consonant but

one, as "b'T , b^p^^n, ?]Din , ^^^l for "V;:, b?3an, >iwin

,

tp"""!. T''''^ 's very regularly observed.
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134 Tlie pausal pronunciation may he still more lengthened, if the con-
sonant after the accented penult in douhled, which is only possible after
the lighter vi.wels (not after i , u etc) ; and the liquids again are most
easily prolonged by reduplication. Instances however are rare, as
"?" ^'^S*- ^' '''

''\ll
^'^ -'' ^^- i^"t^'7"l''^ 21, 15 f. in which verbal

forms the last radical is always doubled;^ only -^ of the suffix *; is

more regularly doubled when attached to verbs or particles 1. e. when
loosely attached, as '^inn Is. 38, 18. nS"N Gen. 3, 9. ---^

lob. 26, 4.
' '

"'•" "'^

On more rare and irregular effects of the pause, as the form 'j
^JS'^j;';

for ^N'np.";if§. 41 c, V. the theory of forms.

SECOND SECTIOIf.

OF THE LETTERS.

1. EXTERNAL HISTORY.

135 According to all liistorxcal evidence, the Semitic a]])liabct,

of which the Hebrew is an ancient branch, was not lirst used

or made known by the Hebrews , nor probably by the Phoe-
nicians (Luc. Phars. 3, 220), who have only the merit of hav-
ing communicated this alphabet to the Greeks, and through

_
I

them, to the other nations of Europe; but by the Aramaeans
I Plin. Nat. Hist. 7,56. It must at any rate have been dis-

( covred by a Semitic people, because it is only perfectly ad-

apted to the peculiaiities of the Semitic languages , and the

name, figure and use of every letter can only be explained

frojn these languages.

(The most ancient mode of writing was undoubted!} b}

pictures, Avliich represented tlie object to the eve and. al llie

same time, recalled the name for it: and all alphabetical writ-

i ing has proceeded from tliis. The inadequacy of such a mode
* must have been, soon felt, since it could only represent objects

f cognizable to sight, could only imperfectly signifiv intellectual

ideas, and was totally unable to express the (po/yZ* of a foreign

language. The insufficiency of a picture -character was
still more evident, when a language became developed and
extended its monosyllabic roots by llexiou and terminations

for number, person, gender and case, and it was imjiossible

to represent by signs the modifications of sound by which all

those tlislinclions were expressed ^).

'

1) It is perfectly in accordance with what is here stated that the

i Chinese language, which has no al|)habeticai character, but only

a picture -character more or less faithfully a representation of ob-

jects , has at the same time never advanced in its development,

I but continues still utterly devoid of all flexion.
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From picture-character has the Semitic alphahct also pro-
ceeded, but hi such a manner, that the definite image of an
object and at the same time a word, Avhich had the sound to

be expressed for its first sound, ^yas fixed upon for each of
the 22 firm sounds (consonants) into wliich all the words of 1

the language may be resolved : e. g. with the figure of a ca- |

mel J» its name also gimel would call to mind the sound g. \

Hence the signs of all the 22 sounds are oi'iginally signs of ?

objects easily cognizable to the senses, and their names cor- 1

respond to this origin. These names indeed have been very
faithfully preserved b)- the Hebrews, but the signs have been
for the most part ver) much altci-ed and disguised, because in

Avi^iting they retained the dead traces only from habit, with-

out thinking of their meaning according to the intention of

the first discoverers , and thus insensilily modified them.

Siace the Hebrews recieved their alphabet from a Semitic people, it

is perfectly adapted to the peculiarities of their language. It embraces

just so many sounds as existed in the language of the early Semitic na- |

tions, as for instance, tlie gutturals, a class peculiar to tlieni in their |

gradations; and though it wants signs for many sounds, which other \

languages have, yet it never has recourse to joining different letters to

express a single sound (e. g. c/i, s]i), as other nations do, who have re-

cieved from foreigners au alphabet not adapted to the sounds of their

language.

A tradition of a fundamental alteration of the Hebrew 13G

alphabet has been preserved in the Talmud and Fathers, which
must at any rate have some historical foundation. According -

to this tradition , the present character , Avhich is found with

imimportant variations in all Mss. of tJie old. Test., and vv^as

even in the time of Jerome (in the fourth and fifth century)
,

the same as we now have it, was brought by Ezra from the \

Assyrian, i. e. according to the later confusion of names , the 1

chaldaic exile, and hence it is called assyriaa character in3
s^Vtliii . The earlier, ancient Hebrew character, on the other

hand, is called "''liy in3 Hebrew character.

There is much Inaccuracy it is true in this tradition,

especially as to Ezra's having introduced this alteration of the

character, since the Samaritan Pentateuch, which was intro-

duced into Samaria from Jerusalem about the end of the 5th

Cent. B. C. , and the new coins of the Hasmonaeans , whicji

were struck in the 2nd Century, afford sufficient evidence

that the ancient character was still in use as late as the last

century B. C. But Ezra is considered by the later Jews,

in general, as the author of all additions and external alte-

rations, which the text of the old Test., according to obscure

tradition, lias xmdergone. If all the other historical traces

4
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conlauied in ihat ancient tradillon are piil togellier, perhaps

tlie following connected view might be gathered from it

:

l.^r The Semillc character, from tlie time that we have any
certain knowledge of it, was divided into two very dilferent

brandies. The western branch, which has become especially

celebrated in tlie Phoenician character, was also the character

of the Hebrews until the last century B. C. , was retained by
the Phoenicians still later, and by the Samaritans even to the

present time ^). lis alpliabelical characlors are anlique, but

stiil' and heavy, angular and uneven, without proportion and
beauty. Tlic eastern branch, on the other hand, in Baby-
lonia and the other countries on llie Euphrates and Tigris

(hence called by the later Jews, according to ancient custom,

assyrian) became by frequent use much rounder, more re-

gular, more ductile and beaulifiil , and was, even at an early

period, gradually modified into current character. These
distinguishing advantages procured it the supremacy in the

course of time; it extended over all Syria and Arabia, and
the Jews were so much the less able to resist its inlluence,

because after tlie Babylonian exile , the northeastern or Ara-
maic language and litterature made deeper and deeper inroads

upon them. This powerful influence, perhaps in the last cen-

tury B. (J. and first A. C. must have abolished, or rather, only

renewed and modified the ancient character. Soon after, how-
ever, in the encrease of Jewish superstition and worship of

the letters , it became consecrated in all copies of the old Test,

and immutable, as it has been preserved through all centuries,

without essential alterations, until the present time ^).

1) Cf. Correspoiidance des Samaritains de Naplouse pub. par Sitvestre

de Sacy. Paris 18Si9.

2) Cf. Kopp Bildcr mid Schriften der Vorznit. T. 2, and among the

earlier authors the Blxtorfs etc.

The present character, arising from this source, has, ac-

cording to its peculiar development, preserved a great regula-

larity and grand simplicity in the form of the letters, and
hence it is called, in distinction to other alphabetical cha-

racters, i's'l'a Sn3 scriptura quadrafa. All letters therefore

are equal in size except tlie three bp"", among which "» ap-

pears to have been early so shortened, cf. Math. 5, 18.

Moreover all letters liave either a broad stroke above, as it

w^ere a foundation stroke , as ^ , 1 , "^ , n , 1 , or at least firm

points of support, as y , N, t, it , b. In others where the

stroke would descend too far, it has been bent inwards, as

3, 'Dy 52; not so however with p compared with the correspond-

ing Q. From these changes some letters too, whose figures

were originally more unlike, have become more similar, and
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tlierefore more liable to be exchanged, especially T and '^^

which are often exchanged, and m and n.

This character sliows some tendency to the connexion of letters, and
capabilities for it, since many strol\es are contracted, and some bent up
on tlie line; in some Mss. too we find bej^innings ot" connexion. (ieneral

usage, however, resisted this incipient tendency, even from early times,

so mucli the more, as the sanctity and dignity of this character appeared
to re(|uirc the antique separation anrl distinctness of single letters ; for

even the connexions of letters, which are possible, are forbidden in the

Talmud. If this cliaracter had been already a connected character at

the time it became a holy one , it would undoubtedly have remained .so,

as the Kufic character in the Koran.

This character has only very few figures for final letters. 138

In the progressive development of a cliaracler becoming more
and more ductile , current and connected, there are always foimd
peculiar figures for final letlcrs. This is especially the case in the

more common Semitic modes of xvriting, in which the words
are not separated, in the manuscripts, with sufficient regulai'ity

and distinctness; for the involiuitary object and intention of

final letters is, beyond all doubt, to distinguish the end of the

word and sentence, by an external sign also. But as this

tendency of the mode of writing also was only gradually

unfolded, according as any letter offered a more or less con-
venient occasion for its exercise , the extent of its influence

depends at the same time on the peculiarities and history of

each alphabetical character. Only five letters have been in-

fluenced by it in Hebrew : 'j , '^ , y , ?] in which the stroke,

which was bent vipwards on the line, is prolonged straight

downwards, thus representing the abruptness of the end, iu

distinction to their usual form; and t3 which, being shut on
all sides, marks the end of the word in a different manner ^).

I) Very rarely is a usual letter found at the end of a word, r.s Tob
38, 1 (where, however, the particle 572 is, in the idea of the

writer, a part of the following word) and pice versa 'q not so

unlike 12, i» the middle Is. 9, 6 through mistake.

The alphabetical poems in the old Test. (Ps. 25. 34. 37. 139

111. 112. 119. 145. Prov. 31, 10-33. Lam. 1-4), in which the

same arrangement is always found, with only unimportant
variations, are sufficient proof that the 22 letters were early

brought into a definite order. It is not clear, however, upon
what principle this arrangement is foiuided; it certainly is not

founded on a scientific one, as only the licpiids b /3 3 come
together ; many of the others appear to have been arranged

with respect to the meaning of their names, and at a time

when these meanings were still undei'stood, as T and n
(^fi^eapon and trcwelling scrip), " and S (Jiand and hollow
hand), 70 and D {water and Jish) , 3>, 3, p, ^ and U) {eye,

4
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mouth, ear, head and tooth') are certainly not untleslgnedly

arranged ; but the Hebrews have only adopted this arrangment
from some other Semitic people , as they have the names.
The following is a table of their names and order ; the letters,

when formed Into words, being read, according to Semitic

custom, from tJie right hand to the left:

i.
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from wliicli HH arose, find by clianging its posture, the Greek i*:.

The Hebrews omitted tlie stroke on the left and then wrote fj.

6. 11. The name means hooh, to which tlie original, but rare, reverted
figure J better corresponds, v. Kopp II. p. 92. 382.

7. 'JI'T.
It means weapon, armour, perhaps sJiield, from whirh latter

meaning its figure is derived, which was originally H, as it yet is

in Aethi<j'pic, from which the Greek Z arose. But just as tlie Greek
ZTjTtf. was siiortened infa C, the Semitic figure in Phoenician became
almost a straight stroke with a hook as the top, from which then

1 arose.

8. rT^ri. Its name means s<5niething encompassing; we may eitlier sup-

pose a wall, or fence , or a travelling scrip ("^Zbj^ iXT\^T\_ pera

from ^1^1;=. ta surround). Its figure, as in ancient Hebrew, is pro-

perly H, a bundle Avith a thong in the middle. The upper and

I«wer stroke, however, of this complicated figure was soon omitted,

H, as in Greek and ancient Aramaic , from whicli gradually arose tlie

Btill shorter j-j. ^

9. D'^U. The name means snake, and in this letter the ancient figure

has been very faithfully preserved.

10. ni"*. Since the name certainly means hand, the ancient Hebrew,
Phoenician and Samaritan figure with three strokes, is the most pri-

mitive; it was shortened in Aethiepic, in which hdwever a bend at

the t*p still remained. P.; when that fell away the Greek I ar()se,

and flie new hebrew character is oiily a still shorter crooked stroke.

11. ?|3. Its meaning is h^lldived hand, and tlie figure is still re-

cl^gnisable.

12. *l73b. The name is probably connected with l^^'S oxgoad, stimu-

lus, ^jt/i'T^ov, H'c'b Js pr(^perly to strike, then in an intellectual sense,

to urge one to accustom himself to some tiling, to learn some-
thing, cf. terere, callere. The third Phoenician figure in Kopp II.

p. 388 corresponds most to the name.

13. t3/3. The certain meaning water is a proof how much the ancient

figure has been modified
;

perliaps the original figure was like the

Chinese C55 to represent the wapes, and by uniting both strokes and
straightening the last crooked one, the Phoenician and Samaritan

figure in Kopp p. 389 arose, from which at length jj was formed by

a shortening of the first stroke.

14. 1^3. According to its meaning
,
_^5A , its figure ought to be 9 Ijody

and head; the circle at the top was omitted in Phoenician (as in ^'\

Kopp p. 390 from which the transition to '? 3 is easy.

15. TT'^'^*
'^^^ name is not easy to explain, but the Phoenician tigure

in Kopp p. 217. 391, which represents a prop supporting something,

suggests the idea that it comes from rr'oD ^^ support (cf. ^1*a**-«J

and means a pole, a prop to keep the tent up. The present He-
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brew figure , in wliicli liowever tliere sliould always be a crooked
stroke at the top , was only so sliortened at a very late period.

16. "fl^- The name means eje, and the figure sliould properly be O,
to wliich the Greek O and Phoenician figure approach very nearly.

17. N2. The name undoubtedly means vioulh, to wliich the Plioeni-

cian and Palmyrene figures in Kopp p. 199. 393 best correspond.

18. "''^i;:. The most probable meaning of the name is screech owl

\^'kj^f£> . jT'ni: cliald.) but tile figure has become hard to recognise,

though its may be still traced from the Samaritan, ancient Heb. and

Phoenician letter in Kopp p. 394, down to the present form. It is

also not impossible for it to mean net from -[r',-^ . ^"lii ^^ hunt,

lay snares.

19. >inp. Paulus Memor. YI. p. 124 explains the name by «_jt_3

eje of a needle , but it would be more in accordance with Etymology

and the oldest Phoenician figure (Kopp II. p. 395) to suppose (J^_»

circle (ftt^T^r] Ps. 19, 7) especially of an ear, to which the figure

is not without resemblance.

20. Ui'i'n. The Phoenician figure q, which was easily shortened into

the Hebrew •-)
^

perfectly suits the meaning head.

21. "^^'p- Tiie name tooth is clear; hardly any letter lias so faithfully

retained its ancient figure Kopp II. p. 397.

22. Tn. The Phoenician and Greek figure T suits the meaning cross,

and the present Hebrew form only arose late.

The names, when considered together, prove that some other Semitic people,

and not the Hebrews, invented them, and witli them, tlie signs of the

letters, for ri''Z, "iZJ"'"! , D"3 ^"d others, are perfectly Aramaic, and

the Hebrews have only formed 'jn^j and "jif according to their lan-

guage. This people must have had a language still more unlike any
of the now known Semitic languages, as the forms >|bN , nb"7

,

and on the other hand "b":"i, 'J"''d, for fibN? b^^.T , 'JIIJ
prove. It is

also just as evident that the names were discovered long before Mo-
ses, in the earliest period of the language, for all the names are

still of the shortest, most simple form (§.307) even though longer

forms afterward arose for the same objects, as '^'c.1 , 173^73 Jdgs.

3, 31 for V72.T , 'l'^^- Moreover, ni is a formation foreign to tlie

usual analogy of tlie Semitic languages, as they are found after tlie

Pentateuch; and hence this name almost entirely disappears in lie-

brew (except. Ex. 26, 32 ff.) , and in the later dialects is utterly lost.

On a review of the names we find too that the objects from which

they are borrowed are I. animals, as ox, camel etc.; 2. members of

the body, as liand, mouth etc.; 3. instruments, as hook, ox goad etc.,

all being from that class of objects which wtnild be observed and re-

cicve names even in the simplest state of society.
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From tlie endeavour at distinctness and regularity, it is a constant 1 10

rule to finish the word at the end of the line, but at the same time to

niake^ all lines of the same length. If the last word <lid not entirely fill

up the line, they dilated tiie letters. In the usual editions we find 5 of

these litterae dilatahiles in whicii it is easy to lengthen the stroke:

>s , 1~T , ^ , tD , S~1 ; in Mss. still more. 2_) Or the superlluous space

was filled up by always the same unmeaning letter or otiier sign e. g.

with p in the editions of Boniberg; if the space was still greater, it was

filled up by as many letters of the word , wiiich was to begin the line fol-

lowing, as it would contain, but without points.

The later Jews', after the example of the Greeks and 141

Others, used their alphabet as numerals also: N

—

'^ for 1—9;
1—i£ for 10—90; p—n for 100—400 ; the numbers 500—900
were expressed either by n 400 in composition with other

Imndreds, as "^ n 700, or by the final letters ^^, u2, 'j , s\, y;
1000 is N again; instead of tT" 15, which two letters can

mean the divine name Jehova , and were therefore avoided

out of reverence, TO 9-j-6 is used.

2. INTERNAL HISTORY.

The ancient mode of writing was intrinsically very con- 142

cise and sparing, expressing only what Ayas most indispen-

sable, prominent and firm in the language.

Accordingly, it regarded the actual usage of fthe living

language, and only expressed what was actually spoken, not

adhering to etymological minuteness, nor writing letters which <

could not be read (as the Syriac does, which at the same

time has departed much farther fiom the original pronuncia-

tion). There are only a few instances in Avhich a sound has

been retained, in writing, out of regard to the ancient usage,

after it had ceased to be audible or had been changed, as in

the suffix "11—«V according to §. 54, and in the forms ^3^5"^

jocal for jacal according to §. 50.

Moreover, it expressed a double sound which was not 14J

clearly and distinctly separated by an intervening vowel , but

only prolonged and pronounced as if coalescing with each

olher (§. 113 if.) by a single letter, leaving the rest to the

living language, as bb^a millel^ ^Sn dabber, i::;2:j 7mm~
niennu; cf. farther §. ill. But as soon as ever the shortest

vowel-sound, or fragmentary vowel, came between, the two

sounds must be written separately, as "'Wn aVla'i n3D") /v«'-

nat according to ^. 32.

A fundamental peculiarity, however, of the ancient mode \u
of writing was, that the alphabet consisted essentially of con-

sonants only 1). As, at the time of the discovery of the al-

phabet, the language was still very simple and poor in ilex-
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ion, such a mode of writing -was not so very Iiiadequate

lor its purpose. Aiul allliougli llie language afterwards became
more developed, still it was the more easy for llieir alphabe-

tical writing to remaiu long stationary, without advancing

above this imperfect rudimental method, since it is a cha-

racteristic jieculiai'ity of the Sejnitic languages, that the meaning
of the roots never depends on the vowels, nor on the change

of vowels, (as in Sanscrit, Greek etc. ^) but always on three

consonants, and the vowels change in all roots of three

sounds in the same manner to express, according to laws as

regular as they are clear and easy, the various modifica-
tions only, of which a word is capable zVz a proposition

f. 15; e. g. its modification as noun, verb, active, pass.^

intrans. etc. Accordingly, if an ancient Semite wrote only

the chief sounds which are essential for the formation of a

word, the fundamental idea was distinctly intelligible, and
the reader had only to discover the peculiar modification of

the meaning from the connexion of the sense of the words.
And since the change of the vowels within the tliree radicals

is very regular, e. g. "bi^p^, Vpp. , Vii:^^, any one acquanited

with the language (and for the ignorant and foreigners they

did not write) coidd at once supply the appropriate vocaliza-

tion, without the least difficulty. To this is to be added,

that in the oldest and most frec|uent forms of the language

the vowels are, for tlie most part, very short (§. 203); that

no syllable can begin with a vowel §. 25 those that appear
to do so liaving at least an aspirate before it, and thus tlie

language is not so ^yealc and diluted with vow els , since the

consonants are still the predominant elements, and two vowels
can only come together under very great limitation ^^. 23 iT.

J) Ainonn; tlie Moderns wlio have maintained that an alphaliet of con-
sonants is inipossil)le, and that i< t i were anciently only vowels

cf. IIkrdcr Cei.st der hehr. Foesia. Vol. I. p. 28 (or in tlie spiri-

te<l translation of Prof. JMarsH, "fJKRDERS sinrit. of Heh. Poetrj",
Burlington U. S. 1833 Vol. 1. p. 43 tf.) Kopp Bilder imd tichrif-
ten II, p. 114; Skyffarth iiher die ursj'rungUc/ten Laute der
hehr, BncJistahen p. 13 If, This opinion, however, is refuted
among others by the f\ict, that the letters i^ i -^ are always treat-

ed as consonants in the stems , and consequently admit the most
discordant vowels, as f^^x

^ 5101'', i"'!*. On \he very limited

extent, however, to whicirjjTi were used as vowel letters etc.
cf. §. 146 AT.

2) Of so much greater importance nre the vowels in Greek, where
the rarlical meaning of words often differs according to the mere
vliange of vowels (e.g. Jh,) to bind, doot to gi\e, diio to put on)
that if liioy had been the ill^entors of the alphabet, it would have
been ini|io.ssible

, however imperfect it was in other respects , for
the \owels (o have been omitted, hideed they were soon obliged
to use some of the letters in the place of vowels, although it is

ma.iif'^ !hat they did not recicve them as such from the Phoeni-
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cians, as Us a, Tt € ,
"> l, V O. Tliey recieved 1 as ii^ first (Di-

gamma) and jr; as A; out of this latter tliey gradually formed the

vowel >/ , and they left olf expressing the digamma in writing , be-

cause every language , according to eternal laws , casts off its

rough sounds more and more.

IMucli, however, was wanting for this principle to be 143

observed with all rigidness. For cases nevertheless occurred

in which it was absolutely necessary, for distinctness, to ex-

press the vowel-sounds, e. g. iu case, though it is a rare one,

that two vowels come together, as "^iTi hoi, ilb^ galu'i , cf.

§. 147. The mere progress of time too, produced an endea-

vour to rejuler the mode of writing more complete; tlie con-

sequence of which, as far as regards Hebrew, Avas, that they

gradually became accustomed, since it was absolutely impos-
sible to do without the vowels altogether, to write them in

places where they seemed most indispensable. Iu this manner
there w^as a conunenccment of "writing the vowels , although

so rarely and irregularly, that it is only a \ery distant ap-

proach to a regular, systematic vocalization.

No new letters, however, were discovered for this pur- li6

pose, but already existing signs for consonants, with whose
sound a vowel easily accorded , were used as representatives

of the vowels. Viz. T i were most frequently used as vow-
elletters, because their soiaid , when they are consonants, is

little more than a hardening of the vowels ii, i, and the

softer pronunciation necessarily forms the pxu'e vowel sound

§. 87 if. Hence 1 "< are usually employed to express t\, {;

seldom for the mixed soimds u e, concerning which v. ^. 148.

t? also may indeed be used to express a, since the gutturals

correspond most neai'ly to u among the vowels (|J. 76), and

N, as the weakest guttural, is at the same time least removed
from the vowels. But the use of N, even for the longest a,

is exceedingly rare ^), partlv because this transition is not so

easy as it is with T^, but still more, because a, as the near-

est vowel, appears least of all to require to be distinguished

and siguilied in writing ^. 43. To what extent , besides , in,

and rarely N , might be AAa-itteu at the end of a word on ac-

count of a vowel, cf. ^. 153 f.

1) As tl,s;p qdm Hos. 10, 14. n'l?2N'-! rdmot Prov. 24, T i^N'n

(poor) somewhat oftener. In these words j^ supplies the place of

the second radical. Without the root, j^ is much seldomer writ-

ten for a, and iu the later period, as rii^" "t (plural ending) Ez.

31, 8. 47, 11. In 'ij^iii: (neck) Raii'ar must be contracted into

jlapuar, so that ^ has only remained because it is primitive.

Tiiere is an occasional later use of }{ for e in the middle of a

word: VN;*' , 1!3N"1, because its sound leans strongly to e §. T(J;

a, in general, is gradually changed into ^.
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1^7 'I'lic jKirlicular application of lliis method of ^vritiiig the

vowels depends on the following rides:

1. If the \owcl, as is usually the case, immediately fol-

lows the consonant, and is so closely attached to it that (the

consonant cannot be pronounced Avithout it, it is genex'ally

not written; the unity of consonant and its vowel in the

written characters is so indivisible, that the firmer element

alone is written. But when a new vowel follows a long or

short vowel inunediatoly, the former must necessarily be Avrit-

ten, because it is attached to no consonant, and is in an

entirely new relation, as "^V^ Cdai pin Imuran according! to

§. 54 nt. , in the same way n"^2 bdjib always ; after a long

vowel, iin lioi, •^i.'i goL^ in clavvai, iiV:* galui.

148 Among the usual vowels then , i. e. those that are de-

pendent on the consonant, the short ones were not at all

written ^) ; but the long ones are so different on account of

their length and weight, that they often appeared more im-

portant and to require to be expressed in AAxitiug. The de-

gree of frequency, however, in "\\Titing them, or not, de-

pended chiefly on the nature of the vowelsounds themselves.

For, according to §. 146, the rule was not to write a at all;

.1, on the other hand, and x\, were easily and rather frequent-

ly represented by ^ T , and especially in cases where they have

a very sharp sound, or are primitive, as in U.n^3 nirasJi,

^"klji/j jnislior , from UJ'i"', 'ix'"'. And just as "» was \ATitten

for the diphthong ai
,,
and T for au, according to §. 147, so

also 1 T Avere very regularly used to represent the mixed
sounds e, o, vshich arise, accord, to §. 49, from the diph-

thongs, as "^n^n hefka , Qma niotam, blp qol. This, how-
ever, docs not hold of e, o, not arising in this -way 2), and
1 is only rarely Avrittcn for e, while for the obscurer o, -svliich

is more prone to be lengthened , l is the more regularly AATit-

ten , the more lengthened the o is in a word; as it usually

is written with 1 in the stems V"n5 gadol f. 322 , ^in:* gibbor
§. 328 , and in the interjection I'r; hoc, and is wanting in the

stems nn^"" jiJctob "jrip qaton ^. 268 , 249. The ancient mode
of writing adheres very regularly to this different relation of
the protraction of the long vowels, but the later mode less

closely, in that it uses the vowel-letters in general more fre-

quently.

1) Sec some exceptions in the final syllables §. 149. 153 — The
obsciiro // appears , only before medial syllables to have been so

lt>ii;,'tliene(I , tliat afterwards it could be written by i , as ^V^S
.ler. 31, 34. The case is dift'erent witli 'TirT'?2fn f*^"" hamtCli

where the primitively lonp radical vowel resists couiplete shorten-

ing, «.\cu after the contraction, as §. 288.
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2) as Jinyn ie'ase Ex. 25, 31. In Ti"bli) shalei^ lob 21, 23 cf. Jer.

49, 31 it is more excusable, because e stands before the very

weak Tj which remains there as consonant, cf. ip for "Ip §. 96.

Moreover, since the tone of a word has a leaning to the 149

end of the word ^.33 f., and the vowels are the more length-

ened by the tone , the nearer they stand to the end , it be-

came a rule to write the vowels most frequently in the final

and the tone- syllable, and to diminish the frequency the

farther the vowel was from them, as ini koteb, Di^niD 16-

t'bim, iD^t: si/n, iins katub, ^i^S kabbtr ^ MrV^in tiglend,

iu which the penidt has a short, but accented and radical

vowel f. 222. Hence this vowel which was so expressed Avas

very often left out, when new accented syllables were added,

as Ciinn:^ h'tubfm (CiinniD only later), V'^l-'^ gadol: ib"!."( g'dole^

bi>lTI5 : a"'7i''vl) schudlim, in which manner even the mixed
sounds arising from dijihthongs may lie omitted in writing,

although, on account of the greater indistinctness in certain

forms, more rarely, as Dri.ry Ez. 33, 25 from "i^y §. 148

''lTp."'!7.
• ll^p-^ lieniqthu, ^^<•:l^^ ',M-i'2)-'\)'^ jolikuhu Ex. 2, 9. 10.

34^ 18. And because the recollection of the ancient inlrec^ueut

usage of 1 "^ as vowellettei's was still retained , it became a

custom to a\oid writing two T or i, the second of which was
in a compound syllable, in two successive syllables, as p'^lii :

Cp^^i: or 'n'^ij'i':! fiaddiqim , t]^p72 : n72ip53 or m?:p?2 m^qomot
(although according to the most ancient method it woiild only

be n?:p?2 Gen. 1, 14. 15); •^n-'i':! JJippiti :'Dn''^^ Jlwpitim.

It is also clear from all this^ to what extent the mode 150

of writing was irregular and uncertain , and in what cases

the use of Ti could be extended iu the later periods. In the

most ancient writing, they are most rarely used; in those of

the middle period a certain aversion to their too frequent use

is observable; while iu those of the latest, the endeavour af-

ter distinctness in w^riting transgresses even these limits more
and more. The more sparing mode of writing is especially

retained longer in certain words, which have remained unal-

tered from the more ancient periods, as DNS (^oracle), and
the proper name TTi Dauid^ instead of which we find in

the latest books only (and in Amos, Ilosea, and the song of

Solomon, on account of the popular dialect) ^"itt.

2. A vowel at the end of the final syllable, wliich, con- 151

trary to the general rule of a consonant ending the word,
sounds free and uncompressed, is of a peculiar kind; tiie fi-

nal vowel too is often one which has been originally an in-

dependant, important word, but is converted into a suffix.

For tliis reason , the ancient mode of writing regularly ex-
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pressed it in many cases, ^^ile^l^er is was accented or not.

and in iiionosyllahic Avords it must necessarily be -Nvrillen.

In paiiiculars however there are many peculiarities here.

152 1) Final ic and i are ahva) s expressed by 1 •> , since their

use is so near; as i:2nD ka-t'bu
,,

i"b li, ^"i"' jadf, •^V2'' fmarii,
and in an unaccented syllable "^niins Icatcibti ^), -\1'^212 inimmennu.
On the other liand, as soon as ever a sound is added, this

vowel may disappear, since the rules ^. 148 f. lake ellect,

as in"'"!:: : ^n"i^::c fiivvitika.

1) Very rarely is niinD written, which is probably not to be read

full but shortened kataht. v, §. 281.

153 2) To express the other final vowels n Is used, a mere
aspirate, showing that the word ends in a vowelsound Milhout

tlie proper vowel ilsclt being more distinctly signified; only it

can never be u or i , because T '^ are the nearest signs for

ihem ^, 152. This is a very ancient, concise method which
is characteristic of Hebrew, m can accordingly be so "written

a) for a, Avhich however is never expressed in the middle of

a word, but is necessarily written at the end, where it be-

longs to the root, as t^b.'i gala §. 222; or where a alone

distinguishes the meaning of the termination , as in ilSb/O

vialhd §. 360 J l^inrN ekfbd §. 293. 433; and could only be
omitted where a does not alone determine the meaning of a

tennination , as niniD is written more frequently than nn:inr)

Jcatdbta, and ']sV;2 for riisrib'3 malk^kd. In Ttr.in attd {thou
msc. sg.), where a is not radical, but also not suffix, in is

more frequently written than omittted. In the later period
only, and very rarely, Is N used in the same manner, the

more customary it became to write N in the middle also for

a, as N.-n cJioggd Js, 19, 17 cf. ^. 360, 1.— h) 1-, is written
for e and o, as well for e in itself long, as for e only long
by tone, as ?T>N ajje (where?), f^i^D Calne , J^T ~e, Tv^ me
§. 45, rib:in iigle§. 222-, i^y^D ^IhcQcao, riraV^ SJilomo. n"«

can indeed be also written for e , o according to §. 148 : and
where the mixed sound ae has arisen from ai , and Is very
clearly and distinctly soiuuled , ^ was regulaily written at the

end, as "^^b:: inalke §. 414, "^Vy «7e (preposition) ; but for

the simple e, and the flattened o, whether flattened from a

or from ae , !i was always rcgidarly "s-vi-itten. For o , on the

other hand , ii is \ised rather as the ancient mode of writing
merely , Avhich has been longer preserved in certain words,
without any dilFercnce whether o has arisen from a-u , or

not; in general i was more frequently written for every 6:

thus always riyns , l-^lzVxi (o being shortened from the ad-

jective termination on ^. 341); but "b'»U and i'b\D irregularly,

rr^: and ir:, always rrD c6 {adv. t/iu^) ; but in the usual suf-
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fix o (from a-u) Irr- is only anciently written , but usually , 1-

§. ^05; always 11573 AVgiddo beside M'giddon. Still more
rarely was !S i. e. a in the later period written also for o:
SrjO /o, in Ezecli. often id, and ND lob 38, 11.

All these modes of writing with rt cease, if the vowel
is no longer at the end of the word, and then the common
rules f. 148 f. come into force, as !n2"'b5n or rr^b^n tiglena
from lnb.u-i tigle^ in^p^o miqneha DlDi^p?^ miqnekein from
Jn^pa miqne.

3) An N could also be written after 1 "^ at the end, stand- 254
ing for the long protracted sounds u, I, if the fmal syllable

was at the same time strongly accented; this J< marked that

the word ended in a strong vowel, just as if a strong aspi-

rate was uttered after the vowel, (as h in german is written

after a vowel, as a sign of its being lengthened, as in JEhre).

This mode of writing, however, has remained more rare in

Hebrew, as X^pD Joel 4, 19. Jon. 1, 14 compared with the

more usual ip3 naqi , Niibil Jia-Vku once ^. 281. This is

also sometimes extended to 1 written for u, as iiy and NT12!'

Zach. 1, 1. 7. Nlil ribbo ^.346, iDi< and NISN ejo (adverb).

3. If the vowel itself is sounded at the beginning of j^^
the word , its presence is so much the more consistently ex-

pressed by the softest aspirate N ^. 68, as N is there a sub-

stitute for any oilier possible harder consonant, to which the

vowel attaches itself. Unless tliis i^ as aspirate was written,

the vowel must be represented alone, by itself, since it has
no firm consonant to attach itself to at the beginning of the

word; but by thus writing N as introductory of the vowel
and indicative of its presence, the mode of writing preserves

its consistency with itself. Whether the vowel itself must be
written, or not, depends entirely on the preceding rules, as

^?3N clmar or emor
,

possibly also ^omer , for wliich, how-
ever, ^?3TN may be more disliuclly written; 1>1^TN ezrdagh
^. 112, liJN 'es/i, IN 'o f. 148, ^1N 'or. When therefore a

semivowel at the begnining of a word has been resolved into

its vowel f. 90, it can be more distinctly expressed by N, as

1U51N ""Ishai 1 Chro. 2, 12 for i\2)^ Jishai v. 15, and with a

short vowel T23N ^ish JMich. 6, 10 for ^i jeslt. Only the very
frequent prefix u {and) is always, more simply, written

with T, where it is softened from the consonant p, as ni^T

libet §. 90.

According to all this , whenever the same letter would 155
occur ill the same syllable, as consonant and vowel, in the

ancient sparing use of the vowel letters, they regularly wi^te
the consonant only, even though they would have written
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tlie vowel In any oilier case. Laler writers imleecl gi\idually

give lliis practice up, in accordance Avilli tlie general pro-

gress of the mode of vvi-iting. Hence 1) we find examples

like i3"'Tb Vi^ijjitn, Lr3"'p3 n''c/ijjifn , liii^-.^ go/f/n ^ sometimes

even at the end inbl floje Jer. 38, 11 ; double "^ remains

often, but' only in the forms H")'"'' Jirci, §. 271, where i is

very sharply sounded; although we also often find N-i"' Jif'd,

IN-i"" y/-/''/^, "Ci-^ J/rash, but not iXin, "in-i: for N'l^n, u-i'':.

— 2) for ^':J«N ''omar ^ Avliicli avc should exi)ect according

to §. 142, we always llnd T:N (1st. person sg).

3. ORIGIN OF THE SIGNS FOR READING.

157 According to this then, tliis ancient mode of writing is

still very defective and imperfect, contenting itself vvith ex-

pressing only the hrniest and most necessary elements of words.

All advance to greater clearness and perfection is , indeed,

observable according to §. 145 If'., but its effects are so in-

significant, that tlie characteristic peculiarity of this mode of

writing remains unimpaired. For the ancient Semitic mode
of writing is, according to its nature and origin, only the

first step from a picture -character to a regular alphabetical

character, and still retains the freshest traces of its early in-

fancy. And since the peculiar nature of the Semitic languages

rendei'S the imperfection of this mode of writing very tole-

rable, (\^. 144) that primitive mode, which has been inherited

from early civilization as something sacred, has remained in

aU Semitic nations and languages essentially unaltered ^); just

as the development of the language itself has rather stood still

at a certain stage §. 12 ^). To decipher the writing then

must have always cost more trouble and attention , and only

few possessed the requisite skill for it (Js. 29, 11. 12), although

as long as the language lived, no reader of any reflection

conld be in doubt as to the sense of what was written.

1 ) For such isolated exceptions as the mode of writing used by the

Aethiopians, Sabians and European Jews, in which eacli inno-

vation must l)e historically traced, cannot be used as evidence

against this trutli.

2) It is perhaps not a casual coincidence that the most perfect lan-

guage, tlie Sanscrit, has also the most perfect and concise mode
of writing.

158 Even during the gradual decay of the ancient Hebrew
language, the mode of writing remained for a lojig time with-

out essential additions; for the 'memory of the sense and jiro-

nunciation of the text of the old Testament was preserved in

the very flourishing Jewish Seminaries of that time, as far as

it was possible for it to be preserved by the mere strength
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and uninterrupted succession of tradition ^); for tlie faithful-

ness of tradition does not extend to the uncorruptcd preserva-

tion of particulai'S. But the deficiencies of sucli an imperlect

mode of writing for a language already dead, Avliich were
even in themselves very sensihly felt in the progress of time,

were still doubly so , when after the composition of the Tal-
mud the learned seminaries in Asia fell to the ground , and
the Jews were more and more scattered abroad and dispersed.

Many causes thus conspired to furtlier the endeavour of sup-
plying the deliciences of tlie ancient mode of writing in such
a manner , that the reading and understanding of the sacred

text might be rendered perfectly easy and certain, and be
established immutably for ever. This complement of the an-
cient mode of writing could not be a further development of
the alphabet, because tite basis of the ancient mode of writ-

ing was already considered sacred and inviolable , and the

firmer, more essential elements of words -were already repre-

sented by it; but the nicer, more minute shades of the pro-
nunciation, which was all to be yet supplied, was superadded
as a external complement by means of little signs , fnie points

and strokes , as a commentary for the interpretation of tlie

ancient text; hence too, these additions to the text, or signs

for the reading , agree most intimately witli the marginal

observations, or Masora. So gi'eat a reverence for the an-

cient litteral text, as it was handed down by tradition, Avas

preserved among the Jews, that the Grammarians, Avho made
the ncAV additions to the text, left the written text still un-
changed , even in cases where they believed it necessaiy to

follow a different reading and interpretation. Hence arose

the distinction between the ancient text, the written or KHib
w^hich they conscientiously preserved inviolable , and the text

wldch was to be read or Q''ri, for which the punctuation

was accommodated , and which not uufi'equently departs from
the other. And though the Masoretes appointed for public

reading the text which they had establislied and rendered in-

telligible, the Qri, yet they did not venture to introduce the

signs for the reading themselves, into any but private manus-
cripts of the old Testament; while the public manuscripts, or
rolls of the Synagogue

_,
were obliged , as in every thing else,

so also in the omission of the points, to preserve the an-

cient foi^m.

1) V. die Ahhandlung i'lher Geschichte der Vocalization ron Hup-
FELD, in den theologischen Studien und Kritiken 1830 S. 552 f^.

When once attention w^as tiirned to this endeavour at 159
perfecting the ancient mode of writing, a boiuidless field was
opened for the minute observation aiul distinction of what
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vvas defective; for it is, in fact, an endless task perfectly

to comprehend, and distinguish by signs, the sounds of a

language in all their most delicate shades and relations. Ttie

greater the former imperfection of the mode of "writing was,

the more comprehensive and unlimited was the attempt to

supply every tiling, with the utmost minuteness and preci-

sion ; to which is to be added , that the object of all this

minxiteness, was the i^reservation of ^vhat Avas most holy;

and even in the execution of this attempt in the minutest

and most insignificant particulars , the deep reverence of the

later Jews for the very letters of the sacred books is display-

ed. Accordingly, this so called system of punctuation Avas

farther and more minutely developed , and applied with more
regularity and strictness by the Hebrew punctuators , than

by the Syrians, and Arabians, in whose sacred books, and
osjiecially in the Syrian Bibles , a very similar system is

found. jNot only the accurate pronunciation of every letter,

every syllable , and every word by itself, but even the inex-

liaustible variety in the pronunciation of every word in a

eentence, according to the sense and connexion of the passage,

Lave they endeavoured to determine by fixed signs and rules,

so that the voice of the reader , folloAving these directions

closely , can no longer anywhere err , either in what is

greatest or what is least. All manuscripts, however, do not

perfectly agree in these points ; for first , the very task is an
infinite one , and many new developments of this system are

still possible , as is evidently shown by a comparison of differ-

ent manuscripts. Secondly, precisely in the more minute
observation, and most delicate distinction, a variety of views
and methods are unfolded in this very complicated province,

and not even the greatest severity of the IMasoretes could

prevent the copyists from adopting them. Finally, the sys-

tem, as it is developed, "with its immense number of little

signs, has something so heavy and awkward in it, and is,

moreover, so loosely connected with the wi'iting itself, or the

letters, that the scribes often sought to lighten their task,

and either usually, or occasionally, omitted many of the least

necessary signs.

This system in its present state of development is found in all

known manuscripts , which have signs. Psone of those tliat are known,
iiowever, are older tiian the 11th century. But it may be assumed ascertain

that this system has been preceded by more simple ones ; as is partly

proved by tlie figure of the signs themselves, partly by some, even now,
distinct liistorical traces. The rudiments and lirst attempts may be dated

in early times, and tiiree epociis of the signs for reading may be now
distinguished. Tlie most simple distinction for the vocalization is a stroke

over words of uncommoa nieaniug, merely to attract the attention of the

reader to something uniisual, e. g. 'ni'^ i. e. that deher {pestilence)
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h to he read nnd understood , in distinction to llie usual "-i^-; , as noun

(lahdr (word), or as verb dibber (to speak). Such strokes may Iiave

been occasionally used in some Hebrew manuscripts at an early period,

jnst as tliey are now found in the .Samaritan copy. The second sfape

consists in a point ditterently placed to disfinjjuish tlie sounds in a gene-
ral way; a point ahoi-e, tlierei'ore , lor tlie bij^ii and strong \owcl sounds,

like (J, c; one helow for tlie lower and weaker ones, like /, < ; a point

in the middle of a letter to denote its hard, heavy pronunciation, in dis-

tinction to it's ligiit and simple one (§. 171 tf.). Immediately from this

staj^e then, because it is a beginning of signifying the sounds in a riglit

way, ti;is the third gradually arisen, in wldch every thing is developed,

as far, and with as much minuteness, as is possible; and from that simple

point, a number of more determinate signs has been produced. The
<leveIopment (ff the jiccentuation is similar. The secon<l .'5tage, the use

of tliat simple point in various positions (which is distinctly found in

Syriac Mss. even of tlie 6th century), and also the rudiments of accen-

tuation , are possessed by the Syrians, Flebrews, and properly speaking,

by the Arabs also, in conuuon ; these must all flow from a common source,

and it is impossible to doubt but tfiat tliat source is to be sought in the

early seminaries of the Aramaic christian fciramniarians -^ ). Its further

deveiopment , however, to tiie tiiird stage, is peculiar to eacii people,

Syrians, Hebrews, Arabians; but witli this distinction, that tlie Hebrew
system has romaiaed truer to its origin than the Arabic. An accurate

iiistory however, of the study of Gr;immar among the Syrians, of tlie

manner in which it came from them to the Hebrews and Ara!)ians, and

of tlie consequences whicli it produced, is yet to be expected from future

researclies. S

?
1) cf. die Ahliandl. ilher das Svrische Punctationssystem , nach sy- j

risc/ian hlandxchriften , in Ewat.d's jihha/:dhingeii zu.r hihlischen 'i

und orientalischeii Litteralur. T. I. (O'ottiugen 1832) 8. 53-129. |

From tills it is easy to tleterniiiic tlie value of tlic 160

punchiallon. It is a very useful aid ami guide to the mean-
ing for later times , whose minuteness cannot be sufficiently

prised. It is true it is only tlie representation of a tradition,

but lliat tradition is tlie best and oldest Avliich we know.
We must set ont from it, but not therefore omit to appre-

ciate the tiaces of the nature and life of the ancient language,

which are at vaiiancc with the punctuation, which are often

siill preserved in the K'lib. For critical acumen is not the

province of the punciualion, which treats all books of the

old Testament as if ihey belonged to precisely the same
period of the language, subjects them all to the same standard

and constraint, and docs not enquire whether Moses had

exactly the same pronunciation as E/ra. The origin and

value of the Greek accents is similar.
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THIHD SECTION'.

OF THE SIGNS.

1. SIGNS FOR THE CORRFXT PRONUXCIATIOX OF
EVERY LF/rXER AND SYLLABLE.

IGl I, Signs for the vocalization. 1. The voti^els llieni-

selves. The following is a view of them according to liieir

signs and names Avith reference to tlicir peculiar relation in

He]:)rcw
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~ and ~r) i)ronioted and estab!islie<l by tlie later Jews confounding tlie

sounds a and o themselves very nnicli. Tlie incorrect reading of d as o

may he traced back to very early times , and extended over large tracts

(even over the east, cf. Abulfeda's orLiiof>raphy in kis ITistoria unte-

idmnica) , and even the fact of the name Qaniess being common to the

signs fora and o is a sufficient proof of this; bnt it is impossible that the

punctuation, wliicii, in other cases, distinguislies long and short vowels so

minutely, can Iiave originally set out with this utter confusion of d and o,

a;id sucli total forgetfulness of all forms. Great indistinctness and per-

plexity lias actually come into liie ot!ier«'ise clear system by tiie confusion

of the signs for d and o ; for if we attempt to distinguisli a and o in

])ro;!!:!!ciation , as we ought, the sign ~^ is of no service, nor are even

a reference to the rules for the sj liable and tone, nor a consideration of

tiie other signs in the neighbourhood , sufficient to decide the (|uestion

with certainty, but in the end it must be delermined Ijy a consciousness

of the etymology alone, and an intimate knowledge of tiie language; the

object of tlie sign tliereibre, wiiich is to be intelligible to the eye, ia

frustrated. We will give a statement of particulars as regards the signs

for reading, thougli we must in so doing anticipate a knowledge of the

accents etc.

1. With regard \o tiie final sylhthle , tlie accent, in accordance with

the rules for the syllable and tone, shows that ~ in a syllable with the

tone-accent must be a (§. 46), in a compound unaccented one o, as

\_
. t_

'liT dahcir , I^^^J'J jasJioh ; so also -^ before Dagesh forte is [always o

in an unaccented syllable (g. 47), as ^S5 kossu, but if the penult re-

cieves tlie accent, a, as iTlSb Icim-mcl.
' ' X IT

According to §. 198 the vowel before Maqqef in a compound final

syllable is usually short, as t3^^?~55 Lol-adani, nb^TSCn . -" there

is an immutably long a in the final syllable, it usually recieves Meteg ac-

cord, to §. 198, as "iV~n"i^ shat-li Gen. 4, 25; but as Meteg is not al-

ways written in such cases, §. 198, we must read ~ as «, where the

form and the meaning require it, even without Meteg viz. in -n:"^ Ps. 16,

5 according to §. 401, -^ip Ps. 55, 19. 22, -hp Ps. 74, 5 (if we are

not to read r-i^p Gen. 22, 13) accord, to §. 3.'>4. There are also, on the

other hand, a few cases in whicli ~ in a final syllable with a cojijunctive

accent (because it is very like Maqqef) is to be read o, as "TTzb li'p

Jdgs. 19, 5 (8). Ps. 35, 10. Prov. 19, 7.

2. For syllables whicli liave not the tone and do not stand imofiediate-

ly before Maqqef the following rules hold: 1) unless Sh'va follows,
~

is always « in a simple syllable ; except c) in very few words in which

an o which ought to be shortened into Sh'va remains (§. 58) viz. in

)2y-""^ip Qohul-am 2 Kgs. 15, 10. D"'UiTp kodashiin QiUJ-i'vlJ § "82.

If) before Maqqef in i':r'~riip kohal-lL i'b"rT°1J5 Num. 22, II. 17; 6.

23, 7 because it is derived from -np ^^^^ with very loosely attached ^
' §. 293. — 2) If a Sh'va follows ~ it may be S. mob. or S. quiescens.

or S. medium; but only with the first, where there arises a pure simple

syllable, can ~ be read a. «) wherever ~ stau^^is in a simple syllable,

Meteg must always be placed before the Sh'va mobile accord to §. 181

and this always distinguishes ~ as a, as r|^j-|3
, "^P^'lIJi 1 Chro. 2, 58.

i) if
~ stands in a close compound syllable, which, however, .strictly

.speaking can only be the cn.sc in the middle of a word before Dagesii
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lene, it must be o; and since tlie vowel there never lias Meteg accord,

tu §. 181 ~r niay ^y this too be known to be o , as ^riX. if
~

stands in a loose compound syllable it must also necessarily be o; but

since .iccord. to §.181 Mett.;j: also can be written in such syllables, we
c;iu only conclude from the iiieaninfr and form whetlier Sh'va is S. mobile

and ^ consequently a, or S. medium and ~ tlierefore o. Meteg is

however often not written in the editt. and the cases which occur are:

before suj/ixes TiTT^y ^moiVka accord, to §. 310, Obad. 11. 1 Sam. 24,

11; before ^— §.'2'J3, as rr^j'rj slwnCra Ps. 86, 2. 16, 1; in
';:2-;J?,

'j;^'^-. lor''haii according to §. 341 ;' before a consonant not admitting Dag.

lener as i-iHn doh'ro Mich. 2, 12. Num. 24, 7; and especially in the

penult, before IMaqqef §. 198 Ps. 3n, 4 (where another influence acts

at the same time) and Ps. 38, 21 where the accent, conjunct, is not ri^'ht.

— 3) Since Metcg is written beiore every Chatef-vowel accord, to §. 181,

may be o) 00, if the O-sound belongs to the first consonant accoriling

To the form, asiDS/S^for ^0^r3 ,
and therefore before Sii'va mob. !;ryN"3

vinos'kein Am. 2, 4? Js. 30 , 12; and if the O-sound is transferred from
tlie Cliatet-vowel to the preceding properly vowelless consonant, as 'Vri'l,

i^J^::: §• 462. i) but d-o if tlie first consonant with ~ .«tands per-

fectly unconnected with the succeeding one, in a simple syllable, and the

consonant with the Chatef-vowel belongs to the syllable after; this can
ciily luippen from the article being put before, as "^^x^ baoni §. 464 /;^

163 The names for the 8 (9) signs are for the most part l)orrowed from
the nature of the sounds in pronunciation whicli tliey are intended to re-

present, and so far resemble the names of the Syriac and Arabic vowels
very much: 1) f^p^ « opening of the mouth; 2) ^t^ c fracture, p-)Ji

* rent, from the fine, as it were, broken, trembling pronunciation; 3)

y^Zp " gat/iering and V^^p o («) contraction from tlie contraction of

the mouth in u, 0; the appellation Qamess for a and o arose from those

wlio read o for a incorrectly; to distinguish the short sound o it was
afterwards' called J:j1t;n V^-^.p QdmeR acceleratum (§. 168). Moreover

Cbin ^ abundance, strength, from the full, rich sound of o, and

pl^UJ " hissing; 4) one of the last signs only is called from lis form :

b^5D ^ duster. The names Patach^ Ssere, Chireq ^ QdmeJ] ^
Shiireq,

Sego'l have been altered from nn5 , '"Is:
,

p'-^n
, yi^Ji,, p.T^ , ViSO

that they might have in the very first letter the' Vowel-sound which they
are intended to represent.

164 After tl.ey began to atlach tliese signs for tlic vowels to

the text, tlicy often came iu contact w'liXi tlie ancient vow-
elletters §. 147 ff. e. g. nins , ^''ns , and although a double
vocalization often thus came together, yet they both remained
unchanged beside each other; the ancient one, because they
could not omit tlie ancient vowelletler §.158, tlie new, be-
cause it far exceeds the old one in perfection. \^lien 1 or "»

for instance llins concur -witli a sign for a vowel, as in

nins, it is called scriptio plena ; when tlie sign for the vowel
stands alone, as in 'zr.'z, scriptio def'ectiva; which names
however easily lead to the misconception that "» for instance

is necessary with Cliireq, and that the ancients must have
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-vvritton "^ to express i §. 144 IF. The Grammarians La\e called

•<— (Viireq longuniy aud -7- Chlreq paruian ; names wlucli

are rallier superfluous and easily lead to misconccplion.

All inferior signs for tlie vowels are placed before , or

in the middle of the consonants to Avhich tliey belong ; but

abore , Cliolcni, to avoid its being mistaken for tlie accent

Pi'bia, is Avrilten afler its consonant; yet for disllnclion sake

a little before T where T was A,\-i'itten as vowclletter for o,

as nT2^y ^vonot. In the same manner the inferior vowel-
sign is Avrittea before its vowelletler, as else it be might be

incorretly read as a consonant , as ''"b , 'J'^b

.

2. The sign "7" called *SAVa ^) is the direct opposite to 165

jhe signs for the vowels and expresses the absence of a fall

i. e. distinct vowel. Hence for accuracy sake, it stands in

general under every consonant not followed by a vowel; but

from the laws and nature of the S) liable \. 24 ff. it is clear

that this is only possible in tlie following instances

:

1) It is often indeed written N"i"i3 wliicli must tlien stand for t^lUJ

(as falack for Fitadi §. 16;^); but the meaning notliingue^ss^ va-

cancy is not very appropriate. The otiier orthograpliy N3U3 that

is rest (softened for ni\l3 as Joa :^:::: sabbath) expressing the

contrary to tlie motion 1. e. the vocalizing of the sound, appears

to be tlie more correct one.

l) SlCva is placed under that consonant wliich, attaching

itself to \\\Q preceding vowel, closes the syllable, and accord-

ing to §. 29 there can be only one such consonant iu the middle

of a word, as ^:nTl3733 ; but letters wliich from any particular cause

are not sounded after that vowel, do not recieve this sign), as

pa'^n , riNnp^, the •' in ni'ny ^.54. A vowelless consonant at

the end of a word too does not recieve Sh'va, as tDN

,

Cnn''3p_ because according to the principles of the formation of

stems all words almost end \\\ a cor.sonant without a vowel,

so that the last consonant may be almost assumed to be vow^-

elloss. If therefore the rare case occurs that the word ends in two
vowelless consonants (§. 29 i.) tliey hot It. recieve Sh'va for the very raiitr,

as n-2^ 7"/^ nili"^ jeslil ^ to wiiirli also properly speaking cases like tJt:rt

§. 85 belong, where i< lias no sign because it has also no sound, in tlie

verbalperson nin^ ,
which regularly ends so accord, to §.30, 1 Sh'va

remains under the n even in cases in which the preceding weak sound lias

been resolved into a vowel, as r'^-'rT nNi 2 Sam. 14, 2. 1 Kgs. IT, 13

(it is wanting , however , in other places) or where it is contracted , a»

r.ns, PN of. §. 175.

Sh'va is written with "^ ' e^«" when it is the only vo-.veiieps consonant
at the end of a word, from a mere cnllip-raphirnl rea.soH. Cerause th. <'

preferred writing the vowels, which are usually placed below, in the
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middle of tlie long 'r ,
tliey wrote Sli'va alao ia its middle as a similar

caliigraptiical improvement: rj2 like 'rs .

166 2) Sli'vu is likewise written under that appoggialural con-

sonant wliicli, accoriling lo ^.26, may go before any syllable,

although the pronuncialloii is o1)ligecl to attach it to the fol-

lowing syllable with the most hurried vowelsound, or the

shortest e. The Grammarians have tlierefoi-e called Sh'vu iu

this situation Sh'vu mobile i. e. pronuuceable , audible, and

the Sh'vu of the first kind §. 165 Sh'vu qiiiescens (because it

rests i. e. is without all Aowclsound); tliis may be more ])ro-

perly called Sh'vu closing a syllable ^ for Sh. quiescens, and
Sh'vu beginning a syllable , for Sh'vu mobile. From tlie

rules of the syllable \. 55-62 it is already evident where we
are to find Sh'va mobile , viz. besides at the beginning of a

w^ord, after every complete syllable in the ^vord itself: there-

fore after a simple syllable with a long vowel , as tS'inis
Jco-t'bim; after a com]50und syllable, as n^'^b/O"^ mam-fjcot,
and tlierefore after reduplication, or Dageshforte f. 171, as

iSp:3 hit-Vbu.

167 3) Ta certaiu cases a consonant wliicli is witliout a vowel, and wliicii

is therefore to recieve Sii'va, belongs neither to the preceding nor to the

succeding syllable entirely, but, being as the end of a hclf .shut sylla-

ble, lioats in the middle between both; such a Slfva may be very a[)pro-

priatcly cvi\\&(\ Jloating Sli'va, or Sh'va medium, as in i't'^i {not Ja-l'de

nor jcl-de, but as it were jal'de) '2t\'DZ : cf. §. 32. 173.

168 3. The great iutcrmediale gap, Iiowever, between a full

vowel and its direct opposite .is filled up, in some places

where it appears necessary, by WiQ fleeting or Chatef-vow-
els , as transitions from the promuicialion Avhicli is Avilhout

voxels . or has only obscure ones, to the distinct vocalic pro-
uuucialion. In such cases we are properly always to expect
an absence of the vowels according to the analogy of forms

;

peculiar circumstances liowcvcr introduce instead a vowel-
sound which is indeed distiuct, but absolutely ileeting and
rapid; hence the punctuators leave Sh'va indeed always in its

])iace, but place the distinct short vowel after it. Only a, e,

o Iiowever are found as ileelirig vowels, proceeding from the

three pure short a, e, 6 §. 161; for /' and u are too sharp.

These compound signs have recicved corresponding compound
names 1~ Cliatef- Pdtach ,

~ ChateJ-Segol ,
~ ChateJ-Qd-

niefi . These Ileeting vowels are used

1) most necessarily and frequently with giitlurals

:

Viz.. according to a correct feeling of the punctuators, the more fre-

quently for simple Sli'va the more Sh'va itself without the guttural would
be inclined to be obscurely audible. Therefore a ChateiVowel must al-

ways be used for the Sh'va beginniug the syllable §.70; so also for Sh'va
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iiKciiuni §. 167 always, on account of tlie loose connexion of the syllable,

as nir;'i^ . ^triN , ips>i: 1= ^IznS , "lins ;
at llie end of a clu.se com-

pound «v liable, on the other hand, the' harder pronunciation i. e. with

simple Sh'v;\, may remain, and does so very often, but is also clianged

under favourable circumstances before the tone (g. 71. 74) into tlie softer

pronunciation not uiifrequentiy. These circumstances are tlie following

:

a weak jjuttural , and consequently most of all N
, prefers the softer pro-

pronunciation ; it is also more frequent ie/ore a liquid especially ^ ^
"-^ ^•

cl\ TilrflJ , T~irii, ^ISS'I'' Hos. 9, 2. 2 Sam. 21, 6 compared witli

'rrinv'-,"' • the vocalization is also easily resolved if the vowel accordinjr

to §. 198 acquires a new retention by the emphasis or Metcg before

Maqqef, as -'h-'^-^ri-' from nuin;^ 2Sr:[n. 19, 20. Ps. 40, 18. To all

this, however is to be added that the fleeting eclio-vowel is very easily

^!lortelled again, if the following vowel is shortened by flexion and the

form favours a more rapid pronunciation according to its force, as

rhu;ri73, in'nara from ninUJn^J, 1hi:3 "''"'e in ^.y^-j-oj-^ (wmy^^p-^''

^. 73 this rajjidity is not according to the force of the form, although

it can still take place, as tip'^jin"' I'roni P'^ni.

Tim Heeling «, liowever. wiiicli iiitriules alter a discor-

dant vowel, betbre tlie guttural at the end of a word ^'*. 78 y,

is in most ]Mss. and in our edilions not expressed by ~ '^ul

by full PalacL itself and bears the particular name f^i"35 n»"nD

Pdtach fartipwn , as ^'2ti} , V'^jyi^ .

2) They are mucli more rarely and irregularly found 169

with non-gutturals , since the BIss. and even the editions stretch many
possibilities to a wider use. The only general cause whicli favours ileet-

ing vowels here, is the easy exciiange of a Sli'va to be read with a mere
fragmentary vowel for a silent Sh'va in the middle of a .syllable. There
is no doubt or danger of mistake whatever with Sh'va at the beginning of

a word, as i'bl , '13, '^^ D or after a compound syllable, as^j^^ni'^,

nill^in^a where Sh'va may be known to be Sh'va mobile by the necessity

of the ])ronunciation. But in other cases, where tliere is this danger,

the audibility of Sh'va is on tlie other hand rather encreased as much as

possible, i. e. it is spoken as a Chatef-vowel , e»[>ecially where this lengtli-

ening is at the sametime favoured by other circumstances of the sounds.

Hence too the nearest and easiest only of tiiose. three (leeting vowels, c,

is most prevalently used ; e is never found ; and only seldom does an o

iiitru<le itself on account of a powerful U-O-souud in the neighbourhood

§.127. Tiie particular instances are: </) to show very strongly that the

syllable is only a verj' loosely shut one, es[)ecially on account of the ob-

scure, heavy u which likes to be separate, as UJd2"l lob. 33, 25^ iiTT ^

Gen. 2, 12. 1 Kgs. 14, 21. Ez, 26, 21. -ipyiS!! Jer.'22, 20; moreover after

the sharp i, as ni"T3N Ps. 12, 7. Gen. 30, 38. "^b^UJ witii Dagesh diri-

mens at the same time §. 172. Zach. 4, 12; more rarely after «, as

>-;3-1in (from the interrogative n a"*! In^'i:!) Cren. 27, 38. in a close

compound syllable only M'licre it is broken up by Maqqef and Mcteg , as

"I'^-pT-ii,:" Gen. 21, 6 (it is to be observed that a guttural follows thcie).

— 6) ii the consonant has lost its reduplication, accordiiig to §.119,
where tlierefore both syllables may ha more easily intermixed, as rini^bKri

Jdgs. IC, 16, J-;npb Gen. 2, 23. — c) seldom after a long vowel, as
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*:b2Kri Ez.4, 10. especially wit!i tlie seiiiiguttural ^, as 'I";"!:''

Gen. 27, 27-31. Tiie iiinueiice of all lliese instances is htronf^er if the

same consonant occurs twice following, to keep the two sounds farther

apart, as ^;72':t3 Ez. 35, 7. Zacli.ll, 3. iV)VD ISam. 2, 25. 3, 13. r'^ra

Gen. 29, 3. hV
Wherever else o is found f(ir n possible Sli'va , that sound , acconiinjj

to §. 58, lias on account of its weight at least remained of tills length

without being resolved into Sliva, as "^rricp :^^ '^2113 1 Sam. 28. 8,

'^2'JI'!
^''^-3^5 ^- r,T:n3 §. 38y.

170 II. Signs for the pronunciation of the consonants.

Under lliese is iiKliuled tl e point over 'ii SJiin and 'O Sin.

According to all lra':es i»j was originally the broad, obscure sound sJi,

not tlie clear thin s. IJut as many nations and tribes always avoid that

obscure sibilant and resolve it into .t (as the Ephrainiites Jdgs. 12, G) , '^

sh appears to liave been gradually softened in /^ of the words in He-
brew , without the ancient orthography l)eing altered. 5 however is often

written as 5 for -^^ especially in the later period, as -^j^D Ez. 4, 5 for

*^3'(2J ; more rarely vice versa ly as .s for 5^ as n*/bp'p Koli. 1, 17 for

m"^2D' i' tlie.V wished however in the ancient period to distinguish clear-

ly the sound s from .;/;, they were obliged to write 5 ^ as n'bzD, D^iSUJ

Jdgs. 12, 6. The punctuators then distinguislied t!ie \») to be read s by

8 point on the left, as \y .s, in opposition to ^ sh. — If tJilg point

conies together Avilh a point Avliicli onglit to be \vriUen in

the very same place to express Choleni (without 1 , ^. 164)

then , inslead of there two points concurring together on the

sr.nie leg, one only is wrilten; hence l) tJ, is to be read so

il it begins a svUalDle and has no other vowel-sign nor Sh'vu,

as N2iD sone : 2) UJ must be read osh, if the preceding letter

has no olher vovvcl-sign nor Sh'va, as b"il3"3 mo-shel.

171 Tlic most frequent and Important sign for tlie ])roiiuncia-

t!on of the consonants is a point in the middle of a conso-

nant
,

producing ils heavier or harder pronuncialion. This

mode of jironnnciation however may be very variously modi-
fied according to the nature of the syllables and sounds, and
three chief varielics may be observed; in the first two the

])oint is called "ii;:." Dagcsh i. c. contundens, clashing, there-

fore hanler, heavier pronunciation.

1. The most general and imporlar.t kind is, when a con-

sonant is sounded double alter a short vowel, that is lo say,

not surces>ivcly repealed , but only prolonged and llierefore

pronounced harder; and hence in the ancient mode of "writ-

ing only written once ^, 143; this ])oinl is therefore called

Dagesh forte. As this pronunciation can only, according lo

^. 119, i)e perfcrlly dislinct and strong between two vowel-
sounds, it follows fiirllier tlial Dagesh forle has its most pro-

per place lu the middle of a word, as ?,2D sabhii ^ "VpJ^. ji-
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qallii; ii! final lellcrs ^vItllOut a vowel il camiot be wrillen,

;n;cordiiig to ^". 118. il can only be -\vrilleti iu tlif» first con-

sonant of a -word on account ol" tiie connexion oi the sense,

according to f. 129, and has there a much weaker power;
this ])eculiar kind may be distinguished as Dagesh eiiplioni^

cum , or belter corijiinctivuni. The gutturals according to

f. 120 never rccieve Dagesh.

Modern Grammarians (1isti;igiiis!i two kinds of Da'^esli forte, a Dafresh jy^
characteristicuni i. e. essentially belonging to tlie stem, as in "li^i;

,

!1PS 3"d a Dagesli comjieitsathurn i. e. representing a sound wliicli is

contracted or resolved, as ri^D from 'Z'ZO , nn3 for n:n3 §• '13;

these names Iiowever, are rather sn|)eriluous and at the same time in-

appropriate. The distinction of Dagesh diriinens on tlie other liand , is

important: when tlie final consonant of a syllable iu the middle of a word
is not attaclied closely to tlie following syllable, but floats between both

witli a short vowelsound (§. 32) , the voice doubles it after the preceding

short vowel almost spontaneously; and hence a Dagesh forte is sometimes

placed in this consonant to point ont this separation of the consonant

with Sh'va from the following syllable, and to distinguish the Sh'va (as

Sii'va medium accord, to g. IG7) from Sh'va mute. This use of Dagesli

dirimens is not quite regularly observod ; it is however properly found

c) most frecjiiently , where the consonant witli Sh'va, although attaclied

to a preceding (just arising) short vowel, and tiierefore floating over

to the preceding (just arising) syllable also, still sutt'ers an original

Sli'va mobile to be very distinctly heard. The principles of formation

sliow where and how such very loose comiyound syllables arise; the prin-

cipal cases are «) with tiie interrogative ^7^ wiiicli is most loosely at-

tached, as n;'n!S!n ("Ot to be read hak-to;iet 1-1:3^7, I'nt hak-k''to7iet,

because it is derived from k'tonet~) Gen. 37, 32. 18,' 21. Am. 5, 25. /?) in

the construct state where Sh'va as being shortened from a full vowel al-

ways remains as Sli'va mobile (or at any rate as S. medium ^) and the

preceding vowel is only a.ssumed from the necessity of the pronunciation,

as '^'Zl'J' t)eiit. 32, 32; nin'ilip , ipVrt Js. 5, 28. 57, 6. Gen. 49, 10.

Am. h, 21. J/) so also "^nTriiy jdnatotensis Jer. 29,27 from Jiiriy . —
h) A vovvelless consonant in the middle of a word does not attach itself

so closely to a liquid as to a firm consonant -); hence to point out this

looser connexion the same Dagesli may be written; it is most freciuent

before *^ as !rT"i3N '^*^^- 3, 2. more rarely before other liquids in are

unaccented syllable, as rij-jtiipni Jdgs. 20, 32. Ps. 58, 9; for in such

an accented syllable tiie pronunciation is firmer, while in an unaccented

one it is resolved (cf. :i;:^'l"> with ini;""i°' §• "^- 7'!). — Moreover, -^

itself sometimes recicves this lighter reduplication 1 Sam. 1, 6. 10, 2i.

just as it does Dag. conjunct, also Prov. 15, 1.

1) Viz. Sh'va most easily remains as Sh'va mobile where a rather

long vowel like c is shortened, according to §. ilG-

2) This is very clear from §. 29
; just as it is easy to pronounce

Ti^r-^ and impossilile to pronounce •5^"'. so rrrc , is easier (since

n attaches itself very easily to the preceeding vowelless couso-

iiant) than J^;f , hi which this atlachment is not so close.
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173 2. The six nnUes n 2 S n a S have , according to f. 103.

a very strong tendency to a softer, that is, an aspirated, vo-
calic pronunciation, by -wliicli b, k, p, t especially are gra-
dually changed iulo v, ch, f^ tJi, and tJi slill fiulhcr, is pro-
nounced lisping, as in other languages & , tli. In Hebrew,
according to the dislinclions Avhich the punctualors have esla-

blished, this tendency is only connnencing and has its limils

;

but as the aspirated pronunciation of these letters appeared
in the laler period to be the prevailing rule , the punctuation
lias therefore considered the cases in which the original , or
liarder pronunciation remains, as a hardening ralher , and
has tlierefore marked t'jem with Dagesh, which is distinguished

by the name Dagesh lene.

This influence of Dag. lene by which {3 q etc. are pronounced un-

aspirated at flie beginning of a word, but the instant anotlier consonant
or a word ending in a vowel goes before (^^iJ'ns iiaroh, but j-;ir~is"5

J^i-'"l!3 "^^tb t'f^roh, lifjie faroli') become hardened, is onh' in accor-

dance with tiie pronunciation of the f)eriod when the points v/ere esta-

Mislied; it cannot be niaintaiiied t!iat it was t!ie pronunciation of the (inie

of Moses or David. On tlie other liand, we iiave traces from the sixth

Century B. C. that 2 ]> must have been sounded /' ia certain words , in

dependently of the distinction produced by Dag. lene. These words can-
not now be pointed out; I)ut it was probably sounded y in ^^'^j: . as

t!iat word occurs twice in two alphabetical Psalms (Ps. 2a, 22. 34, 23)
at the end of the aipliabet. In both i is omitted, because, except the

conjunction, hardly a single word begins witli that letter; but rj occurs

the iirst time in its right place as ]> > and the second time at the end , to

supply the place of •)
^

as f: tiie distance between / and v is not very

gojat. In Arabic, 3 is always sounded as /', while in Syriac it foilovs

the regulations of the Masoretic punctuation in Hebrew.

The prevailing z'ule is that the softer pronuncialion can

only take place from its nearest cavise, that is after a voively

tlie soft a.spiraied sound of \vhich influences the mute fol-

lowing il. Cousetpieuliy

1) in a single word, Dagesh lene can only occur after a

close compound syllable wliere the following consonant is in

inunediate contact with the one before, as i2n"::p_, ii^p'?? anil in

llie llnul syliuble PD^, ~~lN according to §. 29. AVhere any
Vowel, however, even the shoriest fragmentary vowel, comes between,

the pronunciation is at once softene<i : tlierefore (i) after a distinct vowel

itself, whether it be the longest, or most fleeting, as l^ aiul 5 inlrlr*,

D in ri-:"' etc. — h) after the appoggiatural consonant (with Slna mo-

bile §. 166), as i-ibl, llie i ia !iinD"« — c) after the floating Sirva

or S. medium, where there is a slight sound of a fragmentary vowel,

vith the half .shut syllable, cf. %. '.V*. Kir. The absence of Dagesli lene

li.Te is of great iiiiiortance even for the disiiiKtion of forms; the fol-

lowing is a general sumn.ary of the cases: c) close compound syllables

.'-.re always produced in tiie formation of stems ; they are only sometimes

wanting before the last non)iiial terminations, as "jTiy; . r"^~b"^ accord.
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to §. 40, ^:n'n^* (Arabian) from ^^y ncconl to §. 343. la f^::-','^ (.A''"-

compared with the longer '^"l"') and D'^i'^'llj or :::;2'1"l:3 Est. 4, il. 5, 2.

8, 4 Dagesli lene appears to be wanting, becau.se the guttural -^ was

burred in reading and pronounced with a fragmentary vowel. — /j) half

sliut sy!lal)les always arise at tiie resolution of a vowel by ilexion, where

the consoi>ant properly without a vowel assumes one before tiie con.sonant

whose vowel is resolved, on account of tiie necessity of the pronunciation

(§. (36), as ?,-;-in from 'T^n , 15^75 from ti^qh'^ cf. 291, 415 f
. ; or

with very loosely attaclied and separable prae - and postfix syllables, a.s

with the suflix Tjri-ilr; §• 62, with the preposition l^n^Z. l^i cases like

'rranS from ihD J- 62 the preceding syllable is indeed more closely at-

taclied by force, but the softer pronunciation still remains, because the

stem-vowel o lias hardly disappeared entirely from the consonant before;

in the same manner ;:ip=iri Prov. 30, 6 from fiD/Ti. — ;') with gutturals

the peculiar case siTy-i from iry^ according to §. 73.

2) The same inQiteiice is also extentled to the first soiuid 174

o^viiPord, ill siicli a maimer, that the soft ))ronunciation takes

eil'ect Avheiiever the first of two words dosely connected iu

sense and pronunciation ends in a simple vo^ye!, as ')5~"ri';'l

Gcu. 1, 7. Jn all other cases the hard pronunciation remains;

at the beginning of eveiy single word and of a sentence there-

fore; moreover, wlien the preceding word ends in a conso-

nant : to Avhicli class of compound syllables those too which
end ill a full diphthong are for tlie most part attributed (v. on
the contrary Js. 34, 11, Ez. 23, 42. Ps. 68, 18); lastly, after

a word ending in simple vowel, but sepai-ated and disjoined

by the sense (and consequently by a disjunctive accent ^. 184 ff.)

3) It is remarkable that a double sound is not capable qf 175

being softened, because the softer, or aspirated, pronuncialioii

according to its nature, only easily affects a single sound, but

Avith a doubled one is difficult and disagreeable (cf. in general

on the proper aspirates ^. 81). Dagesh forte in the middle of

a word, ^. 171 lliei efore , becomes at the same time Dagesh
lene, as iJ'':^n rahbifu ^ '^'^d sappir (allhough the Ancients

wrote ca'jr(f{:iooc:). But since a double sound is only sounded
single at the end of a word §. 118, tlie hard pronuncialion is

also resolved there, as i^i, ?]!D kaf, >]T0. In the forms riN

[thou fem. sg.), nn: {thou gapest feni. sg.) Dagesh with Sh'vu

§. 165 remain unaltered, because they have only just so arisen

from ri'N natant that the soft n becomes mule and bounds off

before the hard t in the final syllable. This singular effect only

occurs besides in the dual fi'^ntp fejii., from &';>r;i3 two for

rauJ , where Dagesh remains in the same manner, cf. f. 435.

It IS to be read ^sJildjiin^ almost eshtajiin.

Moreover, tlie effort to avoid too great an accumulation of aspirates

causes the mute , which ought to be soiteaed at tlie beginning of a word,

to remain hard, if it stands wiihout a firm vowel (vvidi Sh'viJ mobile)
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b<^fore the same, or a very similar, mute, as 2~ rz; this fiirtlier

exti'iision of tlie principle, liowrver, is not regularly observed in tlie Mss.
aixl editions, cf. Gen. :^9, 12. Jos. 8, 24. 10, 20. 15, 18. There is a

still more uiiusuai application of this rule to two words closely connected
together, as t-j^.^ !-7n:»~"iD Ex. 15. 1.

1 7G 3. If ^r at the end of a •word, where it generally Is not

soinuled as a consonant (v'. 1/)^), is to be pronounced hard,

tliat is, as a coiisonant , it is there Avrilten with the same
point, Nvhich is also properly of the same force, but in this

peculiar application is called p"'i:"3 Mappiq i. e. prodnceus
inovens liilcrani , causing tlse letter, therefore, to be actually

heard as a consonant ^ as "r.z bah, rr^.l gcibali, r;~3 gabo'^h.

if this ft liowever , has a \o\vel of its own after it, at the

end of a word, like i^^rx ele'/ia , INIappiq is not written be-

cause H liere, from its vei-v j)Osition , can onlv be sounded
as a consonant.

A point wliich occurs four times over N > where tliat letter stands

between two vowels, and must tlierefore !)e pronounced harder as a con-

sonant, almost like j, must have a similar force: ^i*;*;^'^ Gen. -lIi, 26.

Lev. 23, 17. Ezr. 8, 18; ri^^n lob 33, 21. cf. §. ,'j5.

177 The direct contrary of this point for liardeniiig, and negation of if,

is an iiorizontal stroke at-dr a lette.'" , called J-;^'^ itea^, nuj't jironiincici-

tion. Tills sign, however, is not very regularly found in the jnanus-

cripts, and in the printed copies (except tiie oldest, cf. Jdgs. 16, 16. 28
Masora) is almost entirely omittetl , without any great sacrifice of clear-

ness; it is however designedly sometimes properly placed wliere it would
be most easy to fall into a mistake: 1) most frequently as a sign that

Dofresli leiie cannot stand tliere, e. g. after Sli'va medium , where one
might read incorrectly, as ;-;pi2 baj'ta, not haila^ fii'iV 'oz'ho . and

even besides, as j;i:n:, riTnN, — 2) more rarely as a sign that Da-

gesli forte cannot stand there (because most of the cases in which Da-
gesli forte cannot stand are easily distinguished by the division of the
syllables) chieliy only where one might easily erroneously suppose Dagesli
forte necessary, as ri"5'i ^en. 7, 23 (active, then he destroyed ; j-;;3it

would be passive then was destrojed'), :!•»;; p2 seel: ^e, imp. Piel , ct'. §.

119. But this sign was never placed over the gutturals and -5 because

they can neitlier recieve Dagesli lene nor, properly sjieaking, Dagesh
forte either ; there exists therefore no object for the sign over them. —
3) in the same manner, as negation of AJapfu/ §. 176 ai:d is found even
in our editions in places wliere an ^—

", which one might easily mistake

from the connexion to be the suflix fem. sg. and read accordingly yr;

—

is not to be so read, as ^rjij 1 Sam. 20, 20. lob 31, 22.

178 All that is here said from §.171-177 upon the hard and soft pronun-

ciation of consonants, and the signs for it, is not contirmed by any tliiiig

so much as by the exanjple of tiie Syrians, who o!)serve the same mi-

niUene.-s in the co[)ies of their sacred books, v. t^^wr.n's .''•fjandLiuf^m

zur hihi. i/nd oriental. I.ilterctur p. 82-90 riuoted above. Some traces

at least of similar <lis;inctions are found even in tlie dialect of northern

Arabia, and iu Persian, ss for instance, the stricter orthography requires
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iliNxj. iltX^AS* cf. tlie grammatical verses in Fi.Ki:-,rHr;n's not. ad

Abiilfedae Hist. Anteislam. p. 2i2. Ahuifeda always expresses tlie aspira-

tion in Hebrew words , and its absence , in Arabic letters also. How old,

fiowever , softening is in Hebrew is anotlier quei^tion.

Former Grammarians ahva) s set out, in tlie point of view 179

from wliich tliey consider tlie language, and iu their express-

ions, on the presupposition of the existence of these signs for

the \ OAvels and consonants , without keeping in view the real

nature of the ancient Avritteii text independent of the more
modern punctuation. Hence lliey call the letters T > N ^i, when
they lo^se their power as consonaiiis and stand immediateiy

after the sign for a vowel, and thus appear to rest in that

vowel, litterae quiescentes , as T^ in a^p, S'lp, "ib, Nn in

N"ip , T'h':^, but if they are sounded as consonants, litterae

Ttiotae or mobiles, as 1 In J^^l^. They also call one of these

letters, which looses it power as consonant and stands still

farther removed from a vowel-sig)i , littera otians (which
therefore peculiarly relates to n) , as in N"^li?^;^ §-8.5, Ni"^ §. 154.

These names, however, have little meaning, and are in-

appropriate.

2. ACCENTUATION, OR SIGNS FOR THE TONE OF
WORDS AND PROPOSITIONS.

Tone is the particular raising of the voice which is ad- 180

ded to the natural sound. For it properly proceeds from the

sense and life of the sentence, distinguishing that which is

most important and prominent. The tone of words in a pro-

position is manifestly regulated by the sense of tlie whole;
but even in a single word, the tone of the syllables must be
originally determined by the meaning of the form and compo-
sition. The concurrence of particular sounds in a single word
may, indeed, also influence the tone of the syllables, since

through it, many syllables must in themselves be raised, and
definite laws have been established for the tone of words (§,

33 f.): this iniluence, however, only modifies the former,

more general law, without destroying it.

Opposed to this raising is sinking, or tonelessness; this

however has various grades. For according to the law of the

rhythm, only those .syllables are naturally sunk before the

raising which are in its immedia[e neighbourhood; but in the

remote members there arises again a gentle rise, a counter-

tone, according to the same natural law, which can exert

a more or less sensible influence according to circumstances,

as for instance iu the last syllable of the word livelihood.

These three things, therefore, are to be clearly distinguished:
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tone, 'hi'j^h tone, the ruling one; sinJcing , uUer tonelc?s-

iiess; and couiiterto/ie ^ or deep tone. As lliis liolcls of pol}-

S3ll;ibic -svords, so also it holds of propositions of large and
small extent, in the most manifold way. The raising is indeed

often attended by a new one of a similar kind in its immediate

nclgbourliood, since the peculiar concurrence of sounds may favour

this in a single word , and the sense favour it in a proposition

;

but this does not desti'oy that general and natural principle.

How the tone then thus governs the single syllables of a

word, and how it regulates whole propositions Avitlx greater

freedom and variation, every whei-e giving the sentence fa-st

unity, colour, and life (f. 19) all this has tlie accentuation

endeavoured to determine with tlie greatest precision and mi-

nuteness. It is equably extended therefore as well to a

single word , as to the connexion of words according to the

sense and rhythm , and has established a number of

signs to attain this end as precisely as possible. The most
general sign for any raising of the voice is ~J~, usually called

an;;] Meteg
,
fraetium , retltiaculiini, to denote the delay,

the lingering of the voice. It stands, as all these signs pro-

perly do, after the vowel sign, by way of showing what is

added to the natural sound of a syllable or word.

181 I. Tone oj a single word. Every word has one chief

tone whicli according to delinite laws (the particular appKca-
• tion of which is shown in the theory of forms) has established

its position always towards the end of the word f. 34. Ac-
cording to the law of the rhythm however, and, occasionally,

on account of certain sounds , a deep tone , or more gentle

raising, may be also heard before it, which is denoted in

the punctuation by ~.

1. According to the law of tlie rhythm, tlie souad immediately be-

fore the tonesjliahle must sink , or be toneless. But tlie vowel which

is separated from the final .syllr.bie by even tiie most ileetinj^ vowel or.ly

can be ajjaiu raised, and consequently recieve Metepj; and if a full sella-

ble goes before, it is a rule to raise the second syllable from the tone.

Meteg however is very rarely written with a close compound syllable

here, because its vowel is already sharpened by the nature of the sylla-

ble, as t3nir;;n:^ Jdgs. 5, 1). riT,r"i;'l (var. lect.) Gen. 33, 7. :)'^-7";,n?T

1 Kgs. 18, 28 (others have not Meteg at the l)eginniug) it is only'fre-

»iuent in t3D"^R:2 because it is to be read in an unusual way botwkem

according to §. 51. Meteg always stands on the other hand with tUe

vowel closing the syllal)le wiiich might easily be too faintly pronounced

as ""isbv^ , fn:n, trnxn , L]3^ni::N , cn::u;in, a"d even with a short
! IT ^ J ITT

I
' I. T n ' ..• • I -: ' IV : -

I
'

vowel, as tlrnrr , r;"'"blii:r;n , D""U;Tp qodaslilm §. 162, although the r\

wiiich arises out of t §. 90 as being unempliatic does not recieve Meteg.

In the same manner also if a fragmentary vowel precedes tiie tonesyllable,

as well wlien the vowel is long, as in "i^rib , n'lnbn : ^ailj'"! , ^N"^".

it
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ill wliicli word Meteg is at the same time very importnnt for the dis-

tinction of ji-r'u from {^"ti (to be afroid) from riNT' jir-u from InJ^'^

(to see); as when the vowel is short, as n^blTi , r;VD":b Jer. 31, 21 for

^•UjV;- ^V^jr^ • according to §. 119; rarely is Meteg found in a loose

compound syl'aiJ'e , as ^'z'l'0_ ^s- 1<N 34, ninn::^_ Num. 31,' 12, and even

N1!;in Gen. 1, 11 in w'hicli the first sjllalileinay be at any rate re-

solved, as Dag. lene is wanting, according to §.29, 172. If tlie word

lias two syllables with a vowel at the end before tlie place of the sinking,

tlie one immediately before the sinking is raised, as in^rj;?-;, t]pini'b"'b3?

Ez. 21, 29; if this syllable ends in a consonant, tlie former one, if sui-

table, as y-i?f^i Ez'. 20, 5. rjVnnri/0 lol' 1^ 7. 2, 2. Meteg can even

occur oftener before if circumstances favour it, as 'TTrii'^UJ"'b •

2. The following are special causes for the rise of the voire being

noted by a sign 1) the regular raising of tlie vowel which goes before a

Chatefvowel. — 2) in ri'^rT' , '~'^t\^ ,
drT^ini «!«••! ft>i' ^''^ purpose of

distinctly raising the vowel w'iiicli in itself is veiy difficult in this combina-

tion §. 94. — 3) to give the siiort vowels of many al'tix words a parti-

cular empliasis especially the interrogative <n and tlie article ^^ the t

conversivum, tiie preposition 72 • as Diisb'^'-r; lo^^ 3, 15, drijJ'n'^lrT
,

b^'^rt from the interrogative "rr, 135>'T, TT;2i':'£53 Js. 22, 19. la this

however and also partially in the above the editions do not all agree

since some go farther than others. — Concerning Meteg with Sh'va as

the beginning of a word v. §. 198 nl.

II. The tone of a proposiiion on tlie oilier hand is iu- 182

finitely nianirold and more difficult to determine. For it de-

pends on the ever varying sense of the proposition , and con-

sequently on the unfettered liberty of combining thoughts

and v/ords in a whole. And it cannot be suHlciently kept in

mind that the IMasorelic accenluation , which has undertaken

to point out the place and connection of every word in a

proposiiion , is yet in the end entire!)'" dependent on the sense

of the thought, the internal life of the sentence, and endea-

vours to signify this by external signs, as much as it can.

It is not however so loosely and extrinsically connected with

the interpretation of the sense as the usual punctuation of

modern languages , from tlie nature of which it is very

far removed , as is sufficiently evident by the fact that it has

no signs for interrogation , exclamation , or cpiotatiou of the

words of another. Its object is not to determine single im-

porlant, or prominent, shades and parts of the sentence, but

to mark the motion , connexion , and colour of the whole
sentence, from the greatest to the smallest member. The
sentence has by nature, and es{)ecially in the life of ihe an-

cient languages, a vicissitude of rise and fall, of raising and

sinking of the voice, which by being rejjealed throughout all

l)arts, or members of a long passage, produces a rougher kind

of rhythm. In more elevated, solemn lauguage especially,
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tlio flow of the setileuce spuulaiieoxisly forms itself into

a natural rliyllim , since the tfiouglit resolves itself into

a number of similar tlironging members, each member
then risfc'S and falls after llie same manner

, yet are all again

subordinated to a loftier ayIihIc , in Avhicli alone they fmd
their completion and rest ^). In the prophetic diction, and in

elevated passages of history (like Gen. 1.) this natural rhythm
is spontaneously produced ; but as , in the eyes of the punc-

tuators, the "whole Bible appeared to have the same elevated

language, and the same solemn tone, they liave accented

simple historical narrative in the same manner also , -witliout

regarding the dilference of style; only for the pioper poetical

books have they introduced a pecidiar mode of accentuation,

the so called poetical accentuation §. 192 if.

1) Cf. sometlijng similar in Arabic, Ewald's Gramm. Arab. §. 777.

183 It follows fioni this, that there are t"vvo ruling principles

in the so called ])rosaic accentuation: the sense, and a kind

of r/iyt/im, or regulated raising and sinking of the voice. The
first and highest authority is the sense, on it depends the di-

vision and direction of the Aerses and members, as also the

particular emjdiasis of single Avords ^). But the rhythm has

also its iniluencfe , beaulifidly and appropriately articulating

the members , determining the flow and rest of the diction

according to just measure, and collecting and ordering Avhat

is loose and disjointed iji a higher Avhole. These ruling princi-

ples, thus conspning in their influence^ produce that regulated,

solemn kind of declamaiion -which the punctuators considereil

to be suited to the dignity of the contents of llie sacred

volume.

1) To give a minute explanation of tliis iiere would occupy too niiicfi

space. Sufiice it to remark that iLc arrai!p:emt'nt and power of

tlie words of a sentence, as they are tanglit in the S^^n/ax , is also

on the whole entirely the l)a»is of the accentuation. The accii!.a-

tive, when it is placed fir>t, always has the enipiiasis, and produces

therefore an impediment in the flow of tiie verse, wliieh may be in

the liighest degree intiMise, where siicli an accusative contains some-

thing particularly important Js. 1(». 23. cf. beio'.r tlie Syntax

where all tliis is particularly explained.

For this purpose the text is first reduced to verses of

the most ec|ual measin^e possible, shorter ])roi)ositions being

combined into a higher whole wherever the sense will only

pennit it; but propositions which are too long are divided

by suitable pauses, and resolved into tlieir larger component

parts; for a verse winch is too short is more tolerable than

one which exceeds bound and measure too much. If ilie

?euse alone was to determine tlio division, the verses would

be obliged to be of exceedingly unequal length: but since
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iiotwitlistauding their great variety , a certain equality of

measure is still aimed at iu the compass of the verses , it is

possible with the utmost precision to arlicidate and arrange

all their parts according to equal laws of declamatory rhythm.
— Within the verse then

1. the raising and sinldng of the voice Is first shown on 184

a small scale. For there is a natural tendency to sink the

word before the tone, or raising, or to luuTy it ^ver ra-

pidly and without emphasis. But while the raising remains

always limited to one single word only, the sinking can em-
brace many; as in mcti'ical rhythm many short unaccented

syllables can be made to correspond to one long accented one

e.g. yy_L; only that there is a much greater license here.

Tlie ninnber of words wliich ai-e sunk has its limits however,
since where too many are accumulated , a counterpoise , or

deep tone , is necessarily added of itself. ]\Iore than three

words never stand so deprived of all delay and tone. It is

not indeed necessary, on the other hand, that the raising or

Ligh tone should be preceded by a sinking, where the sense

or rhythm does not admit such a siukiug of a word, but this

absence of the sinking always produces a violaation of the

natural ;teuour, arising from very peculiar causes and only

permitted within certain limits.

This relation goes through the whole accentuation. The
accents are accordingly either called conjunctive, that is, dis-

tinguishing words which must be more rapidly read, and
Luriied over, or disjunctii^e ; eveiy disjunctive accent has

regulai'ly a conjunctive one before it; but can also have more
than one When a word with a conjunctive accent is to be

read with a countertone, the sign of delay i— called P''siq

i. e. section, separation. Is placed after that word. We have

therefore the three essential distinctions again: tone, toncless-

ness, countertone.

2. We call that which can be embraced by a disjunctive 185

accent, a member. For It is evident tliat the series of words

which thus comes together has neither svifficlent compass

nor force to form a rhythmical verse, it is therefore merely

a member in the series of the words of the verse. There

must Indeed necessarily be many such members in every

verse ; but in such a manner , that a higher unity again shows

itself In them , holding them all together in an appropriate

succession. That Is to say, the verse Itself as a per se per-

fect and complete whole, which tlierefoi-e does not attain its

full rest and completion until the end, and the pawse (^. 130 ff.)

as the expression of that completion, produce tliis unity. The

6
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members of a verso, therefore, ore so arranged in grada-

tious, that llic voice asceutls from llie deepest rest and bi-eadlh

to greater and greater motion, rapidity, and shortness, or

taken in another sense , descends more and moi'e from eleva-

tion and lightness to depth and heaviness. Hence this pro-

gress , or the series of the members , lias necessarily deiinile

limits and nimibcrs, since allliough the most manifold variety

is permitted in tlic single members, the wliole still preserves

its appropriate progress and its limits. The verse willi its

jnendjer must be like a net , ^vhich can. encom])as8 few or

many according as its extension is necessary, which can con-

tract ilself to tlie narrowest span, and stretch itself to the

widest compass, but slill always has its limits. The farther

a member stands removed from the end, the more must it

expaiid and relax ilself, being lighter, the more words
must it be able to embrace; but the members themselves have
their limits. And on the contrary , the shorter the verse is,

the more contracted are its members, the more condensed is

their power in itself.

In unimpassioned diction, only four members properly can

go before the final member wilh gradually encrcasing rapidity

and expansibility , so that the thrrd member from the eiul can

extend itself, but still more, the fourth and fifth. In these

five members, or in. four new raisings of the voice on to tlie

jiausc, the compass and power of a sentence of unimpassioned
ilow is exhausted. But neither are all sentences, v.hich woidd
be M'illun this compass of so tranquil a teuour, nor is eveu
this compass Avide enough for longer verses. Hence the di-

vision into sections may be further added to the division into

members, which does not do away with the latter, but only
varies it, and supplies ils deficiencies. These are not flowing
members like those in tranquil diction, but standiiig ones,

from the momentary delay, since they oppose and hinder the

usual current, either on account of a greater abruption of
the sense, or on account of a more particular cjuphasis. But
the section then, being thus oidy a stronger, firmer, but dis-

connected, independent member, accommodates itself in other
respects entirely to the order of the members. It may be
therefore first various according to the graduated order of the

members themselves. That is to say, a section descends one
degree, comes down one preceding actual or possible member,
lower, so that oven the smallest may at least have one mem-
ber before it. But as there arc in general only five members,
il follows, that, corresponding to this number, there arise

four sections, with the last which is equivalent to the last

member and the pause , wilh gradually decreasing power

:

1-4 as sections to a-e as membcio. Each section according
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lo Oils gradatioii can have the members which are possible

for it belore it, as 2cde, 3cZe, 4e; and as the anterior

section is only a stronger, jnore retardcscent representative of

the corresponding member, llierefore ihc order of the members
after it jniLst be continued ou the same scale, as ab2, a6c3;
bnt it can also go back a degree, as abc2, just as also from
the greatest section there can be no going back except lo the

next smallest, as from 2 to 3, not to 4. Each anterior

section however (4-2) as an independent and iniconnecled,

though not concluding part, may be repeated once or oftener

successively with its circle. And thus the sections produce

indeed the greatest variety and expansibility of a sentence,

but in such a manner, that the order nevertheless remains al-

ways the same on the whole , since the voice returns after

the interruption to the same degree again, and always continues

in ecpiably descensive How to the end. There is nowhere
an abrupt, unconnected transition. The preceding members,
which are varied according to the section , acquire therefore

a different power in different connexion, since c as Ic is

stronger than 2 c ; although the section-member is always stronger

than the flowing member of the same degree, e. g. 3c has

more emphasis than 2 c. In the last two sections , however,

the final member (la and 2b) has so much power, that l]u>

nearest preceding member only serves it as a support and
preparation, like a stronger deep tone; lb and 2c therefore

might be appropriately called foreniembers.

With regard to the application of tlie sections , it again

depends on the sense, as well as, on the compass of words
which are lo be bi ought into the rhythm. If tlie sense, for

instance, proceeds tranquilly from a to e, but tliei-e then

occurs a more important word, 3 may be put, or still stron-

ger 2 where it appears suitable; just so before d there may
be put 4 , or stronger 3. But the case is different if the

sense requires a division into many equal parts. In this case,

2 or somewhat weaker 3 , serves properly to make a divi-

sion, that is two half sentences, the second of which, according

lo the nature of the rhythm, is the heavier. If there are

three equal parts according to the sense, the third part is

nevertheless subjected to the second as its half, according to

the rhythm: as ABC. And when four parts come together,

the rhythm takes them in pairs , but so that the first two
form the lighter half. And so on down to the smallest divi

sion. But as the sections are always at the same time depen-

dent on the order of the membei's, therefore, if they are obli-

ged by the sense to be placed in a situation too far removed
for this order, they must necessarily be repeated afterwards

with their possible peculiar circles, until the right order of the

6*
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members can again return ; and this is the true and only cause-

for the repetition of the sections, or of members corresponding

to them , by wliich , according to the power of the sections

themselves, nicer distinctions in particulars may be occasioned.

From which it is also evident, that when a section is repeated,

it has most power as to tJie sense the first time, as it is after-

wards more dependent on the rhythm *).

186 3. Although the series of words in a verse can be thus

very much extended by the sections, yet only rarely d >es tJie

verse consist of one simj)le succession, with, or without, sections.

Where the sense will only permit it, the verse is rather di-

vided according to the law of the rhythm into two halves,

each of whicli is perfectly equal to the other as to intrinsic

power, and the former is only a little more hurried at the

very end ; the latter has a great tendency to be of shorter

compass, and thereby stronger and broader in tone, although

the sense may even make the former shorter. Sometimes,

however , from similar causes , a new part again becomes se-

parated at the beginning, so that the vei'se consists of tliree

intrinsically equal parts ; but this part according to the com-
bination of the rhythm is only considered as the first half of

the first half of the verse , and is therefore nothing but the

intension of a second section. \Tc distinguish these tln-ee pos-

sible parts, which in the end embrace the whole great system,

by I. II. Ill: that is, verse, half verse, third of a verse. The
principal order however is, that II and III as parts of a verse

are not dependent on the order and scale of the members,
since they begin a new order again

;
they may therefore have

the longest and the shortest order of members behind them,

in which the only limit is this, that before la and 11/), b at

least endeavours to find a place as foremember ; although II

in itself, when obliged by the comjiass (consequently only with
a longer series of w"ords) takes III before it.

187 lu this manner therefore the members become very va-

rious and diverse: I, ia-e, 2b c, 3 c, 4d; II , i a ; III, be.

As many dilferent members in all degrees as there are, so

many dilferent signs for the solid ground and delay of a mem-
ber, for the raising and place of tlie tone, consequently so

many disju/ictiue accents. For this raising is just as mucli

the ever necessary part of every member as it is, according

to its variety, the sign of the degree of the member. In the

*) The three terms in the original, Einschnitt , Ahsclmitt ^ Durch-
schjtitt (a culling into, a culling oJJ', and a cutting tlirougJi')

convey a much clearer idea of the kinds of division than member,
section, and division, which I have been obliged to use ^''propter

egestatam linguae et rcruin iioi'iiatem.'" IVans.
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sinking , or in those words wliicli precede the lasi word of a

member , on tlie other hand , there cannot he so great varia-

tion ; hence there are only live kinds of conjunclive accents,

which are marked in the table a-e. They are certainly ori-

ginally different according to the five fundamental members,
since J* corresponds to d

, y to c , and so on ; but appear

liowever to be regulated among themselves in the great whole
after a still more artificial manner, partly according to the

degrees of the members , and partly according to rhyth-

mical laws of the alternation of the sinking in its course.

The most important facts are: a remains for the last, broa-

dest membei'S of the first section, and is only seldom used

besides for the broadest sinking; yd'e are always most pro-

perly confined to the corresponding unemphatic members of

their degree (i. e. those that do not form sections) or at least

for cases of a similar kind; /? however, as of moderate com-
pass, is not only used with members of the second degree,

where that degree is to be especially raised, not only with
all sections, and in all cases whex-e there is a certain emphasis

opposed to the smaller degree, but also always after yd'e,

since , after the least sinking , the voice raises itself again to its

usual tenour. For which reason ^ is also the most fre-

quently used disjunctive accent.

Where a particular word for the sinking is wanting in

the connexion of a member, the siuking may establish itself

in the last word of the member itself, in the place of the

regular first Me'teg §. 181. This extensibility of words, how-
ever, only extends as high as 4, and ceases at that smallest

section. "With 1 and 2 the foremember also can be so used.

A word itself, however, may appear too heavy for a con-

iunctive accent, being carried over to the following word with-

out the least delay. The sign for this is a horizontal line

after the unaccented word, called J]p;3 Maqqef i. e. connect-

ing. The cause of this lies ])artly in certain particles, which
according to their meaning either always , or at any rate not

unwillingly, admit closer attachment: e. g. iXi"', ""^^^
5

the

pi^epositions and conjunctions , as "by , TiN , ""^S ; in part and
chiefly in the rules and within the bounds of the whole sy-

stem of accentuation, which are often most easily applied and

preserved inviolate by this skipping over a word. Only Avords

however, which are closely connected by the sense also, can

be so attached, and at the utmost, never more thati four

at once.

Finally, there is an internal doubleness possible with li

many accents , according to delicate distinctions of various

kinds, since it appears necessary from a particular rhythmi-
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cal cause ihc'.t an accent which is necessary iu a place should

be written a. second lime wilh particular emphasis. Blany new
signs are produced by this', as will be explained below.

If we consider then tliat every word lias thus its sign , the reader

is never left in uncertainty from the very beginning. If for instance the

verse begins 'with d, this may either lead directly down to a , or first go
aside to 3c or to 2b c; nevertheless the reader is guided with certainty

from the iirst word to the last. If we wish however by examining and
counting the appointed eigns to discover the principle of tlie whole arti-

culation of Ihe members, we sliould first observe whether the verse may
be resolved into members in direct regular succession. If not, tlie proper

place for tiie a|)propriate section, cr }>art , must be found out; the first

question again therefore is, whether a division of the sense is to be made
iu the midille, so that I and II, or 1 and 2, or somewhat weaker 1 and

3, are divided. "NVIiere a division is not necessary, a peculiar emphasis

may be nevertheless given to different passages by sections, or by parts

of the verse, or by single words. Thus the structure is raised with order

and proportion from the greatest to the least part, and correct measure
is visible throughout it; we can scarcely say that some fluctuation of the

Masoretic accentuation is discoverable in the extreme parts , since many
possibilities come together. The variation of Mss. and editt. is often

especially between a sinking and Maqqef.

189 After this, it is now easier give an explanation of parll-

culars after a representation of the whole yvhh all the signs

and possible subdivisions has been given. The signs themselves

arc significant both in their form and tlieir position; and it

is not only instructive, but conducive to a knowledge of their

use, to observe these peculiarities attentively.

On the whole, it may be observed that the accents for members
towards the end are all written belon' , and those more removed from the

end are all written aboi-e ; by which the height at the beginning, and the

sinking of the voice at tlie end, is clearly expressed. Just in the same
way the accents for sinking have tiieir place appropriately under the word ;

with the exception of d too closely connected with d. It is moreover

clear wliy tlie most important accents for sections, 2 6 and 3c-, are points

over the word, and the others straight strokes. In and similarly id,

and tlie accents for dependent members , on the other hand , crooked

strokes, wiiich represent the incomplete state of those members. The
strokes which are bent outwards are also manifestly signs of separation

(I 6, J); those bent inwards of connexion. How more definite signs arise

out of more simple ones is often shown by the form and composition

tiiemselves; for instance, from the single point above, the double point j_
first arose, from this latter J_ with still greater force. Lastly the power
of some signs is encreased by tlieir being placed before or after ; while

they are usually written precisely with that syllable of a word which lias

the tone by way of answering the object of marking the tone of the

word at the same time: thus ~I" ; T'lisha wlien placed after, is the lesser,

when before, the greater; the signs for 1116 and c, which have proceeded

from 2 b and c with an increase of their power, are at the sametime made
stronger by being placed after; and _1_ as 2 c (Pasiitha) is distinguished

as being stronger than _Jl as t) (Qadma) by being placed after. So deeply

is the disadvantage under which this last very common sign labours (of

the proper distluctiou of the place of the tone being lost where it is pla-
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ced after) felt, that, where the tone occurs ia an unusual place, the sign

is twice placed; once in the place of the tone, and again in its proper

place as accent, as in the penult ^f^in^^:;^ ^ also before Patach fiutivum

(§. 168) nq\ Gen. 8, 1, or even witli the unusual termination in two

consonants, as ri'dj^'^T : the other signs of this kind are also found so

repeated in certain Mss. — From all this then it is also certain tliat

tlie punctuation , as we now find it , cannot possibly be the work of one
man nor, of one century; but that it lias gradually been developed from
simple and insignificant beginnings to its present astonishing perfection

and precision ; the most complicated signs are precisely those which from
internal reasons also liave arisen latest. See the description of the still

simpler syriac accentuation in Ewald's Ahhaiidl, zur hibl. u. orienlal.

Litteratur p. 103 IF,
•

The names of the particular accents hfive been lianded down to us

from the .lewisli schools, among which are many for tlic same sign, or

for the sign under diiferent relations (v.Spitzisi^r de accent. V. T. p.

31 f.). The following are tlie names at present most in use, according

to the connexion and sense which may be found in them: 1) :~ (!«)

P^VD Pause with pi03 JllD <^'"^ °f the verse; IT (Ho) Ji^riX rest;

'

(3 c) yii'n resting; _^ (2 i) Jipf raiser, wliich causes tlie voice to

be raised; 'its (-1^0 <^!irider, dividing into sections; wliicli are all ap-

propriate names for final and sectional members. — 2) (I ^^^nMSU

prolongation; J_ (2 <) J^^^^ps expansion; _^ (HI c) Np'HT dispersion,

from the broad, prolonged, interrupted accentuation of the foremembers;

- (2c) i-ipi sitting, firm; ~ (I c) nisn hroken^oi i\\Q smaller di-

vision; ^ l^d) UJ'^.T and _ (J'f)) i^-^l3"<^n drawing, pulling (cf.

1 ^

X

/ for IatIDm Middeldorpf curae hexapl. in Job. p. 53) from tJie

slighter interruption and division. — 3) Accents for the sinking: '

(«)

^l^^-j ('from '^^n) prolonging; {p')t\1M2 demissum, deep; T (I/)

iS.lT^ step ; 2_ (J) i??J'lp hefore. To these are to be added tlie names deriv-

ed from the figures: ••
(III i) i^nV:i3 '''"^^ Segol ~ among the vowel-

signs; J_ nVi23b"il5 chain; ~ (2}') "^Sri/^ inversion, since the figure

is
— inverted v (g) i^^ti "'3'lp co if-horns ;

~ (A 5-;-,-, new-moon.

Lastly , tliese signs can never come in collision with (lie vowel - signs :

J_ as R'bia is placed higher up and is larger than _l_ Cliolcm.
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190 The following is a tabular \Iew of tlic whole, as far ar

itmay be distinctly reprcseuled with all its accessory signs

and possible varialions: >

4

J91

o

J . . .
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'^r!'^?22 !^b"l ^i?2?3, i" which the 5th member only embraces more than

one conjunctive accent. But let as examine the members singly:

a and h are always so mutually connected , tliat a must necessarily

have b before it as its fore-member. TJierefore they both have only one

sinking, since c. , or the sinking of the first degree, stands before h also.

a and b may indeed be compressed into one word , since b stands instead

of Meteg, as Lev. 21, 4. Num. 28, 26. Ez. 10, 13. 1 Chro. 2, 53; but if

the last word is too short for the space of an ordinary Meteg , the last

word but one cannot be carried over to another section ; a however is

sometimes found alone as part of a verse Gen. 1, 3, — II « is only dis-

tinguished from this in that being somewhat shorter it introduces fi and
sometimes even repeats it (Ex. 3, 4; on the other hand the same occurs

with Maqqef ia many editt. Js. 48, 11. 54, 4), while c remains for \\b,

and in general all the rest holds of II as of I,

c
~~

is the second foremember to 1, but not a necessary one; to

judge from its figure, it is formed from the sinking-accent of this section
~ by augmentation. Where it would precede b immediately, i. e. with-

out a sinking or Meteg intervening, ~ Me-rka k'fdla i. e. double M,

is used for it, as Gen. 27, 23. Lev. 10, 1. 2C!iro. 20, 30, and it appears

to be somewhat weaker than "~ on account of the contracted space. "7 is

used as sinking y for both (a somewhat crooked stroke for ) instead of

which however, wlien one syllable only, or none whatever, comes be-

tween, ~~
is often again found as the longer sinking of this section, Gen.

1, 17. 24; cf. Js. 5, 19.

d is used as member as well in 1 as in 2 and 3 , and consequently

as for 2 so also for III h ; so that all tliat follows holds of each of these

three beginnings; how far there are special laws for 3 see below under 3.

It is a very remote member and tlie usual prelude to long series; hence

too it is very expansible and light. Tiie most important result of this is,

that it may have a number of sinkings before it, the remote ones of which

are always /?, accord, to §. 187. d however has stil! so niucii power that

when before t)\ it must be preceded by dti as a gentler raising of d and a

countertone to it, wiiich in the figure also ('^) represents an intension of

d ; this may then be preceded by many p. Whence also it happens that

where tlie series of d embraces only three accent-words , /? with P'siq may
come in just before d and d as sufficient. Gen. 28, 9. 1 Sara. 14, 3. 47.

2 Sam. 13, 32. Jer. 4, 19. 38, 11. 40, 11. Ez. 9, 2. Hag. 2, 12. 2 Chro.

26, 15. ^), When a word, however, occurring where _^ has its rhythm-

ical place, has somewhat more empliasis, the sign __ TUishd g'dold

which is stronger, is used for it; from which we percieve, that the dis-

tinction according to riiythnj and sense which pervades the whole system

is also repeated on a small .scale in this first remote member. The basis

of the member, d and d' , only occurs in this connexion, when the first

word is very closely attached to the secoml , as Gen. 11, 31. 12, 5. 14, 8.

13, 14. Num. 14, 34. Jdgs. 11, 17. Js. 8, 14. 10, 16. or even in the same
word, where d can stand in the place of Meteg, as Gen. 48, 20. Dt. 7,

13; in a single word wiiich cannot recieve Meteg, d stands alone also,

if it can come in the penult Gen. 7, 14. 50, 10; in all opposite cases

however the signs are joined together, as JL G'rashaim, wiiich is there-

fore stronger tlian simple d, and can be preceded by a word with the

accent at the beginning wit!) ;V, and is even besides not unfrequeutly pla-

ced as being stronger as to the sense , especially alone (without sinking)
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after the stronger T'lislia g'dola , but always on the tonesyllable , that is,

ou the last syllable of a word, because the enipiiasis is to be rendered

more prominent there than when the penult has tiic tone, Gen. 1, 20.

31, 3. 17. 11. 19, 11. Kx. 3, 16. Jos. 2, 1. ISain. 15, 1H. 29, 6. 25. 7,

8. 14, 2. 8, 14. 11. 12. 1 Kgs. 20, 9. Jon. 4, 6. A word with the tone

at the beginning, as being shorter, takes tlie usual [1 even before tlie

simple d, as Gen. 14, 9. Mai. 1, II. Ez. "45, 4, except when T'lisliA

k'tanna goes before and the heigiit of this member already begins witli

it, Gen. 9, 23.

J) Tlie dispute whetlier T'iisha k'tanna is a. conjunct, or disjunct.

accent may be accordingly thus settled : that it is in itself indeed

of less power than any disjunct, accent, but that after one or

more j9 it yet has a certain retention. It has P'siq like a con-

junct, accent 2Kgs. 18, 17. If however its in itself slender power
is to rendered more cmpliatic, T'lisha g'dola must be used, |as a

complete disjunclifc accent.

Cut this member can also occur before c of 1 and 2 witli diminished

compass and force, that is to say, from d onward. For the usual tran-

quil c sutlers itself also to be extended beyond the narrowest compass;

M'iiere tlie sense then permits this expansion, there may be a leap from cy
to 6' (or instead to [> , according to what is above said) at once, wiiich is

a lighter, more flowing transition ^) than that abrupt one to (/, as

tZ3"^nbN Ti'Ti"^ 5ip~n;^> (»en. 3, 8. 13, 19, 32. Js. 7, 4. (with a penult

whicli has the tone, however, there is tlien often (/ itself, if it does not

liappen to go before Gen. 43, 34. 2 Sam. 14, 9. 30.) t)() can tiien at once

go before Gen. 3, 14, or the stronger dd' Js. 7, 16; instead of 6 too

and the usual W, the stronger dd (T'lisha g'dolA) may be used at once

where there is some stress, which however is still weaker than d 2), as

bNr; ir2-'U;:x'b p;-f Gen. 19, 8. 7, 7. Jos. 2, I. ISam. 1, 1. Jer. 39, 5;

but a longer series cannot be added. Hence it is further possible for this

weaker, dependent part of a member to be preceded by the complete

member d with greater emphasis and with all its possible compass, while

d' and T'lislia k'tanna can then at the utmost have one /< before them.

(Ex.5, 8. 2Kgs. 5, 1. 2Chro.22, 11), as Gen. 19, 35. 21, 23. Ex.22,
9. Js. 8, 14; Lev. 4, 7; Gen. 1, 12; iSum. 3, 39. Hence too as before,

instead of 6 and the weaker dH ^ the stronger dd may be used at once

with an emphasis and be then preceded by d, as .Is. 9, 5. Gen. 13, 1.

1 Sam. 17, 51 ; Dt. 26, 12. Neh. 5, 18. By this therefore great variety

and expansibility of this member is produced, and without occasioning in-

terruption or ambiguity.

1) cf. Jos. 22, 10 with v. 11 , where the same words are arranged
before 2c y as d W /?, but before the stronger 3r, as d d' cW.

2) This T'lislia g'dola and G'rasliai'm however are so near tlien, that

botii are considered possible in some places , and are therefore

combined by the copyists in the same word, as Gen. 5, 29. Lev.

10, 4. 2Kgs. 17, 13. Ex.48, 10. Ref. 2, 15. The case is difte-

rent in i^>j< Ex. 32, 31 cf. Koh. 4, 10, where two accents wliicli

are possible according to tlie connexion are indeed united in two
.successive syllables, but in syllables wiiich may be also divided

into two words: ND-f^i^.
T T --if,

Finally e is the extremest independent member . and as its form

shows, an augmentation of the power of Jl and _1 by tinion for a new

member; its sinking ~ i appears to be the same single sign _ placed

below , with some trilling alteration. If it has a flowing member before

it therefore, it must always follow cither entire d (Num. 35, 5. 2 Sam.

-41^
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4, 2. Jer. 13, 13. 88, 25. Est. 7, 0. Neli. 5, 13. 13, 5. 13. 2Chro. 24, 5.

35, T) or <) with dd in an expanding .series, for even in tlic latter case,

f/ could not be placed, but sometLing smaller, tlioufrii independent, con-
sequently e, Jos. 19, 51. 2Kgs. 10, 5. Ez. 48, 21. It is on tlie wliole not

frequent, because the sentence seldom extends itself so far in tranquil

sequence,

2. The first anterior section 2h lias 2 c as its foreniember, which
however it not so necessary as h is with 1 a. Eacii of t'lese members
lias usually only one sinking; nevertheless /5 is sometimes repeated before

2 1) where the sense favours it, as Gen. 3, 12. 4, 11; and 2y according

to what is stated above can be enlarged by d etc. Instead of ~ as the

proper 2/, however, n is rather used, as being longer (cf with 1 c) if

there is no syllable at all between the sinking and 2 c, as Gen. 1, 2. Js. 6.

13. Instead of 2c too, T (being changed to a praepositive and then

called J'til)) is used as weaker, if the word lias no other word whatever

before in this section , and has at the same time the tone at tlie beginning.

Where the section consists of two words only, the former recieves 2c
if it is possible, though also [> merely where the sense is too unimpor-

tant, as Gen. 1, 2. 4. (J. 3, 1. AVhere tliis section consists of a single

word however, 2 6 is then found together with 2 c if the second or third

syllable of the word before the tone is a firm, compound one, wiiose

firmness adapts it for the the strength of a foreniember, as Gen. 12, 7. 17,

17. 24. 25. 19, 27. 21, 33. Jos. 6, 23; if not, (i only has space for a

possible ]Meteg before the tonesyllable , as Gen. 3, 7. 4, 1. iKgs. 20,

5. 32; although Meteg also remains where it is placed extraordinarily

Dt. 26, 10; but lastly, where the word is too sliort for it, a stroke is

placed after the sign __ thus _I_ to detain the voice sufficiently even iit

this little space ; for the name Zaq'[f gadol does not mean that the sign

with P'siq added to it has intrinsically a higher power. — If this 2 b

stands too far otf from the end (for at the utmost it can come before 1 c

with t) 1 Kgs. 20, 1. 30), it may then according to §. 185 be repeated as

often as is necessary for it to come to its right place, and since the rest

of the measure after 2 b preserves greater evenness, 2 i is often repeated

even with a very small number of Avords , where the sense will only per-

mit it, Gen. 1, 14. 18. 20. 3, 1. 7. 12, 7. 2 Sam. 7, 29. Ezr. 7, 26. 1 Kgs.

19, 4. 18. 20, 5. 32. 2 Kgs. 1, 6; though 3 c witii its compass may also

come next, if it is more suitable to the sense, as Dt. 30, 20. 2 Sam. 15,

21. IKgs. 18, 36. 44.

Ill i and c perfectly correspond in nature to this 2 b and c, just as

the signs also of the former are nothing more than an augmeutation of

those of the latter. But the foremember lllc is always necessary here,

as with I and U. p can sometimes occur twice in the last member, Gen.
3, 14. 2 Kgs. 1, 6; there is also a gentle augmeutation of this part when
p recurs in the la.st but one , by which equality of the sinking in both
members. III becomes more like I and II. The longer u however is not
imfrequently found instead of p before IIIc, if a longer series of syllables

comes between, or somewliat greater emphasis is expressed, as 2 Sam. 7,

7. 1 Kgs. 1, 19. 25. Gen. 30, 20 although the Mss. and editt. often waver
between both. In dependence on this a or /j, even d' may go before in

the same word. Lev. 10, 12. Jdgs, 21, 21. JSeh. 12, 44. Sometimes too p
is found twice in short words, Jos. 24, 15. Jdgs. 9,2. Lev. 17, 5. 1 Chro.

12, 18. 2 Chro. 23, 18. "Where this part consists of only one word, J_ is

used as a new sign
,
perhaps not of less accentual power , but always with

P'siq (cf. Zaqef gadol) without other distinction of the length of the

word; it occurs Gen. 19, 26. 24, 12 39, 8. Lev. 8, 23. Js. 13, 8. Am. 1,

2. Ezr. 5, 15; its figure reprerient.i tluec strokes instead of three points.
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3. Tlie middle anterior section according to its sign j_ and its power,

is notliiiig but a weaker power of tlie first; therefore where tliey are

both possible according to the compass, a trilling tnrn, wiiicli follows from
the consideration of the whole, often decides which sliall be used , cf. Ut.

27, 19. 26 with V. 16-18 (cf. .something similar 27, 22 and 25). That
3 c may easily enter into 11 for 2 l> in 1, is proved by lob 2, 3 conipd
witli 1, 8 (where III is put for 11 by mistake). 3 c has no foremember,
and can never have d in the same word instead of Meteg, hence d is in-

deed apt to go before, when a member can be formed out of tlie words
going before according to the sense, but where only a ligiit series of 1-2

words goes before, the sinkings are tlien sufficient; and if d fixes itself 3 5
words further suitably to the sense, tlie number of the sinkings of 3 c may
also be extended so far. The second word before 3 c takes y, which

exactly suits this member, as its sinking, and indeed tiie same as 1 y,

while the last word before the word of the section must have /? accord,

to a general law, Gen. 3, 6. 4, 15; as somewhat more empiiatic however />'

witii P'sicj is always used instead Gen. 2, 5. If it is enlarged, a tiiird word
cannot go over directly from /to d , as with 1 / and 2/, for 3 c has more
power; but it is put with fl again, either alone or with Psiq Num. 4, 14. Js.

5, 25. Gen. 31, 29; but every word wliich follows a /J withP'siq, then takes

u somewhat longer, and tiie next word may then have d Dt. 13, 6. 1 Sam. 12,

2. 2Sani. 15, 21. iKgs. 14, 21; Jos. 19, 47; />' however remains witii P'siqGn.

7, 23. Dt. 31, 16. This;-j witli P'siq and a is also so.metimes found before 2cy
as being somewhat stronger than d (which v.ould be the usual one accord.

to what is above said) as soon as d has before found a suitable place Lev.

10, 6. 21, 10. Ru. 1, 2. — Where this section is too far from the end
so that all cannot in arranged in tranquil order after it, it must be repeated

if there is a suitable place for it accord, to §. 185: yet still another poss-

ibility otters itself. For instead of 3c, 2c wiiicli corresponds to it, may
be repeated , since that too has a strong tendency to the end ; the only

difference is, that 2c although possessing no less delay, is yet less ab-

rupt and stiff; but this very thing is often more desirable in this con-

nexion. Consequently 3 c itself is only repeated where there is greater

power and independence, elsewhere the softer 2c is used, especialy in

shorter more unimportant repetitions, or rather floating continuations;

(iius 1) before 2 b, as 2.Sam. 7, 29. 14, 7. Ezr. 7, 25. Ex. 8, 13. 29, 20.

22. 32, 1. IKgs. 3, 11. 20, 39. Jer. 13, 13; — 2) before IIU, there-

fore where Illc must stand at tlie end as foremember; but as this comes
into contact with 2c so as to be also able to stand for it, the distinction

is, that the weaker 2 c is used where lllc as foremember already em-
braces a series of more than two words, and 2c itself only one word, if

not, the foremember immediately before it is repeated, as Dt. 12, 18.

Jos. 18, 14. IKgs. 12, 10, Gen. 42, 21; — 3) before Ic, where a simi-

lar distinction takes place, that instead of 2 c before Ic, the same Ic
may be immediately repeated , whetlier only the one regular sinking se-

parates both, or none at all comes between, as Dt. 30, 20. IKgs. 17,

36; Lev. 8, 26. IKgs. 20, 9. Jos. 10, 11; only Dt. 26, 2 the latter Ic
lias two sinkings before it. Moreover 3 c can of course be also repeated

immediately before Ic where the sense requires it, as Gen. 38, 12 so

that all other interpolations and members, which are possible accord, to

what is above said, may admit of the most manifold application.

4. It is not possible to have the smallest anterior section before the

sequence has arrived at d or at least at dd ; it is very frequently found

before dti where tlie sense and compass favour it , and indeed naturally in

every possible connexion, as Jos. 2. 1. 7, 24. 10, 11. Ex. 29, 20. Dt. 5,

23. 6, 22. IKgs. J9, 11, from which it appears that it can also stand

>&:
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immediately after 3 c and as its substitute. Where it is possible to ad-

vance by counting short similar sentences, from d to dd', id is then put

after tliis last, as 1 Kgs. 10, 5. 4f/ may indeed take e as an inferior

member under it, this however is only very rare with longer series before

4d and e, the only passages of whicli kind are INeh. 1, 6. 1 Clir. 28, I;

4 f/ is usually found at the extreme end, since it may have a considerable,

but by no means an unlimited and altogether unsuitable member of sink-

ings before it, among wiiich P'siq alone can make a distinction. AVIiere

id however must be placed at too great a distance on account of tlie

sense, it can be repeated often in succession until the gap is (iiled up, and

as the smallest section it may return at the snsallest distances and where

the least rest is possible, as Gen. 27, 33. 1 Kgs. 19, 11. J Sam. 14, 3.

Dan. 3, T. Jos, 7, 24. 1 Chro. 12, 40. 15, 18. Js. 6(5, 20. Ez. 43, 11.

(var. lectt.).

Thus tliis infinite variety may be clearly explained from a few laws,

aud it must be admitted that the punctuation, althougli the growth of years,

and only a progressively developed system, is yet built upon principles,

and appoints to every word of a sentence ^its allotted place.

The poetical accentuation lias two peculiarities wliich 192

intrinsically tlistiiiguisli it from tlie prosaic : l) it is calculated

for shorter aud lighter propositions, since poetic cliclion is in

general hurried and short, and its menibeis are therefore of

more limited compass than those in Prose^ which are at one time

very short, and at another very long. The members therefore

ascend, in flowing diction, at the utmost to three only: a-c

;

and the corresponding sectional members are only 1-3. Every

section and part of a verse has indeed a foremember, but it is

not so necessarily attached to the final member. — 2) With-
in these circumscribed limits, however, there is more mani-

fold variety and more nice distinction in particulars, since

this accentuation does not prescribe an invariable recitalivo

dependent on the sense and rhythm simply, but a mode of

canlillation ever varying according to the position and com-
pass of words and propositions. Parts of the verse, members,

single words , all are more accurately distingiushcd after melic

method , and yet are all again brought into harmony. An accen-

tuation which is actually more suited for Poetry has thereby

been produced, which the punctuators however have not ap-

plied to all poetical pieces of the Old Test, but only to the

great poetical sections of the Bible, the book of Psalms, of

Pi-overbs, aud lob 3, 2-42, 6, but in these pieces, have also

extended to the few intervening passages of prose , for uul-

formit)^ —
The substance of this accentuation is entirely borrowed

from the former, since the same signs are found again with

selection , and with many new modifications and compositions.

Its force is essentially the same, but it oflen acquires in this

system a new application. These peculiarities and licences, as

also the many compound signs in this system, are also the
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cause that many more variallons and mistakes are found in it

in INIss. and ediU. than in llie usual accentuation. Tlic ^ollo^Y-

ing is a particular statement:

^93 1. There is no such tranquil, regulated progress in mcmhers, as in

the prose accentuation. Every part of a verse has ratlier only one single

forememher properly , which indeed always tries to mark the conntertone

towards the end, hut as it is at tiie same time dependent on tlie rhythm-

ical compass of the word and only exists in a limited space, it

cannot alway do so, so that weaker kinds and expressions of the same

then arise. Where the verse or its parts, however, are of wider extent,

tiie two anterior sectional memhers must be at once called into service,

the stronger one 2 ft corresponding to the 3f of prose, and the weaker

3 c to \d of prose , whicli are moreover exactly so distinguished from

each other as in the accentuation of prose.

194 2. The sinkings however are much more manifold and important, first

because they occupy tiie greatest space in this more hurried accentuation,

and secondly, because tlie changes in the mode of cantillation, ever varying

according to circumstances, are particularly expressed in them, as it

holds as a rule liere that many sinkings cannot come in succession with-

out distinction, as in prosaic accentuation, but every one is adapted for

its place alone. All these more delicate rules and distinctions cannot be

now accurately and completely given; tiie leading principles however are

clear. Above all things , three kinds of sinkings are to be distinguished :

1) in the first place, the two bases of each part of the verse have one

usual sinking, dittering according to the nature of the part; 1 has «, II

has (?, Ill 6 the same p, but 111 a, like 3r, has the smallest sinking,

the prosaic f, see fartiier below. — 2) Next in importance is a group

of sinkings, whose intention essentially is to denote tiie progress to /, or

the sinking whicli, standing on tlie third degree, becomes more isolated

and unconnected; and ~ is tiie usual, but _2_ the stronger sinking here,

wherefore we distinguish tlie former by /, the latter by //, It is thereby

also clear beforehand why these sinkings, especially;-;', so often Iiave P'siq.

To descend to particulars, it is now easily understood wliy they never

come immediately before I« and /;, and before 11 «; tiiey can however

distinguish tiie third word before tliese ; tiiey can also stand immediately

before pp, ph wliich is a weaker substitute for 115 and lb, as Ps. 24,

10. lob 12, 8. 15. 13, 14. But in tiie more remote members 11 i. III 5,

2 6, 3c they stand either in tiie third place, as Ps. 34, 7. 24, 10. 125, 3.

lob 14, 7. 16, 4; or even in tlie second, immediately before the accent,

of the section, or anterior part, if tlie sense ratiier favours tiie separatitm

of this part, as Ps. 10, 14. 45, 13. 71, 18; the common sinkiug of 2 Z» is

a, but witii greater separation / , cf. Ps. 1, 1, 2, 8. 8, 2. 40, 5. 7. Pro.

32, 17. lob 14, 7; it is also observed to stand more easily before 2 6

and 3 c, if a stronger separation goes before Ps. 125, 3. yy witii P'siq,

thus possessing tiie power of a smaller sectionnl member, can be suc-

cessively repeated in the remote members, \yitli / for its sinking; but

wliere this yy would fall upon a word accented on tlie first s) liable , y
with P'siq is used instead of it. Sometimes however « is also found as

pure sinking, in remote parts, altliougli tiiere is great variation in Mss.

and editt. in tliis point; cf. var. lect. Prov. 6, 3. Ps. 90, 10. .T. H. Mi-

cHAELis not. crit. ad Ps. 35, 10. Prov. 30, y. 13nt still stronger than yy

is _l_ (generally with P'siq) whicli is found in similar situations, but only

before I and 11, not before HI and the sectional members; we call it

fiiercfore simply c, — 3) Peculiar sinkings are: 1) a word immediately
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before a stronger or weaker sectional accent often recieves a /? above

(Muiiacliiis superior) probably to show that the word is to be read with

an elevation of voice, but yet abruptly; it is found before the final

sectional accent I and 11, if the connexion of the sentence gives occasioa

for unusual lightness and How (see below) ; and just before 2 b and yy
with P'siq (Ps. 7, 10. 10, 9. 22, 29. 30. 27, 3. 9. 40, 11. 42, 3. 5. 9.

lob 14, 13. 19. 28, 3), as also before tlie light "pi) and /^ (Ps. 4, 8. 78,

25. 119, 84, 10, 17. 32, 2) as being ligiiter than y wiiich is usual here.

2) a- word witli a single open (i. e. ending in a vowel) syllable before

the tone oi'ten recieves the sign of a raising j^l. at the beginning besides

tlie vsinking, because the uncompressed vowel before the sinking spontan-

eously raises itself, althougli it appeared to be still proper in the melic

accentuation to raise it, especially where there is some emphasis in the

sense; and indeed s
—- only is always used with the chief sinking of the

heavier parts for all cases in la, b and lie, and r^^

—

- for all other cases

without further distinction; a small word can also be so attached to ano-

ther; cf. Ps. 10, 5. 17, 3. 18, 20. 65, 2. 69, 2 (where two syllables go
before and j^ is upon the farther one). lob 31, 34. 35.

3. Since the verse is for tlie most part determined by the nature of 195

tlie poetic diction, it is seldom simple, i. e. consisting of one single

section Ps. 25, 1; in unimpassioned diction, it regularly falls into two

halves of similar sense, and of similar kind, 1 and 11; but in impassioned

diction, a new part may be placed before, merely as preparatory and in-

troductory, and therefore lighter and less independent, which is indeed

usually followed by 11 and 1, if the sense permits it (the ciiief part being

divided into its two equal halves, in such a manner that II consists some-
times even of a single long, independent word Ps. 3, 6. 5, 13. 15, 5. 29,

9. lob 27, 5) but is by no means necessarily followed by II. The verse

tiien thus presents a Iieaviness and depth progressively increasing from

the beginning to the end, since 111 is the lightest and most expansible, I

the heaviest and deepest. Hence 1 is also the shortest; but where it stands

without II it can expand itself. Since then III stands thus alone and in-

dependent before I, and lias a greater importance than III in prose, as it

corresponds to c, and not to b, accordingly, the new sign rj—3. has

arisen for it, __i_ i. e. j'= 3 being placed above and, thus rendered

stronger, being moreover compounded with a which directs to the end.

The rhythmical foremember (or b) to 111 is Jl.? from IIIc of the

pros, accent.; to II, the praepos. b of the pros, accentuation, distinguished

by the very fact of its being praepositive; bnt to I, at once stronger m .

that is 2i witli tlie prose d; hence too where I standing without II ex-
pands more freely , many Mss. and editt. leave out the Geresli over tlie first

letter of the word. The use of these foremembers, however, is primarily

dependent on the rhythmical compass of the last words:

1) The strong \b \s only used when there are two syllables between it

and the tonesyllable of the last word, or at least somewhat more than one full

syllable; under this condition then, it stands immediately before la, on account

of the sense, or because the whole part consists of two words only, as Ps.

24, 2. 27, 5. 11, in which case, however, the mere sinking can stand

even before a short word Ps. 18, 50 ; or even , for the sake of a better

sense, with the third word from the end, in which case the requisite num-
ber of syllables is determined by both the following words, as Ps. 1, 2.

4. 22, 2. 4. These cases are the most frequent; and « is found as sinking

before 1 a (instead of which we find the lighter /7 in a word witii tlie tone
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on the first syllable, as Ps. 1, 1. 2, 10) and once or twice before 1^,

lob 16, 8. But if the last word is a short one, i. e. without that requis-

ite member of syilabies, and tlie last word but one must be nevertheless

separated from the last and drawn over to tlie preceding one , in accor-

dance with the sense, then a smaller foremeniber is used viz. /5/J before

II, and somewhat stronger iJ l> before 1, tiie prose h in its usual place

(lience too tills instead of ftlt'teg lob 12, 19) cf. Ps. 18, 5. 6, with the

corresponding words according to the prose accentuation, 2 Sam. 5, 6. Lastly,

if tlie division as to tiie sense is at the fourth word from the end, tlie strong

foremember lb can be used with great emphasis, (j h remaining if the

last word but one has again a sligliter separation, Ps. 3, 5. 46, 8. 12. 56,

3. 75, 4; if the third has it, this must rather recieve y (with P'siq) , but

the last but one the abruptly raised p- superior, Ps. 3, 1. 10, 14. 20, 2.

45, 2, 56, 8. AViiere however, this fourth word before the gentle pb
does not, on account of the sense, admit the strong foremember, then

there is occasion for y, yy and c, and c is used with some emphasis Ps.

7, 6. 10, 2. 13, 2. 3. 66, 7. 67, 5. 77, 4. 131, 1. — These measures

are almost always sufficient with I after II; it is only very rarely that the

second « extends itself before 1 h so as to begin a new member, with

three words Ps. 18, 1 (cf. with two words Ps. 31, 22. where :2_ is equi-

valent to c, 66, 20, where however we must read ^;;
—^) or that <i, or

ab, occurs agahi without lb before c lob 32, 6. 37, 12. Ps. 89, 2.

2) Nearly the same rules hold of II & as of lb (Ps. 22, 27); the

only difference is, tliat /5,-j is used as a smaller subsistute, or even Py
with P'siq, if the third is somewhat separated Ps. 14, 5 ; sometimes too « b

is used instead of pp, in which case the second word appears to have a

somewhat stronger tone, as in an exclamation etc. Ps. 89, 52. lob 5, 27.

30, 27; in which however the editt. often vary. The sinking before 11 a
and b is p ; only where II a stands alone without its b, as is not rare, is

« found, as P.s. 1, 4. 3, 1. y. lob 13, 16. 24. 29. Another peculiarity

however is, that this weaker 11/; may be altogether omitted, and cannot

stand farther back than with the tiiird word from the end; sectional

members tiien may go before, and even the tiiird word can be a section-

al member, that is 2b, as is very frequent if tiie sense requires more
separation, or weaker, 3r Ps. 109, 16; and weakest of all, even ;'/ Ps.

37, 1. sometimes too the rare c is found witii tiie tiiird word, the last

but one usually having /^-superior, as Pro. 1, 9. 6, 27. Pb. 65, 2. 72, 3.

If 1 occurs witiiout II, it can extend itself, and become ligliter. In

that case 1) lib as c can be placed before with its sinking p, eitiier be-

fore lb itself, Ps. n, 6. 44, 4, in wliich case tiie weaker substitutes for

lib are tiien also used for tliis c accord, to wiiat is above laid down,
Ps. 31, 6. 10. 19; orwilliout 1 />, in wiiich case tlie second and tiiird word
are more easily pronounced witii ,'j-superior and y Pro. 8, 13 (wiiere "^

is wrong). — 2) 3 c stands .siiorter instead of c before 1 b with some empiiasis

Ps. 58, 3. Pro. 1, ]0; and still more so, c merely Ps. 34, 8. 68, 15.

137, 9; just as smaller, but still with some separation, y Ps. 71, 21. 109,

28. On the other liand, liowever, even tlie strongest 2 b may appear ne-

cessary before in every place , as Ps. 49, 15. — 3) Lastly the series be-

fore such a 1 may resolve itself still more, and especially if III does not

go before. Two words whicli alone make up the verse with 1 a recieve

two p'-superior Ps. 36, 1. 44, 1; or the tiiird, on account of the separa-

tion, recieves yy P'siq, preceded by a, and fartiier back, and stronger,

by c Ps. 125, 3; or in a short sentence, c stands with tlie fourth word so

that the raonosvliaI)ic tiiird word is drawn to it Ps. 3. 3.
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3) The foremember III h can only occur when tliere are at least 3 or 4
sjllal)les between it and the tonesyllable tor 111^/, us Ps. 1, 1. 3. 3, 3. 49,

];'). lob 14, 7; it occurs in tiie shortest conipas-s, compressed by 2/^ wliich

suitably precedes it, Ps. 5, 11, lOG, 47; this 111 /> is also repeated sfter

2b, just as in the pros. ace. 1 c after 3c, Ps. l^, 14. AMtli a smaller

interval, tiie more tnuKjuil 2/' is indeed at once used instend of 111/', as

Ps. 1, 2. 2, 7. 3, 6. 4, 5. 15, 5. 60, 8; but IIU; can .still find a pace

before tliis where tiiere is a suitable member (just as \h in the fourtli

word), as Ps. 13, 6. 15, 5. 22, 15. 35, 10; where three words, however,

intervene on account of tiie sense. 111/' is rare, and 2h is usually found,

Ps. 28, 7. cf. 20, 7. 52, 9. In ca.se 2/' thus precedes \l\(t, its sinking f

is also changed into the more tranquil n
,

just as tlie sinking of 2 1> when
preceded by 111/;, Ps. 15, 5. 32, 4. 35^ io. Pro. 30, 9. lob 30, 1. 15;
the ,-j of 111/' also is sometimes ciianged for this «, Ps. 1, 1. 4, 7, 9. 6,

5. 40, 4. lob 31, 7.

Moreover 2b and 3c, the above limitations excepted, maybe repeated

precisely in the same maimer and from the same rea.sons as in the pros.

ace, as P.S. 20, 7, 42, 5; 32, 5. 41, 7. 46, 5. 59, 6; lob 33, 23; Pro.

30, 4; concerning 2 b before I without 11 v. Ps. 31, 23, 49, 15. 148, 14.

lob 32, 5. 33, 24, 27.

The foUoNving is a table of the poetic, or inelic accent- 196

uallou , as far as il may be briefly given
3c

I. 1:

I. 1« SUluq: a Merka. b Whia and Geresh. fJbM/i/iach

-with Thifc/ia postpositive.

_±. Munach superior. _^ Merka with Zarqa.

II. rt Alnach-, /$ Munach. & TAZ/c/za praepositive. fi^ Mil-

nach with MiinacJi.

III. a jMerla with Mahpach', £ (pros.) Jerach. h Zarqa.

2 b R'bia. c SkaLshelet. y Malipack.

yy Qadnia.

3 c Pazer. —- Mahpach willi Zarqa.

7
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19T III. The accentuation , applied tvIiU such severity and In-

violable regularity, is al\va\s in Intimate connexion ^vilh the

pronunciation of single m ords , since tlie connexion oi' words
in a proposition, the rapidity, or heaviness and rest, of the

voice can also exercise an Internal inlluence on the pronun-
ciation of words {§. 129 ir.).

1. The shorter pronuiuiatioiis, opposed to tiie pause, are found in

the ttow of the diction. INIoreuver it also produces in certain cases ///e

attachment of a sliort word ljy reduplication of tlie first consonant, con-

cerning wliicli V. §. §.129 and §. 171. 172 at tlie end. Tiiis is however

most strongly shown when, before a word which has the tone on the first

syllable with a disjniictii-e accent , the tone of the preceding word closely

connected with this member of tlie sentence is tlirown back from the last

syllable to the penult, for the purpose of preserving the chief rule of the

tone §. 180 f. inviolate, as j^^;-; r^z'^Z for j^^t; r'.''P_ , r!""l "'<.Tri ,

CnV V^NP , i"b 'ib'i^S shortened from 'ib'^rtl (<? '* tlie only vowel

which may be so shortened); also when an appoggiatural consonant comes

between, as ?]n'i '^'n.lsi^, npb 'y']]
, ]=) ^t^y^^V, also before a

word with an appoggiatural consonant, as "^^5
.""^r-^ Gen. 1, 11

(where the Dagcsh in £ is to be explained according to §. 129), "^y l*!^!

Dt. 19, 8. This must not, however, be opposed by the rules for the tone

of the penult §. 34, since if it is, tlie tone remains on the ultimate, as,

for instance, '-',\) ^-"1 Gen. 27, 23 with the tone thrown back, is allow-

able, because the ultimate with a long vowel is still a simple syllable §.85,

but t"^ D"'Pi^ is not; cases like "^^ "l*"-!^ Ps. 18, 20 are against the rule.

J98 All this holds in the same manner if tlie word is attached to the suc-

ceeding one by .'Ua.yiye/" accord, to §. 187, only that tiie vowels of the

last .syllables are then still shorter, if possible . since the proper tone of

the word disappears entirely. Only the final vowels, therefore, which are

long by tone, e and o (as above §. 197) are thus shortened; while the

somewhat more protracted long vowels resist this siiortening ^). Jt is in

accordance with this that tlie couiitertone leans rather to the beginning of

a word then, and tlie place of the tone of the word remains thus wiihout

any raising; so that IVIeteg (or its substitute §. 187) is then not only put

accord, to the general rules §. 181, as ^x~V"^ ,
"^"t e^'^" '" ^ compound

syllable, as antepenultimate, as -,V~r75<T' Gen. 22, 8 (but not Dt. 16, 9.

Ps. 94, 7), •^b'lIl^L'r."' oil which cf §. 168. 169, and in more remote

.syllables, as Ti^y "" jIT'dn lob 3, 5, N3">r ~ nsb^a 1 Kgs. 10, 10. 13,

nb ~ MVnriln Gen. 6, 9. The countertone can then easily fall upon the,

in itself, very weak sound of an appoggiatural consonant at the begin-

ning of a word, if there is no place for it fintlier on in the word, as

i<3-y::ii; >^ach. 3, 8. lob. 2, 5. 3, 4. 5, 1. 9, 24. 19, 6. Js. 13, 2. Jer.

37, 20.' Num. 14, 19. Ru. 1, 11. Est. 3, 12. =). On the other hand, if

the last .syllable before JVInqqef retains its long vowel and the tone cannot

be drawn back, the one immediately before the tone must also on account

of its iieaviness recieve Meteg, as Vn ~ r'H Gen. 35, 1. 3, n" ~ N'Vn
1 Sam. 21, 12. Although in this, as in other cases, M.'teg may be placed

where it belongs accord, to the rule, though for convenience it is not
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uniformly used in all Mss. aiul editt. , and tliis is tlie cliief cause of tiie

many discrepancies in the placing of it. In luonosv liable words, liowt. er,

witli a sliort vowel, Meteg is better omitted, as n^^~^^, SZ^^^~?D.

1) The distinction is often very trilling, as for instance e is oftener

retained in monosyl.abic substantives, as ~ ;

—

r'; _

2) On the otlier hand, this INJetep: with Sli'vA is mucli rarer in a

word without Maqi|ef, and is only sometimes found where the

syllable wliich should li;ive Meteg is not a sinijile one, and there-

fore does not easily admit Meteg, so that it hnrries over to the

weak ojien sound at the beginning, as !^p,»^r-. Ps. 2, 3. '^""^'^'5

Est. 7, t). ^''~:^?.;^ Ps. lU, 14. Jer. 49^ 18.

2. The j^auscl fonnr. §. 130 ff. are not only found at tlie end of the 199
verse i. e. pros. I« and \\a, poet. ] <; , \\ a . \\\.u, but even in llie ni'.-

terior members where it happens to be suitable. For the cliief thing to

l»e considered in these is wliether, (lfi;eudlng on tlie riiythm, they only form

a member of a proposition which is not jar m.' indei>endent in sense ai;d

therefore can liave no pause, or whether in the division they end a sliort

independent proposition which properly has the pause. Hence' too the

pause is nio-,t frei|uent with tlie scctionary members 2 6 and oc pros. Jer.

4G, 28, sometimca even with 4'/ pros. 2 Kgs. 3, 25. and 3 <• poet. Pro.

:'•(), 4; but also not rare with the foremember, as \ b , 2c Dt. 13, a.

I Kgs. 20, 40. Jes. 33, 20. Jer. 8, 6. 25, 30. and poet 1 h lob 9, 20. 21.

Ps. 45, 2. On tlie other bandit is very rare that there is no panse at 11./,

Ez. ly, 4. Therefore the Masoretes always particularly note .such paus<,'s

in unusual places, or their unusual absence, in the margin, to avoid poss-

ible mistakes.

A similar distinction is sometimes mnde with D.itre.ih lene §. 174 ac-

cord, to which tlie established rule generally indeed holds, that it is only

wanting after a conjunctive accent, but can also be absent on a suitable

occasion after a very weak disjunctive , as is expressly remarked after "„*

Ex. 5, 15. Ez. 14, 4. and on the other hand is found after ^ 1 Sam. 13,

II (Dan. 3, 3).

Tlie common editions of tlie Bible exliiblt the whole ac- 2G0

cenliialion, and especially tlie more complicated poetic one,

rather according to tradition than Avith kuo^yledge and discri-

mination, and therefore \ery inaccurately and imperfectly; the

editions of Jablokski and J. 11. JMichaelis alone appear to be

more accurate. The Jewish Grammarians too have only an imper-

fect knowledge of the sul)ject; among the man)" works of

christian scholars who have endeavoured to understand the

system in modern times , 1/istitutiones ad analyticain fin-

eram V. T. ex accentihusj auctore A. B. SriTZAEiio. Hal.

1786, is slill the best.

7*
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S K C O X D PART.

OF FOR M S.

201 1. It is the duty of llie lexicon to sliow minutely liow

every sound, consonanl ami vonvcI , of llie roots, or primi-

tives, oi the language is signilicanl as the expression of pai"-

ticular iecling; but llie (jrajiimar begins with observing how
these roots, as to their meaning and formation, pass through

essejilially three stages: 1) some have remained stationary at

the lowest degree, exjircssing liic immediate outbreak of mere
feeling, and therefore, for the most part, siiort and hurried,

consisting of vowels , aspirates, and -weak sounds, and still

continuing, for the most part, without formation and internal

j-egularity; tliey may be called roots of feelings or iiiter-

ji'.ctiunal routs. — 2) Other roots refer to a place, or to

some definite direction , not yet naming the object according

to its nature, but only referring to its relative j)osition to the

speaker; they maj' be called local, ov indicative roots, they and
as they progressively split into ramifications, the pronouns and
very many adverbs and coniunctions arise from them; these roots

are of a much higher kind, since they are founded on the

perception of the diffex-ence of space, and consetpiently on
judgments of the understanding , but for as nuich as they

only indicate, or imply these, they stand nearer the roots of

the lirst stage, and are alieady more capable of flexion, but

not yet in all its kinds. — 3) The largest class in number,
and the most capable of ilexion, are the roots of idea, which
express the idea according to tlie consciousness of the nature

of things , clear, perfect ex])ressions of the thought. In tliese

the complete form , which ])reserves ils regularity in ail single

M'ords , is fn-st found, which is in this respect very strongly

expressed in SemUici in that these roots have always an establish-

ed compass of at least three firm soruids (radices triliterae,

sometimes quadrililerae) §. 14. As the highest roots, tliey

may indeed be derived from lower roots, or be related to

them, as t-;nN to howl, r;:N (auken low German) to sig/i-,

from the inlejjoclions TN , HN ; !^:p to stretch, extend, con-

nected wilk the t wbich points to tiie distance, aind as ^N
father, 'd^ luother i) may be borrowed from the first labial

soimds of an infants lisping; the distinguishing feature how-
ever is this, that such words, when they leave the sensuous

and material ground of the language , and become fixed for

for the expression of the idea, first forjn a perfect human
langiiage.

1) cf in Sanscrit pitii (pSfri) mdtri iVoin tlie same roofs; the IMand-
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scliii liovvever is most like Semitic lieie; in it, the origin is still

[)laiiier, since uma distinguislies tlie male (fatliei) eme tiie female

(mutlier), accotiiiiig to tlie uniform distinction of a as the stronj^er,

and e as tlie weaker vowel, of. von dkr Gabklkntz Gram. Mand.

p. 138.

The root has iu itself no form as yet, i. e. , no definite 202

conception of its meaning and pi-onunciation in tins or that

direclioii. But as soon as ever it rises aJ)Ove the stale of a

mere interjection, either as expressing an idea, or giving signs

of it, it can split into manifold conceptions and forms, and

from the principle of the formation of roots , a second faier

formation arises which modifies and divides all roots uniformly,

namely that of stems, from which finally, by the last im-

pulse of the (lexiou , the tpo/'^s, as they now exist independent

u\ the language, proceed as branches from the stems. Tlie

most general division however is this, that the idea is either

concievcd at rest iu itself and unconnected , or as acting and
determining: the first is the noun ^ as naming the mere bexng
according to its nature , tlie second the verb as describing

motion^ action, and becoming'
(^
fieri) according to the dis-

tinctions of lime. The noun therefore is more limited, slug-

gish, and lifeless than the verb, which is the ruling, most
animate and com]nehensive part of the language, and hence

too the most developed: the noun represents the idea isolated,

conlined witliin itself, the verb represents it acting and de-

termining with animation in a time. The roots of idea are thus

almost all developed to verbs, so that all impulses of the

formation may display themselves in them ; only a very few
have been stamped as nouns merely, and preserved so. With
regard to the whole form then, tlie verb and the noun make
the tw^o chief parts of the language, in which the living form-

ation has stamped itself in all directions in a peculiar manner

:

some Avords, however, are excluded from this class, either

because they have remained in the primitive rough state, as

the interjcctional roots, or because they only approach the

cullivated part of the language, as the local roots come very

near to the nominal formation, or because they separate them-
selves again from the living part of the language, and rather

indicate certain ideas brielly, according to a permanent, and
therefore, more or less inanimate form (adverbs): all these,

under the general name particles , make up the more im-

moveable, inanimate part of the language, Avliich keeps itself

apart from the ruling development; in which this rule gene-

rally holds , that the newer and more powerful the formation

is in a language, the more does it raise its particles to a

higher degree of animation and formation , or retain them
in it.
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203 11, Tlie formations wlilcli arise from tlie roots, and indeecl,

from tl>e roots of idea cliiefly, are the folloAving three:

1. Formations of stems, or ^vords "wLicli proceed from
the roots in such a manner tliat tlie naked idea of the root

e. g. to hear, is concieved -svitli many new more particular,

and suhtler modifications, and tliereby assumes the form suited

to every one of these variations of the sense; but because

these accessory ideas are the general ones of augmentation,

or diminution , of the diiference between noun and verb,

active and passive etc., accordingly, the formations which ex-

jiress them pre\ail through ail roots uniformly, and it all

depends on the usage of the language whether this or that

stem of a root is developed. Tlius the root has regularly

branched out in!o stems, and is no"\v only discoverable iu

them. ^Vherei^ , however, the distinction remains, that one

stem may stand nearer to the root, or sprout up more di-

rectly from it, than anotlier.

204 The external increment and development of stems runs

tlirougli the foHowing three stages : l) The deGnite compass

of three, and somptimes even Jour, firm sounds wliich exist

in the root (v. 201) forms, even willi the internal vocalization

Avhich adapls itself to the shades of llie conception, the si/Ji-

p/e sti<in ; ils kinds therefore depend on the varieties of tliis

vocalization. Eut by the accession of similar firm sounds,

new augmented stems may be formed: viz 2) first, by the

rcpelilion, or reduplication, of one or two of the radical

sounds, intensive sterns, which render the idea of the root

more intense in divers ways, an easier, subtler formation, in-

stead of a repetition of the whole word. Only rarely, and
willi great emphasis, are the last two sounds repeated, as

"•;r;"^r;2 to go round and round, e. g. of the beating of the

heart; fiequenlly the middle one only is doubled, as irUD

scriptitare , '^^z^_ ^^O' strong (hero). — 3) Besides this

internal augmentation of the root, and different from it, is

the augmentaliou by means of the external accession of a

sound which superadds a particular foreign idea, ha before

the verl)
,

gives the idea of tlie causative ^.238, ni'' before

the noun, that of a something to which an action is as-

cribed §. 338. All these affixes, according to an uniform
nisus formativus of the ancient language, are most closely at-

tached to the root at its begin/iing , taking hold of the

radical idea from before, and giving it a more definite mod.i-

fioaliou beforehand ; only {ey\ and later derivatives from nouns
take alfixes at the end '$'. 341-343.

205 Within these firni sounds of the simjdc, or augmented

and derived, stem, the change oj vowels exercises its inllu-
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cuce, not casually, but whh invariable regularity and force, 205
and this regular ami, as to the sense, very unifonn intenuil
cliange uj voi-i^e/s is llie second principal means for the

fornialion of stems, cf. ^^. 15- For there is first a natural vo-

calization, tlie nearest and easiest, whose principal rules are

especially the following: that a is in general the nearest vowel,
and that the deeper e (i) is rather dependent upon a preced-

ing or succeeding syllable with a sharp vowel, as in b'C'p

§. 326. But then the ic/ea too infhiences tlie change and po-
sition of the vowels , and tliis is the mo^l important and de-

cisive; it depends on tliis , for instance, that in the simplest

stem iP3 with the accented vowel at the beginning , denotes

the noiui, -Ti'd with the accented vowel at the end, tJie verb,

that the obscure, inert u expresses the idea of the passive,

and the clear, energetic, strong a that of the active. The dis-

tinction of the short and long vowels too is to be attentively

observed. The short ones are in general the oldest and most
primllive •, in the final sellable, the vowels are often only

lengthened by the tone ^". 33 f. , in the noun, also by the

idea of the iiouu as distinguished from the verb ^^.316. Lastly

long vow(3ls are inserted , Avhich are Just as primitively im-
mutably long, arising from a significant augmentation, or
reduplication of the short vowels ^'. 326 f.

Thus the more delicate and intellectual distinctions iu

the modifications of the radical idea rest in the internal change

of the vowels, and the richer and lighter the vocalization is,

the more are these short subtle formatujns sufficient. But in

the advance of the language, since there arises an endeavour
to stamp everything in firmer, external sounds, and since the

language becomes poorer and poorer in short vowels , the ex—
ter/ial formation [j. 204, 3) gi-adually supplants this internal

one more and more.

The distinction of tlie ierh and noun lies also originally in tlie rlian^e

of this internal vocalic formation, so that the root, i. e. the tliree firm

sounds, can no longer be pronoiniced as pure root, without distinction,

l)ut with the formation of tiie distinction , tiiat is , eitiier as verb e. g.

2ri3 or as noun e. g. 2ri2, According to the present development of

the language, therefore, the root e\ists only as a learned abstractum ^ as

«n invisible root, hidden in the earth, whose trunk and branches are alone

seen. Because tlie verb, iiovvever, gives a more animate and complete idea,

and the noun, on the other haud, concieves the idea as limited and at rest,

and therefore, a noun is more easily derived from the verb than vice versa,

the verb is nearer in the theory of forms ; and since in etymology the

root must be briefly and distinctly given some how or other, it has become
customary , especially in tlie Lexicon , to assume the shortest verbal foiiu,

as ^PD ,
as the radical sound, just as we give the intinitive in European

languages, which, liowever, historically considered, is neither root nor

first stem.
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206 Finally, since even llie shortest stems nccoriling to the

formation of roots must be disj'Uabic according to rule v**. 15,

tlie language has a tendency to lengthen Avords again Avliicli

have been considera])ly sliorloned from other causes; and this

is shown in the most various ways in the -whole theory of

formation.

207 2. Next to this forniatioii of stenifs follows ])ersonal dis-

tinction, i. e. that of nil inber awA gender, as also of the dille-

rent persons at the same lime in the verb; all which dis-

tinctions, as being originally only accessory to the stems, ai*e

atlaclied to the end of the stems (the fact mentioned ^. 267
is only from special causes an exception to this) ; these termi-

jiations, however, are as inseparable from the word, and as

intimately attaclieil to it as tlie augmentations of the stems

are. in these formatior.s , Semitic has in this respect indeed

a greater copiousness , in that the gender is not only dis-

tinguished in the third, but in the second person also (there

is however no such dislinctioji in they?/".s^, because the ne-

cessity for it is most sensible in the remotest persons , and
from tliem on gradually decreases): but in other respccls even

here the form in Hebrew is not most perfectly developed. For

208 1) the plural must Indeed always l)e expressed b) a ter-

mination, where the sense requires it; this termination appears

to have been originally dm (An) or oni, the sound a appearing

to express th^e extension, enlargement of the thing, ni the en-

compassing it, and botli together the idea of plurality. The
dual dim, distinguished I'rom the plural by an inserted / (as

a in Sanscrit : an ^) is only very sparingly used , and under
great limitations; concerning which v. 376.

1) For the sound i (u) as it were paints separation, division, there-

fore possibly also the idea of a whole severed into two halves,

that is, of the dual.

2of) 2) Gender , liowever, is not uniformly distinguished with
trie same accuracy, just as it is not so necessary to be dis-

tinguisheil as the number , and especially where it does not

hold in a physical sense. The nisc. as the nearest is some-
times used for the form of the fern.; but all this has dchnite

limits, as will be particularly ex|)lained below. But the most
im|)ortanl fact is, that the neuter is not externally dis-

tinguished , so that the form of the msc. , but more dclinitely

in most cases that of the fem. , corresponds to it. The fejUc

too is always formed from the msc. only, in such a manner
that tlie msc. has no distinct termination whatever: hence too

the simple stem is the msc. sg. in the noun, and the msc. sg.

of the thijd person in the verb; for the third i)erson is the
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nearest in llie verb. In as nmcli as il is in Ilself tlic most
general and indefinite one of ^vliicli an action can be un-
derstood.

d is found as tlie usual tcrmlnalion of the fcni., tlie

softer , vocalic ending which is conti\iry to the formation of

si ems appearing to represent the idea of the feminine. Tliis

d however does remani merely the prolonged immoveable a//,

but first becomes tlie softer e/i, from wliich the still further

]irogress to / is easy, (just as in Sanscrit i with d is the

termination of the fem.) which is shown in many pronouns
in which t as fem. expells tlie d with which the msc. termi-

nates. Secondly, it becomes flattened into the harder at,

with shortening of the vowel , the aspirate at the end being

changed into t, according to §. 106; wluch t is especially

near and frequent in many forms.

The ideas of tense and mode, which are yet added to 210

llie verb , belong on the other hand rather to the more in-

tellectual kind of formation , Avhicli is described above ^^. 205
in the formation of stems; see farther §. 260 IF.

3. What has just been described may be called the first 211

Jlexion of the stems; for there is yet a second. This arises

from the union of two words into one, by which the second
is closely attached to the first, and pice versd the latter to

the former, not only as to the idea, but as to the prouvuilia-

tion also; by means of which, if the second word is a pers-

onal pronoun, this little word, attaching itself to the first,

becomes almost amalgamated with it so as to from a single

one 1^^. 300 IF. 440 11. A pronoun tlius attached to a word is

yet very loosely connected with it as to the idea, and does

not affect the pronuntiation of the first word more than is

according to the most general laws of th.e tone; while in the

formation of stems, and in the first llexion , all parts of a

word are most closely attached.

Hence also particular established and harmonious pronun- 212

liallous of words have been formed for the closest attach-

ment of syllables , in these first two formations. Thus a vow-
eUess prefix-sound is ahvays united with the first radical in a

firm syllable, in case the latter is not itself followed by a

permanent vowel, as irip'^ , I^npS , inpT3 . IMoreover, it is a •

rule that where one syllable is veiy strongly accented or vo-
calized, the other is alternately so much the more weakly
vocalized; some important consequences of which are:

1) that after the long 6 after tlie first radical, the second

is pronounced very short , unless a new formation is added,
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ns -'r'.'2 f. 326, just as It Is after a conipouml sylla1)lc wUh a

sharj) vowel, as iii ^.^V §.330, -P"'^ y. 338 ; on llie coulraiy

213 2) tlic vocalization is very Aveak before a very strong

vowel in tlie last syllable, especially before u and w; hence
in the stems b"--! §. 334 the first radical is altoi;elIier without
a vowel, and in derived stems y'.ih ^.341 the u or u of the

first syllable lias fallen away before o, and in !3^"'^'.
, t^b^N,

ti"j"'n §. 341 has been changed into ^ or i. In the same
manner a is sometimes found before i for oilier firmer vow-
els §. 343 : and indeed the changes of proniinliatioii produced
by the forelone arc to be compared §. 36-42.

214 3) Before a in the last accented syllable, a sliort a m
the preceding compovind syllaljle is rather changed into the

finer, "sveaker i, so that })roiuinlialions like nrit':, dS"^
§. 270. 412 are avoided.

215 III. Very much, however, depends, in tlie application of

the formations to the several roots, on the nature of the

radical sounds. For the formation is most regular and, in

general, most perfect only in those roots wltich consist of

three firm, permanent consonants, which are most capable of

all internal and exteinal formation and flexion, as ::P3. J3ut

although the formation is calculated for these as being the

jioriiial roots, there is still a \'ery large number of roots

^vhicll in a gi'eater or less degree want this perfect strength,

the formation of which accordingly is subject to special laws,

and which so far only approach the strong formation. Hence
the distinction of strong and weak roots. ]Not only however
much that is antique, but also pcculiarilies of form, have been
more distinctly preserved in the weak roots, because from the

jjeculiar concurrence of sounds in them they often found a

more easy development or preservation. All the apparent

irregvdarilies of these deviations depend either on the origin

of these roots , or on pecidiar laws or weaknesses of their

sounds; and hence the following three chief classes and many
subordinate ones must be generally distinguished:

216 1. There are roots which have remained very near the

compass and slate of the primitive roots ;^^. 14 which embrace
indeed, as to their poiver, three firm sounds as the established

compass of a root, but which only unfold them to three

actually separate sounds in certain forms , from necess-

ity ; viz.

217 l) two sounds \\\\\\ a short vowel, like Ti niadhz p(^^

i

but because the formalion rerpiires the power of three sounds,

all the stems arc founded on a reduplication of the 2iid radical

;
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so thai the living root is niadd^ pall. These rools are indeed

ill particulars entirely formed according to the regular forms
;

but the last two radicals always endeavour to remain together

where it is possible, and besides the same sounds repeated

twice successively have in themselves something disagreable

and endeavour to unite ^. 116. Hence a jnovcable vowel
which would stand between the second and third radical , is

thrown back to the first, in case it has no fa-m vowel of its

own, as no for 12C, zl~\ for nh"l (as the a is only the fore-

tone and does not therefore maintain its place) and even when
two consonants go before, as mb;^ for miiD'; , nS/^ for i2p73

.

All the final vowels which are lengthened by the tone

return to their original shortness, because the vowel is com-
pressed and shortened by the double consonant. The redu-

]ilication of the last consonant cannot indeed be distinctly

heard, from a particular cause \^. 118, and the vowels in the

tone, becoming accented, maybe again lengthened on a suitable

occasion, although the lengthening remains much more limited

here; before affix syllables, however, the reduplication is ne-

cessarily audible , and the tonevowcls fall away with the tone,

as ncn,: nisan , nb' ; rii'^nDn .
T 1 •-: ' T T, v.. .•

Ivspecially when >vithout postfix syllables , these stems

are the shortest and weakest which are possible. Hence too

these weak stems endeavoured more than any others to lengthen

themselves , Avhich is most shown in two consecpiences

:

a) instead of the usual rt, we often find e, with a single

Other short syllable, which e is heavier in such a connexion:

viz. regularly in the fortonc- syllable before short a in the

forms hjl"^, , '2Z_)2 cf. 270. 339 for "bp."^ , to which also belongs

the e which remains in the participle ^^.3.51, and often even

in the last syllable after a in the forms iD3 for i55 §.276.

b) the reduplication, which is inaudible in the final con-

sonant, presses forwaril into the preceding one, so that tlicse

slems Irom the reduj)licalion of the first radical become like

those whose first radical is
'J,

as tz^ri^ for C3n"^, §.254 fl".

Cf. farther §. 228.

Some cases, however, still occur in which the reduplica-

tion is lost in the progress of the flexion without any trace,

if a full, firm syllable goes before, as ?l^p3 for fl2D3 , there

are always, however, certain reasons fortius shortening when
it occurs , as will appear below.

On the other liaud, the last two radicals must be per-

fectly separated: l) if an innnutable long vowel comes before,

or after, the second, which necessarily hinders the imion of

the two similar sounds, as S^b ^. 336, S"'iD §. 326. — 2)
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external resemblance ; In lliem too , as Nvltli lliose wlih a

ineillal vo\Yel ^.219, the fonnallon is more and more loiindeil

on one vowel sonnd ^v]lu;ll lias obscured and expelled the

olbers. That is, the sound / has gained tlie upper hand heic,

beside \vhich, Ji is only sehlom found in some forms: tlie

only root in -which a has more firnjly remained , is iblL' /o

rest in distinction to r;b\ij to draw out; ^ is often stili pre-

served in •l:^^ bowed down , as ''VJ is properly a pei-fectly

diilerent root, to declare. Their formation is as follows:

d) In the most numerous class of stems, that is, in those

>vhich have the accented vowel after the second radical, a as

the nearest stem-vowel lias always coalesced -with that i in

ae (e) which has again not continued pure, but is llalleued

and melted, on account of the tone at the end, into the sharj)

e §. 49. 51. This sound is moreover generally prevalent at the

end of a -word, as tlie mixed sounds e and o, as in the forjiis

Snb , irr"", like tliat a, cannot be dislinguished in these

roots, so that their formation has continued, as far as this is

concerned, more uniform. In some cases, however, there

arises a smaller change of that e itself, it being changed on
suitable occasions into e, d, nay even into o.

Tlie -weakness of this final e is also the cause of its dis-

appearing before every vowel which is attached to the end

(accord, to §. 56), as mV:.-; : "V^'^ := -»~P? : '-^'^l, "V-- :

'n'b^ r= inb : M^nb. It is seldom, and only in poetry, tliat

the sound of the third radical maintains itself (as it always

does in Aramaic) against this llatlening and elision , so as to

be changed before every vowel, but must easily befoi'e u, a,

into the semivowel ^, and before the geneially weaker verbal

terminations in such a manner thnt the diphthong ae (ai)

maintains itself powerfvdlv against the vowel of the termina-

tion, and the lone iherelbre falls upon the di, as ^'"b.M , !T|wr:,

which a before J may indeed also maintain itself without the

tone in 'j^"'V:o , '':^-^^?';' , but not alter a longer delay of the

vowel, as "j^Ti^n cl. ^. 36 11'.: bclbre the blrong nominal term-

inations, however, ae can never be accented, so that it is

merely changed into the semivowel : ri^Vr, fem. from Tib:,.

b) But if an inimulahle long vowel intrudes after the

second radical, the third must tlien necessarily be separated;

we therefore generally llnd ^, which either coalesces Avilh the

long vowel, or separates itself entirely, according to the laws

of the sounds, as ^^ b-i
,

fejii. ;i;;'7-V, "^p: (==: '^''Jt'O ,
fern.

;^' p2 . And these formations are very frequent in Hebrew,
as the radical vov.el can generally resolve itself into its semi-

vowel more easily and fre([ucnlly at the end, than in the

middle ^.218.
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c) Accordingly, lliosc few i'onns wlilcli Lave llie vowel

aflcr the firsl radical, and jidI allcr tlio second, liave remained

truest to tlieir origin , because ihe ihird radical must llieu

always appear by itself, pure, whether it may remain a vowel

or is foi'ced to become a consonant; and T is therefore more
frequently preserved this case. Thus ^tl^, ''"^S , t^^nri'i"^

^^. 235. 318.

The roots ^vllicll begin with a vowel arc similar as far 223

as regards the dillcrcnce of their sounds. At the beginning of

a word, it or v is almost regularly i) changed into /' or / ;

in the derived stems, on the other hand, in whicli a single

alTixed consonant unites itself witli the first radical in one

syllable , the formation which sets out from u (as in those

wiili a vowel in the middle) is by much the predominant

one; a few verbs with a prelixsyllable in which T is fouud

stand in the middle : iT^inrr , ^''^inn , "Sinn , although "^ is

found here, as '^V^nlrj , ^;22»1^- — Iii these also, must d fix

itself in a guttural; yet many formations of this knid are

somewhat later, as ^bri beside '^bl ^. 228, iqDN beside f]0^

§. 246.

1) Very few nouns excepted: I^T in the ancient passage Gen. 11, 30.

^TT Pro. 21, 8 and the remarkable IT {hook') in Ex. formed like

DO §. 225, of. tnO , 1^'^^V to be crooked, bent.

As "^ at the beginning of a word must always be a con-

sonant f. 90 , these roots liave even for that reason fewer
peculifirities. At the end of a syllable only, V cannot maintaiu

themselves as consonants, and then peculiar formations arise

whose deviations from the normal ones are however only

partially sensible. These roots then , of those described, con-

form most of all to the strong ones.

The vowelsound which arises from V at the end of a

syllabic may however be ski|)|)cd over in a perfectly different

maiuier, by the reduplication of the following consonant, that

is, be entirely dropt (cf. ^'. 113). This is indeed primarily a

weakness of the language, as the long vowel at the begin-

ning of the w ord is shortened , though only before sibilants

and liquids which easily admit rinhqilication , as ^'0'], ^n^T3

for IOT; , ^'^V'-i 'j>i'' ''li* reduplication is again so good a

com|)ensaLioii for the first radical, that the formation deviates

entirely IVom the natiue of these roots and becomes the usual

strong foiinalioii , as piC , liil'^ =r ^^P? i,^' 271); only ex-

tremely late however is this introduced before other sounds

than sibilants and liquids, the only example of wliich is y*^^

Roh. 10, 20 from "jy^

.

2. While these classes of roots, and especially those with 224
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a sound cloiibletl ami tliose -wIili a medial vowel, deviate so

far and so tlioroiiglily Troni llic strong ones tliat neaily e\ejv

one of tlicni l'ollo-\vs a ])eculiar kind of formation, llie gut-
turals jiroduco only tjilling deviations according to tlie ]ie-

cnliarilles of tJieir pronxmtiation. For as tlie guttural gene-

rally remains unaltered as consonant, tlieir formation is enti-

rely founded on that of the strong roots and only suilers trilling

changes, and those chielly in the vowels.

225 3. Lastly, isolated irregularities occur, produced by the

peculiar weakness of many sounds , chielly in certain words of

frequent recurrence, or in forms in which such Aveaknesses

can most easily be shown. To the?e belong the pecidiar

weaknesses of the softest aspirate N^ as they show themselves

only incipiently in Hebrew, and the soilness of the easily

resolved 7 §. 113.

226 TNIany of tliese weak sounds, however, can come together

in one root. This has first its limits in itself. For with all

the licence in the formation of roots to three sounds ^.14 f.

nevertheless all sounds cannot be indiscriminately combined
without regarding the euphony and comj)alibility of the whole.
Thus l) the first two radicals can never be the same sounds,

as 'D.'z . 5.1, by which, as the vowel is generally after the se-

cond radical, the words would sound very awkward. The fiist

and third radical are never the same original Iv (except in the

roots which liave a medial vowel, as D^d) since roots like

u:";;u3 are either pi'oduced from longer ones by shortening, as

^•C;"i'ij, or one sound has been commuted fur aiiother as 'n:

for "bn: . '— 2) Even consonants whicli are very similar
cannot originally stand together in the root, although it ha])-

pens eometimes at the end from comnnitaiion, as "iVj fioni

nn:' ; the very weak sound N, however, may stand at the

beginning before n or T\, as ::ni< , TmN , r~N ; while, on the

other hand , roots hke i'Vn are not primitive according to §.

106. •— 3) A T-soiuid never stands at the beginning befoie

an S-souud on account of the loo great hardness, v^, 114, but
it may at the end, as cr: ; and, on account of their too great

softness, the \v eak sounds *^r:, and especiall}- 'n;, seldom oc-
cur in immediate succession.

227 Moreover , a sound which would otherwise be resolved

may become so much the stronger and more fixed when near
a very >veak one, so that one weakness removes the other,

cf. ^^. 94.

According all this the following are the principal pecu-
liarities of the roots of many kinds of weakness:

1) if the middle radical is a lii-m one, as in Hi::;, rTin,
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tiriN , the circumjacent weak sounds are treated each according

to its peculiar weaknesses ; so also if the middle radical is a

guttural , as Tl'JI

.

2) Ti not unfrequently stand as middle radicals before V
(jl §. 222) as the last. In this case, the second radical is al-

ways the more primitive one, and may be sometimes even

conlracted with the third, after the manner of the z'oots with
double sounds §. 217. But where the third separates itself as

a pure vowelsound (accord, to 222, a) the second must then

always necessarily become a fii-m consonant (contrary to §.218)

as T^IP^, !^^3 , T>1tl; for the formation proper to roots whose
middle radical is a vowel is totally inapplical)le to these, be-

cause a third radical is wanting to hold the vowel, as second

radical, fast. (Nevei'theless ii.i can be formed according to

§. 222 , c , since both sounds maintain their original power
very well here). — n is often a consonant even before gut-

txu'als , because with them too the support behind is wanting,

as S>15, mii ; this however is not uniformly the case, as

r;i5, NTS.

3)
'J

maintains its strength much more before the weak
guttural and is only rarely resolved, as flNi"] , ^15^5 ^- 273.

Before 'i
, the guttural is often stronger, as 1~t^!ni ^ ^l'^.^ §• 94.

Three weak radicals can only come together on the con-

dition that one or two of them are gutturals , in which case

then all these rules hold, as n^^ and rr^n §.94, riN'i §. 290,

Roots with one weak sound are like roots wliich have not been firmly 228
and regularly enough developed out of shorter primitive roots , and which

therefore often waver between two developments and, without difterence

of meaning, fix themselves variously according to various stems and forms.

Tlie nearest related are , those with double sounds and those with a me-
dial vowel §. 217 f. , tliose with double sounds and those with a vowel at

the end, those with a medial vowel and those with a vowel at the begin-

ning . those that begin with i and those that begin with N or ^ or with

tlie liquid ;• tiie following' are some of tlie principal points: «) the shorter

roots witli a medial vowel compared with those beginning with a vowel, in

the imperf. of the simple stem: i:i,'\'> , UJip"^ (§• 270) perf. ^^^-i to fear,

(^pi aucupari , 'rJ'iiy only imperaf. perf. yy^ to ach'ise ; seldom the con-

trary: ^=it2 to be good, imperf. it2"i'' , From tlie last word in the causa-

tive stem n"it:ii^, more commonly 1"'l2''Ji : yet before consonant-postfixes

we find both ni^tiirt and iniiltJlr!, and once even ^nhtsn Ez. 36, 11,

with a punctuation fluctuating between both. ;From ^liia to be ashamed,

tlie causative stem ^">ii;-[, but before consonant-postfixes where the vo-

calic formation of ^JT^ easily intrudes §. 287, riilb"';iri P^* 44, 8. 53, 6~
-r

I
v;

with nipSiJl 2 Sam. 19, 6. h) in the same way i>pi imperf. ypj perf.

to distort ; beside rr^ln to go we find , in those forms in which the first

radical is at the end of the syllable, derivatives from TT^T , as rr^n impeif.,

8
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Tl'^pin causative stem, and only gradually, especially in the Poets, do the
derivatives from rj"^;-; usurp these forms also, as nbiT^ , Tlbri'' v.

J. 270,

T]bri2 and the late noun 7:b~/2; — IZiS"' io place 'only preserved in

lim^nn beside i^3. — c) in '» ^e riumy only preserved in the perl",

of the simple stem and the adjective ^^ ^
other derivatives being from

i^:2~1 ; ^i"^ ^«r pi. tz:"'/^"' , as if from 'rt'2'^ . Those with double sounds

an(i those witii medial vowels change ofteuer, as Jin^t-} 1 Kgs. 21, 25, 3rd

pers. fem. sg, beside rT'Oil , ^DU} 3rd pers. pi. Ps. 73, 9 f. beside ri'ilj,

^?3h;< imperf. Nif. beside tlj^'l ; SS? cZowrZ pi. f^ny, i^y , st. cstr. sg.

i:^ Ex.19, 9; ^"1 sea pi. tiZii'S"' . — fZ) Jt; poelical dicelling (prop.

tractus, extended district) in ;>/. , except jn Zeph. 2, 6, niN: which is

rather easier to pronounce before o.

Different from this is tlie frequent reduplication of the first radical in

the roots of double sounds, wliicli is apparently a transition to tiie forma-
tion of those that begin witli 5^ but is properly nothing but an effort ot

the short roots to extend themselves, which is most easily atcliieved when
the vowel of a prefix syllable establislies itself more firmly by reduplication
of tlie first radical, v. §.217. This extension sometimes intrudes into roots
Avith a medial vowel also, most easily with sibilants and liquids, as rT'Srt
to seduce, thougli the pure form is still found before accented affix sylla-

bles (except Jer. 38, 22), ^iVtl *° mock, from ri^D, T^b, Ts-'-^n (pure

before accented affix Js. 27, 4) from t\T\)1 or nl2£, also rr^liirj I^'t'b

2Sam'. 14, 30, ^=1^3 (Nif. to moi^e) Zaci). 2, 17, t:i;i373 and ::rv:J70 ««

oar Ez. 27, 6. 29, t^in'O course Koh. 9, 11; still more easily if a dif-

ference of meaning accom[)anies it, as jiV"' '" murmur ditferent from
'j'^b''

to jiass the night §. 245, X^^l'Ti to set down in distinction to Ji'^^rr

,

more properly to cause to rest.

229 ^" account of this fluctuating nature of the weak stems, even a

quite unusual licence may be sometimes hazarded for sake of assonance, as

Nil 72 fi^r N^i"J jjassage in beside }<i;V^ passage out Kz.i3, 11. But even

otherwise there is much in Hebrew that is still fluctuating, still forming itself

anew, and not yet so finished: but even that which might be called an

anomaly from its unusualness, to be possible, must always have its points

of attachment by which it is connected with the centre of the formation

;

e. g- ;it'2 Gen. 41, 51 for j-j-^"; perf. Piel is indeed hazarded for the ex-

planation of a name, but yet' originally is not entirely false or indistinct,

V. 274. All apparent anomalies are either derived from that former grea-

ter freedom which permitted this or that which has how become frequent

or rare , — or is caused by some particular word no longer having its

primitive power and moveability in tlic feeling of tlie language ; so tiiat

becoming isolated, without its kindred stems from the .same root, it often

also does not preser\e its form pure and fresh. Inaccurate, or bold

writers like Ezechiel indeed venture much : but even here then are cer-

tain limits, and nrfinn'ij'i 1^72^; Ez. 8 , 16 is probably a very ancient

mistake in writing for |2"''irinu3b Tt

230 Roots of more than llircc sounds, lliougli still very rare

in Hebrew, may jet arise in various ways: l) the root,

which is primiiively sliorler than three sounds, somelimcs

ieugtheus itself beyond the usual uoriual measure of three
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sounds, as a late and weak contuuialion of llie formation of
rools of three sounds; only ivealer consonants, however, are

attached at the end or tlie middle of tlie root, and most fre-

(fuenlly /'• very rarely in the verb, as fip";3 Ps. 80, 14 to

devour cf. tSS to decrease, •^•:p'^ lob 33, 25 wutli passive

l^ronuiiciation ^. 256 to he refreshed, cf. f]t3^ fresh, and TtlJ'nB

to stretch out 26, 9 from uins Avith a repetition of the sibi-

lant; more frequently in the noun, whicli generally lengthens
itself njore easily, as t2"'S^"il3 Est. 4, 11. =r tjid scepter,

nisi^'^a pi. twigs Ez. 31,5 beside n"i-::^p y.5, 'd''-j:i~]0 t/ioughts
Ps. 94, 19 beside f^^'p ; and from the early period S^a'ns

fruitful land^ ^^'l^ clouds beside V\^'j_ a cloud ; often in pro-
per names, as iSp.:^ scorpion. — 2) Sometimes two words
always connected together either in sense or by usage, are

amalgamated together, especially if their sounds resemble each
other; i37ibe Dan. 8, 13 is decidedly so contracted from the

usual connexion "^S^ibx ''i'bs a certain one, like the word
aliquis, 'J^nV^J lob 21 , 23 from 'j^Nd quiet and "h^ to

rest, and l^^Hciw fi'og appears to have arisen in the same
manner from Ssi to chirp and T}^ a marsh. But such au
origin of words of many sounds cannot be frequent. — 3)

A sound added by the form may become indistinct in a iso-

lated noun, and be so changed as to appear to belong to the

root, as 'jt'ia axe from T'^.;^ to cut and the adjective ending
an §. 341, Vs-s-t blossom perhaps from 2>Sa and the nominal
ending on. Foreign names are indistinct as to their etymo-
logy also, as UJ:sbD or UJjiVd naXXayJs , pellex. — Such a
root, however, from whatever cause arising, never exceeds
certain limits; the verb never has more than four, and the

noun , which can more easily extend itself, never more than
live sounds ; and so great is the influence of the laws of the

roots with three sounds, that the formation of the few lon-

ger roots entirely follows that of the former, without a nisus
Jonnativus of its own.

After the Jewisli and Arabian Grammarians, wlio liave chosen tlie verb

7^3 to do as a general example and pattern, the first radical is generally

called Cj the second j> , the third ^ in the roots of three sounds; as also

fc means a root beginning witli 3, "ijj a root like tSTp, rib *'"^ ^'^^

^iba , '^'J one with double sounds like b-^ ::::: bb.1 . All possible forma-

tions, therefore, are named after this model, as b"'5'pin •• ^' tlie verbal

causative stem §. 238, b^is ^ '"^'"^ verbal stem §. 237 or more usually

the simple active participle §. 336; even roots of four sounds are called

after this model, as V'l3~12 ^ft^r ^''^ f*""'" bb^B. But ij-l3 to write is

better suited for a model, being a perfectly strong root, aud distinctly

showing the changes of Dagesh lene also.

8
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FIRST SECTIOX.

VERBAL F0R3IATI0N.

1. VERBAL STEINIS.

231 I. The simple stem is distinguished as a verb by the

stenn-vowel being pronounced after the second radical, as

k'tcib or iri3, while in the simplest noun it is di-awn back
to the beginning, as kcitb or Sn3 \^. 317; the former pronun-
ciation, which lays the stress upon tlie enJ, expresses motion,

action, the verbal idea; the latter, which reverses the empha-
sis , expresses rest and completion in itself, the" nominal idea.

The simple verb, therefore, has the essential, important vowel
after the second radical, whicli vowel is moreover changed
according to the active or passive modification of the idea

§. 2 48; the first radical, which stands by itself, has regularly

the foretone d according to §. 37 , as in^ io write , "jt:,"?^ to

he little.

The simple verbal stem is usually called after the Jewish Gramnia-
riami Q^al 'ijp

i. e. li^ht , the augmented and derived stems on tlie other

hand tD'i'liS heavy.

In quadriiiteral roots , the simple verbal stem has the tone vowel
after the third radical , and tlie first two rad. form a compound syllable,

as rip-lB.

232 IL Reduplicated , or intensive stems, by internal aug-

mentation: 1. the lightest and shortest, with reduplication of

the second radical: ins commonly called ^^3 Piel, a very

frequent form, derived from verbal and nominal ideas. 1) In

the verbal derivatives, the idea of intension is the primary one,

and Piel expresses the violence, zeal, skill or quick repeti-

tion of an action, where other languages would use frequen-

tative verbs ^); as ins to write, ins scriptitare Js. 10, 1;

pS'SC claniitare 2 Kgs. 2, 12; >)"i'^ sequi , >]i"i sectari ; our
languages also express the accessory iclea by composition, as

^:i'^) Jrangere: lz:p confringere; nb'CJ mitteie : nVvu to

sen.d away utterlyy for ever^ di/nittere ; 'n^D to count : ^zo
to recount (to reckon up seriatim). Is is also possible that

the idea of this stem establishes itself in a substantive (parti-

ci|)le) only, as ri2i"n to murder: n^.~i72 murderer [always
murdering) Js. 1, 21; HmN^o , ii^'i'^i:^ ajnator ^ osor from iriN,

N:;^ to loue , to hate, witiiout tiie accessory idea of perma-
noat zeal.

1) The intensive forms in Sanscrit resemble these most, as rdrud to

weep much from rud to wee}>.

riel can indeed be an intension of transitive as well as

inlransilive verbal ideas (e. g. intransitive: nns to tremble:

nn;5 contremiscere Js. 51, 13, Pro. 28, 14, n^"! to drink
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nil to he very driinJc Js. 34, 5, 7; ^1^^ to bristle up Job

4, 15); but the active and passive prominciatiou is rather very

iiiucli developed and disliiiyuished in this light intensive form
(\^'. 253) and the other coarser, more sensuovis intensive forms

liave remained proper to intransitive ideas {^. 233). Hence
the language often keeps tlie more intellectual idea of busy
doing or making which can be in Piel , fast, in a strictly

active sense only , and thus Piel approaches the force of the

causative verbal stem Ilif-il §. 238, without however becom-
ing entirely lilve it ; for Piel always expresses primarily the

idea of the causative or transitive "with the accessory idea of

care and greater activity with which an action is performed,

while Hif-il simply and sensuously only distinguishes the

transitive, as from intransitive verbs 'b'la to be great: 'b'^.-i

f^i'ith care or zeal to male great ( e. g. to bring up,

of children or plants
; to honour) ^'i^fl merely to make

"reat; T3lD to honour and T^aSr^ to make heavy are dis-

aguished in the same manner, bVp. to curse and 'bpjl to

.nake light. In the same way from the active verb nb^ to

bring forth iV"^ to cause, or to help, to bring forth, very
different from ^-h'yn to beget ; the part. fem. n^Vi^a midwife.
Piel is nevertheless used in some verbs together with Hif-iJ

Avilhout any great difference of force, especially to make forms
intransitive in Qal transitive §. 239, as 'n'<^p^ to be heat-y

:

J-iUJpn and ri'^Jip to male heavy Gen. 35, 16. 17; lii^ to

perish: T^iN^n. to destroy; JT^n to Hue: n";nr!. and J-i^n to

male Hi^e (though Piel here has rather the force to preserve
life with care, to support Js. 7, 21, which is not found
in Hif-il) ; but it is only in a few stems that both forms have
Jjecome so equal, and only Poets and writers in the later

])eriod8 of the language form a Piel sometimes for the per-

fectly sensuous Hif-il , as '2^p__ to bring near, tZD^p (ti73ip)

to raise up Ps. 119, 28. io6 for i^")ptl, f'pil ; it is ex-

ceedingly rare that Piel is found in the most proper meaning
and force of Hif-il, according to which it caii make a trans-

itive verb doubly transitive, v. §. 239.

2. When derived from nouns, it expresses, according to

its peculiar power, an active working, busying oneself

with a thing, as "ji^S to perform a priests office (from 'jrib

priest) u3?ip to do something on tJie third day{yj\im); and
as the verbal form only expresses this being occupied in a thing

in an indefinite manner, it llierefore depends on the possible kind

of occupation and on the usage of the language in what sense

we are to take Piel, as 'j^~ (from ^Tiii ashes) to reduce to

ashes, or, to remove the ashes Num. 4, 13; VpD to throw
stones^ to stone 2 Sam. 16, 6 and to gather stones, or to

free from stones Js. 5, 2 ; only one possible meaning shows
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itself in siicli derlvalions, as '21'! to cut ojf the tail (22\) ri^D

to cut off branches {7\^yo) Js. 10, 33; allliovigh ^lijts to shake,

to search the brandies (rr^Nt)) Dl. 24, 20; cf. the rarer for-

iiialions of our languages : kopfen , to sl'i/i ,
jugulare^ TQayj;-

HC,tiv , to stone ^). But even here Ave find the mere transi-

tive signification, as uiVip to divide into three., ir"b to en-

courage^ "^"2^. to constitute ones firstborn (-1^52) Nlin to

bring a sin-ofj'ering for some one (nNan) and thereby to

purify, to reconcile Lev. 6, 18. 19. 14, 52.

1) This multiplicity of signification dependant on the usage of the

language is shown in all active forms derived from nouns, no less

than in Piel, as P]^y fo break the neck {>\^:^) ', "niUJ and TiZU^n

to buy and sell corn (^i'>P corn for the mill ),

A guttural as second radical, as the reduplication belongs to tlie

stem , regularly recieves tlie short vowels before it in all forms, according

to §.120, as tti:, 51^.3, yx?, pass. CH: ; only rarely has the vowel

entirely separated and become long in a simple syllable, as ^^i^^?. Gn. 34, 19,

the imperf. fN?":
, part. >''N.;'2

; Hitp. V^[")rin lob 9, 30. AVith "M

^'?.T. J pass. Tj'^S, reduplication only in '^'^^ pass. §. 124.

233 2. The other intensive fonns are rarer, and only ap-

propriated to the more sensuous intransitive verbal ideas:

1) Repetition of the third radical (bb^B Paalal) , a

rather frequent lormation , is peculiar to some verbal ideas to

signify a permanent state, or an inseparable bodily quality,

c. g. colour; ');N'*j;3 to be at rest, ^IP,') to grow green lob

15, 32; coucerning ^t]i«2 to be louely Cant, 1, 10 and the re-

flexive intensive form Jiinn'i3n (from t^mij rzr Tip) to prostrate

oneself humbly ^ to do homage to, to worship cf. ^^.236.

2) Repetition of the two last radicals ("b^V^s Pealal)

is a very evident and strong intension, but has become \QTy

rare, and is rather used in poetry to paint the idea, as

^n'^np to go round and round, of the heart beating hard
Ps. '38J 11 ^). Repetition of the first and second radicals, on

the other hand, is decidedly against the normal formation;

concerning n'lDi^plj v. f. 256.

J) It is from the most ancient mode in which these stems have arisen,

that the end of the verbal form can be sometimes repeated even

with the personal terminations; thus ^-ri ^^Iji^ they love love,

love deeply Uos. 4, 18, "^ 3 ^Tn 'i? ii for "^^^rT^^i: they destroy -des-

troyed me P.s. 88, 17. — Generally speaking, many of tliese rare

forms are peculiar to tlie emphatic language of tlie later writers.

2j4 Intensive formations which are otherwise rare become

nevertheless more frequent in certain roots whose sounds do

not so easily bear the reduplication of the second radical. To
this class belong regularly tlie roots with a medial vowels, as
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Q^lp, on account of the great weakness of the second racL

§. 93 ; but those with double sounds also unwillingly admit
the reduplication of the 2nd rad. and its separation from the

3rd, on account of the cacophony ^^. 116. These two, in other

respects too, very cognate aiid nearly allied classes of roots

assume, therefore, two other formations instead of the com-
mon ones

:

1) The roots ^"3> repeat the 3rd rad.. If It is a strong one,

in such a manner, that the li of the 2nd rad. coalesces with
the active stem-vowel a in 6, as tl373'Tp to raise from ti^p,

bbi n to bring forth, T^iy to excite, pp^p to cause to oper-

Jlow, Tlie roots is'i' are also of the same sound, the redupli-

cation of the second rad. being supplied by the immutable o

after the first (cf. ^. 237), as bVi* to roll from V.T , pp'n to

determine iiiD to surround^ "I'ls to breah. These very

frequent formations arc, as far as signification is concerned,

perfectly like the lighter intensive forms of the strong roots

§. 232, and are so constant, that the otherwise usual form only

intrudes if the third rad. (and therefore in ij'y the second also)

is a weak sound, cf. §. 94, as Ill^Z, Sn^p, W'n , ^^N, n|jn and
all of that kind, sometimes too before a guttural, as :?'Vp to cry,

in which root l is harder; with that exception, the stem in3 of

^'s> is exceedingly rare , as ni^ to bend, in which T is stronger

being interchanged with niy ^), 11^ to surround only in Ps.

119, 61, Vi.y to sin, poet" from biy sin, Hitp. 'i^'.Di?^: {to

provide oneself with food^ derived from fi^'^'^Joodf and
the new formations tZD^p, in^H, in which T has been changed

into "^ according to §. 93. The usual intensl\e form is more
frequent in ^J'y , though even in them more in new formations

and significations only, as iiiD (very rare) to alter^ bVp (pro-

perly, to make to fly) in the peculiar, new signification to

curse ^).

1) Also ni^^p participle Nif'al.

2) Yet ^'^snri Ps. 18, 2T according to the normal form UPSnn
is shortened into "^^J^ri 2 Sam. 22 accord, to J. 116, the repeti-

tion of the 'n returning in the reduplication of the H before, ac-

cord, to §,217 h: this is also excused by its better assonance

with 'nns.

2) Both classes of roots re])eat the two firm distinct ele- 235

uients, or the whole short root, entire, which heavier in-

tensive form, where it exists together witli one of the foi-mer,

or another lighter one, in the same root, expresses a gi-eater

intension of the idea, as '^C'lB to shatter, and y^^iH to dash
to pieces lob 16, 12. 'b.nb.T to roll Scv. 51, 25, rL?.V^ ^^ hurl

is. 22, 17 witli great empliasis for the usual forms "^''^tj and
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ySiiS, \)\h , b'^U'rt, or has a more sensuous meaning, as bpbj?
to move violently, to shale, beside tlie preceding bVp. The
form may indeed occur also without such strong intension,

and correspond entirely with Piel §. 232 In significatiou : but
this is rare if the last radical Is strong, as 'iln'iri to kindle
poet. Prov. 26, 21 from in to hurn^ Vi^bs to support by
food, from b^3 to hold, and only frerjuent in roots Avhose

last radical Is weak , In which the preceding formation f. 234
is impossible, as S>T^y^ to stroke i. e. to caress, to delight,

yti^t agitare Hah. 2, 7, so that a very sliort root Is often

developed In this active stem only , as i^tpNi: to drive, to drive
away i) (and hence only to sweep) Js. 14, 23, N"p>XD to re-
ject 27, 8 (^. 129). For similar formations in the noun, as

•\p^^_ etc. V. 330.

1) cf. IJbVJb Taberisf. Annul, ed. KosegartEn I. p. 60, 11. NDND
- b,

is related to it, cf. also ^1*m cucurrit.

236 We also find in some roots with a medial guttural an effort to supply

the absence of the form 303 by reduplication of the last radical , as the
guttural is also incapable of reduplication ; this happens most frequently
where tlie 3rd radical is a weak one, wiiich, being repeated accord, to §,

222 c, tiien only becomes iiardened into the semivowel i and always se-

mains so if it has only a vowel after it; for so we find not only the in-

transitive lnlN3 (for J^INp §. 84) to be beautiful Cant. 1, 10 like y.'J'l

to grow green , and '(;NU3 to rest (accord, to §. 233) but also tlie pure

active S^jn^ jactare, jaculari Gen. 21, 16 and corresponding to Ithis,

Hitp. lT'^rivl'^'7 tc ^oii> oneself, to ii^-orship from JltTvD.

237 The possibility of resolving the final consonant of a syllable into the

obscure vowel u and of contracting ^) this last with the preceding active

stem-vowel a into an immutable o , besides the case mentioned §. 23i , is

extended to roots of all classes. This form, called PS'.^S, still very rare and
isolated in Hebrew, is thus primarily a variety of Piel without difference

of signification of stem, as ^"^31^3 to plunder Js. 10, 13, D'lT to pour

out, Ps. 77, 18, and rather designedly U3'-|TUJ to strike root (u3niy

§. 226) as distinguished from ^^"l.'^p to root up §. 231, ^S>.b to be

tossed 1. e. to fly away Hos. 13, 3 distinguished from '^".S to scatter about
Zach. 7, 14. But as this d= d represents the active « in its highest

power, this stem assumes also a more independent signification, describing

an action performed with the design of affecting another; hence this

gtem, or the verb of intention, subordines to itself an accusative of the

person even immediately, as 'J'>pib properly to use the tongue "JV*!"?

against some one, i. e. to slander Vs. 101, 5 iVtib; i^SUJ to litigate

with some one, i. e. to oppose lob 9, 15; J'T^'^ to cause some one to

know i. e. to order him 1 Sam. 21, 3; J^-"\iT1 in'^n to concieve and utter

lies against others witli hostile intention Js. 59, 13.

1) A liquid consonant is indeed most easily thus resolved , as sauter

(.french) from saltare , in Sancrit tlie ar of terminations (from as')
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into 6, but the licence of tliis resolution may be extended. In

Hebrew, many stems with the entire root repeated §. 235, as

their sound has always something rough and disagreable in it,

resolve the hard final consonant of the first syllable; but this is

only frequent in nouns of obscure derivation §. 330, the only ex-

ample in a verb would be 'n2>iy to excite for '^^.1^ Js. 15, 5.

if the reading be correct.

III. Derived verbal stems with external augmentation : 238

1. Caiisatiue stem: n^np^, called b"'5?i??7 Illf-il. Tlie power
of the form lies iii the prelixed a, or, witli a sharper aspi-

rate at tlie beginuing as is always the case in Hebrew, ha ^^.

This a is indeed the same a which expresses the active idea

in the root {§. 205. 246) ; but it has much more emphasis in

this sharp prelixture , and gives tlie more definite expression

of active effectuating an action, a condition, or a thing ^).

The idea of causation therefore is peculiar to tliis stem above
all others, and only rarely and late is its power weakened
in some vei'bs into a mere active signification , in such a

manner , that Ilil-il is to express the action externally and,

therefore, more definitely. According to §.232 however, the

stem Piel becomes only very gi-adiially and partially like Hif-

il in signification.

1) histead of this j^^ the softer j^ is occasionally used in the later

periods, as in Aramaic, but only very rarely; in the same manner

""riN for the ancient O^ of another stem §. 242, cf. Js. 63, 3.

Ps. 76, 6; j^ then, as weaker, takes e instead of i §. 79, 1. On
tlie other hand, as a change is possible between h-s and then
between s-t (§. 106), accordingly ;-; in Hif-il can be hardened

into T) which is shown in '^"'.I'lri ziz 'b"'•^'^i^ ^'^ ^^'^^ (properly to

make to go from b^.'H. foot) Hos. 11,3. as ^^A Knos direst, syr.

p. 112 V. 71; Ji^nn to act violently — to dispute Jer. 12, 5.

22, 15 beside In'-iniri Neh. 3, 20. This hardening easily takes

place, when Hif-ii assumes a peculiar, singular signification, and
thus, almost unconscious of its origin, isolates itself as a new ver-
bal stem. In the noun , niilViIJ fiame poetical , from '^.Tlb to

hum, intransitive, ^^^^3 to ignite, active.

2) Thus this a is fundamentally the same as the termination ae, an,

Kivo) , by which causative verbs are formed in Sanscrit, Persian,

and Greek , as lias been already remarked in the Gotting. gel. yln-
zeigen 1832, p. 1126. — Even as to the use, the Sanscrit and
Persian approacli nearest to the Hebrew here.

This stem may l) be derived from a verh , as is most 239

frecpienlly the case. When founded on an absolute verb,

i. e. on one whose idea is complete in itself and lequires no
complement by means of an object, as to Jail, to lie, to die,

Hif-tl subordines to itself o/ie object, or one accusative, which
depends on the idea of causation, e, g, from Vsj to fall:
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b"7i:. '!3"'2?7 Jie jnahes the lut jail =z casts it. By making
a relalipe verb (i. e. one -wliose idea allows tlie complement
of an object) causative, liif-il may subordine to itself two
(or, if the simple verb already lias two, three) objects, the

first of which depends on the idea of causation, the secojid

on the idea of the simple verb; in the usual arrangement of

Avords, the former of these objects must always be placed lirsl,

e.g. from ^int ^o see, br;: to inherit: ip-ta~PN t":2:;;-pn r^N'^rr

he causes his servant to see his greatness , CiniN b"r;:~

y-i>\^TiN he mahes them to inherit the land Dt.'s, 24. 28.

The power of this stem is most strongly shown in this last

use of it, hence too Piel exceedingly rarely follows, Gen. 41,

51 (in which place however an attempt at etymology at the

same time forces its use) and lob 33, 20. — 2) A causative

verb can be formed from any noun or oilier word, in which
case, the noun itself becomes the object of the causative, so

lliat no other object is required, as from ~1l:"3 rain: 'i-'l:";?^

he makes rain, or rains, V'^Vii to make ivail ("'Vdn inter-

jection) to lament^ T^T}. (see ^.245, probably ft-om b'ih night
according to the commutation of the liqiiids ^. 107) to pass
the night, pernoctari ; in the same manner also from a verb
without a definite subject (an impersonal), as from "^b "^"2 it

is hitter to me: ib "iJ^ri he males it hitter to me. Such
an Hif-il, however, often assumes a relative verbal idea also,

so that an object may be subordiued to it, as ]''TNri properly
from fTN ear y poetically =: 'S)y^ , to hear with any accusative;

"7^2 ^iL2''3n to rain hail.

Since the simple stem also may liave a strictly active

signification (^\ 248 if.), Hif-il and Qal may both exist together

in the same root in a purely active sense, as the history of

each single root must teach , e. g. ^"""["a and ^^'IT yielding
seed Gen. 1, 11. 19. 29; but Hif-il is most frequently found
in this sense together with Qal, if Qal is rather used in a

more absolute and, therefore, intransitive sense, so that the

active signification fixes itself anew in Hif-fl , as ml:5 to in-

cline, very often to how down: i. e. to yield, whereas "rr^iTi

to hend down , although the new active form may also gra-

dually begin to become absolute again, as Js. 30, 11; or, in

a verb which is always active, Hif-il occupies the place of
the shorter active forms, as a more definite, external one, as

pyt to call is afterwards expelled by p"'2?T;n , only JoJi. 3, 7.

lob 35, 9. But it would be an utter violation of the idea of

this stem , if it ever had a primitively intransitive signification ;

and all examples of this are only such in appearance. bor

1) many verbs in Qal express cpiite simply a quality or con-
dition, in Hif-il, an action, an active exercise of this qua-
lity or condition , as n"'nu:n to act corruptly from rnp to he
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corrupt; b"'l3Tp!i to have, discerrwient , not from nature, but

I)y action and exercise, as their fruil; in tlie same "way y 1.3 '^ in,

uJ'^P'^pri not to he quiet , but to keep quiet (S'A'] lob 7, 4)

;

p^nnn used of living beings : to go far off^ but pH'i to be
distant , as also used of time T]"''^Nl7 to be long i. e. to

last Ex.20, 12, and Piel Ti7j used of time: to protract^

extend itself lob 7, 4; also nJ^nrj to err willingly Prov. 10,

17. And thus many Hif-ils, especially those derived fi'om

nouns, which may be translated intransitively in our languages,

liave a purely active signification according to the original

poetical conception of the Semites, as u;i'ni!3r] to strike root,

i"''ii>ii to evening i. e. to do, to go at evening (i'ns');

especially verbs of colour , as 'J'^sbin to produce, to shofv

ivhite, therefore with us equivalent io to be white. But 2) the

case is different if the object is gradually omitted, where it

may be done without detriment to the sense, with an active

stem, Hif-U or another, as the name of a member in phrases

of very frequent occurrence, e. g. i"^^i:5lrT to attend, properly

to incline iin^ his ear Prov. 2,2; r)"''lN.r! with; tT""?:^ as

object : to prolong days , i. e. to live long , to endure,
hence too even used alone, on account of the frequency of

the phrase, for to live long Koh. 7, 15. 8, 12. — Verbs
however, which have thus an apparently single signification in

Hif-il , can also express the highest causative power by the

same form, especially as the formation is exhausted and no
new Hif-il can be formed from Ilif-il ; but then there must
ahvays be added a distinct object for the new causative sigiu-

lication, as T]"^^Nrt to prolong 1 Kgs. 3, 14; 'b'^^TL^rj to make
wise i. e. to teach Ps. 32, 8; Y-~. ^'^ distinguisk , discern,

and again to cause to dicern Ps. 119, 27; T'^tn to repeat,

to testify, and again with an accusative of the person, to

cause to testify Js. 8, 2.

2. Reflexive stem: tnnsa JSiif-al , whose characteristic 240

is a prelixed /z' , or fuller, liin (^1 277) ^) , has l) primarily

and originally a rejlexipe signiilcalion , and causes the action

to fall back on the agent, e.g. iri52 to conceal oneself, ^73T235

to take care, rfiduaGeaS-cci, y^ij io deliberate, ^ovXsveada/

;

also from intransitive Qal , as Nb^:? io fill oneself, to be

filled, fi-om Nba to be fill; if the rellexive action is referred

to many persons, the idea of the reciprocal arises, as ^'n:^12

they speak one with the other mutually Ez. 33 , 30 , \b-\j

CD2?;i the people oppress one another Js. 3, 5; hence Nif-al

in general is commonly used for such verbal ideas as express

a reciprocal action between many, as tl^tib^ (prop, to con-
aunie , destroy each other) to contend, fiay£oi)ui , p^^?:.

luctari Gen. 32, 25 , ts^TpD to present oneself before a court
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with another and argue ^ to litigate. According to this

ruiulamonlal signincnlioii , Nif-al cannot bo alLaclied to an ex-

lernal object, as it includes its own object in itself, except in

a lew words in which the language preserves at length only

one active sense proceeding froni the original reflexive one,

especially if Nif-al has no Qal and has thus isolated itself, as

iSiD to show oneself a prophet i. e. to prophecy somethijig

Jer. 2b, 13, y?'^3 to bind oneself by seven ("3u") sacred-

things, or with seven oaths i. e. to swear something, no3

{j. 288) to put oneself about i. e. to surround a citv Jdgs.

19, 22. On the other hand, Nif-al indeed approaches the in-
transitive Qal (cf. f. 246) ; there is nevertheless universally a

dilTerence between them originally : 1) Nif-al is often used of

actions which work back upon the mind , as n:N2 and \>\^^.

Ez. 9, 4 odvQEOd-ar, to sigh, to lament, tZwj to repent. 2)
Nif-al, when derived from an intransitive Qal, expresses

rather the free action of a livhig ^gent, or spontaneity , as

S'np^ to be near, S"ip2 to approach Ex. 22, 7.

1) This essential n' is decidedly the same n (or m in other languages)

which also distinguishes the pronouu of tlie first person (V//e);
for n paints the inward part, retiring, withdrawing, the idea of tlic

reflexive in the verb, and, when by itself, the pronoun of the

first person.

241 2) Although Nif-al according to its origin, pronuntlation,

and formation (^§. 257) has not a passive signiUcatiou , it is

nevertheless frequently used in that sense, as r;'il"/J3 , 'I'bT: to

he annointed, to be born. The cause of this is to be sought

in the gradual decay of the passive pronuntlation (^^. 248)
which compelled the language to supply the deficiency by an

external formation, since the reflexive form can easily ex-

press the cognate idea of the passive also ^).

1) Just as in Latin and for tlie most part in Greek too the form of

the middle coincides with that of the passive, while Sanscrit shows
how the passive can only be more detinitely developed out of fhc

middle.

„.„ 3. The prefix hit ^) gives also a reflexive signification

like the ri' of Nif-al, but is distinguished from it, first, by
its having a still more recent , stronger reflexive power, whereas
Nif-al is often of a purely passive sense, and secondly, by its

being formed from the active intensive stem , and not from
Ihe simple stem; thus it is a reflexive intensive stem: inn^rri,

called Hitpael. The n of this prefix always changes ])laces

with the first radical if it is a sibilant, according to ^. 114,

but is also sometimes entirely resolved into the sound of the

first radical according to f. 113, and most easily when it is a

sibilant, as n^Tn Js. 1, 16, also into a mute or liquid, as
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noSIl Prov. 26, 26, tI3?3inJl Js. 33, 10 for Knl^, M2|?7 only

Jcr. 23, 13. Ez. 37, 10 for the usual Nsinlrt, but never into a

mere aspirate.

]) All that is essential in this sound is the f, but it is more difficult

to say whence it has arisen. It is probable however tiiat this t

is , as to its origin , to be compared , by means of the commuta-
tion with s, witli the pronominal stem su (sta) se, which expresses

tlie idea of tlie reflexive in Indo-germanic. There is indeed no other

trace of this reflexive in Semitic; but it would be perhaps hard to

assert tiiat it never existed; for "TIN from rilK as particle is from

the same root, see below.

l) According to tliis origin, the form has properly grea- 243

ter power than JSi[-al, as QjpS to revenge oneself , Cjpinr:

to revenge oneself with ardour, to he revengeful Ps. 8, 3,

j^'>^3 to raise oneselj, Nijfi:n" to raise oneself proudly,
1 Kgs. 1, 5; and used of many persons e. g. ^iN^nin to con-
tinue looking at one another , to linger Gen. 42, 1; very
fi-equently with verbs of mental emotion , and wilh more em-
phasis tlian Nif-al, as >]i:j~nln to be indignant , b^Nnfi to

lament bitterly. When derived from an intransitive (ial , it

expresses zealous spontaneity ^ as ^53 to fall: bc^nin to

jjrostrate oneselj' continually or ardently Dt. 9, 18. Gen.
43, 18, Inii'n to be loved: Ti^^'^nTt to make oneself dearly
loved, or to try to make oneself loved iSam. 29, 4, like

jprin^ to try to male some one gracious to you , i. e. to

implore mercy; that we can sometimes translate the funda-
mental idea of the form by to represent oneself (which Hit-

pael in itself by no means signifies) as riVnniri to make one~
self sick i. e. to pretend to be sick 2 Sam. 17, 5 depends on
jjie nature of some ideas 1). Just as Piel, however, becomes
sometimes merely active , so also the idea of intension gra-

dually disappears from this reilexive form, and it becomes a

mere reilexive form , especially when it is formed as a reile-

xive form from Piel, as 'aJT:p to hallow: uiTjPrnri to sanctify
oneselj , ~B3 to cover: ^rDSrifi to cover oneself ; we even
find Hitpael together with Nif-al in the same signification, as

S-i^ri^ and i-^5 to present oneselj.

1) In the same way also in INif-al : i^'^'^P? to make or show oneself

ohedient 2 Sam. 22, 45; l^'ilp? to shoii' oneself fiuly. In Hif-il

and Piel too the idea of causation may often (with an intransitive

verbal idea) express only to make in opinion, as |?"^"liin, p"2i
to make just i. e. to justify, used of a judge, to pronounce in-

nocent.

Just as Nif-al as reflexive stands properly without an ob-
ject , so also does Hitpael. Only in two cases does it begin

to subordine an object to itself: l) where the language gra-

dually retains in some reilexive verbs a possible active modi-
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ficalion of the idea, as DS^nt^ to make oneself cunnings
Iiencc to endeai'Dur to cheat some one Gen. 37, 18, pian^f
to he deeply attentive, to observe, poelically used wiih an o1)-

jcct Ps. 119, 95; llic same words ollierwise more originally

allacli llicir objccls by propositions. 2) Ilitpael as a rellcxivo

form can also expi-css a mediate reflexion of llic action upon
tlie agcnl, wliicli delicacy of llic Greek middle is still rare in

Ilebresv. Thus Vri^rirT tu inJierit something for oneself, to

tale possession of it Js. 14, 2. Num. 33, 54. Lev. 25, 46,

tZi'>?OT:n~ni< ^p'^Eniri they stripped thernseli^es of the rings
lix. 32, 3. 33, 6, cf. other examples Js. 52, 2. Jos. 18, 5, and
without an accusative Inpnnn to set bounds to oneself Io1>

13, 27, b iTiiNni-: to seel an occasion {Jor oneself) against,

some one 2 Kgs. 5, 7.

2) Just as Nif-al gradually assumed tlie passii^e signifi-

cation, so also Ilitpael, although jnuch scldomer , and oidy

frecpienlly in tlie writings of the later jieriods. Thus even

from Qal ^Hn'iiri to he observed IMich. 6, Iti; n^nuin to he

forgotten only Koh. 8, 10, usually n3u32.

Where the usual active intensive form is supplied by

rarer forms §. 234-236, this rellexive stem conforms to them,

as pis to direct: "jpisriti to erect oneself, or also to he

founded, tr^^ip to raise: GT^pri!-; to raise oneself, h'pyi_p,

to shake: bp^bp_nrT to moi^e violently Jer. 4, 24; many, espe-

cially of the class which repeat the entire root tj. 235, are only

developed in a rellexive form, as in^^ri^^nri ciinctari from the

interjection W^
;

p'ijpn'pn to ran to and fro among one

another Nah. 2, 5 with' the similaily intensive |'i;i-i cursi-

tare; "My^iynri to be enraged Dau. 8, 7 and the frequei^

ninndrr ^.
'236.

244 View of the stems

:

Simple stem:

1. nns

Forms with external augmentation: Intensive forms:

Causative form : liellexive form

:

'^H'^m^

(Hlf-tl) (Nif-al) 15^7

3. n^np!^ 4. snp3 2. ^ns (Piel)

Reflexive intensive form : (Hilpael)

5. snsnrt.

All these stems arc independent of each otiicr, and each arises from

ilic roof, according; as tlie iilea icquiie.s it; luiltos vvc are jfcrliajis to
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ndmit tliat Hitpad proceeds more nearly out of Piel, in some verbs. By
no means do the augmented stems necessarily arise proximately from the

simple stem; a verhal idea wliicli has {gained a footinj^ in IN'if-al, for ex-
ample, may beconje causative in Hif-il , as »)i:"iJ3 to swear: yiniij^

to cause to sirear. Nay even a new simple signification may fix itself in

Qal , although it he not the first according to tlie idea , as in the root

N'li when it sensuously signifies human, and therefore toilsome, forma-

tion (properly by means of splitting, dii/iding cf. ^-jc) tlie intensive ^^13

is used, and on the other Iiand N^n returns to (ial to express the

simplest and easiest, therefore the divine creation ; in the same manner
biN is a new poetical derivation from tlie reflexive '^;:NnrT of tlie com-

mon language;
"^"n

'"<'r to rage Ps. 75, 5 sliortened from bbin ; bbn
to he wounded Ps. 109, 22 from the passive bbin, active bbin .

Moreover , any verbal stem can be used to form , as is sometimes

necessary, a corresponding verb from an idea which has only fixed itself

in a noun, as active Ual "jib to make bricks (j-;-ib) Gen. 11, 15; Piel:

l^-lp to encourage , ]Sif-al: ^zbD to become i(/ise , both from i^b ^'<^ort
^

often Hitpael, as nriTlil Judaeum se facere ("^"^iTT^) ^' inojiteri^

i-Vi-ij-j to cause oneself to be enrolled in the genealogies (jnibir)

IN'ilmi i, IB. When such verbs are derived from longer nouns, the tliree

radicals only remain, or three equivalent sounds; nevertheless we (iiid Hif-il

b"'!^'3"*l-'ln ""^ according to §.82 b''N)J^"ri to make i. e. to go, left (^bN73"iD

358) and tT^itNlTi (for T^f.r! accord, to §. 73) to emit a bad odour from

n3tb< (formed accord, to §. 319) Js. 19, 6, nay even J-;t37::j f*-*ni- part-

]Nif-al contemptible from lriTi73 contempt 1 Sam. 15, 9, and ^icii^n to

trumpet preserved entire from ;-;'-|i:i:ri trumpet 1 Chro. 15, 24. 2 (Jliro.

7, 6 K'tib.

Tlie signification of an augmented stem , however , is only tlien most 245
vivid and strong in tlie consciousness of the language when the root and

its simple signification are still quite clear. J5ut if an augmented stem

is isolated and has therefore quite a peculiar signification, the primitive

power of the form is gradually lost, and it is possible for an augmented

stem to return to the simple one without altering the signification. This

falling back, into the simple stem, however, and this fluctuation of the

formation are only frequent in certain remote forms, partly (e. g. in tlie

participles of many verbs accord, to §. 357) and partly in some kinds of

weak stems , wliose sounds give the easiest occasion for it

:

1) In Hif-il of the roots with a medial vowel , the j-; at the begin-

ning stands so alone and is externally so weakly united with the root,

and the empliasis of the whole stem falls so very exclusively upon tlie last

syllable, that this ;-; is very easily gradually dropt; most easily and na-

turally in the Imjierat. anA Inf. ; in the perfect, in which tlie deviation of

tlie form is very remarkable, the verb is then usually formed as a new
Qal , since 'ir^ for instance (from

'i"'!:^^)
bas too little distinction for the

perfect, and the participle act. follows this; in the imperlVct , however,

where the .shortening cannot take place, the form from 7///-// remains,

and it is only seldom that it is foriin-d from Qal. This progress is found

in the following stems which partly only begin to drop ^^, and partly

have almost entirely lost the derivation from Hif il: ]. 'r-^sri (discemere)
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imperat. shortened pi. ;.2i3 except ^nin Dan. 9, 23,"; inf. p^^ ^
thousli

even Prov. 23, 1 ji2
;
per/, •jtnrr, altlioiigli also inT3^2 for n^; Dan, 9,

2, and n53 for it Vs. 139, 2. jx'irt.
l-^n-j; ,

once Jer. '49, 7 ^a • jm/je//.

-^;2i . — ~2. ;i"''nn ('" conlend') imperat. 'Z^'^^ , '"/• ^' i"'*^ "'/• "^•^•

ii^'' Jer. 50, 34 and ih Jdgs. 11, 25; /^e/-/. ^n, nS"! Ijut also nii^")

lob'33, 13. par/, r:'-!, but also :2^y2 1 Sam. 2", 10. Hos. 4, 4. imperf.

«^.,^.,^ 3, tZJ"'"i'in (Jo place) imperat. fi-^), although we also find

'«»^\r)rr fem. sg. Ez. 21, 21; ye/-/, t:-^; /k^/-/. tZUJ, but. C:"^ip73 also

lob '4/20. imperf. Ci^'^pi ,
l>"t "'^o t^t:^ Ex. 4,"l. and hence inf. c

tS-i-:: and tnt), »'"./• "'•'"'• init;; as par/. pcrs5. !:2-^ip (of. §.324) Obad.

V. 4! — 4. n^u3 (''o 7'^«fe) imperat. ri"'^; ,
pe//. n"il3 ,

imperf. n""*:3^
,

z///". c. and o/w. n^'cJ lob 22, 24 yet inf. abs. riVi; Js. 22, 7. — 5. Si-

milar are ^'^^ pemoc'tari §. 239, y^r, to judge, ^i^y to sing, frij, /o

tursf forth (lob 38, 8 cf. Jdgs. 20, 33); in JTi-j;} /o meditate, ^151^:,

^^3 b"^n ''^ rejoice , "rj-ii* /o i/iwe no definite trace of Hif-ii is foniid

and 1 may have been primitive in these; but as the formation of roots

•ly generally declined and was lost, accordingly, the formation of ^':;

often intrudes into these also. Single examples are also: Tilib, "'P52

Prov. 9, 12, 7, 17 both only once from y^bri ^^ mock, fl'^j^i to swing-

i^^ir; 3rd pars. pi. perf. for tiJii^^ {tl'^^y catch fisli) Jer. 16, iQ. — Hof-

al is most frequently used as passive: T^^ir; Js. 26, 1; the derived

forms are founded on t ,
Av/. "ji::: ,

Palel: piz , "ni:i; , tl'^w, also

the nouns, as U3it3?3 : the most simple nouns, iiowever, have i: 'j-irj

judgment, ^i';!) song, ;2">"1 strife. Similarly f;i'i odour, ^••<'-| cry Midi.

4, 9 from Hif-i'l 0-

1) The cause wliy tiie Ilif-Il of roots with double sounds is not

shortened in the same manner, is because the weight of the root

is not to very much drawn to the last syllable only in these stems.

246 2) Other scattered examples are: V^zy^ *° awake Hif-il from 'C^'^T?

,

always in the perf., inf. and imperat., but in the imperf. instead of the

rare and poeticaL yip- we usually find y"p"> , a new simple and short

formation from Vpi . — 'br!l"' imperf Hof-al (cf. ^ID^^T^ proper name

Jer. 37, 3 with 38, 1) to he ahh
,

properly a i)ure passive: to be em-

powered; but as its signification appears to be simple, its perf is always

^31 as an intransitive Qal ; in this fluctuation, the word lias lost a parti-

ciple which ought to have arisen from the imperf. — Moreover, the

remarkable JiiDTJl ^° add; this too gradually goes over into Qal, but in

sucli a manner, that its last vowel only is siiortened in the imperf. SDi'^,

P|5ii beside f|ipii (seldom 5^105^-1, ^'O^'' , >l^.iX"'
Mich. 4, 6. 2Sam. 12,

8. "Ex. 5, 7. cf.§. 2T2) pi. t^^^oi ;
yet the"/«/ ?l"5in Lev. 19, 25,

though also we find ni2p already '''^e a Qal (concerning the termination

cf. §. 354) and imperat. always rj^p pi.; tlie perf is already quite Qal

51D'' or ?]OJJ ? and only later writers again use f]'Dir7.

3) Not Miifie(iuently the Mf-al and intransitive Qal in roots with

double sounds are equivalent to each otiier , as bp_ and ^j".^ to be light,

rn and rin: to he terrified,) IZ3U3 and '^'^.\ to be desolate, t3'5 and
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tm; fo j^ensh : but tliis is at tlie same time dependent on peculiar cir-

cumstauces in the sounds and formations of those very short roots , con-
cerning wliich V. §, 288. — Also ^-p; iterj. to be jiuu/ecl vat in JNif-al,

itnperf. shorter r-jni intrans. Qal.

On the contrary, a derived stem may be gradually treated as a sim- 247
pie stem, because its origin lias been lost in the consciousness of the

language and it has isolated itself in a new signification , so that an affix

merely belonging to the stem is considered as radical. Tiius particularly

tile Hif. Vj-|— prop, from '^r to thron' , hence to deciere, to mock (pass.

Vri^ri) ill which ^ always remains as radical; the reduplication is still

shown in qVjni-ii lob 13, 9 and thrown back into the preceding letter

accord, to g. 217 \i^y^i ^
but it also disappears, as ^VnrT' (iu pause) Jer.

9 5 *• nbnl^ 2 ps. sg. msc. per/. Jdgs. 16, 10.

WitUiii these stems, tlie vowels can change -Nviih great 248

regularity and constancy to determine the dislmclion g1 the

active, passive, and semipassive (iutransitivej conception
f.
205.

For these stems have primarily an, in itself, necessary \oca-
lization in which the sunjilest vowels prevail, a therefore and
its shades. The new passive conception produces an obscure

u, whose sound represents the idea as compressed and inclu-

ded within itself, while the clear a makes it busy and stirring

(active).

The passive idea, however, may he concievcd more
strictly or loosely. It is most distinct and strict when it re-

presents the sullcring an action with the defuiile implication

that it is perjormed by another, as n'c^n to he Icilled, a

pvire passive. The passive is concieved in a less strict sense

when it signifies only suffering internally , or being inliuenced,

spontaneous action alone being excluded , cases which are

called intransitive y or, more appropriately, semipassive,

and in which the ancient languages are for the most part

richer than the modern, in which this distinction is more ob-

literated. This weakening of the passive idea expresses itself,

pai-tly, by u being lowered into o, or, on the other hand, slill

more into 1 (2) and partly, by the change of vowels then

affecting only o/ze syllable , while in the full passive the vow-
els may change in all syllables of tlie stem.

1. The fidl and semipassive pronunciation were originally 249

both possible in the simple stem , and indeetl because the se-

cond radical (f. 231) alone recieved the distinguishing vowel
even for the full passive (see the traces of this ^. 323 f.). But

because the accented short ii could not maintain itself in He-
brew f. 46 , the semipassive pronvmciations with o and more
frequently e have alone remained in distinction to the nearer a,

which has remained here for the active. The semipasdve pro-
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iiuiiciation lias moreover only remained in ihis , in itself, pcr-

fecliy indeiiuile simple stem, because the other verbal stems

are from their origin of more determinate signilication , either

active §. 232. 237. 238 or rellexive
i^.

240. 242 or intransitive

§. 233.

Both sicm-voAvels arc very short: l) the stems Avilh e

therefore should recieve the short 2; but as this cannot re-

main in these short ^vords on account of the tone, a is first

substituted for it and then e [§. 46); e however is only uni-

formly found in these words: "jpT, ''\'ri,'o, uii';, y?.n, V^:, 5i?.rj;

ill all others usually a: ^nn , ::nN , ^'4^, Uiough we also find

-i23 Gen. 12, 10; but tliat this a has spi'ung from an E-sound

is lirst shown in ihc paitNe, Avhere e must be always sounded:

llHp Ex. 29, 21: ti'i.p^Psum. 17, 2; and then in all formations

in which the second radical forms a simple syllable and must

have a long vowel, as before the suffixes TialnN, t:"C":;b Lev.

16,4; and lastly, very distinctly in all weak stems nV accord-

ing to §. 85, in which a long vowel is equally necessary:

^br:, N-U), ii'2'j:, n":j: ,
n^i. — 2) o is just as short: but as

there is no latennedialc vowel between o, wlrih the tone

will not permit, and the accented o, 6 is universally used at

once: 'jbp^, "bb^^ ,
-\':<i,

bb'^.

250 The stems in o are very rare and show no difference in

signification from those in e (it is otherwise with the corres-

ponding adjectives §. 322). Not only, however, ideas which

signify a physical condition , as "jtsp, bi.T^ to be small, to

be great y N7ai2 to be thirsty, "z'jj-s to be hungry, "jpT

to be old, C:?: to be lovely, ^ZT\ to be deficient, ulnb

to be clad, and moreover ideas which exclude the notion

of animate action, as ro to die, b^n to cease, "bb;j to

be able, "J^UJ to dwell, a\\ belong to the same passive

class, but also, in an intellectual sense, ideas for actions

and conditions of the soul which exclude visible action

and express a state of half suffering, as T\i2p to rejoice, bsN
to lament, ysn delcctari , inx to love, N:"tJ to hate, N"}^,

ni"; to jear, VIT^ to hear (to be attentive, obedient) r;r"l3 to

jorget, and lastly, some active verbal ideas also with the ac-

cessory idea of a continual, laborious occupation to which
one lias applied liiinself, as toil and suffering are cognate

ideas, as r^lxfi to hew wood Js. 5, 2 , UJT' to lay snares (au-

cunari) Jer. 50, 24. cf. T\'yqi to plunder, or to be rapacious
Gen. 49, 27 , w'SmI to bind up tvounds , to be a surgeon
iob 5, 18. Ideas of th.e last two kiiuis may nevertheless be

relative i. e. may subordine an object to themselves inunc-

diatcly, as ilsrtN he loved him.

Sometimes the active and semipassive formation and sig-
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nificntlon occur in the same stem , as iiiVn'^ debilitare , sin-
cere Ex. 17, 13, 'Ji\T\.'^. debHen I, ef-se lob 14, 10; ^^vr\^ (of. ^.

270) to be strong, seldom active to strengthen 2 Chr. 28,

20; N>;o to be full, Kb'o ^o fill Est. 7, 5.

2. The pare passU'e represents the action Intleed as being 251

definitely performed by another, but is not so easil\f and so

generally used as in our languages, but properly only in cases

where the agent is iinkno\s"n or TiOt mentioned , as "Q-H'r^ n7^^^

the man sliall be slain , ami without a definile subject l.^tn

it is told iSam. 23, 13. For where the agent is known
and should be mentioned, the nearer active connexion is ra-

ther chosen.

It is also ill consequence of tliis difficulty in the use of llie pure '

passive that the Hebrews frcqueiitiy use, still more indefiiiiteiy , intrans-

itive verbs where we do passive ones, namely in ideas o!" mcfar/i , where

no obscurity arises from it , since they predicate motion of things in which

tlie motion is properly produced by a power witiiout them, as n:;;^ to

return = i"il3"ri ''^ ^'^ brought bach Gen. 43, 18 cl'. v. 12; fl'":^ *° ^^~

cend = to be placed upon; "^^i tu descend z^ to be throwu dou-n.

Tlie pure passive pronunciation has tliat ii always at the 252

beginning of tlie stem. In tiie last syllable we alwavs find a

as counter-vowel to it , since there are diiferent vowels here

in the acti\'e stem; yet tliat obscure vowel at the beginning is

oi'iginally, by itself, t]ie distinguishing and imporlant one.

1) Piel and Hif-?1 liave the greatest distinction of active

and passive according to their signification , both, as consisting

of two compound syllables, being of almost entirely equal

development. In the first syllable, the aciive has a (or i as

a distinction of the perfect §. 274) the passive a. In the se-

cond, the active has the low e as the nearest vowel after a

strong syllable {§. 212) and the passive the harder a. That,

low, soft e also remains after tlie strong reduplicated syllable

in Piel, always long by tone merely; but in Hif-il, in which

tlie root is more split, it is lengthened by an accentuation pe-

culiar to Hebrew to i, aliltough this vowel may be neverthe-

less short, in part from the ilexion ^.287, and in part ac-

cording to the difference of dialect ').

1) For as the short e has remained in Aramaic, it is also occasionally

found in Hebrew in poetry and ia the later writers , as '"itpil^lr:

inf. c. Dt. 26, 12 accord, to the punctuation, and hence witli gut-

turals with a (accord, to §. 78) n»iri iot> 6^ 26 ;
correspondii;g

to this, part. pi. tji-iT:*:^ 2Ciir. 28, 23, because the use of the

Hif-il of this root is Aramaic, accord, to §. 2o9.

Piel {hen: izT , "^2^ ; M^i?, M';^: ; M remains generally 2.53

accord, to j. 47, c and is only exceedingly rarely changed into

9*
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o, as "S" from TtZp Nvlierc It lias been preferred on account

of llio folloNvIiig /iPs. SO, 11. Prov. 24, 31. Nali. 2, 4. 3, 7.

— From giUt. stems according to ^.81: CmI , tzn:, yijij
i

?1N: , cf. farther f , 232 at the end.

Hof-al on the other liand has more rarely n than o ac-

cord, to §. 47 c, as nn'^pr: , l-ib^l"}, ^K"}" , '-,pj:'n , -'^_'^T; ^^^•

.^2, 32 somewhat oflencr TiVw'" than T]Vsl"r: , and in the par-

ticiple the rather longer ii often, as n*^p:7p Ez. 29, 18. liut

where a medial syllable can arise , as in :'b , >ve regularly

find 1/ , as l^'n , "t^n , i^nrr, imperf. tjv';' , -while on the other

hand ^Tiliin , bn-^i Avilhout contraction accord, to ^^.227.

The Hif-*1 of "^"2 and of "lb are no longer strictly dis-

tinguished : llie proniniciation is most frequently founded U])on

T, n^'pin, T'''?^t^ , u3"'iiri; these are always founded on "", V'""r;

§. 239 Y'Ji^'r,, {to go to the right from ]r:^ dextra) p"^:"'!^,

ri"'t:^r: , but together with 'T'">i3"'r: we also find ^i"a:ir; Iv'ltb

Ps. 5, 9. Js. 45, 2. In this rarer formation tlie pronun-
ciation ai sometimes remains for ae Gen. 8, 17. PrOv. 4, 25.

1 Cla\ 12, 2. — In Hof-al, however, these two classes of

roots are perfectly alike , because u not only coalesces with

T in w, but also absoibs the sound i accord, to §. 53, into ii

:

S*a3n?7, "nlS^n. — The resolution of this first radical into the

following consonant accord, to §. 223 is regularly found in

'^'''^Ti (to place, whereas pi:- is to pouf) and intrudes also

into a"^^ln and i;''!:^ to .spread out, stems which rather

become independent verbs in Hif-fl, as Qal' is not used in

these signiiications. The i1 of Ilof-al more easily descends for

the reduplication of the folloAving consonant in these exam-
ples rr^Vn, rriV''!! {the being born, inf.) Gen. 40, 20. ^5^73

lesfabli'shed, part.) Js. 28, 16.

2-)4 The 1 of ITif-il meets Avith no ob-'lacle to its insertion in

tl-.e roots VJ : tn-pr;. From S^pri, Hof-al would be pi-imarily

formed ^'pri or C3ipr°; ; but as the u at the beginning would
be very inaudible in this case, this important vowel prepon-

(h^ales so much at the beginning, that in its protracted 7x

the pow"er of a radical rests at the same time, and the T, as

if it w^as transposed to the beginning, disa])pears entirely from

its ])lace as second radical: tpji", although a long a is still

found at the end tl'i^"' Gen. 24, 33 Q'ri. A short u is also

still found at the beginning with reduplication u3p.!n 2 Sam.

23, 1.

From roots of double sounds, Hif-ilscri, since the vowel
has not been able to prolong itself to the long 2 before the,

properly speakijig, double sound of the last radical. Ilof-al is

like in q"2>, SDin, although the first radical is often doubled
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ncconl. to §. 217, as *^m'' Hos. 10, 14. n3; lob 4, 20, and
in tJio i/i/in. tl'S'iiJr: Lev. 26, 34 f. 2CJiro. 36, 21 the vowel al

the beghiniiig has remained perfectly sliort \vilJiout beiii.'^ sup-

ported more than loosely by the reduplication , so that Avilh

a voNvelless prefix it rather attaches itself to it, as nriiuina

Lev. 26, 43. cf. §. 62, 2.

A'SHiere o already exists at the begiuning of the stem, the 255

passive (since its u is even otherwise not free from tlic change
into o, as if the passive sound V/as already contained at the

same time in this o) can only be dislinguislied by ihe a at

the end: bbin accord, to §. 234, pass, bbiri; "ilinrij accord, to

§. 237, pass, ujnrij to be rooted Jer. 12, 2 ^).

1) In the same manner from a 13 we find ^"p'n as Hoi-al, Lev. 4,

2'^. 28 for S''liri
; but this is the only example of this kind.

From V^bs §. 235 pass, bsbs , with a guttural 'J^'J'-::.

2) From the rarer intensive forms §. 233 Vb/3N Qo be withered) 256

ahvays with u ; n^3"1?2n Qo be much i72jlamed')\ohVQ,lG vthere the passive

vowel is at least iieid by the guttural. n"'D"'D'' {thou art uery heauli-

ful) Ps. 45, 3, on the otiier hand, is a new passive pronuncia-
tion, formed in such a manner from the active riir)i3i that the o forms

a distinct full syllable; tlie succeeding a lias been preserved from the

foretone §.41 ^). — "dDi::"! §. *^30 is an example of a passive of a qua-

driliteral root, in whicli the u of the first syllable has so heavy a sound
that the close attaclmient of syllables is hindered by it , and a fragmen-
tary vowel is inserted accord, to §. 169.

1) Tliis is perliaps the easiest explanation of the form. It is no valid

objection that we do not find jri- accord, to §, 288.

3) Hitpael and the corresponding stems §.242 f
.

, in as much as they 25T
proceed primarily from Piel , liave e for the most part in tlie last syllable,

but do not invariably retain it , the idea of the active being resolved in

them. It is not rare to find a at the end, as pinrin 2Ciir. 13, 7. 15,

8. Jer. 8, 21. ^Vsriri , i<'2!:i:r;, NCirni^ ^^^ l*^, I^; in pause therefore d

irTpnr;, 'JSnilinr; •5=>- ', ^- 42, 13 f. When tliis reflexive stem is used

in a purely passive sense, the passive vov/el also intrudes into tiie first

syllable, thougli it is rare, without changing the e at the end, as 03377
(/o he washed used as inf. c. Lev. 13, 55 f.) v^'tjt; Js. 34, 6. ^pcprr
to be numbered in Num. and 1 Kgs. 20, 27 beside snn 1] Jdgs. 20^ 15

twice 21, 9. In some later formations, the pronunciation of Pual as the

nearest passive is transferred in a somewhat ditl'erent manner to Hitpael

and INit-'al: il3>'i."nt^ ^o be moved Js. 25, IG. 46, 8. yjii;;^ part, des-

pised Jer. 52, 5. '^j^;;^ to be defiled 59, 3 Ezr. 2, 62.

1) The reduplication even and the derivation from Piel disappear here,

because there is no longer an intension of the idea. In Aramaic,

the simple passive is regularly bo formed. The oidy otiier word
like tliis is ^nn'do §• 258.

The pure passive forms are indeed primarily distinguished from one 258
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another arcordinj: to tlieir origin out of f!ip active; Init yet. siiice tl>e

I'ormal.ioii of tiie passive is not iinifornily developed through p.il active

stems, they are ajjaia so isolated and iire;4iilar that botli the passive forms
vhicii are alone of frequent use, IJof-al ar.d Pnal , are even sometimes
used as passives of (iai. Tlie follov/ing is a stjtement of all the facts:

1) Kof-al is still most frequently tiie passive of Hif-ii , as ^^f^'rt to tell,

"l".l7. When two difierent objects are dependent on Hif-il accord, to §.

239 j tlie former of them would indeed fall away in Hof-al because
tlie idea of tiie causative has become passive; but tlie second object

which is dependent on the si'cple verbal idea, remains, as -pf^ !*7i<"lJl

ln!*7jnri f'-<^ "'«•? made to see tl:e pattern i. e. was sliown. Ex. 25, 40;

NT<l3 ^n"!'' 'nbrijJ^ ^ ^"' made to wh<irit euil morit/is, or, forced etc.

lob 7, 3, — 2) Fual is primarily always passive of Piel , as from 'Tr'JL
,

jlVuJ always ^;ii2 n"!?\l3 : seldom does its rejiexii-e occur in a merely

passive sense, as -^i:3 to expiate, pass, usually '-^g3 ^
although also ^n^nl^

1 Sam. 3, 14. — 3) Since Qal is without a passive (§. 248), Nif-'al Is

very often used as such §. 241 , much more rarely Ilitpael §. 243 so tiiat

sometimes instead of Tn we find jn2 a stronger pronunciation with the n

of JNif-'al, as Nif-'al is more clear as passive: ^nnilii part. fern. Nitpael

fioni iTil'ii; Prov. 27, 15, and in the same manner witi> derivation from

Piel -i22:"'<' l>c- expiated Dt.2I, 8; -i5ri2 Ez. 23, 48 ^). Pii-ii is lioweve r

not unfrequently found beside Qal, especially if Piel is not in use, as ^>Vi to

he horn , ^-r^-^ to Jie buried hes\A^ "'~'-}'2
""i^P- , also I-ioi'-'al too, especially

easily and often in the imperf., if; as 1st rad. suffers itself to be contracted^

and thns the shortest passive in Hof-'al arises, as -p-'
^ Vp"!

, T^T,"^ (from

^-;p'^ §.273) l^^-ji Gen 4, 24 beside 'jri^-> — On the other hand where

a veri) has not been preserved in Qa! but only in Piel or Hii-il, and has

become isolated in tliem , the passive formation not uiifre(iuently returns to

the simple stems i. e. to Nif-al accord, to g. 244, as i;"c:i; . ris: , 'I'^'CD

whicii are in signification passives of ^'TjV'.n to help , z'i'2'n ^'^ strile,

'lV2\i:Ti I" destroy i '^T.j to he desecrated oi'lea beside ViH ,
a"d coining

into use ^5p2 to he coi^-ered Jer. 51, 42 beside nSS ^'^om riSS ^).

1) This last example is more remarkable on account of the weak 1

into which p must have resolved itself §. 242, and it were more

natural to concieve Nif al -i^Ij.

2) Tills is also found when INif-al is of reflexive signification, as T)i:23

to hless oneself beside rr-ixpri ti'«"l
TJ"!!?,

^^' being lost; C":
beside tn^nn Gen. 37, 35 cf. 38, 12 from Piel tDHq '" <''""-

fort. The iii-st signification of this root is to hreathe hard, Iience

reflex, to sigh ^= repeji: , but active Piel to cause some one to

hreathe Jreely i. e. to comfort ; nothing is so like it as the

Saascrit cuas, d-guas.

o-j() Yet tiie nroper reflexive forms iiave in tliis respect an advantage over

the purely passive forms, in that the passi\e signification in them easily

assumes a reflexive direction again, denoting what a man sujfers to he

dons to him, without resistance, as 1p5^^i':; I was found i.e. 1 let my-

self be easily found by all .Ts. 65, I, ^ti'^Z to be warned = to let one-

self he warm I Ps. 2, 10. Ez. 23, 48; whereas the pure passive' forms

arc only rarely used in tiiis manner, as rrril imperat, Jer. 49, 8. Ez. 32, 19.
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II. VERBAL FLEXION.

Since the verb describes acting and happening, and tlicsc 260

cannot be concieved without the idea of time , it is natural for

the difitinctions of time to have been aL the same time de-

termined in tlie verb in its developed state ; tense , liowever,

is accompanied by the subjective consideration of the relaSion

of the action to reahty, which finds its expression in the

mode. In the iiext place , as th.e action described by the

verb must be fixed somewhere and have a source from
which it proceeds , the verb becomes in its further develop-

ment, personal, and all personal ideas, even those of the

first and second person, are attached to it; hence also the

verb combines subject and pz^edicale in itself. Every verbal

Stem thus only becomes a dGfiuite distinct Avord , by the idea

of a definite time, or of a relation of the action, on the one
hand, and, on the other, the idea of a definite person as the

subject of the action , being most closely and inseparably un-

ited with it in a Avhole. Of the two formations , however,
which thus always concur in the flexion of the verbal stem.s,

the older, more sensuous and firm formation is that of the

eignification of persons, tlie disiinclion of the time and mode
of the action is more intellectual and subtle.

The distinction of tense and mode is still very simple in 261

Hebrew, since the full sense is rather contained in the vivid

feeling of the speaker and, therefore, in the connexion of the

sentence, than externally expressed minutely in the form. The
conception of the time of an action is first twofold: it is

either considered as ahcady Jinisfted^ done, and therefore as

definite and certain, or, as not yet finlsJied and done, as

being done merely. The first is the positive and objective, the

other the negative and subjective side and view of the rela-

tion of the action to the circumstances of time. Hence the&e

two forms of time are not confined to external spheres of

time, to abstract past or future as contradistinguished from

the present, but in Avhatever sphere of time the speaker can

concieve the event, he can consider it in that sphere either as

finished or unfinished , so that those forms do not acquire

their more definite sense by themselves alone , but in parti-

culars essentially by the connexion of the whole sentence also.

In this respect Hebrew especially has still very great frcdom

and range of imagination , and the Poets again more than

usually so. It is improjier tliei-efore to compare them witli

the abstract forms of tense in later languages , and the names

preterite -and Jutare are uiappropriate ; it appears most cor-

rect to call them perfect and imperfect , although not In the

strict sense of the Latin Grammar ^).
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1) It mij^Iit be proved that even the very developed tenses and modes
of the Indo-jrermanic lan^iiajres nii^ht be reduced to a similar pri-

mitive distinction, just as the later Semitic languages have in this

very point departed farthest from the Hebrew.

262 1. Xlio porfoct Is iiscd iherefore l) of actions wliicli llie

speaker "coinleinplales from liis present as actually finished,

happened, past, whether tlie act belongs to a more definite

period of tlie past, lu nai-ration , as God N"13 created the
world, or refer to the past indefinitely, as rr'il}? ti^ what
hast thoii, done? i:;"'N '^njt'nr! iib I have not slain any one,
— 2) Of aciions wliich tiie speaker contemplates as finished,

already accomplished , but extending in that state into the pre-
sent, where modern languages would use the simple present;

this holds iherefore especially of tranquil, positive conditions

of mind and body v/iiicli we speak of as already existing,

^s "'Piyi^ novi , •'fi'^ST memini Num. 11, 5. N:>i odit^ "y^'rJ^^
refuses Ex. 10, 3. 16, 2S. n^I^ he loves, Dx-3 he despises^

"yz "^r^ibp^ / am too unworthy to be Gen. 32, 11. In the

same manner Avhen luiiversal ti'ullis, which are clear from
experience and have decidedly proved tliemselves so, are ac-

cordingly described in the perfect, as the sinner j-N: despises
God Ps. 10, 3 , and in similes and proverbs often. — 3) Of
actions which in. reality indeed are neither past nor present,

but -which the intention or the imaginaliou of the speaker

conlemplates as being already' as good as done, therefore as

perfectly unconditional and cnrlaiu , where in modern langua-

ges at least the more energetic, deiinile present Avould be used
instead of the future. Thus when any one declares his in-

tention briefly, the internal decision of the mind which he has

thoroughly determined, therefore often in the declarations of

God es|)ecially , whose avIII is ec[uivalenl to the deed, as

Tj^ •'nn: / give thee, Tp"i3 1 bless him Gen. 15, 18. 17, 20.

and in the language of contracts of buying and selling Gen.

23, 11. 13. The imagination of the Poet and Propliet, how-
ever, often views the future as lying distinctly before it

and as already experienced, but not in uuimpassioned , conti-

nuous description, but In short rapid images, partly in a now
train of contemplation, as ""l^J? t/tey are gone! Ps. 10, 16.

parlly i\\ the midst of the future already described , as it

shall fvilher, fj'rs is driven away and gone! Js. 19, 7.

263 2. The imperfect describes what Is unfinished , what is

about to be done, only just approaching accomplishment, and
hence -what is dependent on circumstances and indefinite, and
since this signlficallon is not vet more objectively defined in

Hebrew, the sphere of the use of this form is uncommojily
wide; all the particular varieties of this use, however, mar
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\)c reiluced to t\yo funJamental iileas. The unrmishecl act

may be eillicr coiicieved as somelliing just about to happen,
as arising iu a moment and lasting, only as not yet past, or,

as absol'.ilely /i^^wre, not yet existent; according to our lan-
guages, therefore, as a present;, or as a. future tense. To
this last signification then is united, thirdly, that of the sub-
jective will that the action be done or happen , or a pure
mode.

1) As the imperfect denotes the mere being about to be 261
or arising, it can be used to describe an action whicli is not
finished at this very moment, but whicli is being performed
in order to be finished, therefore where we use the present;
as ^Ni:n you come out 1 Sam. 17, 8; hence tlie perfect is

sometimes found together with the imperfect for our present,

according as the event is described as just finished, or as

rather being still in progress , as n^?:i T^i'^. ^^^^ ^-'^ '^ whence
coniest tliou? The distinction is often very delicate, since a

language which has not yet any definite form for the abstract

pi-esent can easily concieve an event happening in the present
as already finished and therefore present; as to the usage of
the language, however, the perfect is rare in this application.— But the iniperject may be used with the same propriety

to denote a happening (the present) in the past, as soon as

the thought is engaged in that sphere ; this Praesens Praeteriti,

however, may be again concieved in two ways and differ ac-

cordnigly: ci) in an event that has simply happened and is

past, the one side of its being done, the moment of its ori-

gin when it was present, may be rendered prominent, the

imagination of the speaker already lingering in the sphere of

a time considered as definitely past and, from tliat point,

looking down on that which was then being done , and thus

placing the hearer at once in the time in which it happened;
this the poets especially can do with great ease as wJiy
nir2N l^b did 1 not die from the womb? 'ib^n TJ^ tunc
nascebaris lob 38, 21. 3, 3. 11. 15, 7. Ex. 15, 12. 14. 15.

16, and even at tlie beginning of a sentence v.hen the more
accurate definition of the time is presupposed, and the Poet
is only occupied with the fact, as out of ^rcim ^in:"' Jie

brings me Num. 33 , 7. This usage is also found iu prose,

but is confined to special cases and connexions ; e. g. to the

connexion with "iN then, as ^'''Pl TN then sang Ex. 15, 1.

Jos. 8, 30 ; cf. especially §. 296.

h) But this Praesens or Imperfectum Perfecli is still more
necessary if the past action actually lasted a long time and
is to be described in this kind of continuance in the sphere

in question, or (which depends on the natiue of particular
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actions") of frequent recnrrence during its continuance , for

whal cojuinues is not finisfied, is always being again done to

r.Ti indeliaiSe period. Even -vvilh the usual present time,
llie ini])crrecl is always used to express this idea , and not
tlie perfect, as 1'2i^;' dicitiir , dicunt, lieuce especially in

comparisoiis, as i^'i''^ ^'^i^'NS as one hears Dt. 1, 31 ; but quite

as often for the past, the idea of which arises from tlie con-
nexion of the sentence only, as r^TIjz ^r»23 Ti'^'J^ lie was ac-
customed to do year by year iSam. 1, 7. 2, 19; forty
years long "^pK tras J troubled Vs. 95, 10; just in the

same way y^^ij did u'e know tlien? Gen. 43, 7 ^).

1) The whole of this use of tlie imperfect for every present ceases

entirely in Aramaic, the participle in it beinp used as a tliird form

of time, as tlie present; tliere are indeed Ijegiunings of this use in

Hebrew , but still very coniiued , v. §. 348 f.

2) Tiie imperfect is the definite expression of an abso-

lutely yi^iwrff event, in the strongest contradistinction to the

perfect, as M'^ri"; nVi T'^''y^ N'7 it has not been and will not

he; but is also permitted for the future in the past, if the

time spoken of in the connexion of the sentence be past, although

very rarely, as thefirstborn which
Y'^/2"

should have reigned
2Kgs. 3, 27; especially in dependent propositions, where the

simple form merely always remains in Hebrew", as "^3 ^"i-Ti

^^^J^-i did we Icnow that he would say? (like '-!73^{"i 13 ^P^'J^ll

I know that he will say) Gen. 43, 7. 25, cf. 2, 19. Ex. 2,' 4^.

265 The different shades and relations in which a future event

is spoken of have, on thewliole, no induence on the form; in

the sense of certain propositions and connexions , therefore,

tlie future may be prorninent rather as something intended,,

something to be put in execution from the point of view of

the speaker; M'hich idea other languages can eitiier express

by the potential or conjunctive, or can distinguish b}' a cir-

cundocution. Thus the imperfect may be used fl) in a question

of the first person in an luicertainty of vv'hat is to be done, as

TrbLSn sliall 1 sro? ::|pN tr^ why shall I curse? IMich. 6,6.
Num. 23, 8. — o) It can represent tliat wliich is to liappen

merely as the intention of the ageiU , in dependent propo-

sitions, as 'jnn"'ii;") "^3 ^";N edixit ut redeant lob 36, 10,

!)n"o:/'^ "'~r2 imperavit - (ut) - starent, in narration of the

past Dan. 1,5; but such instances of indirect diction are still

very rare. The imperfect is also used in the same manner
of a event which is concicved as being to happen . as coming

and resulting if something else were, or in Engli?li more
bi-iclly of an event which would be, as fur then (if I had

died as a child) Dip'i'N would I rest now lob 3, 13. 16:

and wlieu an event which is really past is conlemplatcd in
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tlic poets fancy as a present image, ns "U-V^; I svculd die and no
eye see Tve r= I had tlicn died (if I had not been bronglit

up) ]ob 10, 18' f. In siicli rare instances, liowever, thero

always exisls an indicalion in wliat goes before wiiich cannot
mislead. — c) An event -svbich s/iou/d happen is simply

enjoined as being future, is represenicd as the result of ex-

ternal necessity, as of all trees of the garden bl^^n sjia.lt

thou eat^ according to my permission and command Gen. 2,

16; this is especially siguiiicant in a strong negation, iu a

law, as Vi^^^^n nV thou shalt not eat ^ or only generally in

solemn diction, as thou hast done 1'ri^T}_ i^b TiI3n ivhat should
not he done^ the emphasis being upon not Gen. 20, 9. 34,7,
Lev. 4, 2.

3) But if the thought that something should he done is 266

not simply and composedly expressed, but is poured forth

with vehemence so that the subjective will is alone express-

ed, then the imperfect is more hurriedly pronounced, and a

new form, a peculiar mode, is produced, wliich may again

divided according to nice distinclions inlo jussii^e , imperative

and cohortative. Because this mode liowever is only formed

from the imperfect, it cannot now be minutely described ^^.290 IF.

Similar but less important are the changes which the

perfect and imperfect undergo from certain firm and signifi-

cant connexions vv'ith the copula 1 and, concerning which
see ^.296 If.

Compound formations of tense and mode sucii as prevail

in later languages are totally unknown in Heb. ; see some
faint beginnings ^. 349.

The distinction between tlie perfect and i;xi perfect as to 26T

form is most strongly marked by tlie signs of tiie persons

being attac'aed in the verbal stem to tiie perfect, as tlie nearest,

positive tense, at the end, which is also the ])Ian most accor-

dant with the general principles of the formation of words

§. 207, but in llie imperfect, being placed before, which is

at the same time agreable to the idea of this tense as the ne-
gative conception of the action , in which tlic mere person

is the prominent jKirt , and the action itself is only secondaiy,

as being not yet completed and past.

But the language lias not been satisfied with this ancient, 268

strong, external distinction of the two senses by the pre- or

post-fixture of the signs of the persons ; the subtler internal

change of vowels which pervades all other ])arts of tlie form-

ation of words has also intruded here (^^. 210). lis general

laws are: first, that the nearest, open a^ which is found ii\

in the last syllable of most stems', descends in the imperfect,

wliose first syllable is rendered heavy by the attachment of
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the persons, to e, lliough on the contrary llie uufreqiieiit

reverse of this also occurs; but to this rule, which dues nut
ho'ui in all stems , is to be ndiled a special one of another
kind, thai the iniperf. as describing what is unfinished, con-
tinues, prefers long voAvels. In the rarer and more remote
verbal steins, indeed, all change of vowels is absolutely

wanting; but so much the more prevalent and important has

it become in those of more frequent use. In some instances,

the peculiarities of the weak roots afford an opportunity for

all the consecpiences of this internal change of vowels to

show themselves m clearer and firmer impressions than the

formations of the strong roots permit ; in other instances the

delicate change of a-e has not yet been able to affect the

double sound which arises in the formation of stems , namely
in the derived stems of """s and i;?

.

269 I. The following is the internal change of vowels, in which
the pure verbal stem or the third person sg. nisc. may serve as

an example of the perf. , and as one of the imperf. the same
person, the sign of which will then be a prefixed > (see ^.281 tf.)

1. This change of vowels is greatest in the simple stem:

l) For the actii^e pronunciation, the perfect has a after

the second radical, \. ^^.231; in the imperfect, however, in

certain roots only whose sounds favour it, e, ^. 271-273; a
is rather changed regularly into the obscurer, longer 6 , which
becomes by the tone o. Therefore : 2n3 , -riP7 ; the u is

very seldom written with T, generally only in pause and by
later Avrilers, as 'nii^y'} lob 14, 16. 31, 4; 39, 2: the a of

the perf. on the other hand, only becomes a in pause, out

of it only 1 Sam. 7, 17. The imperf. of a verb whose 1 rad.

is a guttural is S^n] , -'"^iT'' accord, to §. 76, it is seldom,

and only especially with J^ , that we find e instead of «, as

?l^an;. Fs. 29, 9. D=nr::i lob 12, 14 with ts'n'n (2nd pers.) Ex.

15, 7, ^ibN^. , ^niS;"" , SbN"; ; on the other hand, however, 'r-r~i

and IT'm^ accord, io ^. 94. From 2nd rad. gutl. Vri;7 , ]~^? ?

V^'i""', but also ti'"i'^ ,
^"^; and '^vj'l'] accord, to ^. 79; from

3rd rad. gutt. rhja^l , ":"i;7 accord, to §. 7<S and hence N'np7

\j'. 85 from Nip . — From -J'v or roots with double sounds

^5 perl'., it"' imperf.; with a gutt. which admits no redupLi-

calion whatever and before which therefore the vowel can

become more lengthened, 'l^i:; Js. 8, 17. Jdgs. 5, 29. —
From iV, perf. trp with expulsion of 'he T, as the sound a
here is characteristic; imperf. on the other hand t^^pii , o hav-

ing coalesced with the u of the root ^. 91. Hence the infinitive

t3^p is assumed as the root in Gi'ammar.

270 2) For the //^^/'a/zsiViVe pronunciation, the perf. lias e after
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the 2iid racl. accord, to §. 249 f. seldom o; and tliese vowels
are so cliaracferistic tJiat tliey even iulriide into llie roots

n"3> with expvdsion of the 1, as r\l2, "^p [to Jly) Js. 17, 11;
n'Tu, t^1, "i:n {lohe light) Gen. 44, 3. 1 Sam.' 14, 29; from
i''v, in (^jarnlari) Gen. 49, 23. On tlie contrary, the imperf.

takes a for e, before wliich that intransitive i (e) is so much
the more retained ' ) as the a in tlie first syUable in forms
like "blTi"^ 1 -P.";

= ^^K^ is even for euphony sake clianged

into e §. 214. In a strong stem the i at the bcginjiing cannot
indeed be distinguished from the i of the active pronuncia-
tion , so that the' a at the end makes the only characteristic:

\'\\, "^iV.'i V'^Pr' r^P"^ ' ^"'^ y's^^^^ a gntt. as 1st rad. tliere can
still be a distinction at the beginning, as b"^ni 5 '1^'T]

j pfj."^)

fjit;.'!*. 5 even rjbn';' (in the new signification grassari Ex. 9, 23.

Ps. 73, 9) in Avhich tlie pure i has reniaiiied contrary to f. 77

;

so also always from ^^S" : 'ni^;'. {to he narj'otv, "ik^ to straigh-
ten Js. 11, 13), bpj., *^iy:., 7)^^ 'jy^,, nn?., ti^:, tsn^. ^),

and also from, VJ, "ciiS';' {tohlusJi perf.) from u;]3;i, u-a being
changed into a-u rr: 6 §. 92, 2, althougii a usually remains here
at the beginning, as t^h"; , *liN"^, )'^^1 {to be low Gen. 6, 5), ^'ip''

(to lav snares Js. 29, "21. cfl perfl v:pi §. 250). —
1) Forms like Tj^^jri , IL'ii;' certainly justify the conclusion that the

i or e at tlie beginning is in itself significant and has not been
only assumed as the nearest pronunciation.

2) Ps. 19, 14 tlJ^""N. written with a very long e. On account of the

nearness of the sound, some adopt the formation of •ij entirely, as

Cn"! 1 i^gs. 1, 1. fiL"'''' Ez. 6, 6. — 'Jin"' ^'^ ^"^ gracious is re-

solved.

Even iiere, as iti the perfect, the intransitive pronunciation is sometimes
not quite distinguished from the opposite general, indefinite one , as j-l2\!3^

and n:n'd"' to rest Lev. 26. 35. 34. t''En'' and 'l''Erii cupere ^ hence too

the perfect and imperfect of the same verb are not always botli formed in-

transitively together, and vice versa, as \i'2'2. Vi"" to wither; ii^H

ilirn;^; i^"^, i"1l3"^ to lie, p7n ito be strong Ez.ii, 14. 2Cl!ro. 26, 15)

pin;, . "

Tlie imperfect in roots that begin with a vowel is of a 271
peculiar formation; for as this vowel, coalesces with that of
the prefix syllable ui a long protracted vowel, the first

syllable acjuires such a heaviness that the last, in distinction

to it, is pronounced with the nearest, shortest vowel only, that

is, with e which on account of the tone may be changed into

a accord, to §. 46, and at the ulniost into e long by tone.

Tbere can be therefore no distinction of active or intransitive

pronunciation. Thus a) from ^h in which accord, to §. 53 i

must arise at the beginning, as pj;; ,
p^i'^ to siick^ of. 'nif'^

to form, ':i'qi to be good, "n'ij^ to be straight, n^i'^ pro-
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perly an intrans. formation
,
pcrf. K"i.^ to fear. — h) From

nb one \vould cousislezilly expect 6 at tlie beginning from
a-«, but if that were the case, the simple stem would be llic

same as Hii-il ^^. 253 ; and since e at the beginning is ralhor

the cliaraclerislic of the latter, tlie u ol llic lirst rad. is ex-

pelled and the i is prolonged in a simple syllable toe accord,

to f. 48. 97, which e supplanting ihe 6 in Hebrew is indeed

a pure long vowel in value but is not written with ">. In

the last syllable we fmd e long by tone, although wilh a
guttural a i-emains. This formation, ho^Yever, has o'.ily re-

mained in a few roots, as *^^.7 from liie perf. ^b"' , -'i?.
> H'^

^^,228, nn;;, ^,-i, vy^^, ^•p;.:., Ni:y, most roots" follow tiio

formation from a primitive "^

"2 , and ~!,~;i, "".p,"^;! and even *^p-'"'

1 Saqi. 18, 30. -.pj' and '^'^y^ are in progress to it ^). In other

respects a or e, as they are severally formed at the end of

each stem, remain true to their sound here even in pause, as

1) Tlie 2nd perg. sg. fem. "'^"-J'^n Np.Ii. 3 , 8 Js probably ouly used

on account of the euphony §. 212 IF. for "'^p'ri.

On tlie other hand, if one of these roots, instead of doubling tlio

vowel as 1st rad., doubles the second rad. accord, to g. 223, the pro-

minciation is tliereby changed into the otlierwise usual one of the 2i!d

rad., as ^i^' Jer. 1, 5 (else "i:i"i"i) pL!;"^ to pour Gen. 28, IS, -,j-t

to cliaslen Hos. 10, 10; -ivj'' 1 Saiii. 6, 12. to go siraighf,

272 It ^'^-s remained cuslonary from an early period to cliango

the sound da in son-.e roots isf'o, which would originally have
arisen at the beginning, into 6 ^= d §. 50. After this long 6

the last syllable has the same weak vowel, only that it chan-

ges here more according to its origin , in such a manner that

e is used instead of a in pause, as brN"' , '-|?:^<"'
, n^J^"" in

pause V'^ii"^, ^^TT.^"^?
^'"^ from rib at the sane lime nni^"'

,

— 2N">, e is constantly found in Wii'' ; it is rare for such an N
that has ceased to be audible to be omitted in writing, as

T"'' 2 Sam. 20, 9. 19, 14. Some stems fluctuate between this

formation and the usual guttural pronunciation, as T^^;"' and
rai-ely I'ns^.'^., i~^ as the IsL pers. sg. only, and in the other

persons ^"N"*. etc.

Tiie same is very rarely found in other verbal forms, as THNb Nif.

Num. 32, 30. Jos. 22, 9 , at tiie same time in another signification {to hold

fur oneself= to take possession), THN!: fis tiie pure passive to be seized

j

-^^'2^ie\•. 46,8 and V'^-^^ Hos. 11, 4 both 1 pers. sg. imperf. H if. from

T!::N b-N . ^"'^ precisely in this 1st pers. do a-a = a = o come to-

gether most strongly; moreover, rci^'' together with ^^-,1 in which j(

appears to be primitive, v. §. 216.

273 The roo!s fb regularly resolve tlie 1st rad, in the imperf.

a^jcord, to i- 113, as br: , bt'; il is only rarely and rather
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according to poetical licence that n remains unresolved fa

some roots as in llie perfect, as ^"^T: Prov. 2,11 and li:;'

3, 1. dr,;'^ Js. 58, 3 aud 'ir.T;) Dt. 15. 3; unless it is lollowed

by a guttural ^. 227, -svhen 3 rejiiains according to rule,

as P1N31, aud is only exceedingly rarely resolved before tho

hard n, as it is in nn;^. Jer. 21, 13. But as tlie first syllable

of the contracted loriijs becomes very like those of '^h and
it, accordingly, that short a §.371 begins to intrude into the

last syllable here also, as 'l-': ^) together with *n=T^ , rjp'?

Prov. 23, 22 Vvithrjit)'^ Roh. 10, 11 ; a is always found in p-i^-^

(allliough 1 Kgs. 19, '20 r:p;^N. §.293) ur^.r, bur, besides the

guttural roots, in wbich it is in itself necessary, as 2?^'^ , ri2";i

,

^rr^ , S>S"' , Nia"' ; in tbe yery frecjuent and atlrited fn3 to give
that e has even fixed itself immoveably, "jri"; ; before ]Mac|qef

however we find 'jri'^ Jdgs. 16, 5.

1) Always after Vav couseqiiutiviini only g. 2DS.

Tlie roots witli double sounds vvliicii bring forward the reduplication

' Into the 1st rad, accord, to 217 b are not to be confounded witii these:

Ch"' ,
Tpi , nil"' fid "'*'' ^ *" *''^ '''*^ syllable on account of an in-

transitive signitication or gutt. , '^"71, ""0"^
, 1 .""^ , An example of au y'y

going over into ^''^j is ^ni Ez. 24, 11. ct. -r;-)-! Prov. 29, 6.

In t!ie very common root '^'py^ lo take, b is contracted in the same

way as 3, as I^Jv'^. . But this imperf. Qal and §. 258 excepted, it al-

ways recovers and retains its b in new formations , as ni^Va Nif.

2. In Plel and HiJ-il no important change of vowels 274

can take place in the last syllable, because they ali-eady have e

in the perf, as a distinction from the passive a. On the other

liand, tlie tenses are distinguished by a regular and uniform,

change of vowels, in such a manner, that tite original a re-

mains for ibc imperfect, and in the perfect is weakened into

1) In Picl in strong roots tiie last syllable also sometimes gives oc-

casion for a more delicate distinction. In tlie perf., the e iiere can re-

main in its extremest sliortness after the first firm syllable, so that even i

may sometimes remain, as 5~.^ Lev. 13, 6. '^S3 4, 20. and regularly in

the common ^2'^ to sjieak , accord, to §. 46 a is often found in.stead , as

ppf Mai. 3, 3. ^rij^ 1 Kgs, 21, 3, and e is only always necessary ia

pause. In the imperf. on the other hand, there is always the longer*^.-

'^^']"] , lii^Ji"; etc. When the la.st rad. is a gutt. Iiowever, the a is still

always found out of pause even in the imperf. as "^^cj , ri?Tl3'^ Ex. 3,

20. 4, 21. Gen. 3S, 17, and e in pause only, 'n\'^'! Js. 45, 13. Before

K on the other hand there is e always accord, to §.85, as i^"?.t3> N^SIj^.

In the same manner rj"^5 (~"?.r: •" pause) ^'?.^") •

The stems corresponding to Piel follow the same formation, as

bsbS, bst^i; when the Isst rad. is a gutt. the i even remains before

tbe gutt. for the stronger distinction of the tense, contrary to §.77, as
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y;r^t5 Js. 11, 8, "'•^^.''^'!, and hence before N perf. Nu;N^ 14, 23, the

N being quite mute §. 85. — In the forms t^'^ip no sucli change of

vowels can take place in the first syllable, merely oa account of the v.

275 2) ]n Hif-'il , tiie prolonged i in the last syllable hinders any fiirtlier

distinction; but so much the more clianicteiistic is the i for tiie jierfec/ ia

tlie first, so tiiat it remams, and for that reason, pure with the gutt. j-j

and is only rarely changed into e accord, to §. 79, as fb::" 1 Sam. 25,

7. only frequently in roots f^"^
l^ as iibjlin often for J^Vsri. ^^^

where the 1st rad. also is a gutt. e intrudes into the perf. on account of

it, as D-'-i--, D"'~in''_ ; "i^snn, ^"zr.i ; V-^rN-, b-rx;: ^). *'rom

•{'-;. t"^7r; i Cp"^ ' appearing tluis in a simple syllable in the perf.; in

like manner fro.ni ^'i; ; i^ri , iC"^ "i which the short vowel of the last

syllable is treated pretty nearly as ia Piel; in the perf. often a, 'ztn,

before gutt. always a, as ia Piel, s?nn, i''T' , Ij"* in pause i--)-(,

tliough also fnr; P^''f- accord, to §. 133. Js. 18, 5. Example of change

into i'y tlTi!^ Js- 33, 1. Examples of reduplication carried forward,

Cn^i . tri^ ,
^^'*l'' a gutt. for 1st. rad. V;-;.. with weak reduplication ac-

cord, to §. 120, in this case at the same time to distinguish the signifi-

cation desecrate from Vnri , Vn"' '^^ b.'gin ; then with a perfect change

into the usual formation of this last syllable CTji"^ Jer. 49, 20. vn;"'

Koh. 12, 5 a very late way of writing for ypi . — Only in <£ or i'^

has i of tiie perf. not established itself in distinction from the a of the

imperf. , because the prefix syllable does not stand so alone here, but its

original a has always coalesced with the first radical in a firm diphtliong :

1) According to a propeity of the roots wliich shows itself on some
other occasions also, by wliicli they cause the sound e (/) which

is often lost at tiie end as 3rd rad., to be sounded at the begin-

ning instead of another sound, a or j; cf. below "nVrtt ^'310,

j-,-,tN §• 282, fV:?. §. 382, t^-^i'd §• 425. Hence ajao jrrr,-'
,

n^rp contrary to §. 269.

2) Yet it is seldom that the sound e accord, to §. 76 has so esta-

blished itself in j^ that it remains throughout and the roots j^fs

become like •iV, even without j^ being written : riipj-; 3 pers. pi.

perf. Js. 21, li. but also imnerat. Jer. 12, 9, aud 'jiT'^^ part.

Prov. IT, 4.

From 2^7 both here and in all similar cases in whtL-h - stands at

the end of a firm compound syilable bei'ore a firm radical, contraction is

the rule, and tiie contrary the exception, as rj-^p;r: Ez. 22, 20; on the

other liuud before gutt. b'^H^rr , b'TlI^-

27(5
3. In ]\if-'al, llie perf. lias tlic liglilcst possible pronun-

ciation of the stem: irira. A gullnral at the beginning re-

clcves tlie sound e for euphony v^- 214, as irn: , ivyj, for

2"il3r: ; hence loo the a can intrude into the beginning when
llic pronunciation of tlie lasl syllable is altered ^). — From
i"-: and nr tlie one single ])ronuncialion Ijom 1 is always

funned, as "^T'l, ^'JT'.. — I'rom l":- : >"'^l for :; 2":: according
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to §. 91, 2, the sound wlilch stands alone at tlie beginning
taking ri in llils case, as is usual iJirouglioul the lornialion of
stems, according to §.37. In the sajne manner from ^yi
-55? D'":^ Ps. 112, 10; nevertlieless the a Iiere before the pro-
perly double sound can be also lengthened into p: C";. Ez. 21,

12; but often also with a carrying Ibrward of tlie reduplica-

tion into the first radical^), as ni^: (always), and Avith a gutt.

with semireduplication accord, to §. 120, as bni , rna Ez. 25, 3.

INlal. 2, 5. — In fb there is always contraction on account of
the double 2, as "i3.n3, yet belure a gutt. "^52?" j although con-
traction is also often found here conlx^ary to the ride, as tDHS,

nns (not be confounded with liuit nti: above which is from
nr,n).

1) As ill the participle tlbj>3, infin. abs. dinrij Est. 8, 8. 9, 1.

Especially frequent in !°1 b , as !lbn2, tlhl]':, t^'^^ir p'- ^t:^: .

2) An instance of tlie reduplication of the first radical of an ^^

is bT"23 ^J^- from "^ri-j or V-^
,

cf. §. 299,

The 3 of the stem is always resolved in the imperfect 277

into the first radical after the prefix ; for the n which forms

the stem might either be pronounced with a short vowel pre-

ceding (/urj) or following it {/li). In the perject, it draws
the first rad. Into a syllable willi Itself and takes the vowel
after it, as 5r;i;r", tlie sliortesl possible pronuncialiou ; in the

iniperfeet , the pronunciation is founded on hin , the 2 of

wdiich is resolved, and the h is always expelled after the pre-

fix of the imperf. whereby the shortest, firmest form possible

here arises , -T)^'2'] for l^ns^i'i . The change of vowels is shown
in the lafet syllable, in which we find e for « ,* the first radi-

cal being left alone assumes the a of the foretone accord, to

§.268 and. 41, so that the imperfect here, as is also usual

elsewhere, has a somewhat longer pronunciation than tlie

perf. From 1st rad. gult. ;2"*23r!;^, lap)' without reduplication

of the first rad. accord, to (. 12(); 2nd 'rad. gutt. CnV"^ , Oti-;':

;

but 3rd rad. gutt. ^'^STZi^, M:d'^'^ , in pause n^ui';!. —. From
"lb, the T must now become consonant accord, to §. 93, as

'ib/i'^ , and then 1 is sometimes changed into "i
, as bn^^ Gen.

8,^12. 1 Sam. 13, 8. Ex. 19, 13. — From i'-j : S,V2{,' the 2

being simply resolved , but no change of vowels at the end
being possible. In the Stame manner from >"S' : iS^ , f:^"] in

wdiich e can never occur at the end for a after the first firm

syllable; but they often assume the sound of iS', as v.z") and
on account of 1st rad. gutt. i^i^;;, '^iN^' . — From :b it is

formed completely 'jrii'; ; nevertheless, where the sense admits

it, llof~al is sometimes used for it as a lighter form .
'jpi

, and
Qal in an intransitive sense, a8 the perf. Nif. T]02 , k3i'^ are

40
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comniuleil willi llic im^jcrf. Qal r^ri"^ "CJrr] cf.
i^.

246. 258. "^im
I'lx. 34, 19. is a perfectly unusual pausal form.

278 AH oilier rarer and more remote stems have no cliange

of vowels, as Hitjjael and Ililpalel, tlie pure passive forms
l*ual and Ilofal, moreover the intensive forms ]:>1 "j^NO

§. 233, and the quadriliteral roots T"t23"iD §. 230 in whicli

a is still in the hrst syllable of the perfect for tliis reason.

All this has remained undeveloped.

279 Lastly all roots 1~,'b folloAV peculiar rules in this change of

vowels, because their vocalic termination does not suit the usutil

shadings of the vocalization of the last syllable. They rather

retain their original hual ae, atlriled lo c , throughout, and
only sulfer the e to be clianged in the perfect into a for a

general distinction of that tense from the imperfect, as a ori-

ginally distinguished the last syllable of the perfect in all

stems. And this simple change then goes indeed through all

steins Avithout exception, so that even the stems Avhich are

not developed in the other roots distinguish their perf. and
impcrf. in these, but it also absorbs all other usual distinctions

even those of the active or intransitive Qal. Tlius : t~^'^^^,

nbJi-:, Piel ri'^rs , ->:;•;, Hif. Inb^n, ribr, Hitpalel riinrALr:,

riiriru3"^. And yet tiie a has only intruded into those per-

sons of the |)erl'. ^vhich end in the radical sound; in the

middle, before persons with consonants, the original ae has

been firmly relaiticd. ^^. 288.

Ill Aramaic on tlie otlier tiaiid tlie usual chanjje of vowels in tiie

stems lias been rejiiiiaily admitted in tliese roots also, so tliat Hif it

would sound I'^^J-; accord, to g. 53. This Aram, mode is foiiu^ according

to tlie Masoretes iu nip^in Js. 53, 10 and TiD?:;n Jos. 14, 8 which would

be Hit. 3 peis. [>\. aramaic formation. ,

Roots -whose second and third sound is 1 or "* liave al-

ways so acconiniodaled tliemselves to the usual formation , in

the verb, that the third rad. is treated like these H"b §- 227;
only l^jr riyn perf. Qal do ^vc still find "in according to tlie

formation of tlie V'J, as no. but it is rare and (except 2 Sam.
12, 21) only in the reiilaleucli , and only in this third pcrs.

sg. perf. Qal.

280 The roots j^'V are indeed originally distinct iVom these H^; hut as

like these they end in a mere vowel, their formations approximate very
closely to those of the 7^'^ in all cases in which the f-;^ end in tiie suimuIs

c or d ; for where they end in other vowels!, they depart more from the

sounds of the j^-'V and can have no inihience upon them. These emiings

in e and a are most freiincnt in tlie verb, ai:.l. in it, intrude very imi. Ii

iu the Js;"b •
^'f"'y o' these anomalies crept in at an early period and

have now become predoniiiuuit (v. §. 283) others •.ir.idualiy nnd later;
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also in some roots more particularly. Tlius j^is", Nb^n I'^'"'^-
f^irj^^-:;,

N'^bsn. ^" tlie contrary a ;-;"b also adopts tlie foniiatioii of a J< V ",

but tliis is more isolated and singular, as Nip Nlp'^ •" *^''^ significa-

tion to meet (ri~lp , ITlir"')
commuted with the more frequent verb to

call; j^snj^ i'or p^-J^ l^t. 33, 2; j^-^'isr; //'/". Hos. 13, 15; sometimes too

there is a mere commutation of the f^ and j^ in the writing (§. 153) as

J-;V'':3"' imperf. Piel lob 8, 21 for j^V^^i
^ ribp"' imperf. Qal for j^blS''

and "tills last for ^^^-^ iKgs. 17, 14." Ps. 119,' YlT. ^r^"^ imperf. PVu'l

li"' riivZ;"' Koli. 8, 1. cf. Prov. 11, 25; altliougli then before ^ S easily

intrudes instead of e as being more suitable, as i^pi for j^riNi imperf.

(ial Jer. 3, 21 f. j^^S for j^^N^i §• -^-- Prov. 1, 10.

11. Siv^tis of the persons.

1. Ill the perfect i) in ilie third person as the neai-esl 281

llie ins. sg\ lias remained without any cliaracteristic of persoii

according to §. 209. The fe/ti. sg. lengthens itseil' by -d or

oh 7\~ ^); the hardening of this termination into at nT" ac-

cording to §. 209 is very rare if the last radical is a strong

one (Dt. 32, 36 a poetical license, Ez. 46, 17 in tlie later

period) but very near and frequent if it is a soft vOAvelsound,

to wiiicli the t is more easily altaciied, v. §. 286. — TJio

sign lor the plural , in wliich the fe/zi. is not yet distinguish-

ed, is regularly -d '^), shortened out of the ancient plural of

the pronoun //Z///Z ^), and lastly out oi uti, Avhich is sliil found

in 'j^y'T^ only Deut. S, 3. 16.

1) Instead of wliich
, j^ is written according to §. 153, only Ez.

31, 5.

2) q-, rarely j^r- accord, to §. 154, Js. 2S, 12 wliere, however, the

final sound ii has a particularly long sound from contraction , Jos.

10, 24.

3) For in the singular of this nearest person , the influence of a per-

sonal pronoun is not to be thought of, though reasonably in tiie

jdurul as in all kinds of the second and first person.

2) lu the second person , n is the lirmest and most clia-

racteristic pronominal sound, by the terminations of wliich

gender and number are distinguisiied : (i) rnsc. sg. n" which
has become toneless , hence we seldom find the fuller ortho-

graphy r^n according to §. 153. — b) fein. sg. n" the vowel

at the end having fallen away; the et) iiiological orthography

•^n (from the original ti) which is more faithfully preserved

in Aramaic, is chiefly found in the later writers only, Jcrem.,

Ezech., Kulh 3, 3. 4, 5 (and Mich. 4, 13 where the Masoretes

Ihave "^n). — c) pi. rnsc. uZn- as a full compound syllable

lahvays with the tone; d) fern. pi. usually distinguished from

the preceding by IP"; the longer, original form Min is rare

Am. 4, 3.

3) First pars, a) In tlie sg. the abbreviation from "':n

10 *
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/ should be "'3; but aflor ihe weak 3 of this termination was
lost, ami tlu; i alouc remained as essential, the language

compensated for the consonant Avhich had fallen away by the

stronger n from the many forms of the second person in

which it occurs, so that llie regular termination is "^n, with-

out the tone ; according to §. 152 the toneless / also at the

end was regularly written by "• ; the mode of writing r"*;!':;

is very rare, Ez. 16, 59. Ts. 140, 13. lob 42, 2. 1 Kgs. 8, 48

where the authors appear to have wiilten and read merely t

shortened for ti , as we actually find rn-rN for dixi Ps. 16, 2.

— 6) in the pL always ^:~ from i;r;:i< we ^ without the tone.

282 2. I^or the Imperfect. Since the pronouns are put be-

fore the verb, they are shortened, as the prefixes in general

are more rapidly pronounced , to one vowelless consonant

which is ihcjir.st, or the strongest and most characteristic

of the prefix. But as the complete signification of the per-

sons is thus impossible on account of their number, the fur-

ther distinctions must be denoted by postjixes, in such a

manner that the person is indeed denoted al the beginning

by its firm sound , but the more accurate disilnction of num-
ber and gender follows at the end. At the same time the

formation of the imperf. shows itself here also (§. 268) as

less abridged on the whole; hence among others the ^ o,f the

terminations
"J^" ,

]'", Which is almost entirely lost in the

perfect, has often i^eeu preserved in the imperf. e.g. in Joel.

1) Third pcrs. a) Tlie sg. is not left here without a

pronominal affix as it is in the per/.; the nisc. has "^ j\
which has arisen according to §. 93, from i'\ ii , wMiich would
remain from the pronoun hti ; on the other hand b) ~n has

prevailed for the fe??!. sg. , from the termination at §. 209. —
c) In the nisc. pi. the above mentioned method of separation

must be introduced: "jT"^ or '~7 , the 1 as in the sg. being

from the ])rououn , but the plural beiiig denoted bv a termi-

nation as in the per/., the form with "j is even in prose not

rare Gen. 18, 28-32. Js. 8, 12. — (/) In the fern. pi. n^-^

should arise according to the same plan, wliich form is also,

though rarely, found Gen. 30, 38. 1 Sam. 6, 12; but instead

of llie "^ of the fern. sg. the n which is also usually the cha-

racteristic of the fern, is almost universally adoi)tcd : Ti'T) .

The msc. t"i is nevertheless still found for tlie yew. e.g. lot) y, 2-1; and

tsvice Jer. 49, II. Ez. 37, 7 hence tiie extrnordinnry form :i~n, '" which

the ri is from the iViii., hut r; is the general termination of this pi.

2) Second pcrs. The r, which remains at the begiruilng

as the strongest and most characteristic coiisunant for the pro-

noun of this person, is sulficicnt fur the ni tc. sg. but all
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the other forms must be necessarily separated: fern. f;ff. ]1~n

or "^"ri, the form witli "} is not rare even in Prose 1 8am. 1,

14; rnsc. pi. -jl-n (Gen. 32, 5) or 1-n , and /ew. pi. rT3-ri

.

The msc. forms, however, are slill found for the characteri-

stic feminine ones, though it is rare, as Js. 57, 8, llos. 14, 1. 7.

3) Flrat. pers. The 5^. '^;^5 1 has lent its nearest sound

N, and the pi. ^SHj^ or nSH^ its equally near consonant 2 as

characteristics, so that by this distinction of the inefiNes N

(for N according to ^'. 70) and "3 , there is no need of post-

fixes ^)-

1) IJy tliis means the forms of .«ome persons, wliicli, as some slili

certain traces in part prove, mii>t iiave been originally distinct, have

become identical ; for in the laiiy;nan:e as we now find it we liave

tlie nisus formativi of different periods. The identity of the ^ fem.

sg. imperf. witii tiie 2 msc. sp;. is especially disagreable ; hence

na- from the two feminine forms /'/. is sometimes appended to

l^DD as 3 fem. sg. to distinguisli it from the 2 msc sg. Ex. 1, 10.

Jdgs.'5, 2G. Js. 28, 3. lob. 17, 16.
,

III. Conseqii.erir.es of the attachment of these s/'gr/s 283

of the persons to the verbal stems: I. of the prefixes in

the imperf. On account of the diifereut beginnings of tlie

verbal stems as to pronunciation, the ])rerixes do not always

remain in their vowelJess and separate pronunciation: 1) in

all stems in which the first radical has a necessary vowel,

the prefixes may remain in their nearest pronunciation, there-

fore especially in Piel and Paal, as in.:?';, in;:': ^) — 2) In

all stems whicli begin with an externally attached 'n , Hif,
Hof., Nif. and Hltp.y that aspirate is elided between the

succeding vowel and the preceding vowelless consonant, partly

on account of tlie close attachment of the prefixes, and partly

because in Is an external affix (\^. 82); so that

always become n^nlr^
» ^'il^^ ? ^'^.^^ » ^^.^P? • — 3) In QaZ,

the first radical , because it is in itself vowelless , forms one

syllable widi the In Itself equally vowelless prefix sound, so

tiiat according to \. 4). 66 z is pronounced after the Irst sound

in a closely shut syllable {^. 212), as IhD-; 2). But if the

prefix soinid stands by itself before the root , as it does in

^<e peculiar class of roots 12> and y'y, it is then pronounced

'^^h a ^^,37: =2^p:;, io^, yet also "bj??. accord, to §.270. Con-
cern, „ j^:,-,., ggg ^^ 2^n note.

^^ ' tlie first pers. sg inpN etc. accord, to §.70. It is very rarely

'"
the sound « intrudes instead accord, to §. 70: !r!~ltN Lev. 26,

.
^'"cconnt of the peculiarities of the roots J-j'b §. 275 nt.; and

with
ore firmly establislied i n"^rCN 7ac\\. 7, 14 accord, to

§, 70, 2.
• " -: Y^--

^)
^g. , however, i is always i)ronounced accord, to §.
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79 for I in all stems wliicli Iiave i in the first syllable . tliat is,

in Qal, Hitp. and Isif-V.i, as ^r.::^^ . brtr^ii , :;z-dii, i Kgs.

2, 8; in Nif-'al , iiowever, i fre(iuently returns again or account
of the medial syllable §.47, c, as :::yrj5 ] Sam. 27, 1, and al-

Avays does so in I'V on account of the t before which the e would

be still heavier, as ^5^^?.

1 pers. sg. "i^iji , :2r;:< accord, to §.156; --VN IHf. lob 32,

11 for i^TNy §. 84, 1. '

284 In the coarse and relaxed language of the later periods however, the

^ of IJif-il is soniefinies left to remain again, just as (he similar 7^ of the

nrticle after a preposition. Yet this resolution is only found (except E:c.

4G, 22 wliere the jtirl. :;i;p^:2 occurs) in some weak roots nV, which,

besides tlie shortening at the l)eginuing §. 20G , are also witliout Qal and,

tiierefore, more irregular in Hif-il : !-;-iTri"' Ps- 45, 18, ir^-dir;i I'G, 6.

1 Sam. 17, 47. VnVi— 1 J». 52, 5. Even earlier does the language begin

to treat the ^i of tlie '6 [>ers t-g. msc. in -in as inseparable from the first

gound of the steins <-.« or r, as if in compensation of the first radical

consonant, so tliat the signs of the persons are placed anew before this 1

this is mcst frecjuent in the perfectly isolated Tfif-U '^'V'^r! '« wail, as

V'^b""' , V'^b'T) , b'''b"'N Jer- 48, 31; besides tiiis, once ^•"::i-i ////. lob

•2i, 21 and in Qal -j-^-^^ Ps. 138, 6.

285 -• Tlie end of llie verbal stems is iniicli more strongly

afTecled by tbe postfixes of the perf. and of some persons of

ibe imperf. , liecaiise tbey are most closely allaclied. And
.since the verbal formation in general, as distinguished froju

the noun, is a very short and shortened one, all these ter-

miualions, except a few, have become ahnost al\Nays cjuitc

toneless. Hence in these formations it depends partly on the

nature of the last syllable of the stem and ou its voAvels,

partly on tlie natine, beginning, and compass of the postfix;

and in the last respect the two cliief classes of ^joslfixes must
be distinguished into lliose that begin with vowels, and lliose

that begin with consonants:

1) Tiie postfixes tliat begin with \owels are for tlie most
part merely vowels, since —tin and -r/i for -?/- , —/ have be-

come rare in the imperf. As they draw the last radical con-
sonant to their syllable , they always recieve the tone if th-

vowel in tlie preceding syllable is not strong enough to *;"

main (§. 60), but they become toneless as soon as cver""s

preceding vowel resists and maintains itself, only that t^ 8^-

neral laws of the tone do not even in thfit case pr'^'^*^^ "*e

long lorminalions ihi and in to be toneless §. 34.

rt) The first case happens in most stems , sii; .
S'<'''>'er

number have a short, or mei-cly accented, ^ •. . i
"^ ^^^

sylJab'le ; vir.. a of the 'last syllable is so i" ' '^ ""'7--, •'
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n'^T)'^ : Sro: : "^^anp: ; moreover e (§. 46) as nns : "iriS ,
inipcrf.

JN'H-'iii in^Vi ''-'»15?? inlraiis. Qal N-n^m.^p-;- lastly 'o §. ^(^ ,
as

iniperf. Qal 'dx^'Z' • ^^np") , iulraiis. Qal -iOpMrop. It is only

very seldom tluit' tliis obscure, firmer vowel niaiiitaiiis itseU', being clinii-

ged into it §.48, as i-ini^;n before tiie pause, Ru. 2, 8 and, as is still

easier, with tlie tone at the same time retracted tlt^ "ljIE'IJ'} Kx. 18, 26

(§. 197). From 2nd rad. gutt. "^inujp Ez. 16, .^5 from tlie imjierf. Qal

-jP[^^ wliereas we always find ^''^jr^i because the o is no longer pre-

fierved in this root b"5^ . — Tiiese' are remarkable, ^sn^ri Prov. I,

22. the 2 pi. msc. imperf. Qal for rii^^n accord, to §. To. From ?]bJ«.|;'.,

:i'ni<"' '^b^^ ^re formed iicSN'^ , ":i"}i«s"' , ^"^p^''^ accord, to §. 26y, the

flouii(i e disappearing in tlie new formation by means of affixes at tiie

end accord, to §. 76. And even from the intrans. 'lort"' , V^M"* §• 2T0

now :i^5ri"', ^b"!^"'. I" *''e 1 pers- sg. , however, e always remains on

account of the N, In the pause, however, the tone returns

and agaui introduces the vowel of the last syllable of the

stem, and lengthens it {§. 13l), as f^^ri3, ^inS, Ti^l^""-^ '-^p,1^

b) A strong , resisting vowel is only found in the ordi-

nary rods in Hif-Il , as i^ri;pi7 , n^p!^;; ; nn^PtDii , ^iTjis;;,

•jnninp"^ ; >'':?i;5~ : i!>i3u:ri. Bui in two classes of weak roots

tl'iis must occur in all stems except the intensive ones, viz.

first in the VJ in Avhich there is always an immutable long

vowel in the place of the 2nd rad., as dp, N2 , n'3 , Q^p^ ,

:;iD3 : ln73p^, ^^$3, nn'o, -^w^pn , irtios , but"']i?2p";. Secondly

in the similar :;'-j ^) , because the short vowel also of the last

syllable here is supjiorted by the reduplication whicli beco-

mes perfectly audible before the new syllable, as isS ,
^^'^j

"^zb^, ^lio"; from SS, Sh , Sb^, SS"* ; the last vowel which is

lengthened by the tone often becomes short again before dis-

tinct reduplication, as in the pcrf. Hif-tl and Nif-al =lzDri

,

!1353 more frequently than ^23t^, M^55 Ez. 26, 2. From gutt.

with weak reduplicr.iion accord, to ^.120, nr:"i3 perf. Qal, but

on account of "i , ^^i-; , imperf. intrans. T^n;' Ez. 24, 10 f.,

and Avith y , ^S?'^ri pcrf. Ifif. Nevertheless the last syllable is

sometimes foimd with the tone in the pcrf. Qal, Jer. 4, 1.3.

Fs. 3, 2. 55, 22. 2).

1) The simple form i. e. the perf. Qal, is however not unrrcquenMy

found resolved, as ri';^?^"*!?
;

ji'st as without termination "-1-1:2 d72T.

But rarely any other form, as Hif. di/O'^Jil Miih. 6, 13. Ez. 3, 15.

and the' poetical 'jiD'l^ .

2) So also widi l"y, though rarely, Gen. 26, 22. 40, 15. Num. 13,

32; but tiie Mss. vary.

1<? bringing forward of tlie reduplication into the 1st rad. g. 217, ^i

usnally eases before postfixes: yet it also remains t»ot imfrequently in

such a mi-ner that the 2ad rad. is then either doubled at tiie same time,

ai the imptf. ^^^^ iin\^,^^^ Hof. :i)2ni intrans. Qal Num. 11, 35, or
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gives up tlii3 reduplication, as ^^^n*^ P^- 102, 28, ?,'7jj3'^ from n::"', 'nS">

iniperf. Hif. Dt. 1, 44, ^
pn

j'. Hofriob. 19, 23. --in3 perf. Nif. Cant, 1,6~.

Since then the iniperf. ISif. and the intrans. Qal are often tlius identical

in sound, accordingly, botii these verljal stems in general are very lluctn-

ating and convertible in many of these roots (§.246), as "^r;; and '^p

to be lights p7^3 and j-iji to ha terrified, Q-j^j; and flj *° ^^ desert,

C13 iniperf. 'c'~'' , I'^^i accord, to §. 2T7 aud'^Q-TTj I-':;-! pi. "isti and

^73""'. it is niucli rarer, on the other hand, for the sliort vowel (as in

an ordinary root) to be resolved without any trace of tlie original redu-
plication of the 2nd rad. , wiLliout the reduplication coming forward into

the first rad., but in that case a full syllable must always go before as a
support fur the voice, and it happens for the most part in JSif. , if it ratiier

isolates itself and appears to become a simple verbal stem like i^riD ,
as

^7^02 fern, sg. (§. 240) Ez. 41, 7, ^lupD to loathe and also riti'p: lob

10, 1, ?ipi3 to he poured out Js. 19, 3, r"';i-3 to melt Jdgs. 5, 5, t^ilt;

to spread Gen. 9, 19, instead of which vl^\ p'- 10, 18, as this appears

to be the easiest method before d; very seldom in tlie imperf. Qal, as

t^biD ^f*' "« confound accord, to §. 293 from "^'i^lD ,
f>nd ttjti from jnp

Gen. "^11, 6 f. Cf. on the other hand in pause Js. 6^4, 1 f.

28fi c) Tlie wliole of lliis formalion , however , must be par-
llcularly modified In the roots ri"b. lu the genuine Hebrew
lormation the last sound e or a falls away here without a
trace before the vowel of the postfixes which press upon it

{_\. 222), as n^T 3 pi. perf. Qal from nba, ^b^^ 'V:?^ 3 pi. msc.
and 2 fem. sg". imperf. Qal from fiba-; ] ^ib^n , 3 pi. perf. from
nba:^ . The 3 fem. sg. however would not be dislinguished
by the mere termination d , for which reason the hard t is

attached to the vocalic ending a of the stem ^". 209 , as nb.n

not wilh an immulable long d in the last syllable ; but the d
which usually forms this person in Hebrew has generally at-

tached itself a second time to this femiue formation , so that

a distinct double feminine formalion comes together (cf. ^.367),
as i^nb.n , nnb^3 ^) , and the simple nba is very rare (except
before 'suffixes'^. 310) Lev. 25, 21. 26/34. Jer. 13, 19. 2 Kgs.
9, 37 Kith. — Together wilh these genuine Hebrew for-

mations, however, we find a mode of formation prpduce,d by
the influence of Aramaic, only rarely and in poetiy, bywhich
tlie ae (ai) returning as 3 rad. and resisting the final vowel
recieves ihe tone {^. 222), den, llierefore becomes djii , as
vV^-; imperf. Qal lob 12, 6; also 3 sg. fem. perf. r;:;cn 2);
before -uri the tone yields, yet the a can still remain" before
^ if only a light syllable goes before "ji^yinn Qal Js. 21, J2.

33, 7 cf.
i^:^-)^ Dt. 8, 13, but not ' so' i^rs^n Fiel Js.

40, 18.
I

:
-

J) Sometimes the roots t;"''^ imitate even tliese peculiaritif ^^ ^ell

in the attachment of the simple p, as nji'np Js- 7, *• ^^^- ^^•,

23. Gen. 33, 11 (which is once imitated even 'bv a r'^'
ending iu
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M ,
'Ts nn;:ui3 ^'f- Js. 23, 15) as also in tiie repetition of tlie

feminine termination, in wliicli case we do not find J-7ni«;*lp 'ike

nnVa ,
but, because j,^ still makes its sound lieard

,

' J7n5^-ip ^

as the weakened form riN'np returns beforeiiand into the niore

living and full iT^'ip or rNnp again, and to sncli a form tlie

repeated ending d must now attacli itself toneless; thus rin^bsil
i\7/. 2 Sam. 1, 26 with a sliort vowel accord, to §. 60, ^inx^tth
IJif. Jos. 6, 19 with a long vowel at a small pause. — Besides

^b?3 for tinV^ accord, to g. 280 a late form Ez.28, 16. Jer. 8, 11.

2) lu tlie same manner the verj' ancient i-;in Ex. 1, IG from in

§. 279 for the usual i-in^n . For this formation is properly the

primitive one in Hebrew,' tiiougli not preserved in the ordinary

language.

The tone rests on all final syllables in pause, if the thii'd

radical is expelled; only rarely does the tone retreat even
here, as ^^5 in pause, following ^bs , for the sake of variety

iu words of the same sound Ps. 37, 20. cf. ^^. 132. The form
Jinb.n however , as it is perfectly equal to the normal one
rtSris, is always changed into Mnba; we find lnnjP^3 A'//, even
iu a smaller pause Js. 3, 26.

2) The postfixes which begui with consotiants (n~, n"';287

Dn", "jin" ; "T}"", li" iu the perf. , and Ji: in the imperf.) aro

most closely attached to the stem without any sound between,

and they have therefore all become toneless (except the two
heavy ones t3n~, "jn) as the tone can remain upon the unse-
parated final syllable ol' the stem, as riiriS. It depends

upon this close attachment, however, that

a) the vowel in the preceding syllable cannot any longer

exteud itself freely, but is slrongly compressed. The o indeed

must remain 6 iu tone according to §. 45, as njbp , tnlirpn

and only becomes 6 out of lone , as dn^LOp. But the e does

not remain long as in the final syllable , but contracts itself

into a shorter sountl ; but liiat according to ^. 46 is not e

but a because the tone falls in most persons upon the se-

cond syllable, and 7i according to rule is not accented. Thus
ninjD , rDriiPS from Piel isns , also "^'ist, rj^rpn from the

intrans. y?.ri ; iu the imperf. Piel, where the sound e is in ge-

neral more constant accord, to ^. 274, the e can nevertheless

remain even with "i before the single termination TiV" which
however beguis with a soft sound, as r^Dni^iTri lob 27, 4; on
the other hand Nif. nab^iin Jer. 24, 2; "and Q'll inr-ibn from
^bn ^. 271; always possible in pause with a {_§. 133) in INif.

and Piel, as Js. 13, 16. 18. 28, 3 (on the contrary e in Piel

Prov. 24, 2). 5 as last rad. coalesces with the postfix n: , as MSpipn

Ez. 32, 16; the reduplication is however often wanting here
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ns at ihe end of a word {§. 118) specially in pause, as S^Sirr;

lliilli I, 13 and rrrrwVr, pause Js. 60, 4 both JNif.; Ps. tT,' 28

ill many cdilt. (liie reduplication very seldom ceases in tin's

Avay in :Ji>, as 'bnr; 3 pi. perf. I!if. accord, to many cdilt. for

rirw" 1 Sam. 3, 2). — Even the i of Hif-il is not found here,

but Ilif. shows ils orighial resemblance to Piel in having a
also in the penult, as rinpri, t^ninprj, but e in the im-

perf. as !^:inrr ; but on account of gutt. nir^sr from v^J

Ps. 119, 171. — Fioin N"b on llie other liand e is aUvays

found instead of this a, because in them the sound e beco-

mes at once lengthened before N and forms a simple svllable

(^. 8.5), as n.^n-; iutrans. Qal, lirinN^-ro Piel, ""ri^^'" tiff. —
From a gntt. as 3 rad. p^^^^-j^ {)al, ^l^""3"^i;^; ^^'f-, 'H"'2''D always closely

nttaclied ; the guttural pronunciation is only resolved before tlie soft 3

in a syllable losing the tone, as T::i:3>72\p with suffix §.74. But before

tJie termination n~ of 2 pers. sg. fem. as a hard sound , the hardest gut-

tural can even remain without a vowel, as rlTipb 1 Kgs. 14, 3. Jer. 13,

25; we usually find r"':c3 ^^en Dag- lene remaining contrary to §. 173,

as the « is hardly heard
; yet mpb without Dag. lene also belongs here

Gen. 30, 15. 20, 16; with ^{"V, nNHp^ or HNnp^ §• 163.

b) But there are stems in which there is an originally

long, immutable Jvowel before the last rad. , viz. most of those

from i'J in which this vowel is radical (§. 218). Since then

ihis vowel first strongly resists being shortened , a foreign

vot^el intrudes between the two syllables which hinders their

violent collision, and to which the postfixes are attached, as

they are, in other cases, to the last syllable of the stem. This vo-

calic ending appears to have been d originally , but has now
so varied on account of the distinctions of the vowels of the

tense exercising an inlluence hei-e also (^. 268) , that 6 is

found in the perf. and e in the impcrf. Yet the language has

already accommodated itself to a sliorteiiing of the radical

vowel in many cases, so that these separation-vowels find no
place; this formation is indeed more in uniformity with that

of the other veibs , but is a later method, and is maniroslly

only commencing in llebrew. Particidars are as follows

:

1) In the perf., the vowels of Qal, the lightest and most used form,

have been regularly shortened, to wiiith is to be added that tlie prevailing

vowel liere, d, is from its nature most easily shortened: tlierefore ^"p^i

riap,, n':p_, !=!^.";p. ^^'^- *'"'*"* ^^ (§• ^^)
"^'f^ ^ ^r^^"^?'

seldom

written without ^ 1 Siani. 25, 8; the intransitive stems also, as 'ijna,

piUJS . ndz 1^"*^ £2ri"i;2 as tlie o now loses tiie tone; y-i'^ , Klin's. P'O

(§. 143) rt being used instead of e in the tone, as above in the ordijiary

Piel and Hif-il, but in a toneless syllable the not only intransitive but at

tlie same time radical vowel is again iieard distinctly, as |::2p\;;3 Mai. 3,

20. ipi*"'! however is of a totally ditferent kind g. 245. — In Ilif, on
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t'e other iiand tlie sliarp / regularly maintains it.self iinsliortencd ,
('> tliere-

ror<? ja internospfl; nevertlieless Jlie / det^ceiids sometimes to e before tlie

<i (<'. 48) Ex. 19, 23, as t^-^^r: , ri73-^p^., rarely ni;:;^^]. , tZ}n7:i|prt.

etc. ^)
, cf. farther §. 289. The usual formation is iiuleed found and wi'tli-

out tliis insertion of the o, but under great limitation; viz. in forms in

wliicli a n or 3 as last rad. endeavours to unite witii a ri or 3 as sign

of a person (§. 116) as -^4-17:^, tlVi'^yi., UDi"! '" ^vliicli a in the penult

is for e again on account of tiie tone, lience out of the tone tZ:^'2ri •

in this case even ^ni^ClTi (or w't'' suClixes iip'^^^ri) >« sometimes writ-

ten , as if the long vowel which was just compre,?sed out of Sjiri'^/^n

endeavoured to maintain itself still 1 Sam. IT, 35. Moreover in j^"^
^

as j^

easily looses its power as consonant and becomes mute after the vowel

(§.85), as N^irr. , riN^." (ofteaer than n^n^) Dn.NlarT, for DnjJir!,

in wliich the vowel e must at once appear even in the tone.syllablc be-

cause it is long in a simple syllaltle. Besides these cases it is very rare

in Hif. without Qal, as ris;?^ Kx. 20, 25; the latter iiowever is more

frequent in a new formation which is more favourable for shortening §.

299. — In JSiif. on tlie other hand tiiere is as yet no beginning of this

shortened form, and the o of the stem often sinks to d before the in-

serted (J (§.48) apparently always immediately before the tone, as :,Tin2j

Tiil^S3 Js. 50, 5, on the contrary t^n^^b: Ez. 11, [IT. 20, 34, 41, 43.

O TihlDiri 's remarkable on account of its going over into the

formation of -{2 Zach. 10, 16 for inii'ilin v. 10.

2) In tlie Tniperf. the e wiiicli is always accented before tlie single

ending j-jj becomes sharpened to <? , like the e of tlie roots j^"'p to whose

standard it conforms its pronunciation and orthography (§. 288); hence

some editt. write the a twice after the sharpened vowel Ez. 13, 19. Zacli.

1, 17. Moreover, the inserted vowel maintains itself much more con-

.stantly in the imperf. than in the perf. ; it is regularly found even in Qal,

as r;3"'72pri or Ji^'pripn also irtS72^pn ;
only nSiJJnn as in the perfect

with a mute j; ; Ihf. f-iS'-^ipn Mich. 2, 12, instead of which however

we find the remarkable ri'^Oipn Jer. 44, 25. contrary to §. 63, as though the

e falls away the .syllables are yet not closely attached, this is assisted by the

soft 3
; otherwise the shortened form in Ual must be r;:7apn ,

and in Hif.

ri:;3r.n lob. 20, 10. ^ ^ •

^

The stems of tlie "J'j, whose last syllable ends in a pro-

perly double consonant, arrive by another way at the same
insertion of the 6 ^) in the perj. and e in the imperf. For
the 2nd and 3rd rad. here form a thick mass ^), a redupli-

cation of the sound, which at the end of a word indeed is

not distinct enough , but wlu'ch is always prominently audible

before postfixes. It would not, however, be at all audible

if the postfixes beginning with a consonant were closely at-

tached, and therefore a firm vowel intrudes between the ad-

verse syllables by which also the mass of the double sound

becomes audible, a, i and u (the last two accord, to §. 47,

c) are always found as toneless vowels before the reduplica-

tion according as the pure sound a or r, //, lies originally m
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tlie fdrjiiallori of stems. Thus Qcd , nii^D ^), !i:ni2D, imperf.

nrincri n-oiu :-::, nb";; ////. rjicrT, imperf. i-rrVrin from incri,

rn;; ; A"//. ^riVr,"; from pp.: or b,".: ^^. 276. An example of
au inlrans. Qal is nrrirri 1 8am. 3, 11 which is indeed formed
from bii', but in such a maiuicr that the intrans. sound i

intrudes instead of a §. 270. The omission of the reduplica-

tion and, tlierefore , of tlie inserted vowel also is only found
in cases where the rednplicalion is brought forward accord,

to §. 217 /;, as n?n: iVz/. Jer. 22, 23, tliough the redupli-

cation of the 1st rad. is wanting there, as it is a gull. It is

especially frequent in iiUrans. Qal as l-;:bi:n Jer. 19, 3, and
r::n!iri 49, 2. !n:;^"2n Zach. 14, 12 whicli proceed through
]\if-al first to intrans. Qal accord, to §. 246, from n:^; , nui";

,

^.D-^_'^, to burn, p'^D, p/3';', ^^iz^ to languish. Very rarely

without reduplication at the beginning, as ^I'zr^ Num. 17, 28.

J) Only Mich. 2, 4 ri3--^TJ3 ^'f., perlmps to imitate the sound of la-

nieiitation more nearly.

2) For it is very seldom tliat the double sound here resolves itself

into its parts, by whicli the formation becomes regular and does
not require tlie inserted vowel, as ri:t7Z Dt. 2, 33.

3) It is to be observed that tlie termination ij-|— of the 1st pers. sg.

perf. can nevertlieless recieve the tone, as "ipT^'J Dt. 32, 41. Js.

44, 16. Ps. 11(5, T, -p-^ 2 pers. sg. msc. Ps. 90, 8 lias also the

tone at the end.

2 as last rad. is only lost in the very much used fns to

give \n the n of the signs of the persons ^^. 113, but in this

root regularly, as l^rns ^), t^nn:.

1) AVe even find J-;nn tor it once 2 Sam. 22, 41, of. tlie entire form

Ps. 18, 41. This great mutilatiua is precisely in this root least

remarkable, cf. §. 273.

288 f") The root? r; b have still preserved their original vocalic

ending ae entire before the postfixes beginning in consonants

in both tenses alike §. 279; nevertheless there arc many pe-

culiarities in particulars : l) the long sound e =z ae still in-

deed prevails in tlie pci'f- but has also very often been re-

duced to the simple /.' accord, to §. 149; viz. regularly in the

most used and atlrited form, in Qal, as ri^^VT , lz;ri-''b.'> , not

so often in Piel, HiJ., Nif. and Hitp., as '^"'Vn and "^ri-'V.T

and not at all in the rarer forms Tual and Huf-al , as n"'^i:
,

n"'?ri Js. 14, 10 1). — In llie imperf.^ before the single softer

terniinalion Iri:" the e which is always accented here is always
compressed into a sharp e, as M;"'b:jn , hence "^ is sometimes
oniilU'd in the writting Job 5, 12 (which is very rare with
the long vowels of the perf. in an accented syllable) and :

may l)e even doubled afier the sliarp vowel INlich. 7. 10, cf.

\. 287 h.
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1) But from l"b.U: to rest §. 222 we slill have "Tliy^ lob 3, 26;
nevertheless tlie 3 pi. r^V-^^ Lam. 1, 5, because two it or t come

together liere and notiiiiig separates tliein §. 53. 91. The imperf,
howeveWollows tlie usual form, ^b\l3"' , I'l. ^iblp"'

.

In this^ery respect the n'V imitate the H b most easily

and frequently. The persons of the iniperf. which end in ln3""

ahvays do so, as l^i:^^~lp^. Qal , rarely even without N, as

T\V3T] Q)al from N^^': Ru.' 1, 14; the mode of writing r;2iN::i;.^n

for r;:xN::^::n iVZ/^shows the transition, Jer. 50, 20 Q'ri i).

Moreover, the perf. Nil", regularly takes e in the last syllable

for d , as ns'liTiD compared with the 3 pers. sg. N2i?32 without

termination. Other transitions are rarer and later in date, as

TiNb^ Qal, where N has still remained in the ^yriling Ps. 119,
101^" and n-^asnl-f Bifp. 1 Sam. 10, 6.

i) Even applied to a gutt. j-j ^
as tlSTiS'in Ez. 16, 50, but it is

at the same time favoured by tlie assonance, as also iu J-j^iNa

imperat, for lilJ^i; together with nt'^I^'l Cant. 3, 11.

It is a remnrkable sign how tlie very short stems try to lengthen

tliemselves again (§. 206) that instead of Nhr 3 fern. sg. iniperf. Qal and

""iShn 2 fem. sg. ^7Nhn "'^y ^^ med even with the personal termina-

tions of i\\s p.:rj'. (whence piubabiy 'vrnNliri with Suffix lob 22, 21) or

witli the toneless ah §. 293 ^riNbn ^^om riNbri Dt. 33, 16; •>ntibn

1 Sam. 25, 34- Q'ri. Tlie only thmg'like it is J^^nn 0'''^ callx^ for -j^p

poetical Prov. 1, 20. 8, 3.

3) hi ail verb.il forms in which the tone is retracted by means of 289
these or other postiixes, the foretone vowel also disappears §.36 11". Thus:

zns, tannins ; tz:"^p;;, j^-.^jp-i.
; ::b;;, nrzon .

hi E^y.r: perf. Hif.

e is often retained as (leeting vowel (§. 70) before the strong i and for

the disliiK'tion of tense, as ri'-^piTT tliough siso n::;^p^T; wiiile in ^"^j

a is always found, ri"iX5^I from "crr . ^^ this ;-j of hit. however comes

in this manner before a guU. as 1 nid. , then instead of the (leeting a full

short a is used with weak reduplication of the following gutt. (accord,

to §.T0, 1), as nil:?", riinnn ^^ these roots are disposed to lengtlien

themselves at the beginning.

If the vowel is dropt in this manner from "^ as 1 rad.,

its soft sound is so drawn back upon the following consonant

which Jias lost the tone , that £ is rather sounded with it than

«, which I again becomes e in a sim[jle syllable accord, to

^. 48 , as tnnuj"!";! , rrn-d"}"; , ':]in'i'b"', i^/i'^i^^';' (tlie last three with
sulT.) Ps. 2, 7. 69, 3ij i'rom "i^S;;, ib"^, in pause "13

"J"^,
"iby,

very rarely does a remain Ez. 35, 10. In the same manner
N as 2 rad. takes the weaker e (\". 70) instead of a when it

loses the tone , which e can be furtiier changed in a com-
pound syllable into z accord, to I. 47, a^ this is regularly

found in the verb bN'">i3 (in paiise VWtJ), as i^n^N^ 1 Sam. 12,

13; and wilh suff. vnbN^UJ , ////. rrbiVj^l I'Sain. 1, 20. 28.

Jdgs. 13, 6; in a simple syllable wilh sull'. "^bN:;!: Gen. 32, 18.
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The only cases in wliidi tlie foretojic vowels remain are: n) in tlie

form
yj^i^^ y ['I- pert". Qal , because the short vowel of the last syllable

. ratiicr flisappears before tlie short accented terminations of the perf. a,
li, and that form in itn is excee<linf;;ly rare. — b) In ti^ imperf. ^if.,
the a of the foretone has become lieavier, because Nif^i general as a
reflexive and pas.sive form has not so niucii li^Jitness; it iflfcains even be-
fore heavy terminations, as

'^^'-i'2-ci ^i- "*, *-^G. I's. 37, 9, and before suf-

fixes in the same way, as tlD-iirTrt inf. Ez. 21, 29.

According to ^. 41 f. tlie vowel which disappears as fore-
tone before «he liylit // , i, may remain in a simple syllable

before the heavy tcrniinalious of the imperf. un and in for u
and i (and the siidixes like these), and indeed a and e gene-
rally remain, as 'j^\-ii:7, ')"V-r]"'. , ""r^"^'' Qal; 'i^=r:57 iV//:,-

bnt seldom out of pause, cf. "'jVnz'in Mllhout pause Gen. 32,
20 with j-i-iznn Ps. 58, 2, and even in pause never in Piel

(on accoimt of the strong emphasis at the beginning) before
suffixes, as^^nVviJn Ninn. 5, 3. Seldom too (and never before
suffixes) does the o of the imperf. Qal remain, as p-i^jv"'

liulh 2, 9. Jos. 24, 15.

NEW IMODES FROIM THESE TATO VERBAL FORi^IS.

290 E Jussii-'e, imperative^ and cohortati^^e
,
Jroni the im-

perfect, cf. ^^. 266.

1. The jiissii'C is tlie emphatic expression of the will

thai something be done. It is therefore distinguished from the

imperf. only by a shorlei-, more hurried pronunciation, the stress

of the voice being rather withdrawn from the end, and the

end of the form being therefore shortened. The particular

eli'ects of this, however, are only parliaily observable, and

ia Aranjalc isave been progressively lost entirely

:

i) In the many persons which end in the 3 rad. , the

shortening must show ilself in the stem itself. But in a

strong verb, in which tv>'o compound syllables generally come
together and in wliicli the vowel in the last syllable is very

simple, the rules for the tone \^. 34 and those for llie accented

vowels ^. 45 ff. do not permit any further shortening of the

last syllable whatever; in ////! only is the i ^. 252 regularly

reduced to the short sound £ which on account of the tone

§. 46 becomes e, as ]'2t2 let him male to diveUl Nri'in let

her bring- forth.' Genl "l , 10. 24. Ts. 7, 6. lob 11, 14. In

weak roots, hoNvever, the shortening is for the most part

much easier and more regularly distinguishable; for

a) a greater distinction can be at once established in the

roots with 3 rad. gutt. by the e of the last sellable being re-

gularly cliangcd to fl , as ntpi;^ J^^'J-i f'V't'"'^
Piel. ;]^-;^ is

prol)al)Iy Qal for >l^'l'j Dsg. lene still remaining, Ps. T, 6.
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h) The very long and at llie same time radical vowel of tlis

last syllables of l"y inQal, Ilif. and Nif., can be so shortened that

the tone fails upon the penult, because It Is a simple syllable,

as i-c3n-'bfl Nif. from i^u;n (//e rcducl) iKgs. 2, 20; this

great shorleiiing, however, Is not the usual one, especially if

no close syllable goes before on which the retracted tone can

rest, as bx in the example above (cf. 297) ; unless the tone is

retracted on account of a closely attached word at the end

accord, to
i^.

198, in which case this great shortening is al-

ways possible, as Nj^-nu3'; Qa/ from n^u:';2Sam. 19, 38. lob

22, 28. In general, the tone remains on the last syllable, and

with it the tone vowels , which are nevertheless shorler than

the radical ones; thus Qal ts" pi from l:r,ip"^, in some places

tp;. Gen. 27, 31. Jdgs. G, 18. "2Sam. 19,^38 (l pers. sg.)

Trov. 9, 4. 16, which is not so much shortened (but still

written without l) and Is usually found where the form is

more Independent, but occurs even without that condition;

Hif. tnpi from t:3"^pi. From N-:n accord, to ^^. 85 always

Mb-;, N^:i;j but from ^jDii ^^. 246 still shorter t\t\'' Prov. 30,

6, in pause Pjw^n lob 40, 32.

r) 'Ihe 'liatinction is most uniformly sensible in all stems

of H'b, for here the finaUe of the last syllable easily admits

a distinct shortening. As tlie tone Is withdrawn , the iinal

e fu'st looses Its sharp sound and becomes a common e In a

simple syllable I. e. e accord, to ^. 48 , and secondly this e

having become quite powerless easily falls away entirely. 'Ihe

forir.er of these two poysibililies seldom occurs here, as

r;7.r;n~'rN Jer. 17, 17; the second is prevalent, as D^Dn froni

nsiDn, ^-JT] Ps. 141, 8, Prov. 22, 24 from rT-i>;ri accord, to

f. 120, Pie'l; Qal, i^^ Gen. I, 22 from fir.^-;, the e still re-

taining the tone in the sudden shortening accord, to ^. 46, though

Ave also find l^ni In which It is changed into e; with 2nd

rad. gult. y^i , 'Jrr/, before a gnlt. as 1st rad., ci intrudes

for 1 accord.'' to §.78, so that O'll and Hif- are of tlie same

sound, as tnn
, yjj^, br^ from MTrin , r:::;^, i-i"b._^i in the last

of which the' full' form's of the imperf. in Qal and Hif. are

also alike; the i only remains before the hai'der T\ of some

roots accord, to
»S^.

80, as •^H"' (in which even the Dag. leue

still remains §. 173), )r\\, nn;. , while the full form t^ai^i ia

Qal is the same as tha't of Hif. ; from '^b at the same time,

I-'; and 1-"! accord, to \^. 98 from Inin^. j i'l pause ^tv^,^ accord.

to"^". 131,''cr. farther \j. 297 ; ^71;-. once Gen. 41, 33, N at-

tracting the tonevowel accord, to ^^, 73; 77//, n-D^ Gen. 9, 27,

p]nri. accord, to §.29. 127, n':ri. (§.78) Neh. 13,' 14; KiJ. b-^n

from -p-^n Js. 47, 3. N^: from i-;N'-)i Lev. 9, 6 ^). From is

at the same time, 'C; Qal from Ma^, i;i Hif. from Ti'Cl,

root r;*o: . It is not seldom however that the entire foriu
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is again fouiul , as llie language gradually looses tliis dis-

tinction ; lliis is especially frequent in the 3rd pers. , as r7N"^ri

let it appear I Gen. 1, 9 T\'^v'^_ Jet him do 41, 34. lob 3, 9.

But where tlie sliurtenefl form occurs , aiifl does not arise from tliis cause or

from the one explained §.296 f. , tliere tiie weak vowel r is lost by apocopa-

tiou, tliis is especially easy in ^;—i for ri^""' , Ijut is still very rare. Geu,

49, 17.

1) This e is regularly clianged in Aramaic into / (§. 49) which clian<re

begins to appear in Hebrew also in the late periods: -n'cn "''''

tlie tone drawn quite back in paus(?, .ler. 18, 23; cf. "iiTni •5? <J-

and i^n as imperat. Qal for J-r^r! Js- 26, 20. — ^t:"i1 ^'-^O

Jos. 9, 24 may be explained a<cord. to g. 296 f; otherwise (- is

very seldom found for e, Gen. 26, 29 (where liowever j2N (/ goes

before) and Dan. 1, 13,

2) r;-£i Ps- 109, 13. 14 (cf. Gen. 7, 23), appears to be shortened

from INif riH""' '" *"'^'' ^ manner that the a which has only arisen

as foretoue lias been also shortened at the same time.

2) The persons which end in yr or y drop the ^

:

only in Heb. , because the nasal is very frequenlly drop! even

without this cause f. 282, this is no longi-r a prominent dis-

tinction. In the persons which end in ":", no further dis-

tinction of the jussive is possible, except that the TJ attach

the !^:~ to their shortened forms, from whidi il folloAvs at

the same time that the inserted vowel, ^. 287, h, then falls

away, as ^pUJn Qui Ez. 16, 55. naVsn G^. 245) Ps. 48, 12;

although even 'this gradually ceases.

291 2. The imperative is the highest inlension of the jussive,

the shortest expression of the will that something be done.

It stands therefore abrujitly , as interjection, at the beginning

of the sentence; and so little capable is it of being sid^ordined,

that the subjective negation bN {fi'tj > riel) is never attached

to it, hut always with the jussive itself, as •^lnri"'bN ne sis!

toyri~"bN ne fad It is moreover only developed for the se~

cotid person as the nearest one to which an immediate com-

mand can be addressed ; and therefore not yet in the pure

passive stems Pual and Hol-al ^) , as the pure passives in ge-

neral are remoter in use
;f.

2.51.

1) The imperat. from Hof-al is only twice attempted in the later

period, in the passages (which are in other respects also remarkable)

quoted 259. The imperat. is very frequently formed from A//, and

Hitp. , however , and in every signification.

The form therefore proceeds entirely from the jussive

;

the stem has the same shortening at the end, which here only

has established itself in many cases more strongly and ])Owei-

fully; the proper cliaracterislrc is the casting away of the sign

of the person n at the bcgijuiing, by which the word becomes as
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short and enipliatic as possible; tlie derivation from llic imperf.

remains nevertlioless distinctly evident by the internal vocali-

zation of the imperf. §. 269 being preserved unaltered, and
gender and number are still sulliciently distinguished by the
verbal terminations which are retained. In particulars

, liow-
ever, many new changes are pi'oduced by this greatest

shortening

:

1) In the stems in which n is prefixed without close at-

tacluuent §. 283, 1, it falls away again w^ithout any further
consecjuences ; thus Piel Sn3 (from Isn^ri) ; a is, however,
sometimes found in the last syllable for e, and w^ith other
than gutt. as 5^2 Ps. 55, 10. zip^Ez. 37, 17, although we
still have T^"}.'^, "i?l always. The pi. ^irs etc.

2) In all stems which begin with an externally attached

m , this aspirate , which was before expelled alter the signs' of
tlie persons [§. 283, 2), always returns again; thus a) HiJ.
nriDr;; from ^v, Qp.ri , Nin^i , but pL accord, to ^. 290, 2 is

nn'^nsri, ^'^^p^H' ^'^^^.T'
'^^*^ nasal only having fallen away

from -an. Before gutt. HDiln
,

pi. ^in'^LDin. — b) Nif.
nnsri

,
gutt. n^li^iri ; but the tone is sometimes entirely drawn

to the penult, as "i73T2irT Ex.23, 21. 2Kgs. 6, 9, which formation
is easily possible according to the laws of the tone, but for

which the jussive has become too torpid ^^^ — c) Hitp,
3ri3nl7 ; with regard to the last vowel, cf. \^. 257.

1) There is a remarkable , still greater shortening of tliis imperat. by
whicli even the j-[ at the beginning falls away and the stem is

reduced to the most rapid pronunciation (§. 277) ; this however is

only found in the ;^^-'^i;:::p3 assemble yourseUxs , for nit^jpli

Joel 4, 11. Js. 43, 9. Jer. 50^5. ' '
'.

3) In Qal y there is no further difficulty in shortening

the 771SC. sg. and fern, pi.., as Sln3 , tiSiiins from anisn,

M^l^ripn , iutraus. ^13 , JliSia from \ii^,T\ ; from 1st rad. gutt.,

^)zv (\^. 70) even if the full syllable had e, as mm from nm-'

,

e only in SrrNl, where N stands before a gutt., and l72Ni
;

all that is new and remarkable is that the roots which end in a gutt. can
shorten the termination ;-;3- to the mere consonant -n , because the gutt.

(§. 70) itself easily assumes the weak vowel with which the n must be
pronounced {§. 29), as "7:^72^3 Gen. 4, 23 sliortened from ^3^72^3, and

hence tiXTp Ex. 2, 20 for r^Ii^'lp , 'It^'^p ,
*'"<^^ N •" such a concur-

rence more easily takes the vowel entirely to itself accord, to §. 75, and
in that case its e ; in which, however, the short e again characterises the

verb, and the imperat.

But in the msc. pi. and fern. sg. there arises an impor-
tant difficulty in the formation here , because, after the casting

away of D at the beginning e. g. from innpn, the first two
consonants of the word are left without a vowel. Fust there-

11
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fore a weak 7, the nearest vowelsoiiml , is pronounced willi

the 1st rat!, accord, to §. 66 , as i:ar3 , '^'2r\'z and in the same

manner from the intrans. n"b~a ; and many traces prove that

this 7 is yeiy luirried , as a vowclsonnd only assumed from

necessity, for the syllable remains open, and it is very rare

for Dag. lene to follow (Js. 47, 2. .ler. 10, 17); a gult. as 1

rad. takes 7, contrary to §. 79, as ^THH , ^'l^H, ^^^n, ^SyN

(very seldom e, as "'SU;" Js. 47, 2); from 2 rad. gutt. we fmU
even lin'a once, lob 6, 22 with 7, usually "•int: , ^P^^'
^iN'IJ, ^^N\l3 always with open syllables §. 168; but N takes e

before n, as ^lanx, ^J^N, though beside the last "'TriN Fiu. 3,

15 , tlie o of tiie 2 rad. in "hx making itself again heard
;

from 3 rad. gutt. nnb'^^J , •'i:";^^ , and wiih N ^.H-\i fear ye

1 Sam. 12, 24 for ^N^"} accord, to §. 82, which rapid pronun-

ciation is just suited for the imperat. Only rarely does the

original active o of the 2 rad. endeavour to preserve itself in

such a manuer that it aj)pears again with the firat rad. in-

stead of the nearest vowel (\^. 66) , as feni. ""zh^ , -^'h" from

r)-^72 , r^2> Jdgs. 9, 10. Zef. 5, 14. V2^p^^ §. 169."
''

^

The fs in going from the imperf. to the imperat. loose

their first rad. entirely, because it is already lost in TI^P ,

T^bn {§. 271), as ni. ^), rjb, n^
;

yet "^ as I rad. has often

been preserved in the imperat. from the form p^'ri in which

the sound of the 1 rad. has maintained itself much stronger

as /, thus !«;-];, ii3~i"] Ul. 33, 23, but we also find "^r'n 2, 24,

and u3'n in lb from an earlier form u;');' (cf. inf. const. r'iJT )

1, 21. pir-; iRgs. 18, 34 and p:z 2Rgs". 4, 41. The p/. of

all these ^1^ , ^nd, fern. sg. "^inJ ; on the other hand, if the

1 rad. is preserved, ^pi?";'; fern. pi. r;:^"c3 , ihe e maintaining

itself in the shorter word contrary to nr^'dri §.287.— From the

NS on the other hand which have o in tlie imperf. accord, to

§. 272, the imperat. is derived anew^ accord, to strong forma-

tion , as "bbN* , '^;2N beside b^i^n, 'n7:Nn.

1) T'^') Jdgs. 5, 13 cannot be imperat. accord, to the connexion of

tills passage; the ffrf. alone suits the sense, and one may either

read ^-^i or consider tt> as the shorter prouiinciatioa (contrary

to §. 2:^7) for 'i-Ti.

The 52 Avhich may still retain their 1 rad. in the imperf.

or at any rale only resolve it without sulfeiing the form to

be further mutilated, always retain the : in the imperat., as

•ni:, ~1T:, pL i:'p3, l"Ti', ^52"; but the more constantly tliey

resolve the 3 and become like the 'b b}^ iironouncing the last

syllable willi a or e instead of 6 (§. 273) the mot^ rarely

can 3 return iu the imperat.: ^"5, b'4 ? N"^?
f '1: ' V^' '^^P: ^N'ip,

'•rn, fern. sg. "Tis Kz. 37, 9; instead of iu:a we have ^iuii; Jos.

3. 9 with the vowel striving to go back ( §. 197). x\nd still
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.more exlraordinarily we find Nt'; I\s. 10, 12. In llie same
inauner np from hpb accord, to §. 273 , but also npb again

Ex. 29, 1."

From :;'-j
, ab Qal , bni7. Hif., TT3^ Nif. In tlie same

manner from vj C:p?4 H{f-} P^* "'^''Pvl f- witliout inserted

vowel i-i3apn, sometimes too still sliortor '^'•^Ti Ez. 21, 35.

^a/ however does not soxnid tlDp as we would expect from
tpn , but the short w^ord extends itself somcwiiat again and
becomes Dp, n72 Jos. 7, 10 or is even written t:^p, ri72 .

In the same manner il"''^ , ri'iUJ from the roots described ^. 245.

PI. fem. r;:2\j al\va}S without tlie inserted vowel; it is also

sometimes formed from that .9^, :i:'2p .Is. 32, 9. — Fem. sg.

"'U;i'71 "''^^p Mich. 4, 10. 13; tlie second lias u instead of u, for euphony.

The formation of the Hb is already clear from §. 290, r;292
but the relation of the two formations which are possible ac-

cord, to ^. 290, c varies somewhat here. In the longer stems,

the utter falling away of the final vowel is indeed possible:

viz. usual in Hifp. and Nif., as "n^n^T Dt, 2, 24, also fre-

quent in Hif. ancl Piel , as "^"yj accord, to §. 79, 2, Ex. 9, 1.

from nby.M;^), Un from T'Jili Mil. from iit:: , li: from r;';!^, but

not regularly, as MS- Hil. from nro Ez. 6, 11. n;'p_ ri^.2i Ps.

44, 5; in Qal on the other hand, tlie last vowel never falls

away because the word would become too short and indis-

tinguishable
;

there remains therefore nb"' •> "^^y! ? so lliat ^it:3

is even formed ane\v. although the imperf. and juss. are al-

ways Ti'^' and t:;; From Stti to live: T\''J\_^ fem. ''I'n ; from
iTlTi to he: indeed also ri;;'r; , but also accord, to a more
ancient pronmiciation inilrr poet. Gen. 27, 29 2). — From a

n'd at tlie same time, IDN jjl. hake ye Ex. 16, 23 for ?5N

,

the N here easily assuming a full vowel in the effort of the

tone to go to the beginnijig [^. 70) , and ^TN co^zej^e accord,

to the poetical form ^. 28ti"js!21, 12. 56, V. 12.

1) ^'p7\ imperat. Hif. Ps. 39, 14 for S-plTi from ^:^u3 §. 70.

2) 1 is always preserved as second rad. in tliis root in Aramaic; and

hence in later Hebrew, f^rij-ji imperf. for !-;i^i Koh. 11, 5, a

strongly Aramaic pronunciation , the 3 rad. j-; iiaving been changed

accord, to §. 280 into n, the root therefore may be now formed

like i"j> as t2^p' the indistinct vowelsound at tlie beginning instead

of the a of the foretone is also Aramaic. — Also ;-[ij-; pari, in

the later period.

3. The coliortative is a peculiar kind of the jussive and 293

imperative, in which the effort of the mind, the direction

of the will to a special object , is rendered emphatically and

very externally prominent. For it attaches to itself the d ~,
which in a noun denotes the direction to a place, and which

11 *
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expresses in tlils mode of Uie verb the direction of tlie -will.

The cohorlative Is most frequently and properly used in the

Jirst person only, in which in fact the eUort which results

rather from dclIl)eratiou , •which urges on one's own tardy will,

is more appropriate tlian the short, cjulck command ^), as

rrn^STN let me then sing! f^ipba let us then go.' This form

is very rare in the oilier persons, and is only occasionally

used in third pers. by the Poets, as ^Niin let it come! .Is,

5, 19. Ps. 20, 4; rather oftener with the imperatiue to

make it more urgent , but even in it seldom in the longer

stems, as n^ED Piel pray tell! 2Kgs. 8, 4. of. lob 33, 5,

more in Qal, as mSCN INum. 11, 16, but even in Qal most

frequent and in part constant in very short imperatives of

weak stems only (J.
206"!, as nuJ.'i , Inp^UJ Gen. 27, 26, n:P,

<T. p. 162; !-;S'^, r\'V^^ see page l'63 ; alsV fl72ip , Jl2^\r; coa-

sianlly in hdV go! and nni^ com.e on! which are used as

interjections.

1) Hence the same longer, extended form is also used in tlie first

:' persou imperntive in Sanscrit (for there is a great resemblance be-

tween it and that I'orni in Hebrew) in distinction to tlie 2nd and

3rd pers. , to express ones own determination and urging oneself,

as bSd/idni , hodlin, bodliatu. — In Arabic the modus emphati-

cus corresponds to it.

294 This vowel -a, as an added, external termination, is ge-

nerally loosely attached to the word, not so strongly and

close as the terminations of the persons ^. 285 ; but the merely

acc/enled vowels of the last syllable are too short to remain,

and as a, e, o tlius disappear, that d- takes the lone, as

?Tn)3N from ^Mi< ^^.272, rTl":TN from '-i7£;tN Piel, ninpX from

nnpN Qal, and
^T;:;"?

from "ibsJa cf. ^'. 168, although also

Mnp'N; , tiD'iJ'N: from ityN , r|"i?^.5;5.
',

the o however sometimes

maintains itself in a Ueeting sound (^.58), as ^^pj.lliJN 1 Kgs.

19, 20, and before a gult. Js. 27, 10 ^). In the iniperatlve

Qal , a new vowel must be thus pronounced with the fa-st

rad. , usuall)^ indeed z, as M^plLi from the intrans. i3"iL; , ^iHyN,

ilD'iy lob 33, 5 from '^'^^y or rather T]')V on account of the -)

as gutt. , but the 6 wlilcli has disappeai'ed regularly returns

at the beginning again accord, to §. 68, as ^iins , n'21'j Jer.

49, 11 from :3h3, ^T^ ^) , and it never happens that a closely

shut syllable Is foiuid here to go before (^§. 173). In pause,

the vowel which Is accented reluiiis as in
f. 285, a to its

place again, as tT^;^TN , f^mripN , ^i2:;:">r , 1~i'2''p., ^^^ri. • — A
longer, lirmer vowel however remains against the termination

which thus becomes toneless as in ^.285, /;, as inTJ^pN, ri72"'pN,

JT72''t''N ; and although such a vowel Avas shortenccl in a com-
pound syllable on account of the jussive or Imperative ac-

cord- to J. 285 f. yet the original vowel now returns at once
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in a simple, accenteJ syllable §. 57. 64; even in llic imperat.

HU. with strong sounds, as nn"«npri, mi.nln from innpr;, 1:*"

.

— From y"y
: nzba^ Qal , but also more rapidly Inbini; accord.

to §. 285; imperat. ~T\^p^^ quha-
., ~!mi« ora-, the loose -d

being attached to ~ip^ club (before JMaqqef for lap) without
any further change (\j.'l62, 2) Num. 22, 11. 17; 6. 23^ 7.

1) According to tlie K'tih, however, the full d, tliat is, with the

tone, sometimes maintains itself, as j-;t2lpU3J< J^*- ^8, 5; instead of

which the Q'ri will have Intjp^N . hi tlie same wa}' in tlie impe-

rat. .^ii"b/3 I'^'t'b Jdgs. 9,"8.
'

On the other hand , where o has been regularly changed on

account of the gutt. into «, o cannot return at the beginning, as

finV*^' (.ve«f/, active Qal), and r;"113''3 {sell, act. Qai ) as the

shorter "i^^j also was permitted in the early language instead of

^b'D : the same rule holds even in other cases , as ^liS'lp P^-
""-

perat, (^call je) and in pause ^i^^p ,
imperf, ^nbUJ"' ;

whereas e

returns in such cases because it is nearer to a, as i^ij^ ^2>731Li .

2) It is to be observed, however, tiiat these and other vocalic ter-

minations (§. 285, h) of the short imperat. Qal from i"y and y'V

sometimes, and especially in poetry, occur with the tone again,

viz. in hurried diction, as n!2Vit3, J'-'"^'
'§'• "^i^UJ Ps- 6, 5. 7, 7.

116, 7; pi. ;ia^ Js. 44), 23; even alternately, first more hurriedly

^'11 j>, then more composedly ^"i^y Jdgs. 5, 12. On the other

hand in prose Ru. 4, I.

The rr V never attach this -d to their vocalic termination

e, because two so similar vowels are not compatible close

together, and this -d is moreover too weak to ex])el the ra-

dical e; in the forms of the first person for this cohortalive

the simpler e disappears accord, to f. 290, c, and the sharp

ending e again returns, as Mb^N, Mip^N , Mb^3 etc. The singu-

lar tT'^DinNl Ps. 77, 4 is formed according to the pecidiar poe-

tical form §. 286; and only in Js. 41, 23 do we fmd n2>r]"d;3

Hitp., -d being actually attached without the tone to the

jussive yn"iJ3 v. 10. In the n'V iu the same way the cohor-

tative has no external form ; only as an exception do we still

find tlNS") imperat. Qal Ps. 41, 5, the N taking the vowel be-

fore the vowel accord, to ^. 70 i)
, and once Jdgs. 9, 29 riNi:

in pause, in all other places Nit imperat. Qal from N^i^"^. But
^iNint^^ can be formed from NinN , because an immutable vowel
goes before. — Lastly, this -d cannot be attached in this

way to any other persons than those which end in the 3rd.

rad. , because all others end in a vowel, as ''^.rjS, 1ln3 ini-

perat. Jem. sg. and pi. uisc. cannot take this postfix.

1) In tlie same manner 77j<'^pji{T 1 Sam, 28, \b accord, to §. 296 f.,

in which the e weakened out of tiiis a is also to be observed,

this is seldom found, Ps. 20, 4.
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293 From a general survey of these three modes there is yet

this iinporlant conclusion to be lh•a^Yn, that these three diU'erent

shades ol the same mode are particularly distinguished accor-

ding to the nature of the tlirce persons. The jussiue pre-

vails for the third person oidy; it is only used in the second,

^vlle^e the imperative is excluded for particular reasons , and
very rai-ely in the first ^) ; tlie imperative only for tlie se-

cond; the cohortatipe chiefly and properly for the first only.

This distincdon goes so far, that in the first person, where
the first verb only of a series has that affixed ~d (and it is

very often sufficient for it to be used once at the beginning)
tlie olher verbs follow in the simplest form, i.e. in tlie simple
imperfect. The syntax, however, must teach the individual

use of these three closely connected modes.

1) As ^^,^^_ 2Sam. 19, 38, which, however, only means, that 1

may die; in the same way Js. 42, 6; also 41, 23 k-i:t wiiere the

Masoretes, however, wish to read nNl2l.

II. 77ie two tenses with Vav consequutiviim.

29(i The copula I and is prefixed to each of the two lenses

i;i such a manner that this union forms a new whole, and
two new forms accordingly arise. This, the and before the

event and the tense, is still the simplest connexion according

to tlie general character of the language {^. 16) : but even
these two snnple elements are more closely bound together in

a new idea and form , so that tlie one cannot be without the

other; both only give the full idea when united. That w^hicli

is really peculiar in this is, that the copula connects the op-
posite tense to the preceding one , i. e. that which is concieved

as finished or past, as already existing, is followed by that

which is concieved as unfinished and being done, and vice

veJ'.sd ; the imagination therefore advances from Avhat is done to

what is doing , and from what is doing to what is done. For what
is actually past, assumed as a beginning, advances to ever new
progressive development; that "which not yet exists, however,
w^hen once admitted ascertain, advances, at least in thought, to

what exists and has come to pass. On the one hand , the

iningination sets out from what is distant and ])ast, descends

into ihe present and beholds the ever new consequences, the

ever new progress of the past, and, as it were, accompanies

the successive moments as they proceed out of the past ; on
the olher, it sets out from what is near, what is unfinished,

mounts up into tlie distant reality and calmly anticipates

their consequences as sure and certain. Thus :

perf. 2. °\ 1° I. perf.

imperf. 1. o o 2. imperf.
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The copula, however, is tlie indispensable interinediate^meni-

ber without Avhicli the connexion would be indistinct; and
thus it appears that tlie two tenses, thus closely connected

by the copula, express indeed the successive consequence of
the act, of the time (or, wliich follows from that, of tJie

sense) and always refer to a prior beginning, but that both

refer to an opposite beginning and in an opposite manner.

In all cases in wliich the beginning must be made or con-

cieved with the perf, , the imperf. with this copula gives the

successive consequence, and i^ice versa; and as various as

the uses of the perf. and imperf. by themselves maybe ^^.260-

266, so various can this successive consequence be in the

imperf. or perf., as the syntax must more minutely explain.

It is equally clear from this that the imagination especially

rules here, and that this imperf. is properly the imperfect,

perfecti, this perf. properly the perf. imperfecti; in English:

then — said and tJien — says. The language has also ex-

pressed this distinction of the two combinations , and the

close connexion of copula and tense most distinctly and power-
fully (although it be not luiiversally so strongly sensible in

the language as we liave it) by changing tlie tone of the

whole compounded word; this compounded imperf. ,.as going

bach into the present, drawing its tone very forcibly back
from the end, but this comp. perf. as ascending into the dis-

tance, drawing its tone forcibly forwards to the end. Thus
arise these forms which are perfectly peculiar to Hebrew and
which undoubtedly arose before the language existed as a

separate dialect , which disappear as too imaginative in the

'

later languages of this stem , and even in Hebrew in the latier

period, as in Rohelet, are greatly on the decline ^).

1) The Jewisli grammarians have called tiiis Vav , because it appa-

rently changes the signification of the tense, Vai^ conf-ersifuru , a

very inappropriate name; it were better to name it Vai/ relati-

vum , or, as it will be called below Vau consequutiruni, imper-

fecti et perf'dcti. Concerning a third Vai/ of consequence see tlie

"Syntax §. 610. 618.

1. T^ai^ conseq. imperfecti. Tlie powerful drawing 29r
back of the whole tone of the form from the end first causes

the copula 1 itself to have a Yery full and strong sound here,

it takes a and doubles the succeding sound, the sign uf the

person, 'n ; and secondly it causes the proper tone of the

•word to fall on the penult, and the last syllable to be short-

ened as much as possible. There are however many obstacles'

to this in Hebrew on account of the laws for the tone of

words \^. ."^4; in general indeed the shortening is greater and

more regular here than in the jussive ^. 290, especially be-

cause tlie 'i fuiuishes a firm support at the beginning: but
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nevcrtlielcss the tone of llio Avord can only be retracted a

little in a strong verb, although it may be more so in a "weak
one. The most remarkable cases are tlie following :

1) la the persons which end in tlie tliird radical, in a strong verb,

^if. only can render its last syllable quite toneless, as ^nS'l although

it does not always happen Gen. 25, 8. IT. 49, 33. cf. 32, 25; in the same
way Piel and IJitp. if a gutt. as 2 rad. has entirely lost the reduplication

(§.232) asrT-i:2""1, n"1UJ"''l , Q"i:nm Dan. 2, 1; on tlie contrary -jt^'O'^'^.

In Hit', the last syllable is shortened as in §. 290, as ip^'l , :i*u3"T
,

but the I returns again in a simple syllable before suffixes as in §. 294.

Before 3 rad. gutt. j-ida'"! ^^^f-' riri2"''i Fiel, 'n73N''l -ZV*/. — From

weak roots </) ^'t, and similar ones accord, to §.271 f. Qal: lb'*!, ^b""^,

^:vi"si Gen. 2, 7; 50, 26. 1 Kgs. 22, 35 ; '-i'!:n^t , triN'^l , l^"' also V^N'T
with permanent a Gen. 31, 15. 2 Kgs. 9, 34, ypi'l too sometimes re-

mains with the tone on the ultimate. Gen. 28, 16. 1 Sam. 18, 30 because

such forms with i in the tonesyllable are against the general nature of the

sounds §. 46; IJif. constanlly, as '15/1""'!
, rjb"'T , yi'T Jdgs. 8, 16,

p;"*?^"! . N as 1 rad. therefore is more easily mute, as i"!^"^ for ^-ij^'^n

1 Sam, 15, 51, "^iSJ^'T Num. 11, 25; but ^;^Tm 2 Sam. 22, 40

(•'D'^TNn Ps. 18, 40) is Piel — b) i'-; accord, to §. 269 f, Qal: Dp'1,

-'-^l/' dp't , "jn't ;
l*"t f^of. tl'^Ul'l accord, to §. 254, though DtJi'l

may be used tor it. Hot", being more simply changed into an intrans. Ual
as if from Q^i accord, to §.246. In the same way from •,"yQul- ^-^t
(but intrans. '^pnT Gen. 16, 4), ////, ^p;iT, ^"'1

j
^^^ ^'"^^ tliese

forms from ^'y become thus perfectly like those from ^'y ii and i are

therefore retained in the former before the double sound which rather ex-
cuses it §. 47, but without tiie tone contrary to §. 46, as ^-ip-i Ex. 16,

20 («7 became rutteii) and //(/. T'-im Jdgs. 9, 53 (// broke) in dis-

tinction to Q-irn from l^ri'^ to be high, and V^ril '" ^""' The shorter

form here is also found from ^'j> which advance the reduplication into the

first rad. as rC^I , I':;'"! from jTi£r;. I'Vri , according to wliich manner

we even find 'b-.i'\ Js. 64, 5. '^^U'""i 1 Chro. 20, 3 for ^2:1, '^\i^'"i from

b:23, *^iy3, 1* the last rad. is at the same time a gutt. Qal\nA Hif\

are identical in form accord, to §-78, as nS'l 'ID'I f""*'"* f!^; *Ti5

whereas cn'l maintains itself, Qal from cr^jri. — t) From n""-) , the

last vowel very regularly falls away (§. 290, c) and indeed without any
further changes in JSif., as -IP's i from riTp"^, iu i'i- and Hitp. i\;^i

SSri'l, but in Qal and HiJ.\ the final syllables witii two consonants

which thus arise may indeed remain in tlie nearest pronnnciation if the

last cons, is a mute , as z'Z'^') S'll'T, although e is often found for the

/ of Qal accord, to §. 46, as m3'"1 , PUJ'T ;
l^ut •» otiier cases the c

must be heard before the last cons, accord, to §. 29, which can also in-

trude before a mute, thus Qui i^i'l, "JS'T , '2.^'''^, o'' rather (espe-

cially when without >) ')2""i, i~ini, Hif- S"y2;'1 accord, to §". 45. From

-s;; Q'-'l- ;]"^'V, — *"r'>'" -T; or'--j; Qal ^^-^ only 2 Kgs. 9, 33, every

wiiere else tn, u;n , ^^'f- ^^Z^'^ \
— from I rad. gutt. ;T-;ri Q^'l -^n'"!

accord, to §. 209, r
-,

from nb" , nvn Q^^i and Hif. Yv'l Tn'7~,
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1 pers. {)al ^:^"N
J

liif. t^^yN, b"^ both shortened 'Ji'i^'l ;
from nriN :

Qal riwX'l Js. 4i, 25. cf. §'lo; from r^innuJrr § 23(i":ij-;r:,;2;r,i §.^98

the short a remaining in the verb; — from ^ipji
, iri^n'' : "'Jril , in"^*!

as in §. 290, c; from 2 rad. gutt, Ji^UJ ,
' inS'ri , ^iri3 : C"^ 5>1L^''T ,

2>r!*i, r^:2rn_, ^^'/- .5>n'.v, from nN"j ^o see," <?a/ N"ini , ttnsi, ij«t

the 3 pers. sg. msc. of this very common word is still more sliortened

N-i'!"l accord, to §. 85, on tlie contrary the rarer i^T'T from ^j^-j to Jly

remains; ////. is tlie same in form as Qal N'n"T. 'J'he later writers only

gradually restore the full ending TTT in all j-fij, it is very rare in the

early period 1 Sam. 1,7. — On the otlier hand , {.{ as 3 rad. always

keeps tlie vowel lengthening it in a simple syllable and accenting it §.85,
as kN'jip^,], N"!'.!, Ni^-^^n, NiT"^.}, Nh'^T , ^':^X^_y i^"|?.^'.l« ~ ^^o"-

cerning the pausal forms Qp'^T, ^)35'"T see §. 133.

2) Tlie terminations of the persons are shortened nearly in the same
way as in §. 290, 2; -jt-" and 'jn- are almost always without

'j ^
and in

1 Sam. 31, 2. Jer. 9, 2. Hif. is even still furtlier sliortened into riprT'1;'

the inserted vowels are generally wanting before ;n3~ , ^s ^aijiunl ^

7b:im, and
-J

by itself is often written (and perhaps pronounced sliorter)

for this ^3~, which is otherwise very rare Ez. 3, 20.

3) The reduplication of the > of the 3 pers. msc. ceases if it has no

vowel §. 119; Iience this -^ can coalesce anew with the ^ which is 1 rad.,

as -j::!'-! Piel for ^zi-"! Nah. 1, 4. Lam. 3, 33. 53. But the ^ of the

1 pers. sg. never suffers reduplication , so that the preceding vowel beco-

mes long in a simple syllable (§. 120) , as inpNT , in^NI .
^t 's only

very seldom that the verbal stem occurs just as much shortened after tliis

-I asin the other persons, as \|'J^^ Nu. 23, 4: Gen. 24, 46: as after this

ve\y strong vowelsyllable —i the following one is seldom accented, the

tone therefore remain.^ on the latter of two succeeding syllables, as rj"bii<l

Hif. Lev. 26, 13. Dt. 29, 4. -jytJT Jer. 32, 10. Jos. 14, T, also D'cixT.'^,

nnSNT Gen. 24, 47. Dl. 10, s!" jdgs. 6, 9. Zach. 4, 8 and n"u:.^T^ Q^^l

6, I. 1 Kgs. 3, 22; nay the full form sometimes returns again in the last

syllable, as ^TIDNT , -'^^\Vn Ez. 20, 14. Dan. 8, 27 beside the more

common tU^NI • and even the a, which is so often attached to the first

pers. §. 293 begins to attach itself here i)
, as nn'bu.Sv:'! Gen. 32, 6, and

more frequently afterwards. All this does not occur in tiie 1 pers. pi.

;

it exceedingly rare for that -a to be attached to this form also ,
as Gen.

41, 11 (as even to the second pers. in Ez. 23, 20).

1) Manifestly according to the connexion of the persons §. 295; but

not because the whole form of the imperf. originally proceeded

from the jussive and coliortative, but merely on account of tiie external

relationship of tiie soiuids; the ^— too has an actually different

force here, as it refers to the past, like tlie Greek augment at

the beginning.

Only very seldom and in poetry is the imperf. thus modi-

iied as to form put alone wilhoul llie '^, tlie Poet omitting

the copula iu exalted diriion ; thus rr^'^ Ps. 18, 12 for ri"i;^^i

^^hich is found 2 6am. 22, 12; "lUJn (pausal form for ""UJri) Dt.
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32, 18 (even placed after it) ////". from Tiy^ rr ^I'O , ^r.Vri;

^'j3rj Ps. 90, 3. Tlie Greeks use their imperfect in tlie same
iiiaiiiiei- Nvilhuiit the augment.

it is to Ije observed that ;-;'?3 may also produce the same sliiftiiig of

tlie tone and consequent nioditicatiun of tlie form as '>
,

as '^a"^~ri"0

Ps. 21, 2.

298 f^cw conseq. perjecti. As the tone leans as much as

possible to the end, the copula is pronounced here quite short,

as ^\ but the change in the tone of the word can only be very-

weakly and irregularly expressed, for the tone can only des-

cend lower in those forms which have an unaccented last

syllable. Therefore 1) the toneless personal termiiialions which
begin with cuiLsonants recieve the lone ; but the weaker
ending 12" of the 1st pi. is too weak to take it (Ex. 8, 23) so

that this change only aifects the 2nd msc. sg. n~ and the 1st

sg. Ti~. The accented vowel of the penult looses the tone

therefore , and if il was long by tone it is shortened , the

forelone d in the third syllable {j. 65) remains nevertheless in

this slight shifting of the tone. Thus ninniD"! , with intransitive

o ^ribr^'^i from ri^ris, "'riV'b';; on the contrary i^b^ilTTl with a

simple Vav without this power, Ps. 86, 13. In Kb and yfb

however the tone very often remains on the penult, because

it ends in a strong vowel, and indeed it is regularly on the

penuU in QaL, as "'IT'IS^ (cf. however n-'DNT Lev. 24, 5. riNIi^

Gen. 6, 18. 1 Sam. 20, 19) not so often in the longer stems,

cf. however 1 Sam. 15, 30. Js. 8, 17. — The toneless personal

terminations which begin with vuivels^ as T~ 3 fern. sg. and
n~ 3 pi. recieve the tone, but not constantly, as the vowel of

the penult is often too strong; thus in Hif. of a strong verb

Jin^nprji or ^i^^i^^^ Ex. 26,^33 cf. Ex. 43, 24, especially in

tlie -{'-J and 5>"y accord, to ^. 285 b , as nnaT Js. 11, 2. 11. ^?p_n

Ilab. 1, 8. — In pause rSn^i , nnDT etc. see ^. 132.

299 This hurrying of the proinuicialion at the beginning of a

word also influences the change of the vowels ihemselves in

some forms : l) in /////). i may l)e used instead of tlie usnal a in the

penult wiiidi looses the tone, as Dn"^"~pnMl , ''rnb~."Pm L*^*- 20, 7.

Ez. 38, 23; for it is manifest from §. 257 that e at least is primitively

in (Ills syllable. — 2) With putt, a is more frequently sounded at the

lief^inniiig for a; tluis constantly in Hif. from 1 rad. giitt. in complete

distinction to the simple perfect §. 275, and with a change of tone at the

end, as ri"^Jnn^I1 , "^•^^i_:;rI^. , 'D.'nri:^ri1 Kz. 35, 13. Ex.8, 25, some-

times too without snch postfixes at the end, as "jirNrn Ps. 77, 2. 1 Saui.

2, 19. np'-^pi Nu. 24, 17 where -^ is considered as a gutt. as Nah. 3.

5; without such a cause, a is found in the simple perfect only in Gp'^'^nn

.Tdgs. 8, 19. This also occurs for the most part (see the contmry 2 Sam.
15, 25) ill the Hif. of i"y, whenever tlie tone is shifted more toward
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liii- end from any reason, as in:2p^n , i3'2ipr;T (wiili sufl.) ; and pre-

cisely lieie is the weakening of the / before tlie 3 rail, into e, mentioned

g. 287, frequent, as r):7;prn ,
an^J the falling out of the inserted vowel

is most easy here, as nbLDni Jer. 16, 13, even Qnb'^I^ ^'/' f^tiin

bvo Gen. 17, 11 beside '^'V2'} accord, to §. 22S; as also the formation

Tinnm Jer. 49, 37 is singular in this kind, (Hif. from nnrt) i" that,

at the removal of tlie inserted vowel, the n as 3 rad. ioiniediately coal-

esces with tiie n of the person.

ON THE PARADIGMS.

All forms of the language are not brought together In the

Paradigms, which cannot be done in a small space on ac-

coiuit of their great variety, but only the most important and

frequent ones, from which the others may be easily supplied.

In fact Paradigms should only serve for the repetition and

review of the rides after they are already understood.

The weak verbal and nominal forms are severally ar-

ranged under the strong ones, to point out their relation to

each other and to facilitate the view. By way of rendering

their essential peculiarities and their points of difference more

prominent, single forms of the varieties are often placed,

from which the others may be very easily sujjplied

:

Among the persons of the verb there are these distinctions

as to external form and termination : I. in the Jjerf. l) the

3 sg. msc. as a pure stem form; 2) the personal termination

which begin with vowels; in the same way as we form n'2i?^

so must we necessarily form ^ap^; 3) the personal termina-

tions which begin witli consonants. If there is any thing

further in tliese three classes which is remarkable or diite-

rent, 2^') 2^^), etc. are placed; the termination ]ri also be-

longs to 3"), — II. In the imperf. 1) the persons which

end in the last radical. 2) the personal terminations which be-

gin with vowels; 3) the personal terminations which begin

wilh consonants, —
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Verb.

Pual

nnsi)

nnns 3)

inin3
^.in3 26)

tinnns s^-j

^:in3

Hitpael

ansnti 1)

ninsn- 2)

nnnrnln ^)

nnnsnr] s^)

•^n'insnn

^^nn^nrr 26)

dniinsrin ^f)

inransnj-f

?,3in2nr;

Hif-Il

iin^?7 1)

rriinDr; 2)

Hof-al

srsri ^)

ninpri^) 'ninnpr]^)

n3npr7 3^)|nnnDti 3^)

inrinprj

ininpri

Ciriinprt

'jnnnrr7

^lainrn

inninr^rT

nnno^i

Cnr^nplrls*^)

innnrn

Nif-al

nn::: M

ninpi ^)

Tii^npa

nin:?:

•jnizn^D

V5lnD2
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Q a

Iinperf. transit,

sg. .J. ill. 2rr!i ^)

_ - f. -iizr 1)

_ 2 111. ^r^ni)

_ - f

.

(y) -^SPrn 2)

_ 1. :2h3N 1*)

pi. 3 m. (]n) ^ir=-: 2^)

_ - r. r;;2ri2n ^)

- 2 111. (y) n=ppri 2*)

Paradigms.

i n t r a n s i t.

- - r.

- 1.

(r)

(1

b-5ri

'b'^Jn

^b-^V

^7'^
1^1

'T-V-r

nrs -. i)

ibi-^n

zb'^in

^b^53

1. Strong
Piel

r;::;rirp 3)

rr.zTj'zr]

II. Weak
1. "^n A. n'o^^ 1) B. ib^ ^) C. 'n":N='
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Verb.
Pual Hllpael

773^nan n 3)

nrspDn
'
n'nD3

Hif-tl Ilor-al Nil-al

(1^) ^nn^n 2) (1^) ^inDn2) ('j^) ^^n=)n2)

ninriDn 3)

Verb s.



1/6 Parnd ignis.



Verb.

Paraclfgms, 177

11

Hitpael
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III. VERB WITH SUFFIXES.

300 As the object (the accusative) is put after the verb in the

ordinary arrangement, the personal pronouns liave accordingly

very regularly attached ihemselves closely to the verbal per-

sons when they follow as accusative ; for these little v\ords

thus subordined as to the idea, have also externally not
maintained themselves independent, but have attached them-
selves 80 closely to the verb that one tone holds this new
combination together, v. §,211. These sitjffixes, however,
are not so closely and necessarily attached to the verb as

to the noun {. 420 ff. ; hence they are not so much
shortened as the latter. — JMoreover, every suffix can-

not be attached to every person ; this connexion is only
possible when the subject contained in tlie verb is dif-

ferent from the object. For if subject and object are the

same person, reflexive vei-bs are formed
f. 240. 242, or,

when the object is to be rendered more prominent tlian it is

in such verbal stems , ^333 soul r= self is united with tlie

personal pronoun , cf. farther the Syntax.

301 I. All suffixes, and those of the verb still more than those

of the noun , are more loosely attached than the signs of the

persons §. 281 ff. They are therefore shorter than the pro-
nouns when standing alone, but are still so strong, that the

tone, which leans originally to tlie end of the word §. 33, can
never go back cnlircly from theni to the verb. Very fow,

and in the verb especially, are shortened to a mere vowel ;

those however which begin with a consonant are never closely

attached to the preceding syllable (as in §. 287) but always
loosely y and therefore with an affix-vowel ^) which may, ac-

cording to circumstances, be very much compressed, or more
lengthened

, and which may even become a full vowel §. 62.

For when a weak suffix looses the tone, it, the tone, goes
back upon this vowel sound which iloats betAveen the verb
and suffix, by which a full vowel arises in that place.

This accented intermediate sound is originally indeed
an a-e (i) that is, the affix-vowel which becomes a mere fj'ag-

menlary vowel in IIel)rew when without the tone, but, when
with it, appears as a full vowel again; but the all powerful
change of the vowels in the tenses ^\ 268 has still so great an
inlluencc at the end of the verb, that a only remains in tlie

perj. but in the iinperj. is changed to c ~) , after the same
manner as these vowels change at the end of tlie stems of
Ti b f. 279. This same change of vowels also takes place wilh
other suffixes . where the vowel before the consonant is radi-
cal (SD-, )~).
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1) Every thing goes to prove that this union- vowel was originally

o-i, as it is still found in the noun, thongh not so often as i

§. 406.

2) Yet very rarely e also in the per/. Jes. 8, 11 (.los. 2, 18); more-
over, on tZi"T~ ®^^ below.

Concerning another way by wliich the accented affix vow-
els lengthens itself by an inserted -//, see §. 306.

The suffixes are thus sliorlcned:

1. Third pers. 1) sg. msc. from N^rt it is always shortened 302
to ^Tl or in without tlie tone, but may be also con-

traded to T~, a-ii. coalescing in 6 wilh ex^julslon of the as-

pirate §. 54. 82; even H~ however may be writleu for this

-6 accord, to ^. 153, and is frecjuently so found in certain,

especially more ancient, passages, as Num. 23, 8. — 2) The
suffix of the fein. sg. is derived from -lid, concerning which
cf. ^. 449, but always toneless, 1~\

, n~ e/ia witli a sharp e

before the gutt. ; instead of the concurrence n~ a'// a, however,
T\'Z^ dJi is used always without exception, and even someti-

mes for that 'r~ , which dh is a shortening of that original

and general «//a. —• 3) In the pi. msc, and feni., Cn and
ji-r are indeed the basis; but as the gutt. ti easily becomes
vocalic , they become first toneless , in such a manner that

the affix-vowel accommodates itself to the gutt., as tZjn"jr, but

this is then almost regularly contracted into lZJ~, fern. 'j~ (see

§. 421). It is to be observed, however, that the Poets have
often retained the more original form i-j~ for aiJT on ac-

count of its sweeter cadence; only in Ex. 15, 5 V,z~ after 7?,

for m6 , iu the word 1?3"'pD': 3 pi. imperf. Piel with the

suffix.

2. 3 is found as a firm consonant for n in the f^econdpers,

of all suffixes, concerning which cf. ^.449; — l) sg. msc.

T^T" more rarely m^T" accord, to f. 153; still accented, but

yet shortened once (IIos. 4, 6 KHib , even written remark-

ably T]N") to -«X-, llie vowel getting before the cons. ^. 60,

as constantly hapjiens in Aramaic. — 2) fein. sg. "^"D/r , but

without the tone ^':2~ Avhich form is only found complete iu

the later writers PsllS?, 6 cf. 2Kgs. 4, 7. Jer. 11, 15. Ps.

103. 3. 4. 116, 19; tlie vowel at the end has usually intruded

before the cons., as rj-rr ^. 60. — 3) pL msc. and fern.

i3p— , IPy , constantly with a very strong tone, so that the

preceding fragmentary vowel is compressed as nuich as possible.

3. First pers. The suffix from the sg. ^"2^ is always '^:~~,

and from the p/, ^:^;;N always 13~, i:~ '^^^^'^ toneless.

From tliis are deduced two distinctions of all suffixes:

1) Suffixes which begin without a full vowel; '^f , Cp—

,

jp-r (r3r:~ ) ; all olhcrs begin with a full vowel. — 2) But

J2 *
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only tD-r and p— , consisting of full compound PvHablcs,

arc tiie 7o//ff or heavy suflixes, Avliich can never loose llie

lone; llie olliei's are the sJiurL or light suffixes.

S03 11' Tlie sulfixes arc allacliecl lo \\\e verbal persons ys]\\c\\

end ^^illl lljc radical cons. Avilliout any furllier change in the

end of Ihe verb. Tiic pustfixes of many persons however
(\^. 281 If.) are peculiarly modified in this concurrence, espe-

cially because, in the collision of verb and suffix, every too

soil Icriiunalion is changed into a iiinier and resistant one:

1) The mere vowel termination -d f~ of the 3 sg.

feni. pcrj. is hardened into at accord, to f. 209, and thus
Avilh its firm sound resists the suffix; although the vowel a
slill remains from the fem. as the chief sound, and not the

/ ,• the further consecjuenccs of >vluch , sec ^. 304, 3. — 2)
The liquid last sounds ]~ and iS" are always expelled : tlie

persons thei'cforc Avhich end in y.~, '}';i"" retain here the sharp
vowels n , 1 only Avithout the

] ; but in the falling away of

the liquid from the termination of the 2 pi. pc-'J' t^r~ and
•{n, the original u has always been preserved as a shai-per

\oweI here, ^n-, as that '::Z'P~, "jr!" is a shortening of t3'n~,
iTiSri §. 51. It is remarkable that the termination Ji: of the 2
and 3 fem. pi. imperf. is never foiuul before sulfixes, ."but iu

its stead tlie juore ancient . general one "~ whicli , though
elsewhere appropriated to the msc. , is here used ecpially for

msc. and fem., cf. Jer. 2, I'J. lob 19, 15. Cant. 1, 6 and espe-

cially 6, 9. — 3 ) 1x1 the 2 fem. sg. perf. the original vocalic

ending "^ri is often found for the n", cf.
i^.

281 , 2, so that

here also the sharper sound has been preserved before suffixes.

30

1

The endings of the verbal persons therefore may be re-

duced to the following three classes:

l) The persons which e/nl in the radical consonant,
the nearest, according to which the whole method in which
the suffixes are attached is properly calculated. — 2) The
persons which end in vowels: iu these, the vowel at the

end expels the intermediate sound, or affix-vowel, which is

between the sulfix and verb ^. 302, and occupies its jilace

aliogether , with all the consequences which result from it;

llie sharp vowels ~i , -il absoib this intermediate vo^el en-
tirely, without a trace, so that not only the toneless suifixcs

loose tlieir affix-vowel and remain toneless, but even ^\~
,

which still has the tone, looses its affix-vowel now, and be-

comes toneless, and only the heavy suKixes i-etain the tone;

on the other hand, the a of the lermijialiun n~ is treated pre-
cisely as the accented intermediate vowel. — 3) The tcrnii-

uation of ihe 3 jeni. sg, perf. T\~ remains, because thw a,
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being llic original aiitl important soiiml In it, is propcrlj

speaking nearer to these vocalic emliiigs , and the a, follows

the example of those vowels, but merely carries the t along

with it: the niost important consGqnence of which is, that

this d always encleavours to retain the tone, and only gives

it lip when forced to do so by heavy suffixes ; and the next

consequence is, that the iuiermediate vowel disappears here

also, so that tlie suffix which otherwise attaches itself by this

affix vowel, is now attached ([ui'ie naked "without it to that

cit which remains sharp and accented.

The verbs S^'b , as they eml with vowels , form a peculiar class,

concerning wliicli see §. 310.

The weak vowel of tlie cohortative ;-^^ §.293 f. never finds a place

between the suflix and verb, so tliat this foimation entirely ceases here. Its

force may in a manner be expressed by the particle ^2 ,
concerning which

see §. 448.

According to all this, the several suffixes are attached to 305

the several persons of the verb in the following manner:
1. SuJ/ixes of the third jiers. 1) rJ-;~ sir. msc. is attached o) to

tlie third rad. in the perf. without change, and in the imperf. is cliange<l

to :;:-; • the contraction -f™ or n"" however is often found in the perf.

whereas in the imperf., which is generally partial to longer forms, it is

much rarer, as 127^^ Hos. 8, 3. Ps. :55, 8. 1 Sam. 18, I K'tih, 21, 14.

Koh. 4, 12. — i) To vowel endings: rin\ri;:ri3 , i'nnn3 ,
^^nins

,

(Ez. 43, 20 in pause); instead of the last «:e often find ipil2n5_ con-

tracted, and instead of the first iiriinS, « attaching itse f as a semi-

vowel to the / with expulsion of the aspirate g. 55 ; but :i;-i~ ''' never

contracted, because ii-d would become d and thus all trace of the suffi^f

would be lost. — c) To - at - equally witiioist the tone without affix

vowel , as nnninS, instead of which however we often (hid tlie iiglitt.r pro-

nunciation- tinSnS accord, to §.115.

2) Instead "of the nearest form n— /<?'«. '5'. we always find a) after

the third rad. of the ]u-rf. 'r~ v. §. 302; in the imjerf. on the other

hand, where the affix vowel must be clianged , we usually find T~~, and

it is only rarely that the sartie 'p, remains here too, as in Gen. 37, 33.

2Chro. 20, 7 ^). — A) To vowel endings, j-j toneless, as l-t"'P,!;n5 ,

i-iiins 'Ji't instead of r;P2ri3 we always find even here jt^rtiriS loi"

eupho^ny. — <) To -at -,'^ constantly nninS for rinT accord, to §.

55, tlie ^ being still written for distinctness
," but being no longer lieard

as consonant.

1) rt— is sometimes written n~ vvithout Mappiq, as Ex. 2, 3.

Am. 1, 11, that is to say, its guttural pronunciation becomes lost.

3) i3~|~ and )" pL msc. and f<itn. are attached a) in this nearest

pronunciation to tlie third rad. in the per/, unaltered ; in the imperf.,

Q— may indeed be used instead , as DinS"^ , but this is not regularly

the case, of. Ex. 2, IT. 29, 30. Ps. 74,
8.'"— h) The a of these suffixes
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fiisappears after the sharp vowels /, it §.56; but S''~7> »2^~ are always

tumid even for the fern., because -^— ^
1:1- in the verb would sound as

the mere terminations for persons §. 282, cf. Gen. 26, 18. Ex.2, 17.
1 Sam. 6, 10. With «, the vowels coalesce Dn^ns . — c) As - «r -

endeavours to retain the tone, even the d of tl'i'e sutlixes is shortened by
this effort §. .^4 , tiie accented a forniiu'? a simple syllable and becominj^
at once long, as Gn5n3.

2. Suffixes of the second pers. 1) "^7" sg. msc. is attached to tho
third rad. without change; after vowels, it becomes toneless loosing its

affix-vowel, as ':|^::n3 ,
^"^^ '^ attached in the same way to - a^ - with-

out tiie tone and without a distinct fragmentary affix-vowel, as '::niri3

thus in a small pause Jer. 22, 26. Ez. 28, 18, in a fuller pause 4n—

~

lob 42, 5. Cant. 8, 5; yet the tone remains also on the end, therefore on

the rather heavy suffix, out of pause, as "^rib^M Cant. 8, 5. lob 22, 21.

2) r:— ftim. sg. is attached <i) to the third rad. in the iinperf. unaltered,

as the e is at the same time suited to the vocalization of the imperf., as

nsriS'^ . but in the per/, this <' is changed for a Js. 54, 6. 60, 9 (and

in the jiartiiijde when used as the verb Ez. 2.5, 4) although e also re-

mains in ^)V^^43 Jf^SS- •*, 20, cf. §. 289. This vowel, however, is entirely

lost /') alter the vowels /, it, as rr'Tl^nS, TT^lSnlS ; and becomes

toneless and sliortened after - at - rrn^n^ Js. 47, 10 just as Sri2n3
above. — 3) QpT and "JDT Z'^-

^"'^^' ^'id fem, are attached in tlie

same way as T^— ,
only that they must always retain the tone, so that

this is the only case in which - dt - being deprived of the tone must

become t3:pr)~I".

3. Suffixes of the first pers. 1) "^3
,. sg. is attached to the tin'rd

rad. in the per/, unchanged iS^nS ,
t''e « here before tlie liquid only

appearing sharpened in the tone (like jn above); in the imperf. i-
—

"

is used instead, though 15 is also sometimes found Gen. 19, 19. 29,

32. lob 9, 18; after {, u, toneless without affix-vowel i;::n3 • l>ut after a

^rnSnS; »" tl'e same way i;nip5. — 2) i\^— ///.precisely in the

same way, only that, as being a somewhat heavier "ending, it has not the
sharpened a. before it, but a; in the imperf. :i2~~ very rarely :)3— (in

Js. 63, 16 for the sake of the asssonance).

Inasmuch as the second pers. fem. sg. perf ends in / before suffixes,

it can only be distinguished by the sense from i\\e first pers. sg., as Cant.

4, 9. Jer. 15, 10; but inasmuch as it proceeds in other places from

n^nS, it becomes identical with the msc, as Cant. 5, 9. Jos. 2, 17, 20,
2 Sam. 14, 10; rij is still found in the perf. for ijj Jos. 2, 18.

I" "

The imperative, which follows the imperfect in all re-

spects, follows it also here in regard to the suffixes.

306 The affix-vowel between the suffix and the verb , which
is accented and IcMiglliened to a full vowel, may be still fur-

llier leugthonod by a new dc'Vt'loi)inent, thai is, ihe mere
vowel sound may be lengthoned to the greater fullness of a

sonorous nasal. The posslbilil}- of this greater lengthening
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and exlenslou between the two connected words, however,
arises I'roni the fact, tliat tlie sufiixes in general are more
loosely attached to the verb; for tliis lengthening of the in-

termediate sound has never become customary in the noun.
It is also evident from this that n, as merely proceeding from the

intermediate vowel, can never occur before suffixes Avhich

can never have an intermediate vowel , that is , before the

heavy , accented uD^T and 'jpT and also before the similar

ones u3~ 'iiid "jT • The true nature of this n is , that it is

sounded after the accented intermediate vowel, so that the

toneless syllable of the suffix must be attached to it in the

same manner as to the riT" of the feni. sg. §. 304, 3. And
tliis is 1) most easy and near befoi'e the very weak suffixes

of the 1 and 3 pers. sg. whose consonants are the weak n
and h. Thus ii~ 1 sg. ^vhere the two "j which come toge-

ther, coalesce, sometimes too"^i~7j ^s i is more adapted for

the reduplication, but becomes e in the tone ^. 46 f. Gen. 27,

19. 30, 6. especially in pause lob 7, 14. 9, 34. Jer. 50, 44;
^2~, 1 pi. is possible, but is only found with particles, cf.

below; but n2~~ 3 msc. sg. and T\\~ 3 jein. sg, (for ^3"7
,

fl3— as above) are frequent, in Avhich li has disappeared after

the consonant in such close contact with it, but the conso-

nant has been doubled in compensation accord, to ^. 115. It

is also to be observed that these and all other lengthenings

by means of the nasal are more frequent in the imperj. than

in the perf. , and still more so in pause. Gen. 42, 37. 44,

32. The suffix ^'^~ with reduplication of the "^ is only found,

in prose, for the pause, as of itself it is Tj""^ in pause and
therefore looses the tone, see §. 131. 134. — 2) The poets,

however, go farther: some poets are especially partial to these

fuller more sounding forms ; they leave those contracted forms

complete, as "^Sin^^": (pause) Ps. 50, 23, ^n^^'ii': 72, 15.

,T?nni$ (wilh Dag^ len. in ^) Jer. 22, 24. they attach the

toneless suffixes with this n even to the vowel endings of

the verbs, as T]:in^il3": Js. 60, 7 (c. '^nnnp §. 305, which is

formed precisely so externally) ':2i^";"ii:"; Pro v. 1, 28. Ps. 91,

12, instead of which once "^Ipli^tDnn lob 19, 2 with a shifting

of the tone, in the flow of the sentence (for these poetical

forms are usually found in the pause only) and pronounced
as if the usual suffix was attached to ']^i<2iri §. 282; and
since ^n~ does not sound well after the termination -un (it

is never found), n is eveii put here before the contracted and

alway necessarily accented -o , from dhu §. 302, as '^::."^'z'^^

Prov. 5, 22, besides which we once even find '^Z'Zy^ (iniperal.

Qal , curse him) Num. 23, 13.

III. Effects of the attachment of these sujfixes upon aoT
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the preceding syllable oj the verb. As eilher a new ac-

cented syllable is added by the sulfixes, or at any rate, a
syllable rerieves the tone >vhich had not it before, the vocali-
zation of the verb undergoes various changes according to the
laws of the tone , besides the general result that the foretone
vowel y. 36 if. always disappears and that the vowel of the
penullj which was before loug by tone, becomes short in a

compound unaccented S) liable, as Tnbr"^ (a bold expression
of poetry potui i. e. vici eiim) Ps. 13,' 5. from the intrans.

^n^bv These changes are for the most part the same as

those produced by accented signs of the persons, and much
tlial has been remarked ^. 2S3-39 holds also here 5 there are,

however, some peculiarities:

1. In the psrf. Qal. the stemvowel remains before the

full and strong syllable of th6 suilix accord, to ^. 63 , that is,

it becomes long in a simple syllable, as i:rr-; , "^r^rsnis , al-

though the latter is ^-PS without suffix, intrausi ''::^~N\ i-nx,
and excn before the appoggiatural sound of the weaker "—

;

as 'r^zrs, "znx . but before the compressed appoggiatural

bound of the absolutely heavy suffixes, t:Z2zri2, IZirzriX,

303 2. The other perfects and all imperfects have an im-

moveable syllable before the last , so that the last syllable

only can undergo changes ^); aud even that only when it has

mutable vowels. The short or accented vowel, namely, dis-

appears here entirely before the full vowel which the suffix

brings with it, as tlj^~"i from ";-:, or b":} Piel; 6 however
(from the impei-f, Qal) maintains itself here still more tliau

in §. 285, seldom as u Prov. 14, 3, frequently in llie shortest

o, as ^i^riDN Jer. 31 , 33. but alwaj's only in pause. The
vowel before the appoggiatural vowel of "^7" , however, does

not always remain in a simple syllable after the firm syllable

at the beginning i^\. 62), so that the appoggiatural vowel is

distinctly heard: the nearest sound a only is constantly sepa-

rated, as "T^bN-rJ* , '^:.-:x lob 38, 3. Cant. 8, 2 from Vn^'n ,

seldom e , as "^"iii^r) Piel Prov. 4, 8 (var. lect.) the rule is

rather that e cannot maintain itself long, so that the appog-

giatural vowel is compressed, as "^i^np Dt. 30, 3. "^"r-^ {Jnffiii^e

Hlf.) 32, 7, and still shorter "^il-SN: (v. §. 62) lob' 16,"5;
^ppj^.

perf\ Piel with a accord, to J, 274 but imperj. always 'Tip'^r'^

;

and consiantlj' with o, as "^^i^r"; from Zi"""^ ; and before the heavy
suffixes 1:^-7" , "p-r the short vowels are always necessary? as

— sVj? w"i^ . If the first rad. is a guttural, not only the a
maintains itself before ~-f but also the e iu a simj^le syllable,

as 'rjriVcN , ">'~^;. iinperf. Qal, ^\~X4^. iniperf. Piel, as e

can separate ilself according to what is above stated ; but as

the vowels jnust become short before 1Z.ZT , the guttural
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changes the e also u\ its syllable inlo a, as Cl^nV^N, Q^nVuJN,

hut always with a loose syllable acconl. to ^^. 168. As the siif-

lixes are always much more loosely attaciieil tlian the signs of tlie per-

sons, the ; of "j;-;; is not contracted with the following mute as in §.287,

as '123?.'' ; and in VS? the thick mass of double consonants remains also

unresolved before *::— (as at tlie end of the word §. 118) after tlie o or

e which is of itself disposed to be sliort, as 'rr^D"' from 20"' . '" the

same way ^j^i^p §• 20(j. Such a double consonant must indeed become

distinctly audible before a real vowel; but even then, o sometimes re-

mains instead of u, contrary to §. 4T, c , as Jn^iV^ fi'om :iV5 imperat,

.ler. 50, 2G. Hab. 2, 8, and often in derivatives from -J^ (/o be gracious)
',

the perfectly resolved form i;:5n ip'^ gracious to me) imperat. Qui is

also sometimes found here, Ps. 9, 14. Jer. 49, 28, d^'l'^li'^ (tor S'UJ'')

imperf. Qal Jer. 5, 6, and in Ps. 118, II we find both forms together,

where the second is manifestly more enipliatic, as 1:12:: S^Cl "li^sD

they surrounded me yea they enicornpas.scd me about,

1) The vowel which was expelled in the last syllable in the imperf.

Qal, however, sometimes presses forward to the preceding conso-

nant in a remarkable way , and obtains tiiere a firmer support.

Tills only liappens with o , the vowel which in general is most
dirficiiltly expelled §. 38, 62, and again only before 'r— , the

fragmentary vowel before tlie weaker suffix thus maintaining itself

at the same time open and distinct, as -^n'' i^^'J' ^'^ ^'^ gracious

to thee) for Tf-ni Gen. 43, 29. Js. 20, i^. 'i-iitT^ (''^e has fellow

ahip with thee) for 'rrnzn" P^- 9^' 20; this only happens after a

full vowel and, as it appears, only when a guttural goes before which

easily attracts the voAvel, as fi^lSJn ,
where o has come altogether

into tiie first syllable on account of the gutt. , from ^'zvr\ Ex.20,

5. 23, 24. Dt. 5, 9; on the other hand ani2"n from pi. :nn"n.
Here also belongs the new formation before suffix riJnbDNn

fok-lehu lob 20, 26 from imperf. Qal, altliough without suffix it

is V^.sn.

Tlie a wliicli disappears may remain as foretone before a compound,

or, wiiicli is the same in efiect, an accented penult ace. to §. 41 , and

indeed even out of pause, as b^L^H'tJ"' 2 Kgs. 10, 14 from ^c~"d"', sg.

t;r!"tZJ"' , ""^ps'in Gen. 19, 19 from pz""^ ;
^^^^ especially before jj^ 33

we always find a^;v;7:•^ , :ir;"':3j<''^i3i Gen. 37, 1.5. 17; and •^:3— t{i, if^mtl^."'

are to be remarked in which it always occurs, cf. the forced shorter pro-

nunciation ^ 2riN*n 8. 285.
I

-: J" : O

3. The imperat. follows tlie imperf. in all respects §. 305. 309

In Qal, however, where the fa'st rad. is vowelless , the o

which is expelled from the 2nd always comes forward to the

first
J. 62, as "^r^^ns, tn^ris from 12^3, but "'ipsn with a

from b-- on account of the" aull. Prov. 27, 13; a, on the

oilier hand, always maintains itself in its place accord, to $.39

as fordone immediately before the tone, becoming long in a
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simple ?vllablc, as ?;riri;z3':,
"''r'.'^^' ^V^^- virH^. from n*ra etc.

lu tlic same way ^r;N;;>l3 , ^-v'P, ^ '^"^ '^>rP from jP §. 291.

310 Lastly, the roots Ti'b liave special peculiarities as to tlio

attachment of these suffixes. Since their last syllable ends iu

a vowel, and indeed wilh the weak e and the easily expelled

a, this voNvel is lost belbre the suffix, whether beginning with

a vowel or only with an ap[)oggialural vowel ,
just as easily

as before the termiMalions of llie jjcrsons which begin with

vowels
i^.
2«6, as ':^.i:, !=)";5^, ^\\^ fi'om 'n^'iZ, ir>r"^T imperf.

Plel 1 Sam. 21, 14 and the 1st pcrs. sg. of the same "^blDt*

Ex. 33, 3, e intruding for a at the beginning accord, to f. 275

nt. ^); but since the suffix is always more loosely attached,

and especially in the verb , than the termination for the per-

son, tlial vowel still i-emains sometimes, so that the suffix is

attached to it in the same way as to other vocalic endings §. 304;

for this too the tense-vowels of i^'b §. 279 suit very w^ell to §. 301

at the same lime; thus in the perf. ^M,^^, 7)3^ Jer. 23, 37 for

tjiy , as "— can cer'ainly be shortened to T]~ on a suitable

occasion accord, to ^^.302; imperf., in which the e becomes

long in a new simple syllable, "^?''^'.Mn Piel, trri"^:^-:^ Hif.
Dt. 32, 26, -rsi^ imperat. Hif. from V;2; 1 Rgs.' 20, 35 ^).

]n the 3 pers. fern. sg. perf. the suffix is not attached to

the longer form nnb.T , but to the shorter and older one nb-i

§. 286 whose last syllable follows the usual - dt - in all

\. 304 respects, as the vowel as third rad. always yields very

easily, as ""^nt^y lob 33, 4.

1) It is to be observed that tlie suffixes may be attached without the

tone to gutturals also in the same way as to vocalic eiidin^i^s

;

thus ill tlie iniperal., which is generally prone to shortening,

t3^«\;;;2 smite tl'e.m Am. 9, 1, I^;~&inp take them then Gen.

48
,'
9/

2) ^^'^riN'' lob 3, 25 according to the rarer poetical formation v. §.

286V of t'"* formation is also Tjl'^'^t^ ^''^'^^ iJ- *<^^^ thee! fem.)

Js. 16, 9 from ^•^'-^
,
P/eZ j^!)^ or accord, to §. 93 JT"!, the a

of tiiis ai easily retaining the tone accord, to §. 286, and the suffix

rr— being able in case of need to become toneless here also as

elsewhere ; only a •\ lias intruded before e instead of the second "^

of rr^c-ix according to a peculiarity of the roots ;-^ p §. 222,
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Verb: trans. Q^\,

3 sg. m.

SuiT. : siT. 3ni.

II. to tlia Imperf.

- f.

2 m.
- r.

1.

pi. 3 Jii.

- f

.

(So also

^.u,p-,i, to all

1~
_; persons

."?• endiii;^

^7"=") in the

r^iZPS^ 3rd ra-

- f. p.^^P?
1. -;an3'«

3 pi. ni.

^ri-rrp':\soaiso

to

2 pi. m.

j^^SrlD'i and 3 a.

^ '
' " 2 pi. r.

an<l to

' '

_; 2 s"'. t".

• ~ '"^- instead

r '-,:'-?. ot

t^lIPD-' whicli— '^^iP^pi

SlD-iP5'^ is also

p''^Sp'2^" Possi-

l,'.,3^^; ble)

Qal Iniperat.

sg. ni.

np3 :;":">i3

^nnpir -n-ru; (To tlu

f. Sf

.

and to

tlie pi.

like to

the iiu~

;np3 1^•7:uj
)<.

-*'^

^;::p3 ^:^"'2-:3

The suffixes to the otiier verbal pers.

in the same way.

a ill the last syllable : ^inr : l) •r^S-r 2) ^'^:.rj?7

3) Ssr.r;:'; ; v'2_-:^i 2) ^yTp^uJ-] 3) S^^-r^;-^. — '

e'Yii

tlie last syllable: ^nS"*' Ij 'in^ns^ 2)' j\'=r^^'], '^^na^,

^izn:?") ; 3) fc^ap^-;
,

'
i:zr:;p':D> 'inV>^''; -^ 'l~V>=^?" 3)

tl^nV'iJ"^ . — i' or u in the last syllable: i"'Pp^

^i/: T)' nr;i;p:;^ 2) ,";n^P3: 3) a5n^^D2; ^vith giiit^

SrCOXD SECTIOX.

FORMATION OF NOUNS.

1. NOISIINAL STEMS.

311 J'ho noun represents tlic idea not as in inolion, active or

passive, but as at rest and inclcpcndent. This, howcvei-, may
be concicved in two ways. The noun eiiher represents the

inert idea perfectly independent, as a mere idea, that is, as

a substantive; which is the direct opposite ol the verb , or as

a predicable , i. e. predicating something of a thing, i^eferring

the idea of the action to it, whicli is therefore nearer to the

verb and always proceeds from its idea. Proper names, how-
ever, that is, conventionallv established names for concretes
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e. g. man, heaven^ ^^^y j ^^^ always borrowed eillier from
a substantive or from a prcdicable.

Very many special dlstincllous and further developments 312
of the meaning may, liowever, be added to llus fundamental

distinclion of nouns, as tlie noun in general, because it ex-

presses an individual thing, ramiiiesinto forms much more than
the verb. Tbe predicable may be coucieved a) as predicating

of a subject the j>ure idea of a verbal stem i. e. as participle^

or b) more generally as attributive, adjectii^e ^ either primi-

tive or derived, in which there may be very many special

distinctions; c) or as a siihstaiitive arising from an adjective,

used of persons. The substantive may be concieved ct) as ///-

jjiiitive expressing the mere idea of tlie verb , or />) as a de-

finite neuter substantive distinct from the verb and indepe;,-

dent, as r^;"' salvation , Ti^" word, or c) as an abstract

derived from a verbal or nominal idea, as Jiy^^r^ salvation,

np^'^i: righteousness. To tliese, many possible accessory mo-
dilications may be still added, as that of the intension of an
idea, that of the dmiiuutive, that of the instrument or place

of an action etc.

So much does the internal formation by means of the 315
diil'erent position • and nature of tlie vowel and by the redu-

plication of the* radical sounds
,
predominate here also in He-

brew, that we find very few external affixes in the formation,

and the external formation is added rather as the last com-
plement of ilie internal one. Tiie principal part of the in-

ternal formation itself, tlie change of vowels , runs through
three stages: l) the simplest and most primitive nouns, formed
in such a manner from tlie simple stem that the vowel is

after the first radical, as T^b/O , which, in direct opposition to

the verbal formation, express the pure idea of the root as in-

dependent i. e. as substantive; compare the simplest nominal
formations of the Sanscrit family of languages, as vox, rex,

Jail ^ blow etc. 2) Words with an originally accented se-

cond rad., whicli therefore stand nearer to the verb, afid

are either piftdicables or substantives which are formed from
the verb, as the nearest participles (adjectives) and infinitives

(verbal substantives). — 3) The newest and last formation
"with an inserted long vowel , -which is the strongest dis-

tinction for suiistantives and adjectives as well as for abstracts,

and which jiroceeds from that second formation by a ne^v
power. Besides this , the termination of the feni. (and in

some cases that of the plural ^. 374) is not unfrequenily
used either to form the idea of the abstract or to render it

more prominent, so that these feminine or plural forms are
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also to be emimeralecl here. Laslly, all rules lliat lioUl ol

tlic simple stem, hold more or less of the augmented ones

nud of the roots of more than three sounds also.

31 i Oidy a small part of the simple nominal forms , tliero-

fore , are directly opposed to the verbal forms §. 317: the

greater part are deiived from verbal forjns, infinitives and

participles standing nearest to them, but subslanlives and ob-

iectlves being much more indej)enilenl. As infinitives and par-

ticiples in general, hoNvcver, as intermediate forms between

verb and noun, sho^sv many peculiarities, the special conside-

ration of them nnist be reserved till aflerwards. §. 348 IT.

315 The more firmly infinitives and participles retain the

verbal idea, the more firmly are they connected to their ver-

bal stems , so that the characteristics of the derived verbal

stems are preserved in them. But the more they become iii-

dependent nouns, the more easily are these characlerislics

lost, as the new formation of the noun becomes as simple

as possible, as T^-^/lielp , although it is in the end derived

from :^''">riri to Jielp , "i.::"^ speecli, ^V'^P curse from ~i::~

,

VVp , ny^:2w3 oath from yrd: to swear ^. 240, ?:ii?a codi-

mand from ~*!i: to command, Cf. something similar ^.357.

316 It is also dependent on the nature of the noun, according

to Mhich it designates what is at rest and jiermanent, that its

vOAvels recieve a greater lengthening; which is not only shown
in the derivations of nominal foinis from verbal forms , but

also in the further iloxion of all nouns. The word is not so

light, moveable, and pliable here as in the verb, and this

lengthening and immoveabilily encreases the more a »noun be-

comes a pure substantive; the infinitives and participles stand

in this respect also nearest to the verb on accour.t of their

light vocalization. There is also a resemblance in this, tlint

rfdiiplhation has often established itself in a consonant in

the Jiovni , whicli , however, may be produced l)y diifcrent

causes , cf. \. 61.

I. JS^ouns oj the simple stem.

317 1. First format Ion ofnouns: its cliaractorislic is the ac-

cented but originally short vowel after the first radical, so that

the second is properly without a vowel, or oidy sulVcrs an

auxiliary vowel to be faintly heard; which form is the direct

opposite of tlie verb cf. ^^. 231, and by which the idea of a

pure substantive arises, whether for more general significa-

tions, as b'jp murder (war), iVn duration, yrn deligJif,

'b'^>:^ greatness, or whether the word is confined in the nsage

of lliG language to niore definite objects, as T>-'y sacrijnr,
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'TIS' 7ierd prop, row . to wliich class proper names may also

belong, as Tjb;: t^'ing , Tiy servant, '^bi child, tz^yayonth:,
a mere adiective, however, can never by expressed by ibis

form, as ti-s foolish one, a youth, orignaily signifies /oo//sA-

riess as a substantive. This form , as the shortest nominal
stem which expresses the mere radical idea as a substantive,

may indeed be also simplified in certain words from older

longer forms , as 'j>'^'^_ salvation from y^'p'n Hif. to help,

'lb';', child beside the older and rarer ^bl Gen. 11, 30, which
as adjective corresponds still more nearly to the etymology of
the Latin natas and the German hind, which is from ////

= yu'V-cao, but it remains nevertheless the first and nearest

noniinal form, as to tlie structure of the language, which is

independently opposed to the verb. •— The feminine termi-

nation, however, is rare except where it has a physical sense

by a special signification, as ^3^73 regina, Tr^'' nata, inaidcti,

or in short words of weak stems {§. 206) , as often in fi b.

The characteristic vowel after the first radical changes

accord, to ^,205. 248: d, or instead of it e §. 318 is therel'oro

the nearest, most generally pi-evalent vowel; o, which is by
no means rare here, and e are peculiar to intransitive and
passive ideas, as "inp holiness, b"/; greatness , -jnb heavi-

ness, burden, VSm delight which have intransitive verbs

corresponding to them; b^_t! deed, 'b'^'n food, 'i/qN and 1":^^

word, s^'ClrJ and y^rij report from passive ideas; 'that most
general form is also sometimes found together Avith one of

these two more definite ones, as ^sn and "iph want, but

usually with a dijference of signification. ^"J': youth from
"n^JS young perso/i is an instance of the derivation of an ab-

stract by o from a substantive with a ^).

1) The vowels in the teriMiimfion -an §.341 change in the same way,

as "J'^bN i<'i<loii'er and ^72bi< widowhood derived from it.

The three original forms therefore are snS, 3n3 , ^rir,

e and o being caused in the last two instead of i and n by
^the tone; these very common words, however, have so. con-

stantly assumed an auxiliary e in Hebrew accord, to ^. 30,

Ithat those perfectly monosyllabic words have become voiy

irare even in cases in which their sound would be ppj'mitled

^accord, to f. 29, as t:\i:p truth poetical Prov. 22, 21, •^'-;:

<nard not so genuinely Hebrew, ""ix proper name. The pro-

inmiciaiions lins accord, to ^.4,5. 127, ^n5, in b are used in-

stead; but as soon as ever a postfix is added to the end, this

pronunciation, which has arisen for the case of a word stand-

ing by itself, ceases, and ~2p:d, ~::;ns, ""^ns are ahva}.?

found again before accented postfixes, only that f has boconio

very prevalent for a, especially because tlie a is already

:Jianged to e in Sri5
; see a more particular statement below
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381 1) From tliird rad. gtitt. : npir , :>*;i£, n^:, nirb , -ia
accord, to y. 78 : iLe auxiliary e generally remains unaltered

•Nvith N accord, to f. 85, as nVd, N'>r~ (Npn) N/;fi , n:;'^, thoueli

Diany begin to loose il , as ^ccn does ahvays; concerning N".i

and N't: see a little below under the "';>. Before postfixes, t<

is again sounded as usual.

From middle rad. gait, ^y:, ^."s^^ , IS^:^, '1^0, ^^s^ i

^ri3 accord, to ^. 78 (^. 79 , in which case theretore both forms

ir2 and 5P3 beconie indistinguishable, as the gutt. expels the

original e (/) after the first rad. al^o : a few words only with

the harder n still retain the e wliiclv is a shade of a and is

ahvays nearer lo it, as L3t7"|i (^^"1 Jdgs. 5, 30 for assonance),

Cnb ; o, on the oilier hand, always maintaijis itself, as "jrit

.

^Vjiy V"0 in which tliere is always a instead of e after the

gutt., tJiougli we still find VrrX tent alwajs. N however is

loo weak to support these two vowels on either side of it

and to hold tlieni apart, it rather takes tlie accented vowel
to itself accord, to ^. 76, and, as it is partial to e. a becomes

e in this change, so that tiie first two forms are identical, as

^N3 and 1X2 always become "INS, SNT, "n^a ; o on the other

hand remains here also, as u:N:i, Snp. In such syllables,

however, N is often easily rendered inaudible accord, to ^. 82,

2, so that tlie pronunciation becomes 'lL"Nn , ^t5n , though N
is retained in the orthography; but we also find Cin , "I'lZ

.

This N has siiil continued more or less mutable before post-

fixes; the changed vocalization has become fixed in many
words , especially -where N has become quite iiuite. — It is

very rare for the other gutt. besides N to attract the accented

vowel to themselves in this manner, v. v^. 319.

2) From ^•^V. According to f. 222 c , these stems almost

always proceed from "i or T as third radical; ^ however is

more frequent. But in lliis naked condition, where no vow-
elsound I'ollows "i or 1, they cannot maintain themselves as

consonants, but as ^ and T, >as A^owels, sound i, u accord, ti)

^. 98 , the i draws the whole vocalization and the tone so
;

stronglr to itself, that the original vowel after the first rad.

disaj)pears, as """ic , "^Sin for ''"i^, ''iiri, o only maintaining it-

self somewhat firmer, viz. constantly with gull, as "'"bM, "'^r,

then in a very small pause (with the accents of members) as

•^-ilii and 1-?^ Gen. 37, 25. cf. 43, 11 and Ez. 28, 7, seldom

otherwise , as ""ttT: Ps. S3 , 2 ; in the proper pause , they all

again become "'^s , '^S'n (even in a smaller pause Ex.25, 10)

•'Vn, •'2'' accord." to ^'. 131. The heavier and at the same
time rarer T, on the other hand, always j-emains toneless, so

that we have ^iHtp (a having maintained itself pure here), ^DU)
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(proper name I Sam. 19, 22) ^ni . Berore postfixes , liow-
ever, T and i can slill become consonants, see below.

V^ery fieidom are tiie formations rierived from the more usual confor-
niatioii of llie.se roots wliicli is mentioned g. 222 , as j;-;^^ like x-^s
only ill Ezr. 10, I for i^^ Jletus, ftlZp ^'''^ Js* 2, 7.

Many words of obscure derivation or groat apocopation

liave nevertheless entirely lost the last vowel whicli is parti-

cularly Avcak in these roots, and with it ilie third ladical,

w^ithout its ever returning in the dejivatioiis from the greater

part of them; thus 'ba (usually "^"bs) as particle, ITL^ (dual

Q';''l"\i; breasts) "jt iind (genus) with the shoricst pronuncia-

tion; moreover with a rather longer one, "jii .soa; , cz'uj name,
yy wood, 1!:;; particle, i)_^ friend (v. ^. 409) 5N God.

3) From •r\'v (and "^y) : a) the form with a T\V2 , T]ir,

jlN, in whicli a is retained before ") accord, to ^. 96, but is

lengthened, (not nV3), as «-i« agree betlertogcther than e-ii,

•whereas, Avhen the third rad. is a gutt. also, H"^, S^V^J, as the form-
ation becomes strong again here ^.227; i however often appears

as second rad. here, as T\']'Z, ^'^H. ?
'^"?^' Jt is not at all rare,

however , for that form with a~u to coalesce regularly in 6

accord, to f. 54, as bip (bp Ex. 4, 8), ):]iD, iin
,

pi'd; leg,

"IIM liglit, t\'fi, the others with a-i do not so often coalesce

in ne , as "b''b poet. Js. 15, 1. 21, 11, '6'^^ or \L-JJ beside 'b";b,

u3")UJ , these do so always p"'n , T'N, ^3 lamp ^ wiiich ae ore
may then be further reduced to / accord, to ^. 49 , as pin

beside p""^ , "jii^ only in 1 Sam. 21, 9, for "jiN particle; cf,

1^"''?. poverty beside "tJi^'^. or 'U3"''n. — /)) The form with o

(u) must necessarily sound ill: , n^l, J^r'^VJi street accord, to

§. 53 , as ii-ii would clash together. — c) The form with e

(i) is not distinct here, and is probably identical M'ilh the

others, for ^i^ judgment, ^"'^3 song, rii'n strife have been
formed accord, to f. 245; probably i is primitive only in bTj
trembling., ^"'-'5 exultation

,
y^i: brightness , -Tiip lime. —

Willi Nb» at the same time , when N becomes so much the

more easily unite, NVvD with d for a accord, to ^. 96 (on the

contrary NTii:), and N;".n , concerning which last see farther on.

With i'"b at the same time ,
ii:, like the form with a , in

whicli therefore "^ cannot draw the vowel of the word to it-

self, but becomes a vowel after o §. 227.

4) From 5:"j?, always without resolution : a) b.T with a

primitive a; 5) with a primitive e (i) 'il^ accord, to ^. 46, or

somewhat longer bi? ; c) '^'u , nb strengtJi , later writers only

write tliS instead. — We are not to confound witli tliese many forms

of f"? wliose second rad. mi{^lit easily be resolved with the .3rd in this

formation arc. to §. 11.'5: j]^ nose for njj^ rrj-j palate, fy goc:t , whose

3 never returns in tlie progress of formation. ^ij^ num is leiifjlhened

i3
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from 'i-s f>y a still grenlor (leviatioii and with a complete loss of tlie ori-

ginal rednplication of the -J §.48; its fern, however is still regular ^t:;^

ii'oiriaii Willi redupl. of tiie ^ • in the more isolated /»/. , however, the ;

has heen preserved aiu3:N : a'^'.::''X '•* f>"'y a late and rare pi. formed

anew from that \;^--»< Js. 53, 3, cf. farther §. 3Gi).

1 as 2ncl aiitl 3r(l rad. : 'p_ or ip^ ace. lo §. 96 ; in the

same manner from "^ in llic nearest form witli a, ^ui homage^
'- .siilficiency ,

"^"2 water ^Y1lOsc phiral only is found §. 374;

lliis ai, alllioiiiili the i in it is originally douljle, lias also been

softened iia olliers into ae and in lone lo e after the manner

of the S^'b §. 95 f. 222, as riip small caffle, lri2 mouth %
as also that Nv;i can not only be changed into N-^a accord, lo

the above Zach. 14, 4 but also into i<"^(\. after this manner Js.

40, 4. Lastly, this ac [e) may be reduced lo i ace. to (• 40.

as is the case in "^ii: sliip (on the contrary ^i2 cle.sert lor i";"^:

f, 323), "^N coast (on Ihe olher hand ''Ji Jioivler
,
proper name,

for "^^n) "^y ruins (for "^s see beloNV §. 409).

1) Cf. Ewald's Gram. Jrah. I. §. 442.

319 Except the words wiiicli draw tiie essential vowel from the first to the

second rad. on account of their radical sounds, there are only a very few

isolated ones which lun-e the tone-vowel thrown back, which is a poorer

pronunciation and necessary in Aramaic : thus a) with a XZV'2 as particle

a. little, the gutt. is also to be observed, ^i:, poetical, Ps. 18, 26 for

-^l^a man, inD (for inD §-96) winter, ^^:;"from iirj accord, to §.54

ink\ Ji;p {a lush) accord', to §.222 for 15 5 ^ \-£ii sap, Jnji^ marsh j
—

h) Avith e , 'c'z'C shoulder in wliicli f iias remained in tone whicli is very

rare against §. 46, '^-^ri honey in which it has been changed into a §.46,

t."^5 ?>e//j ,• — t) wiili o b2\i;N cluster in which e is assumed at the

beginning accord, to §.112; — sometimes in ^'y which may thu.'i become

resolved : uiuJrj

.

320 Very rarely is tliis .shortest formation somewhat lengthened in this

manner, that after the first rad. tiie second is pronounced with the nearest

lonevowel, with a: thus in a word wliich has tiie, in itself, heavier o at

the beginning, and gutt. at the end, jji^iis or 2>:n^ip helmet, cf. 409.

321 2. Second li/td of formation : M'hose characlerislic is

tlie accented distinguishing vowel belonging to the se-

cond rad. Tliese formations show by ihis at once that they

run parallel with the verb, as the accenluation of the se-

cond rad. distinguishes the verb ^. 231; and in fact all the

forms belonging lo this class are most intimately connected

^vilh the verbal forms, and are rendered possible by them.

AjuI as the verb as tense always divides ilself inlo Uvo great

halves, perf. and imj)erf. , accordingly, from the perf. as ihe

tense which signifies what is finished, existing, experienced,

the noun adjective proceeds, which expresses what is visible
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certain in tilings, tlieir manifest qnalilles; but from the ini-

perf . as the conception of what is uiifniislied , Avliat is only
t/ioiiglit^ is derived tlie noun abstract, whicli gives tlie

pure idea by itself as a thouglil; or, to speak more accura-

tely, the participle is derived from the per[. VL\\i[ {\\e infini-

tive from the iniperf. The chauge of vowels which belongs

to those two fundamental divisions of the verb §. 269 , there-

fore, returns here again; but with this distinction, tliat the

voAvels become longer here according to the general nature

of the noun ^'.316, and especially in the adjective, which
denotes the inherency and permanency of the quality; am!
secondly, that the noun is split even here into very nianifoM

divisions , and ramifies into many possible forms.

l) The adjectives are formed not only with the accen- .-^22

ted a, e^ o alter the shorter vowels of the verb ^". 249, but
also with the inuiuilably long t and //- accord, to §. 48 ; which
five possible forms have also al the same lime nice dislinclions

of signification appropriated to them. The degrees of the

length of the five vowels, however, according to the general

relation of the vowels, are these, that a is always mutable
before further flexion , e and o are more prone lo be immu-
table, and especially o, and S and ii are always inunulable.

The first radical in all these five forms has the foretone a
without distinction accord, to §. 37 (see the conlrary ^'. 325).

They are as follows:

«) Tlic form with a is originally, indeed, of the most
general signification ; but as a later more definite form has

been appropriated to the adjectives of purely active signilication

or to the part. act. §. 326, accordingly, with the excei>liou

of a few remains of earlier date §. 327 , this simpler form
has the mere adjective signification , as "bo^ foolisJi , 5u3"l

wicked, ^'J:i upright, ^linn new ^ St;") distant beside tise

substantives of the first formation Vc3 , ^'^^ , ^"P"^ ] V~n
pierced t/irough of. bbn intrans. verb, Ps. 109, 22.

b) The form with e is founded more definitely on in-

transitive ideas, whether the word be in use as a participle

or not, as N'^:i: thirsty, IS"! hungry, 2Ji;i; satisfied, lir^T^^

dry, b^iir boiled, Q'i'N guilty, V^N nioitrning , ?]>';; and

V\'^'J exhausted , 'j},;^ weary, b"^ labo//ri//g r= sufjering,

toiling, t'\_'2yh oblii^iscens (^intrans, accord to ^'. 2.50) and has

rarely become a substantive, as Spy insidians accord, lo

^. 250 =: insidiator Ps. 49 , 6.

c) The form with o is iiidecd founded in the same way
on intransitive ideas, but is rnlher appropriated to adjectives

of a perniatient quality and is thus sensibly distinguished from

13*
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llie preceding fonn. It is also iu consequence of tliis sJgnifi-

calion of nn fixed inlicreut ([iiality and of llie nature of tlie

aj)proprialely fii'nier vowel o, lliat tlie third rad. is doubled

in most of these words before accented postfixes and tlie o

thus remains firm before il ; hence too the word is pronounced
with a more compressed vowel and is written without T

even without such postfixes: Vi^' (ph t:j"'V.'»r.) round, rb?
entwined , ~nf« long

^
pas? deep ^ M^H dark, pn72 sweet,

zi'^'j delicate, HD^X terrible, and adjectives of colour SHN,
ytN, pn'f , ^i^3, "in:^, ^1:^:^, cf. with guit. rrbs high, (mz:;

is a rare and late form) "nnizj black, fib: straight. A much
finaller number have a pure o williout reduplication, which
in that case becomes very strong and immutable and is ge-
nerally Avrittcn with 1: b^na great, "jitip^ little, pirTi distant,

"^in:: seldom nna pure, \D'^-p^ho/y., yiT^n cruel, haughty
Js. 1,17. The corresponding substantives of the first for-

inaliou have this o very olleii also: tri^ii , rj'i'n, pn'-> 5^?-

?

V-a, '^nb, "i'Tp

.

323 <^0 The form with li lias above all others the strictly

passive signification, and is for the most part used as pass,

part, of the simple stem, as n^ns written, rv'^t^ annointed;

nevertheless, it sometimes is related to intransitive ideas

also, partly as adjective, as 5^12U3 childless beside the in-

traus. verb VzXD §. 249, ti:-::i:> \nighfy , Snb"0 peaceful

2 Sam. 20, 19, D^'n:^^ cunning, and has already become subs-

tantive as "JJ^p"^ beside '^IJip"' auceps from iutraus. verb '^'^1

^. 250, partly as participle, but only from the influence of

Aramaic, iu which the intrans. or reflexive and passive

are not so strictly distinguished iu the whole formation of

llie verb, as n^'OS confisus Ps. 112, 7, "i^DT mindful 103,

14, ";^;^^ properly reflexive like amplexus of the state with

joined , firmly clasping hands , although it may again be im-

mediately connected with an accusative §. 250 amplexus
gladiuni Cant. 3 , 8. •^).

1) It is not necessary that tlie verb should always have the same de-

velopment in all its parts; it is also easily explained, and espe-

cially according difierence of dialect , how the active participles

may exist beside those: Jiwi <<>itjide/i.i , fj^j^ amjilectens. But

"llwT oln-ays mindful is actually fuller than "^^^t or 'T^3*?3

reiiiiiiiiheriiis.o

e^ The form with / is l) a variety of this pure passive

form with it , as this ii can .be changed into the softer i ac-

cord, to J. 43 , as soon as a substantive is formed out of the

participle, in which case the verbal derivation ceases to be

80 prominent, N^tj; prince beside N?tj: exalted, T'pj^ oi-'cr-

seer beside T^ipD appointed to overlook, i^^ii:^ and ^"^i:^
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logelher stratum, or it" an adjective ouly is formed from a

parliciple, as K"i3"vU hated as ac/J. N^rJi as part. Dt. 21, 15.

Tliis form, as subslautive, is especially used to signify ll'o

seasons of llie year according to llie occupations prevalent in

them, as >l"^pN autumn prop, tlie time when the fruit i»

gathered, cf. Cant. 2, 12. — 2) The t is formed by the

greatest lengthening from e of intrans. ideas §. 322, as D"'y3

pleasant, pn:^ and pTi:^ bright, ^i"^', and l^'iro weary, ubs
and D^b3 fugitii^e cf. §.^351.

These live forms are thus modified in derivations from 324

weak roots:

Before 3 rad. giilt. the long vowel is always preserved

:

i:3";, ^i?3UJ ; from N'b : N'?.::^, t^n'ip,..

In l"y each of the five long, characteristic vowels maint-

ains itself with expulsion of the T, or with coalescing with

it (with u)
,

precisely as above §.269 f
.

, as lD"i high, tZ3p^

Htandiitg cf. §. 326; nt arrogant
, y\ a mocker; stu

goodi ">^^ rejectus ; T^i: a messenger prop, missus.

From vb : a) the form with a , which may be always
shortened , compresses the vONVel before the properly speaking

double consonont, as in §. 254: b~ low , ntl dismayed, also

"'m living, all very diflerent from the substantives of the

first formation §. 318; yet some liave nevertheless lengthened

the vowel , as tz."^^ , Iz^n , D/2 , and others lengthen the vowel
at least willi disjunctive accents and with the article ^) , as

"^^1 ("^^"l) -1 ffi'^if^y 1
2>'^ wicked, *1D ox, Cy people, 'nii

enemy ))ro|). oppressor. — b) The forms with li, i must se-

])arate the 2nd and third rad. accord, to §.217, because these

vowels are innnutably long, as ::3"'?:n, inuJ. It is remarkable,

however, that although we find these three chief forms with
a, I, it those with e, o do not at all occur in 'S'J, except only
": or n"'/3 fat.

1) Because a noun witli tlie article is more complete, more perfect

in itself; in tiie same manner, t)"in earth with the article be-

comes y—ii<r;. — In the adj. i^-^ and y-), however, d is only

found on particular occasions.

In H'b, the first three forms with a, e, o are indistin-

guishable, and only make one single one in the same Avay as

in the verbal formalicjn §. 279 , only that the only ending

here is still the original e (from ae) , as nD"j beautiful , rrr^o

exhausted Dt. 32, 24 ^). On the other hand, the inunii-

lable u, i are distinguished here also, so that the formation

is again founded upon "^ or 1 as third rad. accord, to §. 222.
h and with a preponderance of the formation with "^

: "'iba
,

^'•^v , vei-v seldom v^V . ^ remaining as 3nd rad. but coales-
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cing Milh /i accord, lo ^. 53 Job. 15, 22. 41, 25,- from t

al\va>s •',":; pare, "^ir bent, ""p i^Js. 24, 16 as neutr. aegntin)
i Loalesciiiu Aviili i 2^.

Shortcnctl Avortls (cF. \. 318): 1) The anclont words of
rcl.iiioiislii)) "zii Jaf/ier , nx brd/ier^ tZTy father -in - law,
A\liicli Avheii alone gciierall> leniaiu so short, hut \vhicli al-

ii;ost always end in a long vowel d or i before posllixes ;

there is no doubt that they originally liad a vowel at the

end, e. g, aha ^ aho for the present db , v. §. 201 nt. — 2)

T" hand, c:"^ blood, J,- iiah lor inT' etc. Avhich continue so

shoi'l even before posllixes; tiie first cons, of the fonner is

thereibie slill equal to the lirsl rad. of ^"J"; before postfixes,

l)Mt tlic latter are only equivalent to the second syllable

of "TOJ-;.

1) Tlie oldest firoiiuncialion vi (oe) is still foiiiid in some words:

""J'lIJ p«op. /lig/i , but is only preserved in tlie pi. Iieuven §.374;

""Tiy field beside ;-;-;i i*lU5 proper n;inie probably uieaniiig

quarri-Asoma Gen. IT, J5, cf. something similar g. 330. 339. Also
i;»? ancient form for i;y

.

2) There is no passive foriuatiou iriV^j or V-;; in Aramaic, but tiiere is

still simpler ^"55 merely even for tlie passive participle, as tlie

form sriS whicli may be contained in that, as intransitive, is near

to the passive. Accordin<ij to this too very rarely in Hebrew ; the

yi'w. sg. '^•^•^^ 7iudata INlich. 1, 11. ri'-iz j'uiguefacta Ez. 34, 20.

Concerning the absence of the foretone vowel see §. 328 at the end

2) Abstracts arc formed from the imperf. Qal, but in

various ways

:

a) As mere infinitlues: and as the imperf. has two
forms accord, to \^. 269 , so ShS and b'na are possible forms
here also , the latter from intrans. ideas , which forms are

still closely connected with the verb, as the accented vowel
is very slujrt and the fordone vowel is altogether absent,

as if they had proceeded immediately form ^riD";, V~:i"^. For
more concerning them and concerning the derivations from
NN eak roots, consult the section on the infinitives ^. 353 IV.

b) As .snbstantwes , and not so much from active stems
wliose abstracts (very much as the participles §. 322, a) can
be more clearly and firmly ilistiuguished, as from intransitive

ones. The mere feminine ending is first used here, as m^'^J"}

(from yi^-^ accord, to §. 45. 66) dillering from i>-^-'n as cidiyuu

from luhy.oi', Hnyp hatred , 'nii^\/ear, r^b^^ sloth, ^p^tn
^raf!/). IJut the abstract only becomes properly independent (subs-

tanlive) by lengllieniiig the accented vowel, which also ))co-

(luces a foretone vowel ; and thus usually without Icinininc

lormaiiou, alliiougli it can alto exi'it at the same lime; i>"i
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liKnger, i?'':i: tldrst , t:,Ti3vX guilt, whereas maD"4;n (-with a
at tlie beginning, at the same time on account of n) is still

rather an infinitive, b^tp assetnhly , "My^ reward^ ^ip,'^,i?

dill ering from pni: §.317 as justiiia [vom Jus , "n'^^'Ti freewill,

'rnz'iyd desolation : some few have lengthened the accented a
to the immutable 6, as 1t:23 niajestas^ uTli'buJ sahis. These
abstracts cannot be confounded willi tlie adjectives of the

same sound ^.322, for an adjective foi^med from the same

root has always e (/') , as iy'n wN'"?^, j ^^^"J (p"''?^-' ^""I? 5 ^'t.'^ >

niS , tZiV^ ; hence from 5)3^ ranuis jlie derivation T^vj ra~

niosus Ez. 19, 10. They sometimes indeed come very neai*

the substantives of the first formalioa, as 'np^a rare and poe-

tical beside "^.'yj: reward; but their origin is diilerent. It is

to be observed, however, that substantives also from derived

stems simplify themselves in this longer but yet simple form,

as "i^^T senna from "is" to speak ^ '^W? curse from bVp to

curse, as also that the y"y are resolved in that rather later

formation , as Jibbp , ln'2^13 , bbu3 booty, I'l-. solitudo ; in the

same way nniiS and ^i^VvlJ cry, the latter rai-ely shortened to

5>Ti!3, ^TU3 ; also from a'n'b ri"'^"J"i abundance.

e is sometimes found as foretone instead of a , wliicli e is accord, to

§. 270 properly a trace of intra iis. derivation, as '~\'z'^^ « J<"''^'o'^
land,

and probably '^)2n pif'^ti, ^^^j^j sweeta'ine, 2^-j cluster of grapes, 2>5\:

rih, '-i;-'^ Aw/inb ^'^'^rt beside tlie shorter lib belong here also. <JI".

s -

in Arabic ^^.K

.

3. Third hind of formation : whose characteristic is 326

an originally immutably long vowel newly inserted into

tlie root: this is the strongest and last vocalic formation, which
has proceeded from the former ones by new ])0wer; and the

new strong vowel here so throughly governs the whole word,
that the vowel of the other syllable, even the accented one,

sinks before it to the weakest sound. Thus there arises on
the one hand

1) the strongest active formation for adjectives with 6

alter the first rad. (always changed into o from the more
original active d accord, to §. 50 ^) , alter which , the second

syllable sinks, although accented , and has therefore originally

e (j) instead of which , however, e is used on account of

the tone accord, to §. 46; while that d, however, is absolu-

tely immutable , this e is entirely dependent on the tone of

the compound syllable and disappears as soon as ever the

tone deserts it and the compound syllable is broken up. As
the strongest acli\e form, it is used as the participle active

of the simple stem, as ::ni3 writing, alllioiigh it may also

be gradually derived with more freedom from any verbal
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idea tliat is simple or is Ijccouiiug so, as '^r:'^ as nentr. re-

Tiiai/uler ^ dr.b putting on a gaijiieut, only in Zcl'. 1, 8

usually "di^ib ifidutu.s: but it is also frequenlly derived from
aa older iiouii and becomes a siibstaulive, as ^CiCs scribe

prop, one who busies himseHwilh 130 book, "nyiuJ keeper of
the gate from ''\'jrd gate, Snb vinedresser from l3"*S

vineyard.

TJie e in llie last syllable is so essential here as a deep

sound after tiie 6, that it even remains before gutturals: Vj^'Z,

np'b. — From Ti'h X 'rh^K , as every where else. —• From j?":?

:

S^b, the second and third rad. being obliged to separate ac-

cord, to ^. 217. — From n'y , ho\ve\er, there are accord, to

§. 218 no forms with such an immutable vowel yet developed;
the older, more simple form ::ri2 ^^. 322 a, which has been
lost in other classes of roots, is used therefore here as part,
act. thus 'C2p^ stans , ID, ytj, N2 coming; and as this form
cannot, therefore, serve so well for a proper adjective, the

distinction of the adjective from the parlici])le is elfectcd, when
necessary, by the form with e §, 322 b, as '^)^ peregrinans,
-1.1 percgriinis Lev. 17, 12, X2"Ji and u:;p. Neverflieless , the

later language sometimes has 6 for this d even here, as

Zj^P stuns 2Kgs. 16, 7. Zacii. 10, 5. Js. 25. 7. concerning

Sl^N, however see, §. 219. From Hb at the same time:

rtip , rr^'r; or later nirr cf. §. 292.

1) This a is ouly fouud ia •^n'J i^'itness lob 16, 19 borrowed from

tlie Aramaic.

liiT If a word of this kind is always a substantive j the vow-
el in the last syllable may be lengthened on account of that

signihcalion : e into a, which in the noun usually becomes
ci by tlie tone; thus j^bin worm beside i/b'-.n which has been
still preserved in the fem. fll^bn, Ejnin seal-ring , tubi:'

eternity pi'op. what is darh^ obscure, unlimited time.

The 6 may even descend to e before this stronger a, as it appears

'•^ f]b"^3 I'-ciiiiner prop, striker, in au active sense.

There is a definite substantive derived from this /7a/'^.rtf/^.

which signifies an actor with passion and constant toil, and
is formed b}^ the insertion of the long a or 6 alter the 2ud
rad. before which the o in the first syllable is changed into

d to avoid the coming together of two o accord, to $'. 50 and

213, as pV:;y oppressor Jer. 22, 3 compared with pVJ^2? 21,

12, and again "jinz prover 6, 27. The express power of

liie sul)Slaulive , as implying the permanency of the action in

the agent, depends on that long vowel in the last syllable, and
it is to be regretted that no derivation of this form with an

accenied po-liix occurs ',o\c"pl. r!'i'":.z . Jem. as proper nanii;

S
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i'or Jiida Jcr. 3 , 7. 10 faithless one prop, hypocrite) that

Ave niiglit ascertain if the a at the begitniiug is merely fore-

tone or not, as, if it did remain, it ^tvouUl settle its deriv-

ation from llie' part. act. beyond a doubt. The form is more-

over only found in Jeremiah; compare "bi:::ip chald. ^a^a ,

.^ft-jLK which latter gradually became shortened into U-^-^

V. EwALu's Gram. Arab. I. p. 144.

Tliere are some otiier substantives, '\\\ wliirh tlie 6 or e. arise in a 328
perfectly difierent way, wliicli are not to be cont'oundeft witii tliose of tills

origin. Tims nbil '^''^^^ (o'l'y in tiie yl. fem. TCwh"^) beside riM?!:

•""' /'"'"• '" wliicli tlie sound (' {cie) proceeds from tiie loss of the redn-

pliration §. 125; j;^'^ (in pause ^^t:;) wax (from ,'\it z:z ."tXT to jtidt,

and lengthened ."i;i related to ^rjr; idem and to nj/M and tadeo,') which

is an abstract formation arising accord, to §. 331; moreover, "^^t:; la-

jiillus (lot) and "^fi^ the young of larger birds, which appear to be an-

cient diminutive formations §. 3-16 Z); concern. :^-^^'2 see §. 347 and con-

cern. V^'if^ §• 336.

2) yJhstrnct siihstanttpes are formed by passive vowels
after the second rad. and are therefore a new formation from
the passive participles ^^. 323; that which lias, or, which is

imagined as having, happened, being concieved as an indepen-

dent thing, as diiHsio prop, the being divided, from diuisas,

and similar formations in Indo-Germauic. This very long and
always immutable vowel, however, has such a new, great

power, that the first i-ad. which stands alone is pronounced in

shortest inanuer e. g in Hebr. without a distinct vowel, and
the rules for the foretone §. 36 ff. are, therefore, not applic-

able here ^. 322. Hence the nearest vowel here is li,, as

b^i'^i? reconipence, ^^3~} chariot, "^^idS covering, "irjiib cloth-

ing , blls-) boundary. This u may be even changed on the

one side for i accord, to {. 248, as i"^i:3 statua , 'b"'SS ^^'^-

veu image (only used in the pi. beside the more simplified

sg. Vds) i<"'b3 prison, 'b'^Vlz mantle; e is very rare, as bb^
wailing, nrin terror; — on the other side, it may be
softened into o, which is especially easy from on intrans.

verb, as CSibn dream., ^id::^ jfirst-birth (of animals and man,
in the latter case it is in sense equivalent to first-born , but
xXm pi, is still generally ninb^) iilb'2 full/iess , lib:: ''og,

and the poetical bi^^y orbitas , 'ninip blachtiess ; this 6 can

then be changed into d accord, to §. 50, but this is very rare

in the early period, as '^DNi vow, and only ireqnent after-

wards , as "-t^v deed Koh. 9,1, ins writing (book) beside

the older fein. rrnr
,
poel. :2~;p. war, b^x stre/igth Ps. 88, 5.

Many words of this form wliich liave ^ ^^ 1st rad. Iiave assumed a
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firmer vowel accord, to g. TO: l^-^wX, 01255, ^^'l;N, ::tN*, "nii*, T'lDCs*,

for
J?-;;'

etc.

Tlie derived abstract Is so mucli characterised by tliis very long and

always imiiiiitnble vowel , tliat even some abstracts formed by means of

e\tenial al'lixes, especially poetical and late ones, render tlieir first con-

.sonant, wliicli stands alone, quite as short: Ti:"2 , Din'J ,
"<"3

j D^nr
,

D^P"), r:"3 from -,ni:, an, r-iVj, Din, s^p', r^r^'cf. §. 'sst.

Some few words also of the second formation §. 222 f. have no
foretone vowel: they are, however, poetical words borrowed from Ara-

maic but with the poorer Aramaic pronunciation still retained: ^iVi<

God, i]}'-}':^ Man, V--}^ f^'"^ > 'he adverb -^'^'t a little ; and tliese wiiicii

only occur late, "jicr: strong Ps. 89, 9, •!"'VJ Jer. 49, 31. Also -j-^'r

ii/iie an original substantive accord, to §. 325 b, whicli also occurs in

prose in the later period.

329 The elgullicatlon of the abstract is often expressed liere

by the feniiuiiie fornialion at the same tuue , and this is a

stilt newer
J

stronger abstract fornialion, wlule the lighter

masculine funn is often used even as proper name for more
disiiiicl. di'iiiiile objects. The cliaracleristic vowel u-i is often

lowered before the -d of tiie [em., and indeed in such a

manner accoi'd. to ^^. 316 that the 3rd rad. is doribled , as

tliis formation distinguishes subslanlives ; this reduplication is,

however, oidy frequent iii a liquid and especially in /. jManv

of ihese formalions too are oidy of later dale ur poetical

innovations. Thus wilh ii: rii^rp collectio, r7~~:| and — r"~u"i

magnitudo list. 1, 4. 10, 2; and even in tlie early ])eriod

rrVx.-. redemption, r;V"2 opera; with o riVzri pledge Kz.

18, 7 beside briri v. 12, 16, li~j'i!2 ivuryek/.iop ; with i or

e, nbi'by poetical deed, MO^nn etjersio , inVrip congregatio,

!-i5^5j jnactatio, tTtJ'l.';' and JT^li"!"; Jiereditas. JMany of these

formations are also derived from older nouns , as fl^"b;0

hingdoni from Tj5"2 , !i:r;3 prlesfJiood iroxw^—^ priest , IT^ina

furtitudo which is at llie same time simplified from 1iz.n

fortis, herus wilh reduplication of of the 2ud. rad. accord.

\o §. 330.

But there is a still newer and stronger expression of the

al)slract sometimes found , and especially in derivalions from
earlier nouns, which consists in the use of the plural forjn-

alion together with that u accord, to §.374, as in the lui-

iformly developed abstracts from names for certain periods of

life, as tZi"':pT senectus,'ci'^'i2''b^'. aud^^'^v^ JutJeritus, cbns
virginitas from 'jpr. l^V:?. , "i^:, "binz; very rarely from
Qal, as C-^:::n embal/ning Gen. 50, 's.

Here also there is no form derived from I'y; the only example is

n^i^'^P ^"'^'< Cant. 5,2. 12. ^Nevertheless lIS"'^ , V'^N §.219. Tiieform-

ations o\' liic weak roots are clenr from §. 32'1 , and §,315.
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11. llcduplicated or intensive stems. Tliey have been sao
partly given already as verbs, and partly are only newly
lormed in the noun; but the altribiilive alone can be formed
quite WQyv liere , and produces a great number of various de-

rivations; the abstract either only proceeds from the verbal

stem or from this attributive. The capability of formation,

Jiowever, is by no means so great in tliesc longer and rarer

words as in the simpler ones, though the change of vowels
has the same signilication.

1. The new, independent, and freipient formation o{ od-
jt'ctives which express tlie idea of an iiiherent, permanent, or

stronger' intrinsic quality, are produced by tJie reduplication

of the simple participles and adjectives of the second form-
ation ^. 322 f, , aiul have, in the same manner, the character-

istic vowel accented after the second rad., but so that the

simple active form accord, to the thiid formation §. 336 is

not distinguished here. Hence a) the pronunciation with a
is not only the generally usual one for adjectives here, as the

sinqile one, as "^liVn very weak., •'n'l sich and the ancient

proper name for God I'l'O prop, the almighty, t.i'^ alwaya
trembling- ; but also, according to the more deliuite significa-

tion of a, for purely active ideas, as intensive fonn of inb
§. 326, as bi:^ wicked from hyJ wickedness , nVo forgiver
= forgiving much and readily Ps. 86 , 5 , and therefore

especially denotes one who always occupies himself with
something according to his manner of life, as bi^S porter,

TiZ^: cook; it is often onlv derived from a noiui , as T^ hun-
ter (which only occurs Jer. 16, 16, whereas Gen. 25, 27

n'^::^ ^n'^) from n^ir hunting, ^^73 mariner from nbri salt,

the sea. Hence the a in this new and rather strictly active

form is longer here and tries to become immutable; wlience
"'^"7 from Ji'b with an immutable a beside i-'ilj whicli has been

l)resei'ved from an earlier period. — b) The pronunciation

witli u is of passive origin , as ^^^^ friend prop, always at-

tached, ^i;;::;; pillar prop, firmly fixed, or of intransitive

origin with, the accessoiy idea of permanency or a1)inidance,

as b'^'2-g rubbed of young
, i^isn , a^nn full of grace, mercy,

^>;jp_ always, readily, attending Ps. 130, 2 Jieside i'^'P,

•

Tbis u is sometimes clianged on llie one hand c) into a ,
as

"I'lV"^ born, not however as a simple participle, but as an

independent adjective farther developed i) Ex. 1, 22; more-
over from intransitive ideas, as 'niza very strong =: hero,

nis'dj drunken, and with tlie accessory idea of passion ^iD";

reproacher lob 40, 2, mi'p_iracundus beside Nip_. — d)

On the other liand, { is found beside li where it is of pas-

sive origin, as ~i"'3N prisoner., more than the mere participle

iinpri^ioned; in olheis from intransitive ideas, as p">'^»2C just.
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Tir^N nohle^ *C''\'0 TnigJity , "Stv^ exulting. — e) The pro-

nuucialiou is exclusively appruprialed to adjeclives ^vliich

denote a persoually perniaiiei)t condition, iu a material sense,

as QV^ dumb, '^^y blind ^ rrjvS having open = good eyes

Ex.4, 11, ?1~3 expiring , dim, or even in an intellectual

sense, as iL'pv perverse r= false, nN5 proud, jNTa averse

to Jer. 13, io, Pj^.D doubter Ts. 119J 113. This e lias re-

mained very slu)rt, partly in ilscll". and partly on account of the

strong reduplication %vliich goes before it ^^.212; T':^"^ ho^v-

ever as foreign proper name rough pi-op. hairy corresponds

to this class.

Tlie nearest vowel of the first syllal)le is indeed a, \\h\di remains

unchanged, especially before tlie same sound a, and for the most part

before u and i also
;

yet the tliinner i is also sometimes found here ac-

cord, to §. 45, as "iSt? husbandman prt>p. digger, fTTy ^'^O' •s''''^"t> >

l^'jb always learning = scholar ; but i is constantly sounded before the

intransitive c, as if tlie force of the intransitive sound had particularly

established itself at tlie beginning; before o too we generally find i, al-

though Niip Ijsside J^ip .
— It is to be observed in the formation from

weak roots, that the gult. in these somewhat later forms often looses tlie

reduplication entirely contrary to ^'. 232, as p;n3 etc. , and that -^'-j

or even ^'-j sometimes go tlirough their formations uniformly, as *T"i:
,

—^•'r, judge from ^">T , :i1~ or ."I'-r; Ez. 47, 10 fisliennan from ^jr; Jish.

Besides cf. above.

1) It answers exactly to ?Q_ikJ »

331 No independent abstracts of this formation are found , since when an

abstract is to he formed, one of these adjectives either becomes a simple ab-

stract with loss of the reduplication § ;52y, or renders the redu()licatiou

more prominent in a more emphatic way §• 332 f. Nevertheless some per-

fectly isolated originally lighter words have gradually been lengthened by

reduplication of the 2nd rad. on account of the substantive signiticatioa

(§. 316), as -i:2M '^o'*' S- 329, before suflixes '->:rN, "I^^^N s/t'/), before

sufF. ^;;i:JX. the nature of the j.; lias also an inliuence here at the same

time §. 70; on the contrary, the foreign word riiinS ^:^ /'^w*? tunica

doubles the 2nd rad. indeed when in stat. abs. and in the fluctuation of

tlie firm vowel o, has assumed o twice §. 58, but when shortened at the

end, it returns to the short pronunciation witliout reduplication and witlj

a simple o, as it is originally quite siiort -jp^ or "jpb.

Abstracts according to the tliird formation are , however,

very conmionly derived from Piel, as the pi. STj'ry dis-

mission Ex. 18, 2, t=i"^"!S3 atonement, N^Vn that wherewih
a space is filled gencraliy in the pi. tUL^xV/: , anVui recom-

pense ,'^"^1^'^ abomination, also an abomination zzz idol; not

so often e in the last syllable (accord, to 329), as tZiV'vp Dt. 32
,

35, lu;p sufjitus, and i\\o fern. r\ii\-2 fullness, r\ii'^: 'present

2 Sam. 19, 43, or 6, as n-i|^2 chastisement hov. i':i, 20. This

form is some.imes, on account of its frequency, derived

from Qal at once, as "rpr: command, v^~\l or v_^^l seeds.
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Here also we have z in llie first syllable on account of the

strong vowel of the third formation in the last, by which
these forms are at tlic same lime almost regularly suihcienlly

distiiicuishcd from the adjecllves §. 330 ^).

1) The reiiuplication of the 2nd rati, is evePk lost in some more at-

tiited words, when the preceding vowel has become lonjr, as it

nlways endeavours to do in tiie substantive
, pbiii conjinement,

'^j'lp smoke, to wiiich the proper name fr'-jp prop, missio aquae

probably belongs. This does not easily hap[)en to the adjective,

"^ u3i'^"'P Hos. 9, 6 beside UJTSp ''^s become a substantive from

nn adjective, nettle 5. 125,

This abstract formation, however, is found in a peculiar state in

later writings from tlfe influence of Aramaic, viz. ahvays with an immu-
table a (from o) and witii tlie feminine ending, and from tliat time is

used as the prevailing infinitive form; tiie a of the (irst syllable, on the

other hand, remains unaltered as the vowels loose their capability of form-
ation in Aramaic. Thus rTHpS Ez. 34-, 11, ^CVp derision 22, 4, ;^^t^{^

contempt 35, 12; in the same way from Hilpalel of a j^'^ !T^Tnn"i^rT

2 Kgs. 5, 18 from ^inriU^i^ §• 236, where < must appear again as iini

rad. after the inui.utable d §. 222,

As tills last formation is entirely proper to the infinitive in Aram., the sub-

stantive is rather developed as an abstract by the /^ entering the y/r^/ syllable

anew and very strongly, while that o (o) remains in the last; the redu-

plication of the second rad. easily ceases after the heavy u. This form-

ation is, liowever, still very rare in Hebrew: ^^ri^ prison Ez. 19, 9 in

wliich the last syllable has lightened its vowel, 2211 "'"*' §-326, y;^ ri^

pit Koh. 10, 8, i!',27 and '2^'^^ a musical instrument prop, loi-'eliness.

T^?3in possession Ps, 16, 5.

jNloreover, all tliat is s?id of Piel in these abstract form-

ations holds also of Hif-il aiid Nif-al which are externally like

it, as from ////. T\'^.'nT> ci melting Ez. 22, 22, in which hoAV-

ever e is more frequent because its sound is already in tlie

verbal stem, and thus tlie form coincides more with the

conmion infinitive ^ as T?;.i3^1 destruction Js. 14, 23, 2t:"'!rr

doing good Js. 1. 17, b7;;>ii^i dominion lob 25 , 2 ; the ^^

of Hif. is then weakened to N in the fern. Ji'ilrtN remein-
hrance-ojijering , in which there is d for o. and oTmN de-
claration ^3 charge which is a more simple feminine form-
ation from n^ri Piel ==: Hif,, iniinit. riiriN zz. Tr^"^l, the fem.
of whicli is ^ilrtN accord, to ^. 222 ; from TV//, in the pi.

C3">bin35 struggle Gen. 30, 8 (the a at the beginning, thoiigli

not originally wrong, is yet designedly retained here on account

of tire attempt at etymology, lrD">/3iri2 compassion Hos. 11,

8 from A //. SriS , although it may also be formed from Piel
and mean consolation , v. §. 258 note. From lS" Hif. ^^TilT]

Est. 2, 18. J-i^tn Lam. 3, 49.

2. Adjectives witli repetition of third rad. , a rather rare 332
formation , haNC for the most part verbal stems which currcs-
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pond to tliom^. 233, ae i:n'VD tranquil^ ']::p'^' green , V^b^n
dark red, nn~i-i perliaps prrsiiniptuoiis lob 30, 12 (AvitlioiK

a known verbal slcui to corresj)uiicl to it); these have simpiv a

Ic'iiglheiiing of the vowel in tlie accented syllable for a di-^-

tinclion of the noun: in the adjective VVrx mournful'^eh.. '.\,

34 from bV"X as verb ^. 2.56 , an innnutable e from tlie in-

transitive idea however, inlrudea into the penidt, which is a

new ilrnier formation strongly characteristic of tlie noun , like

the one ^. 326 in another manner.

Abstracts are formed in tlie third formation in li , some-

times iji 6 and i, and l) from adjectives of lesser intension,

by the strong vowel wluch intrudes in tlie last syllable of

the new stronger abstract form separating the elements of the

word and the stress of the reduplication falling on tbc lliinl

rad., as "ji^a ridge from js^} rugged, accord, to wliich y^'^vz

hedge of thorns probably from ys': pricl/y, X2^t:'2'J guilt.

from 'il'z;j guilty prop, woven
^
(from the idea of a net) ~\'^~^^;g

ornament from "ind bright. This abstract form, however,
sometimes arises 2) in the san^e way from Piel also, espe-

cially if the 2nd rad. is a gutt. cf. §.236: t^'^S^iTN; in liie

pi. adultery iios. 2, 4 from J]X:, 'br~: pasture from llie

verb V~: to drive to pasture (as I'rift in (jerm, from trei-

heri). From verbal stems like tz:';/^j7 ^^. 234, 1, which are at

least concievable, are derived r;~^2 satisfaction fi-om ^"^3

to appease, yi:"'2 spark, the o having been lowered before

the new, strong o and having been changed into t §. 213,
roots ni3j y;.

333 3. The adjectives with repetition of the second and
third rad. are more frequent, and the force of the pronun-
ciation is so divided in tlieir greater compass, that the hist

syllable, although accented, has vet very short vowels; for

1/ generally remains, besides which o sometimes occurs, but

even tliis as little lengthened as possible J. 46. Tlie form in-

deed also expresses general intension, as ri''2~rr-:";' in {\\e fern,

very beautiful Jer. 46, 20, but the idea of continual, rc-

gvdar repetition without interruption is also especially ex-

pressed by the repetition of nearly tlie whole word, as

bpbp^ or Tj2:::?J7 twisted, tortuosus , and the Jleb. form .is

it weie paints the many windings, brbns perplexus also in

an intellectual sense Dt. 32, 5, in the same w%ay pbj~b~

snujoth-sniooth nz slippery; or the idea of partition , of

that which continues with interruptions, according to which
rrjiSkr! fem. trampet (from "nJ^-i^:]-! cf. \. 335) ^. 244 would
derive its uam(Siffft"om the broken, clashing soimd , and which,

when used of'flours, expresses the varynig shades (as in a
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sliol silk), as !=2-7:iN reddish, p'nj?'^"; greenish, 'nH'^nu;

blackisli.

An u merely or an immutable 6 in the last syllable Is

also found iiere as an abstract, as 5]t35w^« a crowd collected

from all aides, collaviea populi iSum. 11, 4; and also

developes an abstract derivation from an intensive adjective to

this longer form , as n'ip"np_3 opening or clear sight of

the eyes from npD ^. 330.

Further, tlie repetition in the root is so strong that it is sometimes

found written by itself as a separate word: ^I'^^^-nD'] , 'IC-lsr; (:'•''

probably ought to be read Js. 2, 20) digging much ~ mvle ; in tlie same

way nip-np.3 Js- 61, 1, lp-^p_ 18, 2. 7 §. 334.

Tlie roots S'y and i''J not unfrequently have the repcti- 334

lion of their last two characteristic sounds here also, as in the

verb ^^.235, whereas the lighter formation il^T^ip §.234 is

only verbal. Thus with a '^V_^y_ or ^^^yi (Jer. 17, 6 the

IMss. vary, Ps. 102, 18 does not decide" the question) quite

naked iz desolate, helpless, and with an intruding 6 Vip;bp

vilissinuis Num. 21, 5 like Vb':N §• 331, cf. the proper

namo '^•j'~\'J.

The abstract is indeed here also most distinctly formed

after the third formation, i. e. with li in the last syllable,

as "iti^n fever prop, injlammation, and in the pi. accord, to

§. 374't3^^:>Ii_"'JU deliciae from the verbs ^n^in , V^'J"^ f- 235.

But there are also many lighter substantive formations here, first,

by fem. or even plur. formation , as i-;'iu3"^u3 chain ,
tninnnn

terror Koh. 12, 3, ^'''Jrj dizziness^ Js. 19, 14 from the

sg. I't'jyJ, root VJ , lyiy to be perverted, and from VJ ribtiVn

great trembling , libuh'^ a hurling, M^liich are distinguished

by a greater lengthening of the vowel in the last syllablej

with e in the last syllable, as b-^bi) (where « is for a

only on account of the tone §. 46) wheel prop, roller,

from b-'i^^ to go on rolling, moreover bobD basket prop,

woven work; or the short 6 in the same way like the first

formation §.317, which then extends throughout the whole

word, being sounded in both syllables, as "if^lp^ vertex \}yov>.

separation, from the parting of the haij- (as ScheitelmQcnn.

from scheiden) in which the o in the last syllable is only

lengthened on account of the tone, and does not continue

long before accented affixes, nbii^.^ fern, slcull ; lastly, with

a stronger vowelsound and somewhat drawn back blibl?

rustling (Dt. 28, 42 in pause bi:b j: ) which however im-

mediately looses the forelone a before accented affixes and

returns to the short b^bi: ; cf. §.347. lp7^p_ great strength

is used quite simply as an abstract Js. 18, 2.
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335 All fliese fiillsoiinflinp intensive fornts §. 333 f. often loose some of

llieir pounds and soften their li;iril pronuncintion if the etymolojry of ii

word v/Iiich is used as a substantive becomes indistinct, cf. §.-37 //o/c.

Tfiiis 1) most freciuentiy by a softening of the final consonant of tiie fi!<t

•syllable into a vowel, namely after a into it, from whidi d is prodnced

(or «, as '5ti<T")j ^s i^'is .v/«r prop, twinkling, for ^5 is, riSuilL:

j'l. f. armlets ox front let :i , and J-;-i:ii;n §• 333; or even after i into i,

from which / is produced, as in flie abstract -jnVp'p "'t'' t''^ ending 6n

§. 3'i2 for 'ji'bp'bp ignominy Hab. 2, 16. — 2) By resolution of this

final consonant into the succeding one §. 113: '-|55 circle from '-12'^ l: .

3) Not so often by casting away tiie final cons, of the second syllable, as

lr;">ljn'ii3 /• c/>('i" from ;-;~i w""^w" ; '" the same way O^t^ri"- ^^' ^^ > ^*

jyurt. pass, from os^ri shorteued from p;;^~n .

336 III, Porniatioris with exter/tal cijfixes, some of wlilcli

are very rare in Hebre^v

:

Thus ir^^N an adjective formation , in wiiich the emphatic a added

at the beginning denotes a permanent, active <|uality ^) and which ex-

ternal forniation gradually occupies tiie place of the internal one with

reduplication of a rad. §. 330. 332: it is stili very rare in Heb. however

and rather poetical: ^f::^ hard, cruel, 'zXZ^ deceitful, 'TrfN constant;

Vij^i— probably belongs here also, palace prop, spacious, roomy from

^~-i =:^ "^ii^ to contain. Tiie a of the last syllable is the same as in

tlie simple adjective §. 322 a.

1) So that, fundamentally, this is the same a or ha which forms the

causative stem in tiie verb §. 238. Cf. besides Ewald's Gram.
Jral>. \. p. Ml tl".

337 Substantives with a prefixed -^ are also very rare; tliis ^i is connected

with the pronoun of the tliird pers. §. 282, and is founded on tiie tiiird

pers. of tlie imperf in sucii a manner, tliat tlie idea of tlie actor is alone

retained from tlie continuing action, and tiie last vowel is tiierefore length-

ened according to the nature of a substantive ^). Thus ^tt^ (one who)

quarrels ^= adversary from ^-^-^ §. 245; '-1— :i^ oil, prop, from 'iT^Jii

(wliat) shines; t^p"^ ^^ abstract whatet-er s.visls, substance, from Jj^p

flic pronunciation is accord, to §. 328,

1) As in Indo-Germanic dator as substantive differs from tlie parti-

ciple daturas.

338 The three following are the most tisual cxlcrnal form-
ations :

1. A prefixed ni', as its pronominal origin also shows ^),

always gives the iilca of a substantial n'Jio? ivJiat? most
intimately connected -willi an action, so that a word thus

formed might l)e alwaA s resolved, at least as to origin, into a

particular relative proposition. Its persotial or adjective use,

however, is \ery confined; namely, to certain participles of

derived verbal stems
i^.
351 ; but it is very common as a neuter,

and is then always most simply and closely attached to the
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root ill siifli a manner tliat ihe first r,'id. becoiues vowelless

^\ 212 '^). This neuter signification may liave very various
applicalions in parliculai'S : 72 may l) denote that in ivhicli

aiiytliing fiappens, tlie place of llie action (the so calleit ]Mem
loci), as '"nvs'Z {iihi pascitur) pasture, :3'^^7^ locus insi-

diariiin 3), hence also in the same manner a Lime in which
anything lia|)pens, as :3\i3t72 that which the Israelites dwelt
in ilgypt, i. e. the time of their abode Ex, 12, 40. — 2)
that by which anything is done, Xhe instrument of the

action, as rins"3 [cpio aperitar) I'ey , H'V2_}T2 fern, pruning-
knife; and lastly 3) more generally tlmt which may result

or be, from active verbs, as nipb;'^ booty, prop, what is

taken ^ o:?a"i72 what can be trodden under foot, of the foot

of men and animals, as from intransitive verbs, ptT^/i what
is far ~ a distance , dista/it la/id , 'li^i??; something small

;

this formation serves in a more imlimited sense for neuter

substantives generally, as "iEp73 number, 1^^i;?2 step, and i.s

50 \;ommon that it even begins to be used instead of the

more simple infinitive forms, as TO-^Tilz destruction, used

precisely as the infin. Am. 4,11. nV}<\lJ72 to pull up (con-

ceni. the ending cL ^. 354) Ez. 17, 9. The lemimne form-

ation is indeed possible throughout this neuter form , but is

only fref[uent in the ^YOrds for instruments and in the abs-

tract forms.

When siicli words have a personal sense, they can only have it by a

iiietaplior, for which alt words are not suited, as 2>li73 acquaintance,

•j-^73 friend, prop, acquaintanceship , friendships mNV'^ messenger,

prop, mission, as a slave appears more like a thing; ni'U;"172ln wicked-

ness once 'iChro. 24, 7 emphatical for the wickedest, as sceLus is used

with similar emphasis for an individual.

1) It is related to j^i^ tchat? iq who? The much more various end-

ings in Indo-Germ. ma, va, inant , i^-ant , mcinas etc., are also

of the same origin.

2) Hence it is formed in the same way even in short roots wln'ch are

repeated like j<t2iXD §• 2:^5, as }^p^';;J''3 ererriculuin, because

the monosyllabic root nowliere occurs. In the same way niVriuT^

deceits accord, to §. 2+7. — Yet is to be observed that Chatef-

vowels prevail with gutt, , and that the firmer pronunciation is

only rare with ji, f*"*^ ^'^ ^" exception in >-i::i>:;o .

3) It is even derived from nouns in tiiis signification, as the jd.

nibilT^^ what is at the Jeet , place at the feet, and nt;J<"^"3

iidioi is on the head Jer. 13, 18, instead which we also tind it

pointed nizJN'ia ,
I'ut perhaps only from an erroneous interpreta-

tion of 1 Sam. 2(), 12.

The vowels are not cjuite constant in their changes in 339

formation. The nearest and most usual vowel in the

-(St s} liable is a
,

generally lengthened by the tone to (I ^),

11
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but very seldom immulable or clianged to o ('nini^ 2Kgs.

VJ , 23 I)eside "^m^s'^ Js. 37, 24) beibre whose high sound

ihe vowel in llie lirsl syllable descends lo z (^^.45), so that a
only seldom i-emaius here, as in rj^b"? messenger, :2N'»1:73 water-
trough, in "Nvhich liowever ihc a appears to be more fii-mly

retained on account of the foIloAving N, pi. LZ^jvn'";?^ stvcet-

nesses , e too rarely maintains itself in lliis lluctualion bct"',v('cn

a and/, especially before liquid consonants, as !-ipb72
,

j:r,^y2,

np")": and the fern. nr)r;b"2, J^V^r"'-^'" ^l'^^'- ^> ^-^ There is

a newer, sharper vocah'zation in which the clearer, stronger

u is designedly retained at the begiuiiiug , so that the lower

I is now rather sounded after it in the second syllable (in

tone e ^-46), as Virip;:, nri-: "5 ; fe/n. ^i'^":':^, rarely is there

an I before e, as T}zV2 altar, "!?.w"3 lanieiitation. There

is indeed no strict dislinclion of signification observable be-

tween these two pronunciations, nevertheless iJie lirst form is more
proper to simple substantives. Lastly, passive pronunciations

are also not unfrec[uently found \\\ the last syllable accord,

'to §. 329 , before which the sharper a also remains in the

hrst; thus with ii , "CJ^zV^ garment for the older '^lirnb ^^.329,

bii>:"^ bar y 5;^Z73 foiuitain; with a change into 6, n^pbTS

booty ^ or d (immutable) Tii^"^ deed lob 34, 25 ZZ ^'Z'J

^.329, but also into inninitable e, as in the abstract fern.

ri5sii?3 destruction, very seldom {, as n^r;"L3?3 id, Ez. 5, 16.

1) Very rarely a still without lengtlieuing, as pjrT'S suffocation lob

7, 15, Js. 10, 6. ^5-2 1 Kgs. 7, 9; most easily wlieii the form is

used as infui. as j-^"^ Dt. tO, 11. In the same way from oilier

stems is formed p~i"2 Jdgs, 6, 19 f. (where, however, the IMss.

do not agree) accord, to §. 325, ;,;3 Ez. 27, 17 ace. to §. 330.

Tliese distinctions of the vocalization are still less discern-

ible in the weak roots; the a constantly remains in the first

sj'llablc before a gutt. as first rad. , very rarely with ex-

pulsion of the N, as T\'-\t'^ for bN73 fetter Ez. 20, 37. —
Also l"rom fb is the pronunciation with a in the first syl-

lable the prevalent one, if contraction takes place, as gene-

rally does (ace. to ^^.275), as "bn'3, i^t:/?, 1^'^ ' ^"b" •Zach. 9,

5 'C'Z'!2 with e, not yet with /, and TiXilz Jem. bed in dis-

tinction to 'r"J^'^ sta/J'. — The lb and ^'b have originally mc-
I'ely a at the beginning in the same way, which remains in

the Tb with coalition with the u into 6, and the last syllable

has a or e, only not o or u, as !1'JT'2 , i<iiT'3, "ipi"; the d of

the abstract has, however, iniiuded into the abstract *?C""'^

chastisement instead. From "^'b with a at the end T*i;"'"J

straightness , ^Ti''z, whereas if 6 eslablishcs itsell in tlie

last syllable it depresses the vowel at the beginning, so tlint

^ is used, as Tii'"'?2 plain. With contraction of the -^ (ci;
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§. 253) S'^12, bl272 Jlood a very old word, and later ^J^Q

cun.ficiousness Koh. 10, 20, 1'012. From ^^'b Uic rortn I^ni^:

viccord. to §.272 )lii'2 in du. scales, and ^,tDp'!:iJetter writtaii

AYilliout N, Ps. 2,7. — The usual form Irom i":s? is a^pij,
Nii7J, for tiip?3 accord, to

|f.
91, and the form irip)3 does

not occur liere at all; this 6 also is changed as in §. 329
into an immutable «, though it is rare and chielly in

poetry and late in the language, and the consonant before

this syllable looses its foretone vowel by iJiis Aiamaic pro-

nunciation, as ni:70 1 Chro. 11. 7. Jeni. !Tn^^?o cave from
'-\^V ; beside )'iX2 strife we find the pL ' '^51173 ' KHib
Prov. 21, 9. 19 and elsewhere) and l:3"';'^/2 Prov. 6 , 19.

10, 12. Instead of the last there is, however, also found

p'l/^ formed in another manner as a new abstract derivation

from y- ^.245 (in the pi. Prov. 18, 18. 19, 13). An ah-

stract form n^ri): is found in ;]1i>73^ darlviess Js. 8, 22. —
The i'::! have a short vowel for the most part before the

properly double sound, and indeed a, as well for llie original

a of inp'3 , as ^73^!, 1J£?5 (some read ^^12 Ps. 11«, 5) as

also for e of iiyii/J on account of the tone ^^.46, as iD?3; the

double sound, however, which is thus compact, is separated

before accented postfixes; concern, e as foretone v. \^. 217, a ^).

JNhich seldomer has a long vowel established itself in the last

syHable (and then there is d as forelonej , as T^t^^\cu/tain ZZ
inp?3, ";;» shield rz irp.p)3, and T^i^T: stre/iglk z:z :::rii73

;

but there is no word with an inniiutable vowel. The reduplic-

ation is rarely bi'ought forward (^. 217), as piL^'a course, cf.

£2ii2J73 from L2nu3 §.228. Lastly, with the form of abstracts

§. 328: t:z'n53 something sound, i^Jl2 heap of ruins from

fxVj 11 liy ~ '"'y. — The ^t"b precisely as in §. 324 : l) Irrpp?;
,

!-;3i:?3; 2) T\-\;\)i, nror^ — irpi?^ ; 3) 'i^'bri^p. = n:inpa. '

Al-

though even here inN;3 Ps. 140, 9 instead of l).

2) As these forms have a very weak sound at the end, some of them

have drawn the stress and the tone entirely to the beginning and

have forgotten their origin and become peri'ectly like simple nouns

of the first formation: -\i212 hittemess
, Di'2 **'"'• l^Dp/3, "WTl

iiakedne.'is , from '^'^y ; in the same way "i^^ri , Vsri , 073 r

according to the very similar formation §. 340.

It is very rare and in part new for such neuter subs-

tantives, which denote the object of the action, to be formed

inuncdiately from derived verbal stems, as l) substantives of

the place or instrument, SriVil^^'O fern. Icitchen from Ptel io

cool Ez. 26, 23, r"",":?: frnunbiatoriuin, dish for rccieving

the blood of the I'ictini from Pieli pL 'CZ^:)TJrj2 2Sam. o,

5 sistruni , which Latin word also signifies an instrument

according to its ending -trum , from S>3y5 §. 235. — 2) Subs-

tantives of the object of the action itself^ --.p^<-. object of

14 *
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abonii/iatio/i Js. 49, 7, and n::2/2 '^^'^^ ^^^.^-. something

(or person) from ivhicli we. liide our face z=i o1)H'cI ol"

aNcrsioa, witli conipiole verbal connexion, Js. 53, 3 from

////. "'"nprr to hide.

540 A prefixed n is ver) like lliis 'Z in significalion and forni-

atioHj in so iar as it forms merely abstract substantives; vvhicli

n is originally tlie more definite external lormalion for tins

idea ^), though it is not so I'requejit in lleb. as ::. It seldom

occurs with a perfeclly strong root, as bvrjjp recompense

Ps, 116, 12, for tlic more ancient Vr:-! §. 328, rTv2:z"^ri cloth-

ing Js. 59, 17; but rallier ^vith weak roots which arc dis-

posed to assume a firmer sound ^. 20fj , and even here espe-

cially in derivations from the longer stenis , llilpael , wliose

prefix ~T\Ti is preserved in this n , and llif-il, whose T\ also

seems to preserve it.self in this harder n. The feminine

formation is very prevalent on account of the abstract signi-

fication. Thus 1) from "{'v where the feminine ending is

seldom wanting, as it is in the poetical l~Vr;ri (roaring) //ooi^

foriiied ace. to ^.328; on tlie other hand, the pronunciation

with the abstract u is usual befoi'e the fem. entling, as r;2?\rn

austver lob. 21, 34, rri^^'Ti testimony both from HiJ',
ii'^^pn resistance ; and so great a favourite is this abstract

formation, that it is even derived from similar stems, the

stress of whose vowels is contracted into that it after the first

rad. , as Md^"';!"! Jiealing from rrsn or nd^ Qal; i^-^*P»? <"^''-

CLiit , 1-rjrdv\ iletiperaiice horn Hif. ?l"'ivr7 (>lp:)) Ji''"»i3'r;; there

is a similar formation w^ith 73, X'^i'd'^ error from 7]y^ to err-,

and as tin's abstract ii can be changed into 6, a, accord, to

^. 328, fern. 1-h^V\ , '^^^^p. "vvilh inunulable a from 1~hv,

n^b. — 2) From i'ji, fem. nVcr , T.lpp,, pJ. as abstract

:3^VV2>n, all these derived from Hitp.; moreover cf. j^. 339
note 2 — 3} From lb, fem. i-;Ni::n passage out in the same
signification as Niri^j which diil'ers a little, i^"iin doctrine
and 'r^~^T^ thanks also fe/ii. derived from Hif. From "^'b,

yy'Pi, direction to the right zzr^/ze south, from yi-^^the right
hand, Hif. to go to the right, "bin poet, for the earth, from
Vn^ to bear fruit , like tellas from tollo. — Besules many
derivations from roots with gutt., as fvl^VTi, 1~i'2.j^\r_; and
mj:;ri hope from Piel 'rr_^'^

.

1) Tlie origiu of tliis p is indeed oI)scure . yet it appears most reas-

onable to suppose it to be derived from a pronoun, as is tlie case

witli 12 and n _ We should then have recourse to the Jndo-Germ.

abstracts in -tis, tio , (actio), -la etc. which are derived from the

pert. part. pass, in /« ; this -/« however seems to be related to

the rellexive personal pronoun sia (tva), liebr. rN §-2^2 note.

Tile whole of this formation with p is manifestly on the declin<;

ill Semitic and only preserved in isolated words, it is also no new
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formation, but a primitive one. There appear to be .still traces

of an earlier personal use in SUJin inquilinus prop, habitare

factus, jussus, and T^^jbri (•" Aramaic and I Cliro. 25, 8) scholar

prop, passive , taught by others , doceiulus.

2. An an or on (which change accord, to §. 50) added 341

lo the end, the first and oklest derivative syllable, has a

twofold and essentially different signification; it lorius ad-
jectives and abstracts.

It is indeed concievable that botli significations should come together

in the same termination after tlie example of -)2 and -jt) §• 33W. 340;

but originally there is always a nicer distinction at the same time. Tlie

adjective signification must be the nearest as it always is, and this -an
o i

appears to be relat^^d to the pronominal root an •
I and the adjective

ending -//^r, on in Indo-Germ. ; the abstract signification is only derived from

tiiis as in §. 328, just as abstracts are also formed in Indo-Germ. in -««,

-/w.?, -mini. There is indeed no difierence discernible in the ending itself

now in Heb. (as in J'.t-co^- abstract, tiu-rog adjective), but perhaps -an

was originally the adjective, and -on denoted the derived abstract (at

any rate compare 'j'j^Vn a"*^ I^IlbK §• ^^^ "'•) > ^^'^ the adjective ending

is even now less strong and sharp.

Moreover, there are some ancient traces of ji being changed into

7n: in the adjective, always d~l'^5> ,
probably also D^riJ^ : in the subs-

tantive sVS Gen. 28, 12. Qti^s Num. 3, 49 (where the t Iiowever ap-

pears to be supported at tlie same time by the following -^ , cf. the con-

trary Ex. 21, 30, and in the same way in the verb a^ui'^/^ Js. 35, 1,

for the usual
"J^",

on account of a succeding r:)) and in adverbs, words

of primitive form, as'tiH gratis ,. for notlung.

It is only in proper names that -on is shortened to -o, as ^a'^^>

trVili or even written nVilJ* concern, the orthography with ;-j v. §. 153-

The complete termination returns here again before postfixes, as i^'^uj

accord, to §. 343.

1) To form adjectives, this ending is attached to any

uovm; yet it is not very frequently so used, there being a

slill newer ending which is more usual for this pur^jose

§. 34o. Thus "(iirivS liindtr (western) from -inx beliliid, ^'^"1)1

anterior from C^np before, 'jiDin jiiedial from T]>T t/ie

middle, '|ii:"'n external, I'vim-^ first ; lii;--; soo^7/.sa}'er from

a simple adjective V_^._1 accord, to §. 330; derived from the

feni. with feminine ending remaining, "jnjrn: iron from n'oTii
,

'jn'^'ib prop, having Tr-]b windings, ']in':rpj7. crooked from

~-,i~-l or riVp_y ci, winding. Very seldom is it a simple

adjective form, not first derived from a noun, as ';i'^:2N

needy, 'j'T'b^'. hig/iest ,
-^I2\ii pid/ins , 'cz'")^", nalced. The sounds

of the stems are not changed by this ending, further than that the long

vowels 6 or a are lowered to t or i' before on ace. to §.213, as-j^^^Ti,

'JTlS'^n , ':i\r3f^-i (in which however the j< is still retained, only seldom

and late do we find ^^i-jji-^) from niri
,
7^", "ciKI ,

'" *'"^ same way
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D*515< I'eslU'ule is sometimes clintifred into t^''^ . these loweretl vowels

are still perfeotly immutable, ami only iz^-r ""iecl from ^ri:; caii be

sliortened into C^j?^ pi. Qn;^'^^
.

quite distinct from Qrn^' pi. i2"'73'nj7

ii-ise, cunning prop, jivy.rog.

^i'^ 2) As an abstract formation, il Is somelimes usee! to de-

rive abstracts from more sini|)le nouns, and is tlnis llie iirsl

external dorivalion of an abstract from a pre-existcnt noun,
as '(i:2"'d^ llie desert from tlie adjcclive ti:''-^;;^ zz tr^rd desert^

'ji'^i:; blindness Avitli a as fordone from n^iy blind ^. 330.

jinstj cessation from labour from n3u3 rest ^), moreover
also from more simple abstracts, as fi^^") famine from i:;n

hanger §. 325, even 1'iNu;''3 deception^ tro. 26, 26 from"

a

former possible substantive N'^'J §. 339. But frequently is an
abstract derived even from tlie root itself by tlils ending,

wliicli external formation gradually sui)]dants many more
simple ones and is very ]>revalent in the later pcrioils , al-

lliough hardly >vithoul a slight diifereuce of signillcation at

the beginning, as i^'H/O -phantasm in a dream Gen. 15, 1,

^itn prophetic vision, 'npv remembrance in general, 'j'^'^irT

memorial. Such substantives from the simple root lengthen

tiiemselves, the emphasis of the tone being drawn indeed lo

the end, but the boginning of the -word being always pro-
nouced Avitli a certain counterlone : lience the sharp vowel
of the first rad. often occasions a reduplication of tlie second
§.316. as p5T, 'iivS-25S, 'j'T'Tn , 'jip'i^. , which reduplication,

however, disappears together with the foretone a §. 40. 392;
very rarely is the stress at the beginning so thrown upon the

second rad. that the third is doubled, as "(I'l^f* destractioa
poet. The shorter pronunciation, without foretone and re-

vluplication yet, for the most part, still without close attachment
of syllables , is found in only few early words , but becomes
afterwards prevalent from the influence of Aramaic , and then
llie compressed \ is the nearest vowel at the beginning ac-

cord, to
:f. 45, as

'J";?p, I^IP?? I'^'lp^) instead ol" whicli we
find a with a gutt." •ji'^SJ'n , ')"i:^N (without Dag. lene Est. 9,

5), although // (o) the vowel still nearer to the abstract has
also often intruded into the beginiu'iig accord, to §. 329. 338 ^),

as 'i'lVip table (prop, mat^ in whicli u lias remained in a

loose syllable contrary ,to §. 47, '}S;iT dor^bdn §.162, in the

same way ^i'lp^ Ez. 40, 43, instead of which however, on
account of the frequent use of this word, 'js'ip^ or "js^p

with a close syllable, have become very usual,
"i"!::}*

Est. <S,

<>; after this u , o , then there is seldom on for dn in the

last syllable (Koh. 12, 11).

1) Tills T\Z'0 , for whose reiluplication there is no apparent cause

anl wliicli cannot well be originally an adjective, appears to be so
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dianged accord, to §. 331 for riStJ according to primitive fre-

quent use.

2) Wliicli is entirely prevalent in Syriar.

From "'';;; 'jitot) gladness, 'jij^'^ mockery with a in the pennit as

mere foretone for jiuiit); accord. 'to §• 213, tlie o before this very

strong ending -on has lowered itself so much tliat the weakest vowel-
sound only, that is « accord, to §.37, has remained.

From 57's) perfectly simple; qVD ladder, jjj^ /lower; for a pronun-

ciation like 'ji'l^T is very distant^ Jiere, just as" in tlie iy the 2ud rad.

does not so easily sutJer itself to be separated and lengthened.

The ^'\i set out indeed from 1 as third rad. , as the second has no

vowel §. 222 c, as "Jiip possession, ''"^1^'^
, ';i"''nr! pregnancy, but tiie

I:
very strong and heavy vowel of the ending easily expels the weak ^

floating between accord. (0 §. 91, 3, so that the first rad., which would
then stand by itself, recieves a as foretone accord, to §. 37, as "jibp ,

•jitn , "lis Ez- 1<»? 33; together witli 'jin'^i-i ^^'^ fi'id, at least before ac-

cented postfixes, 'JT^ri, the vowel remaining accord, to §. 70 as before

reduplication of the ^, Mucli seldomer is the sound of the 3rd rad.

preserved as a vowel i or il and thus elides the following a of the ending:

•flip prop, decision, authority, hence prince, "jrijf always in the 7^/.

ii'horedoin.

It is only in a few words that the ending -nn has lost its power and

the tone on account of a preceding strong vowel which is eitiier already

there or which fixes itself tliere, as "i-)'-:,':^ J'ngsr-nail , shortened from

JlSi!, ^*''t'' a carrying forward of the o,' and a new feni,. thus formed,

r;:'li2, sliame Hos. 10, 6 from ';"vi3'^ , root 'Uj12.

3. The vocalic ending t is tlie last and newest formation 3 13

( Jor deriving an adjective from any noun whatever '^ this

is always an external derivation before which the noun may
remain perfectly unaltered, it is as it were a relative ad-
jective i. e. it contains the idea, •— i-vhich is of — and

may be paraphrased by a relative proposition because it only

denotes derivation, origin, and refers to the source mentio-

ned ^). This derivation is tlierefore most frequent and ne-

cessary from proper names, which admit of no internal

formation, as ^^'2'J Hebrew, "'bN")t5'; /AraeZ/^e ; but also from

other nouns whose signification is more isolated, as "'^^n

pedes from b.'^'i. p^s , iT'i-s paganus from tns pagus^ i'-ir2

a foreigner hom'^'^;: -zrz nb:
i^.
325, i:bi? northern from ^i-ii:

tlie north, Ti:? tin'iely from T\V time, even ^'12-'':^ anterior

from the pi. lIj"i:s §. 361; moreover, from particles, as '^nnn

inferior from nnn, ijSb anterior 1 Kgs. 6, 17 from tlie

slat, constr. ii-:b ante, i being united to ae and ihus lii

being formed ace. to §. 54. This last aiul most definite ad-

jective ending may be also attached to older adjeclive forms

by way of rendering the idea of the adjeclive more promi-
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nent, a? "^tlTN and "'"^'tiN horrid (the In Her prop, horrible'),

VlN acconl. to §. 328 Vncl ^\-'ifi foolish Zacli. 11, 15, and as

iho adjeclivos in - (in §. 341 often assume this more definite

ending iii llieir change iulo the feni., as n"':u;N'^ Jer. 25 , 1.

rr^rani Lam. 4, 10. In these instances especially, we dis-

covei- a more recent, just ari.-iiig conlinualion nC the forin-

alion , as indeed many ol' lliese adieclive formations generally

belong to the lalcr period oi" the language.

1) Tliis is confirmed by the sound -i , wJiicli is evidently related to

tlie pronoun i, ia which exjiresscs the relal'n^e idea in Sanscrit;

tile adjectives in -ja , -'", -il^" in Saiiscrit, and tliusf in -«oi-,

-tzo? , -iiYiji; in Greek, tiiosc in -icus in Lat. and tiiose in -/V,

-iscli etc. in Germ, correspond to these last adjectivs.

As an accented endinp; it causes the foretone vowels to disappear,

iVj^'-y^ii Iron) VN^ilj"" from "'^J^y-iT'^ (wiiich is shortened from Vn""^'"'^

on the ofiicr hand ^bi^ynt"^ fis ^ long vowel must be sounded in a simple

syllable before tiie tone. In some words the i has such an influence un

the preceding; syllable that the higli a is used in preference to other vow-
els before it

i) g. 213, as -r^") dexter, I'^K'^t; sinister from '7''72"'

,

"5l<;2iD. Rare traces of shortening iu the derivation of common proper

names are found «) iu i:T2 beside i;"!^'?; Midianite Gen. 37, 36. 28. —
/') The endings of gender and number sometimes fall away, as i'i:ifTi

from m^it^^. — c) In compound proper names the smaller part often

falls away , as i3'i!0'^~'JIl ^"*^ *^^^" ^:'^";"' alone Benjaminite from "j'/^i^i

ISam. 9, 1. Ps.'t,' 1.

1) As in Arabic, v. Ewald's Gram. Aral. 1. p. 153.

There is a Iiarder pronunciation of tills ending , ai , which is preva-

lent in Aramaic. It is found in Hebr. in proper names, as "'^T , "'."in,

very seldom in other nouns; as pi. t2''X1^~ fe'i^- n'lXVb from sg.

•"1^1, "'b^b ^^- §-393. Moreover, ;-;sbn f"i/it ,
jioii-erless , only in

th~e ICtih Ps. 10, 8, 14, in the pi. 't:^i^'z'^r\ v. 10; tiie form , which the

Masoretes have not understood, is like ""i'Sr..

;)j] Finally, hy means of the fe/n. of this last dcrivaliuu

rr^" , or more fretjuently rf" , the last abstracts are (brmcd

from any noun whatever, in Avhich the form of the previous

noun may remain ])ejleclly uiiallered, as iT^b'^bs jiidicjuni

Irom b^bs judex , n^UJNn beginni/ig iVom "jixi liead, n'^'^NVJ

remnant, lri'^b"'b?. a later fonnalion Yike activitas Jer. 32, 19.

The more frequent this ending -it for ahslx'acls becomes,

however, the oftener is it changed in pronunciation into -lit,

it as the j)roper vowel of the abslracL intruding here also,

as rr^'dJcn and n^">i3sn sickness even formed from "^viJpn sick.

'Vhis gradually becomes an external abstract formation instead

of the earlier inlernal one, and supplanls the earlier sijnjjlcr

stems more and more. Thus t) from adjeciives of the second

kind of foinrilion: n^rri:: separation from r"";D or rather
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n^^5 separated , r^^lsls gravifafi from TiS graiw's which
is used rather earlier, n^il3[^:^ peri^ersilas from u3ij^;; f. 330,
n^iti'b^ gladness from yb:^. , n^D'^'n^ destructio , in the same
way n'ibbprt darl rediiesl from b'^bpri §. 332, ni^'bn:^ hi-
lariias Jer. 8, J 8 from the part. ////. -"obi^j =z hilaris,

ni:DvNb"3 /7zes.sY/^^'e from T]Nb» §. 338 Hag. 1, 13J even n^'^'ipt*

fioin ^"iTli^N §. 343. — 2) simpler stems mIucJi have ah-eady

o( ihemseives an abstract signihcation may become still further

(lislinguished by this ending, as nib'^$<. strength Ps. 22, 20
beside bXN:. ^.329; and the infinitives of the derived verbal

stems begin afterwards to be distinguished by this form, as

m^^nn^; from Hitp. Dan. 11, 23, and with a before the

last rad. at the same time accord, to ^. 328 r^^"7ri;n from Hif

.

V.A. 24, 26. — 3) There are also found formations of the

simplest kind in "svhicli the radicals only are placed before

the ending -lit, partly from nouns of the first formation, as

n^lDba kingdom a later formation from T\^12 king, partly by
a simplification of the form , this form becomiiig a mere abs-

tract form, as n^rin-T pride from oii.T proud, JniV^S Jolly
Trom b^D fool, n^-i'ip_ deep nioiirning from ^Ip^- These
forms often have a in the iirst syllable before u like la^npTO,

b^'-^n ^. 338. 340 which have also an abstract signillcatiou,

S)ut witli regard to the ending tliey are like the abstracts in

-on ^.342, as the first syllable remains loose. From H'J l

n^n:? , in which the vowel always remains long; but nitb

Pro. 4, 24 has only the foretone a as 'jTlib ^. 342; concerning

derivations frojn J-;"b v. ^.345.

Tiie corruption of tiiis -ut into -6t accord, to §. 329 is very rare,

liut is found (i) in rii?:i!Dn or ni723n "'isdom, a new poetical formation

for the simpler j^^^^n Ps.'49, 4, Prov. 1, 20. 9, 1. 14, 1. 24, 7; in

tlie last place it appears to be used as a pi. and it is clear that this

-ol passes over into tiie ending of tlie pi. f. , and the /'/. accord, to §. 3G0
suits the idea of the abstract very well; nevertheless the explanation of

ni'^N'n according to this presupposition is not certain. — h) riiz'^

Myriad a late formation, a word in wliich the signification of the .t^. and

yZ. appears to be indistinguisliable, in tlie same way (cf. Nell. 7, 65. 71.

72. ,lon. 4, 11 with Ezr. 2, 69. Dan. 11, 12 where the ]il. is also in a-

new form). This is also shortened to "lia^, or instead j^i^'n accord, to

g. 154, just as in Aram, the at in stat. absolut. is always shortened to -li.

There is a still nearer use of the feminine formation as 345
being tliat of the neuter according to our languages §. 368,

3, by which it forms an abstract from any stem that has a

personal signification , as l) from a simple adject, of the se-

cond formation: Mbi2 foUf from b^ 3 « fool, f^lTJ huniilily

from '\TJ li/c/)ible; n'0''\'B deliverance from ubs or 'cb^
Cbcaping , nb'r.T spoil prop, in a passive sense raptuni

,

beside wliich the insc btii also occurs in the ^anic neuter
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signification; ^;"J"'yi? smallness aiul Ti'-rz'z. right of priryio-

genitiire from ^"r;:: little, ^irz ^^. 328 z=z firstboni Geu.
43, 33. Ot" the tlurd fornialiou : Mistnn abomination prop.
inalurii as neuter of an adject., ;-;bi.i captivity fi'om np/'A

captive; and from the other participles, as MNbr:; wonder
])rop. mirum^ nz::: « tarnit/g, botli from ISify— 2) This
i'ormation is rather more frequent in adjectives Avliose second
rad. is doubled §. 330, since thoA^ have no nearer abstract

form, as l^i^^Ciri sin (jiroj). rather sinning) from x:;- sinful;
the adjectives nrS have then generally a at the beginning for

/, accord, to a newer, somewdi at stronger formation, as n~i-]^

blindness from 1^^', nnr.i , nnip by Avhich these common
abstracts are at the same tijne ilislingulshed from tlie fern.

Avliich remains adject. rTi/i.i; coeca ; nevertheless nV"N folly
from biN z= b"'>N; . — '3) Especially remarkable, althougli

rather rare and ])oetical, is the formation of the abstract from
a passive jiarticiple of a derived verbal stem, Avhich, howevei',

is properly as divisio from divisas §. 328, only that the

abstract here cannot be expressed by anything else but the

siinj)le feminine ending, as T'^iyi (from tlie part. Hoj. root

mC:) prop, the being extended, extensio Js. 8, 8, iipV^'c

desolation from the part. Pu. Nab. 2, 11. Yet the nearest

ionn may be also used here without feminine ending (as the

idea ol the neuter is not necessarily expressed by the Jem.
^.364 ]r.) , as ?1^^^"3 obscuration prop, the being obscui-ed,

from part. Ilof. "root !:]^i? Js. 8, 23. tZ'yy^ praise, ju-op.

elevation Ps. 66, 17, pi. stat. constr. nr:::i*i Ps. 149, 6.

The fem. is also used besides to render the .idea of the abstract

wliich is already in the stem, more prominent, as fr^^rrt ifisdom ace. to

tlie first formation §. 317, ^)^'y and n'-i^y strength, "-if 57 and l-j^Tj?

/lelp ; tp; and r^"2p2 revenge accord, to §.325, and many words ex-

plnined above. In cases also in whicli the fem. formation is according
this possible, bnt not very usual, it is more prevalent if the word sutlers

great shortening in the weak roots, cf. §.354. Tims tlie formation :;-ri3

is usual from ^'-j accord, to §. 328 ; bnt instead tiiey have a greater prone-

ness to feminine formations, as ^^'^'\'r[ silence , ^'2'^^^ ^ rising up, ^X2
entrance "Er.. 8, 5, in whicli at least the characteristic vowel of tlie abs-

tract formation remains firm. Particularly from ;-;'^ are there many femi-

nines formed , as tiie fem. ending is easily att uhed to their vocalic end-

ing, as rryr}_, r;:"2 , 'ni'i-a , riii" ,
then n'::J , n^pr Gen. 50, 4,

which last lorin, on account of the resemblance of the sound to the abs-

tract ending §.344, is also easily changed into rii"»l3, ni5<"l Koh. 5, 10.

The abstract formations with the ending -it or -iit §. 3t4 arc distinguished

by the third rad. being lost before the endiui;: , while the foretonert, sup-

porting the force of the form, becomes immutably long, as m^Z, niP-'..

n^jin . n^in, n"^bT , n-'iT . cf. iQ_i!s. .
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Itiasmucli as tlie feminine thus expi'esses llie itlea of tlie 34{j

abstract, the idea of species^ or coUectii^es , may be also

iormeil by it, by which all individuals of a class are compre-
liendod in a higher whole. Thus partly actual feminine forms,

as I'i'^'z'J seri-'itiiun, faniilia, the hoiiseliold^ Ti'zi'^'D^ food
1 Rgs. 19, 8 accord, to ^^.329; partly fejiiinines of adjectives,

as Tti^ht) that which escapes r= the wliole number saved,

nrt^J5 the wandering m company of travellers, Caravan;

1

partly fern, of substantives or proper names, as from JC^i ^6'A

rr.p pisciimi genus. This relationship between the ideas of

the abstract and the collective is \ery important and iulluen-

tial for the whole language.

Diminutive formations in Semitic liave originally the cliaracteristic of 346
hroken vowels, as if the broken nuitilatefl sound expressed tlie idea of ^
what is small or unfinished. Thus in Arai)ic tiie sound of diminution is

u-ui or sliorter ai , and indeed, in accordance to the general nature of

tlie formation of words, in the middb of tlie word; in Aramaic, however,

it is iin (from on, ami) and has become an external syllable attached

at the end and is seldom used. Hebrew also l)as lost the proper light-

ness and fullness of the dimunutive formation: there is perhaps an an-

cient internal formation of this kind preserved in Vti.T , V^iil (^ from

1111) §.327, as also in the proper name 'ji3i:;25>5 for 'Jt;?3N 2Sam. 33,

20; besides we find only -on or even iin as ending in proper names, as

"Jl^lt , TiniT' (instead of which '::in"''li Ps- '^'i 1- 39, 1 A'lib) 'ir\'^MJ,

and the poet. ':^-i;i3' ^ "ew formation from ^N^ipi ^loQc.f/.io/.oi; as if

this name meant the righteous, pious little people, moreover 'ji'^lji^ in

the signification oi papilla (oculi) y.oQjj-, xoouai-ov from '^"^^ma?!, 'jT'^^iJi

(in the pi. accord, to §. 360 f. , as term of endearment Cant. 4, 9)

Ci^"!! V^- vegetables prop, small herbs Dan. 1, 12 cf. 16. Nevertheless

a similar vowel it is often found before the ending.

The nominal form of the roots of four sounds resembles 347
If" that of three, only that it is less developed and various , and

for this reason, because almost all these words are -substant-

ives. The nearest and still most prevalent proniuiciatiou is

. that which divides the four consonants into two equal syl-

lables and accents the latter, and a^ e and o have remained
as very short last vowels in these longer words , as

"f
^uJn

,

Irinpy, 'b'Ji'ns, ]T."].i in which we even fmd e in tone, t^Dnn,
"biiin, ii:nn, which short vowels, however, in these words
of minor capacity for formation, are very inunoveable and
jnaintain themselves ])efore accented vocalic postlixes by re-

Id
11 plication of the last rad. §. 316; with li and /: i^itjpy,

t2in'-)"ii. The fii'st rad. almost always recieves a as the per
se nearest vowel, but we also find "i^no, and in u;73^n sickle

)
and tjijbD (from a preexistent ai-bD) the sound of the ac-

cented ruling vowel has intruded into the first syllable also ^).

'^N^iw neck (generally in the pi. accord, to §. 360 f.) , for
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*^J<i^ accord, to §. ,5.5, usually rclains its N iucleed in tlie

last s) liable; .'nr: lhres/i///<'-sledge willi a for e ace. to

§. 45. Seldoiu is a word sliorlcued in promiucialioii in such

a way that the second rad. is accented after the manner of I lie

first formation §. 317, as
'P'A'--.'^.

*o/^ cushion Am. 3, 12
5

more frequently a vowel is inserted liere as forelone before

the accented second rad. in the endeavour of ihe neuler subs-

tantive to lengthen itself, as htl'J , "IT-^P (both so in pause

also), 'b^^l'r,, or tlic secoiul rad. is doubled , as w"-^;:":::! , 'C''Z2'j

which reilupl. has only arisen on account of the subslanlivc

signification, as in 'ji'^^T §. 342; very seldom is the third

rad. doubled, as ^^2:0 J?/i , nbi^nn fei7i.

The /)/. t:"'^]:D hlindneHS is an abstract Iroju a verb

of four sounds formed accord, to ^. 328.

The very few and isolated roots of five sounds siill

entirely adhere to the origin of their composition: ^^"ici:,

•jlwvbuj, ^;bb-: f.
230 2).

1) Cf. Ewald's Gram. Jrah. I. p. 167 nt, and above §. 336.

2) The origin of such words is particularly illustrated by such still

perfectly new and plastic languages as tlie American, see John
PiCKHRiKG on the Indiun lui/guages of America^ trausl. into

Germ, by Tamj. Leips. 1834.

348 Tiie proper nameft have much that is remarkable, in tiiat many a dif-

ference of dialect or niucli tiiat is anli(iuated is more faithfiilly preserved

in them, as is shown in many places. The vocalization, imwever, is

often no longer so moveable and ligiit in them, because they remain

fixed and immoveable words; e. g. tlie foretone vowel sometimes remains

before the derivative ending -1 §.343, as ^V.^ ? "'7.'?^ ^^'''' redu|)lic-

ation of the last rad. at the same time g. 316; ')'^/2^ Gen. 46, 10: ^^^^^
INum. 26, 12 at the same time as a distinction from another i:i-2-* §. 343.

Two words forming one proper name (as the ancient prop, names

are often of longer compass) have ofteii become so closel> attaclied, tliat

the first looses its tone and is mucli siiortened in the pronunciation, k
dissyllabic word therefore ending in a consonant only retains a firm vow-

el at the beginning and shortens tlie last syllable entirely, as ^J^ptH^

for ViX pT""' (^of/ is strong), T)'''2'b'::i2 "r still shorter
lr;'J'';"!:.'iJ ) for

"* "I D'^"li"3 C'^od is a recompenser) as even the reduplication of Fiel may

be lost, a::)::i'>i5"(
Jdshoh-'dm from fiy ^-yi {let tlie peoj'le repent!),

Q:>S*i"' fiom C3J7 12
h"' ; a word ending in a vowel, root T'^^i , may be

shortened at the end if tiie first syllable is a firm one, as rirri?^'^^ from

'"' rTJ^Ii on the contrary the vowel is preserved at the end, as -irjn'lD^

from ;-;i2 {the rock =^ the Eternal, God, ddiicrs) whirc ;-; even re-

mains written in the middle of a word contrary to JJ. ir)3 , and ^j^nTD

where it becomes guttural in the ntiddle of a word affer a sharp «, al-

though there is ^i^tn alsO) without n written or pronomiced. The

highest divine name niVr' (pointed rii:''^) '=> '" ^'"^ '''""*^ manner short-

ened into — -—
-^ (Irom jc;lw<) by llio i'aliing away of the vowel at tlic
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end !ind by tlie a wliicli disappears at tlie heginninp; coalescing with the

// following, and this ^in"^ '* ^''^'i furtlier shortened into —'^•> accord, to

§. 82. At tlie end of a word, on the olher hand, litis name, which is

frecinently nsed in snch compositions, remains as riT^i— ^ the tone snpport-

ing the «, afterwards also Jt;i~ or ;-;i— the unaccented « falling away

accord, to §. 8G. — The name of a tribe 'niVLJia'i (as it is constantly

pointed) is contracted from 'i^DiU "ii (//'e/'e is reirard) , the sh being

resolved into the a- following, aiihongh ?he ancient orthography always
retains both •^•^. — Primitive long vowels are much better preserved,

as ^iTTii bcloied I -jiTi ) of God,

All these , however , are only external compositn and not in the

sense of the Indo-Germanic languages §. 13. And even this external

combination of two ideas is very rare except in proper names; '^^•'^bz

prop. not'hi^Ji hence wliat is low, bad, destruction, does not so properly

belong here because the first half is merely a particle; the poetical j-|T*2bil:

would be formed from "y^ bii deathshudon' for deepest xhadoip , dark-

ness of Orcus, yet it is probably more accordant to its origin to read

nn'^bi; ^n abstract accord, to §. 344 from the root qV^;,

THE PARTICIPLE AND INFINITIVE.

These are the kinds of tlie forniatioii of nominal stems. 349

The participles and iufi/iitipes, however, as peculiar kinds

of nouns in "whicli the noun becomes again more closely

connected >Yilh the \crb, are lastly to be more accurately

described here in conjunction.

I. The participle docs not represent the action as ]iro-

ceeding from a person (as the person of a veib docs), but

it represents a person (or thing) as that to which tlie action

is to be attributed ; the chief thing in it is the idea of the

personal noiui, to this person, however, the action is simply

ascribed as belonging to it. The participle has its form, there-

fore, from ihe personal noun, and i(s substance from the verb,

and is therefore as various as the verb is in its stems; even

with respect to its sliorter, lighter pronunciation it is con-

nected with the verb , in 'contradistinction to the heavier

substantive. But in this respect is it, like the infinitive, a

thorough noun, in tliat it is utterly unconscious of even the

insigniilcant l)cginning of distinction of time aaIucIi has arisen

in tJie verb. There are two diilerences as to its use which
are to be accurately distinguished

:

1. It is merely a short comliination of person and finite ,

verb : agens = qui agit , as tlie participle may be used in

e\ery coiniexion of tlie sentence, Avith or without article, in

ap])osilion to a substantive, as btiri "^li^Nn the man the

jailing zzi who falls, or, if this sense is implied in the

connexion of the sentence, who is Jalien ^ or even by itself.
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as Vr': a falling one, ^-n a loi>er , ztr[ tfic pying one,

fugitive, C^N'iiiti those that remained. There is no ile-

iiiUle signilicalion of time iu ihis ji.'ivtlciplc : nevertheless as

the present is tlie nearest time for the active part, so also is

llie past the nearest time for the passive ^v]^ich speaks of

^vllat is experienced. It belongs to tlie meaning of C:,':'lain

passive participles, however, that tliej^ express a property Nvell

known by experience and, therefore, permanent or necessary,

as Nni:, n?:iri3 are indeed first feared, desired, but then also

terrible, desirable, as an object which is actually or generally

feared or desired must have an intrinsic ground for fear or

tlosire iu ilself.

350 -. The participle is used in the proposition as a simpk'

predicate, in {lie signification and construction of a verb it

is true, but with this difference, that it represents the action

as inherent, continuing
^
permanent in a person (or thing)

whereas the perfect and inipcrf. cxprc?s the mere exercise

- and dcvelo[jnient of the action. By this means tbe action is

represented before the eye as a fixed, pcinianent image, antl

this form is therefore used in descriptc(je propositions to

express an action continuing in the condition. Hence the

participle is an essential coniplemeut to the signification and
usage of the perfect and imperf. (see especially §. 264) and
becomes an extremely important member in the ciixle of

Hebrew^ forms , see below the Syntax. It is thus placed

either alone in an unconnected descriptiAe propositiou, if

the condition is of itself evident to the hearer from the cir-

cumstances, as rjbri "^iriN / (am) going i. e. / go at this

time as thou seest, Jdgs. 17, 9; or in connexion with other

,

])ropositions to describe a condition continuing during ano-

ther action, as i-k^-' lsVp"! ^Nn they came and Lot (was)

sitting i.e. ivhile Tj. sat Gen. 19, 1. The sphere of time

in which the condition described belongs , is in all cases

contained in the connexion of the sentence, and not in iIk;

participle. It is only seldom and late that the Language be-

gins to sujiply the signification of the period of tinic, in the

]>articiple tluis used, by m1!i to be as a finite verb, so that i

l^rb !-;;;i^ he was writing expresses a duration in the past,

and 'ZTp '7\'^y]1 he will he writing a longer duration in the

future (Dt. 28, 29), and the simple participle, on the oilier

hand, more accurately describes the abstract present ; b} which
the use of llie ))arliciple cerlainl) hecomes more indejiendenl and

is capable of -wider extension. Thus in connexion with other

actions : Joseph ns?^ M^^r was feeding theflock— and brought
elc. (while he fed tlie flock with his brothers) Gen. 37, 2.

Joshua u;%i5 T'm was clad and was standing, and buid
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(111 llils condition) Zacli. 3, 3. lob 1, 14; 2Sani. 3, 6; but

oven entirely by itself also, to describe an action continuing

long in a time already known, as iZj''^:::/^ izri"i^ri ye have
been prouoki/ig i. e. ye have contiiuially provoked Dt. 9, 7.

22. 24. Even at an earlier period anil more necessarily with
the, jussive , b'''^i'^ "'""' he it (the iirmameut) separating i.e.

let it separate constantly, for ever. Gen. 1, 6. It is however
always sullicient, in an enumeration of many such actions, to

introduce the sphere of time with Ji^^i once at the beginning,

as 1 Kgs. 5,1.

As to form, the participles are divided into two classes: 351

1) simple formalions with a mere strengthening of the

vowels as the noun requires; tJuis ihrougliout Qal
,
part. «c^.

inT3 ace. to §.326, part. pass. In^ns, see further §.323,
and part, intrans. as in the verb. §. 250 cf. 322 very seldom
with o, as ~li:o being ajraid, but generally with e, as

^7;^ Jearing, so that in tlie same intransitive stem the part.

is tlistinguished by e and the adj. by 6 or d, as i'lp ap-
proacJiing , i^^ip near; b^.-i becoming great, bil-T great;
ptl-i depcLrting

,
p'lH'n distant; ptrj becoinitig strong Ex.

19, 19, pTH strong. According to §.323 this ^' is lengiliencd

to i in iS'^::::; sprang Jroui, 2 Chron. 32, 21, h'^'C'i bearing
Zef. Ij 11 inlrans. accord, to §. 250.

The sim]:)le formation has besides remained in /V//.

constantly, where the part, proceeds from the perf. accord.

to §. 321 and is merely distinguished by the lengthening of

the a in the last syllable , irip2 , accoril. to §. 322 a. From
^S', tlip2, without any possible distinction from the perf;
from i's.) bp3 or 'bp.5 ace. to §. 276. In rib the original e

is preserved at the end, as in the noun of this tone and
vowel ill general §. 324, as SlbiS, although this e is always

changed into a in the perf. §. 279.

2) The participles of the other derived verbal stems all

assume an external foi'mation by means of a prefixed '2 ac-

cord, to §.338. Since this ?2 , as originallj a pronoun, corres-

ponds to the prefixed signs of the person in the imperf.

§.282, accordingly, it imitates the manner in which these

signs of the person are attached to the verb §. 283 f. 337,

only that the lenglJiening of the vowel remains at the end

from the earlier simpler formation , though it can express

itself ill the a of PiuiL and Hof-al , as Hif. has already an

almost immutable vowel , and Pi. and Hitp. have at least

one long by tone in the verb. Therefore Pa. inp'3 , Flof.

in:270 cf. §. 253; Pi. in5)3, Hit/). 'zr^'zniD , both ahvays with

e ace. to §. 274; Hif, I'^no^o ; from ^Jb and Vv : iS'^. , ^""p"^.

,
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e, as being some>vliat longer. esla])lisliiiig itself in llic ])ail.

as foreloue accord, lo §. 217 wliilc a remains in the irnperf.

ns"" , tli'^p"' . The remaining lorjualinns arc clear from llic

laws of ihe verb.

Nevertheless tlie part, in Pu. is sometimes witliout 73^ as '^^^

Ex. 3, 2. -;V:t. Jdgs. 13, 8. ct. -j-irj Js. 18, 2. 7. jn'iT 30; •>4;

otiicr examples 2 Kgs. 2, 10. .ler. 29. 17 and in the later period

with loss of tlie reduplication §. 125 '»vp""' Koli. y, 12. This is al»o most

easy in raal , partly because the lengthening of the vowel at the end is

still a sufficient di.stinctiun of the / "//. , partly because •2 is closely

apfTlutinated to the stem at the beginninjj:, as in Hof-al.

352 II. Tlie Infinilive expresses the naked idea of a vcr])al

sloni : not onh' ^vitll0^l significalion of person or lime, v\itlionl

^^-!lI^•h the verb caiuiot exist, but also Avilhout giving a person

as supporter of liie action, as the participle. Il is therefore

even more imperfect than tlie paiiiciple , and in this imper-

fection it always refers to the full verb Avhich it represents

as to its sal)stance in a shorter, less living form. For in

Hebrew it is by no means quite the same as a full abstract

noun , so as to be used with every liberty of a substantive

(as in Aralnc) ; esj)ecially can it have no apposition, and
properly not even the article ^) : although it is not so dead

ajid inanintate (as in Lalin for instance) as lo be no longer

capable of being exleinally attached as a noini at all; nor is

even its form so entirely luiiforni and devoid of all transition

into the more definite abstract foruialion. In every language

liovvever , the inlinilive becomes more uniform and iuanimale

the more frecjuently it is used as a short substitute for the

full living verb; and in Ifelj. it is already very frequent, as it

can be used in all cases in vvhicli it is either sullicient ac-

cording to the sense of the sentence, or a|)propriale to use

tlie naked verbal idea instead of the full verb. In particulars

there are cbiedy two dill'erent cases in wliich tliis is possible,

on account of wliich even two different inlinilive forms

have arisen.

1) For in cases like Gen. 2, 9 p^'•^J^ tlie article essentially depends

on ttie precedinfj^ noun which is in close connexion, and is only

thrown back on the infinitive.

353 1. The verl) becomes an infinitive, because, accordini^-

to tlie connexion, of the sentence , it is nearer and easier

to place the naked aclion in the form of a noiui. Tlius the

nominal connexion is easier l) after a closely connected

word of the same kind, viz. after another noun or a pre-

j)osiiion, as ^\^'^v tDi"'^ on the clay of God's making the

earth, zzz when (J. made, tv i,iiH'(^ tov %ov dtov noif-iv

ji]i' yijV , ")?1? ifi^ spealinif, ~i^lb to speak. — 2) as a
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mere obiecl of a former verb, as "isn in^'n;^ nopi loqid -ir:?j

NS he liastened to come Ex. 2, 1^. Tliis is, however!
not constanlly the case. v. tlie S3ntax. — 3) sometimes also

by way of more briell) slaliug the subject in the proposition

in cases like H^'iNn nn"^ri '^'^'^ N^ not good is the man's being
alone =. that tlie man be etc. Gen. 2, 18, This naked
combination of an originally completer idea has , liowevcr,

always a tendeiic)^ to be subordined as dependent , so thai the

connexion of \ to is very frequent with tlie infinitive in

Ilebr. (as in modern languages to do etc.) and begins to be
used in the place of all other connexions of this infinitive in

tlie proposition, v. Syntax. This kind of infinilive is called

.inf. construct , because it is liere entirely dependent on the

structure of the proposition and closely interwoven with it;

the name inf. nojninalis would be also not unsuitable. Its

form, accordingly, remains the shortest and lightest, and is

formed in the several verbal stems from the iinperf. accord,

to ^. 325 in the following manner:

1) Qal Sri5, intrans. i5;i5 Gen. 43, 7 accord, to §. 269 f. 354

Y et this short intrans. pronunciation with ci. has become
ratlier rare; very frequently has either the pronunciation
with 6 intruded here, as Viti? to fall i)

, or the feminine
formation is added, as i^fjr^ Dt. 1, 27. f^^riN to love Js. 56,

6, i-iij^^ to fear Dt. 4,16. Ps. 86, ll.'WnNT Jer. 31, 12.

r!:pT to grow old Gen. 24, 36. I-^^^I iKgs. 3, 6. riS'l);?

Js. 58, 2. Ps. 73, 28, np'tH to seize, w^hich fern, forms" in

part pass as substantives also, accord, to §. 325; feminines

from the form Sn3 are much rarer, as ^i»7;u3 to hear Js.

30, 19. 1W<D1l to annoint Ex. 29,29, nn'ii"? "(even without
T>ag lene in \) Ex. 36, 2. T\iii.1i'^^ Lev. 15," 32 , tlb^jn beside

nburi with intrans. pronunciation to spare.

1) Yet it is to be observed that the original vowel a-i easily returns

then before accented postfixes, as iV^^ and i'^sa 1 Sam. 29, 3.

2Sain. 1, 10, especially before third rad. gutt. as i}iri2 ,
'^'^!3'^,

•»:^^3 lob 7, 19, T]j^.p2 Js. IT, 11. D^JJ^a Am. 1, 13. Q'npa % 6-

^ yp"! , "^NriTi Ez. 25, 6. For these gutt. roots never have

the a from the imperf. §. 269 in the infinitive, but, as very short

words, the sharper 6, as i'i?2'I5, nb^ , "^^^ j "^273, a''^

hence Nhp , NitJ: whereas their imperat. on account of its

greater shortness, only very seldom suffers the o to be heard, as

r;h-q Gen. 43, 16.

The 'rt'\) very seldom retain the e from the imperf. §.279, and in-

deed augmented by the stat. construct, to e, as j-;-i|-; Qal Ez. 2t , 15

(in the .same way Jiij^^i Hif. Jer. 9, 4). Generally that o has also in-

tnided iiere and indeed , as the last syllable of these roots remains the

same in all stems in the verb accord, to §. 279, proceeding from Qal

15
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through all the other stems uniformly ^ as -N^ or ^^{-l Qal Gen. 48, 11.

31^ 28. rtJ^'^in ^V- ^^S^- ^"^' 21. Tlie n oi the fern, is then easily

and very frequently attached to this vocalic ending, as ^^i^{'^ or ni^"^ .

From fy : t^:, intrans. i^=^;r or Ni , ^1N 2Sam. 23, 4, also t:^'':

to shake, ^'i:, n^l (beside C'^^ , i:'rj Ez. 10, 17 ace. to §.269 f.;

concerning S^-i , QitJ see §. 245."— From 'y-j in the same way: ib,

intrans. rr^J Jer- 5, 26, and with a on account, of the gutt. ^i^ to make clean

Koh. 3, 18. 1,'~\ to throw down Js. 45, 1; sometimes too with resolu-

tion, as ihp rVuni. 21, 4. The feminine formation never occurs here on

account of the firm syllable at the bc<;inning, and only rarely has the

stronger ending -ot from the ^'"^ attaciied itself to the short ^s ,
as

nr:T Ps. 17, 3. ni^n 77, 10. n-i:^u3 Ez. 36, 3.

The fem. formation is very regularly found , on the other hand , in

$he roots which loose their first rad. : tlie -I'rj of the form -;^^ in whicli

the .sign of the person of the imperf. and the first rad. at tlie same time

are lost as in §. 291 : t'i but it always receives the ending of,the Jem.

as it is so short a word
, ;pTT-i Gen. 46, 3 , more usually with a retention

of the vowel before the ending ^) , {-nV , iTil'"! Ex. 2, 4. Js. 11, 9, and

still more frequently accord, to §.384 mb . D^" , 'n^">i^ ? '^"l"?. 5
'" ^''®

same way nsb from 775;-; §.228. From the imperf. -m^^*! §. 271, on the other

liand, the first rad. remains, but yet the stronger u lias intruded at the

end liere also: 'jv^i;'! , U;!"', pii:'^ Ez. 24 , 3 , jsj-it Jos. 22, 25 '). —
From fo in the same way, §. 173; n^a , nrp from the imperf. uja^

,

jp-i
,
before gutt. ntlS , Pl^.T , nNU) accord, to §.318, nnp from Jipb

ace. to §. 273; but if the imperf. has d, the full form remains here, as

CliC, fifP-j ^1^- ^^-5 ^"*^ *''^ more original forms of others also are

still found especially in earlier books: -jn^ only in the Pentateuch, jj'ya

.Ts. 1, 14. p"Li3 2Sam. 20, 9. ^"b; and only in Koh. 3, 2 r'J'Ci_.

2) Accordingly also as abstract substantives : ^"ri knowledge lob 32, 6,

more frequently as fem. ;^;\r3
, ^2-51

^
^-j^t

^
although in the

imperf. there is 'ju3"i'^ . The first rad. is omitted in the same way
in some new abstract formations: Vri^ produce from V^-^ • and

JSVOJ Ps. 89, 10 and N'^'i) lob 20, 6 a new substantive, exal-

tation from j^-j;;; ,
inf. DNt) also as subst. greatnejs. Otherwise in

Am. 8, 8 where we should probably read *^i{3

,

3) Nevertheless ^^ 1 Sam. 18, 29, where ^ is pronounced with a

vowel which appears to be a relick of that of the first rad.

INlore definite abstract formations are found in the signi-

fication of infinitives , but they arc still very rare and iso-

lated. They are 1) accord, to the form. §. 329 : T\hb'] to he
able, n^zii-^ to dry Gen. 8,7. — 2) -with « accord, to

^. 338: N'lp^a and i>D)3 from Nip and ^03 Num. 10, 2; with
the feminine ending and a long vowel: JiDDI-i'q v. §. 338; with
the ending -6t at tlie same time, as from rib accord, to

what is slated above: nTi<i::'''0 from N\U3 Ez. 17, as the Nb
go over into the formation of the rib very much §, 280. —
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3) a simple substantive of the first formation Is also,

thougli as a rare and poetical licence, used instead of the iu-

finit. , as i>^'^b r= to help Hab. 3, 13. TC^b and 'j'rz'^ to hear
Ps. 18, 45. "ell 2 Sam. 22, 45.

2) The other verbal stems: Pi. ir3; also 'nr'^ withouj
its tone as Avord Jcr. 9, 4, pHi: Gen. 39, 14. \7 , which
short vow^el is also found in CnV Jdgs. 5, 8 and in close con-
struction. Pu. sns, Paalal "j^Niu Js. 37, 29 ^). Hif. siniDn,

Hof. inSin, JSif. irSi^. The feminine ending is very rare

here, as Pi. 7\yD^_ Lev. 26, 18, np^i: Ez. 16, 52. n'ipn
Pi* accord, to §. 331 is rare, and formations like S^SSn HiJ.
from >]^2 Js. 30, 28 and some others accord, to ^.331, as

also still stronger ones in lit f. 344 are only rare and poe-
tical. The formations from the weak roots are easily in-

telligible from what is above said, as ni^V:^ Ex. 31, 5 or
later nTNV)2 according to the way iu which the is'b assume
the formations of the ri"b.

1) How some can read ^;;5^u3 Iiere, and others 'r;3 — is plain

from §.308.
'"" "

' -
.

The infinitive Is used without this close construction, iu 355

fact as independent, for the most part in passionate diction,

in cases in which the mere action is to be rendered emphat-
ically prominent and represented by itself, either quite alone,

as TjiV^i to go! or, as is very common, explained by its

own finite verb Immediately following it, as TjVn ?]"bri go
shalt thou! or also because it is sufficient according to

the sense of the proposition to name the mere action; Irom
these sources there arises a number of particular cases , as is

more fully explained in the Syntax ^). The infinitive is thus

placed by itself, as infinit. ahsohit.^ and without any pos-

sibility of being treated in the proposition as a noun, but on
the conti'ary always with the full power and independent

construction of the verb , of which it is only a more abrupt,

but so much the more unusual and powerful expression, so

that it might be also called inf. verhalis. Its form proceeds

therefore from the same source as the inf. consti\ above ex-

plained, but is distinguished from it, in all cases where it is

possible, by a longer pronunciation and a newer flexion, by
which a greater external regularity is also produced, and that

diversity of the inf. constr which approaches the variety of

the nominal formation , ceases.

1) This infinitive is nevertlieless remotely dependent, as objecl , in a

very few instances , although even then always without preposition

or any other nominal conistructiou , Js. 7, 15 f. 42, 24. Prov.

25, 27.

Particulars are: 1) iuf, absol. Qal ^'ir\'D or iln3 with fore- 35S

15*
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tone vowel and long o, which is also found in the intrans. verb, as

iji-j, {being great!) Est. 9, 4 cf. Lev. 15, 24. Ez. 18, 23 ; from j;^"^
, jnN'n -

Ex. 3, T or more commonly written ^^j^-^ ^
rarely after the formation §.

354 ninu; beside ir'^IJ Js. 22, 13. 42, 20. Hab. 3, 13. The n'^^r always

J3=jp as a^ distinction from Qr-p as inf. constr. , and tlie ^-'y seldom pre-

serve the short ^t ^"- '-'^
? -^- Ivu. 2, 16, but more frequently ^^D

with resolution. Those which are very much shortened at the beginning

§.354 almost regularly regain their first rad. Jiere, as from ^'s ^ ib"* .

y'")^"
, TliV^ ;

thougli we still find ^ro; Jer. 42, 10; from f d , 'jn3,

2) This o endeavours to intrude into llie other verbal

stems also, as Fi. ^c:irs. 118, 18. Jos. 24, 10. Pii. n^a

Gen. 40, 15. Po-el Js. 59, 13. Nif. ^nSln Jer. ,32, 4, al-

though the usual slenivovvels are also often found in the last

syllable. From Tib the e generally remains in the last syl-

lable accord, to ^.354, as Pi. t^\'D 1 Sam. 3, 12. Jer. 14, 19,

but 6 can also intrude. — Only in Hif. has this 6 never

intruded instead of i which is too far removed from it in

sound; i is nevertheless afl'ected by a similar change, so that

e is usually (Jos. 7, 7) found for it ^), as Sri.pM , CT^^'aJfi

]Mich. 6, 13, from K'V In-S^l, riSti, Jis'iri ^), which is fol-

lowed by its pass. Hof-al, as nar, root naa Jos. 9, 24.

1) For this new strong e is considered as being just as much stronger

than J as o =^ au is than u, from wliicli reason we even find

'>L"^"?1 Js. 25, 10 as inf. constr. Nif. root i'y in distinction to

UJi'^tl 3S inf. absolut.

2) As this word, liowever, lias become a perfect adverb (mullo),

the real inf. abs. is distinguished by the pronunciation ;r!2"l^T.

In 'Sif. there may be also formed inpa ^ ^5'b5i3 fro™ ^''^ shorter

form in the ferf. §. 276 f. , if the inf. abs. is placed before the perf.

of the same stem, even for assonance, as 1 Sam. 2, 27. 2 Sam. 1, 6,

Gen. 31, 30; besides these only in tiie later writers Js. 59, 13. Kst. 3,

13. 8, 8. 9, 1. Also Piel y-jo for assonance immediately followed by its

J)erf. 2Sani. 12, 14. Tiie most remarkable is Br;:n ri'l^nS Ps. 68, 3:

liere namely the exceedingly rare case occurs , that the proposition , in

which the inf. abs. is thus placed before its verb, finit. for greater em-
phasis, is also at the the same time more closely attached in tlie sen-

tence by as (p") • the usual inf. constr. &t3 ^
which ought to follow after

the preposition, is avoided, nor is even tlie usual from of the abs. fi^j

used , but a form between both , wiiich at the same time much better

accords with the sound of the following verb finit. — Moreover nT"^fl

iTfrtN Ps. 50, 21 where we have the iuf.n. constr. before the finite verb.

Feminine formation, as being too nominal, does not suit this inf.;

instances like ninuj , niXU33 2Sam. 19, 43 are quite isolated.

357 III. The infinitive, as being nearest to the verb, must
also always conform to the verbal stem. On the other hantl,

the j^articiple , because it already has more the nature ot the

M
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noun, may assume a more simple form (especially in cases in

which it is used less as a verb), and often goes from Piel
into Qal, as ^5/7 spealing , ip lying Ps. 116, It from
-la-^, njS; nip, fl'n.n, JiDb, also the pass. iiD3, T]^'^2.

If a participle of a derived verbal stem is very frequently

used as noun, and especially as substantive, it may simplify

its form by the loss of its ~12 , as from Pi. ]N^ nolens

Ex, 9,2; Pu. 'J73N artificer Cant. 7,2; many from the

longer intensive forms, as bbm mad, y^iib mocker^ ^V.'^^

child cf. b\^yJ2 Js. 3, 12, iiiuj apostate, also ^bn'y , 1:2 rij

with the lengthening described §. 327; ti^Jipn adi^ersary Ps.

139, 21 from Hitp. A new abstract thence formed accord.

to f. 345 mbbiti madness.

II. NOMINAL FLEXION

1. BY MEANS OF NUMBER AND GENDER.

I. Signification of number and gender, cf. §. 207-209.

A. Number. 35^

1. We have merely to observe of the singulai', tliat some
substantives denote the subject to which they belong as a

niere m,ass , and continue in this inanimate state without the

power of distinguislung the individuals in the mass , or of

forming the plural, cf. §. 368. Thus "nps (prop, having di-

vided hoofs) neat-cattle in general, "ji^zi: small cattle, "^aN

ship in general zzz fleet, concerning which, however, see

§. 368; in the same way Dnb breads arn gold, and many
of that sort. Others on the other hand , whose idea in the

same way admits no plural in our languages , have the power
of distinguishing many single things in the pL, as y:? wood
pi. tD'''^^^ pieces of wood , p]C3 silver pi. CD"'D53 pieces of

silver of several persons Gen. 42, 25. 35, C3~j blood pi.

'^''I^i/l drops of blood zr blood which is shed.

2. The nearest ending of tlie pi. is tD'^T' , for which the 359

somewhat softer ']^~ is also used, which Aramaic pionun-

ciation is even at an early peinod not rare in the poets, but

is rather confined to the later writers in prose, 1 Kgs. 11, 33.

'2Kgs. 11, 13. (2 Sam. 21, 20 K'ttb). if we regard the earliest

origin, this -tm has undoubtedly only arisen from -dm {om') or ^um
accord, to §. 208; which also accounts for the ending of the Jem. ]>l. pi-.

V. §, 371. There are traces of -itm in the pronoun 'D'nii , dn froi" "^'

turn, hum; moreover in the usual ending of the stat. constr. pi. ae

§.414. In Aethiopic the plural ending is -an-, v. Ludolfi Gram. Jeth.

p. 104,

It is exceedingly rare for that -un to lie still further sliortencd to ~i,

as in the Dual "^T for D"'"^ Ez. 13, t8. Tiie only indubitable instances
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of this are •^:^'j nations 2 Sam. 22, 44 repeated Ps. 144, 2 (it is altered

in Ps. 18, 44)"Lam. 3, 14; -^^^nrt ^/'« arrows 1 Sam. 20, 38 K'tih, cor-

rected by tlie (2'ri; luj^^'vliri 2 Sam. 23, 8, concern, which cf. §. 386;

and perhaps ir^^ strings Ps. 45 , 9. Great care must be taken not to

extend tliis possibility too far, as it is erroneously assumed e.g. in i-^xs

Ps. 22, IT, irVcn ^^^3, i-i^rt 2Kgs. ll, 4. 19 all of which, with

the exception of the first, are adjective formations in -/. — Still less caa
•<~ occur as shortened ending of the. jil.: 'iV?" •^^^' 22, 14 is probably

a dual like vali-a , so that tlie ordinary windows are not meant , but more
artificial double ones; i^n.^ locust and i-i'n white linen are sing, fojmed

accord, to §. 327: i:tn ^'orf is properly my Lord, cf. especially Ps. 16,

2 and ';tj? in a profane sense Gen. 23, 6; concerning i-]0 and -i-r,'^

see §. 324. 330, and concern, tiie •^~ Jdgs. 5, 15 and Js. 20, 4 see

below on the stat. constr, §. 414.

360 The significalloii of the phiral is still very wide and free

in Heb., so that later languages often use the singular for

this plural; a plural is, however, never formed in violation

of the strict notion:

l) it is w^eikxo comprehend isolated particularsunder a
Jiigher idea , so that it approaches very near to the idea of

the abstract^ and this pi. sometimes coincides with i\\.Q fern,

sg. J. 313 which is more definitely used in that sense, as

C3"i3u5n tenebrae Js. 50, 10 and t^3^;n , UJnp '>"}'7n Ps, 110,

3 and p rrnnri 29, 2. 96, 9 sacred ornaments ^ yet X\\c fern,

sg. has become much more frequent for the abstract, and the

pi. is rather antiquated and often merely poetic. Thus 1)

rarely from adjectives , Q"''^rj life in prose also , from "^n

living, tZ)"'3?2y3 loveliness Js. 17, 10. — 2) from substant-

ives of the first formation: CiriN and Q'^'iT love, S"'2'i^

deliciae 2 Sam. 1, 24, '^Tri^ death Ez. 28*, 10 cf. v. 8. Js.

53, 9; and from substantives with prefixed 73 or n : tD'^jn^'q

delight, 'cz^^yjvi tenderness jNIich. 1, 16. — 3) most fre-

quently of all in the new abstract derivations from substant-

ives or verbs, as iH^IZ'^'bj'jitventus lob 20, 11, tnirp: senectus
^.328, tn^p-yp^ oppression Am. 3, 9. lob 35, 9. Koh. 4,
1. tD'^^-3 ransom Num.3, 46-51, tD"'ijnyn deceit Jer. 10,
15 accord, to ^. 334. The use of tlie Jem. pi. is very rare

here, as nbbiy gleaning ^).

1) Cf. Cirbu^d's Gram, Armen. p. 41.

It is an entirely different case when a singular of abstract signifi-

cation is changed into the plural for the reason that the abstract is not

conceived in its strict signification, but rather as made up of many In-

dividual acts and instances, as pTp'ii* rigA/eous/jesse.'v i.e. righteous deeds,

instances of divine protection Jdgs. 5,11, or because the term is

equally applied to more than one, as that Q-^cOS §.358 monies i. e. the

money of many together. In this respect too has Heb. still great freedom.
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2) Many names for not desert regions prefer the plural, in as 361

much as such a region may be conceived as, in fact, consist-

ing of a number of single things there assembled, as t3"'^lnN
the hinder part^ t]"':^ the anterior part, and then the

face, on account of its shortness always in the pi., the prim-
itive Q'^l'JTlj heaven, properly superiora, always in the pL
and ni'^nnn inferiora a poetic innovation. — In the same
way greater coherent things which are iufniitely divisible, as

aV3 water always in the pi. like dpas in Sanscrit, ni»n
often in the pi. like maenia, for town-wall t articles of

commerce whicli are sent in small pieces, as QiblriN aloes.,

n5<S5 -d^VfciafiaTa etc.

3) Some vestiges of plurals for the ideas o^Lord, Master^
have been preserved from the ancient period before Moses ^),

and the pi. must accordingly in that earliest time have also

easily denoted extent, dignity, majesty: but this feeling of

the language is utterly lost in the Hebrew language as we
find it, so that only small and scattered traces of that idiom

are still discoverable ^). The word QiJi^iN God, however,

appears to have remained always in the pi. in prose , from

that time , not so much on account of its resemblance to the

idea of Lord, as because they conceived the Deity in ancient

times as infinitely numerous and divisible and yet as con-

joined; for QiQ^n in the same manner is always used in the

pi. as penates , even in cases where it can only mean one

image Gen. 31, 34. 1 Sam. 19, 13. 16. The poets however,

have already formed the sg. oi^N again, and with exactly

the same signification 3). It is a great error to suppose that

the Heb. language, as we find it, has any feeling for a so

called plar. majestaticus.

1) Thus 'jn'^t? lord, wlien with siiff, is still always in the pi. (except

^3TN "y tord, as a greater distinction from i^TN :r= God), in

Stat, constr. rarely'i^'-iH still Gen. 39, 20. 42, 13. in sfaf. absol.

very seldom t3"i;Tt^ ;
the other word '^jj^ lord is only retained in

the pi. with the short suff. of the 3 ps. sg. , as iiV^-ri his lord,

l^i^^'Ti. — In a similar manner "iX?il: neck (probably tendines

properly) in stat. constr. and before sufF. is often i-i^^^i;:. —
yVhat is much more important, however, the signification of the

plural seems to be devoid ot all influence in the Syntax , see

below.

2) This idiom is still more lost in Arabic and Aramaic; yet cf. a

vestige Sura 23, 101 and Beidhavi on the passage in db Sacy
Gram. Arahe II. p. 237.

3) On the other hand , there is a poetical pi. of the same sense

formed after D^nbiS: thougii very seldom, as piujlp the holy one

Hos. 12, 1. cf. Js. 54, 5. Koli. 12, 1.

No new plural can be formed from sucli words which
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liave 1)een petrified , as it -were , in llie pi. form . so that

l^"";:: is also used lor faces Ez. 1 , G , and CribN; for gods.

;5o2 3. Xlie dual ^) , a still rare formation of tlie plural and
variety of it, lias also formed its ending ^"'~7 from the

general ending of the pL hy an easy modification (^". 208).

As only this single endiiij? lias been formed , without any further dis-

tinction of gender, it is therefore attached to the ending of the J'din. a-^.

if the sg. has it already, as rrjlin: ^f^'/^
^ C"m23n3 double fetters Jer.

39, 7; and generally the dual, as a new formation, is founded on tliu

form of the sg., as j^ii tlay {pi. t]"^;2"^ §• 382) Siv^T"^ biduum ; yet we

find D"(ni73n double wall from the pi. ni72n ,
because it is used as

maenia for u^cill of a town Js. 22, 11.

1) Cf, VON Humboldt iiber den Dualis. Berlin 1828.

The dual is confined, as to its use In Hebrew, to the

nearest and most necessary cases of its idea. It properly

represents a "whole divided in two halves, and expresses the

itlea of a thing wliicli is double or in pairs. Two things oj-

persons wliicli come together casually can never be combined

l)y the dual ; the dual is not a mere variation of the number
two 1). It is , therefore , only found in some substantives,

and has so little iniluence on the construction , that adjective,

verb, and pronoun can only be connected Avith it in thep/.

,

as ni?2n '^y^^'J>_ lofty eyes Prov. 6, 17. It is thus found in

the numerals S';r4 t^^o , tD-^riN-^ 200, £3-2bN 2000 — 2)

but especially of obiects w^hich are usually conceived together

as a whole consisting of tivo parts, most frequently oi

double members , as t^'^'^^ the hands, tD'^SN nostrils, t3"'5'7''

loins, Cri^:n)3 hips, ta'^iilJ teeth (the two row^s), 1:d")c:3

wings; moreover of utensils, as Q'^'ITN?^ bilances , tD'^nn

mill (two stones). In such words, the dual, as a modifica-
tion of the plural, is so alone in use that the plural form
does not return again after Vd all or numerals above two ,

as O'l'^'^y n^^nu; .set-e/z eyes Zach. 3, 9 2). — 3) of other
objects only Avhen they are both closely connected in idea,

as tn'^'nr:: the two rivers (Euphrates and Tigris), or as

s;''?:'','' hidtiitni., a'^n:u; hienniuni
., t3"^j^3i23 two weeks,

uT'^n-iN two ells, Sro^p twice. In the same way also

O'^zny ei>eiiiiig {\\\e time before and after sunset), C'^rii:
nooti (before and after the greatest height of the sun). Only
poetical and very rare are tl''n72r)'n two women Jdgs. 5, ,80.

^n-^a-;-:: double way Prov, 28, 18. The dual, however, can
never loose its signification: iI3in^::i2> Koh. 10, 18 is from
h^V^ (^^^) lazy , the lazy two (hands).

I) Henco too the numeral mu.st be also added where the number t\v,»

is to" reiulered very emphatic, a* ^-'^j-is ti\i- ^rw (aiui nut more)

les^s Am, 3. 12
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2) If we consider such words, we come to tlie conclusion, that the

language had a much more extended use of tlie dual in its earlier

periods, and that words like D''3U3 , d"'3''j> ''^^^ remained fixed

in the dual form vvliile the dual otherwise became extinct.

B. Gender may Indeed be externally distinguished by 363

endings : nevertheless the sense of the gender is always more
primitive and powerful than the external characteristics, so

that it is not enough to be acquainted with the mere endings.

For it was only jjossible for the youlhful imagination of the

remotest antiquity , wliich beheld all nature with the most
vivid perception, to conceive, not only objects whose gender Is

externally visible, but all others also with dislincllon of gender

according to their resemblance to those , and thus to attribute

to all things visible or conceivable either a higher, more
original, independent life and energy, or a lower, more de-

pendent, weaker one, and thus to comprehend all nature in

the cooperation and relation of Its parts. The distlncliou of

gender is in Hebrew also already a tradition of an earlier,

unknown time, and is no longer In its original power; much
remains fixed and , as It were

,
petrified from the earliest

time , altliough the language on the whole still retains the

feeling by which the ideal gender Is determined, together

with the physical one, and always propagates it. Yet Hebrew
is in this respect also very far from being so inanimate and
poor as later languages ; the ideal gender is still much more
plastic and changeable , and is slill In perpetual Increase and

development, many nouns going over from the nearest, most
general gender into the fern, or inclining to It, and others

again leaving the fern, as the feeling of the fern, becomes
weaker. Idea and form of the gender must, therefore, be

attentively observed and distinguished.

As accord, to §. 209 there are only the two nearest anti- 361

theses in Heb. , the nisc, as the nearest foi^m, and the fern.,

and the neuter Is still wanting , they have , therefore , a

much wider signification than in our languages. There is no

feeling in Heb. for our neuter; if the neuter, however,

expresses what is Inanimate or what Is conceived abstractedly

oi-'[ too Indefinitely, the fem. must correspond to it in Hebrew,

in the strictest sense , as it expresses what is weaker , less

animate: only that the nearer form, the msc, is often

sufficient in cases where there is no liability to obscurity.

For instance, if a thing is to be spoken oi iiidefimlely , where we use

tlie jieuter , then tlie fem. is most distinct in tlie pronoun, as pj^f /A/-

Ex. 9, 16, in the pi. ^jj-; like ea, rcfnu; but the lighter msc. nt ''"-

^nd N^ilTi ff'^tf is also not rare, and as suffix, as Am. 1, 3; in the ad

ifictive , on the other hand , the msc, is only rarely and poetically used
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as neuter on account of tlie greater obscurity, especially in the pi., as

nb; aequum , uprightness Js. 57, 2. in the /'/. C't^'J*; nubilia Prov, 8, 6.

|3i«3iy2 amoena Vs. 16, 6, on the contrary fern, ^nb? Am. 3, 10. nfiN

unum lob 9, 20, in the pi. n^bi^ magna. Concerning the verb see the

Syntax.

365 1. The ending of llie fem. is d, !^~ accord, lo §. 209,

as iia bonus l-^'z'^'o bona; in later \^T:-iters it is sometimes

•written N" accord, lo §. 153, as N.in Js. 19, 17; Ez. 19, 2.

27, 31. Lam. 3, 12. Ps. 127, 2.

The harder -at {j. 209) endeavours indeed lo fix itself

in the noun frequently, but must nevertheless be dependent

on certain conditions and occasions. Viz. it is only found
properly in cases where the ending of the Jem. may be at-

tached without tone and even without vowel. This is most
easy if the word ends , or may end , in a vowel hostile lo a,

as I, il, 6 then displace the short a of at, as n"'";"T;' from
I'l^n'^, cf. f. 344. The n is moreover attached lo a consonant-

ending, if its accented vowel can support the n also; for it

is on account of the progressive shortening of this ending that

it tries to give up the tone when it strikes against a con-

sonant, and, therefore, lo attach itself hard i.e. as a mere
consonant t to the consonant , without a firm vowel. In this

manner last syllables Avilh two consonants must arise, as

ri72nn , n-iia (and instead of this, regularly n'l'ii) like the

fiVst accord, to ^.46. 287) nbb^ from Qnin, ^n.ij'bb^: the

accented stem vowel must therefore contract itself and ac-

commodate itself to its new posture , although these forms

always assume the auxiliary e in Hcb. accord, lo ^. 29 f. 317,

as rTTi;-) , ribb'; . From this it is also clear that the shorter

the accented last vowel is , the more easy is this connexion
with n, but the longer and more immoveable it is, the more
difficult and rare; this may be traced by steps, see below
§. 385 ff. This formation with two final consonants is abso-

lutely impossible in nouns such as those in the first formation

;

for nsb'?? f^^.^/^ is an intolerable pronunciation in Heb. The
same tiling would occur by reduplication of the last consonant,

as n2t:p cannot be changed into riitDp ; nevertheless the

shoriened toneless pronunciation is sometimes produced by
the disappearance of the reduplication, as n-irN for ^\2JN, in

which, however, e (i) always remains. This harder, coarser

ending, however, always appears to proceed from the original

accented vocalic ending. And this ending always only ac-

companies the original one as a new one which occasionally

intrudes and fixes itself. Lastly, it is easy to conceive why
this coarser prouuucialion only intrudes into the substantive
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and words of obscure derivation, ^yllile the participle and
adjective retain tlie lighter, more primitive one.

It is only very seldom, and rather in poetry and at a late period,

that
J-]

is found even wliere it cannot attach itself without the tone; and

indeed with «, as ri'^n Ps. 74, 19, or rather with d (as a distinction

from — at as tiie usual formation of the stat, constr, from ^— §. 414),

as n'nty Ps. 60, 13. 16, 6. Concerning the use in adverbs see below

among the particles.

Very rarely does sucli a fern, in p become so uncertain as to form

that it goes over into the msc , as nyi knowledge (§. 384) is construed

as msc. Prov. 2, 10. 14, 6; nUJrt? brass as msc. improperly Ez. 1, 7; cf.

l3T''2n r^- from fi'^'lT. §• 381.

A great number of substantives , however , are only fe- 366

nilnine as to idea without any termination or external sign.

To these belong

1) the few which may be called physical fern, constantly,

as t3N mother^ "^'^.^s pellex^ bn'i ewe, cf. §. 371.

2) The ideal Jem. are much more nvimerous and fluctuate

much more in use, some being constantly feni. according to

primitive perception, many going over sometimes into the

msc, and lastly, others only just leaning to the Jem. but

being more usually masculine. Most of them may be brought

under distinct classes:

a) As the earth, native country, town were conceived

as the sustaining mother of the inhabitants (children), y"?N.

earth , land , bin poet, the same , ^iy town have very
regularly become feminine. Hence all names of particular

countries and towns are fem. ; nay even the names of na-
tions and tribes may be construed as fem. , inasmuch as

land and people are very near and cognate ideas ; according

to this, even t^y people is sometimes fem. Ex. 5, 16 cf.

12, 33. Jer. 8, 5. IMany names of places, following these,

gradually become fem.: b'lN'vlJ orcus Js. 5, 14; N';'^ valley

Zach. 14, 4. 5. ^33 district round about Gen. 13, 10.

^2:473 Jortress Hab.' 1, 10. "^vy:^ gate Js. 14, 31. tsinri

flood., sea, Gen. 7, 11. Jon. 2, 6.

6) As names of mysterious , invisible agencies; u3&3 soul

always; HI'i wind, spirit (very seldom still msc. Ps. 51, 12.

Koh. 1, 6. Ex. 10, 13); '^^1S honour, most precious part
zr soul Gen. 49, 6, may follow the former, and all names
of particular winds and points of the compass, the latter. —
In the same way 1^^ fire is almost always fem. (Ps. 104, 4);

hence MS.i brightness oj fire Hab. 3, 4. and tja;y:u. the sua
(except a lew places Gen. 19, 23. Ps. 113, 3), whereas n'7.;
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t/ie moon remains nisc, both iu a mvtliological sense also,

as iu German. — 1^ cluud nisc. and fein. 1 Kgs. 18, 44.

c) The idea of ihe feminine , as the %veaker and more
dependent, is extended ^Yilll great latitude to all tilings -Nvhicb

serve man, which he uses as possessor of them; thus the

fern, is transferred a) to very many names of the meinhers
of man and beasts, especially of those Avliich man most

frequently uses as instruments: "^ and ;|3 //«/2fZ (very seldom

not feni. Ex. 17, 12) which are very often followed by

V^T ''^g^^t liand-^ ^5*1 foot (very seldom not fern. Jer. 13,

16) which is followed by S:;d step, vicis (seldom not fem.

Jdgs. 16, 28) and iVi'N step; i'^iTN finger, "jria thumbs
(seldom not fem. Js. 17, 5) i^n-iT arm, yj eye (very seldom

not fem. Cant. 4, 9), "^i^ ear, 'JTUib tongue (not fem. Ps.

22, 16), yq^ tooth (fluctuating), ipT iJeard (fluctuating), Ipa
belly y which is followed by LZinn womb Jer. 20, 17; TJSii

yt/zee, 'd)l'j bone (also not fem. Ez. 24, lo) y^i£ rib; pp
horn, p]:3 wing. — /:>) to names oi garments : "h'Jj: shoe;
and once Lev. 6, 20 i:tn garment; to names of utensils

and instruments: '2.''^T\ sword, ^Vjn razor Js. 7, 20, T\^V

work of art Cant. 5, 14. Ilnii: window Gen. 6, 16 (?) D^3
cup ^ 'n^ fire-pan, nn-^ peg; these still fluctuate, ^"^D pot,
13 prtiV, 'ji-iN coffer,^ Tr^'2 and !::n"4 s^«^. In the same
way tsnb bread is sometimes /e/zz. Lev. 23, 17, which is

followed by ns piece oj bread Prov. 17, 1, and once by
b^Na /oorf Hab. 1,16. — y) to inanimate objects in space,

in which man moves or which he uses: ^Jin atrium Ez. 10.

4. 5. 47, 16. In?n73 cam/? Gen. 32, 9. -I'p" (pa//, -in^ zc/.

(fluctuating), t)~)'j bed , -^VJ ship (fluctuating) 1 Kgs. lb', 11.

12), -INS well, "j-ia threshing-floor , T\'^;i and n^N way,
Sinn street Dan. 9 , 25 cf. Zach. 8 , 5. -very seldom rriz

house, bns ifcAz^, Qi'p'fa /jZ«ce Prov. 2, 18. lob 18, 14. 20,

9. "jii garden Gen. 2, 15 cf. Cant. 4, 11. t3"i3 vineyard
.Is. 27 , 2 f. "JiiN stone, and names of stones and plants in

general, as ^sa i^z/2e (fluctuating Gen. 40, 12. 41. Hos. 10,

1). — In the same way, names of the tifue in which man
moves: ny time (fluctuating), which some others may follow;

ri-i? evening , nsuj sabbath , Vsv year of jubilee.

Sometimes too the /em. is found developed as to the form":

n'nn.'! and ~in=j wall, rt^'i and -{.n garden.

Quite unusually ^72:; trouble is /e7;z. in Roh. 10, 15.

Because 'nns river and *i^i mountain, on the other hand,

arc concieved as msc, the whole class of rivers aiul moun-
tains, therefore, (even with the eudiug of the /em. 2 Kgs. 5,

12) follows this analogy.
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The necessity of the external feminine formation is, on 367
the other hand,

1) most urgent, when the same noun is applied to

different genders , therefore always In the predicahle or ad-
jective ^), which does not, in itself, contain the notion of
a gender, but Is only formed according to the gender of the

subject at the time, whether It be desirable only to signify

the gender, as 'J'^bN viduus , n^^^bN vidua, or whether it

is construed with a substantive of a definite gender, as ^iy

."ibna urbs magna.
1) And perb, for it always contains a predicate.

The physical gender Is also thus distinguished in many
substantives, as il3''N man, imzjij woman, tobs". juvencus,
Tt'Db^ jupenca , b^J^. vitulus, f^b-"}:^. vitula. We may never-

theless distinctly trace how the distinction of gender is not

yet to strictly prominent in many, neither in the construction

nor in the ending : «) in many classes of animals the distinction of
whose gender is less important, tlie gender is neithet distinguished in the
signification nor in the form , whether the usage of the language has
called the whole class after the fern., as ;-;2=ii dope, tTiii'i hee , and

without ending iJ-rj^sit frog Ex. 8, 2, or after the msc. as i=i bear

;

even the predicate does not yet adapt itself to the sense of the gender, as

bl3\p "2.^ ursa orha Hos. 13, 8. a^bsS^^ d"^DlbN Ps. 144, 14 where the

part, also is in the nearest form. These are Nomina i-tixoiva. — /9) In

other names there is indeed no ending, but tlie gender is nevertlieless dis-

tinguisiied in the construction as to the sense; e. g. "npi neat cattle as

vise, ox fern. 1 *^y^ bullock msc. lob 21, 10 ^1^733 camels in general as

msc. Gen. 24, 63, but also rendered definite with tiie /e/ra. riip5">?3 d"'b/3i»

milch camels 32, 16; in the same way '^^s:^ little bird Ps. 102, 8, cf.

84, 4; "jj^ii:
small cattle in general /e/n. , when referred to a male as

msc. 30, 39 ; these might be called Nomina communia , different from

the fluctuating ideal feminines §. 362. Moreover , an epicene noun often

begins to distinguisii tiie gender more definitely in this manner 2Kgs. 2,

24. — J/) The more frequent such nouns of common gender are, the

more definitely is the fem. expressed in tlie external form, and some

nouns of tliat kind are in progress to doing so: ^^j^ still doe Ps. 42, 2,

but more definitely nb'N; niiPi she wolves Mai. 1, 3 else always Si^n
;

^^3 is a young person, boy and girl m the Pentateuch, but In^yj

is afterwards appropriated to the latter.

2) If the substantive when in the nearest form i. e. 368

without feminine ending accord, to §. 358, still signifies the

mere mass , a fem. may then be so formed from it that the

fem., as denoting what is weaker, derived, in general, may
here , therefore , express a single one of the mass ; this

formation is frecpienl in Arabic (nomen unitatis), but is

very rare in Heb. , as "^3^ ship in general as mass rz: fleet,

ii^:N a single ship. Cf. EwALn's Gram, y^rah. I. p. 174 f.

The pi. is then most naturally formed from this fem, , as
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riv;N . We may judge how little tliis foi-mation is extended, by
the iact, that we generally find perfectly different words
for the individuals beside the words for the species, as tit)

one of the small cattle beside jNli:, "iTtJ taurus and other

words beside 'ip^s, ^i-ri: little bird and other words be-

side >\VJ .

3) Inasmuch as the fern, expresses what Is less animated
and independent, wliat is rallier lifeless and immoveable, it

also denotes the idea of the abstract, and is very often used

for such formations for abstracts, as has been already more
particularly stated f. 313 IF. — From this, lastly, is developed
the idea of the collective , inasmuch as it (in direct oppo-
sition to No. 2) is only derived from a "vvord signifying an in-

dividual, see §. 346.

369 Instead of -d , e §. 45 Is sometimes found as ending of

the fern., yet very rarely and isolatedly in common subs-

tantives: T-i-^7/J languishing Ez. 31, 15. rTl/iT fern, from the

part pass. 'i^T Js. 59, 5 ^), more constantly in some subs-

tantives only in Avhich the fern, is weak and suppressed as

to the cause also , as n'^iiN offering with fire (in the pi. it is

also 771SC. as to the construction), and in many names of

plants and animals: T>*,':^h storax , tinuis beside rrn^rs flax,

for whose pi. see §.374. This e is then further changed to

e in ti;'.")^ lion (pi. still ni'^'iN , but construed as Jiisc. iKgs.

10, 19) and in the numeral ^Tlip:^ .

1) As also in tlie verb once Zach. 5, 4.

370 Toneless a is also sometimes found , as of less power, in

some words winch border on the feni. , as Jlb'l'b night cf.

the pi. riib"'V. ?'3''^'j which is always nisc. as to construction,

riD^n the sun (cf. "^12;^ in prose |. 366) Jdgs. 14, 18. Or
by poetical innovation and sonorousness in words which may
either be fern, as to the sense, as tiiw^N earth lob. 34, 13,

or already actually have the ending of the/ewz., so that the

ending itself is repealed ^), as Mny"u3'^ from m:^Vi:7 deliverance

Ps. 3, 3. 80, 3, to which some later wi'iters are especially

partial; in such we find even ^fn"i73 death Ps. 116, 15,

altliough n is radical, and ^"bna brook 124, 4. In the same

way r^^lpn [Js. 30, 33 by a new formation from npn, in

which n is really produced by the Jem. ^).

1) Cf, j-;n^a §.286, and in tlie pronoun rrPNT for ni<T Jer. 26, 6

2) The Masoretes pointed words so even on other occasions, if the

ending of the fem. appeared to them supcrlluous in comparison

with otiier passages or on account of some other diflicuity, as

nb-^bi;:-! (usually b-'bi'^) ^^SS- 15» 29; v. Ez, 8, 2, cf. 1, 4. —
DtTlV, 'ir cf. Lev. I'lVlS; — Num.21, 20 cf. 23, 28; — Ez.

. 21, 31; Hos. 7, 4; Jer. 48, 19.
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2. In the plural^ the ending of the fejn. is ni~. 371

The connexion of this of with tlie sg, -d , which is rather difficult

to recognise, is according to all traces, the following. If tiie original

and, therefore, common ending if the pi. was an accord, to §. 359, we
should expects the /em. of it to be and, of which longer ending they are

actually some remains in the pronoun still. In Aramaic , dn , shortened

out of a?ia or dnet accord, to §. 365 , is thus found as the nearest ending

of the fem. sg. , wliich becomes -dt in the stat. constr. where n falls

away, the feni. n f^om the sg. §. 414 being introduced. In Heb. how-

ever, this at (o/) , only has come into use, written n~ or m~; PN
in Ez. 31, 8. 47, 11 is, according to the meaning of the writer, to be

read at after Chaldaic manner.

The ending tzii7 is related to it not only as 7iisc. to

Jem., but also as the originally more general one (corresponding

to the sg. without ending) to the particular. Both are therefore

directly opposed to each other as ?72sc. and fem. in adjectipea,

as in the sg. (§. 367): lD^'^VO boni , rrinilu bonae; and names

of physical objects in the same stem : CD'^IdV^ reges , riir^b?^

reginae; the abstract forms Avhich have the ending of the

fem. in the .s^., retain it in the pL, as !T372\l3 solitudo^

ma73u3 . In the other substantives , however , tliere is a more
manifold relation

:

1) Physical fem. which are still without ending in the

sg. have also for the most part preserved the nearest ending

tDiy in the pL, although they must always be conceived

and construed as fem., as tjiip^bs concubines, C'bn'^

ewes, CD"'Ty she-goats , cf. also QiipD women ^. 382; others

have already always assumed the ending of the fem. , as

a^_ mother: m'sN, 'jinN sZte-ass": nn:lnN.

2) Ideal fem. which are still without ending in the sg. 372

may a) remain in the nearest ending in the pi., as tD'i'ny

cities, t3-'3SN stones (always fem.) tD"'p'n'^ ways (fluctuat-

ing); but the greater number have already taken the ending

of the /e/72. as niiJ'ij* , T\TJr\-2. fingers, niirDl (except Ez. 13,

20), nin'i, ni^s^iJN^ rTi:ii;> , 'riii'-in , niDis/'nSnn';, nrjj^^y,

n^*i^p., ni'ni<3, n-ihn") , niirn {streets), nii^^-) (l^.i\), ninz\i3 ."—

h) in others, especially in those which are just going over

into the fem. , the use of the endings is fluctuating , as the

more definite ending ni~ gradually intrudes, as nibi*^? only

once Jos. 9, 5 construed with the adjective; ni'l2£i''3 only

Dan, 11, 15. Qtisj times, niny only thrice, poetical; S^
cloud, Qi^y seldom mny; ^52, t3"'-i.l^2

,
(m'l^^^ only Ps.

45, 9); ']i'^riwindow (fluctuating), t^-^.ibn and m^iVri; 'ni?.n>

tai'niin and rrilijn ; £di£2?3 only Hab. 3, 14, everywhere else

nicsa from tia;j.

3) Many substantives whose idea approaches that of the 373

substantives wliich are generally used as fem. , have cons-
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Janlly taken, or, are only beginning lo lake the ending n'~

in the pL, whereas in the sg. they are ahnost always withoul

cniling and constrnction oi' the fern., and are not even

consliued as feni. with that plural ending ^). Thus a) Iroin

substantives which approach the ideal fein., constantly : zV
heart (except Nah. 2, 8), '2:'; tail, -\VJ sTcin , -fn breast

,

rtDD hand-breadth; bjv.'o stajj'j ^X^H. treasure, i«S3 throne,

t^ip'o place, mh tablet, "2^ and ibiz leathern bottle, 'n:

and "1TJ<73 candlestick, b'^'t'O table, ~z"2 altar, 'i^'^'^N

palace, Ti'^^^ field, "^nv:^ trumpet ; names of plants: V^'^^a

i-.luster of grapes, I'^jy herb; V"iir, lapillus, lot; "^^"^ or

Th-'h f.
370 night, ^J^a'uJ weeh (^:ir'J^'d in Dan. only); '"less

constantly, with both endings: ^np grave, yj'J'):^ fountain,
*irj: river, V'lJ^'^ tower

, p^T'? cwp, tiJabN and tiTS'i.y bu/idle,

:33'4i73 bed, ^"0012 nail, '^i'^ generation f. except in the

expression d"i^i "lil ; it is only rarely that ni~ is found in

'b:D"'f7. palace, 'db'Mi portico, i:r^_ a wood, ui'ia'n pasture,

a.n felloe of a wheel, nhy string; only in poetry in "iN^li

neck, fiTi c^aj, p/. niTs"' ; the ending Qiy is only preserved

before suffixes, in "1133 harp, '2^'i'D seat, "ipia fetter. —
i) A few words which have the sense of abstracts, and
especially with the ending "ji" , which is hardly ever found

in the forna of the fejii. in the sg. ^.342: ni:iy inicjuities,

nbi'^Tn visions, nisri'^py thoughts from p^ etc., the pi. of

Cibri dream, 'bip t^o/ce has always -oi , the pi. of "jinST

memorial and i^p^s /jazVz has both endings.

1) Even when the sg. has become entirely fern, and both endings are

found in the /;/. , the ending -6t is sometimes not construed as

fern. Ps, 102, 28. lob \Q, 22.

It is from an entirely different cause that IN father,

C^ name always form m'nN, ni/iUJ , which always remain

msc. as to the sense. The 6 or ci , namely, Avhich was
properly the third rad. here §. 324 accorded with this ending

most easily; these are, liowever, the only examples of the

kind 1). The pi. from Tiii brother is formed D'nx , because

ririN is sister §. 386.

1) More frequently in Aetliiopic, Ludolfi Gram. Aeth. p. 105.

.374 Much fewer substantives have, on the contrary, the

ending of the fern, in the sg. , and the ancient more general

CD'^~ in the pL, partly because the fein. became more in-

distinct , and partly because the ending of the fern, had

only intruded into the 5^^. Thus many names of plants and

animals: ^'^•:iir\ fig : £]"':Nr; , nnpD (or n»n"tpD ^.369): Dti'^D;

in the same way from nr^n wheat, tTib'ip barley, nbr">:3

ear of corn: from names of animals: 'nib':2 ant, !n;v dove,

ri'nh"! bee; 'r,'i^'':2.egg; :^:nb brick; moreover, ~rt:iij year,

pi. b"':tj, ihougii in poetry also rirCJ ; as an abstract inV'a
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word pi. LjiV?:?. Such substantives, as they ore [etn. as fo

foi'iu in the sg. , are almost always construed as feni. even
when Avitli this ending fi^y (not so, for instance, Prov. 30,
25. lob. 4, 4. 19, 23).

In many of tlie ideal /(?w?., especially tlie names of memhirs , tlie 375
language lias distinguished the two endings of tlie p!. in such a manner,
tliat the fein. signifies rather what is inanimale or imitated by art , as

E'l'^rrS steps, feet of Jiian Vs. 58, 11, ri^^i??? feet of the ark Es. 25,

12; m':ai:i> ratlier hones of the dead, thongli not always, cf. §. 376.

This distinction is not so often found in the sg., as rr-ii side, hip:

H'y^l «''^<^ of a building. Rarely was the fern, appropriated'to what was

animate, so that the msc. remained for the inanimate, as rn3>bik ribs,

t3"'i'b!i leai.-e.t cf a door 1 Kgs. 6, 34,

3. The gender of tlie dual is plain from wliat is above said. A d/;. 37^
derived from a sg. with the ending of the fem. must be fern, , ns

QT'cni. But most duals, the names of members and instruments, are

ideal Jem. accord, to §. 363, and are, for the most part , construed as

fem.; although not always, e. g. b^THi breasts as msc. Hos. 9, 14,

Some as fem. gradually assume the Jem. ending rii~ instead of the dual

ending, as niriGip ^U'^ poet, for t3""n2">p; generally, however, tlie fem.

with -6t is applied to inanimate and artificial objects accord, to §.375, as

ri133 handles, Q123 hands; and even with the dual ending to the Jem.

.ig., in which case the dual belongs to the word from its origin and the

fem. is for the distinction of the inanimate object: aiTiS^"' '''"^ ^^'^^

parts from a^^Ti hips.

II. Form of nouns in consequence of the attacJinienf ,377

of- these endings for nii7id)er and gender.

These four endings have all one character, inasmuch as

they begin ^Yidl vowels and have the tone (§. 60) ; the ending

of the fe/n. sg. 'n~ is nevertheless ihe lightest, that of the

/)/. lZI" and ri", especially the latter, attract the tone still

more, as also that of the diiccl Q"^ properly. The last

endings of the stems, -on., -t, -tit §. 341 ff. generally pro-

duce precisely the same changes.

Nominal stems, whose vowel-sounds do uot admit any 3:8

further change or shortening before these accented endings,

require no further consideration here nor in any fiu-ther

flexion: it is evident from the rules on the formation of stems

what vowels are either in themselves imnuitable , as ?c in

bl3i) §. 328. 331, n^ns ^.323, a in iTJp^ ^^4 etc., or are

supported by the syllable, as the i in CnVui §.331, or where

there is already in the steiu a sound not admitting fiuihcr

shortening, as the sound of ihe first rad. in Vii53 §. 328. The

other stems are divided here, with regard to the position

and nature of their vocalization , into three classes ; 1) the

16
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simple stems of tlie first formation ^.317 IV. and some others

wliich stand nearest to lliem exlernallj^; 2) llic simple stems

of tiic second formaliou iu v hicli the first rad. has a vowel

wliirh does not remain, and similar stems; 3) the stems

vvliose first syllable supports tlie vowel immutably. There thou

only remain the uouus willi the accented vowel-endings which

require to be especially considered on that account.

Here and in the followinfj kinds of flexion, tlie cases in which the

heaviness of the Aowels produced by reduplication of the following consonant

mentioned in §. 316, and those in wiiich tlie j-)- of the fern, is used

g. 3(55, must be minutely observed even in particulars; the general rules

for this have been given above.

379 1. Tt'ie sifijple nniins of the first formation have the

fuller proiuinciations "b/^, "nriw , ~1E3 only in case they stand

aluuc, accord, to ^. 317:

1) but before the accented a of the fern, sg.^ the oilglnal

and shorter pronunciation returns again; tlius with o ^i":::^;?,

npin; withz (e) riTpD; withrtnrb'q, yet / intrudes into many
instead of a accord, to ^.45, as ^"a3 lamb ~|vf*S and ""^rnr ,

from V'^^ hill n^^^.T . Moreover, the tirst syllable is always a close

compound one accord, to §. 173. except riD"^"' §.375 accord, to §. 173,

and the proper name r;"i;D ^^^ to-xu'2,iov Ex.28, 17; for yrrni.'y Ez. 23,

11 is more properly to be derived from ^;i,',y .

380 From wtah roots :

a) From first rad. gutt. l)j-;tt^y; 2)n^?3y, r::n^., 'rn^zr.

.

and even rrn^jN with z of.
i^. 79; 3) i^pjn, ^"2i:^^. — From

second rad. gutt. M'b^;^3, ri~)_^3, ~bn3, ^^z!^? i^?""^! y^t »''^'*

r;725?"i; from -i^ixa ^'.318 still r;'*rX2 . — !-;x"n ynitk contracted

ri/^n Job 29 . 6 accord, to ^^.82, so that the vowel remains as

foretone at the same time.

/j) The Ti'bj as ending in vowels, have peculiar form-

ations here, the variety of which is so much the greater on

account of the Hb frequently assuming the fern, ending to

form abstracts (accord, to $".206, 345); the order is this: «)

few retain the sound of the 3rd rad. pure, as ~'^'3_'~\ arnica in

Cant. 1, 9 and often, ^r;:3U3, ~l"".y, rn^in, riir, pm/e for IniN:.,

JTiN-) ace. to §. 75, 82; some, which are formed as physical

jeiti. from a msc. iu i, also leave the form of the msc. un-

changed , the d being attached to the { in such a manner that

the i remains a vowel at the same time, therefore t^^'ia ^'-?^

from the names of animals "^"i-i , "ii: ; in the same way
M^ntp. — /?) The very weak sound of the 3rd' rad. is nioi-ei

frequently altogether elided in these roots bA' the -«, so tliat

the first rad,, now standing by itself, takes a foretone-vowel,

yet not so often a , as ,^2^3 year^ n-:"^ Up, as e accord, to
"'
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^^.275 nf.: ^I'zT},, iirra, Mna, mN;?. ^); these last, liowever,

may ihcn l)e easily changed into n'-\p^J^town, poel. ^iz ^'^np) riby

clour, nss c.usliio/i , m'N sign lor mN, root mIN. — y]
nevertheless the n ^'. 363 can also easily attach itself to the
original vo^yel-eudillg i, u: n^llTr, n^i^ri Gen. 50, 4, D'^'T]

specu-, which become n^iri'ip, n^N"} Koh, 5, 10 ace. to ^'. 345-
with a pi'imitive li, niiJ'i arnica, the nisc. of Avhicli, liow-
ever, is already shortened to ^f^"}^ ^.318, 2. — From the
very much shortened

'J2
^318, 2 fern. r\z (for nz accord, to

§.46) daughter with resolution of the ] ino n, lor njs.
J) Cf. EwvLu's Gram. Arab. 1. p. 281.

c) From fy cf. §.318, 3: a) ^in-'iS from T-iT; —
z^")

381

from a form nn7j3 is formed J^n^?2, In^b garland 1^b ZZ ^Tib,

!-;iri Js. 47 , li; yet fi'om bi.y, in which the second rad. is

firmer as consonant, Mbiy, and only when before the new
addition of the toneless' « §. 370, ^^riby lob 5, 16. — The
short pronunciation with n §, 365 established itself in some
substantives with shortening of the stem-vowel, which now
only remains accented: nil32 shame, from 12312, ncb, r\'^p bow
in which a appears to be even shortened out of 6 {(tu) (cf.

GO,
fj^Js^ which might be still easier in nr:3 rest , nnfp pit on

account of the gult. ; cf. M3T232 §. 342.

From 'sb 1) ri2.n^-, 2) 'rrir ; 3) In':^. The first form also

goes gradually over into 1"^:.^ accord, to §. 45. In liie same
way abstract substantives with -12 often have this i here

:

r75-:T/3 , nriri73 . — From 'r^^T\ nr -nrt, n^rs

.

Mtin wheat for Mt:;n cf. §. 113; iL-"iN man §. 318 /ez/i.

Jll^N woman , only very sehlom n"iL^>s; accord, to §. 365 Ps.

58, 9. Dt. 21, 11; but always nrT pitch from nsT, n"bb.

Some of tlie sliorteiied feni. in p- l'orp;etful of their origin begin to

go over into tiie msc. as if they were simple substantives of the first

formation, as ri'ujp msc. Ez. 1, 28. frij} msc Ex. 4, 8. Js. 55, 13. cf.

§. 365; hence from rT'Sti pi. ri'iri"';n ^cc. to §.382 Js. 2, 4 and even

D'Tl'^sri 2Chro. 23, 9.

2) Before the endings of the pi. 'c:i1~ > ni" as compound 382

syllables of heavy tone, the properly vowelless rad. is always

pronounced with the a of the foretone accord, to §. 40 , so

that the originally short vovvel of the fn-st i-ad. , which now
stands by itself, cannot remain: CDisb?: , niinp, ri:";r. (from

j*!:,). Only o accord, to §. 58 is not so easily lost entirely,

so that it sometimes maintains its sound as a short o (QanieJI-

chatuf): thus always in Cjiiii'n^^ shorushini from "6^'^; the

pi. of iL'Tp in the same way Q"'ll3np in which, however,

only the most fleeting o (Chatef-Qame/?) remains, if it has an

affix at the beginning (the article) or at the end (suffixes):

16*
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t=^u;np^i-i I-'^v. 22, 4. Num. 5, 10. Ez. 22, 8. 2Kgs. 12, 19.

A relracliou of iho » to Ihe guU. §. 75 is found in n'l:":;

from pi thumb.

a) From first rail. gutl. 1) and 2) t'^'iSr;, t:::^"'p."3^ from

npn, p7:y, 3) I—•"nc^", n"n"j5<: from ris> r;"^i«^ with o always

remaiuing, cbirii* ^. 70. — \\'ilh N as second rad, llie Yowel

-Nvliidi was retracted in tlie si>-. generally remains unaltered:

C"^"!?;!:, ^^~i^;>, Cr^in, tz^'/ii^n; nevertlieloss ^*w;n~j from

"CiS") 7ieaf/ lias been preserved accord, lo tlie original loi-maliou

(for i=r->l3t<'^ §.82). — From N'ori: tri'^lJ^'jn.

6) From ln'^: ci) from -nN, Jem. rr^'iN pi. tZi^l"]^,

ni^"\N or instead Cj"'i«li, t=:^i<Vj; accord, to §. 97; from ^,'^p^^,

fern.' Ti}:^p_ pL t=:^-]':(p^', niiip" 'Ex. 38, 5; from n^-jr. also

ni'na. — /j?) from r!:'4 p^' l:^^?'^ ^^^* ^^ §.374, from n^n

,

ntJs : riT7:n, riiNs, as there is no longer a full sound of the

third rad. iu tlie sg.; in the same way niS''n amicae whose

sg, Jem. has the fuller form n^S""), but the ruse, is the short

yn . The n~ of the fem. is often retained in these short

words before the ending of the pi. as if it belonged necessa-

rily to the word, as ninb", n"irS3 Ez. 13, 18. niriN signs,

ninrr §.376, even rin-:r;'|. 381 , nirT^n">p pits Ps. 107,20.

—

J/)
from those sg. whose third rad. is entirely lost: S"'j'r,

Q'Tit: {men, only preserved in this pi.) from the sg. with

the shortest pronunciation "jt for "JT ace. to §.46, nT3 (root

nnT3 to streicii, extend n /«// grown, man)', with forelone

vowel on the other hand, nr:*:: , m^^'l, l:2"'j;73 {viscera, only

In the pi.) from 5^'. whicli alicady have e, according to which

also uS^bs vasa, allhouglv tiie sg. is ^bs ; lastly, even with

a as a new foretone C3"iiz sons., ni:r daughters from "(z

,

ns §. 380.

c) The middle sound of the TJ may even become a seml-

voAvel by this formation: CZ-'^-^n, niry from 1l3'^n, 'j'^y

;

Q-ipiip and D"'*^TiU from pi1!3, "iVi"; yet the second rad. has

become too heavy for this in many, especially iu those with

u, L^Ti^T, niVb, nibiJ', r^in'^ from n'l't, S^Vb, irrbiy, n^l,*

iluctuaiing Q'^nin and QTiin .
— IT^S house takes the sound

6 in the pL, only that tZSTiiz is always shortened into Q'^nz

hottim accord, to §. 51. In the same way for ^i!> city

(shortened from "I'^y §.318, 3) there must have been an older

form ^Yj from which the pi. L3"^^y is derived, 6 having

been changed into an immutable d. On the other hand,

tai"^ day has di'awn the tone entirely to the end in the pi.

C3'^?a'^, so that a has only remained as forelone.

Sometimes a stem from the 'J'v is resolved by intrusion

of the plural vowel, as t=i^"bV::i shadotps , S"^;.:'':^: nations

poet. Jdgs. 5, 14 from bl?, 'Cjv'.
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From i;3"iN man the original pL i"iu33N is presei'\ecl

;

only late and in poetry tDillJ'^N ; Cj'^uia shortened at the be-

ginning is always used as Jem, for iuoii/e/i ^ and only rarely

niiax a new formation from the sg. rr^liii Ez. 23 , 44.

The exceptions wliicli have tlie vowel witli the first vad. instead of

this longer pronmiciation , depend on otlier canses : <;) if the word only

occurs in tlie /7. so that the derivation is lost, as t]"'Wn*1 /'''/ prop.

liscera. The numerals S-i^u;;? 20, Q"'l':;u3 "'0, D''i?'ii3n ^0, are similar

isolated plurals whicli have departed more from tlie sg. — /)) Words
which have <ilirays assumed j-;" i» the .f/;. (§.369) loose this vowel be-

fore the vowel-endings, like all otiiers wliich end so §. 222 but remain

in other respects unaltered in form, as the (iexiou does not in the least

atlect the first two letters: f^riuis , &''T2p'i3 sycamores, Qi^tJ^ pista-

chios , from nriuis. — hi polysyllabic words, the reason for the as-

sumption of this vowel ceases of itself, as the word has a firmer support

at the beginning: 'Zj:,^^ , "J^Eli!: P^- d"'UJ5'bD, ai^^lSS Dt. 21, 12,

d) The ending of the dual is atlaclied in the same way 383

as that of the /)/.: Cj^:p_^1 Prov. 28, 6, t:3':inV) from a

fern, in n: u2'^rib"7, S'^r.-j'IJ ; the a of the foretone , however,

may also be absent before this longer and, at tlie same time,

newer ending, as CS"'3'13, b'^3n?3, L]';'2"ip_ beside d'^anp Dan.

8, 3. 6. 10.

Words which throw back the vowel g. 319 retain that shorter pro-

nunciation in tlie //. also; the a of the foretone is not used therefore,

but the vowel , wliicli cannot remain short in a simple syllable before the

vowel-endings of the pi., is brouglit forward to tlie first rad. §. 66, as

ibil) (for i"'puj 2cc. to §.54) pi. Diibil) Num. 11, 31. Nevertheless the

vowel has often fixed itself so firmly with the second rad. that it supports itself

by reduplication of the following rad. ace, to §.61: oi!n "lyrtla QiS'-jn'

12^?3 adverb a little, later as adject, pi. aiay!'^, — On the other hand'

from y^"is §• 320 /;/. t^iy^TS a remaining as foretone Jer. 46, 1.

The iiijiiiitiue Qal §. 354 in going over into tlie fern, throws tlie 334
short vowel of tlie 2nd rad. to the first in the same way: i-j^j'^'oi , t^i^P ,

Inp'nn h"oni i"73'ii3 without close attacliment of syllables; the intrans-

itive a is usually changed into i ace. to §. 45, as m!3"1P , nNT"
from ^'np ,

NTi
;
yet a, is also preserved, as in ;-;:;2ipj< with a gutt.

Lev. 5, 26, ^nb\l3 .

The infinitives wliich loose the first rad. §. 354 generally take p"",

which is more suitable for the construction of the sentence , for ?i~,

as rrnb, rri.'n. , ny'ji, n^-i; nn always for nsn or nari from Vl^

to glue acc. to §. 28T, also nb on<?e 1 Sam. 4, 19 for nib froi" "ib"^

ace. to §. lir, 46. On tlie other hand, the substantives wiiich separate

themselves from the infinitive, are distinguished by tire retention of tlie

longer and more independent pronunciation with j-j— and a f-jrelone vowel

:

f^^T knowledge , ^^-jy ussemhly.
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385 2. Nofin.'i with an accented last syllable, whose
precedi/ig syllable has merely a joretone vowel, to Avliich

class all simple nouns of the second formation ^. 321-325
cliiefly belong, allliongh jiouns from n'^' and ^-^^ Avilli a prefixed

a (or n) §. 339 also belong here. The foretone vowel indeed
regularly falls away before the new accented endings accord,

to ^. 65, but the previously accented vowel remains, not only
the immulable u, i and 6, ct of ^'J §.339, but also every
nuitable vowel accord, to §.39. Thus l) -iu3"^: ^"7/4"^, Q"''iu3':

,

riTii;-:; nS3: rt-ns etc.; fIJN /?/, rr^'dN accord. 'to §.373,
;:]:3 du. C-^iTl^, r^-'-i da. fi'^Dl-': in the same way from risb

,

i'bi:. §.
325;' ~^a2y,'n*-iyp:;'i)."2) Vina §. 322: nbii:., Q^Via,

iziip'2 §.339 pi. rii)3p73; yet the o sometimes descends to u
before tlie new accented syllabic accord, to §. 48 , as p'm'J

{sweet, §. 322): Mp^n^:, t=-p^nT2; p^^-: {straitness §. 339^
fern. np^?it72; ^'^^^(f.'pl. r^y^y.^ '^). — 3) ::-n3: nn^n^

,

Q^i^nS; ^''^li: : un"-i"'yi; etc. Some willi i, which is leng-

thened from e accord, to §. 323 , may restore the e before
the accented postfixes accord, to §. 48, as ui^bi: : riubs,

1) Tliougli i-;'^ ""IJ ^loir is not from tlie msc. -i'-^ but from a sliorter

iioim '-i^"j .

2) III tlie same way pTii j iTip'i;, but never in moiio:i3lIabic ad-

jectives.

From 6'-J accord, to §.339: Xi'^ pi. tD"*-":?:?, -iSSi? p/.
t3i'ii;?3, whereas from '2'0'^fem. Ti-Z^^ QizD'a .

From "^yj^^ §. 322 c: JlV.iy , Q'^V:;^ ;
from Cj\v{ : il-rx. etc.

rarely is the vowel too much lengthened before the reduplication, as

p:2'J , tlp'Pi' or 'np'izy Prov. 22, 14. 23, 27, Concerning the abstracts

I^VmP InV"-^ '*l*o t''6 P^- fiiS!?D (.'lii'isions) T\''\7j'Z)Ti (.t^otleries) see

§. 329. — Othe^'wise « often fixes itself by such a reduplication in cer-
tain substantives: Q^V^j;,

, D^ZiZy , DT3t from 5;::, Camel, '2,'^-j idol,

••2T time, much seldomer in the more moveable adjective, as ^^:j2p

t:::3"iiL:p from -^p Utile i). The long u, on the other iiand, very rarely,

as niV-i^-| from ^^i^in r.eftle.

1) It is very doubtful whether an adjective or even participle in e

can thus hold the vowel : tZj^nna 2 Ivgs. 6. 9 migiit be part, Nif.

from j-)j^.

The fem. n~ §. 365 is only seldom atlaclied to conso-
nant endings here , and only in substantives. From forms
with accented a: fil}!^ beside n-ji: j> ; from forms with e:

^'}'}A ^^^^^ f^"0"i
^"-t •^)j and even' with shortened ^ (§.63):

n-^n..^ mistress froni '^^'23, accord, to §. 328 at the end,

^^^P: <^P^eeti Jer. 7, 18,
'

n53>N; truth for nr7:N accord, to

§.329 (cf. tljiTOx) which was iirst contracted into p:";n: and
then ^ always resolved, though the sound ^ is preserved
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quite slioii slill, as c, contrary lo §. 46 ; lastly, from forms with

6: 1~n'cp_ and n^bp incense, riVb"; accord, to \^. 329 , only

seldom with shortened u: n^n? from In'^lj^ro brass , i\\c(lual,

however, from that sg. C:\"Tdri3, the a becoming audible

again f. 64, and in n?2lU;ri deposit Lev. 5, 21 llie it has

still remained contrary to j. 63. — Some from 6'y forgetful

of their origin, loose the reduplication ; nbli/i from ^i?:i73
,
pL

still niV^?:, but the clu. is from thai .s^-. tlD^'iVii^a cymbals i

in the same way nili'^i! fn^'e and rbnu: or n^isn (a colour)

Ex. 30, 34 w^ith loss of the redni)licalion. — The n is,

however, most easily attached lo vowel endings, concerning

which see ^. 386.

1) Sncli a t'orinatioa shows that n"'.".'^ 'S formed from Jl^'l.^ ,
"ot

vice versa.

The foretone vowel is, however, nevertheless preserved ;586

in some cases: l) only very rarely in strong- roots, for the purpose of

distinguishing a remoter derivation and signitication in particular cases

:

in j;rii'j week pi. f-iT"3;u3 the a has established itself in distinction to

r\'TJ'2^ oaths from '-s'g. ";-;»,• ^iUJ , f"d in i3i"a3b"ii5 ihirdmann
,
LXX

rtunranu^ probably some i-emote derivation from the numeral ui^illj s"*^

as a distinction from iil3"'b"il3 third.

2) hi many derivations from weak roots, in which the form is too

sliort by one sound wliich it thus regains ( §. 206). Tiius substantives

with -'2 or -^ from 'J'y ^
the weakest roots: p^^, ti^'J, T]0''^ P^*

This is most remarkable in the substantives of the form

rtins §. 325 from nb roots, in wliich tliere are two forms, one

fuUer and older, the other more Hebrew. The 1 as third

rad. , namely, coalesces with the a of the second rad. in o

{a-ii), the n as ending of the fein. is then very easily attached

to tliis vowel-ending; and the first rad. in this constant

formation has a as foretone; miin middle Ex. 11, 4, but

witli sliorter, Aramaic pronunciation accord, to §. 50 n2j:3 Ps.

16, 5, ni:p, n:^3.

In the pi. the third rad. properly returns as semivowel

before the ending at : n'li'^a (as from the sg. riW2 Ezr. 4 ,
7

or m'i273
, ^ being changed into tlie more common '<

,
instead

of whicii also nN272 accord, to ^^. 97. iMore Hebrew, liowever,

is the formation from a msc. rf~, sg. ii;'': therefore , accord.

to §. 397, nbN, pi. m:73, imVi<; and as' the third rad. is

entirely lost in these, the" a of the foretone remains bciore

further accented postfixes, as if the power had been trans-

ferred thilher from the end, as ^^-^i:a, "inVN with suffixes.

In the same way from the words of relationship : riTiJ

sister, nrsn mother-in-law ^
pi. n^^n^? i^shorleued to mni^
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>viiliout a poiiiianent a bcfuie suUixts llos. 2, l). — r;"^i<

77iaul forms ils pi. n:r;72N , a gutl. Ironi the sound d iu llie

•v^". eslablisliing ilsell" anew in llie place of tlie lliircl rad. •

—

'I'he olher sliorlcned nouns ^^. 325 form tlieir pi. from the

shortened forms : C3''7:~ ,
'^!""' iji "wliicli a remains as mere

foreloue.

387 3) Tlie voMel easily maintains itself bofore gutt. ace. to §. 70 at the

end, even if only by means of the weak reduplication of the gutt. §.';120;

thus "i^ns youlli, pi. Qinns , '^HN onolher fem. nini^ ,
/'^- however

^^in^ 5 '^'''l'?' ti'ilS (/".^'/^'^O?
V'"'"'^

^^' D'^D'^np etc.
;

see below

§. 432 concerning some similar cases. In otiier cases the a also which is

only one syllabic removed from the tone, easily doubles a ti following it

in the same way and fixes itself more firmly: ^t:i'2 , t^N {I'ruther g. 324)

Those words of the form i^iniS wliich have assumed a firmer vowel

on account of j; as first rad., as "jTi^^Jt etc. §. 328, do not retain this e

before accented postfixes, but resolve it into the mo.st fleeting e,

t"'3''2N: ,
or rather, as that e is only more usual toward tlie end ace. to

§. 76, into the most fleeting a, as aiD^iN , G'T^Ct^ Jdgs. ]3, 14.

388 3. llie nunieruus stems which have a firm syllable

at the hcgliunng , elllicr a compound one, as -r^::"::, or

pronounced Avitli an immulabl}'^ long vONvel. as i:n/i5 §. 326 f.

*7j;;ro f. 339 ^). On account of the delay of the voice on the

immutable first syllable, the vowel of the last, although ac-

cented, is yet comparatively shorter, so that, being entirely

dependent on the tone, it falls away before these accented

postfixes §.41: nevertheless, if the vowel is only somewhat
strong ))y ils own power or by the force of the form, it is

Irequentiy retained, at least as a kind of forctone vowel;
immutable vowels remain of themselves. In treating, there-

fore, of the pai'ticular changes here, we shall speak only of

iJie different vowels of the last syllable.

1) There is, therefore, no furtiier change possible in the first syl-

lable, than that e. is easily changed with a gutt. into re ace. to

§.76, as n3-i:'2, pn-i"3 , Vb-JN pi- nT^:;'!-:, fj"?"") "3

,

'.<8a 1) e merely long by tone is tlie weakest, deepest vowel,
and regularly disappears, therefore, before accented postfixes:

thus 1) in nrns §. 326 and the other participles with e in

the last syllable §.351, as ti:inb , Cinb; lan^^o : fc-'SPD'^
;

diji^n^a: Q-^UJj^a^a (for the loss of the reduplication see §. 119);
the e only remains as foretone in Jem. which become subs-

lanlives, as IrTirc faithless one Jer. 3,8. 11. 1->~\}2l keeper
Cant. 1, 6 n"ibv a wonuiti in travail Js. 21. 3, llie abslraci

n^i^/in §.315; m the pi, rr-'j"':''-' deserts Dan. 9, 26,. n'bbiri
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ur nubbin fol{y ace. to ^^.360-, moi'eovei-, sometimes ])eFore

the liglilest ending ii~ in i)ause, as Js. 30, 30. 34, 9. Nali.

3, 2. iKgs. 14, 5 f. — 2) in the intensive forms §.330 e:

tri-iiaVN, 'CD'^^TJ ^), ^'^i^'^. from &VN, ^yj, ^iil^', the forms

dei-ived from numerals only retain tlie vowel, as C^'JlJVlD

children of the third generation. — 3) substantives with
-73 §.339, as '-\12'012 pi. 'oi^y^oiz, np.i72 /. hTj^n?: , nzm pL
ninsT^o, 'jtN?^ du. uD'^:T5<5?:; some however retain the vowel,
as ^y2ll2, ni'n?3p3. In the same way y'l'nsi? §. 347 pi.

uH-'i^'iTDi:. — e is immutable in the new abstract formation

-p^sn^r^.^ 339 cf. 113,^- §.329.

1) The reduplication is lost accord, to §. 119. KS^ throne, which

resembles them extenialiy, but is of obscure derivation, has so

completely lost the reduplicatiou before all accented affixes, that

it even forms Tt^^CS C'/'J throne^ as if there was no vestige of it.

5^172 §• 34T, a word of not very clear derivation, /)/. t:3i:,^i73

is an example of the vowel being retained by the reduplication of the

last rad. ; in tlie same way 'b?2~i3 §• ^^^ pi. E3"iVi'3-i3 'biiba pi-

The in- of the fem. is very easily attached to these stems with such

plia!)le vowels, so that we frequently find ninb ^) , niri!D72 , n'n^57

r.oV^lJ ^'so §. 345 (jJie act of felling from the inf Fiel^ Js. 6, 12.

r!:i!^''j (root 2i£!3), but always ratiier for substantives than for pure

participles.

1) The perfectly short pronunciation pi'lb'' ace. to §. 365 appears to

occur in Gen. 16, 11. Jdgs. 13, 5. 7; but as tiiis form is only

found where the second person is spoken of (Js. 7, 14) , the Ma-
soretes pointed it in that manner probably merely on account of

its resemblance to the 2nd pers. fetn. sg. ;::;i5i

,

2) a long by tone , on the other hand , is a stronger 390
more permanent sound which maintains itself in all formations

that belong here, as tsbiy : to-ir^Viy §. 327, 12^?: ^^1^p3
§.351, and is only very seldom resolved before the strong

ending ri^"", and indeed only the a used without power is so

resolved, as ni-!2::?72 Jos. 2, 7. 1 Sam. 14, 4 beside Di^ai^Ta

Js. 16, 2. Jer. 51,32, nrd'i.v; Ez. 27, 28 beside h^p^J-!2\'

~

So nuich the more frequently does this a, especially wiiere it is sonie-

\vliat shorter, maintain itself by reduplication of the last cons., as in

liie adjective §. 332 d-^SSyn, tD-^aSJiilJ, and §.333 njp'ip'n'?, n72-''J1N,

in substantives §. 338 ti"'ivn737D , d"'ipn'n73 , tli3N"ip;3 ,
'» the same way

£lir:u3N from i3p,s{ §. 319; Q^^ri^nri j '3"'^p.¥p_ 5- ^^4, ^-^zHpy
,

n "IBS' "ID and others of that kind ace. to §, 347.

But the p- of the fem. is tlierefore , rarer here than in §. 389 , al-

though ratiier fre(|uent nevertheless, as always ri73T72Ti* §• ^"^3, in subs-

tantives as ri'-t-b""; oiit^e 1 .Sam. 13, 22 for n72n'-J7i <i-'or, r.73nn •'^''^"
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ring acc. to §. 327, P'lL"^^ t''e dry land, scldomer in participles, as

n-::: ^'f- ^''<''- H' y- n^^-i-a ''«• Jer. 3G, 22. nsb'^L": i^f^f- 1 Kgs-

13, 24, From f^"5 acc. to §. 318 rxj^-^ part. Qal Cant. «' 10, rN;ui70

substantive; or acc. to §. 82 nXu" P'^rt. Qal Ez. 18, 4. ri<5-:3 ^'J

.

— riNt^n acc. to §. 365 sometimes t'oc ;-;Nt:n §• ^^^- — ^3X;)"2
business always so shortened from ^^^^J*;"-"- §• ^"->

391 3) o loug by tone , \vliicli is slill more prone to leng-

ihening according to its nalure than a . is ahvavs iiecessaril\

maintained before accented postfixes; we even iiiid rnbx'CN

with a weak o IVonx "5~'>I.;N §.319. If the o, however, is

compressed and weakened by the fern n~ ^^.365, il may fall

awa) beloie the strong ending of the pL, as n^pbn"; from

ripbri'^, rnbiibft from ribri^^^
if.
334; in which manner we arc

probably to understand the possibility of the form nic -):.";:

§. 390 also. Yel o maintains itself acc. to §. 58 in the most

ilceting o in tlDiVrq acc. to §. 85 from nbrq , uZj-i-isi: birds

from '"iiElw or an earlier fem. n^iisli ; and n'lrriS from nprs

§. 331. Reduplication of the last rad. in Q"^;3:33 from "jb^r. §• 332.

u is lowered into u before the new accented postlix acc. to §. 48:

j-;:it; part. jNif. ;;/. ni-'n; Lam. 1, 4 cf. §. 39T.

ic and i, as absolutely immutable vowels, do not belong

here. iNeverihciess, even they are compressed in some subs-

tantives by the allachmcnt of the fem. n~ accoid. to §. 63,

as rri'N mantle from ^^-N ^. 330, nt:,?;*:: jjiistress,
*^P,-''-

nurse from the part. Hif., ni'^'iiN a'atch of the /u'i^ht

from ri"i^7:";l3N acc. to §. 329. 112, and some abstract sidjstantives

wilh-?3, as n^3ip73 payment from r7'^^3U3)2; very seldom in a

common part. Hif., as r\jr:3'2 Lev. 14, 21. Est. 2, 20. Some
of these in which the power of the long original vowel is

slill active, endeavour to maintain its sound before accented

postfixes , as always in the pi. n'p'';"'': nurses.

392 The nouns in -an or on §.341 f. follow the same
rules with regard to their last vowel, as those Avith a or o

before the last rad. §. 390 f. : d and 6 remain; only in the

Je/n. pi. ni;73^i< (palaces, the derivation is obscure) from
'j'l^anN or rather from an older fem. n;72'^N. The longer

proiumciatiou with a as fordone, however, which was as-

sumed acc. to §. 342, ceases in the syllable which is now
the antepenult, and Ihei'cby the reduplication of llie 2nd rad.

depending on it, falls away also, as niinrt, r.irTn from sg:

jinst, 'jn'^Tn : rarely docs the reduplicatiou remain, as nT2h;an

K0I1V7, 29' ^). "

In the same way as to the last respect V'iiblli §• 334 ;>/. C"ipi;bi2,

or somewhat longer before the soft cons. D'^bHsSlS (<-'f- §• 339); the last
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vowel, however, is much shorter and disappears, u3'^wVn §• 34T, 7'/.

1) In some words of obscure derivation . a from -fin maintains itself

with reduplication of the nasal: ai'::'"?^ from Cj'b^N, r7i\i;ril3 a'lJ

tJiSTlJtnr, and di^:nN, D-^iDTJ* ^ro'n
X^^'^

^^^^
' )^^.^-

^'^'^

(root nin, properly.
>? a r:i

from '?i;n §.312) ^eTj^ wheel, in which

tlie a is sliortened even"^ without ending , from the influence of this

formation.

Vowel-endings, a) the sharp and heavy vowel-endiug
^^'^

-t of the adjective derivation §. 343 inaiutaiiis itself in the

collision with the following vowel, being changed into the

semivowel j , but remaining as a long vowel at the same time

ija m ijja §. 55 , so that from I'ln^ is formed rr^'nns? , tH" "1^^

(ai-ii-vL^s Am. 9.7), ni''"nn:j ^). The two f whicli come to-

gether in the msc. pi. may, however, also coalesce at once

la a single / ^^. 53: tn'^'nsy, tDiUJ^n. In tlie feni. sg., n~
may be attached to the vowel-ending at once , as rT'^iy

,

ni'niS?2 ; this is especially easy in substantives
|f.

344.

1) It is only in tlie later period that the language begins to separate

the two vowels tliat come together, by an aspirate, as t]'^N"'i^S'

or D^\;i~lN 1 Chro, 5, 10. 19 f. 2 Chro. 17, 11.

The still sharper ending -<-;« maintains tlie a, so that {3"l5^'^!l':J, niixVb

are formed ace. to §. 97, from i^riTj §. 343 at the end.

The vowels at the end, which still remained as foretone before this 391

-I, must disappear before the new accented syllable ace. to §. 63; thus

especially c, as 'if^wX "''^T^N §.M3 fern, ^'^'ipj^ (cf. ni'lTSN i" the

same way §. 344) ;"
inj^l'jo, iii<i?3 Moahite fem.^pl. ^^\^'^^_^^)2 yet the/e/ra. sg.

is rT>iNT7J beside ^;'nNi/3; ^simple o may be also resolved, as I'T^i
Sidon

i^^i;, /?/./em. nVi'lii 1 Kgs. 11, 1 ^), although it much rather endeavours

to maintain itself eitiier quite long or in a most fleeting sound, as ^'S'^y

Neh. 13, 23 from "jr^!^^ ""Sbi^. From "ji^iS (shortened from
'J^;;:^

ace. to §. 70) ^ii-;i3 /'/• D'lSS^SS Ijut also again 1^1•^'';3, which is

sliorter here, Js. 2a, 8.

1) The original ae (ai) returns here at the beginning again (cf. in

Arabic Saida) which is simplified into fin "j^i^i ace. to. §.49.213.

The Jem. abstract ending r^-^— §. 344 is always changed 395

ill the pi. , true to its origin, into m'"^7 . But a direct nisc. to the

ending ni~ is wanting, so that the formation of the /j/. lluclua-

tes : Ave find rii'pb?^ Dan. 8 , 22 as pi. from ni^V?? ^* merely

inlruduig into that original ni'^T instead of i; or tlie pi. is

so formed from -ut itself, that -ot is attached to u at once,

and the u therefore becomes a semivowel, as ni'iy ( '^^Z)

r\l~'J (ace. to §-55 at the end), a later formation. — troni
=•3*1 §.344 at the end pi. niN^'n ace. to ^.393, a late form.
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la llie same way the absiracls from li'b §. 345 wliicli

cml in llie same iiiaimer, hut whose furctone a is regularly
imimilahle ace. lo ^'. 386, as rviT, riT'b^ from n^"]' , rr'bT;

nvrn from n^:n or n^:n Jer. 37 /l6,

396 The f of the 'nh §. 324 iu tlie same way: •'^3, ^th?'
tTi'^ps, ni'p:; and the i here is even more strongly main-
tained against the endiugs,*as being from li ~ /, so that

contraction rarely takes place in llie pi. disc, as in the

sul)Stanhve l3^:u3 from "^ZX thread. — The ending in -u.

from — D also in the same way, but very seldom: niTipy

iSam. 25, 18 KHib from itc?
i^. 324 , to^^jp^q Ps. 102, 10

from njv",L; giping to drlnh ~ drinh , instead of whicli we
usually have i1|?u3 ^^,331.

1 from f;'^ after an immutably long, discordant vowel always

follows tlie formation of consonants , since it immediately becomes a semi-
vowel before the vowel: 1:1 "^^ §.324 ;n"^^bi5 , iD'^^b.T Jl^l'^'i or snT'bs "

-^ri32r §.331 t3.T3i: ;
n^Vna/acc. to §.

339
't3;'.^fe-2 pibs §.328 t^i^

(the Stat, constr. of which is i^^z l>'loje Jer. 38 j 11), 1^3 §. 318 pi.

I3"ii,1 g<^j'"^- Once ni'jj^"! witii reduplication of the last rad. as adjective

regarded from iri^^ Est. 2, 9,

397 h^ The ending InT" in the many nouns from f^ b disappears

entirely before these vowels ace. to §. 222, as Tipl §. 324

fe/n. iriD';, jdL 'zz'^Pl , ni^";; iibfi j. 326 fern, nbia""^), pi.

a^V' J
nib.i ; T.yj'o §. 338 fern. ^V^?-' P^' ""^"^"-^l?-*

^^ ^^

oidy seldom and in poetry that the sound e resists iu sucli

way, that it becomes i before a or o and is thus hardened

into the semivowel at the same time, especially in adjectives,

as n^'ns Jruitjul, T\'^^^']~ grai^idae from sg. ^"^.r;, feni.

^in > !^'^"- ^^'eeping Lam. 1, 16. The hardening into a

mere semivowel is rather Aramaic , as '~''JC'J Cant. 1 , 7 from

1) The form ri'^3 Gen. 49, 22 is rare and poetical. §. 365.

Feminines which are formed as abstracts at once ace. to §. 339. 341,

however, may always Iiave the ending ^1'— or p^i — ^ as being founded on

i as tiieir radical sound, especially on account of the resemblance to f. 344,

as iTi'^r^tn, n^ir^n ,
(prop. y//-7«7/e55, root jTiiji), n"i:in , r"''bpn,

The i of the ending of tlie pL msc. may, however, so

mingle with the original sound at (ae) for tiiis e, that the i

coalesces with the i of ai iu ci'i, so that only the sound i

is more strongly heard. This (in Aramaic prevailing) form-

ation iias only been preserved in two words in lleb., which
also only occur in this /)/. ace. lo §. 361: tz:";'":'^ lieaven

,

prop, from an adjective "-iz^ high , and C'^'n water from
^72 ^'.318.
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§' 398. 399. Numb. a. gend. etc. §. 400-401. Stat, c 953

ai-^1N»/2 u'ish-^s Vs. UO, 9 ace. ^o §. 390 is of a different kind, from

the sg. ^T5^:3 as from an i":? at tlie .same time.

Some of the j^'"^ follow the model of tlie ^'"^ here also : t]'^N73tD2 , 398
L3"'Ni!:'a!J r^- pari, ^'if. almost as if it was t]">/2L2i from Ji^-Ui the full

form b'N/^t:!!, however, is still often in [lanse^). — n^ 13 73 /"W as

feni. from Tlh'0J2 ,
the j>l. however still niNbD?^'.

1) In tlie same way with Gutt. even before snffixes TjTTTi 2 Sam. 14,

13 from n'^5 v. li part. Nif.

c) Tlie a of the fern. sg. is liardcued into at before the 399

vowel of the dual ending according to §.209, its a, however
is retained in a simple syllable as foreloue, cf. §. 41, as

fiJ^ii da. C'^n^sN.

2. BY THE STATUS CONSTRUCTUS.

As the Hebrew language has not advanced to the form- 400

alion of cases in the sense of the Indo-germanic languages,

tJie position and order of words in the proposition is so

much tlie more fixed and important. The principal peculi-

arity here is, that the noun whose idea only reaches its

completion and end in the words next following it , is also

more rapidly pronounced and more closely attached to the

following one, which relation is known by the ancient terms

status constnictas; whereas the noun without such relation,

used independently by itself, is said to be in statu ah-
soluto.

The cases in which a noun can be thus drawn over to 4ox

the Avord immediately following, may indeed be various (see

the Syntax); the principal case, hoAvever , is this, that the noun
by this means defines and explains its idea by the dilTerent one

of another independent noun, or, of a substantive; which is

the closest and most immediate construction in which two
nouns can be placed with regard to each other. Tiie first

is tlius hurried on rapidly to the second , for the purpose

of its necessary completion by means of that second one

:

this second one, however, which the speaker had already in

his mind when be uttered the first , become.s thereby depen-

dent on the first as the inlhienciug and ruling one, and is

subordined to il. The second, therefore, to speak witli

regard to our languages, is in the genitive, as "b.^/l ^^^
the heart of the king., although this relation of the second

noun as genitive is produced in Hebr. purely by this power
and arrangement of the two nouns , and Avould cease at once

if the lirst member, or ralher, the influencing [regens) or

connecting (Jungens) noun was wanting. It is only in tJiis
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close connexion tliat both form a higher whole as to tlie

idea as Avell as the pronunciation.

402 The second noiiu nia}' be eilher a common noun, as

M^'i?" -^^ > or a i^ronoun ; and indeed a demonstrative pio-

uoua, as riT il^b the heart oj this (manj, or a personal

pronoun, as i'sn? the heart of him or his heart, which

last form, however, although belonging to the same kind as

to the idea, must be specially considered ou account of the

suffix form \. 421 11". For the personal pronoun is the only

kind of noun which actually shows the subordination of the

second noun in Ifeb. externally also, since it undergoes an

inipo]lant modification of form: all other nouns remain un-

altered as second member ^^, and are only to be recognised

as subordined by the connexion. So much the more cha-

racteristic and important, therefore, is the pronunciation of

\\\G first woixl, or the formation of the status constructus,

which is regulated by the following rules:

1) It is different in Arabic, where tlie genitive lias also a peculiar

form.

4u;) 1. The first word wliich requires and attracts the follow-

ing one as its necessary complement , is pronounced more
rapidly, incompletely , so that the voice only finds its

|)erfect rest in the second. JMany shortenings are produced

by this, even in the consonants of the endings ^.414: Juil

the vocalization is especially alFected by this shortening, lor

all vowels wliich are either merely dependent ou the tone or

are lengthened by the tone , are liere reduced to the greatest

shortness; the most general consequences of which ai-e the

following: l) the vowels of the furetone in the stems dis-

appear entirely; a long vowel arising or maintaining itself,

as in the foretone, before the endings of the gender anil

number, is lost in the same way, as the e in S^:p.t from sj,'.

IpT. — 2) The vowel in the compound last syllable of the

noun which is merely lengthened by the tone of the "word,

is shortened, as d in 'yz'i , 'y2r\ . — 3) Coarse, broad end-

vowels are rather changed into sharp ones, as the e of the

i-;"b \^. 222 regularly into e, e.g. ^is-;, nirj?, riSp': stat.constr.

(Voni Jlv.!;? ^^p > ^?.p'^. Immutable vowels can never be

shortened : and even many of those Avhich are originally

muialde gradually resist shortening more, as particular ex-

amples must show
;f.

410 IF.

40i 2. It is only seldom however, that the word in stat.

constr. is carried over without any tone to the following

one, so that the very sliortest vowels may be sounded in

the last syllable (with Maqqef §. 1<S7); still more rarely does
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the first word adhere altogether to the second, as in the
proper name pa^;2 from l^ son. The last syllable usually
still retains a weaker tone , for which reason tlie toneless

vowels c and 6 cannot occur for e and 6, and the tonevow-
els remain very nearly as has been slated §. 46.

According to all this, an external distinction and sliortenintf is never- 405
tlieless not possible in e^ery word in .ttat. constr. , e. ^. in sliort words
with the shortest prommciation, as i'~i3, in; in words with a single

inmiutably long vowel, as Vip , V^--'? ^^ of two syllables with immove-

able vowels, as tD^V^ZJ §• 3:31. hi such, therefore, tlie connexion of

tlie sense and the living utterance can alone supply the imperfections of
the form. Only those forms which admit really seuaible shortenings must
be particularly treated of below.

There are some very remarkable, although \ery isolated 40G
and siightj traces of a iitiion-vowel or intennediate sound
(cf. \^. 301), which must have originally belonged to the stat.

constr. in more extended use. It is only found in prose in

first four books of the Pentateuch, and is even there very
rare; oftener in poets, although also more sparingly in the

older ones, and only immoderately in some later ones again

by innovation. Thus , by way of collecting all traces here
together

:

1) Most frequently i ^), in prose Gen. 31, 39. Lev. 26, 42 (cf. Jer.

33, 20); in earlier poets Gen. 49, 11. 12. Ex. 15, 6. cf. v. 11; Dt. H3, 16.

Js. 16, 21. -22, 16; very frequently Ps. 113, 5-9. 114, 8. 116, 1. Lam. 1,

1 ; this 1 as a soiiorons affix is also not so strictly confined to the stat.

constr. (v. especially Ps. 113, 8), although always in the middle of the

sentence. In Jer. 22, 23. 51 , 13. Ez. 27, 3 the Masoretes have not
acknowledged it, and have remarked it in the (>'// as superiluoiis. Be-
sides these, liowe\er, it has been preserved from the earliest period in

proper names, as '^|S"i?2i> (^people of God) 2Sam. 2, 1; Gen. 14, 18.

Jdgs. 1, 6, and in many prepositions (see beiow).

1) As i \'iz{t^'^\ inPersian, which has a mode of construction, on the

whole , very much like the Hebr. stat. constr.

2) Much seldomer o, in prose only irTirt from the fern. sg. ^^fy, ^(^~

animals Gen. 1, 24, copied from thence in the same word in Ps. 50, lu.

104, 11. 20. Zef. 2, 14. Js. 56, 9; poet. 132 son Num. 21, 3. 15, and

jater n^-^y^j fountain Ps. 114, 8.

3) e appears to occur in ^tj^ Js. 30. 11 beside nr'^ prep.; and the

variety in this vowel is, on the whole, easily conceivable, if we consider

that the original union-vowel was a , vvhicii afterwards split into more
sounds.

All these words have the union-vowel in the sg. with or without fe- 4(13
minine ending. And in fact for the most part with the great shortening

of the vowels which generally distinguishes the stat. constr. , as is suffi-

ciently proved by forms like iriNb'2 , '^n::23 (from nnar.), irT^H
,

ii''2'?J. Yet the vowel is found to remain iu the foretoue in some
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casfis as -rr^Z" P*- ^^0, 4, "^^-t-;; ^ "^nz^ . ^^ '* ^^ '^^ observed

generally tliat tliis iinioii-vowel (iiuls a place, not only in the strict stat.

csfr.^a relation of tiie genitive, but also iu any close connexion of noun.s.

Such a vowel is never found witli the ending of the pi. riT~. I^iit

tills i is entirely joined to the nearest ending of the pi. of and ahvnvs

connected §. 414.

409 The particular formations of the stat. coustr, are

:

1. Stat, const/', of nouns without ending of gender
and number, in wliicli llie following kintls are to be dis-

tinguished accord, to §. 379 fF.

l) The simple nouns of the first, shortest formation
cannot well be much shortened : T\?^. , "^nS > "^r.^ ; only rarely

is tJie chief vowel transferred to the second rad., by whicli

the pronunciation is certainly shortened, with gutt. namely,

ace. lo §. 319, as ly^S , "^inp ? ^lli ? -^I"'^)? from :>::;, ~ImD,

-I'ln; besides bi^l Roll, i , 2. 12, 8 from 5^-

.

1) In the same way "nnp 5iKgs. 12, 9 for the usual injin. const r.

rnp from ripjj §. 3o4.

From ri73 the shortening may be rV^ , from V^z , ^'^2
,

N'^.t: n^2, T'^. 1 N'a ; only ^n^^ .which maintains its T always

more as a consonant, is merely shortened into ^15' Ez. 28, 18.

Those from ::y"y and similar ones admit no further short-

ening", yet before jMaqqef we may have
~'ip_

Dt. 22, 6 accord,

to ^. 46 from 'jp. r/est, ""pn choq from pn.

From •'I if. 318, 4 17 regular lilve n'^a . From 1~rp st. c.

nia like the examples in ^. 403 , but ii2 is at once changed

to "^D . — The shortened v^ friend §. 318, 2 returns in st.

c. to its vowel-ending again, which change is also found
elsewhere, as the stat. constr. is partial to vowel-endings:

r-^'J^^ iRgs. 4, 5. 2 Sam. 15, 37 or more accord, to f.
403

rrj~\ 16, 16. — From tziq st. c. tnu; or ~au3 ; 'ja, s^. c.

]2 or -]2 sometimes.

From i>ni3 ^.320 st. abs. Ez. 27, 10, the st. c. shorter

5213 1 Sam. 17, 5. Js. 59, 17.

41^ 2) In all simple nouns of the second jormation \. 321-

25, the a of the foretone disappears, we even find yiS"j3

from ^inu3 week §. 386 (cf. also the du. S-^y^iu;); the a of

the accented last syllables, however, is «) still entirely sub-

ject lo shortening, as "iTlj^ , ^^'^ •' ^4"? >
'^^'7 • As the wiiolc

tone of the stat. constr. , however, is rather drawn back

into itself, the d which is thus left by itself is transferred

to the first rad., so that the very favourite form in3 ace. to

§.29 f. arises, as j^y and "j'tZJy from "jiuy smol'e. Very seldom
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is there a more definite form with e in the st. c, as laVn , ~]ib from 'zhu
milk,

'ji^''^ white, or rather, from the new formations ^'^)-i IS^ .

Tlie forms ins §. 325 often retain llieir cliaracterlslic e

in Ike same way, wliile the last syllable becomes toneless:

'ilD? Dt. 31; 16, :s'bi; or ybi: like ^ii;y, from 'i:d2, y^i; ; al-

though they may also lose the e as foretone : lan'b , '^Z'A'

/?) e is indeed first shortened to e , but this can only

remain so before Maqqef, as "V^N from b^N Ps. 35, 14,

Gen. 49, 12, and is generally changed into d ace. to §. 46,

^^ IP-T J 1-?^' ^'^p. ) ^'^f! J "^5^5 "I' instead, with carrying

forward of this accented vowel (which is much more frequent

in this somewhat stronger lorm, than in the preceding) 7}"^^
,

T"? J "I'l-?. » ^'l^. ? ^'^.'^.' IMuch seldomer does the e maintain

itself as long:' abn,'i2p.y Gen. 25, 26, n-:^ Ts. 27, 12; and
Irom bt-^i with the same carrying forward of the vowel "bv,

.

On the other hand e in all N"b accord, to §. 55: N'^'^, N?2p.

;/) o always maintains itself as a much longer vowel;
neverlhelcss "b"!-! g'dol with IMaqqef JNah. 1 , 3 at least in

tlie Q'ri and rin.n Avith gutt. from ~TSa.

From Jid;;, Mltp^ (ewrZ) .sif. C5. ^s-^ , nap accord, to ^'^. 403.

From the ancient i"!"*!) {field) with shortening of the di into

«e (as in §. 409) i-i'ip Pui. 1, 1. 2. 6. 22. 2, 6. cf. 4, 3.

The short words of relationship ^. 324 have still pre-

served i in st. cs. as a relic of a primitive vowel-ending, as

the 5^. cs. is disposed to end in vowels: ""isN , "'HN, ""-n*

On the other hand from T^ , t;i st. cs. ^i, ta^ without a))y

such relic.

The nouns with a prefixed "?: or "n from VJ lose the 411

foretone vowel in the same way, but have always an immu-
table vowel in the last syllable, as tDip73 , NilU, liClo in

stat. cs. LDTp:'3, NTi», nica . Those from 'fy have'a mutable
vowel in the last syllable, but the foretone vowel is often im-
mutable ace. to ^^.386, as ti:^», r|D?3 in stat. cs. 1^S>12, TjO^:.

3) Aouris with a firm syllable at the heginning \\2

f. 388-91 in which the end-vowels only are mutable: «) e

would be obliged , in the cases in which it is mutable ace. to

§.389, to be changed into e\ but this e becomes a. accord.

lo §. 46, or it remains as e, except w^ilh gutt. In the form
anis the e i. e. the very depressed sound here ace. to f. 326,

remains; examples like 'ilnJi Dt. 32, 28, and the proper name
n'^'llai-', are very rare. The e remains also in the other

particlj)les, as '2^)^12 ace. to §.351, 2. 274. The substantives

with ~12 however, have always the lighter d, as ^sca from
TSp':, before which the d, which is usually sounded in the

17
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first syllable accord, to ^. 33?> is so much the rather changed

to z accord, to §. 214, as the sound i (e) whichis ex-

pelled from the end, thus becomes heard again, as ys")'q,

yjTTilz , "i^-^J:: , n-^r: from yzy^ etc. ; Avhereas "n''?)^ from

TjXb72 remains, and "lip""^ liclorc gutt, , from. "^t;^:^. The e

remains only seldom : in nr^'^ (^'ey) Js. 22, 22 as a distinction

from nP273 (stat. abs. nri2?2) what is opened i. e. uttered

Frov. 8,6. — /j) a always becomes a, as Snp: from nnp3
part. Nif.y ^V-'J §-327, y_', r='^ ^. 330,"VD^rt §. 336,

-I2p7a §.339, also "nN*;:!: Jer. 28, 10 from "^i^ni: ace, to ^^.347;

only very rarely does it maintain itself in a substantive, as

]n''5 {gif^-y root 'jn:) Prov. 18, 16. — y) There is no trace

of the shortening of 6; a and t arc immutable, as always. —
IVom nViii, ^3p53 etc. accord, to §. 403 nVi:* , ripp'J ; N^^p,

i<*li?72 immutably accord, to ^. 85.

Tlie endings -an and -on f. 341 f. are distinguished ac-

cording to all this in such a way, that a is generally short-

ened, as
I':]:}

Lev. 22, 11, 'js'np^, 'jtibp , nevertheless tjb^N
(Avhose derivation is altogether more obscure) 1 Kgs. 7, 7.

12. F,z. 40, 7; but 6 maintains itself unshortened, except

ouce ""j"^"p. with IMaq. Ex. 30, 23. A foretone vowel disap-

pears, as -jTla:^") , 5^. c. iT^^;*;! , and the reduplication of the

second rad. arising ace. to f.
342 commonly ceases at the same

ume, as "lillST, p")!^^ from jT'iST. — In the same way
•J^73bn Dt. 32, 13 from UJ-^tiVn ^.347.

*'* 2. Stat, constr. oj nouns with the endings of number
and gender. These endings themselves for the most part

undergo some changes

:

ft) The ending -d of the fern. sg. as the broad and soft

pronunciation, is shortened to the sharper t/^ ace. to ^.209,

403. Where this n~ may be attached without the tone in the

stat. abs. ace. to §. 365, it is also permitted under the same
form in the st. cs. : nay this toneless and , for that reason,

shorter n~ is one degree more frequent in the st. cs. than in

the stat. abs., accordiug as the toneless attachment is re-

moter and rarer or nearer and nvjre regular in the individual

forms; for the stat. constr. is partial to every shorter, nu)re

retracted tone. Hence toneless ti~ prevnils almost universally in the

.tf. cs. from e in the last syllable of the stem, as ninb , ri::P;D"^3 ;
"^

is only preserved more constantly in many substantives, as rniN Gen.

37, 25, ri""in, ri^53 2 Kgs 3, 2 beside n^i:'3 . From a in the last

syllable of the stem, the sf. ct. has frequently tlie toneless n~, where it

is hardly beginning in the stat. abs. , as n";nb72 , rSb^^'O , rb'>i;"-72 ,

aUliough also the contrary, as riiijy (fern. siib.«t. from the adject,

^jr^jj oeger) Prov. 15, 13 beside niUy ^^^" •" the stat. ahs. once 10,
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10; nNip?3 ''^"'. cs. from nNia)2 or ^ixtJ'q ;
beside n:nr) (fi'om ^!3ri73

gift liom jri;) we find in later writings nri^^ for riSn'i at:c. to §,287
at the end. Ver)' rarely toneless j-|- from /, as in the part. Hi/'.

n'nSt73 Num. 5, 15. With tlie feminine formations in -it or ilt §. 344
the ^tat. cs. is not to be distinguished from the slat. abs. in tiie last syl-

lable J).

J) In Aramaic, and in some vestiges in later Hebr. , however, the -/

falls away from these abstracts in the xtat. ahs. , which must la-

ways remain in the st. t.s. see above g. 34i at the end.

l:i) The eiidiug -{in of the /?/. always loses its liquid

in in this shortening; but does not sound -/ as we w^ould
therefore expect, but ae, as "''ni^a from tninina. 'J'his ae i)

is a contraction ace. to §. 408 of a (from dm §. 208) and i,

and is in all probability the most original sound, just as

many other older and more original peculiarities have beeji

preserved in tlie stat. constr.

t) Instead of wlilcli the original -a'i is found Jdgs. 5, 15. Js. 20, 4;
the slat.cs. must, at any rate, be understood in these places, where
the Masoretes have i"7~.

As -ami , the ending of the da. , must lose its nasal in

the same way, and as the ai which remains is contracted to ae
ace. to §. 403 , the ending of the du. in stat. cons, accord-

iiigly is no longer to be distinguished from that of the pL

c) The ending ni~ of the pi. admits no shortening of

its firm sounds, so that the stat. cs. cannot be externally

distinguished in it; yet cf. below §. 430.

The shortening of the vocalization before these endings, 415

however, which, as far as it is possible, takes place un-

iformly before all, is as follows:

1) Simple nouns of the first formation §. 381 IT.: a)

in the feni. sg. H'2^12 : n5^?5 there can be no shortening

;

but m5^, M'^n j ^iN3 (from rf'b V. ^". 380) are very shoi't in

St. cons. : DiT^ , n?an , nNQ

.

b) The pis. CD-^ibn , tD'^'nnp, t3'''^33 ; niDb?^ , Jni^nq
,

nis'l.n all lose the d of the foretone; and as a vowel must

be assumed for the first of the two consonants which thus

become vowelless, therefore ace. to §. 66 a) « is most fre-

quently assumed in the forms with an original a er e : "''^.^p •

"''ins from '"'ip , *iri.5; only the forms with an original a
often maintain that sound firmly: ""^Vl? ''.-.'Ip.? Mi^'^i, espe-

cially witli gutt. as 'UJwN ; also sometimes iluctuating: '^ih'] .

""ib-^ Js. 57, 4. Hos, 1, 2. — /?) but an original o must al-

J7 *
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ways relurn again: """liSS ,
*^""p

j "'"'r^lH'' ' '^'^-'^V
-^''*^ com-

pound syllable thus arising, however, is ahvays a loose one
i^cxcepl a very few examples Cant. 8, 6. Dt. 3, 17 1.)

Wliere a medial j.^ retains tlie stem-vowel in tlie pi. §. 382 , it re-

mains in part unmoved in st. const., as '^iN't , TNn, f""^ '" P^r' the

orijjinal h'ghter pronunciation returns again, as riT"lNZ from PT^iStS,

'-^NS from t'^'^NE , "^rNr Cant. 4, 5 and "<7:Nn T, 4.

From Qi'ip-^n
, t'^'^T^J , t3"'pT4J (p^'>^") *''^ •'^"'- <^onstr. is always

''i;"'n , I'^iuJ, ^zrc . In tlie same way from N'^;, stat. cs.pl. riTN'^A

Ez. as, 8, but in the stat. obs. n^"N3 ,
^ "*^* stronger formation for

niN'a which liad fallen together in n^NT, (.Ez. 6, 3 K^ti'b) the a of the

/'/. again intruding and the Jod becoming mute.

From s-^'-iN , tD-^-^^rj: , m'li'^^p^ ^'f- "• -^^-iN (?), n'-^-Vs , ""^.i^r-j

T\Tj^P ,
l^ut frequently witli elision of the semivowel ipV

^ riij;!";, rri"p
;

yet. the a of tlie //. or (fa. also resists this loss in many instances, and

maintains itself in st. cs., as I'^tib ,
^"''13 ^f- §5 286. Those which have

already lost their last rad. in the 5^. remain short iu the stat. cs. also.

as 1-^3, niN3 from D^iTiJ , niNE; "^inNS from the du. D>n5<E ; ""ZZ
,

r^rV" ^^fof.'cs. ninb".

The a of the stat. ahs. sometimes maintains itself before f^ ace. to

^". TO, as tNiCn Ez- 23, 49.

Sometimes from ^'3 resolved: i?j722>, "'Ppn poet.

J] (J
2) In llie simple noitris of the second formation the

vowels lengthened by the lone should disappear, they how-
ever, partly inairilain themselves against shortening: a) d as

the lightest and nearest vowel here, is always resolved, as

r]"'"i'9'^, ^P^'is;, "Tpl^ ill '''?.^:> '"ip.l^i , nipni? . — b) e is

partly ' shortened : C^'sp..!, ^rpT ; ~^5? / J^^^? ; J^'i'^ri.'? > ''^'n^?
;

and partly maintains itself: ni:;.N , "'":;. u3 , "^iicr! ; n^'^s , rniD"is

putid jNeh. 2, 14, at the same lime as a distinction from

nD'i2,ni:Dnz blessi/tg ; '''n'o'o and in;: t) Js. 24, 7. Ps. 35, 26.

But in the abstract form ~i:~i.t: ci biiniing
.,

!i3.:a theft ace,

to §. 329 the e is as to its origin immutable. If the first rad.

must assume a vowel ou account of the falling away of the

<i or 2?, i is the nearest then; rarely does a return: "'Ers,

ni2:T from p^^ , 1:t
;
yet a also appears as nearest vowel if

i is lost: ni^'bi: from i^bi:, ni::>b:^; nr:"iu3 from nirinuj. The
(•omi)Ound svllable which thus arises is nowhere found as a

close one; nay we even find ^zyj from i:i' , and others of

that kind §. 172. — c) o is not at all shortened.

i^ii^r) which is constantly found from stat, abs. Ctibs or Qi^'^Vs

ci'. §. 32'S only proves tiiat the \*liole power of the word is more com-

pressed into itself in the stat. cs. Yet n^'^Vi: always forms ncbs
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From M.'jX'd 6t. cs. r\^^v5 , but from o'?:r;2, Tihii,^ sL c.

D'zrjz . n^NlIJ; e, as a rattier longer souiul liere, eiuleavouring

to (tistiuguisli itself in this way also from a. The pL how-
ever is ni/:r;2 from nT7:ii2, as the ending -at is stronger.

From n"b .' '^?.'?j ''V^ y f^Ts? from sfat. ahs. tn"'C"; , tj"'T/2,

niS)";, sg. M5". It has been already shown \^. 386 that llie a
of the pen\ilt of abstract forms like ri";"'5?3', nir^

, nibN endea-

vours, on the contrary, to maintain itself immutable ii\ the p/.;
in the sg, however nii^n

.

t3';':\U heaven st. c. "^J^ip. In the same way accord, to

^^. 397 £DV3 water st. c. "la , or '^l^yz, Avith repetition oF the

whole of this word which had become almost too small.

§. 206.

3) Stat, constr. oj nouns wliich have a firm syllable ^^'i

at the beginning , cf. ^. 388 ff. : «) e disappears in the few
nouns which have it in stat. abs., as ni^^in , riiT0p3 fron»

^^i^^n , ni^W'i?^ ^). Many feminine formations with prefixeil

~7a however, maintain the e immutable as abstracts \^. 339, as

n5-:.il?5 , r^^S'^ {cast, root 7]D;) nD.;\73 {blot-v, defeat, root ;^:;3)

Zach. 14, 15. — ^) a is shortened in all participles, fre-

(juenlly in other forms also, as '^'^bi', "'b^^^i §' 327. 336,
''SSU:?^ , 'SU3l73 , m"nuii>a ^^.339, but it also resists being lost

entirely in many words, even in cases in which it always

suffers itself to be shortened in a compound syllable (ace. to

§. 57), especially frequently in the intensive forms §.330, in

which d strongly denotes the agent, as "';.'^1 ? "'^"J'^
J^- '^5,

16 ^), and also in many substantives with ~72 or ~n from
weak stems (ace. to §. 206), as "'^.S» 2Kgs. 12, 8, ^?.1373 ,

>u3'ni72 , ''laujnn and ''1^>:73 , in which the a comes from the

abstract §. 339. a is most easily retained before fc? ace. to

§.70, as always in the substantives "'^("jpTq , "^i^xrJ , "'^i::i^<.iw

from Q^N^^rii: {^ifff^pring, formed ace. to §. 334 liom NTi: =
NiJi to sprout). — ;') o is not shortened, except in mb5;pN
from "bbi^N , in which, however, there is only a weak o

ace. to §.319; and n:n3 §. 331, pi. m":Pi3 is shortened into

n:!n3 , m':n3, the short primitive form returning again, Gen.
37,' 3. 23-33'. 3, 21. Ex. 39, 27. Ezr. 2, 68. Yet o is some-
times lowered here to d ace. to §. 48, as ^p'pii:?^ Js. 45, 3

from p'7:t:?3, ti'^ibp^q , mpnrrn from pin'}.

1) In the same way ni:? from ^,-iy ,
root >7^i §. 354.

2) n^niUJ cf. §. 342 nt. , -i-ii^ri: ace. to §. 347 lor i^NTii ,
l>ot!i

of quite different derivation, form exceptions of themselves.

From i^'^t^ti or more commonly rKi^M ace. to §.390, st.

constr. nU'Ljn for nNt:n ace. to §. 82, ///. in the same way
mNiiin. From rrri^bT: ?. 390 st. cs. r^^tV- for r-irsN.b^ . in
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the pi., iiowcvei', mbtiV: remains uu&hortened , because N is

AvitiiouJ a lull vowel.

Yvoin H"- ; ''\:,z from tr*05:, ^g. tlh^^ elc.

418 Tlie a of the stem-ending -an may moreover be sliort-

cnetl, as n-:;";bi< Js. 9, 16, m":-V>p 1 Cliro. 28, 16; but is

also iiiainlalntHl , us n"i:2~)p Lev. 7, 33 in some edill.

From r"i-:* §. SOS'stat. cs. ni'i", the a being treated

as mere foreioiie. — On the oilier hand, tlie a remains in

the fern, obslracls in -ii , -lU from !i'b ace. to I. 345 as im-

ninla])Ie in atat. (}«, , als.o , as n^tri, n":n Ps. 49, 4 and in the

419 AVherc the stat. oh-i. assumes reduplication of the last

consonant of the slem §. 383 ff. , it regularlj^ remains in the

st. c.s. also; ueverllieless, from tl^&^ marsh pi. t^'^'^JN ace.

10 §. 383, bill in sL cs, still shorler ''"^t< . Sometimes too

llie reduplication establishes itself only in tlie staf. cs., as

t:D"'"2i;, St. cs. "'~?p2 as substantive honourable ones ^n
nobles, nol as jKU'ticiple.

3. BY THE -— OF IMOTIOA.

420 The only and very insigniiicant rudijuent of the form-
ation of cases consists in the allaclimcnt of an -d as a de-

monstrative particle, to denote tlie effort to attain an object,

the direction or motion towarils a place. This formation is

used quite sensuously in Ilebr. and as a very w^eak and soft

one, onl}' to express the direction towards inanimate objects,

as iirjiz^; towards the house, olzonh; it cannot be used of

persons at all. Moreover, this formation is only added to all

the preceding ones as the last, and, in itself, is caj>able of

being affixed to every gender and number, as well in statu
absolut. as in stat. constr.

This last vowel-ending is very loosely and weakly at-

tached
, which is much more sensibly observed after the long

vowels in the noun than in the verb §. 293. This « is,

therefore, generally quite toneless in the noun, and every
long vowel remains unaltered in the last syllable, as njh'fiiJ

towards Samaria, Ji^^jn towards the mountain. A short

accented vowel is , indeed , carried forward , if it can be easily-

done, as lr!?3ST23 from t=iS;>p ^.319 cf. ^.131; but continues

unchanged, if it cannot be carried forward, as ^;r;.T 1 Kgs. 2,

^''^
^ -^Iv ft'oni "^~ (root ~\-\ri] with weak reduplication arc.

lo ^^. 124, and hardly disappears if a firm syllable goes be-

fore, so tliat , afler so finn beginning, tlie tone may fall
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upon the d at the end; hence this fluctuation, fT^al^ or

iTnii:.-}?^ from the stat. cs. ^z']^ ^ tD'^N: ri2-73 Gen. ^28/2." 5. 6,

in which both tones even come togeiher, the e of the st.

cs. also being maintained in its original shortness ; in others

like fib^o^S the tone remains forwards. This vowel-ending,

indeed, absorbs sliort toneless vowels ace. to §. 60, the pre-

ceding vowel remaining accented , so that the form ins in the

loss of its last e loses the first also ace. to §. 127 and re-

ceives a again, but in other respects the connexion of the

syllable continues quite loose, as i^ii'HN , M^np , "rj"!^)

iia-^Tp-yijrt [toward Jieaven) , nni": , from'yiN;, l^"])^..! rnis
,

ni'g ; ri'iS'Til and nbrri* have the' tone at the end, as the o

and gutt. resist, except in stat. cs. Gen. 18, 6. 19, 23. 24,

67: only in J-;2i3 southwards has the connexion of the svU-

ables become close. — The ending a of the jem. sg. is

changed before tliis vowel into at ace. to \. 209 , as nn'n'^

from iT^72. This vreak «, however, is not often attached to

other endings; hence also it is not attached to the 5^. c. pi.-,

nor between noun and suffix ^. 421 IT. Nevertheless, we
find riE'q as particle downwards .^

from T^X^Il inclination,

root iiu: ^) and "rh'jy^ upwards from nb>;73 ascent , root

Wo"J ; cf. also f. 74.

1) Because it could also be shorteued to 1^72 i" •'''^^ of need, cf

§. 290, c; and ^^-72 a lifting up Ncli. 8, 6 for nbi-'TS ,
*''^ * ^"^

It which disappear at the end , beconiiivg audible al the begioDing,

cf. §. 2T5. ///. 1.

View of the nouns.

I, View of the nominal stems and especially of the par-

ticiples and infinitives as a supplement to the verbal

pardigms.

II. View of the nominal flexion. Those vowels wliich

are marked with * here are only formed after infallible

analogy.
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I. Nouns of the first formation.

I. From slroris nouns.

1.

5g-
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II. Nouns of the second formation,

and those that resemble ihem, as !:3ip?3 , root tZ]ip
, §. 385 ff.

I. From stroiia uouns.
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III. Nouns with a permanent first syllabic,

cf. f 388 IT.

1. with e in llie last.

ims Dyj v_^,2-6 N-i.p

d:^T 'Jiz^^ Nnp
sg. m. ^)

- - si. c.

])1. m.
- - St. c.

1 SfT f

- - St. c. rii^;ip

2. - - u. St. c. niinb n"j^t n:?7:'';u

1. pi. f. nhyin
- - si.c. nh;Jiri

2. - -u.st.c.mhns ni^^T

In the same way "^^y and all participles in e.

^) t3^ §-318 Jii-jj , s^ny §. 384 follow the

formation of tlie last syllable.

2. with a in the last.

r--

^r^

nni3
nop 3

inn 5 3

n:anp3

mi3np3
mhnp3

In the same way all participles in a,

') ''^ §. 324 follows the formation of tlie last syllable.

From !l"b: 1"^'^^-,
!^?.i<'^ . S^^.'l'^, whose last syllable is like i";?.^ No. II.

' n7:nn

nrbD'^rr

nY'b:3irT

nr;2\:;"2

Nouns in

^13 73^.^

i3nDT

IV. Adj. in 1—

.

t3'.^i3

""~>1D3

nV'^5:

or

tD"^-ip3

ni-\63
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in. NOUN WITH SUFFIXES.

J. This is, according to §.402, a peculiar kind of the 421

connexion of a noun in stat. constr. willi a following one,

in >vlucli tlie jiersonal pronoun, as a dependent little word,
is always closely attached in an abridged form and coheres

with the stat, constr. as a single word. The shortening and
altachmenl of these nufpxes is, on the whole, the same as

ju the verb §. 300 if., only with this difference, that the suf-

fixes are nuich more extensively, and, therefore, also much more
ijniformly shorlened here , and are more firmly and closely

attached •^). The intermediate or union-vowel, where there

is a full vowel, is e; the several suffixes accordingly are:

1) Hence, in contradistinction to the verb, the intermediate nasal

sound -n §. 306 is also wanting here , except perhaps Js. 23 , 1

1

cf. V. 14.

1. In the third person: l) s^. msc. usually i", or some-
times written Vt Gen. 49 , 11. Nali. 2, 1; rarely fuller ^^T~
Uen. 1, 12. — 2) fern. sg. J^T, sometimes written ti~ i.e.

with loss of the guttural pronunciation of the Ji , it is then

to be read a only Lev. 13, 4. Nu. 15, 28. 31; without Rafe

Js. 23, 17 f. Nah. 3, 9; hence in late writers even written N—
Ez. 36, 5. — 3) pi. t:2ti~7 only antique, and in pause tljJ^Vs

2 Sam. 23, 6, otherwise always i3~t", in poetry also T^~ ^).

The Jem. only rarely "jlrt— with a consonant at the beginning

and with the tone Gen. '21, 28. Js. 3, 17. Ez. 16, 53; 1i-p~
antique, in pause 1 Rgs. 7, 37. Ez. 16, 53; Mi" Gen. 42^, 36.

Ru. 1, 19, or with the short vowel of more common suffixes

Jl2~~ Gen. 41, 21; most frequently the perfectly short 'J~.

1) It is hardly to be denied that this 'V2~ is sometimes equivalent

to tlie sg. mac. (lob 22, 2. Ps. 1 1 , 7. "js. 44, 15. 53, 8); the

longer and rarer form was also gradually so attrited, especially as

the i— of the sg, appeared to exist in it. Tills is also only found

with very little words, as with the preposition iq'^ for y'^,
IT

2. Second person. 1) sg. msc. "r^y , rarely, and chiefly

with short words , written M^T" Ex. 13, 16. — 2) fern, sg,

usually Tj~ (concerning '''D~ see §. 302), only in pause some-
times' 7)—' 3s longer Ez.'23, 28, and 'n'D~ Nah. 2, 14. —
3) pL 1:1:2—

, Jem. 'jdt- , rarely J132t- in pause Ez. 23, 48.

3. First person, l) sg. always shorlened to "'"jT with ex-

pulsion of the n. — 2) pi. =i;~; in pause also longer ^3~
lob 22; 20. Ru. 3, 2.

II. The pronunciation of the suffixes must, indeed, also adapt itself 422
to the endings of the nominal forms, and therefore varies especially ac-

cording to the vowel-endings of the nouns: nevertheless, the endings of

the nominal forms are not so various and different as those of the verbal

persons, so tiiat only a less important variatiou of the suffixes is produced
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here I)y tlieir mixture witli tlie vowel-endings. The general laws that

regulate it are the same as in tlie verb §. 30i f.

423 in. Ill this union of tlie two words, the noun is always
in the stat. constr. bel'ore tlie suffix, and we should liave lo

repeat here all that has been said §. 400 IT. on the pronun-
ciation of the noun when in st. cs. : a certain difference may
nevertheless exist, inasmuch as the suffix has less influence

and weight than an entire, more independent word, and is

inseparable, as to tone, from the word with which it is

united. For that reason, therefore, some stress and delay of

the tone may fall back from the suffix upon the stat, const.

and the vocalization of a noun before the suffix in general

beconie , where it is suitable, fuller and ' less hurried than in

the strict stat. constr. i. e. before a new, perfectly indepen-

dent word. Particulars of this variation are as follows:

424 1. Noun without ending of gender and mnnher witli

sujjixes^ and first, the noun ending in a consonant as the

most frequent ending. The principal thing to be considered

here is, what sort of vowel there is in the last syllable of

the noun, cf.
:f.

60 If.:

1) An immutably long vowel remains unchanged , and
suffers the appoggiatural sound to be distinctly heard with

the last consonant, as "^XSp^, "^Trp/i i^P'rp from uip^ (enemy)

§.324, 'r^-^^'D.h, ^2-p'^'2h from' y^'inb garment ^^.328. — ki

the same manner the vowel remains firm before the properly

double consonant at the end (cf. §. 308) , as from cy , ^7:

(for 112), u3N , Vb, are formed n'-oy , I'-a , I'iiN , iVs , all ace.

to §. 46 f. , beside ''VJ also ''VJ my pride ^ the appoggiatural

vowel, however, is only audible after a, as '^^'Z'J, ZZ'zzii,

but becomes mute after e and o , which do not then change

their radical sound, as tDS'i'N your Jire Js. 50, 11, Tjprj

thy law from e;N
, p'n

;
yet they can also suffer the redu-

plication to be audible, as '^3^{ , t3p73N always, from C^:
rtiother^ i^'z\'z .

425 2) An unaccented or auxiliary vowel disappears, the last

consonant before the accented endings being carried over to

the following syllable; by whicli also the appoggiatural vowel
always becomes distinctly audible, as from "573 : TSb'^

,

!33Vr > 1^'^??? ^^^V^j fi'oni -ino : ''-^nD, from -!2> n'-ic!: .

The pronunciation of such nouns of the first formation before

the suffixes, therefore, is precisely the same as before the

ending of the fhn. 'r~ §. 380 f. Nevertheless, the broader ^^

is somewhat more frequent here for i, especially in roots 'nb

ace. to §. 275 not. 1, as '^"'i'iJ , ^^"^^S ; in these, and some-
times in others also, for the most part before the appoggin-
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tural vowel, as "^^.p^,, '^si^p. Ps. 85, 8. 38, 2; but very

seldom besides, as den. 21,' 23 and in Ti53 ; ':i'i^3 from n^2

before, Avhich has worn down to a preposition. It is very

seldom llial the first syllable also is not closely compound
;
as

in ii^z from 153, garment.
From nr3,'''T::^_ : ini73, '^ni'73 , 'iT'i?, but ibi:^ from "biy.

The «e is reduced with particular ease to i here, as Ti^.^y

{Ins colt) Gen. 49, 11, 'in-'u3 Js. 10, 17, rdi'-i Dt. 25, 4 from

n-jy , nyii; , u;-;"!; yet, on the contrary, the original sound

is also once preserved in the st. cs. , as lUJ"''^ from "ilji'i

.

From gutt, 3rd. rad. '^S12p , tz:35>?2U3 , '^^^^D , as every gutt, not

excepting N , always receives the sliortest « as the nearest and easiest

distinct vowel instead of the indistinct appoggiatural vowel.

Particular instances of the resolution of the ^'^ before suffixes,

where the vowels are prone to be broader tliau usual : 'i'^'^'2 ^ f5b;"»

froRi "^li:, ^.T • with ^^ H"^.'^"^
^^"** ^' ^' tS'^'^!^ ^^"* ^*' ^ ^^^^^

"lizj, "nrt.

3) Those vowels of the last syllable which are only long 42(5

by tone^ are shortened , or maintain themselves as foretone in

the same manner, on the whole, as before the endings of

gender and number §. 384 if.: the consequences, however,

may be different here according to the nature of the nouns

themselves

:

a) The vow^el is, for the most part, so fixed in its place

that it cannot go forward : thus in all nouns of the second

formation 1) ; moreover, in those which have a firm, unchan-

geable vowel in the first syllable §. 388 If., and, on the con-

trary, in those wliich have no syllable whatever before the

tone vowel, jz, 'z:^^:. Their vowel disappears, or remains as

foretone before suflixes w hich begin with a full vowel , as "i^i"^,

^'pi, inns, inzr^, i-isp?: from ^i'^ , 'jpT, nnb, n^t^o, ^^^12,

precisely in the same way as the plurals C^lll etc. §. 385 IF.,

but also "1:2 , 1?2U3 from ):i , tziuj , although their plural is

ti"^:z , m'72'll3 . The vowel thus remaining as foretone also

maintains itself before the appoggiatural vowel of the lighter

suffix *:]— in a simple sjdiable ace. to §. 62, as '^^^"7? .T^it^'^'

"Ti^i^T, but must be reduced to the short sound before the

lieavy Spf , as in the stat. constr. sg. §,410-413: tii)^::T
,

CiD"}3p7a , CZil^p , tnrDnztp , and from e there remains a in

the titat. cs. u-D:p\, tDlZ'nSTr; from the zV//. 7///". with shorter

pronunciation f'.z. 21, 29. The c, which falls away before a

full vowel, imist remain before the mere appoggiatural vowel,

but very seldom as a ace. to §. 45, as tZiDD'^lJia Am. 5,11
from the inj. Falel ace. to §. 234 and 107 , and with second

rad. gutt. ^SlTTJ* from the part. act. ^^.326. Js. 43, 14. 2Chro.

20, 7. it usnally remains as the soft e, as "^bp'S from '^p"^ ,
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root Vp3 §. 339, S^^JSTtl from the inf. Nif. Ez. 21, 29; or

lastly slill weaker as z, especially belore the heavy CD", as

rj'b'^.n , ti::3b~a fx-oui the inj. PI.. Jos. 3, 7. Js. 1, 15; '^:2»*^.ir
,

{Z3p3rib from ihe part. act. Qal;
T^p;; , "^r-. ?

^^'^ fromu;;,
^2." From 1^, C3T f. 324 "i""!^, ^':|'i^^,' ^73^ ,' but QD'T';, t=lp.72-,

as i or e intrude instead of a as vestige of the lost third rad.

With guit. ace. to §. 308 ^nVr , tzp-Vi, ^npra, '^N'^.z-

(from the inf. ISif. Ez. 28, 13) in vdiich e exists originally;

on the contrary '^Niri?: 2 Sam. 3 , 25 , CpNnia Gen. 9, 2 r::;

1) Some of tliose excepted which carry the vowel forward in slat. cs.

ace. to §.410, for, in that case, tliey may ace. to §. 425 form I'^^Vllw

from yb2w Stat. C5. of i>V\i ^ t332 2y Kz. 36, 8 from jn^y at. cs.

of jri::^ branch. On the contrary in^b from Sib, st. cs. i^b .

6) The more jnoveahle vowel, not firmly fixed in its

place, f?iay be carried Jorward to the consonant at the he-

ginning ivliich is without a firm vowel, so that this form
becomes like the one described

f. 425 , except that closely

shut syllables cannot arise here , because the vowel hardly

moves forward. Thus a) in the few substantives ^. 319, as

^4"^, "I'^SI , t:s;^j "i'^pllJ ; the vowel is firmly fixed in "lUJ'^S

Jer, 51, 34. Substantives with o have this heavy sound double

also, ace. to f. 58 : ^^L'op^^qu-toh'kd from Sbp; blow Hos. 13, 14
;

^^'op^^ qo-toni {my liitLe finger') 1 Kgs. 12, 10; ib:3,"5^ Ez. 26,

9, [bejore him) from b^p Aramaic = b^p ; some read "'^^p,

ibiap , Tbzp with rcduplicat. of the 2nd or 3rd rad. by way
of supporting the short o more easily. — ^) In the inf. Qal,

as iri23 : r^SptT Gen. 19, 33. §. 66, from 'jinir^rrrn, yet also

t:jp;:n before the heavy suffix Js. 30, 18. The o is much
heavier: it is carried forward, as iins , "^^^3? rarely "^^Dt >

with gutt. 2nd rad. T]bN:^ , !l3ppN73 ^l 162. ~V'2\l3 , and so with

N as 3rd rad. QpNjia ace. to
i^.

73 ; but it also remains in its

place before a mere a|ipoggiatural vowel, especially before

lDP", as '^pri3 , 'Iv^i'^ 1 Sam. 15, 1, Spins, and hence eveji

maintains itself twice in both places ace. to ^^.58 Dppnp Ut.

20, 2. — y) very rarely in another infinitive , as ap")En
Lev. 26, 15 from ^Drj, tDpl?^7 inj. llij. root "ilD , as the

reduplicat. may cease ace. to §. 424.

426 Trowel-endings : a) a few words in -i , viz. "^p stat.

^ cs. from rip
i^.
409, and the words of relationslilp -ipN

i'.
410.

This i unites with the t of the suffix of the first pers. sg., "'p,

it absorbs the tuiion-vowel so that the simple syllables of the

suffixes become toneless, as ':|'^p, ^a**!: , and the e of 7]~ in

the same way, as rj'^p, and is attached to those suffixes which

have a consonant at the beginning by means of that conso-

nant, as rr'S , £2rT^3 , although we also often find "i-'D for ^liT'!?,
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t]io vowel u coming iu contact witli the / and becoming llicicbj

a semivowel; still more I'cgularly the longer T^5N. II" the tone

remains on this ?', then the a of the first rail, also remains in

the words of relationship as forctone , as "i^N 7ny Jatlier,

The nouns of the first formation "^SU: , "'b^ ,
'^'13 §.318 follow the

consonant formation ace. to §. 425 , as the stem-vowel , according to the

general formation of these noiuis , appears again witli the first rad. , and
the third, therefore, becomes a semivowel before every vowel or appog-
giatural vowel i. e. before all suffixes, as "^ilad, ~"^3UJ, 1"'^''^, D"^^'*23,

Tji^'Ly 'TT'iblS iDD'^^S ; y^^ sometimes before the heavy suffixes t!3"iiau3,

Qn"'S5 according to the vowel formation.

I)) The ending nT" from rib is treated much in the same
way as in the verb §. 310. It may indeed be lost before

any suffix, as ^b-n , 'r^bi from tlb-i ; but very often, and still

oftener in the noun, according to its nature, than in the verb,

is e preserved as a vestige of the origiiial sound. And because
this e (prop, ae) agrees with the ending of the stat. vs. pi. itccordingly,

these words have not unfrequently , and especially where no obscurity

can arise from it, precisely tiie same suffixes as the pi. §. 428. Most
frequently e remains before the longer sufl'. , as t^T^J^TD ^^'^'V cpjiearance

Gen. 41, 21, t)5;pa , Qtli^ptt your, their lund i)t~. 3, 19, fcri'^iSp

tlieir end Ez. 33, 2. QJiitSlD ixoxapart. Qal Js. 42, 5; very often also

^!^~i vJT"; ^* ^i^^.n^^ 5 ^J^i^p ^) J
even ^''t)^;^ '^w ^"ork precisely

as in §.428, 1 Sam. i9,'^4, lr;inr;73 fro™ the jwri^Pi. Hos. 2, 16. Js.

22, 11; lastly, sometimes with the suffixes of the second pers. sg., as

Tji;p'D tJty herd, 'Ti"'y"l 'A^' friend, 2 Sam. 12, 11, fern. ^i^-iTj

thy face Cant. 2, 14.

1) In the same way ri^ii;'^ Jiis friend, although it is usually short-

ened sj'-i ace. to §.318, :ii-|i''l!0 ^^'s acquaintance from y^73

,

shortened from J-i^-'i^ prop, jriendship.

The short ^I'l) f. 318, st. c. Tit), resolves the last sound
e into the corresponding semivowel y' before suffixes, so that

irJ^iip or Tit5 is formed ^). On the other hand 'y^'i from i~.

2) Just as ni"'D may Jje also formed as pi. from j-[2 ,
although we

more usually find ni'S , tZD'^D from the pronunciation 13 .

2. Noun in the ending of the fern. sg. witli suffixes. 427

The suffixes are so attached to the stat. const. n~r $.411,

that the a always remains, partly as foretone, partly and

more especially to preserve the a as the sound peculiar to

the feni. §. 3o4. Hence , before full vowels , from insb/O ,

nsb?: : ^insb??? ^rj^b^a , "^n^b^o etc., before an appoggiaiural

vowel ace. to ^. 426 : 'T^nsb/^ , ti^nsb^. Those however, which
have the toneless ending n" in the stat. cs. §. 414 attach the

suffixes in the same way precisely as the simple noun of
the Jirst formation ^. 425, c. g. nsb?:'^ forms like T^)^.'

d8
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Tppb""^ . "P^t"": clc II is only in the accpnted and. as to

ils origin, very imporlaiit vo\vcl of the penult, that we find

some pecuh'arities :

1) If e-7'- is frequently and in stat. ab.sf. ahiiost always

found , it is treated exactly as in the forms rfb"2 §. 379 i. e.

.sometimes a and sometimes i may intrude, as \T:a">, in:3^i«,

'in^-i": from &!';, -?.^ ? ^^."^»./^'"* ^'P.-.l^ '"^^"i*' "^^.^."^ 1^^'

n'on';', rin;jN etc. But if the sfat. ahs. has more usually

!-i~ and at the same lime retains tlie original vowel of the

stem; or if this end-vowel is very long in itself (without

ending), then it endeavoui's to remain in ifs proper .sound

;

hence rt) a always remains before suif. in the forjns !^rb"":
,

rronV^j lny>23:373 which are very common in tlie stat. abs.

ace. to ^.390: inDb'T'? ?
'i*^^"4'?'^. ; seldom is e~e already

])revalent in the stat. abs. as ^,n"iNDri , ir)-}''rc"2 from rr^Ncn

rarely nntjsn , rTl^OUia . — h) the fern, of the form -ri.3

§. 385 always preserve the E-sound , which is comparatively

very strong in this form, in e, as in:pu; , ':|r"}nr!; even

in"o;7Z from iTOi^a 5^. cs. TMz'r^'n . In tlie same way in the

inf. Piel which very seldom has \\\e feni. ending: T]Pip"?3

Kz. 16, 52 — c) the rare fern, on the other liand , which
have a msc. with i, retain that sound, as im'iia from

2) The very few ferii. with e'-e always suffer the / or

p to be heard, as from ri"»rN , the stat. const, from ^I^'N

:

^ruJN, 'ruJN, '^ri'ilJN-, only once Ps. 128, 3 'T]P\rN ace.

to f 79.
"

3) The words with 6-e in which the o is priniilive,

retain it, as n'lbp : TrTiu;^; but tliose in wliich the o has

arisen from u ace. to ^. 6.^, endeavour to retain their ojiginal

vowel: "^riuin:, in^npip:::; although the o also occasionally

remains : "'ri'vUHi Laiii. 3 , 7.

Where 5 is resolved into a succeeding jp^ the n remains with audi-

ble reduplication before all suffixes (contrary to §. 424) , as from rin

§• 384. inn, ^rri, from ns §. sbo 1^2, fiDnz, from rr^sNi §, 3H5

ilnJJJl ,
3S the most fleeting e, bt'oause its most natural place is only

at, the end of a word, is changed before accented postfixes (as often at

other times) into the most fleeting a. In the same way "Trri^^^: 1 Sam.

16, 15 from ni'i/;? part. Pi. fem. for rin"173, as n'nu;?;; IKgs. 1, 15

for nn'i'd'': . '

The foreign word 5-11-5 (for i^riB f. 121) goremor , sfat. cs. j-n^

as if it was fdrii. , Tjrins with suff. , nevertheless forms with one suffix,

as it is uot fem. as to its origin, Cjns like CnnnS 5- 30&» 3> 1'^'

jnTThD as from j^jif §. 386, or, with expulsion of the i"^ nins .
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3. The vowel-ending ae of llic staf. cs. pi. and d/t. i'i9

unites whh ilic snliixes in such a way, lliat 1) llie -i' of tlie

first ps. sg. forms <77' witli tlie ae ace. to ^^.54, in the same
way the e (i) of T]~ of the second ps. fem. sg. forms
T]1~^), "'^l^^b , rjITi;^!? ; — 2) every appoggiaiiiral and uiilon-

vowel disappears, so that the suffixes with simple syllabh^s

become toneless, as ^a-i'^iisb, but tljS^TiJ.inb ; and 3) the suf-

fixes beginning with the H of the lliird ps. are attached in

lliis full consonant form, as 'CZ^-^T^'2'b , ^tT^'O'in'b Nali. 2, 4.

flab. 3, 10. lob 24, 23. Yet the very common suffix of the

third .s^. nisc. usually loses its 1~l here also, so that /i be-
conies a semivowel, but is pronounced dc-', for aeu or ait^ ace.

to ^^. 54. 96. Ijefore the toneless T]- and H~ , the e (ae) be-
tween is reduced to e iu the tone ace. to ^". 51, as '!"'",

r^~ ^). The "1 however, as sign of the pi., is very regularly

wi'ilten even in the middle of the word, and instances like

]r;3bri Gen. 4, 4. '^b^'i Jer. 38, 22 are very rare; it is for

this reason that it is so firmly retained iu ^;^~ c'lu , although
no longer heard; very seldom T^ as Ex. 32, 19.

1) Aramaic i:di~ Ps. loa, 3. 5. 116, T ace. to §. 302. — Still

more Aramaic is ijni— Ps. 116, 12 for i-) -
; in Aramaic, namely,

the very attrited Ini acts so powerfully upon the preceding accented
syllable that the sound u intrudes into it: auld (^ohi) for ai/u'e.

2) Instead of fi — , we find t^J-;— according to later orthogrnfliy Ez.

41, 15; in Ezech. also the longer suffixes ri73rT»— 40, 16 n:ri"''~

1, 11. ri73D"'— 13, 20.

The ending di^ is in other cases also often written so after this com-
mon suflix Ti~, as in the adjective Ti;;y , T^S", also "ii^'iZJ ,

which is,

however, rather a late abuse of the mode of writing, Jer. 49, 31. Pror.

'26, 28. and in some editt. lob 21, 23; only iu tiie ^Vi Num. 12, 3. Cant.

2, It. Ps. 105, 10.

These suffixes, thus formed, are of tliemselves distinguish- 429

ed, as to their lone and inlluence on the pronunciation of the

p/. , into two classes: l) the greater number are attached

without tone to the slat. cs. *'" or liave united with it lu

one syllable: il"'~' 'l"'~? ^-''^9 "^"'~?
m"^"'

'^~~' t^^^se are

tlie short plural suffixes. Because all these endings are

only equivalent, as to tone
.^ to one accented ov compound

syllable at the end of a word
(;f. 34) , accordingly, their in-

fluence on the pronunciation of the noun, is only equal to

that of the d"^T of the pi. fnsc. ; the nominal forms, there-

fore, have precisely the same pronunciation before them as

before that ending (^".382 11".); e.g. tjiDb?;, D'^Sp'r, in the same
way '^dVo, ^-'ri?.T'

— ^) 0" l^ie other hand, the sulf.

a^r-'Tr, f~''~, tiDDi~,
'J9."'~

(tlie lo//g plural suff.) consist

of two syllables, the latter of which is necessarily accented,

18*
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Riul are, llicrefore, one 6ylla1)le longer as to lone; and as

tlie lone tliiis remains exclusively on the euir. , entirely remo-

ved from the pL, the forms of the stat. cs. §.415 if. always

remain, e. g. ""isb":, in the same way tlrr-rV'^ . — Only
^vllen a word is preserved in the pi. only, and, within slill

narrower limits, only in the stat. cs., does the form of the

stat. cs. remain before the short snif. also, as "'i;>r^ happiness

(§. 360) Avhich becomes an interjection blessing .' TiinMJN thy

happiness.' blessing on thee! and prepositions §. 459.

•ino The siiff. are not usually attached in the simple form

v'. 421 to the ending of the fern. pi. T'^^~ , but in the form

which is united or mixed willi the plural ending ''~^ ace. to

§. 428 , e. g. "iTinzr: his altars. For as the stat. cs. is

prone to end in vowels, it can here assume the vowel-ending

of the pi. which is moreover most easily united with the

suffixes. But as this is not absolutely necessary, vesligcs of

the simple form have been preserved: l) tl^"^, 'J~» which

are most removed from arr'^Tr, "iv^™? ^^^ almost more
common and older than they, as !z;rit«::r;, ti:P2"}Ti . — 2)

we moreover find '^niS';^ thy afjlictions Dl. J28, 59.

2Rgs. 6,8.
"NVe sliould accordingly expect that tliis vowel-ending would also in-

trude into the pure stat. cs.; and tlius we find -ri":3 bd-mote as stat.

cs. from ti'M2Z ^'eights (wliose derivation, however, is obscure) with a

sliortcniiig of the o now ace. to §. 51 before the second plural ending;

with suit'. TTlCZ without this sliortening, the st. cs. is sometimes still

rfiaz, the s^T p;^2Z is very rare, Besides this, inilJN'HT^ (§-^38) 1 Saui.

2(5, 12 more as a preposition.

That union of the suff. with ae is afterwards transferred even to the

stat. cs. sg. fein. xi~T preceded by "^'^ ell , wliich renders the transi-

tion to the pi. easier, Js. 47, 13. Ps. 9, ir>; this is extended by Ezecli.

to the n'T" of the infinitives H'b §• •554 where there is no actual />/. 6,

K. J6, 31, and hence also to tiie iutrans. infinit. J^MSiU to hate 35, 11.

Much more easily with the ending p^- of tlie fern. sg. which as to its

sound and signification (as abstract §. 360) resembles the ;)/. ni"*, as

iDTTl^:" even in Num. 14, 33. ^TilTT'lS Jer. 3, 8. Js. 53, 4. Ez. 16,

15. 20. 23, 7.

^;;i As there is at Icasl o/;e accented syllable added by means

of the suffixes to the ending of stat. cs. of the fern. sg.

and pi., the form of the st. cs. §. 415 ff. remains before the

suir. , as before C:r:''~ of the msc. pi. §. 429. IVeverlheless,

because noun and sulf. only form one word with one tone,

the noun is sometimes not so much shortened before the siilF.

as in stat. cs. Traces of this are found 1) in the simple

nouns of the second formation which generally retain tlie

vowel of the second rad. ace. to f.
416,- rarely with a, as

~1KP.t s^- cs. r.-^rp^, ni-n_^:p., with suff. ^^-^H^;J^ (b^it before
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'n as gult. cf. §. 70); more frequently with e, as •fn'in";',

TThn.^ ; also lluctuatiiig, as "'nb:?.? once Js. 26, 19 beside

•inbl? , Qnbi? ; most rarely before the lor/g pi. siijf. —
2) In the same way ni^iui weeks §. 386. 5^. cs. nT"nu3

,

with suiF, ni2>ni23; — and ^3) in:n5 pi. aniens, although

the 5^. cs. is n;n3, niins ace. to f 417. Especially before

gutt. as f^^^>^ \^'. '382 6 ;' cf. ^T:'jy2 f. 326 6; and with loss

of the third rad. ^t)^1 my beautiful one Cant. 2, 10. 13
from the fe7?i. of tlD^"?. 206.

The same may be sometimes observed before the light 432

ending ae of the pi. especially before gutt., as "^2)2 stat. cs.

from Q--^:?? ^^. 382, before suif. Crf^^'.^^. Ez. 7, 19. ''b^'lp Gen.

40 (but in Est. "'D^'^D) like the stat. cs. sg. D^"lp, but with
suif. "i^^^'no f. 387; i^nnni? ace. to f. 70 for nnx'.

The reduplication of the last rad. ^.419 not only
remains before suff. but may even estal)lish itself particularly

iirmly here, as from n3T2i (sabbat/i) "vvilh suIF. inrq, in the

pi. nin3"4, St. cs. ninsiu . On the other hand, 172^3 loses "^

the reduplication before heavy sulF. Ps. 149, 8.

The participle and infinitive, when they follow the verb 433

in sense and construction , may assume the suif. which are

proper to the verb §. 300 if., as "'^NT viclens nie , '3n"»7:2n'b

to hill i7ie , with the prepos. b, riiT^n^^ from the infiri. Piel,

root tzrr' cf. §. 122. The infill, however, has always the

primitive forms S~ )~
>

^'^^^ ^^ot '^TT'- y^j ^"f^ more fre-

quently the short nominal sulF. i"" andt^~, as Ex. 2, 3.

View of the N
Persons. To the sinsr.

3 m.

- f.

2 m.

- f.

1.

pi. 3 m.

- f

.

2 m.

u;-^lb

his garment

her garment

thy garment

my garment

their garment

your garment

our garment |

13

Kn.

TT^S

tDTl^S

C:d"'2

o m 1 n a

to the sg.

i'eni.

hi:; queen

I
) : IT

an3b73

pnsb?:
^insb^

Is u f f i X e s.

to the plur.

i-j;iib

his garments

rj-^iij-nb ^)

her garments

'r;-''u;:^nb ^j

thy garments

rj:9-b

my garments

Dn-^iib 2)

their garments

in^uiinb 2)

your garments

p.^-j:^nb 2)

i:^u3inb ^)

oiu garments

to the plur.

fem.

T'niDbTJ

ri^nbba

Tj-'ni^b?!

;]';niDb:^

in i 3b 73

nri-'ribb'?.

jriinbb73

dDiriibb73

jiinibbtt

s:ipibb':
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VI CAT of the flexion of nouns "with suffixes.

Cf. page 266-268, and concerning the numerals p. 277.

1. Nouns of the fii'Sl formation.

I.

pi. 1.

11. 1.

i-inD

2

i-i£3

-IDS

r:N

v^
(Sd^tn) v|;n

3. 4.

I.

8g, I. °n>i3i

.3. as-i-ij-:

()1. 1. T'^ii:"!

2. Gri-«7i?: (-:) tDri^ii.pj

III

11. Nouus of tlie second furmatiou.

II 1.

'^ijj'P'T etc.

2.

?•». 1.

Nouns with a pennauenl first syllable.

1.

Tins

133 3522

3. triDinb

2. ti'n^inb

2.

(•'^S^J
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NUMERALS.
These few nouns form a perfectly peculiar class, so idi

that ihey are most suitably described heie at the end. They
are like proper names which have received a more definite

signification from the usage of the language: but even in the

earliest time have they become so firmly fixed, tliat their

connexion with the other living roots of the language is hard
to be recognised. On the other hand, an important regularity

of new formations is developed in them according to their

peculiar classes and orders, which is much more failhfidly

preserved in Semitic than iii our languages, in which the

numei'als become more and more mere adverbs.

We may form some estimate Iiovv old t!ie numerals are, by the very

important fact, that the numerals from 1 to 7 agree as to their roots in

Semitic and Indo-Germanic, but not the farther ones. 1) Sanscrit rXv7, still in

Greek in fy.uict^oq, fnuorog ; 2) Semitic tjie or tre, Malay torn, Indo-Germ.

(ha (cf. the Sanscr. f.uas, Lat. eras, iIvqiov') by means of the Sem. torn =
twin; ;i) hido-Germ. Ira, Sem. slo or, with repetition, .?7os, with the usual

changes; 4) tlie Jndo-Germ. quatuor appears to be only a repetition of

the short root, for kakuar, and the simple ^^'a/ accords with the Sem. ^'^.'^

only that the order of the sounds is reversed, ^ which answers to k

beinjT placed last, the "2 retaining the same place as the f , and the "^

being put first, 5) Sem. kho/ush , Indo-Germ. klianh or khantsli , as the

Lat. quiiujue appears to be older than the Sanscr. pantsh, Gr. nivn;

ti) s/it-s/i Sem. and Sanscr.; 7) sab' Sem. and sa/it liido-Germ. — Among
the others, the utmost would be to bring <///' and the Lat. viille toge-

ther, root tnal or latu: but this is not so near and certain as the affi-

nity of the numerals 1-7.

1. Original numerals (cardinals):

1) nrjN, one: the shortest form is nHN (afterwards short- 435

ened to nn Ez. 33, 30) for which we find 'inwS with weak
reduplicalion of the n ace. to §. 70, with the lengilioning of

the ci- of the last syllable into a -inl< ^^.121, the usual form;

,stat. cs. inN; nevertheless, IHN is also found in the How of

the sentence, as stat. abs. Gen. 48, 22. Zach. 11,7. Js. 27,

12; fern. rriJ^ I'or n^inx ace. to §. 117; pL D'^inN the name
Gen. 11, 1 or aonie' 21 , 44. 29, 20. The worcl has an ad-

jective formation therefore, §. 322, only in a peculiaj- manr.er,—
Clj";i3u3 two in the da., fein. STiU-i contracted from D'nDU)

^. 175; hence this Dag. lene remains alter the prefixes ^'.464.

and in '^Puj-JT'2 Zach. 4, 12 as a compound syllable is thus

fox-med before n; but it disappears in 'n>i/2 for two Jdgs.

16, 28, although this too may become "^PUJ'O ace. to
'J.
461. Jon.

4, 11. Stat. cs. ipi!3, ""ri/aJ. The word is properly a substan-

tive dual, like a pair, formed accord, to ^'.382, but already

approaches veiy near to an adjective , hence the distinction

of gender.
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436 2) Tliu niiiuerals from 5 to 10 arc jn'operly abstract

substa/itipes , lo dciiole a mass, a liiullitude. lu the same

way llierororo as the numerals from 5 to 10 are originally

neater sujjslanlives iu ludo-Germ. . as clagan^ navan^ Lat.

decern, noveni , so liave those from 3 to 10, in Semitic, the

formation of tlie Jem. sg. as that of the neuter or abslract

collective ^. 368 , 3. If they stand cjnite alone ^vitllOut re-

ference to a noun, this Jem. is always nsed, as o"i:b\!i three

(trias). AThcn connected with substantives, they shoidd

properly as substantives be placed iu the st. cs. , as npb'O
t3"^:2 trias Jiliorum ; but they have already lost much of

this substantive signilicatiun , as they Seem, beside the niore

important noun, only to have the sense of an adjective; they

arc therefore also ]Mit before the noun -without stat. cs. like

adverbs, as tI3"'ji riu.^b'w, or even placed alter in the sens

of an adjective ria:buJ !— "'23, which last, however, is late

and rare. As they then thus become less and loss independ-

dent in the construclion with a noun, and follow the sense

of adjectives proporlionably more, accoi'dingly , they also ac-

commodate themselves to the gender of tiie substantives:

their nearest form (with the ending of the Jem?) remained
for the construction with the nearest gender i. e. the inasc.\

whereas they are connected with a je^n. noun , as a dist-

inction, without ending (llial is to say, in the j/iasc. , if

the usual rule was in force here); for inasmuch as the femi-

nine form is the first iu them , they form the direct opposite

of all other nouns, iu their endeavour to distinguish the

gender. Nevertheless, the ending of the /e/w. is only wea-
kened in i^jUilJ ^^. 369 ; and sometimes too the original fem-

inine forms are found construed with feminine substantives,

e. g. r\'Mz rr^b'viJ three daughters instead of n'Mz u;b^ Gen.

7; 13. Ez. 7, 2. Zach. 3, 9. They are as follows:

stat. c. ^)' stat. abs. stat. c.

1) Tlie slot. cs. lias toneless jn- ia all cases iu wliicli it is possible,

ace. to §. 365. — 2) <7 is prefixed ace. (o §. 112; hut it is not essential,

iieiice it is wantinfr in "^^•'is-* S. 439 and in otlier derivations. — 3) Re-

duplication ace. to §. 316. — i^ Rare form of the .v/<7/. cs. ace. to §.

410. — 6) see §.409. — 6) iongtiiened form ace. to §. 325.
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Tlie tens are expressed by ihe pi. of these numerals,

wilhout disliuctioii of gender: t3''"il3Vu; 30, tZi'^i'z'nN 40,

rn^TiJi'jr] 50, a-i^uj 60, ti-'i;nuj 70 s. §.382, tD^372"*!3 8bVt3''5>uJn

90; ti-^Slyy the pL of *lipy is not used for 100, tor which ' a
particular ^yord was early formed §.437, but for 20.

3) IMoreover, as single words: J^N^ 100 a feni. ace. to 437

§. 380. from the root MN^J , st. cs. nN!'3, du. ti^pjAI^ 200 (for

!3>nN73 §.82); pi. st. abs. and cs. (§.431) niN73, "in 2 Kgs.

li, 4. 9 ni\N)3 in \\iq KHib , as Misa is shortened from l^l^'n

^'.380. — Pl'bN msc. 1000, t/fi. ofsbN 2000, ^j/. b-^DbX.'—
ni^l'n (afterwards ^s"i §.344) prop. inultLtude , to denote an
liidelinile number above 1000, and theii a dcliuile number
ior 10,000 Jdgs. 20, 10; it was only after the exile that it

was united witli smaller numbers.

There is not one fixed order used in the position of 438

these numerals where many arc to be named together. The
jirst and simplest order is, to begin with the smaller n\nn-

ber and to couple the following greater ones by "] and.

1) This order has been established in the connexion of a

unit with the number 10, but both words are always very
closely luiited in a compound and insejiarable word, and
therefore without "1, almost as sedecim^ cjaindecim eic. The
iirst word is, therefore, the ruling one according to the force

of the combination , and may stand in st. cs. although nt.

necessarily. The gender of the compoiuid Avord is also

regulated according to this closest connexion : because there

is no separation between unit and ten, accordingly, the

subordined word i. e. the ten , accommodates itself to the

gender of the unit, and the fern. IrTiias^ is not attached to

the unit, which is masc. as to the sense, but the msc. ^tUi'

,

so that the nearest form is ^UJy "in^i > '^^^ ft^bu; etc. But
as the first and ruling word of this combination may at the

same time adapt itself to the gender of any given substantive

ace. to §. 435 f. ; accordingly, the ten also is pronounced with
a weak feminine ending (§. 369) in case the unit denotes a

fe/}i. as to the sense, as Mnip:?. (and thus 'nt^y and JTnilJy are

at the same time sufliciently distinguished in proniuiciation

from the numeral when standing by itself §.436), e.g. M^b^j
D-^az'^usy 13 SOUS' riTSS rtniuy ujb^ 13 daughters. The
stat. cs. IS constantly pointed so in the first Avord , if the

numeral lias no ending, as ^iyy Itii^ 11 msc, ^Tiipy irj/2n

15 Jem.; the Q''ri has also always pointed "I'^-J d^ri; 12 jnsc.

and !r!"i,iiJy t:"'ri.;i3 as if the stat. cs. ^2\d , "^nuJ was there.

We also find '':^;q'J, a word which only occurs in this com-
bination, instead of the first numeral in "itjy ini< 11 msc.
and 'n^,'^'J nrjN fern. — 2) In llie combination of the units
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and tens 20-90, the pmallor number may be placed first,

but it ma}^ also be placed after, which last is more frequent
in the later books; the copula n is, however, always placed
between, as D'^UJiDI 113^3 or 'tc'i tl^^^^_ 66. — 3) Hundreds
are combined with lower numbers in the same way, either

from the smallest number progressively, as 5 and 80 and
100 vGen. 5, 25, or vice versa; the copula is gradually

omilled in later writers. In tlie conihinalion with thousands^
however, the number thousand is almost always placed lirst,

]\um. 3 , 50. — The number defining many hundreds or
thousands is necessarily placed before them , and the miit is

then ace. to ^. 435 f. dependent on the gender of T\^'2 Ols feni,

and P]bN! as jusc. e. g. m'N"3 ^'n\l3 700, tZ^i^bN T\VJ2'^_ 7000,
uZ^sbN n-i-ijy 10,000 2 Sam. 18, 3^ or 5:]bwX r^-^v (^vi Syntax)
Ez. 45, ir?l^N HN^. 100,000.

439 2. There are only very few derived numerals iuHebr, : 1)

the ordinals, or rather numeral adjectives ^ are formed by
the ending of the adjectives §. 343, and are formed in such

a manner from the numbers 3-9, which have a great re-

semblance on the Avhole , that the i of the adjective is uni-

forndy inserted in the preceding syllable 'also, as '^':jj'>\ip third,

ij;"^n-i fourth, "'"CJ'On or ''>::"'''2n ace. to ^". 125, fifth, I'ci-q

sixthi, "'::?'^ir seventh, "^i^^iy:^ eighth, "^'j^ri ninth, "^yq-j tenth.

D"]:"!; 2 is i'ormed "^ryi; (ace. to ^". 275 nt.) pi. D':\i3. No
such form is derived fi-om int< one which is itself originally

a numeral adjective and can be construed as such; one, the

one may be as the same time frst , the first in a successive

enumeration of many in order Gen. 1 , 5 ; nevertheless,

'JiUJi^'n §, 341 princeps
,
primus which is more opposed to

to l^nN last, may be used instead. There is no adjective

derived from any numeral above 10, so that the simple mun-
erals must be used for the ordinals also. The fem. of these

numeral adjectives is also used as substantive : ri"'y^"i Jourth
i. e. a fourth part ,• T)^yzj_ also as adv. a second time. — 2)

The dual of the numbers 3-10 expresses what is doubled,

multiplied , or more definitely a whole divided into so

many single parts {. 362: n>^>:z-)N fourfold^ jour times,

iD';n2>iTl3 seven times. — 3) llemoler derivations are: short

for'mV after the first formation §.317: 5>ah quarter, izjan a

fifth; ni'nipy decuriae; ^r^'Jl, decas , especially ten days
or tenth (fay (of the months'), :^^S'4 seven days, a week

§. 386. 410. 431; ti^xV^ , 13^:^2-1. (intensive forms §. 330. 389)

the third
,
fourth as a n>uUilude i. c. grand children, great

grand children, — 4) There are no derivalions from the

ninnerais like tcr
,
qtiinquies etc., the word time, v/cis {'D'JB,

Vil; and tlie pi. r^r\v , i:"':b Gen. 31, 7 also as vices) is
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used separately with the numeral, as D'^V^'i ^b'lIJ three
tif/ies; rarely are the substantives for vicis , all o(" which
are Jem. except the last rare one, left out, aucl the numeral
which is fern, as to the sense, placed by itself, as '•j^':d fiepen

times, ntiN once, D';'riu3 twice, r7N72, t\^12 a hundred times.
('f. Ewald's Gram. Arab. I. p. 239.

TlilKD SECTION.

FORMATION OF PARTICLES.

The particles are to be described here , not so much 440

with regard to the dillerent classes of woi'ds ^vhich may be

included among tliem , as prepositions, conjunclioiiS etc. (for

their signification is of more importance foi- the Syntax), but

lather only with regard to their origin and their imperfect

lormation, of.
;J.
201 f.

I. The words of mere feeling {interjections) , hurried

sounds, chielly aspirates , are still without any form , although

eveiy sound in them is the expression of a peculiar feeling.

Thus 1) most generally "Itt Ez. 30, 2. HN 6, 11, or more
commonly with a soft repetition r^^jN, is nothing but the

expression of astonishment, of fear, like ah! oh! but is not

so worn down as a more, interjection for the vocative as oh !

in Latin and English: yet once '-|172N!7 o dictum! oil the

word! an indignant exclamation Mich. 2, 7. The harder

n.xrt. , for riN inrt ace. to §. 129, 1. and ^". 121, a repetition

of the simple word, is the expression of joy, and also of

malicious triumph. — 2) "liii is the obscure, deep sound of

seriousness , of threatening or lamentation , therefore like the

Lat. lieu, eheu and vae in difFerent circumstances; the more
definite expression of lamentation is iiriii Am. 5, 16, or

shorter iiN, rarely iT'TN as feminine, once very much length-

ened •'HIZN Prov. 23, 29 where the 1 is commuted for i, of.

al^oi. Seldom the shrill sound "^N for alas! Koh. 4, 10. 10,

16 and •^j-i Ez. 2, 10. — 3) A longer, protracted loud cr}

,

generally of pain , is "'bbx (whence the HiJ. *'3"'b"'?7. §. 239)
Mich. 7, 1. lob. 10, 15. Cf. the exclamatioa in Waddington
Journal of Travds in Ethiopia p. 96. 234, 274. Bubckhardt Notes
on the Bedouins p. 58, and words liiie ejulare , ululare , okolvJ^nv , idXXd.

II. The demonstratii^es are less numerous as to the 441
simplest roots , but are an exceedingly various and important

part of the language in many derivations, as all pronouns,
many conjunctions and adverbs , and even some prepositions

are derived from them. Tlie following ace the ultimate roots and
rudiments as \.\\v\ are discoveiei in the isolated stems and branches: 1) a
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ha (Jiu) or , without tlie strong nspirate, a (wliich also becomes i in

many lanp;ii;iKes) is tlie perfectly bimple demonstrative and lias no great
power of itself; from this is formed in Sanscrit ajam , atra, iti etc. ill

Lat. is, ihi, ita , in Germ, er, in Uebr. cliieHy the pronoun of the third

person Jul §. 449. — 2) more important or definite demonstratives wliose

sense depends on firm consonants and which, therefore, admit greater

variety : tiie nearest consonant is the strong / which |>oints out with a
certain violence, that to whicli the attention must be first directed; a softer

consonant an<l one Avhicli ratlier points to Aviiat is near or internal, is the

linireriag ii ; and / rather points to what is more distant; among all these

lingual sounds, however, the t is the predominant one. The Unguals in

general, however, are the nearest sounds for tlie demonstrative: much
less i-, which, in contradistinction, can refer rather to the inward part,

cf. the c of hie-, the pronoun of the first pers, ivli §. 449. — 3) Lastly,

the demonstrative conceived inte.rros^ativelv
, and therefore with a peculiar

tone; and moreover more definitely with the deep, strong ka or qua,

which is attrited to i-a (as in German) or pa, ma. This is, periiaps, as

far back as we can trace these origins. — In the life of the several

languages, however, we find partly manifold combinations of the weak
and short primitive sounds

,
j)artly too many changes and commutations

of the sounds, and partly much that is either not developed or is only

preserved in fragments. One kind of formation is indeed preserved in

many demonstratives and partly as a relick of ttie most ancient time, but

la Semitic it is always only an api)roach to the proper nominal form-

ation. Particulars in Hebr. are as follows :

442 1. Tlic simple Nm here! := behold! is very rare Gen.

47, 23. Ez. 15, 4.3. Tlio a]jpended ah o— , onlv rarely

reduced to c'/l
"7"

^) is, however, related to this, Avliicli,

willi the noun and verb, expresses niolion toti-'afd an object

§.420, but which is also allached to the longer pionouus:

fi^^^ §• 447 , ill which the redui)licalion is to explained ac-

cording to §.61.

1) With the noun ^;m tou-ards Dedan Ez. 25, 13; ISam. 21, 2.

22, 9; with the verb Prov. 24, 14. cf. 294.

Concerning other compositions and concerning the per-

sonal pronoun Nl^, see below.

443 This demonstrative sound is very rapidly pronounced as

an interrogative, Ij, and is thus used simply to render the

proposition interrogative, like -?/, an, as also it can only be

placed before the emphatic word of the question , and can

never stand alone by itself. This particle is pronounced very

rapidly , Avilh the shortest a
,

yet always >vitli a certain

force and not so "weak and closely as a prefixed sound be-

longing to the form. Hence n is pronounced with a full

vowel and with weak reduplication before gull. ace. to §. 70,

as TjbN.n, Tjbnri, and t3D"ri (^a/i .sapiens? Koh. 2, 19) ace.

lo §. 121; it is only before N that this weak reduplication

sometimes ceases entirely §. 120, as ^iJiJiYt ^^^ f'os? Jdgs. 6,

.SI. 12, 5 cf. Gen. 27, 21. In the same way 2D^-r; [an bo~
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Jium est? Jcr. 10, 19, in the conrurreuco of a witli /

against "wJiose altractioii lliat linn a protects itself by redu-
plication and hardening of llie y. If the word begins with a

mere appoggiatural vowel, n must always assume a full vowel,
thus V-^";r;, "r^Tl Avithout close attachment of syllables ^. 181,
hence with Dag. dirimens n:nS!^ §. 172, especially before the

fleeting u, as iin^ri Jer. 8, 22, or also ^i'^rin ^^. 169: if a

gutt. thus begins the Avord without a firm vowel, this a is

well suited to the fleeting a of the gutt., as ^u;Nt^ 2 Kgs. 6,

22. but the fleeting e is overcome by the stronger a coming
before it, and is changed into «, as ^72Nrt an dicere lob

34, 18, as that iufm. is otherwise "^72^: ; before the shortest

6 we always find e ace. to §. 121. The collision of many gutt. is

usually avoided: ^nbin^t v. §.123. 1 Sam. 22, 15, 25, 2 Sam. 19, 23;

instead of t^^iJiN (j)'""'' brothers, before light suff. ^;iJ-;N *l"^nj<

ace. to §. 387 j we find, after the interrog. <—
^ tI2l3"'!rNri , the fuller

pronunciation again returning by way of better separating the three gutt,

•^i-iN where? Hos. 13, 10. 14 (thrice, but it does not 444
occur elsewhere) is a composition of this interrogative particle

and that lie or ""r; =z here , so that the demousti\itive liere

becomes, by an interrogation, where? This original a-hi^

however, is usually contracted into ""N Gen. 4, 9; often

lengthened a little at the end ^-.N ; the short "li* is, however,
also used besides in a very extended sense f. 451.

2. Among the pronominal demonstratives, the syllable 445

\ir\ is attritcd to the frequent use and sense of the Greek and
German jlrticle ; nay this syllable is still closer and more
firmly attached to the noun than our article, and is much
more shortened. It represents only a gentle reference to an
object by way of rendering it prominent: and gender and
number is so much the less necessarily distinguished ia it,

as it cannot possibly stand by itself, but only in this closest

attachment. The first consequence of this is, that its b is

always resolved ace. to
f. 113 into the first sound of the noun,

as Izri the son, "^^^y^.Ti the sun-, ^'Mi^'Ti the Nile, irjjp.:272i2,

^v^lSlii^ with loss of the reduplication ace. to f. 119; before

gutt. with weak reduplication "b"in~» ^"'>!^I ^^^- 12, 9, and
ace. to ^. 121 ^^rD-ri, "13"!^, Lii"'">i;iMr: pL- from u3nh, and
this weak redu|)lication remains very constantly, ace. to

f. 120 with n (although not in Gen. 6, 39. Js. 17, 8), and
ceases more with !^!^', as kD"2>rT Gen. 15, 11, and constantly with
Nand^, as txn, ani«r:, '-/"li^^r, '2.^1^, pilT-ii-t. — Other
consequences of this close connexion of the article with
the noun are elsewhere explained, as f.

324. -463.

We find the Arabic articfe '^{^ in the proper name T^i^bi^ ^^^-
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10, 26 , Init this is the only place wliere it is certain tliat the syllable

^j^ at. ilie beginning of a word, is tlie article.

446 Tiie nearest demonslrative pronoun ^) is Til, exactly =:

da Germ, the, there, Sanscrit, Greek and Lat. ^a (^w) accordiiii;

to tlie change of the mute n into tlie sibilant T ; the e is redu-

ced from d, for we also find rarely and ])oetically '^'s {u from
o) Hah. 1, 11. Ps. 12, 8. The fern, pint is produced from
riNT arc. to ^, 60. 365 , as if from a former vise. NT; the short-

ening oi' liiis fejii. into Tr\ or It by the i'alliug aAvay of the n
(cf. |. 344 at the end) is only found in Hos. 7, 16; Koh, 2,

2. 5, 1.5. Ps. 132, 12. Another root has, however, esta-

blished ilself for the p/. , and indeed without any visible plura

ending : rrVx , unless tlie ending is shortened from ]"'Vn (cf.

the Aramaic and Aelhiopic elu) ; still further shortened , in the

connexion with the article, to bxJ^ , which is, however, only

found in the Pentateuch (and repeated from it 1 Chro. 20, 8)

for inVt^.r]

.

1) TIT Js also found as a mere adverb in statements of time, where

its use is only to refer the period more definitely to the present:

j-;.f t^TiV '/"s ^^O' ^^'"^ IKgs 17, 24, 2 Ivgs. 5, 22. Ti'z^ D"'i'"S"«l3 riT

thee seventy years, cf. Gen. 31, 41 ; besides in inf TilTX ^^^

there! Js. 21, 9. 1 Kgs. 19, 5.

This pronoun simply refers to that to which the atten-

tion is to be first called , and is thus essentially distinguished

from the pronoun of the third person wliicli has much less

power, whether the object referred to is to be first explained,

as these are the words of God: ye shall etc. Ex. 35, 2. 5.

Gen. 36 , 1. Dt. 5, 26, or whether the pronoun refers to a

tiling already named, as Ex. 34, 27. Lev. 7, 37. It is llicre-

forr the simple this, or the more emphatic he, it (the Germ.
der^ and is used in itself "without the article, which is only

added by apposition (v. Syntax). — If it is to refer to a

more distant object, V with the article is prefixed: mrVn the

Lai. ille, ^-^eJvos , a very strong demonstative which is short-

ened, after the Pentateuch, into tb^T , as Jdgs. 6, 20. still rarer

is the form iTVri Ez. 36, 35. ]Moreover, this long word is

not common, is without distinction of gender and wilhoul a

corresponding plural; more usually the lighter N^nr;
, /;/.

'ZZr\~ , is put in apposition -Nvith a preceding substantive, by
way of referring to a remoter object which is not to be for-

gotten , rather ovros than h.ih'og , rather the same than

that, rather idem than ille, and ?iTtl pi. JlVNrT, by way of

referring to a nearer object of more importance at the mo-
ment, this, od's e. g. ^—liri. 1^"'?;'? is always in those days,

i^VNtn un''X:^z in these days Zach. 8, 9. 10. But neither the^e

noj- other demonstiativcs are ever used correlalively , as tins

— that in English.
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The following demoustrallves are willioul any personal 147

reference, and are not, therefore, developed to pronouns:

l) TN there, then as particle of time, ti/ni, luxe, a coiubiiia-

tiou of the a [ha) and nt, hence we also find "^TN as the

fuller, more original form which is preserved in Aramaic ^),

in Hebr. only in the later period Ps. 124, 3-5, cf. (;^j and

shortened ji^ It is used in a remarkable way in Koh. 2, 1.5

why then (tn) hat^e I been wiser? i. e. if things are so.

The composition TN73 as adverb /ro77i then i. c. notfrom now
therefore from ancient thne^ formerly , like oUm which is

related lo ille, Js. 16, 13. 2 Sam. 15, 34. — tZ3u3 there of

place, also thither with a verb of motion, only rarely and
poetically referring to an important period already mentioned
Ps. 14, 5. 132, 17. Prov. 8, 27, is derived from the same ta

(da) by a change of the n into UJ \. 106, with the &~ of

place, which is found prefixed ^.338; M"2^'if3 is ace. to ^. 442
thither^ seldom is the postfixed -cih merely demonstrative,
as there lios. 2, 17. Jer. 18, 2.

1) lu vvliicli au -n is also attached to it at the end? f^'Ji?. like^^piOl*

2) From the root la , or combined hala , which rather 448
points to a remote object, is derived MnVJi hdVdh, with the

toneless ~ of motion : jarther , beyond
,

precisely as ultra
and ulteriiis are comparatives of ille ; it is used in this signi-

fication of place , as tiNbii \D-> go farther z=r. away with
you! Gen. 19, 9. and of time Num.' 15, 23. The part. Nif.

N^nD removed which occurs Mich. 4 , 7 is only derived from
it by a new formation. — On the contrary, with retracted

tone and the -6m or dm of place §. 447 D'pJn here^ with a

word of motion hither i) the contrary of the local particle

DU3 ; the / here is probably an early modification of n which
would be more appropriate for the signification , for we
also, and more frequently, find riSn for hither, IttsItt 1:^ as
Jar as this, also in a temporal sense: until now.

1) So only in Arabic, see Ewald's Gram. Arab.l. p. 364 f.

3) This n is, besides that, chielly found iu the follow-
ing particles: !-iin referring lo the nearest object, there! =z
looh ! often in the signification see there = there is — .'

Gen. 18, 9. lob. 9, 19. The shorter 'jn
,

precisely the Latin
en, has a somewhat weaker power; and it becomes much more
frequent in certain books. This shorter fin acquires a special

importance inasmuch as it, as referring to an action as merely
possible, and representing it with reference to a consequence,
becomes a conditional particle: if , as is found beginning
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to be eslablislietl lob. 12, 14. 23, 8, and already enllrelv

developed Lev. 25, 20. Jer. 3, 1, hence also inlerrogativeiy

if, w/ietlier , like it, si Jer. 2, 10. The more genuinely

Hebi'ew conjunclion, liowever, is the somewhat diil'ercni.

softer pronunciation tN
N:"" is properly now, yet, but is only used enclllically

as a tern of entreaty , calling on one to act at once in the

present and nollnvilhstanding any possible scruples, as the

Latin enclitic -duni with the imperative, and the German
doch (from denn-auclC) have a similar primitive signification.

This particle is very common with the imperative and im-
perfect in any entreaty, or even cjuestion (Ps. 115, 2) of

some TU'gency, and chiefly used in cases where ace. to ^. 294

the ^~ of the cohortative is not possible. In Jerem. also

^V N: "^iN woe is me then! z=z bewail me! 4, 31. 45, 3.

Lam. 5, 16. It can never be placed at the beginning of a

sentence unless it is attached to riN oJt!
f. 440, by which

the word iriiN is formed ace. to ^. 120 ok yet! which is

common at the beginning of urgent entreaties Gen. 50, 17.

Jon. 1, 14. 4, 2.

In the oldest and simplest particles of negation j;'^ (from j^"^ ace. to

§. 50) and "^j? concerning whose difTersnce see the Syntax, tlie essential

I appears to prove, that the idea of the negation arises from the point-

ing away to the distance '). In the lado-Germanic languages, however,

this la always becomes na, and even in Hebr. we discover n in "j^x

which is no adverb , but a stronger , completely developed substantive,

and expresses non-existence, absence, or withunt , un- , and ij< shortene<l

from it is sometimes used to form a compound adjective as the ludo-

Germanic an-, -un
,
(in-) as ip-"i5« precisely like unclean= guilty lob

22, 30; proper name lii^— j^ 7tT//<o? from ti'^S t'.«'/ 1 Sam. 4, 21.

1) Cf. also alius, al-ter, G?2-dere, from the same primiiive root.

**^ The personal pronouns stand above the mere demons-

trative pronouns, as pei'sou is denoted by them, not accord-

ing the natural relations of space, but according to the cons-

ciousness of superior human personality, and is strictly dis-

tinguished in them. Especially is the distinction of / from

thuu. as the counterpart of 1 , and of both again from th«

absolutely distant, indiiferent he, of the most importance

here: 1 and thou are of a peculiar higher kind as to their

formation also. The mere demonstrative pronoiuis are like

adjectives , the pronoun of the third person , as a more
usual demonstrative, may be also so construed: but the real

personal pronoun lias completely the power of a substantive

or proper name, and is incapable of any otlier construction.

Hence gender and nxunbcr arc fully developed here: and the

personal pronoun is most variously used as verbal person and
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as suffix to the verb ami noun §. 281 f. 300 ff. 421 ff. Ttio

mdependeut pronouns are

:

PL
3 Ps /''"• '"^^^ *^^ ^''^•' ^'^^^ ^^^^^

\f. N^r: she

r, _ /ni. lrir:N thou
" " \ f. nN (^n5<) thou

1 - -l^ZwS or' "i^s I

•jn, n:r7 ihey

tanx

,

you
iriN, tiinx you

?i;ri;N (^^mj) we.

The derivation of N^ln see §.442; the constant orthography witli N
(wliicli is only omitted Jcr. 29, 23 AV/7;) is a proof of an ancient strong

pronunciation like hu<^, hu\ ^nN 's a contraction of anta : it is easy

to perceive tliat -ta is the most essential part, liice in in Tndo-Germ.,

related to the demonstrative ta §. 44! , and this ta alone is always found

dependent as prefix §. 281, and as suffix is always clianged ace to §. 110
into i:a ; the prefixed an is a demonstrative particle, therefore, by which

this pronoun is enabled to stand by itself, something like -am in Sanscrit

= nominative tuarn. As the last syllable is accented liere
,
^— Is writ-

ten ace. to §. 153, very seldom n^? without ^^ as Ps. 6. 4. iCtib; but

shortened to riN Num. 11, 15. Dt. 5, 24. Ez. 28, 14. In i:3:n (in pause

^DbN §• 132) however, the aji- cannot have this origin, because id must

be a more significant sound for the first pers. (cf. the suffix and §. 240
nt. and vie in Indo-Germ.) : it is tlierefore to be considered as a union

of two signs for tiie first pers., of -^^n and of ok (cf. something similar

in Coptic and Indo-Germ.). As to use, this i^b^ is most frequent in

the Pentateuch; Ezech. liohelet, and Chron. however, only use the short >i 2 j< ,

The jjl. of hd, according to ancient traces, was Mz^T^,

whicli was fii^st shortened to tZD^li , and this Litter w^as then

shortened to d!7. , ace. to f. 51, although il73J7 with a vowel-
ending is also often found. In the same way the pL of

nriN was oiiginally tD^nN, of which there is still a trace

\\303, but it is now always reduced to GriN . laji^N, how-
ever, appears to have arisen in another manner by repetition

from ""iniN •, it is only rarely shortened to ^sns , and only

Jer. 42 ,''6 K-tib has ^:n .

The fern. sg. ^in
f. 209 ; in the Pentateuch there is

often Ni?n for the fetn. also, but it is always pointed i^M'\,

because the INIasoretes desired it to be read Ni?l {Q^ri per-
petuuni) ^). The fern, of the second pers. , in the same wa)

,,

was "<ni< properly ^) , but is always shortened to nN, and is

also written ipN according to this derivation in later writers

and in Cant. — The Jem. pi. Tii'Ti, IrrinN Gen. 31, 6 or

ln5nN Ez. 13, 20 just as the verbal person Jlin", as suffix

!n2~, M2D~ , where the final d is primitive and essential ace.

to §.371, but is yet often shortened by the falling away of

this -a , though more in the third than in the second person

Ez. 34, 31. The fem. is also not unfrequently found here

v^rilh the more general form , as well in the independent

19
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pronoun t3!^, t^riN? as in llic dependent pronoun, as Gen.

31, 9. lob i, 14. Cant. 4, 2. 6, 6.

1) Tlie suffixes §. 300 If. are derived from another feminine forma-
tion ha.

2) There is no certain vestige of a form "j-pN , so that the n with

tlie verb is to be explained as arising from the distinction of the

fuller form from tlie sliorter.

For the further usage of the pronoun of the third pers. see §. 446
and elsewliere. It may also be compared, in this respect, with is and

its derivatives idem, ipse.

450 3. The interrogative pronovin Is M53 what ? of things,

^^ who? of persons. These indeed iiave the full power of

pronouns, but, being placed Avilh emphasis at the beginning

of the sentence , they are so little pliable , so little like ad-
jective or demonstrative pronouns , that they neither distinguish

number nor gender, like immoveable substantives: "^73 is also

referred to the pL as nVNi "i^a qainam illi? Gen. 33, 5. Js.

36, 20 and to the /em. as nJvT "^J: </zf«e ilia est? Cant. 6.10.

The pronunciation j-;-:; belongs properly to the pause merely; there

are two other short pronunciations possible:

1) In the intimate conjunction of words, it is pronounced together

with the following word by a shortening of the long vowel and a redu-

plication of the following consonant ace. to §. 129. But if that is a gutt.

this pronunciation only takes place if the gutt. can admit weak reduplication

accord.to§. 120, therefore always before ji, often before ;-;:?, seldom before ^
and never before "^ , as inNEiln 'TMZ Gen. 31, 36, N:in~""^ Num. 13,

18; and hence ace. to §. 121 nbn~fl72 Ps. 89, 48. rT'ipj' ^TO Gen. 4,

10, tl'iNin 1173 Koli. 2, 12, also ir:N~M73 .* l^ut if the gutt. is too

weak for this weak reduplication , the a then becomes long again ace. to

§. 120, as i-;V,v;-;-;7j Zach. 1, 9. .Ts. .38, 15, "irnnM-rTJ Ps. 119, 97,

Jlt^T-j-j'a Est. 9. 26. — 2) "Where this close conjunction does not take

place , and there is no pause at the same time , it is pronounced only

more compressed as j-[73 ace. to §. 45 (without Maqqef) as 2 Kgs. 1 , 7,

Js. 1, 5. Jer. 8, 9. Ps. 4, 3. 10, 13: but the a remains before a gutt.

without being changed into c , as the gutt. are in general partial to a
and the longer vowels, as 1 Kgs. 9, 13. Gen. 31, 32. Jos. 4, 6 (the Mss.
and editt, often fluctuate here between the two possibilities e. g. 1 Sam.
20, 1.).

The Aramaic form '•.',^ for what? lengtliened by the demonstrative

/za, is only forced into use la Hebr. in Ex. 16, 15.

431 The very confined sense and use of this Tl'n and "^"n is

the cause that the interrogative "^N ^. 444, because it can mean
where? how? is luiited with any demonstrative pronoun to

form more definite interrogative pronouns, as various as the

demonstratives themselves, only not in a substantive sense

which ^73 and -^73 have of themselves like the pcisonal pro-

nouns. In our languages, tlie demonstrative pronoun in all
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forms goes over into llie inlerrogallve by llie change of tlio

first sound {that, what? etc.): \\\ Semitic, whei'e the lorm-
ation is looser on the Avliole, tlie sound which contains the

interrogative power is placed at the beginning by itself. Thus
1) \>hen united with JiT tJiis, it forms an interrogative ad-
jective: 01og? qualis? qiiisnam? precisely as wJiicIi? is

distinguished from wlio? The ^IT lias tlie adjective power
liere , and acconnnodates itself iu gender and nundjer: "^N

possesses merely an interrogative power; ?Tr as neuter can

also stand alone, as mT!?3 "'N e qiiali? ex qiionam? which
more definitely enc[uires after the country, people, or business

from, or on which one comes. 1 Sam. 30, 13. 2Sam. 1, 13.

Gen. 16, 8. lob 2, 2. There is another sliorter word of

place formed with the simple demonstrative n, which, how-
ever, only occurs in^ flexion (where the simple '^Jjf where?
<lid not seem suitable): 'J'^N?3 whence? and on the contrary

nSN whither with the TfT of motion , which word is , how-
ever, so common that it is even shortened to 'jN sometimes;

n;N iy or "(N ny Jiow Jar? when used of time how long?
quoLisque tandem? with impatience.

1) For one of tlie very rare examples of the reduction of the ai in

tone to d cf. the proper names 'jin'^ and iril Gen. 37, 17.
' • I- It

2) From Jnb or ns so (§. 455, 2) !^i''N Jiow? rarely

n55"iN Cant. 5, 3. Est. 8, 6, but very often shortened to

r|^i<Vafterwards T]^^!. 1 Chro. 13, 12. Dan. 10, 17.

3) From Siis in a local signification (§. 455 , 3) rib'^tl

where? ubinam? 2Kgs. 6, 13, also Jl^'^i?. according to the

change of o into d Cant. 1^7. IMore irecpienlly !lb"'N; for

where? ace. ^, 455, 3, but also for how? Jdgs. 8, 18.

An interrogative pronoun , which is in its very nature 452

founded or an indefinite object, may be also so used in

exclamation,, that all of that kind, known or luiknown, is

interrogated if it belong here; and whereas the Indo-Germ.

languages express this idea more distinctly by combinations

of the interrogative pronoun with other particles, as qiii-

CLinqiie, whoever etc. Hebrew expresses the same sense by
means of the position and accent of the words : rtlQ or ^72

are thus placed abruptly at the end , as liQ iV^ '^3i>|^. let

come upon me — what! i.e. what will, lob 13, 13. 2 Sam.

18, 12; 22. 23. 29; or also at the very beginning of a pro-

tasis, as 1 Sam. 20, 4, especially when with a stat. vs. 'n5~

~ln» m.atter of what z= whatever Num. 23, 3. — It is only

in certain phrases that the interrogative is found repeated

after the manner of the Lat. qaisquis , as nSNi mSN where
and whither i. e. any whither 1 Kgs. 2, 36. 42 cf. f. 51;

and ?TaiNtt something appears to be a combination of Tiiyy r:)3 .

19
*
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453 Relative denionslralives are not primitive, hut are derived ei-

ther from the demonstratives or intenogatives. Demonstratives are very
near, as the relative also points or refers, only in a different tone and
more gently, after a substantive already named. Interrogatives are nearest
in correlative propositions: he irho — /le — , but are also transferred to
explanatory propositions, as in Latin, German '). Both these possibilities

occur in the following relation in Hebr.

1) The delicacy of Sanscrit and Greek in the use of the relative is ot

another kind.

1) From a demonstrative root is the common relative pro-
nomi ^;2;n ^) which ex]ilains a substantive going before, and
which is itself as a substantive when at the beginning of a

sentence; but, accordmg lo the essence of the relative pro-
position (see the Syntax) it is placed so abruptly at the be-
ginning of the new proposition , that it is still more than
the interrogative pronouns §. 450) without any distinction of
gender or number. It is found so much shortened in some
writings, that the a at the beginning falls away, the "n is

resolved into the following consonant, and the ^ alone re-

mains as the firmest element of the word, and indeed the r

generally remains still (contrary to §. 47) before the reduplic-

ation of the following cons.: iV'p , even before a weak gutt.

bii,V, Ps- 146, 5 and before 1 "^UJN^-a;.
i^.
124, although also

••ri^JlT^ with a ace. to §. 46 , and hence with a before N (ace.

to '§. 120) Jdgs. 5, 7. 6, 17; it is rarely shortened to "d
Koh. 2, 22. — The article §. 445 is sometimes used in the same

manner (see Syntax), and occasionally jt^ or ^f §. 446 in poetry, and

in tliat case they are, like ^u3tt, without distinction of number or gender,

as Ex. 15, 13. Ps.9, 16. 10, 2. 62, 12.

1) The derivation of this genuinely Hebr. word is, indeed, very

doubtful
,
yet it appears best to consider it as a different pronun-

ciation for '^;pN, from -jj = n = n §.447,^1 §• 448 and a prefixed

(i
,
properly tlierefore he there , and fundamentally not different from

4:>4 2) •'a and irtl'O can at the utmost be used in the protasis

and in the full power of a substantive, as also relatively

(z=: cjuicunque) in a perfectly indefinite sense , so that they

are sufficiently distinguished Irom ^U^N . It is onl) late, in

Kohclet, that we find the more convenient combination "vZiTlH

quod as sidDStautlve, o T€.

On tlie other hand, "^S, from the interrogative stem. Is

used very frequently and in the most various modifications for

the relative conjunclion qiiod , on, that, although T^pN (and

^T Ps. 62, 12) may indeed be also used as neuter quod and

therefore as coJijuuclion, but not so frequently nor so defi-

nitely; "3 is most constantly and characteristically >ised in

^AJ[S^
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those very cases iu which a coiijunctiou, in contradistinclion

to the substantive construction, is most urgenlly required.

It is also used as relative particle of time ote ,
quum, wlieti.

'S is, however, never used in a personal sense i. e. as a

pronoun.

The use of this relative particle for tJue cojnparisun oj 455

similitude , but not of dissiinilititde, is very rejnarkable,

us it is a relation of mutual reference ^), like wg
j
quani, as,

Sauscr. jathd, all of which are fi'om relative stems. The
word is thus pronounced quite short like a preposition ^

,

and serves, by means of composition with demonstratives,

to form very many new demonstratives which refer to a

measure, a limitation: 1) when combined with the de-

juonstralive pronoun nTS (with the foretone d ^. 37) a new
pronoun, for which other languages use talis, such^ shorter

5

iu the repetition tiTls'i iHTS {such and such, which cannot or

need not be definitely stated) 6 is used the fiist time for e

(a) as it is easy for the external distinction of a small change

of sound to occur in such correlative compositions, Jdgs. 18,

4. 2 Sam. 11, 25. 1 Kgs. 14. 5; ni«t3 the Jem. as neuter

such a thing is also repeated in the same way 2 Sam. 17,

15. 2Rgs. 5, 4. 9, 12; on the contrary, riNtS without such

close combination , 5 being taken as a preposition , is after

this i. e. in the same way Gen. 45 , 23. Also in the pi.

nrnS
, Jem. In3!r[3 as those =z such Gen, 41 , 19. 2 Sam. 24.

3. — 2) Short particles of measure : '^3 (from this "jriS ,
the

fern. pL as neuter) after that i. e. so in the manner already

described, referring to something said before, or otherwise

well known and easily understood , e. g. ]5~3 as - so ; Y[~

(from ^ii3 ajter that) so^ somewliat weaker, referring to

somelhiug present and near Gen. 15, 5. Js. 20, 6, or to

something following, which is to be explained Gen. 31 , 8.

32, 5. 45, 9. This rts (or ns ^. 50) however, when re-

peated ln::D3, has again a stronger power so, and is used so

to refer to something following Ex. 12, 11. 1 Kgs. 1, 48, and

to something preceding or known Num.15, 11-13. Dt. 29,

23, stronger even than
'J3 , hence too always by itself, never

after 3 as, as mere apodosis. — 3) i^b is transferred to the

signification o? place : so! i. e. in this place as the speaker

points out, (j)d'e , here, sufficiently distinguished, from fVrt

^^. 448 by this very anijnatcd mode of denoting place ; when
vvilli a word of motion hither, to the place where the speaker

points. Gen. 31, 37, nb—ly so Jar 22, 5. Ex. 7, 16; also

repeated r:bl 1~tb , so and so i. e. this way and that way Ex.

2. 12. Num. 11, 31, used of lime until so and so i.e. not

long, but iu a passage of aninialed imitation 1 Kgs. 18, 45.
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Slill more common is Md 2) iji the same signiiicalioii here.

also wrilleu is, ami sometimes even tia .

1) Cf. especially Ewai.d's Gram. Arab. I. p. 331 ff.

2) According to the same cliange of the k into ;;, as noXoc. etc. is

fornieil from -Mlai;-, especially as this 2 is again very near to the

7: §. 450.

4-H> This last with tlic newly prefixed demonstrative e nCN
,

Avrillen i^^SN except in lob, is used temporally for no(v tlien^

l>iit always only in an animated, impatient question or cliallenge

(by the imperative), as xo'ivvv , nors or quaeso e.g. is?t

iDN hnou^ then! Nilrj "^a isN now then who is he? Iol>

•J, 24. \1 , 15. 19, 6. 23.' 24," 25. Gen. 27, 33. 37. 43, 11.

Hos. 13, 10. Js. 22 , 1. This is sufficiently distinguished from
tlie inleiTogative ns'^iit ^^.451 in sound and sense; the ortho-

graphy also differs for the most part.

That "jSi with a newly prefixed demonstrative d 'J5N is

so very , so much as an adverb , fully ecpiivalent to the

l^at. tantimi; and is used l) as an assurance by means of a

limitation which excludes every thing else: so much i. e.

only, surely Gen. 28, 16. Ex.2, 14. 1 Sam. 15, 32. Js.40, 6.

—

2) As a restriction against something going before , as tan-
lam -=. only ^ also iri: hut in somewhat later writers Ps. 31,

23. Js. 49, 4. 53, 4. INIore frequently and at an earlier pe-
riod is the abbreviation ~N used as a limitation, only, yet;
when before tlie perfect in the sense of tlie pluscjuaniperf.

he had only gone out and nothing more i. e. lie \\vii.\ scarce-
ly etc. Gen. 27, 30. Jdgs. 7 , 19, and closely connected with
the predicate, as only joyjut i. e. perfectly joyful Dt. 16,

15. Js. 16, 7. 19, 19. 1).

1) Neither the derivation from the inf. abs. Hif, "^j-f stahilire , nor

tliat of ?Tj< from '7ji5< (like /.lovor-, only') appear so near and certain.

There are only a few and isolated vestiges of a reflexive

demonstrative 67^ or ta, see
i^.
242 nt. 340 nt.; see the Syn-

tax for the manner in which the language expresses it in

other ways. In the same way a pronoun exactly correspon-

ding to our self , the same , is w anting ; concerning which
also see the Syntax:.

111. Particles lormed from the verb and noun:

IjT 1) Few are derived from verbs: chiefly l) from the tnij).

n5<"> see almost rr fin 1 hence also construed with the pi.

Dt. 1, 8. 11, 26; ti^b (§-293) go, for well! also construed

with the pi. Nell. 6, 7. nin^i give! for come! well! pi.

^iJn (shortened from ^'2'r\) from 'zrr^ whicli verb is lost

except in these persons of the imperat. — 2) Some atlverbs
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are formed from the inf. ahs. as rt^'in much cf. ^^ 356 nt,

unci some others in the Syntax.

2) Tlie greatest number of particles is formed from nouns,
as a) in the nisc, sg. as DCN want, then without; p"^

(thinness^ emptiness) merely, only- adjectives, as bp
swiftly Js. 4, 4. nit: well, the derivative syllable tzi'- , tnT
^. 341f. which has, in this pronunciation, been almost ex-
clusively preserved for adverbs , is especially frequent here

;

tdisnD suddenly from i>n5 §. 108, tzi?3i'' by day, tip'i'n

flustra, in vain , t3373N truly, ^"bj^in front , opposite part
IZ 0/2 i/ie contrary, but. — b) in the fern. sg. chiefly

for the formation of nevsr adverbs, as the fern, is also pr0]ier

to the abstracts; generally, ending in n~ ace. to
|f. 365, as

the adverb has here also the less animated form Sl'^rt?;! swiftly,
ti3'n and rs^T^ beside '2") much, enough, n&73 enough;
ni7a'iN, D'^'i^n"^ in Aramaic, in Jewish (of the language);

the endings n"^"" and n^~ are also often attached by means
of the derived nominal forms §. 341-43 , as ri''3'nnt^ backwards,
n^S'nnp (only Mai. 3, 14) mournfully , nr72)3p Lev. 26, 13

upright (from tzi7;p ^, 234. to erect). — c) in the pi.

cliiolly inasnuich as it forms abstracts |^^. 360, as t3'^1\IJi^ r?^'/^^,

justly Ps.7 5, 3. Cant. 1, 4; T^ln^ is properly apZ. compounded with
a suff., and is first construed with a suhstantive in the msc.
sg., as ^'^t]1 t-iVfl the people, its totalities, together, and
then with" other substantives also; the ending which has be-

come hard to be recognised, is only written n"i~ in Jer. 46,

12, 21. 49, 3 ace. to §.428. — Concerning "nJaNb an iiijln.

with the preposition b, see §. 464. — i^^^bn to abhorrence I

{from \>'hX\ profane, abominable) zzz far be it! ace. to

>;•. 420.

On account of the great attrition and extreme smallness 458
oi the most frequently used particles, we also find many ex-

.impics of the combination of many particles in one, as

n-ny only Koh. 4, 2 and still shorter "jny v. 3. from InSSl 1^
until now §. 448, "'^.S^bs or i"2^V:n/3 not as far as i. e. be-
sides, from 'li^ §.470 as far as and h'z (without tone also

ba) or ibz?^ (.bar:) without; 'by^i^z wbal is not high =^
lowness, vileness , destruction; and tliai bold poetical forni-

alion ^i73;^"bs, a subsl. not — what ~ nothing lob 26, 7.

In the same way the crowding together of particles explana-

tory cf each other in the laxer language of tlie late periods,

Nevertlieless , altliou{^li the particles are preeminently tlie inanimate

l>arl of tlie languan;e, any one of them whose sense approaches tlie

noun, may be a^ain reanimated and new formed, or, at least, be con
strued with pre[)ositioi!s like the noun. Thus 'r\Z>— with su i. e. nit/;

jtic/i words 1 Kgs. 22. 20; Tiy^ in yet =i so long as, also with suffixes
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cf. §. 466; -ir;^: as adverb, -^^T^b lomorron- , but where it must again

pass as a substantive and be construed as such, there we liave tlie new
formation p-in^^ ,

slat. est. rT^M"; ;
fioni 'cjr: " little (prop, .substan-

tive ace. to Y- 319) we afterward find a newly formed pi. t:"C:>"3 as it

from an adjective, because there exists no adjective for that idea, —
la the same way, t^73"^;D in front is derived from the preposition "^rV

which accounts for the absence of the foretone, and Las the j-;— of mo-

tion at the end.

-J59 As to power and construction, liowevcr, all particles

may be divided into those vvliicli statid by tlieniseU'es , as

the pronoun and most adverbs, and those that are attached,

which only obtain a meaning by their connexion -Nvith a

stronger, more independent Avord. And indeed some altacli

themselves haclcwards to a preceding word, in the How ol

the diction, serving only to explain or define Avlial is already

said, as n:~ ^. 448 and for the most part (but not always)

ii:N ^. 456. The prepositions are attached to a succeeding
word, the conjunctions to a Avhole succeeding sentence. The
conjunctions are words which only express merely general

relations of time and space, and are very much shortened

and externally weakened in proportion to their frequent use

and extensive meaning, but as they express judgments of the

understanding, they have the most important power and position

in the sentence. Both
,

pre])Ositions and conjunctions , are

always in stat. constr. as to their idea ^) ; those prepositions,

liowever, which are derived from mere demonstratives, do

not accommodate themselves to this purely nominal cunslruclion

so easily as those which are derived from nouns, so that we
often find ^533 {^. 469) for 3 §. 455, 'M2 ~ i-;?2 being used as

a relative conjunction that, quod. IMany archaisms are more
faithfully preserved in this stat. constr.^ as the particles in

general have retained many important remains of Antiquity:

1) The union vowel §. 406 in "^nba witJLOut as prep,

and conjunct, from a fern, nbz ace. to f. 380, root 'rhz, and
tlie very similar ''rib^T which, however, as preposition, is

also pronounced nb^T; "^273 and ^ll2 from are only poetical.

2) Some prepositions have more faithfully preserved the

original plural formation ace. to ^. 361 in the stat. cs. and
still more before suffixes (ace. to ^.430), as "''^nN ajter, often

and, as adverb, constantly without ending "inN.

1) Some longer prepositions may also, and chiefly in poetry, be placed

hy the.nif.elves 1. e. as adverbs, as rnn helow, ^j> ahoue , both

poetical, '^w^post = afterwards , perhaps also behind Gn. 22, 13.
I- "•

460 There is, hoAvever, yet another distinction between the particles which

are attached at the beginning of tiie word , according as such a particle
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may in case of need .md in slioit phrases e. ^. in an alji'upt answer, be

nevertheless placed by itself, vel'erriiig to a completion of the sentence

wiiicli may be easily supplied, as j^'^ jwt .' i. e. no! ^'ijj again! and other

adverbs of that kind, or according as such a particle has no sense what-

ever of itself, but necessarily requires a firmer word as support, as tlie

smaller prepo.?. and conjunct, e. g. fijt if, 1 and; the interrogative fl

§. 443 and the article §. 445.

PREFIXES.

"When these prefixed particles are shortened down to a single dis- 4t)J

fillet sound, a full (a cons, and entire vowel) or an imperfect one, they

are tiien never written as separate words. Thus the interrog. jr; §. 443,

tlie article • p^ §.445, the relative 'iij §.453; besides tiiese , there are

the following which contain mucli tliat is remarkable:

The prcposillun "ja almost always resolves its weak -n
into tlie following souud, as ^373 ^^. 113; only rarely does

it remain entire in poets, and rather oftener before the article.

GulUirals give up entirely the reduplication which compensates

for '} §. 120 , because the preposition does not belong intima-

tely to the Avord, as t3y73 , CD1N73 ; the weak reduplication,

liowever, remains sometimes before the hardest Ti , as t}^n73

Gen. 14^ 23, and before 'n Js. 14, 3 in some editt. If the

following consonant has a mere appoggiatural vowel , the dis->

linct retluplicalion by means of the peculiar weakness of the

-// sometimes ceases entirely even in the six simjile mutes,

contrary to §. 119, as 'n^i^i^a Jdgs. 8, 2. 1 Sam. 23, 28. Ez. 32,

20; of. ni^r7a §. 464.

The three prepositions 2,^,3 and the copula T are re- 402
duced to imperfect sounds i. e. without a full vowel, and as

external affixes they remain so

1) before any vowel whose first cons, has a full vowel,
even if the word is monosyllabic as to tone, a Mbs , Tjb'pb ,

nbl , nV"] ; T however, as being very easily softened into the

corresponding vowel u^ is constantly resolved into u befoi'e

a labial, as ^H, iniib!?3ji ace. to §. 90. It is only in certain

favourable cases that they receive the foretone d before a

word which is monosyllabic as to tone_, and then n also has

the fuller n^ even where it might become ^i : a) on account

of the jailer tone, the nearest occasion of which is when
such a word is closely connected with a preceding one as to

the sense
, and both form a little separate member in the

proposition, so that there is gerierally a pause at the same
time at the monosyllabic word, as ^I'lT "TM generation and
generation; ti:irn^ ipi and cold and heat Gen. 8, 22.

HNi^ 12 son and brother Koh. 4, 8. lob 4, 16; two words
so Ex. 27, 17, I'^ki puJi uiii. Not so often if the word
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slamls before a greater pause witliout llils conuexiou, as ntt^^

Gen. 14, 9. ^["^11 Ex. 1, 16. — b) Before many short se-

parable pronouns and sujjlxes, these prep, take d: always
before nt and inVx , as rTfb , Ti'Z , ilTS , nVNZ ; on the

contrary, the possible pronunciations vary in such a way with
the louger riNT, that tlie longer one takes place -when a new
simple idea is formed by the combination, as nNT3 such a
thing, n^TS Hie this

^ quite loose, riKTb on that account
and nNTb Jer. 5,7. Gen. 2, 23. The prep, are still more
closely attached to the interrogat. fi"3 , so that d is shortened

into a even with reduplication ol the liquid : n"2z , m'23

i-i^ith what? ?1H3 how much? and in the most common
combination ;^73b wherefore? the last syllable lias even lost

the lone from the greater shortening; the original tone Iri'^b,

lias only remained where the next word begins with N and usually

wlien it begins with i>n (except. Ps. 42, 10. 43, 2 and ri"b lob

7, 20 without Dagesh), because final vowels generally become
stronger and more permanent before gutt. and especially be-

fore the weak ones (see §. 450). — c) b always receives d
if it is so closely connected with some words, that it is equi-

valent to an inseparable letter: a) in the adverb "jipb tliere-

jore ^) (not in the rarer 'j^s) :3"ib much (in number), ri:i:b.

~:^b for ever, /j) In the construction with all irifinitiwes,

because b is very often attached to tliem (see Syntax) and
is almost as closely connected with them as tlie prelixes of

the impei'fect ^.283: nrb to gipe, npb'b, DNtj"!? (in which
combination riNtJ ij. 354 is also shortened at the same time

to nt?"iJ ace. to §. 82). But b remains without d when it is,

merely for external connexion, quite loosely attached to the

iniinilive as to any other noun Gen. 16, 3.

1) That tliis is never used for "j^ j^V
.

^i "^ ?iot so =^ but . lias

beea already observed in the Gott. gelehrte Anzeigen 1829 p. 1403

it)3 When those tlu-ee prepositions are prefixed to a word-
wit h the article S^ , the aspirate in is always suppressed in

this close conexion ace. to y. 82, as "jzib for 'jz^rrb, y"<N:^

;

the later w^rilers only resolve this compi-essed form
again, as Neh. 9 ; 19. Koh. 8, 1. But the copula 1 which is

less closely attached than the preposition to the noun, always
remains separated, so does 3 in cases like J3vri3 as to day.

because tni'in tlie day has become an adverb in tjiis combi-

nation 1 Sam. 9 , 13. — On the contrary, the tl of the infi-

nitives Ilif. Nif. Hitp. wliicli IS externally attached to the

root, is \isually maintained and is seldom inaudible after 2,

more iic(iueutly after "b (ace. to §. 462) in tlic same way as

il is after the prefixes of tlie imperfect ('.283, as N't2""b for
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N^tonn^ Hif. lob 33, 30, Js, 23, 11; hence ulsu nio^b inf.

Qal2'Ch.Y0. 31. 7 ace, to ^^..271 at tiie end.

2) If tlie word begins with a cons, whiiout a full vowel, 4b:

ihese prefixes nuist then necessarily assume a full vowel ace.

to ^. 66, and as such 'i is tlie nearest: it stands in a loosely

compounded syllable always, except with b before the in^

Jlnit. (ace. to ^. 462) as m^2, -)i"i3, ^Sn^:q, but int^b

.

Only r\ is rather changed ace. to §.90 into its nearest vowel
sound a: irpq . If i however is the first cons, of the word,
so that it coalesces with that inserted « in f, then T must

reinain a consonant before this necessarily arising i: "'l''^

,

'^-'•1
. If the word begins with a gutt. and consequently with

a Heeling vowel ace. to §. 70, then u or ^ which would
disagree with such a vowel {§. 76) is not assumed, but, as

there is no per se definite vowel there, the short vowel
which is to be assumed, accommodates itself to the sound

which already exists in the syllable in its fleeting vow-
el, e. g. b or T before tZJniy, rl73^^. , ^bri. become
tD^nins^b , Q'l'iiyT, n?3Nb, "''bnb. And as the consonant is

altogether very loosely attached with its vowel, the looser

vocalization remains in such syllables always (yet cf. lob 34,

2); the harder one f. 168 can only take place with b before

the in/, as itsnb, 'nbi^b, tZianb (inf. intrans.) Js. 47, 14.

even niu3rib inf. Hif. 2 Ivgs. 19, 25 Q'ri, shortened from

nN\r"b Js. 37, 20 ace. to §. S2. In very common words, N
looses its guttural power ace. to

s''.
341: ir3'^r;'5Ns (in God)

tZi^rfbN'b but not in the rarer rnb^b) ^73Nb to say, to this

eJJ'ect , which has become an adverb for citation of anothers

words. These are examples of another sort: tjlli!? ace. to

§. 94 Js. 15, 11 from tD;;y §. 328, Qn^^ni from Qn'^'^n?

^iJ7i, ^'-^HT from the pi. imperat. Qal 'r^ii_'\sg. ivy}_: but

fen'i. 1^^) n^q, also somewhat softer Mlini ^S- Pi'ov. 4, 4;
e\en niTj^q from the injin. Qal nrrr and the prepos.

'J72

which is capable of great shortening ace. to §.461. — Con-
cerning rT72u3ri3 inf. Hif. root Co with s, see §.254.

"Whether therefore the vowel-sigii before the Chatef-Qamess in nouns

like "^;ns has arisen from a mere Sh'va mobile, oi whether tliat form

has arisen from "is^ns (witli i^ and the article §. 463) and is to be read

in the first case ho^-ni , and in the second la-^ni (cf. §. 162) can only

be decided by tlie sense, whicli will leave no doubt about the article.
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PARTICLES WITH SUFFIXES.

465 These may take suffixes: 1) all prepositions, as lliey are

equivalent in the construction to the idea of a noun in the

Stat, cunstr. — 2) riii^ see! because it answers lo the

sense of an impeiMlive riij!'^., as tlie Lat. en me; — 3) some
particles which, because they include fi'oni constant use the

idea of a being ^ may subordine to themselves, as a necessary

complement, the personal idea belonging to that (in the noun
substantive and pronoun and, therefore, suffix) just as the

verb cannot be without signification of ])erson : a kind of im-

perfect verbs is thus formed, without distinction of tense and
mode. These words may, moreover, differ in origin and
mode of construction: uj"]. §. 318 (root nuii to he firm,
estahlislied ^) and hence to be realh') is existence . beings

Y^ ^. 318, 3 the contrary, both are therefore properly sub-
stantives in stat. constr.; on other hand '^[^•J yet, an adverb
from \\ie infinit. abs. and "^N where? §.444 are of a diUereut

kind as to origin; also instead of iZD^N where are tJiey?

may be used Drt n^.i^ .

1) Tliis root is further developed in :^•^^^ to sit, dwells the ludo-

Germanic as (esse) has also a similar sound and origin, cf. as =
to sit.

466 Particles which arc formed from the stat. cs. of a noun,

receive , according to their origin , the nominal suffixes ^^. 42 1

.

But Tll^ on account of its signification always receives the

verbal suffixes \^. 300, as '33^r e/i me ~ liere am II '::r.

en nos, the tone remaining very strong on the end of this

word, only in pause "''iT'i , ^':'jtl although sometimes acc to

^. 306 ^tiri, ^;2.i-| Gen. 22,' 7. 27J 18. 44, 16. 50, 18; tinrrj

en enm Jer. 18, 3, generally shorter i-r;; '^i!^ en te^ in pause

"^iH, t3piri en vos, tDS^i en eos. The particles also which
form nnperfect verbs §. 465 , 3, have always rather the ver-

bal suffixes, because they approach nearer to the verb than

lo the noun, and the personal pronoun is more loosely atta-

cLed, as always "'i'ly yet am /, '^2;"'N / am not, with the

3 pers. sg. "^lyj , ^SrN, f^^rN , i3;i3;' he is acc. to ^^. 306 in

prose also Dt. 29, 14. 1 Sam. 14, 39^ 23, 23, but simply i'N:

Tj'ii:', "^rN, "^ui"*, in pause iiS'N where art thou? lZi:'N •

Sniy, afterwards written T?2"':"'N Ps. 73, 5 cf. 59, 14; tDS^N*

.

Qp'^:'^ ^ ). Lastly, some prepositions which are more capable

of formation also begin lo assume the characteristic vei'bal

suffixes, because the prepos. also inay be gradually more loose-

ly construed , and with the accusative instead of the genitive,

thus nsnnn under her Gen. 2 , 21 ,
poet. "^:rir;n sub me :

":iyz circa me 2 Sam. 22, 37. cf. Ps. 18. 37. Ps. UO. U
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1) Tliat the relation of the accusative is acfnally contalnerl in tiie

sense of the suffix here , is shown by the later resolution into

L3!::nN VN Hag. 2, 17. in what manner the suffixes may be dis-

tinguished wliere it is necessary, is sliown by is'7=iy3 in while 7

am — i, e. as long as I am — with a predicate folJowing , and
the poetical innovation I'^iya in my duration i. e. witii a com-

plete sense in itself as long' as I live Ps. 104, 33. 146, 2, of

"'II is' a since I was Gen. 48, 15.

This lias become most powerful and remarkable in the 467
preposition ^12 from. Tlie -n namely , whicli is a very Aveak
final cons, in itself, lias become, before the lighter suffixes,

quite like the -n which is inserted before them §. 306 , and as

the tone and in part even the compass of the word is very
much shortened thereby , the "n itself has been repeated ^ )

;

thus "^i/a^a for i:;/3 fi'om me, '^ii^ip^ from us, but also ^37373

for from him for ^n372 , S^2a;a Jrom her- '^^'Ti2_, Ty^l2 be-
cause this -n is not to near nor so easy to support before

the rather heavier suffixes, in pause ,'^"372 ; lastly, before the

heavy suffixes this formation ceases entirely, as D3)3, firi73.

The poets also omit the reduplication sometimes where it is

always found in prose, partly by resolving and lengthening

the prosaic form with the -n belonging to the suffix, as W3?3
Ps. 68, 24. lob 4, 12, partly by attaching the suffixes to the

entire ]», as ^!ii'3 , ^112, but the last is always "^-Ta in pause
Ps. 18, 23. lob 'h', 16.'

*

1) The same thing is shown in '^)2*'12^ for the stat. constr. 173 water

§. 416, and in the very rare injin. constr. Qal ^^^ to give for

•jn, root -jni (usually nn) iKgs. 6, li>. ir. 14.

The difference between the lighter and heavier suffixes is 4fi,s

shown in an especial manner by the accusative particle niN (see

the syntax). This is generally shortened to ~nN or, without
INlaqqef, to riN ace. to §.51, and the original vowel o is only
preserved before suffixes, because the final n is separated by
them, the vowel sound of the syllable is therefore opened
and the original long vowel can be more firmly maintained.
And indeed 6 remains before all lighter suff. , as "TiiN we,
iniN /lim, !i2ni^ us, '^riN tJiee; but before the heavier sulf.

before which every moveable vowel is shortened §. 426 , that

e, produced by flattening, is immediately heard, as CIdpn
,

tSliriN; the later writers only form consistently tD^niN Jos.

23, 15. Ez. 23, 46 f. — This particle is therefore perfectly diffe-

rent from the preposition jnN , TlM "'«'/*> before suff. ijtij^ TiriN ,

tnpniS; but as the shortened ji=ii^ has become very like this prep, and,

except before suffixes, has precisely the same sound, consequently, both
are so much confounded together in the later period, that piN '« a'sf>

nspd before suff. for the prep, n-if/'
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469 1723, for 3 ^^.450, is always preservetl berore tlie llglilcr

suffixes: as ""13733, "^^733, on the contrary before the lieayiov

£333, £3113, only poet. 1 31733 lob 12, 3 and i"33 also be-

Jbre all nouns. As this 172 as relative particle can attach any

preposition , some poets have therefore attached the equally

short 2 in and b to with it, but not often (i73"b only in

lob) and only before monosyllabic, rarely before disyllabic

words.

The prepositions and ctiier very short and attrited particles take the

longest possible pronunciation when attached to suffixes. Thus 1) con-

stantly the foretone a: 233, ':733 , Dllb , a'^o ti7\'2'J from Qy fi'ith

;

— 2) the longer formations Q^b' (never i^"^) rnb , "irts or "li^S, ^^^

often tjria for Da, Diri.Jay
? )\h^. for n73y, jniN;'afso often Vrinb,

?17.0J^2 for "jtib Dns . — ^) "• instead of e as union vowel of tiie

fiuffixT ri;'^ ^;ni< , 12nJ<, so much so that this d expells the e of the

enff. of the 2 pe'rs. fem. sg., as rra^ rrj-iN
, TlTll', T^'Tt . In the same

way also '^b oinnis, which approaches the pronouns as to idea, has as-

sumed some pronominal peculiarities: rijV^ we all, -V3 or T)V3 t^'-on

entirely.

4T0 Vestiges of a pi. of prepositions f. 459, 2 are always

found in "''nnN after before suffixes , although the simple

Stat, constr. without sulF. is often only "ImN . nrtn under is

not found in the simple stat. cs. but only before suffixes in

the pi., although instead of the longer word Q?i"^nnn we
frequently find the shorter tlDnnn from the sg. of. §, 430.

*iy3 circa is only found in Am. 9, 10 with a plural -suff.

In Y?. between, the pi. "^213, rii2''3 is confined to the case of

the suffix also having a plural sense e. g. tZi3i2i3T 1213 be-

tween me and you.

AVe are not to confound the forms of the prepositions —Vj^ to, ^jj

upon, ^y as far as witli this plural, altliough they ressemble it ex-

ternally, for those prep, being from ^"^ roots, have the ending i-^l-

from their origin , and not from the pi. ; this ending is always retained

before suffixes cf. 426 b, we also find in poets i"^n (only in lob), "'by,

"ly ia tlie usual stat. cs. n is partical to e ace. to §. 76. —
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1. RELATIONS OF A WORD IN A PROPOSITION,

472 There are only tlivec relations in ^vlucll a word can sland
in a projiosiliou: l) in llie rolalion of independence in the
proposition and of dependence as to the sense or of subor-
dination ^ in oilier words, in ihe i^elallon of llie nominative
and casus obliquus. 2) The casus oblicpius may be distin-

guished into two kinds: a \vord may cither be subordined by
itself, freely, that is as the accusative , or in the relation of
the closest and most immediate connexion of two dijferent
ideas by means of mutual attraction and subordination, in

which the first word attracts the second and the second is

sidjordined to the first, which is also called status constr,

§. 400 If. the characteristic peculiarity of Avliich subordination

to the preceding attracting idea is, that it may express our
genitive. And lastly 3) iu the relation of isolation and of
apposition , according to which a word which might be pla-

ced by itself, is further explained by one or more words
loosely added and externally subjected to it (in apposition to

it), as u3iN J7ian, some one placed by it-elf, or, with appo-
sition, UJiNri the man, bina ^"^N great man ; there is no in-

ternal connexion whatever here , and in this respect this is

the contrary of 2). This third relation may also always take

place in the two preceding ones.

^^-^ These three relations extend throughout all words in the proposition,

but have most inlluence on tlie noun, less on tlie vcr!) and particle: tlie

former, l)ecause it is too complete a member, the latter, because it is

too insignificant a member in the proposition.

As , on account of the want of cases , the relation of sulordinalion

and dependence can only be expressed by the mere order and position,

and as these means are very limited, and are not in all instances suffici-

ent , accordingly , the use of the prepositions must be very frequent and
important in order to denote externally all relations which cannot be in

ternally (virtually) signified.

474 I. Relation of independence and dependence or subor-
dination in the proposition , or of the nominative and
casus obliquus. In an ordinary proposition, there are only-

two absolutely iudepcndent ideas, subject and predicate
i^.
471

;

these two are the chief parts, the two supporters, and are

therefore to be conceived in the nominative. The subject in-

deed nuist necessarily be in the nominative always, and so

may the predicate if it is expressed by a common noun , as

p"''iiw fTi"^ Jalive is just (for it is also possible for the predi-

cate to be an adverb or word with a preposition ^.545); the

verb contains subject and predicate in itself, as ^72N he said.

All other words besides the sidjjcct and predicate must be in

the casus obliquus.
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II. The casus ohUquus admits a separation and distinction 475

into two kinds: a word may be snbordined by itself, frcelj^,

or it may be strictly snbordined to a preceding word by
moans of mntnal attraction, when the fu'St attracts the second
and the second snbjects itself to the first, which is a kind of

composition. Free and strict subordination may be thus dis-

tinguished, and they correspond generally to the accusative
and genitii^e in our languages. Because these two relations

are not diametrically opposed to one another, there are in-

stances in which they border very closely on one another, and
there is only a nice distinction between them, as we might

either say pulclier faciei or faciem.

A. Relation of the accusative or of loose, jree subor- 476

dination. It is the abrupt, unconnected expression of a re-

lation merely existing in the mind, and conveys therefore

the idea of motion in opposition to that of rest. This ex-

pression of relation and motion may either be interwoven in

the middle of the proposition or may only express a mere
abrupt , incomplete sentiment and impulse of the mind , as

the infinitive ?i|ip_ waiting ! i. e. let some one wait. In many
instances indeed this corresponds to the European accusative',

but its compass is much wider ^). It may occur in the noun
or in the vei'b, in the middle of the proposition or in an ab-

rupt proposition. With regard to the interjeclional proposi-

tion, however, see ^. 582. — In the middle of the proposi-

tion, and first in the noun, are the following three kinds of

free subordination to be distinguished

:

1) Tliis may he most clearly seen in Arabic, because it distingiiislie»

the nominative and accnsative by ditlerent forms. The same difi'e-

rence exists fundamentally in Hehr. although the form is not

everywhere so distinct.

Every word , therefore , in the proposition , with the exception of

tiiose that are forcibly snbordined i. e. in the genitipe , 'must be placed

eitiier in the nominative or accusative \. e. independently or relatively.

1. Where the verbal idea implies that the action ajfects 477
a thing immediately , the substantive of the thing ail'ected

is freely snbordined to tlie verb ; this kind of accusative in

the strongest and most significant , as the action does not mere-

ly extend as far as the obiect, but also touches and defines

it; and the closest ideal bond is contained in this connex-

ion , because the action and the object are externally quite

distinct. Whether a verb may show such a power on any

occasion depends less on the mere verbal stem than on the

direction of the idea of every single verb ; for a verb of in-

transitive and reflexive form can also , through such a

direction , receive an immediate complement without preposi-

tion $". 240-43-50. The language often fluctuates between this

20
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shorter conslrucllou and tlie mediate one by a preposition,

and the poets especially have jnuch boldness and freedom here

e. g. puJ: to kiss, prop, to join, and hence first construed

with b of the person 2 Sam, 1.5, 5, then Avilh the accusative

at once I Sam. 20, 41; T]''^'J to arrange (battle), to encamp
Avith b^ of the person , but in poetry with the accusative of

the person at once: to besiege lob 6 , 14-, bb^ to be able,

with the accus. of the person: to overpower , conquer Ps. 13,

5. Jer. 3S, 5; '^^'^?s anil "jlD^ to dwell, poet. Avith the accu-

sat. of the person for to possess some one as friend or

neighbour Ps. 5, 5. 120, 5. Prov. 8, 12; "^^M?:^ as latent

te Ez. 2<S, 3. A thing may also in many phrases be more easily

subordined immediately than a pei'son. — It is luinecessary

to enumerate every verb of this kind; the following are

some classes of them :

l) The verbs of going thus take as their object the

place which the motion directly affects and renders immedia-

tely passive , as 'ns'i72ri"nN T]b^ to go the desert i. e. to

pass through it DL 1, 19. lob" 29, 3. Js. 57, 2, or where

going, walking is metaphorically rz: to act 33, 15. ]Mich. 2,

11. In the same way Ni:"^ to go out, if it is directly r= to

leave, as exire urbem Gen. 44, 4 and '^'y^J^ praeterire ali-

quid 32, 33; also NTS to come ~ to reach, as destruction

reaches him Ps. 35, 8.

478 2) The verbs of speaking do not only subordine to

iliemselves the thing uttered (tlie words, the pur|)ort), to

which belongs also D^iH p^T clamare i=: queri injustiant

llab. 1,2, but also the object spoken of, even the person,

although this last is very confined, as in the relative propo-

sition ^-i?:^-' ^u;n of which they nay Gen. 22, 14, in the

phrase C2i'b^"'b iSs"! he speals him for peace i. c. speaks

in such a manner of him that he wishes him well 37, 4,

and poetically p'^TiS ^T2N say of the just Js. 3, 10; espe-

cially in 5-;Dy to inform some one, generally /^o answer, and in

the same w'ay i'^uir: (with or without "li'i) to return rz: to reply,

a:io;t{>ivead-ai lob 33, 5. 32. In^J^ to command^ like juberc

with the accusat. of the person, is \)ro\). to appoint , dispose.

3) The verbs of acting or treating do not only sub-

ordine the act, but also the person ailected, as V"2.^ which

signifies reciprocal action, and ^\v to recompense. In the

same way the verbs o^ giving , bestowing, by which also

ibe person can be immediately aifccted (donare aliquem);

M hence also nrrrb "TTiria I gave =: permitted thee to do.

37P \ verb which thus subordines to itself on either side

two perfectly dillerent objects, each of which is equally near,

can also connect both of them with itself in the same pro-

position ; this power and fredom become gradually rarer in
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later languages. Thus from the classes inenlioncil in §. 478:

"inN "3^ 1173 what he answered him IMicli. 6,5; Ji^i: Dt. 1,

^^'i ^V^^I 'T'^^''5-1 ^ requite thee the evil 1 Sam/ 24, 18,

!Z3V;i3 ami |-;-iry /o do Js. 42, 16; "jris to gipe often, in which
it is followed by ];n to be gracious to =:= to giue graciously
(jen. 33, 5. ']'nii to bless in the same sense Dt. 15, 14,

':^'^;p_ to precede =. to grant before hand Ps. 21, 4, lzi3 to

honour =: to honour by gifts Js. 43, 23, TfSD, "7^0,

53^3, rfUJ's (Jer. 31, 3) = to prop, support rr: to bestow
for support, on the contrary "iny to serve =i: to give as
service Ex. 10 _, 26; in the same way u3:y mulv.tare Dt. 22^

19, udV^t ^o smite Ps. 141, 5. Ji^i^ij-: to shoot Ps. 64, 8.

jMoreover^, the following classes: the verbs of clothing,

coiJ>e7'ing of every sort (cf. induo te vestem), as l^n and

prn to gird Js. 22, 21, '^2^2 ^o s/ioe, It::^ and ^taj? /o

crown, nu;"3 /o annoint , nS3 /o cover, poel. inlniD ^o

surround ^ \o clothe Ps. 32, 7. 10, sns Ps. 109, s", nsi?

/o overlay, to which the verbs of planting and sowing
agree, as the seed is like the clothing of the field, S>l23

Js. 5, 2, SJ'iT 17, 10. 30, 23. — Moreover, the verbs of

asl-ing and teaching, as n"iin uZiijJjiDri'riN 'bNii? interroga
sacerdotes legem, d"'ipr! ti3^ri'i72b docui pos leges,, ^'o\

castigare , iTi^n to show, instruct (the last sometunes with
2 z/z a matter^; sometimes nevertheless with \ of the per-

son, as in later languages with the dative, lob 21, 22. —
Cf. something similar in ^. 239.

The case is soiiiewliat different if a verb and a noun together are

only equivalent to a perfectly simple idea, so that tliey take an object, as

nb^ MtJy («^^ maclien) to make an end oy = to destroy, with an ac-

cusative Mah. 1, 8,

Utterly different frr .a this is a second object which , if 480

it were not, together with the first, dependent on a purely

active verb, would be the predicate of the first; thus with a

verb o{ making , destining, not only the object prim aril v

affected but also the new destination itself is subordined to

the verb , whereas later languages would express the latter

by to, as. Thus a) with the verbs of making, "iTii , CS^tJ,

niu3, lnU5y, as N'lia 1^'^'Q? constitui te prophetam. Parti-

cularly with the verbs of preparing , building are two con-

structions to be accurately distinguished : a) if the material is

first mentioned and is the nearest object, as t3i2iN—~nN n:2
r^zi'2 he built the stones an altar i. e. for an altar 1 Kgs.

18, 32; /?) if the work is the nearest object, and the mate-

rial or execution is the second and is put without the article,

as yv nzi'!72!i riN rti^y he made the altar wood i. e. of wood,
wooden Ex. 37, 25. Gen. 2, 7. 6, 14 {rnake the ark cells

i. e. so as to contain compartments)
; ^Z '^^T'^ st. cs. might

20*
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also be usetl here a.s an altar of wood. — h) With llie verbs

of naming., -wliich is also a kind of clefitiing , and, on tlie

conlrary, of altering ihe name, as iSr; 2 Kgs. 23, 34. —
c) With many other verbal ideas for any kind of destlningy

??ral-ing , as he erected the stone 'T\1'^yi a pillar z=z for a

y)illar; he smote the house t3^D"'w1 to ruins Am. 6, 11. An
adj«clive can be subordined as second object in »lhe same
way, as write ye this man •''-!"''12> childless Jer. 22, 30.

Geu. 33, 2.

Hitlier also belong; he .ve«.9 (hears., believes etc.) them
tzi'^niy blind.

According to the idea of motion which is contained

in the accusative, the roots of motion subject tlie noun of

the direction to tliemselves by simple subordination ; but

tlie accusative is not so sti'ictly subordined here, because it

does not denote the object actually allected. Tims he ,rent "T'^'t^

to the city ; the verbs which are at the same time active with two ob-

jects , as lijt up your hands uj'^p to the sanctuary Vs. 134, 2; the

land tj;;n whither thou sentest ua Num.13, 27. Names ol' jjersons,

however, do not so easily admit of being subordined in this way, and,

where a verb of motion is not so near , only certain words of frequent

use can support the idea of tlie direction, as he culled them ^T'lUri '"*'

to the Jield Gen. 31 , 4. Else the J-;— of motion §. 420 is frequently

used for clearness, as when the noun is put before Ex. 1, 22, also in a

temporal sense in the phrase ri72'^'2"' C3''72'')3 from, year to j ear.

^^.^ 2. An idea is described and explained merely as to its

purport and nature by means of the free subordination of

a noun , so that both are not related to each otlier as cause

and effect , but as general and particular, This is a looscj-

construction therefore, and later languages express many re-

lations which belong here, more distinctly and strongly by
preposiiious or adverbs: in Ilebr., however, there is still

great ease and fredom here , and especially in the poets. The
verb, or the participle and adjective answering to it, may be

so described

:

1) by substantives which limit the purport of the verb

more strictly to the jjarticular part to which tlie whole at

this time specially refers; as from intransitive verbs: M^rj

^1b.'n~n^{ he was diseased in his feet (^cL TTod'ug or/.vg) ll^S'*

15, 23, greater than thou iS5*ti as to the throne Gen.

41, 40, Ex.6, 3, poetically b'^n n-iS-i they are mighty in

strength lob 21, 7. Tp,y. ^'i^^to lose'the way Ps. 2, 12; from

reflexive verbs: tr-^ErN hinnuln. (rarely T^SN 2 Sam. 24, 20)

to bow the face, a"';2 f^N'^D? ^^t us see one another (i.e.

let us contend) in person zn personally 2 Kgs. 14, 8. 11;
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lieucc also as second object wllli active verbs : '*L'N1 TjsriT'?

he will crash thee on the head Gen. 3, 15. Dt. 33, 11.

Jer. 18, 17 of. xov di gxotos ogo" i-y.uhvx^'s , UJipa ^^Sn he
smites him as to his life rr to death Dt. 22, 26!"^ Also
bolder in poetrj^ : / call "^D with my mouth i.e. loud, 1
yearn for thee "i^jas with my soul i. e. deeply, Avhere the

parlicular instrument only describes the nature of the action

Ps. 3, 5. 12, 3. 17, 10. 13 f. 27, 7. 44, 3. 60, 7. 66, 17.

109, 2. 138, 7. Js. 10, 30. 26, 9. — An adjectit^e or in-

trans. and pass, participle may indeed be construed in tlie

same way Js. 40, 20, and must be so if a Avord comes Ije-

tween Job 15, 10; but in all cases in wliich the stat. cons.

is possible , it is much nearer to use it , ace. to ^. 503. Such
a substantive is sometimes subordined by a preposition , in

"which case it at the same time does not usually continue in-

delinite Dt. 28, 35.

The verbs of the idea full especially belong here, by 483

way of more definitely denoting the contents of the fullness;

nV^ Ex. 15, 9. yStJ {to he full of bread, of good etc.),

the^'contrary iDn, 'b-n to want ^ 'bbu3 to be childless. The
verb can also denote a more definite kind of abundance by
to rain, to swarm., to swell, to shoot up, as Y~\'d and
073'-i to crawl Geii.l, 21. 9, 2; the hills ibn J-;33bn flow with
milk Joel 4, 18; tfie eye C^?: ri"")"^ runs down, with wetter

Lam. 1, 16; the ground uj1"T'D !ib> rises up (by an optical

delusion) with thorns, which always become higher Js. 5, 6.

34, 13. Prov. 24 , 31. These verbs when they become active,

take a nearer object, as D72n ^^i.^rr-nN iNb^J they fill the

earth with cruelty, from Nba or nV72 to Jill; in the same
way ysto to satiate, J-.i'n to satisfy with drink Js. 16, 6,

nVJ to refresh 50, 4, 'isn to deprive ^).

1) Hence the possibility of tiie verbs of gii-ing subordiiiing two ob-
jects §. 478.

' 2) The freely subordined substantive describes, even witli 484

verbs which are not active, the ultimate ejfect of the action, or

that which proceeds from the action as its consequence , as

the mount of olives is cleft ^b'lA N''ii becoming a, or into

a great valley Zach. 14, 4, Zion is ploughed niiu as a
field, becoming a field Mich. 3, 12; it corrupted. iz:^^;bin to

worms Ex. 16, 20, niTa^t "jui;^ to sleep death, so that the

sleep is death Ps. 13, 4; also in the same way, the hand of
God came over the city Jibn."; i^'^nlri?; as a great terror, so

that great alarm was occasioned 1 Sam. 5, 9. cf. v. 11.

This comes to the same thing , in fact , as the second object of the

verbs of making , destining §. 480. For tiiis rule especially obtains : if

t!ie active verbs which subordine two o1>jects, ace. to §.478. 483, be-
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come passive or reflexive, tlie first object indeed ceases then, hut tlie

Kecoud, remoter one remains (as with Hoi". §. 258), as the object of the

part §. 482: irb^l^ "^'il^TlN b/23 circumcisus est prcie]>utiuiH suuin

Gen. 17, 11. U, 24. 25;'l<ix. 1,' 7; as the object of the thing of the two

perfectly ditlerent objects §. 479 : S^'i:!! tD^'^zizb^O induti vestes 1 Kgs.

22, 10. Hab. 2, 19. 2Sam. 6, 14." nnirs ':^:'.np^ LXX diuijuayuU

OTov xiTMva 15, 32; ace. to §. 480, 2Sam^6, 2. I'Kgs. 6, 7; more-

over rt'cp ri'V'CJ s^nt Willi hard tidings, prop, missus ad dura 1 Kgs.

14, 6 acc."to~§. 481.

485 .3) A verbal Idea is inimediately completed by the

statement of the manner how , so that here too there must

l)e an internal connexion of sense between both , as the de-

scription aifects the intrinsic nature. The noun is always zVz-

de/ln/te, as describing the mere manner, like au adverb.

Tiiero arc two chief kinds of this:

a) The verb may be thus explained by a suhstantwe,

for which later languages use adverbs, as TjbJ^ fo go jiiay be

condiined with r;"2in [altil.ndineni) i. e. piondly IMich. 2, .3,

Avilh nin-^j bowed' down Js. 60, 14, with n-,:"^;": cheerfully

1 Sam. 15, 32, with •^'D.^ captive (also with ^::'6;2 into cap-

t/Mitj), and v>ith "'"ip contrary to (also "^"ipz occnrsu); m
the same way mST: isinj?? / loi^e them with freewill IT rea-

dily Hos. 14, 5^12, 13. Jer. 31, 7. Mich. 7, 2. Mai. 3, 24

;

by the instrument, merely to define the manner Jos. 7, 25,

also in passive construction :i"in ^bsxri ye shall be devoured

by the sword Js. 1, 20, as one could very well say 5;:n

inn sworddei^oured in stat. cs. §.503 ^). A smaller circle

of words (i. e. some words united by apposition or by the

stat. cs.) may also be subordlned in this way, as to spealc.^

to cry, to weep b^l-i bip ct great voice r=: loud 1 Kgs. 8,

55. Dt. 5, 19, they assembled "inx ris one mouth r=: with
one accord Jos. 9, 2. Zef. 3.9; he who worleth T-r'y^ •;\'D

with a lazy hand ~ lazily Prov. 10, 4. 6 , 12; nay even
an entire short nominal proposition , as 1 have seen God
"•Sd-Vn £D"i2d face to face i.e. evidently Gen. 32, 31. Ex.

33,' ll.

1) The usage of the language is, however, to be minutely observed

here at the same time, as tiiis freedom is by no means so gene-

ral in Hebr. as in Arabic.

There is not much diilerence when the complement re-

fers back rather to the subject, as ye are left "isp^ ^T}^2

(as) few people Dt. 4, 27. Gen. 15, 16. Jer. 31, H{ Jeru-
salem shall be inhabited dtt'^d («s) pillages HH villagewise

Zacii. 2,8. '
.

l;'i(> The nearest and simplest, and also still very prevalent,

riiflhod here is, for the veibul idea to limit and explain it-
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self hy itself i. e. by means of its abstract^ as uoXefiiov

nolefulv. The verbal idea, reUirning on itself, can thereby
become altogether contained and complete in itself, so that

we might express it in our languages by altogether , as

^"bainn bnh; vanitatem vani estis zn ye are altogether van-
ity lob. 27, 12; the injin. abs. ^.540 is more frequently and
appropriately used for this purpose, cf. Ewald's Gra7;z. J^ra6.
11. p. 37 f. But by the subordination of a substantive of a

more definite signification or limitation, the general notion is

thus referred to the particular, and the substantive may
either stand alone, as tDibn Dbn to dream a dream zzz

once, ni/:i"5ri tZlbrt to dreatn dreams (many), or with the

addition of an adjective or pronoun, as bi^^ "'^S ln52 to

weep a great weeping = bitterly , or of a stat. cons, as

12 "in T\Z^12 ^D2 they fled the flis,ht of the sword -zz as one
Hies from the sword Lev. 26 , 36; also attaching itself backwards,
in a relative proposition, to the preceding substantive: niiJi "tii3n piii:72n

the straifrbt which (=: wherewith) he will straighten , or cause Dt. 28,

53. Ps. 89, 51 f. Later languages lose this simplicity of antique diction.

— As the pure verbal idea is only farther developed by this , it is a

matter of perfect indifference whether the verb is active, intransitive, or

pnssive (as Js. 14, 2. Zach. 13, 6) and whether it already has one or two
other ol)jects Jer. 30, 14. Jdgs. 15, 8; a substantive of similar sense can

also be so construed Zacli. 8, 2. Jer. 14, 17; 23, 6. Js. 37, 6.

b) The verb is explained by an adjectice^ as D1-'' DhiJ.

he flies naked Am. 2, 16. Ps. 15, 2; also in a subordined
])rcdicate-member, as he sees the moo/i coursing ^p^
bright lob 31 , 26.

For the manner in which a substantive is freely sub- 487

ordined to another with abrogation of the stat. cs. see

^.499. 514 f.; a small word can then easily come between,

as ns*iL2 !T7t52 "liijs flesh of what — in the field — is

torn Ex. 22, 30, Uyz n^rj "b^372r; the flood-was-of waters
Gen. 7, 6, cf. 6, 17. 41, 29. The free subordination takes place

especially easily after a statement of measure, order and
weight, by the name of the material being added quite loose-

ly as a mere specification of the contents of the measure and

therefore in the sg. and not requiring the article; as u3bu3

n/:p d-iNp three measures meal Gen. 18, 6, four D'^'n^a

•jns' /-otps stone Ex. 28, 17. 2 Kgs. 4,2; ti^'y^ B^nau; two
years in days (time) d^J^^ y^:2'>23 a weeh in days i. e. about
as long ; this usage is transferred to other words 2 Sam. 24,

13. In certain cfimmon phrases, even the name of the mea-
sure Avhicli is easily understood from the material spoken of,

is omitted, as ^p\i3 shekel, !n3"'N ephah, 133 talent Zach.

11, 12. Ru. 3, 15. iSam. 17,' 17.
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488 The numerals for the tens §. 436 as words incapable of formation,

always subordiiie the noun to themselves in this free manner. And indeed

the s£^. of the object siiflices with these and with all numerals above
ten, as the idea of multitude is already contained in the numeral and it

is enough merely to add the object as such , as ^;"(f{ i^iliuy ^en mem
of. 1 Kgs. 20, 16; also p'^j^ !-;"i"jjy Ez- 45, 1; Adjectives, however, may
remain in the pi. Gen. 18j "24. 28. ' The article, as in §. 504, does not

belong to the number, but to tlie object Zach. 11, 12. 15. Jdgs. 18, 17.

l)t. 9, 25. 1 Chro. 2T, 15; yet cf. Jos. 4, 4. The adjective either strictly

follows the fig. of this construction 1 Sam. 22, 18. Jdgs. 18, 17, or re-

turns more loosely to the /'/. v. 16. This sg. is also put so loosely and
inflexibly, that it even ceases to connect itself in stat. cs. with a follow-

ing noun Est. 9 , 30.

489 As ace. to §. 439 there exist no adjectives for the numerals above
ten, accordingly, the numeral which is expressed in the common way with

the object, is subjected to the stat. cs, of the object, as C'^'cnn P:"»z3

j^j'irj the year of the fifty year i. e. which can only be produced by

fifty, therefore tJie fiftieth year Lev. 25, 10 f. This st. cs. however
is often either more briedy omitted , so that tfee context alone determines

tlie point, as t^ii "1">ZJ" ri\li"~w"2 "« ^'"^ thirteenth da\ , cf. Gen. 14, 4;

or tlie last substantive is wanting, although the geiider of the numeral
remains the same, which method prevails more and [more in tlie laier

period and is applied to all numbers, as u3b"ili n:i!33 '" '/"^ third year.

490 3. The iioim is freely 8ii])orcliuetl to llie Avliole proposi-

tion as word of relation , as every geueral relalion of mea-
sure, space, kind, and mode lias a complete sense only Avhen

in reference to a tliouglit and only refers to lliat. The histor-

ical progress of the language, however, must be attentively

observed here in particulars. Thus 1) in statements of mea-
sure , if measure or degree in general is spoken of in the

proposition, as the water rose 15 cubits Gen. 7, 20. 31,

23. 2 Sam. 14, 26, which is also like the case in f.
485 ; then

in general estimates of space and time, as t:2"'"3"ii;ri tlie heaven
=: above 1 Rgs. 8. 32 1F. , C3->b.;'n u3bT!3. three times, tD^rrt

^^. 533; he journeyed D^'a-i to"^73^ many days., the whole
period mentioned, or thus, tliis year thou diest Jer. 28, 16.

Jdgs. 7, 19; this might be more dclinilely expressed by
prepositions. Ps. 122, 4. 127, 2.

491 2) INIany have thus become adverbs, partly constantly,

partly being still more fully construed with prepositions, as

"ip'a in tlie morning, T\'lzh or shorter n^5 /or ever, Di"^

ail day by day, i"'^D round about; 'iN'o very, Lnib">23 well
Gen. 43, 27. cf. 29, 6; n'qa for security z=z securely ,Vi':'^'DVi_

steadily Ex. 17, 12. t3"'Nb3 wonderfully ham. 1 , 9; some ad-
jectives of measure and kind , as i"i or ns"} much Ps. 123,

3. 4, 'bp_ swiftly, ~\'>i
ov jcm. iTi73 bitterly with p:^T to cry;

vL other adverbs ^^. 457, 2. Later writers extend miu^h of

liiis to a greater deijrcc, as TJv'sb Ty to very much 2 Chro.
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16, 14. Every adverbial addiliou is in free construction with
the verb, and may also be put belore it witli emphasis; but
the adverb must always follow the simple adjecUve in appo-
sition, as "jj??3 nbi:, "iiy a very great city.

3) In the stat. constr. '^S5?3 ninnher m in number —
(as ^DD^jV is also possible; lob 1, 5. Ex, 16, 16. Jer. 2, 28.

Some I'elatious of space in the stat. cs. as tins door for out

of doors at — , IT'S (or more complete rT^iz) liouse := iu

lUe house, the same as llie Lat. apud , hence also tzribTiia
by itself, for at Bethlehem 2 Sam. 2, 32; moreover n"o.'i^'?3,

';2 coram ^ and similar words above §.338 ///. ; lastly, all

prepositions belong here, cf. §.507 and further §. 518 if.

Although there is generally no external characteristic of 492
a word freely subordined, nevertheless lleb. has a particle

to denote it externally. This preposition of the accusative
is DN (riTN §. 468) properly a rellexlve pronoun se//, ipse

(cf §. 242 nt. and the Syrlac oiAj se ipsuni) and hence ser-

ving as a reference , to carry the relation of that ^vhich is

freely subordined backAvards to the chief word; Its use is,

however, confined within the following limits (cf. Ewald's
Gram. Arab.W. p. 175 if.):

1) nN is only necessary with the personal pronouns, in

case they cannot be used in the suffix form §.300 If.; for

the idea of independence and dependence has been so entirely

separated in these pronouns In the form, tliat they must ne-

cessarily be used as suffixes where the idea requii-es depen-

dence; and when external difficulties oppose the attachment

of the suffix to the verb itself, this riN must then support

It. Thus a) if the emphasis I'enders It necessary to place

the accusalive before the verb , or even quite alone by itself,

as "'na'nri "^rij^ tliee I had slain Num. 22, 33. Jer. 7, 19; —
h) if a verb has two objects , and both are personal pro-

nouns, the second, must stand by Itself then, as the verb

can only support one sviffix, as iriN "'^N^l^ he let me see

him; In the same way with tlie infinitive, IDN Cni<;'n::: in tlieir

seeing him m when they saw him. — c) Moreover, with
the infinitive in many cases, as with the inf. abs. because

it is too inllexible ace. to §. 355, 1 Sam. 2, 28 , with the inf.

constr. because a noun inlrinscially nearer is put before,

§,554, as inN T'HN u^Ti thy brother's seeking him i. e.

that tliy brother seeks him Dl, 22, 8, or for the purpose of

marking a suffix as the accusative Gen. 4, 15 (ace. to §, 555).

This placing of the pronoun by itself, however, also becomes
more and more frequent without urgent necessity.
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493 2) nx Is indeed not iiiicominon befoi'e substantives,

especially if they are placed before^ ils use is nevertheless

still \eiy fhicliiating and confined, namely, only !)efore definite

nouns §. 535 , and even then more hefore words of persons than of things,

because such words, as iiaving more force and independence, are on that

account easily more strongly and clearly suliardined, as i('6'6ai(' y-ij^—-j^j.^

the land, they annointed '^^~~nN J^oiid g. 531 they brought Ti^NTN
his father , i^^TlN whom? Js. 6, 8 (hut not with ^"2 '^'hal~), ITITTIN

this man, "Td;N~nN i''hom or //i<it n'hich Gen. 9, 24; Cii^~T)N '/'^

weary Js. 50, 4 (because the article is not necessary in poetry), ''33~r^S

*he whole, ^']-j ^b-riN oil foirls (acc. to §.505. 512) Gen. 1, 21. 29;

30. 8, 21. 9, 3. Dt. 2, 34 (3, 6.) Jdgs. 7, 8. 2 Sam. 6, 1; with nu-

merals 1 Sam. 9, 3. 2Sani. 15, J6 acc. to §. 516; also wlien the sg,

is used for the wliole species, as "iiiiii^ man Ex. 21, 28. Lev. 20, 11.

2 Sam. 4, 11 ; or witii tlie ])arli(iple in the signification oi he who Ez. 2, 2.

Tiius rijs^ alone clearly siiows when a word without the article has never-

theless a more definite signification. Moreover, rather more witli the

nearer complements than with the remoter (Gen. 17. 11. 14. 25, cf. v. 24),

and not at all with adverbs or adverbial expressions ; rarely too with state-

ments of time Ex. 13, 7. Dt. 9, 25, and with the statement of going

toward a place Jdgs- 19, 18. Finally, all tliis only applies more imme-

diately to ordinary Prose: Poets use this particle still more sparingly.

This particle, however, can never denote the nominative; yet it is

often only the general sense of the sentence which produces the accusa-

tive, as the active construction intrudes on all occasions as the nearest, as

•jT'ij^T;—pj< "jpi detur (= dandum est, let some one gire') terrani Kum.

32, 5. Gen. 17, 3 acc. to §.572; -iiT;-;-nj>{ '^''i'^ys y^"^ Vn ^^^ "'^^ ^^

evil in thy eyes i. e. do not look with displeasure on this matter 2 Sam.

11, 25. 1 Sana. 20, 13; Jos. 22, 17. For greater irregularities in the later

language, see 2 Kgs. 18, 30. Dan. 9, 13. iSeh. 9, 19. 34.

49^ The prepositions also belong here, inasmuch they are all in the ac-

citsatiue themselves, as may be easily seen in Arabic; but it will be bet-

ter to treat of them afterwards where we speak of the genitive , the case

they govern.

495 B. Relation of the genitii^e or of strict subordination.

This is a kind of composition, and Avhere the two ideas are

jnost discordant and most violently resist one another because

the one contains no part of the other, ashing -Egypt, fear-

I, there must the combinalion be strictest and lirmesl, there

must the first word try to retain the second forcibly in de-

pendence oil itself, as Egypts-king^ my Jear; on the other

liand , where the two ideas are not so discordant, where the

first already contains something of the second, there is this

close construction nearer to free subordination , as we not

only say piilcher faciei , but pitlcher facietn. This mode of

coniposilion is more strongly expressed in the Indo-Germanic

languages by the suburdincd word being placed first, as

noXvod-ev);^:: but. in Scniilic , the words remain in their na-

tural order, in which the defining word is put last. But the
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(lefineci (tlie first) and tlie defining word ^^. 400 are placed In

such a mulual connexion liere , that tlie first is not pronoun-

ced as independent, by itself, but as seeking ils end and aim

in the following word, and, as the second is attracted by the

first and is subjected to it, they both conjointly form a higher

whole. Thus the two substantives wisdom - Solomon , hing-

lancl combine in a higlier idea the wisdom of Solomon, the

king of the land y-i>Nn "b;:. The only limits to this rela-

tion are,' that the first member must contain tlie idea of a

noun i. e. of a word which is not complete in itself (as the

verb is); the second member is, as to the idea, always im-

tnediately subordined to a noun, and answers to owv genitiue

for the most part, but has no further limitation. The defining

juember, however (if it is a noun) may be ilself defined by
an immediately following defining word, and two, or even

more, nouns may thus follow in the st.a.^ as il^b b'lil '^'^3

"ivjJN Tjba. the Jriiit of the greatness of the heart of tlie king

of Assyria i. e. of liis pride Js. 10, 12. The great frequency

of this relation, however, is partly to be explained from the

compressed conciseness of the ancient language , and partly,

from the want of more definite and current adjective formation.

1) Tlie Indo-Germanic languages use nominal composition for the

most cases, wliicli is of a similarly extensive signification and

equally depends on an ideal combination, only that they place the

defining noun first ; lor which reason the compass of this relation

does not remain altogether as free as it does ia Hebr.

1. Compass of the stat. constr. — The easiest method 496

of understanding the diiferent kinds of this infinitely manifold

construction , is by considering what ideas are capable of

entering into such a combination itself. There are, how-
ever , three :

1) two nouns perfectly unequal to each other in sense,

but equal in power and independence , enter thus into a com-
bination together which is the more close the more their

ideas repel each other; see ^.495. Both must be substantives

therefore , either from their nature or in consequence of their

powet- and position at the time. — If the first substantive

denotes action or passion , it may then be referred to the

second either in such a sense, that the action must be con-
ceived as proceeding from the second (genitivus subjecti) or

that the second is alfeeted by the action (genitivus objecti);

the context will always easily determine the particular sense

of every passage. Inter languages, however, generally express

the latter use more clearly by propositions , e. g. P'^Hs my
fear, which I feel, or fear of me, which others feel, 'TlpT
thy remembrance, which Ihoii hast, or the remembrance
of thee , ti:-.^'!.": C'on the cruelty of your hands , but D?3n
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jbS^b the cruelty of Lihanon M-hlcli it suITerpcl Ilab. 2, 17,

b'i^a rr"f-c3 tlie report about Saul 2Som. 4,4, n'^n- Vias

lamentation for the only (son) Am. S, 10. '''3~]1 my way,
but "{'''.ri T]"17. ^/te way to the tree Gen. 3, 24.

497 Proper names are too complete and perfect in themselves, and there-

fore too unpliant and immoveable to enter easily into such a combination.

INevertheless, some examples oi" it are found, chielly on account of the

very frecpient use of the lanj^uag^e : r\yi\'Z'ZT'\M~i'^ J'^tive of hosts , which

is sometimes more completely and easily expressed by '^ in'^N MTri"^

Jahve^ tlie God of hosts; often in the names of towns, as tI2TT*L"b2 P.n

Gath of the Philistines =^ the Pliilistian (iath (as in Lat. Ascalon Ju-

daeae), althouj,'h the looser construction is also not rare here, Am. 6, 2.

Dt.1'^, 5. 1 Sam. 17, 12; -it:;i"7N p'gj^ri Damascus (the city) of Eliezer

Gen. 15, 2.

498 2) tlie two nouns are not each perfectly dilTerent as to

sens' and equally independent, but the first remains the

more niiporlant and independent, and the second is less closely

attached, so that it may even stand more freely i. e. may be

subordined in l!ie accusative merely. This takes places if the

one describes a property , vr esse/ice , and object of the other,

so that \he first , liie one described, predominates and remains

more independent, while the second is less closely consirued,

and the whole construction , as will be plainly shown in

many Iraces below, remains looser and may be easily dis-

solved. The first member now may be either a substantive

or an adjective, in either case, however, it must be capable

of limitation , not a proper name , for instance , as that at

the utmost can only be further described by apposition.

a) a substantive is thus described by another in such a

manner that the last only expresses the quality of the first,

aiid is therefore in itself placed without the article (cf. ^^. 511),

a mode of construction which becomes more frequent in pro-

portion as adjectives are either yet wanting or are not usual,

as "b'^n ^12.') hero of might ZZ mighty hero Jdgs. 11, 1,

u3"'2"''i72 v23"'J^ man of strifes i. e. a quarrelsome man; there

are no adjectives as yet derived from many names for exter-

nal objects, as sili^er
,
gold, hence they are used in the

stat. cs. yy 'ji'nN arl; of wood — wooden, J]p3 i^i^N ?Wo/s

of silver; or the adjectives denote persons acting, and are

not used for things, as p''~':i Just , IIJlTp^ holy, hence "^HilT

P";!^
sacriflcia juris m justa, "lUip "^"la^ testes sanctitatis

—

-

sacrae.

This want of the frecpient use of adjectives is also the

cause that abstracts or neuter sidjslanlives arc often consirued

with general names of persons or names which denote the

possessor, the origin, the derivatiou : a) often with u;"'tt man

:
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'nxh lU"':^ vir formae = formosus 1 Sam. 16, 18, u;\N

uD'inln" vir verhorinn =: facuiidus IX, 4, 10; — /;) oiieii

wilh bys lord, possessor: C^lnT bs^s liauiiig words
(cause ol complaint) Ex.24, 14; ni'jbri b^s Jiaving dreams,
a dreamer Gen. 37, 19; — (•) with 'jr: 6o// , to tlenote deri-

valiou or relation: \i^T\_ "^^z Jilii roboris zz rolnisti Dt. 5, 18,

ni^M
'J2

a son of heating, belonging to beating, worthy of

stripes Dt. 25, 2. 1 Sam. 20, 31; rib^b ^r son of nighty
ssprungi:p in the niglit and dependent on it Jou. 4, 10.

Peels go slill farther in such constructions Js. 5, 1.

According to this, it is not surprising then that many substantives 499
whose idea only denotes measure, number, or time, and which therefore

are most easily subordined loosely after tlie manner of adjectives, gra-

dually separate themselves as second member from tlie close construction,

give up the stat. cs. and are subordined freely (in the accusative, ad-

verbially) as '12573 ""TU-N "'^^ of number i. e. easy to be counted, few,

and even ^spa Q'>?2'^ a jew days Num. 9, 20; the ancient tDj.-^^ ^xMZ

and tlie later Xl")^ C'TliaN a few men; Ti^^n nbii> ojfering oj conti-

nuance = continual otfering , and n ;-;biy Psnm. 28, 3, 6.

If the principle of this combination were streteched to a 50{>

wider use, it would be possible to connect by the stat. cs.

not only a substantive , but any w ord and any proposilion

which might be added for the description of the first sub-

stantive ^). Hebr. however, rather leaves these additions and

complements looser, without close connection by the stat.

constr. Nevertheless, there are some incipient attempts of

that more extended use, and chiefly in the bold diclion of

poetry: l) adverbial additions are sometimes closely connected,

as Qi^M tZi'i and CjiH "^aT innocent blood., p'l'T!}'?. ^^i'^^

Gods — from afar = strange Gods Jer. 23 , 23 ; "^rib^ n573

iT]0 blow- without ceasing i. e. incessant Js. 14, 6. The
adjective, on the other hand, is more loose and easily in-

telligible in itself; when placed after, however, as a neuter,

it has another sense, as iiar! 'j^i wine oj the good absolute-

ly, of the best wine Cant. 7, 10. Js. 22, 24. Prov. 6, 24. —
2) Before an entire relative proposition, as tin ">ii-Dri~bs ''^."'"'i

the nobles — in whom all my delight is m the nobles

dearest to me Ps. 16, 3. — 3) Still more with the i of the

stat. co/islr. §. 406-408.

1) As in Persian by sil*^! ^ and compositions in Sanscrit, German

etc. Grufckonig, Mahaidg'd etc.

If the adjective, instead of being placed afterwards with- ;'><>l

out power, as is usual ^. 537, is ralher placed in the stat.

cs. before the substantive as an independent neuter ace. to

§•496, the idea of the property (of the adjective) is thereby

rendered very significantly prominent as the strongest, or
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mosl Iniporlant for the time being, as nb y'ijN the power
of filrengtli (to '/.ouTeQov if^s layvnc) = the \ery great

strength Js. 40, 26 ^Ps. 46, 5. 6S, 14, -^vj:. n"! the abun-
dance of thy guudness ziz tliy abiindaiil goodness Ps. 14.5, 7;

yet this is rare and only poetical, cf. I^wald's Gram. Arab.
II. p. IS. 156. A substantive otherwise serving for description,

may be rendered prominent in the same way.

It also produces great empliasis if the individual is pro-

minently distinguished by the stat. cs. from the whole im-

mediately following, which may take place partly by combin-

ation of the same substantive, as Si"i;np •cj''ip the holy of
holies i. e. what is most holy, Q'^iny "V^'J slave of slaves,

lowest slave Gen. 9, 25. Hos. 10, 15; partly by the adiect-

ive of a peculiar kind being expressly rendered more promi-

nent by its place before the following plural or collective,

as j"':^z^ "jbp the little one (least) of his sons 2Cliro. 21, 17;

'^''Sl "'^PT the eldest oj the people IMich., 7, 4. Gen. 24, 2;

U'l^l ''V-^ wicl-ed (worst) of nations Ez. 7 , 24. 1 Sam. 9, 21.

17, 40. lob 41, 22 ; also with the adjective used as a neuter, as

ni'M yi'iD the ravenous (most ravenous) of beasts Js. 35, 9.

In the same way: &1N iS'is a wild ass of a man i. e. a

very wild man Gen. iV, 12.' lob 11, 12. Prov. 15, 20, cf.

nara -sinha (man-lion) in Sanscrit.

502 Such constructions are for tliis reason especially important and ne-

cessary, because tlie language, having no form for the elative or super-

lative of adjectives , is obliged to have recourse to circumlocutions of

various kinds as they happen to be suitable. Besides the circumlocutions

above mentioned, another substantive of a suitable idea may be put belore

in the stat. cs. as ^T'^p':;" "iHS'^ ^^'^ choice of thy tallies i. e. ihj

lest rallies , or the whole may be more loosely combined by z '">

among with the a<ljective, as &"i"ki;^!3 !riD"r! '^^'^ heautijul among a-o-

nien = the most beautiful woman Cant. 1, 5. Am. 2, 16. Jdgs. 6, 15.

If the whole is already mentioned or is easily understood, it is sufficient

to render the adjective prominent by the article in tiie general ideas of

pood
.^

great, near, as Isai had eight sons, and Dai'id was 'Juprt

the little one , where it is clear from the comparison and the connexion

of the sense tliat the least is meant (or, if the comparison can only ij

be between two, the lesser) 1 Sam. 17, 12-U. 9, 21. (ien. 1, 16. 19, 38. !|

29, 16. Joel 4, 5. Dt. 2], 3. Where the whole, however, is not at all men-
tioned , but a high degree absolutely is to be expressed , for instance , in

the proposition, the question is very hard: tiien this idea (unless it is

contained in a verbal or adjective formation) can only be expressed by

adding '^x?^ ^'^O' i ^^ ^y repetition of the same word or an accumulation

of similar ones.

503 6) Every participle or adjective may be limited by a foUow- I

ing substantive, if its verb, or the verbal idea whicli it re-

presents, is only of such a kind as to admit an immediate

complement or the reference of the universal to the parlicu-
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lar. Therefore, whenever llie verb sub«rclines an accusative

to itself freely irom any cause ace. to §. 477, then is the

closer siiborduialion l)y the stat. cons, always the nearest

here; for the .sfai. cs. is the same thing in the noun which
the accusative is with the verb. Only that there is greater

freedom and boldness in the subordination by the stat.

constr. than in the more external construction wilh. the

accusative. But as the first member is merely described

by something particular, and consequently remains the

most important one , and as the substantive is also often

cjuite separated iji the accusative, accordingly, this com-
bination also is looser and weaker as to the idea. Thus

1) from active verbs: tD'^ti'V?*! ''iilN miiantes dei ^ ^'^,5"'?. '^"''^'^

eye - enlightening , "rjinbu^ "^^PM ^^^^o eat thy table i. e.

thy bread 1 Kgs. 2, 7; S5>^ "iNZ who come to the gate,

*i"'2? ij<t5£i egredientes , or egressi,^ in^hem , biNUJ "^^p going
down to Orcus^ iT5 lUiD who turn aside to deceit Ps.

40 , 5 , as these verbs of motion are construed immediate-

ly wilh the accusative §. 477-481; bolder combinations

are '~\tv "'bnT dust - creeping (serpents) i'lp liSU) lying in

the grace Vs. 88, 6. — 2) From passive verbs, in various

ways: PiP "i^^in sackcloth- clad , Ti'si yiiis brolen to pieces

Dt. 23, 2, in which the substantive would be the second ac-

cusalive in the verbal construction ^.484; ^iUJN nib'? woman-
born because this is equivalent to whom a woman has borne,

in which the second member is therefore more closely con-

nected and could not be easily separated in the accusative;

in the same way "bZ- '^^r'^ lord -ruled i. e. married, ^lin
CZiiz^S; idol-allied,

^J'^^^.'^R
those invited by her Prov. 9,18;

lastly, even I^XJ^ iS;d)3 he who is of forgiven sin i. e. whose
sin is forgiven" Js.' 33, 24. Ps. 32, 1, a'l'i.U '^i'.'ni? tliose of
torn clothes (or wilh torn cl.) 2 Sam. 13, 31 , because the

participle in itself expresses the idea he who (is of) ; even in

cases in which its substance, i. e. its verb, does not imme-
diately affect that person , but belongs to the idea of the

loHowing substantive i). — 3) Simple words of property or

condition, adjectives or participles, as !nb bi5 noXvo&evr^s

,

niViin N'li^ who is of awful deeds Ex. 15, 11 i^b ^"7

soft-hearted, '^•'tr^^l^ Nlop impure of lips, prop, who (is)

of impure lips; moreover InianN nbin lovesich , n)3nba "^^v^i

averse to war Mich. 2, 8; iiJN Pj^lip fire-burned , nSn ""bbn

sword- pierced, T\r:yfD)2 '^\^'^Z battle- arrayed, Nn2£ ""^.^^r!

service - equipped , N^i: "'Ni?'' going out to service (i. e.

forced to serve in war) 1 Cliro. 7,11, and many similar in-

stances. This construction occurs before a long description Dt. 3, 5,

and even before a small explanatory proposition p'^jij i<b"l ri'liD';^

not - with - wine - drutiken Js. 51 , 21, exactly as the Sanscrit apd-
namatta*
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1) Cf. EwAi.n's Gramm. Jrab. 11. p. 242 tf. and similar Sanscrit
<-o;ii|jo.sitious.

504 3 ) Tlie first nieniber may represent the relations of llie

second lo space, number, existence, nature etc. In that casr,

the first is therefore a -word of purely ideal signification, for

the most part exlorually Aveak and not independent in itself,

like a particle, whereas the second is externally the firmer

and more important. Under this I'ule ai^e included

a) the simple and numerals from 2 to 10, )r\^'2 and fjViNi,

which are properly to be considered as sidistautives in st. cs.

hence too with suffixes, as ^^•''.'d ive tcvo^
^v"'?."^

they two,

Dn'LpVJ tliey three , but then also separated and standing

alone wilhoul close subordination, see farther §.436. Among
the numerals from 3 to 10 wliich express the feminine, "^;n

and rnii; are only placed in stcd. cs. before another closely

connected numeral, 'OlzTi only before a definite substantive

Ex.26, 3. 9, vJi'^'O also before an indefinite one Gen. 18, 6.

—

In the same way S^r^^J/O duphun in stat. cs, Dl. 15, 18, or

by itself as adverb diiplo Ex. 16, 22.

505 Vb prop, totiim, universitas , is ahvays used in stat.

cs. only, for our all and whole, cf. farther §.512; this woid,
as answering to the idea of an adjective, is indeed someti-

mes placed after also (in apposition) but, in that case, the

substantive already ])laced before it must be repeated after it

in its suffix, because Vis always remains a substantive, as

tlVs '5i?."\^r (til Israel. It is only rarely that bi is used by itself

for tiie perfectly indefinite every thing, or all, et>ery Gen. 8, 21.

9, 3. 16, 12. Jer. 44, 12; then by degrees also '^Vrr witii the article

for all I hat, all they Ps. 49, 18. Dan. 11, 2; cf. Ewald's Gz-a/H.^roZ).

II. p. 11. 343.

506 h) The negative 'J-'N §. 448 , as tiDi"" 'J-'N no Joseph,

^ns ')"'N ungiK^eUy and "'ba or "^nbs §.459 which also form
negations of simple adjectives, as rii"vl373 "'ba exactly like an

Inilo -Germanic iinannointed , 2 Sam. 1, 21. The opposite

of these negations is 'd^^ §. 550.

Substantives also which are still used on other occasions

in a more primitive, freer signification, may serve for such au

ideal usage. Thus especially uisp soul = internal, indepen-

dent life = self, to express self, ipse, in cases in which

])ronouns alone woidd not be sufficiently clear , although it is

chielly used of animate o1)iecls only, or those that resemble

them .Is. 46, 2, and especially with the suffixes to expre8S

the reflexive, as 'UJ?3 mj' soul = / myself , 'O'^'^Z i^i'\Y

themselves; fci;" hotie = body, is rather used for inanimate

objects in the same sense, as £!';'X3TiJt7 D5:2? heaven itself Ex.
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1

24, 10; when followed by Nirtn ace. to §. 446 il refers to

what precedes, and siguifies the very same Geii. 7, 13.

c) Moreover, all prepositions belong to tlie same class properly,

as they express certain relations and references of tiie following noun

(luite as ideally, however various in other respects the origin of the se-

veral prepositions niay be as to their roots.

Substantives also wliicli only define the space, time, kind 507

or manner of the following action in a general w^ay , may in

tlie same manner be placed in stat. cs. before a whole pro-

]iosition, as ^'"^ ^2'^ &i"'3 on tlie day — Qod spohe i. e. on
whicli day — wlien Ex.' 6, 28. 1 Sam. 25 , 15; "iTliN ^i^ Vj.

1":~P nV hy reason — that they did not come to meet you
= because Dt. 23, 5, cf. below on the relative proposition.

Still farther than all these cases , which amount essentially to subor- 50Q
ilination, extends the mode of combination by means of coordination^ by
which two ideas, in themselves equal, are united to form a single higher

one, as is very conunon in Sanscrit cf. §. 13. This is, however, hardly

found even in an imperfect rudiment in Hebr. ; yet riS'Tl n'^im K^isdom

and knoii'ledge Js. 33, 6 belongs here, and another example 3o , 2; more-
over certain numerals §. 438. But not cases like n^S 'nlTiD ^^'^ river

Euphrates, fTil^O V^*^ terra ^egypti , 'ji'sj; ri2 daughter, i.e. poe-

tical title of honour for city , Zion
,
(this can only be expressed by appo-

sition in our languages, daughter Zion, but the Heb. could say river

uf Euphrates) ^'ij^-^n tiiUJ '^'^ tribe TtJanasseh ; for, in these in-

stances , a more general term is actually described by a more particular

one, although it is true on the other hand, that apposition can very well

take place here, as far as the idea is concerned, and that it often does

take place (e.g. y^lNJl Num. 34, 2. rlz!^ Lam. 2,12) and those shorter

constructions are chietiy found in certain common expressions only.

2. Consequences of the stat. const?'. Since the stat.

cs. only consists in the power of the closest mutual con-

struction , in such a manner that the first member attracts tlie

second , accordingly

,

1) no adjective nor projioun nor other word can in- 503
trade between the defined and the defining noun; for any
word thus intruding would amount to a sidjstantive definijig

the stat. constr. and would tlius confound tlie sense. Every
apposition of the stat. cs. by moans of an adjective or pro-

noun ') ^. 532 must therefore be placed at the end after the

defining substantive, and where two connected substantives

do not differ in gender and number, then the general sense of

passage can alone show to which ol them the apposition is to

be refen-ed, as b'rat^ rjb"iil7~'}s might either be tJie son of
the great king, or the great son of the king. The ln~
of motion §. 420 may however be attached to the stat. cs.

as it does not constitute an aj)position , Gen. 24, 67. Ex. 10,

19. — Only after bb §. 505 can a little word be interposed,

because it begins to be treated more as a particle, 2 Sam. 1,

9. lob 27, 3. lios. 14, 3.

21
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1) If a substantive staiuls in opposition, tlie t^tat. cs, is sometimes
continued 2Kgs. 10, 6. J(ii;s, 19, 22. Js. 23, 12. Geii. 14, 10;
sucli instances are rare on the whole. Here also belongs 'inN
one Js. 36, 9, uhicii generally separates itself more from the ad-
jectives (2Kgs. 12, 10).

510 Tlie interposition of a preposition, however, and especially of a

small one, does not hinder tiie .•>/«/. t6. very mucii , altliougli it is rather

tlie poets only who take this liberty ; the following word with tlie pre-

position may describe a property of tlic first substantive, as CzV'J "^N'lSS

projihets out of their heart i. e. of tlieir own discretion Ez. 13, 2. Js. 9,

2

or tlie preposition may only render tlie relation clear, as irzb.'D ^^T!

mountains in Gilhoa 2 Sam. 1, 21 (without z '" prose v. 6. 1 Sam. 31, 1).

Ps. 58, 5. Prov. 24, 9. lob 18, 2, especially if it belongs to the construction

of a verb which has become a participle Ps. 2, 12. 84, 7. lob 24, 5- Js.

9, 1. Jdgs, 5, 10. 8, 1
1 , and in an unusual manner Jer. 33, 22; besides

tiiese, in cases in whicli '^ is inserted ace. to §. 517 and the stat. cs.

nevertheless remains before it, as ri^::''3 7'';:3"^?3 from the ri^ht of the house

Ez. 10, 3. Jos. Sj 11; lastly, with ^ of tJie infinitives ace. to §. 544.

Js. 56, 10.

511 2) The first noun cannot liave tlie article., Nvliicli -would

detain the tone and the rapid promiuciation in general (cf.

§.324 nt^\ it can only stand with the last, but in such a

way that its power is extended to the first also on accouitt

of the intimate \inion of bolli nouns. If therefore 1) botii

uouns are definite of themselves , the article , nevertheless,

stands only with the second, as ^"'"n 'bi'73 the great men
of the city; hence also with derivations from conipoinid

proper names ace. to §.216, as ""^jririn n"'2 tJie BetJilehemite

from Cnb. rr^s "). — 2) if tiie first is definite and the se-

cond indefinite, the latter, however, only contains the par-

ticular of the former ace. to §. 498 if. and so far bolh belong

together as to the sense, then the second receives the article,

as i^b rjl a coward, nnV.^5 HI ^^^^ coward Dt. 20, 8,

uDi'ip Pll'tU: an ear blasted by the east wind, tD'^'iivfr ?]^T*i3

the' ear blasted etc. Gen. 41, 6. 23. 27; 37, 3. 23.' 'i). On
the other hand, if they are more different^ and the second

indefinite word is the chief one , the article falls away en-

tirely, as tDT"' 'niT the matter — o/ a day i.e. enough for

a day Ex. 16, 4, Vb ";;: the hand of all, uJ^N Sirt. the sword
of every man Gen. 16, 12. Jdgs. 7, 22. — 3) If the first is

to be considered indefinite, but the second is definite in itself^

the first may still be put indefinitely in stat. constr. before

the article, if no ambiguity arises from it, as 'T'^lr: bbwJ

spoil of the city 2 Sam. 12, 30. Gen. 16, 7, t^'^'iNr^ "i'-^N

*) In such derivations, the plural is denoted in the first noun if it

is a personal one, as "'2i73'^~'j2 o. Benjamite , pi. i;i;ji ^12. iSani.

22, 7, as -2 son is easily formed in the //. Cf. i^ji^ "irr Ps. 4,3.
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a husbandman 9, 20; if, however, any ambiguily would
arise from it because a tliiug individual and indefinite in tlie

genus must be necessarily denoted by the first word, then
the first word cannot be connected by the stat. constr.

(^.517).

1) If the second noun is easily placed as ohject (§. 503, 2) tlie article

may be used with both, as Qi^s lljlib indutus vestes linteas '

iD^-^zn Uj^nVf^ Ez. 9, 2. 3. Jdgs.'lS, It'

A proper name or pronoun , w hen used as second noun,
has the same inlluence ace. to ^. 535 as nouns with the ai^-

ticle; e. g. in "i3a my son^ iQ na whose daughter? ^uj'^~'jz!

the son oj Isai , the first noun is rendered quite as definite

by the second as it is in ii;''iSM~'j2 tJie son of the jnan^ but

the proper name nevertheless takes the article in all cases in

which it is possible , as JiuJiain D^.u3 tlie tribe Matiasseh.

Vis §. 505 is used in such a manner with a definite 512

noun sg, which one can only conceive as singular as to sense,

that it signifies totus, whole, as LZ!:^7i~b3 the whole people^

although the article is not indispensably necessary in poetry

Ez. 36, 5; if it is used with a sg. noun which we can

conceive as plural in its kind according to the sense of the

passage, then it means omnis, all or euery , therefore with

an indefinite noun generally, as Ql^-^S every people, yet

also before a definite noun Dt. 4, 3. 1 Sam. 2, 26 in a re-

lative addition. Inasmuch as "hb , however, has something

definite in itself like a pronoxui ace. to § 505 , a singidar de-

noting the whole genus may be added to it without any new
definition, as "^H Vis every living thing Gen. 8, 21. 1, 29.

30. -iina Vis all the youths 2 Sam. 6, 1.

The same rules (^^.509-511) hold if many nouns in st.cs. 513

follow each other. If the second substantive merely describes the

properly of the first noun or is in any other way closely de-

pendent on it, the third noun refers lo both the preceding

ones equally, as Vn'I"!:";! uDii?: '>'-\'n the mountains of the

height of Israel i. e. tlie high mountains etc. Ez. 34, 14.

Dt. 31 ; 16, ViSt'^UJ'^ f^^'^T i^^"3 suavis carminum i.e. suavis

poela Israelis 2 Sam. 23 , 1 ; but as two merely descriptive

substantives cannot be thus placed after the stat. cs. on
account of the obscurity, the stat. cs. is either repeated as

in Dt. 9, 9, or the third noun is separated by a preposition

ace. to ^. 517. — That connexion of three substantives ans-

wers lo the connexion of two substantives which belong

intimalely together as to their idea, with the pronoun suffix

as tliird noun, as "'^Hp^ ^n the hill of my holiness i. e.

ni) holy liiLl; ir;:t]V?5 "'V3 his weapons of war Dt. 1, 41,

21 *
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''Z'^'Z'] "i_'2 /'?'? right hand
("J'"::";

jDrop. the riglit as a siib-

slaiilive); the poels may, liONVCver, atlacli Uie siifiix lo llie

iirst suhslanlive, lo Avhicli it belongs as to the idea, and then

subordine the second frecl)-, as iv "^sriT^ my refuge in

strength i. e. my strong refuge, "ip".:: "^x:"*!) fiiy causeless

foes Ps. 71, 7. Hab. 3, 8. Ez. 16, 27". 2 Sam. 22, 33; in

prose , llie sfat. cs. is rather repealed in tiiis case Gen. 37,

23, except with litlle words, Lev. 6, 3.

514 There are a few cases only in which the first member,
in the stat. cs. receives the article, contrary to

i^.
.511: i) on

account of the loose construction, according to which tlie first member
more easily separates itself ace. to §. 498 tt'. tlierefore nlien the second

substantive only describes the property or substance of tlie first, as

nUJn^rt nrw-rr: Mff brazen altar 2Kgs. 16, 14. lSam.2, 13, TT'd: r:'n^rr

the coat of fine linen , in whicli the article has also not been attaciied to

the second, in itself, indefinite word, E\. 28, 39; or when a mere parti-

ciple or adjective is described, as Jdgs. 8, 11 where a preposition is in-

terposed at the same time §. 510, the active participle especially may re-

ceive the article witli some force before the suffix , as the suffix might

also be the accusative, as "^Ts;-; who redeemed thee Dt. 13, 6. 11. 8,

14-16. 2 Sam. 1, 24. lob 40,' 19. Js. 9, 12. Ps. 103, 4. Also before the

stat. cs. with the
J-;— of motion Gen. 24, 67. Cf. Gram, ylrah. 11. p.

25 f. 157. — 2) Rarely without this before the suffix as a lighter word
Mich. 2, 12. Lev. 27, 23. Jos. 7, 21. 8, 33. — 3) It is new before two
substantives whicli are always united to form a proper name 2 Sam. 24, 5.

Besides these, sometimes in tlie more negligent language of the later

period , most easily when a somewhat stronger relatively demonstrative

liower may exist in the article Jdgs. IG, 14. 1 Kgs. 14, 24. 2 Kgs. 23, 17.

Jer. 32, 12; 25, 26. 38, 6, and besides this wliere a tliird substantive is

rather the beginning of a new sequence Jos. 3, 11.

515 If the first member, however, which should stand in &<«/.

cs. detaches itself more by the assumption of the article, it then

returns sometimes even to the stat. abs. again, as rri^'riif^ "ips^n

the brazen ox, iliynli ll'.Ti Di3^//e cup of the wine of'wrath,
'::i-; D^n the people of Jli 2 Kgs. 16, 17. Jer.25, 15. Jos. 8, 10 f.

Ez. 45, 16. 2 Chro. 15, 8. This is inost easy when the first

member would be in itself also distinct as to the usage of

the language, as n"*^::;!! 'J^^^H ^^'^ "'^' ^f ^^^^ covenant
Jos. 3, 14, although the first word which is placed by itself,

is more accurately repeated in stat. cs. as n'ls 'n!-i3 *iri;1

the river Euphrates Dt. 11, 24; Ex.38, 21.

It may be seen from §. 498 to what extent the same
freer subordination of the second member is permitted with

indefinite substantives also, as ^bi-'in 'j^'^ wine of staggeri/ig

Vs. 60 , 5 , "MZ)! Q"'b''N rajtis of wool iz woolly 2 Kgs, 3,

4 ; VJib CD^xa water of affliction, metapliorically z=. which does

not profit, 5s. 30, 20. cf. also JT^p^ ^'^.Vl 3, 24.
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The article is originally used witli llie second word ace. 516

1o
i**.

511 willi the numerals mentioned in §.504, as ni!3bu3

S"'-i:Mri tlie three arrows, and remains with the second word
even when the numeral is placed beibre it without being in

Stat. cs. Jos, 15, 14. Nevertheless, the numeral placed by
itself without stat. cs. may also freely subordine the following

substantive without any fui'ther definition whetliei' it be de-

finite according to the sense of the whole or Jiot, because

every nundjer is definite in itself like a proper name, as

Gen. 21, 28-30. 2 Sam. 15, 16. 20, 3; compare a similar

instance with '^3 §.512. The numeral, when placed after,

is without the article 1 Kgs. 7, 44; TnN one is also some-
times placed after without the article in the same manner,
as being definite of itself Gen. 42, 19. Num. 28, 4. 1 Sam.
13, 17 f. Jer. 24, 2. — Tlie numeral placed without a sub-

stantive, may receive the article when repeated in apposition

of an adjective or pronoun , as Cni^niiln JTOJilj?! tJie remain-
ing six Ex.28, 10. Dl. 19, 9; on' the contrary Gen. 9, 19.

1 Sam. 17, 14 cf. v. 13. — In the compound numerals 11-

19 §. 438, the article is either attached to the second member,
as "itor: a-^auj the twelve Jos. 4. 4, or to the first at once

1 Chro. 27, 15. — Concerning other peculiarities of the

numerals, see §. 488 ff.

.3) The noun w liicli follows the stat. cs. , the defining 517

noun, almost always expresses tlie idea of our genitive,

but where a substantive is placed alone , w ithout a preceding

noun, or where the preceding noun either is not or may not

be connected in the stat. cs. then the language must necessa-

rily have recourse to a preposition to express the idea of

our genitive; it must use the mediate instead of the imme-
diate construction; and b, which is generally the preposition

of the dative (§. 520) is usually foiuul thus emplo) ed , as tlie

genitive generally expresses appertaining to
,

possession ^).

Thus 1) if the first noun is altogether wanting, as in an in-

scription: Tilb Dapidis (carmen); or where so/i , day are

omitted: D^bntib ):i3ii yJmnon the son o{ jlchinoam 2Sam. 3,

2. 3. 5. Dt. i, 3 ; or if a genitive is to be placed first for the

sake of the emphasis Jer. 22, 4. — 2) If the second in itself

definite noun must be separated ace. to §.511, 3 Irom the first

in order to leave the first indefinite: "'^ZJ'^b "jri. « son of Isai
,^n.q-i-T2 would necessarily be the son of 1.) iSam. 16, 18. Gen. 41,

12. bnK;z3b Nis: "lUJ a captain of Sauls host 2Sam. 2, 8; ^72p2

Ti'ib a psalm of Dapidi I have come first of the house ]i^ii'^

ninb 2 Sam. 19, 21 , where the noun belongs rather to the verb.

— 3) if a word is interposed or the sentence is interrupted, as

especially happens alter statements of time, as T(b"2b tD'^n^i: '^'V^-.
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in the year two oj the Icing Hag. 1, 1. Gen. 7. 11. —
Sonictinics, too, if the first two of three nouns belong
more closely together ace. to f. 513, allliougli the separation
tloes not always lake place liere, and is only preserved on
account of ils facilitating the construction, as uD'^^^'r: "^"in^

bwS'-i'jJ'; "'5"b"2b the daily events (CJironicle) of the Icings of
Israel, i Kgs. 15, 23. Gen. 41, 43. Jdgs. 3, 28. Ruth 2, 3.

4,3. — Lastly, it is also possible if ihe article, eillier for

emphasis sake or because tlie narrator had not tlie following
complement already in his mind, is used with the first "svonl

contrary to §. 511, as ^i-ib'lib Cj-'n-J^n nVN these are the
princes of Solomon 1 Kgs. 4, 2. Gen. 29, 9. 40, 5, cf.

V. 1; the Stat. cs. might be often used here also without
the article, and this more prolix mode of expression is

especially peculiar to the later prose. — The noun with
b_ can also be attached by means of the relative "i;:;.N which
to the word whicli is completed by tins absolute genitive, as

ib TiJN r;:p:2ti nss-}'': his chariot of the second rank Gen.
41, 43, which construction is especially suited for small ad-
ditions, as with the personal pronoun 2). This *tj:n cannot,
of course, be used where the genitive is placed iirst, or
when the sentence is interrupted.

1) Or, witii adiflTerent notion, witli "(73 oftlie /;c/r/, ov descent %.h\^ ; also

witli otiier prepositions wliicli may be more appropriate , cf. Ewai.d's
Gram. Arab. 11. p. 91-i)5.

2) There tliiis arises an incipient attempt to form tlie possessive pro-

noun , wliicli is otherwise altogether wanting in Hebr. , as ^'b ^\i:N

mine 1 Kgs. 1, 33. cf. v. 38.

518 AH the prepositions (with the exception of 3 cf. §. 455)
have originally a local signilicatlon, which is, however, trans-

ferred to a intellectual signification, or entirely lost in it, in

the greater jiart of them. They represent the general relations

uf space, time, means, and clFect , hy thejiiseli^es; they are,

however, more frequent and in part more intellectual in pro-

portion to the want of proper cases, and to the inadequacy of

the external power of the stat. cs. and accusative for many
instances. On account of the total want of all composition,

the prepositions aie also always only loosely placed with the verb.

Moreover, the great moveablllty and boldness of tlie

Ilebr. language is shown also in the use of the prepositions

as also an uncommon brevity of expression. This is espe-

cially shown in the fact , that the prepositions of motion are

l)ronght together with verbs with which the idea of motion
is ])y that means only associated ([he so called constructio

praegnans) , as nnc , T^rj to tremble, to fear with nx^pb
bejore some one , ftith bN towards some one (throwing one-
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self ilown); yi>\;V Vrn to defile to the earl.li (caslliig ft

down); u3l-)tli^ to be silent willi ]^j froui sojne one (liiruing

oneself away), wilii bN to some one (inrniiig toward liini to

listen to him in silence); Iniy to hear ^ answer any one willi

•f)3
oat of suiFering, with z Jeading him into happiness, Fs.

22, 22. 118, 5.

Tlie not infrequent fliiftuation of tlie construction between a prepo-
sition and an accusative, depends on a ilwctu;ilion and uncertainty of tlie

verbal idea itsell', according as a \erb of al)so!i!te signification f^oes over
into an immediately active signification , or the reverse. The latter is

often the case with a new, figurative signification, as j^ii^j ruisiii'r and

taking away sin = to forgive witli '^ of the person, tlie 'sinner^ then

also with \) of the offence, althougli fluctnatingly Gen. 50, 17.

A. Simple prepositions. 1. Thei-e is only one ]>reposI- 51?
lion i'or llie idea of motion //'om and out of a thing, rj,
in which these two ideas are not sLiiolIy separated ; lience

where it is important to signify tlie local distinction minutely,
cond)inalions with other prepositions niust he used ^. 528.
According to its orighial local signification

,
^^J is es|)ecially

used with the ideas, to snatch au^ay , to help, rescue,
ni'enge from some one; to conceal^ heep, Jear , take care,
lun^^e abhorrence , ii'ar/i ^ abslaitt ^) Irom some one, in

which the idea of rejnoving to a dislaiice is always discover-
able ; moreover, in many single constiuclions, as f^o UJiz to
he ashamed away from some one, so as to leave him from
shame at him; lZj"'r;"^N7J yu3-i to sin from God, deserting

him Ps. 18, 22. The following are a few frequent applica-

tions : «) A nominal idea is represented together with another
as removing itself from, avoiditig, disappearing , as their
houses are well, iric"^ away from fear i. e. safe from fear

lol) 21, 9, Js. 23, 1. 22, 3. he has rejected thee t{^i-:12 from
king i. e. that thou be no longer king 1 Sam. 15, *>3; the
eyes were weak Tr\^'yi2 far from seeing, so that he did not see

Gen. 27,1; thus
'J73

is also a term of comparison between
higher and lower degrees, by denoting that the first thing is

removed from , is higher than the second with respect to a
third tiling '^), and this expression for our coinparaiii.'e with
than is e([ually appropriate and possible wUli all nominal
forms, and also with a preceding verb denoting the quality., as

'5'"^"in''5 ln73pn JiI^d good is wisdom away from gold, leaving
gold behind it, therefore better than gold; iS73>3 !ii:»N they
are stronger than I , ns5'3 ^^iisy they are greater than
counti/ig , than that they might be counted Ps. 40, 6, I'n

ni"'n'9. Jnore than that he iz too much Ex. 9, 28. — b) yq
expresses the separation of a part ; when it is placed before a substan-
tive whicii is tiie object, it expresses, of itself alone , an indefinite part
of the whole, as a^n "'Ipra np lake of tlif elders of ilia people
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(Iience espetlally with the verbs of ^'/(///sf , toUng, and those correspond-
ing to these, of leaching, relalitig) , also before the subject, as tij^^;-

t"ri "i'Z there went out of the people (some, an indefinite number) Ex.

16, 27, but very seldom where one indefinite thing is meant Ex. 6, 25.

According to this common use of ''2 of tlie part, it 's often combined,

in tlie signification of any, with the similar word ^,r;x one ^) , as

"TjTIX ^iTi^'^'any one of thy brothers Dt. 15, 7. — The Hebrews

often say from the side, from the right, tlie left, wliere we, according

a different view of the relation , say at the side , to the right. Hence
-"2 expresses the farther side generally, and is used in many combinations

which become adverbs, as tij^'3 easticards
, ^^73 above, rinr/3 below,

TrT^^^ from afar, also construed with a verb of motion, far away,

ftay.noOfv, i^35"3 /.v/J.oO-iv , round about ^ on all sides, — 2) Trans-
ferred to tit)i.e^ as "'"jS-'iTa from my youth on: if the action

of the period of time follows, then it expresses (some\Yhat
different from "inx ^^. 525) the action heginjiing immediately
at the close of tlie period , as tj-^^^'a from two days on,

immedialelv after two days Ilos. 6,2. — Transferred to

an action >Yhich proceeds from a tiling as its immediate cause,

as tJiey could not drink the water fT^i::"^ from bitterness,

or on nccount of bitterness.

1) In Jer. 2, 25 an adjective also follows, i:]"""^ fl'at it be not hare

;

hence yz "i^y? Ij.v itself alone, signify that not (retiring that

something may not happen) , once construed poetically as a con-
junction with the imperfect Dt. 33 , 11.

2) Hence the ablative is used with the comparative in Sanscrit and
Latin; the Hebrews use the ablative merely without a definite

form for the comparative, as the Sanscrit also can.

3) Concerning sucii combinations of particles in which the stronger

word is placed first cf. Ewat.d's Gram. Arab. II. p. 201 nt.

520 2. For the idea of motion to a thing are used 1) bN to,

ad, nnoi; ^); also towards, at, but not so strictly as 2 §. 521 (as

n''/2\L-r;-VN '" heaven 1 Kgs. 8, 30, jnVi'n"'!?!?* ^t the table 13, 20),

bx "Jp;
^o place in, but not so strictly; in an intellectual sense accor-

ding to tlie rule , resemblance (secundum , ad) as i3~^N according to

the mouth, command; with words of inclination , to denote the object to

which they incline, as '^jj 'Ti'DZ to ifeep over some one 2 Sam. 1, 24;
witli the words of speaking , it may denote the person to which one
speaks (but '^j< ii^iC to command to some one i. e. to give order to him)

and the person or thing to whicii tlie words spoken refer, Gen. 20, 2.

1) It is related to !» accessit.

2) \)_ , shortened from this bx and used in the same signi-

fications, is much moie frequently used, however, and in

many other apjilicalions : 1) from the original local significa-

tion is a) the idea of motion, of jiassage into a place, Irans-

icrred to the transition into a condition; hence V is used with
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ihe verbs of changing , of waling into something; of ma-
king in thought ::=: of esteeming as something ; \N'illi ;-;irr

when it signifies to become, as t:D"''d:Nb iirr become nien^

and in similar constructions, as "'".pcnb Ni!*:^ lie goes out free^

becoming free, Ex. 21, 2; also without sucli a \erb, b signi-

fies for, as, Gen. 9, 5. — b) in reference to ^ as ]ie was
great ^"^vb. as to wealth; tn"''ni!Jb witJi, regard to the
princes Js. 32, 1 ; hence b also denotes the object to which the

intention of the action passes over , as ib ^"Ti^^.ti he prayed
Jor hiui. — c) b also expresses possession , and is thus the

sign for our dative ^) , as ib 'jri2 lie gave him; there was
nothing u:~ib to the poor, he had nothing (which verb the

Hebrews have not got in our sense). It is also used, as de-

noting the dative, with passive verbs to express tlie action

being referred to the agent, a& death is chosen bbb by all ier.

a, 3. — It is used with indefinite plurals to denote the single

parts of which they consist, as 'n'-]ii'2h by hundreds , Qinp^b
ei^ery morning lob 7, 18. — 2) iJsed of time, towards, as

tni'^r! til^ib towards evening (the wind of the day ^) Gen.
3, 8; or referring to a future time, as "^in'^b to-morrow
Ex. 8, 19. Gen. 7, 4; in the same way, and the gate was
liipb about shutting i. e. was about to be shut Jos. 2, 5.

cf. Gen. 15, 12. 1 Sam. 4, 19. — 3) It is used of the ex-

ternal cause or of the action in reference to which and im-
mediately after which any thing happened , as they fled
tl^bipb «^ or on account of their voice Niun. 16, 34. Gen.
4,23. Ex. 12 , 42. — Concerning the infinitive with b see

V. 544.

1) Hence it is used in certain cases for the genitive ace. to 5. 517,
to wliicli also belongs the case wlien the whole is again connected,

after a long digression, by bbb "/ all Gen. 9, 10. 23, 10. Ex.

14, 28. Lev. 11 , 42. It is very seldom used for the accusative

when the object is placed before (therefore wiiere the mediate
construction rather takes place in tlie same way) Js. 11, 9. 1 Sam.
22, 7 and in later writers for nj^ after tlie Aramaic dialect §. 518.

Jer. 40, 2. 1 Chr. 16, 37. Ps. 69, 6. As the noniinat. Ps. 89, 19.

3) ^^ properly }:rogress , continuation^ usque, as a preposition ex-

presses a) contiiuiation of the action, with the infinitive, while Jdgs. 3, 26
/') progressive motion either until a certain, or tlie highest, point is at-

lained, which is conceived as being at the same time reached and touched,

as from the foot ^ijj^-) '^y to the head, the latter being included; there

did not die
'^^-;J<[ -jy ere/j to one, even one, Ex. 9, 7 cf. v. 6. 14, 28;

illn"^ "1^ i^\l3 ^o return altogether to Jahue ; or merely with the ac-

cessory idea of duration, as ^y '7''"NrT to listen continually i. e. atten-

tively Num. 23, 18. Thus it is always somewhat diflferent from bx and b.

3. z /// is of a very extensive use : 1) from the prijnary 521

local siguificaliou are derived the following applications : a)
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none remained t.'r^z in iis, among them- he slew f^r'iibsz

among the Philisilnefi , in tlieir compass, an indelinile num-
ber 2 Sam 23, 10; in tlie same way i Nt;: to hear a burden,
llie preposiliou denotes to partake of it, iSeli. 4, 11. lob 7, 13.

h) tltey came c;d: f^^':;;i3z in sei-'enty souls, consisting of

70 persons Dt. 10, 22. 28, 62; hence n is used ^Y]len a whole
is bi-ielly comprised as to its contents . as ri":r;z^T ?]il>2 in,

of fowls, beasts etc. Gen. 7, 21. 9, 2. 10. 15.'io,"5. 20.' 31,

32. 23, 18. JMoreover, i is used to stale the substance, na-

ture of which a tiling consists , hrst in constructions like 1

appeared -i-r-j bxz as Almighty God. (consisting of that

name) Ex. 6,3; then also to subordine the property, the

predicate , in \vhich any thing consists , but this use is very
rare and confined to poetry, as ImX^ Nin he (God)," is one
lob 23, 13. Ps. 68, 5; but :>^:; Ex.32, 22 is in wichedness.
c) The verbs of motion can also be construed Avilh i if the

thing moves into the place and remains there , as 112. 'jn; to

give into the hand', he sends enemies tD2 into them, into

the midst of them ; in this respect i differs from the preposi-

tions in §. 520. Hence too z ~'\'^v to hold in, constrain, rule,

as b^'O and rTi^ to rule, Avhen construed -svitli 'z , express

the power which presses into anyone, which he experiences
;

i t)-}3 to press into any one, to force him. Therefore ::

is also very often used in a hostile sense, as the lialin m
with an accusative, to express tlie enmity directed against the

inward parts, as with tDnb:, Si"! to contest against , lz~
to speak against Num. 21, 5. 7, *bVj5 to curse against,

pnHi. , "bnn to mock, ?]i:p to be angry, ij^ij: to be enviows.
— 2) The local signification may be merely so extended that

3 denotes the immediate neighbourhood , the most intimaie

connexion and as it -were entrance of one tiling into anolher

(llie German an), as TiT^"! rr.'O year by year, -jvz ']yj_ eye

to eye', a u:.;i3 to approach to some one, striking against him
Am. 9, 13. Js. 65, 5; in the same way "2 Nnp^ to call on.

Hence the verbs of hanging, attaching , adheri/ig, are

used w^ith i, as pi- inhaerere, p'^itj", T~N , to seize , take

hold of; and many kinds of verbs of more intellectual ideas:

ci) those of trusting, believitig, which is also an adherence

to some one, and those of the contrary, N^n to sin, r^'CJ-:,

V^'^ , 152, 'l^'^ , to be unjaiihf'ul, "ilJnS to deny; the former

are followed by those of asking also, bN"*l3 , "^li'i'n;, when they

signify to seek an oracle of the Deity. /S) Those of de-

light with M'hich we cleave to an object: !l2:'i , "inz; also

those of the opposite signification CN'3 , Vs;5 to despise; then

TViti to rejoice, l\'J to exult i/i or over any thing, LJ"p to

have disgust at anything, y) Those of seezV/^ Aviiich lingers

over an object, cleaves to it with joy, astonishment, pity,

A*-
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Gen. 21, 16. lob 3, 9; in tlie same way Vip'Z ?':"JJ to

Jiearhen to the voice and obey it. d) IMoreovci-, S ciciioles

the object in or on wbidi the tboiighi or discourse lingers

{concerning whicli it is , as we would say) , as n"'t3 to me-
ditate on some one, n5j>, T^i'lTT , to testify oj some one (ei-

ther for or against^ as" the context will determine). — 3)
Every accessoiy matter which accojnpanies the action , and
every instrument , may be annexed hy H , so that it answers
to our with, by, inasmuch as the mailer meant is nol au
independent one, but merely accompanies tiie action and is

subservient to it, as to act nbs witJi strength, to slay

:2~in3 with the sword; this construction can only be trans-

ierred to pei'sons , if the person is used as means or instru-

ment, as 2 "Jiy to perfonn labour by, through some one
i. e. to use him for labour, to compel hiju Ex. 1, 14, i !-ia33

or iTilJ^T to take interest through some one i. e. to have lent

liim money Dt. 25, 2. Neh. 5, 11. Hence arise two very com-
mon constructions: a) to buy with money, ?1D:d2 ^-_'2 =
for money , hence 1 is used generally to stale the thing Jor
which any thing is exchanged or bought; then in a more
general sense /or, propter, on account of Gen. 18, 28. 6)

To swear ysipa with or through God, the ling etc. i. e.

so as to make God a withness and judge, a mediator, where
Ave say to swear by God, according lo a different application,

— i is used of time precisely as our in ^).

1) 111 most instances, tliis i corresponds exactly to the locatiue case

in Sanscrit.

"j^a between (wliich is connected etymologicaiiy with '2, 9s in witli 522

inter) can only be used with the plural, dual, or with two snhstantires

;

in the last case, it is most simply repeated, as y^ 'i'^la^ I'lO "t'^Z ^<^-

tii'een good and betii'een euil Lev. 27, 12; nevertheless, the second 'j-^^

can also be left out, especially in sliort sentences, and the lollo\viii<f noun

be construed with "b 1) wliich briefly denotes tlie direction , as tibi<M 'J"'2

n^T/^bl between the porch and the altar Joel 2, 17, then without T,

as b"'73b "'/3 'I"'3
between water and water Gen. 1, 6 (in tlie later

period, this use is confused, 'ji:::'b~'jiz Js. 59, 1). According to its first

signification, "j-i^ is frequently used with the verbs of deciding, separa-

ting, judgi/ig, testifying, estimating, disceriiing between two op[>osed

things or persons.

1) Properly between from — to — , both limits of the interval being

given. Cf. !! _ aj Ewald's Gram. Arab. II. p. 7^.
*^ C' :

•

tn::? witli i) and, with a trilling difference, nN ("rN) , 523

expresses a more independent association and accompanying,

m wliicli respect it differs from i
|J.
521 , 3 ; when used of

place, it signifies close by Gen. 25, 11; with is also =
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like , as (it is even used for llie connexion of Iwo adjectives

1 Sam. 17, 42), lience Czi:? ^'^.'H^. ^" ^^ considered equal
to Vs. HH, 5. To say a thing is with Jiie may mean in

my possession, or in my soul, my iJiouglit and intention

lob 15, 9. 0, 35. Dt. 8, 5. These prepositions arc especially

used in actions against and Avilh auotlier, as ^\ith to con-
tend, to be angry^ to do good or et^il with any one.

1) Instead of n;^^ ic'ith me we very often find -^^i'zv . "• wliicli tlie
-;

of a more largely developed root of the same primitive word lias,

as it seems, established itself before the weaker suffix. For the

signification to stand for "^'^'J comes from that of tu he collected

in itself, to be firm. — j^j^ (from ent , cf. Ludolfi Lex.

Aetli. p. 363") is properly at, but hi Hebr. it is not very ditfe-

rent from 'ZZV .

524 The prepositions which express more definite local re-

lations are: 1) ^y upon, over., of a very frequent and

"Nvide use , also used of any thing that is liigh
,
promineui be-

side any tiling \o\\ , ilal, as tI2"ti \>V at the sea, at tJie

fountain, at the rii^er etc. because the banks ai"e higlier

than the water; Nvith verbs of motion up to a thing, as to

hang Y'J "b'J, upon a tree Gen. 40, 19; to go ipii; "bv^ tip

to his house (inasmuch as the house stands higlier than the

ground). These are particular api)licalioiis: 5^ is used a)

of the material upon which avc write, as ^^20 h'J -r}3 to

iprite upon a leaf: ^) of the body or member upo/i

which, on whose surface a garment, or any kind of cover-

ing or oi'nament, lies, as T^'bj' Tu3n MV'itirt the garment
which is upon him, wliich covers him" 1 Kgs. 11, 30. Gen.

24, 47; hence the verbs of covering., protecting .,
are con-

strued with by, and in tlie same way %V_ tDrib? to contend

for some one, to protect liim; it is used in an intellectual

sense of the prolccling, favouring love and inclination with

which one embraces any one, 2 Sam. 14, 1, hence with

O^n and V'2n to spare, y) It is used of the person upon
wJioni a heavy, or oppressive, dangerous matter rests, so

that \i'j_ expresses tlie so called dativ. incomtnodi in various

ways, as Nia^^b "^b::;
»^^?.^V

tkon wast a burden to {upon) nie

2 Sam. 15, 33, ''hv yn it is evil upon me i. e. displeases

me; also as one of the two members of the proposition:

nnb
-"'I'j

it is iticumbent upon me to give 2 Sam. 18, 11;

lience it is used with many verbs which have the idea of

hostility, sudden overpowei'ing, burdening
.,

as b^ N2 to

come upon any one , to attack , bs? >\'^,p^ to be angry at any

one; moreover, in the common phrases, niy heart rages

over me i.e. overpowering me, so that I am subdued I's. 42,

5. 6; but also "'b:^ n^'iU // pleases me very much, caplival-
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iug me Ps. 16, 6, cf. 1 Sam. 25, 36. J") In llie enumerallon

of cognate things , o<jer is a stronger expression for togetlier,

as lZi'^I'z by t3N the mother together with the children

Gen. 32', 12. Ex.12, 9 {in super), hence too b5> is found

in constructions like, this happens "^rii^T ^y ouer thy know-
ledge i. e. nothwitlistauding tliy knowledge is , although

thou hnowest lob. 10, 6. 7. 16, 17. — It is used intellectu-

ally of the object oj, on which we speak or hear; and of

the remoter, mediate cause , like our on account of. — \'S>_

therefore is properly diiferent from Vn , and there is almost

always a distinction in their use in the earlier writings; in

the later period, however, they are confounded with each

other on account of the similarity of their sound, and bi*.

becomes rarer, so that b^ is used for /o, toward generally

1 Kgs. 17, 21.

jl^n under; ^^i rilTin under the hand, in the power of; I, under me

Hab. 3,' 16 may mean, 1 in the lower members of my body, knees, or

1 on tlie place beneath me, wiiere 1 stand Ex.16, 19. For it properly

means depressioi, sinking (related to Dm:), hence ground, wiiat is be-

neath; and figuratively instead of (loco').

2) ^nt* behind, after used of place and time (§. 518), often used 525

with tlie verbs of persecuting , seeking after any one; i^n;j{
l""^~

^'^ ^^

behind any one, for to follow, for which idea there is no single verb

extant in prose.

In the contrary signification, '^^•^ (properly to be prominent, dis~

tinct) plain before , before the eyes ; j-ji^'^ straight before , Ji^bb ''1^6

OUT for, in defence of. Gen. 25, 21; \)r\';2'opposite, and most frequently

"'^zb prop, towards the face of, turned toward the face and lying before,

heiice before, also used in a temporal sense, and as adverb in that sense

returning to the stat. abs. Qi;sb before; "i;it3 ^'j upon the face of is

just before; "i;^^^ back from bejore, on account 0^ with a Iiostile cause.

3) n:^2 (related as to root with 1.^2 to cover) is divided 526

into two significations: 1) about, although not so strictly

as i"'3D round about, corresponding in many of its uses

to the Greek neQl, djtirpi , Ps. 139, 11. Joel 2, 8. Am. 9,

10; thus with the verbs of surrounding, including, cover-

ing about a thing lob 1, 10. 9, 7; about is also used

figuratively for for (cf. Ps. 4, 3) to protect and defend,

whence to pray ^ ash, to forgive sins for some one
Gen. 20, 7. Js. 8, 19, or to be Jor r= to be service-

able for, be used for anything 32, 14; — and 2) co-

vered by a thing i. e. behind it lob 22, 12. 25, ,20. 21.

Jdgs. 5 , 28 ; and in this respect dillering from "nnN ^, 525
which only expresses a wide distance.

biSN beside, by, — -j^y that side of, beyond. — MN^p'b §• ^2

against, prop, in occursum is a compounded prep, as are some others.
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52T ~ (IS, Hie ^. 455, somewhat iliiTerejit from ihe oilier

prci)ijjilions, ami gomelimcs loosely jjrefixeil to a word raljici-

as a coiiiuncliou. The cojiiparison is sometimes not entirely

completed, \vlieii tlie significalioa of the chief word of itself

gives the general sense, as gii^e us a king liJce all nations

i.e. as all nations have such a one 1 Sam. 8, 5; thou des-

troyest the tvicked like tlie day oj Midlaii i. e. as ou the

day of ^lidian Js. 9,3. S may be llius prefixed even to

the object or subject at once (cf. "j?: \. 519), as oh had I

B^p ''n.'i;;^ like tlie months of the former time i. e. months
like those, SiIm;;:: '}"'N there is not — as Jalwe any one;

to be as often expresses our to appear, for wliich the lan-

guage has likewise no verb. It is also poetically construed

•with the verbs of resembling, lob 30, 19. — When trans-

ferred to estimates of nximber and degree, with substantives,

it means about, as Q"^EbN3 about two thousand ^ in the

same way tDT"^ TJ^"-^ ^^^^ ^ day''s journey, about a day's

jour. Num. 11, 32, Qi'^rr fn3 about tJie heat of the day

,

noon. Gen. 18, 1; on the other liand, when before an
event, therefore before the infinit., it expresses the coincidence

of two events, as r^n::'!^ as her speaking, as she spoke;

~^z"i'2 in her speaking is rather while she spoke:

B. Tlie very frequent composition of prepositions has

three dilferent causes and kinds:

1. A proposition of motion is put before another not

signifying motion ; namely,

528 1) "j's , by way of denoting from wliat part or side of

a thing the motion ])roceeds ; in which use the Linguage

shows a great pi'ecision of thought. Thus a) "z": from
between , as d"'ixry

"s^'^P. Ji'om between the branches Ps.

104, 12. — b) trsr?;, v.i!ip from with, the second preposi-

tion retaining the signification ascribed to it f. 523 ; as Moses
went tiy^s rN^J from with Pharaoh i. e. from Pharaoh
with wliom he then was. Because with me is equivalent to

in my power, Cj"';) is used of a thing which is removed
from, or derived from the possession or power of any one,

with the verbs of buying, taking from the possessor Gen.

17, 27. 23, 20; with those of begging, asking from one
who possesses or knows tlie thing 1 Sam. 1 , 17; nN72 pn
?7i"nD a law from Pharaoh who has aulhorily over it Gen.

47, 22; especially where God is spoken o( Avho possesses every

thing, as this happened riir;;; nN/2 from Jalwe, in whose
power it was Ps. 118, 25. — c) "^'JJ^ from upon, as he
destroyed them n-^'iNti "b'JjZ from, upon the earth, so that

they shoidd no longer d-\\ell upon it. The manifold signifi-

cations of \)'J_ ^. 524 return here also agaui : «) to seek V^'J
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15S^ Jrom upon tJte leaf , from llie leaf upon wlilcli it is

written Js. 34, 16. ^T) of tlie removal of the garment or

covering or ornament wliicli is upon tlie body or member
Gen. 41, 42. y) all who stood by (over) him T'^^'^ went
T^bs^'i from him (who was sitting) Jdgs. 3, 19. d) of the

removal of an oppressive object, as ""h'Jl^ Tj"b depart from
me (thou who art burdensome upon me), Ex. 10, 28. «) of

the removal of longing and love to any one Hos. 9, 1. Js. 7,

17. — f/) nri_n?2 from under ^ as 1 lead you riibl^D t^njn?3

from under the burdens under which you now are Ex. 6,

6; Q''fTbN nnnjg naj^ to go a whoring away from God
(deserting God) under whom one is , to whom Israel is sub-

ject as a wife Hos. 4, 12 ^); also where nnn is used of

the place below Ex. 10, 23. — e) ^HNJ'S from behind,

from after; used figuratively of the cessation of obedience

Num. 14, 43. — /) ''j^\'D from before, as "^55^ appears to

be a simple preposition as to sense ; biiN'O from beside. —
The combination of prepositions to express a single idea

f. 530, is of a perfectly different kind.

1) Cf. C^:^' used of the relation of the married wife in the Koran,

Sur. 6Q, 10.

2) 'bN to is placed before the same prepositions which do 529

not denote motion, by way of expressing tlie idea of motion

to the particular part or side. This composition, however,

is much rarer, because the idea of motion to the thing may
easily follow from the verb of motion itself and from the con-

text : Vn is never found before "^y which is very frequently used with

verbs of motion; but sometimes infi^j-bN ^° be/iijul 2Kgs. 9 , 18. 19.

Zacli. 6, Gj oftener nnn-VN ^° heluw , beneath with our accusative Jer.

38, 11, because rno 's seldom subordined to a verb of motion; more-

over, 'jiz""'bi< '" hetn'eeii Ez, 31, 10. JlDb'^N ^^^ "bn^~bN opposite,

'^^y-b^^ to herond; in the same way b y^H^^-bN: '" ^^ithout of (§.

53b) Lev, 4, 12. hi our languages, the simple prepositions are used

with the accusative in whicli the motion is already contained ; but as the

Hebrews have no such cases, they are obliged to prefix the prepositions

of motion. — In the same way Ji^b 'li' until before, and prT^^jb ^5
to a great distance ('in'^^ib ^* adverb §. 519) 2 Sam. 7, 19. In later

writers especially we find aa extended accumulation of prepositions and

adverbs: "^j^ab i:; to very muck 2Chro. 16, 14; "^N 1^ ^^^'^ '" 2Kgs.

9 , 20.
' ' "

2. A word which the language conceives more indepen- 530

dent, and which it, theiefore , uses more by itself, not as

preposition but as adverb, must be mediately joined to the

following noun i. e. by means of b ace. to ^.517; thus V ^""^^

round about the object; the compositions ^ rT^a^S, y-n!D within, with-

out, b llDii'^ to the north of, ^ 'J"''n'^?3
'o 'the right of the object,
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wliicli wonls, fompoimded witli -j": ncc. to §. 519, may liowever also be

used ill staf. const., as tlie use ot tlie word by itsell", as adverb, is only

conimeiicing liere, and ^ is sometimes wantiiifr (2 Kgs. 23, 13 compared

with 1 Sam. 23, 19). The same ronstrnction is also (aithoiinli not ijuit''

ronstantiy) found in some prepositions wliirh are compoiiiuied in the same

way: 5 \)'j',2 '» tl'e signification supra, ouer (not immediately upon, but,

at a certain distance, above) '^'j'):^)^ above, \ Diina beneath, ^'SJZ'Z

from heliiiid — (and for that reason ^j>2 for ^^•r), b ^^573 opposite to,

b "15 "?3 beyond. In the la\er popular idiom and in the later period,

long prepositions may be also used by themselves and the following subs-

tantive be construed witli ^^ as "b nnn u'idt^r Cant. 2, 6. cf. without

^8,3.

531 3. bN or h placed thus before other prepositions iu sucli

a mamier as lo iiavc aa adverbial sense: 1) Vn in t3"'ii;'2~bN

eiJen from, the thorns lob 5, 5 , bi< expressing tlie progress,

the intension (cf. 'ly even in 1 Sam. 2, 5). 2) b is placed be-

lore y2, M'hen an enumeration mounts up to its highest de-

gree, to denote the ])oint from which it sets out, so that
I':"!?

corresponds to the Latin inde a; this is most frequent with

tAvo correlative propositions, as J^Tln D't^i T^i'Si^'ib inde ah
ilia die — et ad Jiunc usque diem Jdgs. 19, 30; bTI-i^ ^'sb

^bp^ 1:^1 inde a magna et ad parvum usque 2 Rgs. 23, 2;

more rarely before single propositions, as pin*^^';'? inde a re-

nioto (tejnpore) Js. |37, 26.

532 lil. In the relation of isolation and of apposition , the

latter only refjuircs explanation. None but mere external

complements can be thus adjoined to the substantive; a mere-
ly explanatory substantive, au adjective, or a pronoun. All

such nearer definitions, however, are properly arranged in

their natural order in Hebrew, after the substantive f. 16,

ami only few are placed before it, Avhich rather produces
an external subordination of the lower to the higher. Short

demonstratives alone can go before the substantive, and
among them cliielly the article Jn ^^.445, a small but very
im|)orlant part in the proposition, which must first be
treated of.

533 *• The article is used very frequently in the ordinary
language , either in reference to a thing before mentioned Gen.
6, 14. Jer. 13, 1. 2, or to things of a particular kind which
are always evident, as u;?3dJn the sun, "{^"iNir^ the earth, lo

"Nvhlch class the use of the article to mark generic ideas also

belongs, often '\\\ the sg. as "''^J?!^ tlie lion Am. 5, 19.

1 Sam. 17, 34, T^sii the mule, i^'2^2'_ri the virgin, "i^'^Nti

the man, i:;2~pn the ancient^ ancestor, ib5"T^M pedes,
'C'^\^1\the Jugitive Gen. 14, 13. 2 Sam. 15, 13 (the article
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here has a force like the lion and not the ox, the virgin

and not the -vvife), especially Avilh names of nations, as

iji^jS^t tJie Ganaanite ^ or lastly, if the definileness proceeds,

and is evident, from the circumstances of the sentence itself,

as iu the established phrases, Cni'ri hodie^ which also means

that day, that time, then, if the time spoken of be the

past 1 Sam. 1, 4; inb'^Vlri this night, !n3\^ti this year , til^s^t

this time; moreover, if the speaker presupposes the individual

to he kno^vn to the hearer, as saddle me "1/3 tin the ass i.e.

my ass iKgs. 13, 13. 23. 27. 2 Sam. 19, 27, or if the narrator

assumes a particular thing to be evident from the circumstances, as

lie sat down by the well Ex.2, 15 because there is generally only

one well for the cattle in the neighbourhood of a town ; and
the servant told Moses Num. 11, 27. 2 Sam. 17, 17, because

there is generally a particular servant who waits on his master.

— The article is generally rarer, however, in the poets (as

in Sanscrit, Latin) as their diction is shorter and more an-

tique ; e. g. Mich. 7, 12 in very liurried diction.

The -proper names , all of which , according to their pri- 534

mary signification, may have the article by way of distinction,

lose it the more frecpiently in proportion as the language

drops their original meaning, and the more they become short

ideal notions and are definite in themselves;" the names of
persons seldom have it therefore , but the names of places

frequently; some have always retained it as a distinction, as

"M'itl'i Euphrates (prop, the river), h^JJtTi Baal (prop, the

lord), "{"IIm Jordan, 'ji^Vil Lihanon (the last two are also

used without the article in poetry); others lose the article

by degrees only, as tZj\^"bN!rt and tZj^^rr'^N: God, "'Dli^rt and
poet, ''p"^!' the Jehusile as generic term 2 Sam. 5, 6. 8;
CznNlTT and C'li^ (l Sam. 24, 10) man ^ manMnd ; foreign
names which are not clear, usually do not have it, as rTiD

Euphrates. Any proper name with the new adjective forma-

tion , on the other hand, has the article much more constantly,

especially in the sg., although the article may be gradually

dropt even here.

The infinitive as standing too near tlie verb §. 352 does not receive

the article, except iu such perfectly isolated instances as n"^?! N'Vn

ijlj^ ny~n ^^ "o^ '^'<^^ '^"^ knonnng me? Jer. 22, 16, wliere there is

uncommon power in the question. To which is to be added, that precisely

X'\'j'l is more frequently used as a substantive than other infinitives.

The pronouns in the same way , whether placed alone 535

or as suffixes, are of themselves definite words which do not

recjuire the article, but are yet equivalent^ as to sense, to any

noun with the article, as nt this, ''?3 who? ^IN 1, "'-a son

of me ziz my son.

22
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TIius all nounfi are divii-led, elllicr by tlieir ualure , or

by clcclion , into dejliiite aiul i/nlejinite; aud every substan-

tive iu the proposition must be conceived as being necessarily

in one of these t\vo relations. liiis alternate relation of the

«1e(initeness of nouns (either by means of the article or by
their nature) or of their freely chosen iudefiniteuess , is very
important and significant, because it must also react upon the

words ill the neighbourhood of a noun, and because a dcfi-

i\ile noun has much more power and weight iu the proposition

than tlie contrary. This opjiosition between the two extends

through a great part of the Syntax.

536 The absence of the article in a noun capable of receiving

it, is of itself sufficient to denote a thing designedly placed

as single and indefinite, as u;"^N a nian^ it is only rarely,

and chielly in writings posterior to the Pentateuch , that '^rjJ^

one is used for that purpose , first in connexion with the pL,
a.9 ni^^ii^ irTi^lone of the foolish ones, a foolisli one lob

2, 10, then as adjective, placed after, as 'TmN ^:;'^v a man
.Idgs. 13, 2. but more rarely used of tilings, as 1~N Vd ci

haslet Ex.29, 3; it Is even put before an adjective in Daji. 8, 13.

537 2. The adjectives aud pronouns can only be placed
after the noun, and must accommodate themselves in sense

and construction to the gender and number, definileness or
indefiniteness, of their preceding noun. If therefore that is a

definite noun , either by having the article or by its nat\u-e,

this power still continues in the apposition, and the adjective

must receive the article, as 5T~.^fi '*^^J<!7 the great nian^
Vi'isir^ 'is my eldest son (properly, the son oj me, the
eldest)^ if there are more adjectives than one, the article

must be repeated with each Gen. 41, 35. Dt. 28, 58. The
pronoun also, although of itself definite, must nevertheless

continue the article in apposlllon , as N'riri ^^~r^ the same
generation , l-;Tr[ UJ-Ni^ o uv)]q 6 ovrog. Nevertheless, the

pronoun by Ilsclf often has not the article if the substantive

lias only a suffix, as S^Vn \-ini< these my signs Ex. 10, 1;
but very rarely if the substantive itself Las the article, as

tiT "-r^lTi Ps. 12, 8. Gen. 32, 23. The adjective, however,
must much more regularly continue the article (it is seldom
wanting after the sirff. Gen. 37, 2. 43, 14. Cant. 6, 12. Hag.
1, 4. Ez. 34, 12, still seldomer after the article Ez. 39, 27;
oftener before nrjN one 10, 9. cf. f. 516). — That negligent

brevity which places the power of the definition only in the
middle, after the subject, is a rare and chielly late custom,
as \^'-^t^r\ ^ri the great mountain Zach. 4, 7. 14, 10. 2 Sam.
12, 4. Gen. 41 , 26; with numerals Gen. 1, 31. 2, 3. Dt. 5,

14; cf. especially Jdgs. 6, 25 with the still more definite ex-
pression v. 26, 28.
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The simple demonstrative pronoun only is sometimes put before a

definite noun, a= 'q^^^ ^t ^''"•' p<^ople , T't'd'2 ilt '^"-s Moses (contemptu-

ously, like isfe') E\. 32, i. Jos. 9, 12 f. Js. 23, 13. — Among the ad-

jectives, ^•^z'~\ "if"/,r Is the only one wlilcli is put before the noun in a few

passages, in indefinite diction, Jer. 10, \6. Ps. 32, 10. 89, 51.

3. A sulslantiue also may be added in apposition , as l"i^Tj< S^i'niN 538

jlhraJuim Ins lord, r'^^•2'T\ in Dai/id the king, or, if t!ie idea of king

is the nearest, Tn Tj^art ^^^^ king JJarid, often too in cases in which

we would Use adjectives, because such adjectives are not yet formed or

developed in Ilebr. and substantives are generally more numerous, as

j-j'^j^jlln r!'!"^ ]>uella i-irgo ,1 Kgs. 1, 1. 2 Sam. 15, 16. 20, 3, Qi5-;iY

£11^2 ""?(!) thank-offering Ex. 21, 5, particularly in poetry, as ^'''^T^

lD''73n3 it'ords consolations (comforting words) Zach. 1, 13.

RELATION OF THE SUBORBINED VERB.

The verh indeed also suffers free subordlnalioii §. 476, 539

but witliiu nuicli narrower limits. According to tlie auticjiie

simplicity of the language, namely, every idea wliich may be

conceived as a verb, appears perfectly as a. finite verb i. e.

as a perfect, living member beside other equal members, and
thus many verlis of relation whose idea later languages are

wont lo subordine in an adverb or in some other form , are

independently connected to another verb of a firmer idea by
means of the copula, as ^ii^i.T i'^'^T he turned and spoke

j. e. he spoke again, ^72N'T r|p''i nnd he added and, said =
moreover

J
he said. IVeverllieless ihei'e is also a strong at-

tempt to subordine a verb , visilile : the second verb is an-

nexed to the verb of relation Avilhout copula, that is, in a

slate of fi'ee subordination, as ^'ns'iri ^z.^'n you make much
— spealc i.e. you speak much 1 Sam. 2, 3; '7'nn n;i3Vi;"] and
thou dost on the third day— descendest i. e. thou descendest

on the third day 20. 19. Or the second verb is more easily

connected ace. to §, 544 by means of V to and the infinitive

construct, as VVsniib ^i^^n he multiplied to pray =z
prayed much 1, 12. But the most appropriate and prevailing

form for the free subordination of the verb after the manner
of §. 485 is the infijiitipe absolute §. .355 , a ver}^ miportant,

although very simple
,

part of the sentence and possessing a

peculiar signification in Hebrew

:

The infin. abs. is thus 1) loosely put after the previously 540

mentioned action, for the purpose of further explaining and
describing its kind or manner, which may be either done by
the same verb , as then we destroyed them — (some other

words intervening) — tJ'^n^ ^^ destroy (dcslruendo) or, so

that we destroyed all cities etc. Dt, 3, 6, Js. 31, 5; with

22*
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anollicr infinilive besides, as God ivill smite liini,— to smite

and Ileal i. c. so as to heal also, Js.l9, 22. Jer.l2, 17. 1 Kgs.

20 27; or by oue or more iiij. of diircrcnt verbs , as I will

accoT7iplish it InVsn ^r;rt begin, .ing and ending i. e. com-

pletely, from beginning to end 1 Sam. 3, 12. 2 Sam. 8, 2, Gen.

21, 16. 30, 32. Ex. 33, 7. Dt. 9, 21. 27, 8. Js. 30, 14; iir^ri

to multiply and sq-'r: to malce good are especially frequent-

ly placed alter verbs in this manner, and even after an injin,

abs. itself. In the same ^vay, ^vhere the action is already

strongly referred to , so that it is then sufficient to name it

briclly, as in this let a man glory: to be wise and to

know me I Jer. 9, 23. Js. 5, 5. 20, 2. 58, 6. 7. Zach. 14, 12

(Jos. 9 , 20 -Nvherc 1 and intervenes). Cf. besides Eavalu's

Gram. Arab, II. p. ^40. 134.

541 2) "When the inf. abs., hoAvever, is closely subordined

to the finite verb of its own root ^ so that both form a

^vholc, then the pure verbal idea is complete in itself and its

power is contained wilhin it ace. to ^^.486, but becomes by

that more complete, more finished, more certain, so that our

entirely, altogether, always
,
further , without doubt,

accortling to the difference of the context, are contained in it;

in Latin, this corresponds to usque; as 'jyiZ'a "^^Jli'^j hear

hearing i. e. hear atleulively, or, hear ahvays , T)'"ri ~Vrj he

is gone altogether I T'{''7V~ZZ'^ ^\V-;M I will lead thee up
also altogether, without doubt (not only lead thee down) Gen.

19, 9. 31, 15. 46, 4. Num. 11, 15. 32. 16, 13. 23, 11. 24, 10.

Jos. 24, 10. 7, 7. 2Rgs. 3, 24. 5, 11. Js. 6, 9. Jer. 22, 10. 23,

29. Zach. 8, 21. Dan. 11, 10. lob 13, 17. 21, 2. 37, 2. Ano-
ther verb may be also thus added at the end by means of 1,

especially -svith a verb of motion, as iTU:i 5<^;^ Ni:'^ he went
euer to and fro, Inbn^ n'^'H m'^'I

^'^ f^ent on continually,
j

weeping Gen. 8, 7. Jos. 6, 13.'Jdg/. 14, 9. 1 Sam. 6, 12. 2 Sam.

3, 16. 15, 30. 16, 5. 13. 2 Kgs. 2, 11 (without a verb of

motion Joel 2, 26); t^bJi to go expresses, even in this com-

bination, merely the continual increase of a thing, as rjVi

b'l.'O T]V~n and he continually increased in greatness Gen,

26, 13. Jdgs. 4, 24; lastly, a l'rct|uenlly used infinitive of this

kind may be placed in the middle with an almost adverbial

signification, as nrci Tj"7ri ^i'iJ^l nnd they returned more
and more continually Gen. 8, 3. 12, 9, niV^il triTc;- "^rnbuJ

I sent earnestly (prop, early^ continually Jer. 7, 13, 29, 19.
— The chief verb, as being too far distant, is repeated in a participle in

Jer. 41,6. Tlie last verb may also fall baclv into the narrative form in-

stead of tlie intin. abs. Jos. 6, 13. 2 Sam, 1(5, 13, or the participle of the

verb at the beginning may be continued v. 5. Jer. 41, 6, wliich is possible

even instead of the tirst infin. (as tlie participle , as expressinijf duration,

is nearest to the idea Jiere) 2 Sam. 15, 30; as also the second verb too
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is annexed in the participle Gen. 26, 13. Jdgs. 4, 24. The shortening of
tlie phrase by aid of the simple verb of being, is also remarkable: ri'i,'-;

"^OJT] Tilbn ^^'O' (decreased more and more Gen. 8, 5.

After this, it is easy to conceive how some infin. ahs. have become 542
perfect abverbs : j-l^b j?!:!!:" ^^ walk humbly with God Mich. 6, 8, '-|n73

hastily Jos. 2, 5 (<\s, Jinite verb 1 Sam. 17, 48) QS'^;-; diligently^ it:"'^T

well, very, all of whicii , hoTvever, can only be construed with verbs, but

JlS^tl much is even construed witli a noun, as Ji^'in d'^iiy many
pieces of wood Js. 30, 33 (before the substantive as ia slat. cs. rii^l'^lri

Am. 4, 9. after it Prov. 25, 27).

This last and all similar adverbs , inasmuch as tliey are only simple 543
words , may again occur in every relation in the proposition ace. to §. 458

:

e. g. as subject, as '^32 ln:n"ir; ^uch (of the people) fell 2 Sam. 1, 4;

8S predicate, my days are nij?^"! U!i'^ ./^"' '"'"'^ ei^il, S^i^j*? d'lb'iJi^

is ^ our father well? Gen. 47, 9. '43, 17. lob 8, 9; and like adjectives in

apposition, as Dp"^*! 'y'-\^\^ my perscutor withuui cause = uiy undeser-

ved enemy Ps. 7, 5.

Where tlic connexion of llie sentence requires tlie verb 544

to appear indeed as a substantive (infinitive) but not so mucli

as an inanimate and abrupt one , subordined by itself after

the manner of the adverbs, as in the ciirretit of the pro-
position , namely , first and chiefly as intimately interwoven

as a noun with a succeeding or preceding noun , and secondly,

rather as a kind of the ordinary accusative dependent on the

action of the verb (hence it is poetically used after the staf.

constr. of a participle Ps. 127, 2) or lastly, as subject of

the proposition ace. to f. 546 ^) , in these cases, the infin.

constr. is used in contradistinction to the inf. abs., sec f.
353.

The construction of this inj. cotistr. Avith the prep, h to

whicli offers the easiest and nearest subordination (resembling

the same use in later languages) has, however, encreased to

a great extent iuHebr. : active verbs as \Tu'^^ to begin, >]-'Siin

to add, i-iiN to will, are construed with the infin. with or

"without b ; it is more necessary with intransitive verbs and

adjectives, as T\^^h 'bT.r. he ceased to go out, ni?2b ^;;n they
hai^e finished to die zzz are all dead, although the poets

again are more sparing in the use of this h, as N"i!)3 'r"'Nb3

I am weary to bear Js. 1, 14, "^^^ ^''^^ paratics excitare

lob 3, 8 ; Vi is also used with the subject placed dependently^

as nnuJb iVo it is good to dwell Pr-ov. 21, 9, cf. the same

wilhout b V. 19, and very rarely even after a loosely placed

substantive , as nn'b'b n:^. a time to bear Roll. 3, 2. 4. The
infin. of some verbs with this "b becomes even an adverb:

Shb in number^ ^7:^^^ §. 464 to say , used to cite the words,

or, with a following thought (Ex. 5, 19), for it always

refers to words quoted immediately after (like iti in Sanscrii).
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With the negallon ii is not do to rr: can or may not bedoiie

Jdgs. 1, 19. Am. 6, 10. 2 Chro. 20, 6; also Avilliout negation

it is to do z=z one must do 10, 2. Hos.9, 13. lob 30, 6. Ps, 68, 19.

1) Nevertlieless, the inf. abs. is still found sometimes in the last two

cases in which it is actually easily possible according to the idea,

see the passages §. 335 note , and Prov, 25, 2T.

545 In ilie same manner as the injin. abs. cannot ])e depen-

dent on a Stat, constr. or even on a preposition , so also it

cannot ilself stand in stat. constr. nor assume suffixes in

any sense whatever, but can only remotely siibordinc a noun
(cf. KwAi.u's Gram. ^rah. II. p. l4o). The noun , however,

wiiicli is subordined to an injln. constr. may either be re-

ferred lo tlie subject, if the linile verb was used, as VjZ'd'Z

T)b"2ri at the hearing of the hing i. e. as the king heard, or

to the object, as ti^i^ia nriijy to exercise justice. If the

finite verb would merely stand in the nearest, most indefi-

nite person, that is, in llie third, without a definite subject

being added, tlicn the infiii. also is used as merelv dependent
on the construction of the sentence %vithout supplying such a

subject , whether the finite verb be to be conceived in the

sing, as ^TTi^'riN rijv*i3 as he saw the ring Gen. 24, 30,

or in the pi. as i:i«ii~nN T^n when they shore (^VT-n) his

floch iSam. 2.5, 2. Gen. 25, 2(3." 33, 10. Ex.9, 16. Ps.'42, 4.

lob 20, 4 ^}. — Whellicr the noun, then, Avhich is subor-
dined

, if tlie jinile verb were itsed , be to be taken as sul)-

jcct or object, it can still be attached to tlie injin. constr.

as lo a stat. constr., and this infinitive docs take suffixes;

but, notwithstanding, the attachment to the injin. is not so

close, as it would not take place with the finite verb for

which the infin. is a substitute ; the noun especially often

stands scjiarated as object (Js. 11, 9), and with nist §. 492 f
.

;

and here the suffix also may be separated by this r.N , and is

regularly so separated when the infin. is used for the third

jierson of the finite verb without a definite subject, as inN")3

as he sacv, inj? nx^S as he saii^ him, 2 Sam. 6, 21. iTi^^

t:ni< when, one bore them (a conunon expression which has

its origin in poljgamy) Gen. 2o, 26 ; hence too nx after the

infin. of a passive (ace. to f. 57 2) ^riN nilJaiir when one an-
nointedhini 21, b. Lev. 13, bb. 56. NumJ 7_, 10. Ez. 16,4. 5.

Moreover, cf.
;J.
554 f.

1) It is in a similar manner to this, that it is suiVicIent for the verb,

when it would be used in the tiiinl pers. merely, witiiont a more
definitely ni'.med subject, to go over into the ]Hirticiple witiiout

the aildition of the personal pronoun : in the /;/. as SiT^N '^O'
say Ex. 5, 1(J. Gen. 37, IT, and in the sg. as i^i:^ ^;r;'/" ^'''

f,oes out Ex. 7, 15. 8, 16. Gen. 41 , 1 ,
j^-^n there calls Js. 21,

11 ace. to §. 551, Ps, 97, 10. GG, T. 33, 5.'t. 22, 99.
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II. ENTIRE PROPOSITION.

I. Nothing is required, according to §. 471, to form an 5^<>

entire j)roposition , but llie logical combination of subject and

predicate, in whatever form and even with wliatever com-

pass either may appear. Two ideas which are combined by
the lliought are always necessary to form an entire ]>roposi-

tiou in ordinary diction , e. g. n"}^^^ "^"b to me (muie) is

strength, Ityni "^^N' / am JaJive, pi^iS N^rr he is Just, i-i'i'l)

'b'rt,ii'2 Sara is in the tent, tui'^rt T'i?p^ harvest is to-day.

Tlie subject, however, always has the power of a substan-

tive, eitlier from its own nature or by transference, whereas

ihe word wliich is added as predicate, may \ary mucli

more in furm and power , and is even more easily placed as

dependent. As subiect in the stricter sense, the inf. constr.

alone can be placed dependency (because it represents a mere

possibility), in propositions like niiDb iaiD good is it to

dwell {:=z that one dwell) quietly, precisely as iu English,

cf. §. 544.

An adjective , when used as predicate, generally does not 54T

require the article, but repi'esents the quality quite simply, as

i-!ir72 p'''n)Zjust (is) Jahve ; the sense^ however, may necessarily

require the article, as on account of the superlative §. 502,

or when a participle renders a cpiality emphatically prominent,

so that it separates itself more with the article , and tlie arti-

cle conveys the sense of he who , as niNhr: '^"',r?. your eyes

(it is) w'hicli saw Dt. 4, 3. 11, 7. Js. 14/27.' Gen. 45, 12;

Ps. 19, 11.

Instead of an adjective , an abstract substantive also may
be used as predicate, especially in poetry, as the judgments
of God are n?0N truth, true, Ps. 19, io, or if an adjective

is not yet formed^ or not yet currently used, as
Y"-^..

"'"TJ^'^p.

its walls are wood, wooden (cf. §. 498 where there is the

same thing fundamentally, and still more §. 480) Ez. 41, 22.

iSam. 21, 6. Ex.9, 31. Gen. 11, 1. Jer. 24, 2. Ps. 110, 3;
with sucli predicates , the subject which is mentioned a little

previously, may be easily repeated in thought, in st. est. as a

part of the predicate at the same time (its walls are walls of

wood) , which case also occurs in the following example,

LD^'ri'bN '^i^pS thy throne is (the throne) of God zzz divine,

Ps. 45, 7; cf. Ewald's Gram, jlrah. II. p. 146.

The use of the copula between the subject and predicate 548

is only gradually introduced: 1) the pronoun of the third

person , as the personal pronoun contains the idea ol' substan-

tial existence in its very nature, and that of the third person
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most simply c. g. Nl!^ ""SN / am he; but there is no vei-bal

oi' teu)j)oral power "Nvhalever in it, and its use is primaiuly

only on occasions \vlien tlie subject is most indispensably to

be separated from the predicate, namely because both are

definite nouns Dt. 12, 23, "Jwjvi^ N"rr ni'i David is or was
the least 1 Sam. 17, 14, §. 502, where one might easily con-
strue It^jvn in apposition ace. to f. 537, the little Dai^id;
in the same way after the pronoun Avhich is more emphati-

cally placed separately at llic beginning , especially Avitli per-

sons, as nrN T\'Z^i !T"3 tvJiat are these? Zach. 4, 5. Gen. 25,

16. It is different when the subject is placed first ace. to f.

557 and is of longer compass, and the senlenceis, therefore,

somewhat interrupted, as these men — peaceful (are) they
Gen. 34, 21. As this pronoun of the third person is used

most simply as the copula, accordingly, even the second or

first person may go before, as tlDTi'^N^ Nin J^rN thou art
God 2 Sam. 7, 28. 'i).

1) Tlie poets moreover use this personal pronoun by itself also , for

ha is with a preceding stot. cs. (§. 507) , in a half finished pro-

position therefore, ISah. 2, 9. Js. 18, 2. 7.

549 2) The verb n^i^ is properly only used on occasions in

which a verb is required for the idea to be, to become, to

exist, therefore for the past or future al)Soluteh-, as 5-;;^^ "d^N

a man was (^once); and oflen fur the jussive, just as it is con-

slanlly used for the imperative. A participle being is, with the

exception of Ex. 9', 3, only found in later writers, as tliere is generally

no copula at all used for tlie ])resent as the nearest tense, or tlie per-
sonal pronoun is suflicient of itself; j-;i^ is also rarely used of the past

in parenthetical propositions Jdgs. 8, 11. — Jjj \\iq same "Nvay as

the verb to he is construed immediately vrith the predicate,

in the same way may the verbs bnr; to begin to be , to be-
come Gen. y, 20. 1 Sam. 3, 2, and Qn^ to cease to be Js.

33 , 1 , uD'^n Ps. 9,7, which describe a more definite kind
of being , also be construed.

530 ''^l ^.506 is less than In;^— to be called a copula, as It Is

properly always placed independently at the beginning of a

proposilion , to represent an cmj)hatic there is ; it is also

chiefly used before indefinite nouns only, as iTipri iii^ tliere

is hope, -T},^ *i"7. tliere is a friend Prov. 18, 24, ':]3iy u;^,

there is one who hears thee lob 5,1, very rarely before

a definite noun Jdgs. 6, 13, and from a special cause ^. 623.

For the rest, although the word is iirimarily always placed in

stat. const, ace. to §. 506, yet, as it always bears rather a

mere verbal idea, it can also be more freely placed, with a

word coming between, as i"^ ^h ui;) there is to jne (I have)

much, or the noun being placed before it on account of a

particular reason Jdgs. 19, 19. Js. 43, 8.
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As, according to all this, tliere is no copula corresponding to our to

he in current use in Hebr. , it is not surprising, therefore, that the

language possesses another means of distinguishing the predicate , see

§. 521.

The more definite siibject is often omitted, if it is easily 551

understood from tlie sense of the proposition or expression,

or if it cannot be mentioned ; the verb therefore is then pla-

ced by itself in the third person. Thus , when 1) persons
are spoken of, d) the plural is used when there is no need
of stating who and how many do a thing, as ^'i^^i^'i dicunt,

a construction of infinite frequency, especially because the

active constructions are used, in all possible cases, in prefe-

rence to the passive ^.251, so that we even find such a com-
bination ace. to §. 539 as T]"b ^i^lp.'^ l-D'^Din i^b thou wilt
not add — lliey call thee ~ thou wilt not any 'more be
called, Js. 47, 1. — h) The verb is much more rarely pla-

ced alone in the sing, as the individual is not so easily left

indefinite as the number is; the chief cases are: a) the phrase

lI^x N"jp one called tJie name of the city, of the child etc.;

for it is uncertain who devised the name , though only one
can have devised it; /i') when we can determine the agent

from the action mentioned, as ^d^t^I he plougJis {\\\e\sihoi\vev)

Am. 6, 12. Js. 53, 9. y) when the particular person may be

gathered from the context of the narration , as ^725^^1 then
said he (the person asked), 1 Sam. 19, 22; or when the person

follows from the antithesis, as every one before whom he
Qn&woA^.ihonr) mentions it, will trendde Js. 19,17. ()') rarely

in other cases, as ^'^N lie (a man, indefinitely) r=r one said

iSam. 23, 22. 24, IL Ex. 10, 5. 21. i). Because the sing.

is thus more indistinct in itself, therefore the participle of the

same stem is, with greater clearness, used as subject, as V>s^

bs^n the falling one i. e. he who falls , some one or other,

Jails Dt. 22, 8. Jer. 9, 23; this is rare with the pi. poet. 31, 5,

1) This use is also found in Sanscrit.

The address in the second pers. ss;, iov any one , is only found in Hebr.

in the common phrase by which one shows the way, 'rji^'s T^ «"''^ ^Ak

coming =: as far as, which has become so very much an adverb, that

we even find 'ttni^ alone.

2) As no definite form for the neuter has been developed, 552

accordingly, when things are to be signified indefinitely, the

verb, just as is the case Avith the adjective and pronoun §.

364, is placed either in the msc. or in the fenz. sg.; in the

verb, however, the use of «) the nearest, the 7tisc., is most

frequent, as rr^ip.l it is hard Dt. 15, 18. ib ni^i it is wide
to him, easy, he recovers, 1 Sam. 16, 23, especially for the

passive constantly, as bn^n coeptum est, T^uj dirutum est,
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*ir~*3 ther-e is spolen Ps. 87, 3, -which passive ace. to f. 572

is ul'leu conslrued like the imlelinilc third pers. aclive, to

Avhose sense it corresj)Ouds. — b) tlie fern., especially iii

oc( iirrcnces ])iodiiced hy a mysterious power from without,

as ^Dw"n it has gruivn darh^ "V'C'zr: (it makes raiu, some
imcerlaiii cause) it rai/is Am. 4, 7. Jer. 13, 16. "^5

i^Pr'^r^ ^t is

narrow to me, I am oppressed Js. 38, 14. "^V JTii^ Jilgs. 10 9.

It is somewhat different \vlieti tlie easily understood suJjject (like tlie

object in otliers) is gradually left out in some very common expressions,

especially a nn'mljer of tiie body, as li^y ('l-"^") tltn there looked

softly (mercifully) upon him (his eye) i. e. pepercil el, once 1 Sam. 24,

11; often Vp ~1~"1 then was injlamed to him (i^j^ liis nose, his

wratii).

653 'J'lic possihle compass of the parls of the proposition is

clear IVom ^. 471 W. 'I'he wliole can also he explained hy
the individual in apposition, as botli supported Moses riT/a

^r;N fTr":i 'iMN o/i the one side (prop, as a neuter ah hoc)

one and on the other one, as such prolix descriptions are

still prevalent in Hebr. Ex. 17, 12. Especially can a pL he

immediately explained hy "iii^'N man i. e. each in sucli a Avay

that the lurther additions must acconunodale themselves to

that sg. as iz^^.n 'd'^N 1"!^" gird ye ^ each his sword; and,

Avhere reciprocal actions are spoken of, there is l^~X his brother

or ^Ti'J'}, /lis friend used together Avith this "^I'lj? /iia/i (which

our languages, no longer separating the two mendjers , more
concisely express by each other, dXhjhoi') even Avith non-

personal objects (Ex. 26, 3) as ^^;r'.'7~"b!S: "ci'^N "T3N they said

to each other, proj). man to his friend, pPm";"; nV T»7i$ 'J^"'i<

they do not crowd otie the other (each other) Joel 2,8;
and sidjordiiied, / delii^er them each into the hand of tlie

other i. e. into nuitiial captivity Zacli. 11, 6. It is remarkable

that this 'J:"'N without the article, though still a very powerful
word, instead of being subordiued to the stat. constr. is

rather abruptly put befoi'e, as inna \^iN each its half , for

the half of each Gen. 15, 10. 9, 5 (^froni the hand of the
brother of every one), lob 1, 4 (^in the house of the order

of eaclfl cf. Gen. 42, 25. 49, 28. Num. 17, 17, and as

subject Ex. 16 , 19.

554 11. Three principles regulate the position of the words
in an entire proposition: 1. There is a dehnite order establish-

ed for the usual xuiimpassioned arrangement of words', which
is so much the more immutable in consequence of the want
of cases for the noun; to what extent this is the case in the

several mend)crs of the ])roposition, is more fully stated above.

The nearest place for the predicate , however, is before the

subject, because it is generally the property which is espe-
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cially new and imporlaiit, wliicli the speaker desires to men-
tion, as imr;'' p'''^::^ just (is) JaJipe; the verb, however, is

so nuK]i the rather pKiced before, as, just as all \erbal per-

sons, so also the third properly contahis a subject in itself

§.471, and the more delinile subject is originally only an

apposition to lliat third person, as mIM;;; ^/^N there spoke

Jalwe. The object then , according to the most natural order,

follows the subject thus jdaced after the verb , and is distin-

guished by this very position, as l3>:3^J"b/5 "I'l'i nV'^ Vapid
sent messengers 1 Sam. 25, 14. Gen. 42, 30. This tranquil

order is especially observed immutably when the proposition

has already begun with power with a closely construed, firm

word and returns to rest, either by a strong conjunction

being placed at the beginnir.g, as "^ID that, iHi^l lo , or by a

substantive being placed hrst (e. g. §.557); cf. Ewalb's Gram.
yJrab. II. p. 164. — If it so happens that the verb is placed

in the inf. cs. according to the construction of the proposi-

tion, the same order is preserved, nay is for the most part

more indispensably necessary ; the noun which would have

been subject with the finite verb , is placed next in order,

so tliat the i/if. can be placed in st. cs. ace. to §. 545; the

oljject remains object as to form also, and is placed last, as

T:b"i:^; tJl/^'i^i i/i the hearing oj tJie I'ing i. e. as the king

heard; uZi^p~n:sc iTii^^ r^v.'4^ ^'^ ^^'^ destroying Jahve Sodom
i. e. when he destroyed," 'Gen. 13, 10. 20, 13. Ez. 34, 12.

Yet cf. {. bbS.

Little words and accessory definitions are always inserted in the firmer 555
cliief elements of the proposition , as yi J^^ TrV trii^ -^ '^'^^ §"'^ '" ^^^'^^

the land rii^'C^y DJ^T Jl'^ wliat (Iiow) liaue we dune this? Nay a little

word may even 'intrude between tlie inf. con.str. and the subject of the

infin, as verb , whicli is then altogetlier put before as such (which is con-

trary to §. 554-) because the construction of the inf. constr. is not very

close ace. to §. 545, as 'rri'np inj^ m'7">i32 ^"' Tartans sending him Js.

20, 1. 5, 24. Gen. 4, 15. Jos! I4, 11; or an accusative, which is remoter

as to the sense, is earlier attached as a smaller suffix Dt. 31, T. The
participle in stat. constr. also, whose construction in not very close ace.

to §. 503, can also be so separated, as Ti'^iTl "iNii '^3"'Vi23/3 ^^^O'
^^'^^

cast in the rii-er the angle Js. 19, 8. Cf. also vvijh V^ §• ^^^ f* — ^^

is for a similar reason that tiie weak j-;i^ fait is interposed in lob 1 , 1.

2. We are clearly to distinguish from this the formation of 556

a descriptive proposition (or rather, proposition of state') which
is produced by the particularly signilicant arrangement of the

words. For as the .s/^^'ec^ is placed llrst , contrary to §.554, and

the predicate follows, it is not tlie action, its development

and progress, which is brought in the fore-ground, as in

the ordinary, narrative diction §.554, but it is the thing or

the person whicli is described in a certain coudiLion, and the
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whole proposition, in direct opposition to the usual narrative

style, paints the even tenour and tranquIUit}^ of permanence,

ol" continuance, according as the speaker conceives it; and
this reversed arrangement of Avords is extremely important

and significant for this purpose (cf. Ewald's Gram, jirab. II.

p. 168). The verb also is then usually placed in the par-

ticiple ace. to f. 350, as, in this condition, the action is ge-

nerally conceived as still continuing. Thus Ex.12, It, Avliere

the condition is even introduced with the words, tlins shall

ye eat it: Q"^"i.5n 'zZi'z'^ip'z your loins girded etc Jdgs. 15,

2. 1 Sam. 12, 17. Hence" ni.v still §. 465 and 'j"'J<: there is

not are exceedingly well suited to these very propositions, Ex.

3, 2. 5, 16. 9; 2. All this is of greater importance afiei'-

•wards in ^^. 607-609.

This order is especially important, Inasmuch as the par-

ticiple so placed serves , ace. to ^". 350 , at the same time as a

tense-jornt for the action continuing at this very present,

for the praesens relatiwam, as £iri:n"2 'T'tiN "ni^] behold thy
brother is angry Gen. 27 , 42 , or for the future which the

speaker contemplates as quite near at hand or, at any rate, as

certain in his mind as if it were present {^fut. relativurn), as

^""2 ^llT] en me allaturuin z= en allatarus sum Gen. 6, 17.

IMuch remoter and rarer is the use of the praeteritum re-

lativum by itself to place the hearer at once in a definite

condition of the past, as in the description of a dream:
"t'z'v 'rrrj lo 1 was (during the dream) standing Gen. 41, 17.

j-^t; behold is very (re(iiiently used at tlie very bcgiiining witli this

participle and in otlier descripli^e pro[)0.sitions to call the atteniioii to a
condition. It is, liowever, a general consequence of tlie sense of this

."Tin tiiat it subordines the subject to itself at once, where tiie subject

can be placed separately, and a personal pronoun tlien usually becomes a

suffiv. ^V'hen —,i—i >s not used, the participle, as a simple form for the

praes. and fut. instons, may he put before like the other tenses (com-
pare t!ie Aramaic) Gen, 18, 13 f. 31, 20. Num. 20, 29. Jdgs, 15, 11.

537 3. A word, coutraiy to the usual order ^^.554, is rendered
prominent for the sake of emphasis or antithesis and is

placed first, wliich mode is very frequent in Hebr. as a

language of youthful animation. When the subject or object

has thus the force of the preposition, the verb is then pri-

marily placed in the middle always, as tlZT '^^t:;^ i<:i ^j'^'i;^

our hands haue not shed blood (and the antithesis is , our
eyes) Dt. 21, 7; I3";": 'pr*'^ '^'^'^r;^. stones (even) do the wa-
ters wear away lob 14, 19; alter a word with a preposi-

tion, e. g. a statement of time, the order is, verb, subject,

object Gen. 1,1. The following arrangements arc rare and
rather poetical: object, subject, verb 2Rgs. 5, t3; subject, ob-

ject, verb Js. 13, 18, and very rarely verb, object, subject
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Ps. 34, 22 ; interrogative substantives liave the lirst place from
their nature ace. to §. 377. It often happens tliat a substantive which
is placed l)el'ore for sake of emphasis, is with very great empliasis re-

peated again by means of Us personal pronoun, as j^i^ i^T^Ti n!3")2

TlTliyn ^/^^ blessi/ig of Jahue — it viaketh rich Prov. 10, 22, 24;

^IZJ'^'^pn irj< fl|ir7'^~nN Jahue — him should vou sanctify J;;. 8, 13. —
A substantive so placed before, is also often repeated by means of its personal

pronoun (or, if long Avords come between, by itself) in the usual posi-

tion and without further emphasis, as iriN ^li^^ri LZi:>r;~njt ^^^'^ peoiila

— he led it over Gen, 47, 21,

The chief noun , of which sometiiing is to be predicated , is very 558
often placed quite abruptly at the beginning of tlie proposition, where tlie

speaker places it, as the most important word, first by itself, and is obli-

ged to repeat it afterwards by means of its pron. sujj". in the place re-

quired by the construction of the proposition, as tjsjds C;^">IJ!2~mM''

Jahi-e — iji lieaven is his throne Ps. 11, 4. Nail. V,'d. 2 Kgs. 10, 29;
it is very rarely that such a substantive continues without such a repeti-

tion, when the following proposition by itself also gives a complete sense,

BO that the construction is easily understood from the context, as a soul

hungering i. e. according to the force of the participle §. 60T when a

soul hungers, then all bitter is sweet to it Prov. 27, 7. Ps. 115, 16.

is. 2, 18,

The verb alone cannot be rendered prominent by an 559

unusual position merely, because it, of its own accord, occu-

pies the lirst place in the ordinary proposition ace. to ^. 554.

Nevertheless, in the exceedingly animated Hebrew language

it is often rendered emphatically prominent by the itif. abs.

being placed before the Jiniie verb of the same stem, iWhich

usage is almost peculiar to Hebrew, concerning which see

§, 584.

The pronominal ideas also are very often so confined to 560

an , in itself, deiinite order of the ..words in a pi'oposition,

that their emphasis can only be externally and sensibly

expressed by means of repetition. Thus a) the emphasis of

the verbal person is signilied by the addition or, properly, re-

petition of the personal pronoun, as "iDN p'l Irrdb/^JNT and 1
only escaped lob. 1 , 15 ; only later Avriters, and especially

Kohelet, add the separate personal pronoiuis to the verbal

persons without emphasis, for distinctness only, and on account

of their laxer diction. In the same way, to render the em-
phasis of a substantive already named very prominent

:

isnt^ tna N'^ifl "bniil but yJbel., he also brought Gen. 4, 4.

However, NlJl ^=. cwiog can be very well placed before a

noun to be strongly marked Ex. 12 , 42 , whei^e ^iTrt~NlH

ipse -hie come together; and in the same way where the

sentence nierely refers to what has been already mentioned

Hos. 4, 14 (where C!7., umoi, they themselves refers back
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to the ailiilt Israelllcs), Js. 7, 14. /or Cod ^^T, ^.t":: J/u?ge.<;,

himself Ps. 50, 6. t«in nni* tu ipse Jer. 49, 12 i). —
' h)

The strong emphasis of a sufj/x pronoun allacheil to a iioini,

\vliidi is of ilsell veiy much shortened Avitliout any emphasis

anil ^vlli^.•ll ncverlheh'ss caiuiot be separated and placed re-

fore , is expressed in the same Avay by adding (or prop, re-

jiealing) the personal pronoun, as NllTi ^TTSr^ his, his soiil^

his own soul IMich. 7, 3. *^:n "^zin me 1 $am. 25, 24, espe-

cially Avilh particles wliidi require the emphasis, as C;^ T^-^a

N^n in his mouth also 2 Sam. 17, 5. Gen. 4, 26. 10, 2h
Pruv. 23, 15 ^}. A verbal si/ff. hoAvever, is seldom repea-

ted in tills way (ojily -wlien t^.^ also is placed after, Gen. 27,

34. Prov. 22, 19) because it can be easily separated and
placed bcjore ace. to ^. 492. — An adverb also must be
rendered eniphalical in this Avay, as "{y'lai yj_i because, yeci

because Lev. 26, 43. But a substantive or adjective is sel-

<lom repeated in this manner, as they may be distinguished

by their position, except in an unusual oratorical st^le Dt.

16, 20.

1) It is moreover used as sole predicate even, j^ij-j J uriCg, the

sojue (properly /le and none other) lob 3, 19. Js. 41? 4. Ps.

102, 28,

2) Yet, in Canticles, instead of 15 jj i^S'llD "^f vineyard, iV'i^ i^^^b

§.517 is used, the writer having avoided using the pronoun for the

direct case.

561 ^^'p '^re , however, clearly to distinguish between this rhetorical re-

petition of a word according to the emphasis of a single word in the

proposition , and the repetition which is necessary for the exi)ression of a
swingle, in itself, firm tiiougltfc or iilea: t) to express a high ov the highest

degree (ef. g. 502), which is necessary in Prose even, witii adverbs, as

'1J<'':3 '^j*"^ *''''_v much, but is in otiier respects rather peculiar to the

lofty <lictiun of poetry. Words too which are merely similar, may be pla-

ced together, witli or witiiout copula, as ^[Ti:-^-:^^ n"^"u5 desert and

desolation Ez. 6, 14. Job 30, 3; tr7:;n rl/inrt '" wonder, H'onder Hab.

1, 5. Zepli. 2', 1. Js. 29, 9. — 2) to express the idea of doubleness,

variety, as "j^j^; "j^i.; stone, stone \. e. douhle , dijjerent
,
false stone

Dt. 25, 13, also with the copula j^'K^ ^^ heart and heart, double heart

(cf. bilingiiis) Ps. 12, 3. Somewhat differently ij^^l "^'2 *'''^"' ""^ ii-ho?

i.e. what particular persons, precisely as in English, Ex.10, 8. — 3) to

denote an c(iua!)le ad\ ance from one to more . a continuance and repe-

tition of the same thing, as ^^~x ^"^"2 ^ '^'^
"^'"JJ' > ^'^ ^^'^ ""''.?' •• ^•

without stopping Dt. 2, 27; 'Ti''^ Ti2^ J^^f > J^^'', yearly 14, 22;

n'T^N2 ni"lN:n P'fs jiits (in the stat, coiistr.") many in succession, 720-

thing but pits <jen. li, 10, Joel 3, 14; moreover with adverbs: 'Hb^.'D

'n'bv'2 <'^'ove - ciltore i. e. higher and iiigher over Dt. 28, 43; X2V12 "i^VjD

lilhe' little, by little and little E\. 23, 30; especially with numhers, wheii

the same number is ajtplicd more than once to single objects , as Hebrew
has not any form for dislribntii-e nujuerals , as ;-;";;*u3l o"i\23 ^/ sei-ens
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Zacli. 4, 2. also without a numeral, as irja^a ritD73 staff staff \. e, each

a staff Num. 17, 17.

Before llie noun is mentioned , there is sometimes allu- 562

sion made to it by means of its pronoun , when a Poet espe-

cially, full of tlie thought of the object, presupposes its being
already known Js. 13, 2. If such a pronoun suffix is im-
mediately followed by llie proper noun, as '-|D"'''3 T^riii; Ae seels

it, correction Prov. 13, 24. Ex. 2, 6. inab^Vu;.
'^^'^J^.

I^is

bed, Solomon'*s (j. 453. 517) Cant. 3,7, then this is ^iro-

duced by a small emphasis of the substantive, especially in

the looser popular idiom which first more bricliy and con-
veniently alludes to the noun, and must afterwards repeat it

for distinctness.

An apparently superfluous personal pronoun is often placed in the 563
dative in a complete propositiou, which pronoun however, in particular

reference to tlie subject, expresses that one should do, or does something

for his advantage or for himself alone; or tiiat tlie speaker has a parti-

cular interest in the action; especially in addresses, and most frequently

in tlie broader, free language of the people, as "ttIj rr'^ go for thyself!

ib "iblr; '*e is gone for himself e= has departed, is utterly gone

Cant. 2/11.

Sometimes too, from tlie influence of this popular idiom, 5G1

some later poets use the softer suiF. "'5'^ Tne and T^-r thee

for the stronger ^b to me and T^^ to thee in the ilow of

the diction , and indeed primarily , only for the unimportant,

brielly added pronoun Ez. 29, 3 cf. v. 9 where it is wanting,

Js. 44, 21. 65, 5. lob 31, 18; it is only emphatic in Zach.

7,5, where it is, however, rather the accusative.

On the other liand , an object merely consisting of the suffix may 565
also be left out when it may be easily gathered from the context ; e. g.

when the object is already mentioned (in a substantive or in a whole
proposition), especially easily with thuigs, as he san^ and told (what he
had seen) Gen. 9, 22. rii'^tllrtb t° preserve (them) 6, 20, equivalent to

to he preserped. — In the same way, when a word already mentioned

in the stat. const r. is used immediately after as subject, it does not re-

quire to be again specially mentioned as subject, as the person of the

verb contains a reference to it, as irij; n'^'j i2"'rT':3N Db^iz '" ^^^

image of God made he (God) him Gen. 9, 6. 14, 1. 2.

In consequence of the language possessing no current re- 566
flexlve pronoun se, himself, it is obliged 1) to use the iDt^ononn

suffix of the third person instead, when another noun
(or, which is the same thing properly, a preposition) separa-

tes the suffix from the subject, as 13^3 '-i?2N Jie said in

Ms heart, i^ i^iry he made liimself , or for himself :, but
the suffix In immediate connexion, without such an inter-

vening noun, as interfecit se, laudat se, can never have this
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significaliou. The sujfix of the third person, however, may-

be very properly attached reilexively lo riN (especially accor-

ding to its primitive significaliou {. 492)^ as iriN se ipsum
Ex. 5, 19. 2 Sam. 15, 25. Jer. 7, 19. Ez. 34, 2. 8. — 2)

\A'liere this pronoun cannot be used , the prouoiui suffixes

are construed with tl'SS soul, as / know '^i^?. my soul i. e.

myself^ cf. ^^.506.

^^^ III. Tlie parts of a proposition must have a harmony
of gender and number in the construction of the adjectives,

pronoiuis , and verbs, Avilh tlieir svdjstantives. The manifold

departures from lliis rule are Jiot wanton irregularities, but

arise from the great freedom and lightness of the Hebrew
language , which does not regard the external form of words
where it is permitted by their position or their idea.

1. When the predicate is mentioned before the subject

is named (and before it is distinctly present to the mind), it

may be placed in the nearest _,
still indefinite form i. e. in

the masc. sing., especially as the predicate, according to its

usual position, precedes the subject §.554: the verb too is

then placed without definite relation to the subject; but if

the sidjject is mentioned, this indefiuiteness cannot take place

or be continued ; as ns'ilrt ^'yy, the cry passed through
1 Kgs. 22, 36; t^'i^ ni^rf i^/Ie hands were Jos. 8, 20; ^:i:r;i"^7

nipri the laws are kept 31ich. 6, 16; it is rarer for an ad-

jective to be so placed as predicate •^}.

1)* It is, besides, very rare for an adjective, as a predicate expressing

a mere property, to be so placed witliout a more definite number
and gender, as tJwy go Sti;^ naked lob 2i, 7. 12, 17, altliough

tlie adjective is not tlie nearest predicate tliere.

568 2. The greatest number of departures from the concord
arise from the external foi-m being disregarded on account of

llie idea

:

1) Liasmuch as the feminine is the proper form for ab-
stracts §. 364, and as the individuals of the plural may be

compi-ehended in an abstract , any plural may be construed

with the fem. sing, of the predicate. TJiis is especially easy

with inanimate objects, beasts, and suchlike, in which the

action of individuals is not so prominent (in contradistinction

to §. 569), as rir:r;3 -"O^iri , rd d-ijolu ilvi<ii).t':xei, the beasts
look up Joel 1, 20. Js. 34, 13. 2Sam. 24, 13; also Avilh the

dual, as nnp^ r:"'y Jiis eyes were fixed 1 Sam. 4, 15; with
an adjective as predicate IMicli. 1, 9; but never with adjectives

or jnonouns which are placed immediately after in the closest

construction, in apj)osition, although it may with pronouns
wliidi refer remotely lo a plural lob 39, 15. Ps. It9, 98.
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KHib 2Kgs. 3, 3. This construclion, however, is I'are on
the whole, aud ahnost exclusively poetical.

2) The form and the gender of the sing, or plural are 569

disregarded in the constniclion when the sense predominates
over the external grammalical form; thus a) a .sing, can be
construed with the plural (the so called construction of the

collectii^es) when the object consists of many equally inde-

pendent and active parts; this construction is most frequent

when the sing, signilles living and active persons or animals,

and is rarely used of iuanimate objects; and even in that

case, the plural cannot enter into the apposition (cf. ^^,568, ex-
cept with the participle which is rather placed by itself with
the article ace. lo ^'. 596, Num. 14, 35), but only in the pre-
dicate , and frequently only in the progress of the sentence,

when the form of tlie subject is not so distinctly present to

ilie mind. The gender accommodates itself merely to the

sense in the same way, thus iZll'^n '^p^-'^ '^'^ people cry (the

men and women); ^N'^'^ -^^^I^
^'^'^ '^"^0^ (inhabitants) fear

Js. 25, 3 ; i'l.Ni^ the Her in wait ~ those who are in am-
bush Jdgs. 20, 37, M;:nb/2 i4^ar for enemies with a 7Jiasc. pi.

iRgs. 5, 17; l^t^ small cattle often with a Jem. pl.^ iD-i

often veJiicle in general, for the pi. chariots Nah. 2, 5;

M"j::n speech for words Ps. 119, 103; moreover, witli Vb
all Dt. 28, 60. Ez. 28, 3, and with an adjective of indofuiile,

general signification, as ^HN another^ others lob 8, 19.

Js. 16, 4. Ps. 11,7.

h) Every number and gender may also be disregarded in

many single instances, when the speaker keeps fast a sense

at variance with the external form, as D'^^^n damores , ihcn hen-
ostrich, ostricli , lieiice as Jem. or muse, sing, lolj 39 , 13-18; j-lNuJil

sin as a masc. Gen. 4, T on account of tlie image of a lion; idleness =:

tlie sluggard, as masc. Prov. 12, 27; :inn panuin = idols, as pi. 1 Sam.

12, 21. The grammatical gender also often changes for the gender of the

sense or image: ;2JE5 *""^ ^^ man, fern, or msc Gen. 46, 27. Lev. 20,

6. 22, 6. Num. 31, 28; "jjii; skeep metaphorically for men pi. feni. and

jnasc. Jer. 23, 2-4. Ez. 34, 1 ff. ni?2::ry lunes and dead bodies 38, 1 ff.

\!3;3"vl3 •«"« §• 366 on account of a poetical image, masc Vs. 19, 6. —
c) Plurals whose signification appears to be that of a sing.

are gradually construed with the singular, as ni72in inoenia

{§. 362) Jer. 51, 58; 'miyn'r\ Jloods zz the sea, as fe?n. sg,

Ps. 78, 15, C^as Jace, and tZ3-;?3 water (^. 361) sometimes
construed with the sing. 2 Sam. 10, 9; Q'^T^'i: heaven as sing.

in remote construction lob 38, 33; n'D^TO poet, arva, witli-

out sg., hence construed with the sing, as being almost sy-

nonymous with T\^^ field., Hab. 3, 17. Js. 16, 8. — LZi"'ri''':N

f. 361, 3, is only very often and designedly construed

23
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^vIlll llie /;/. Nvliere polylhelsm or iilolatry is iiitciuled Ex.32,

4. 8, or Avhcrc llic angels may be umlerstood at the same

time Gen. 35, 7; ollier^visc, in accordance to the IMosaic moiio-

llic'isin , it is, almost ^illiout cxcepliou (2 Sam. 7, 23) con-

slnied ^Yilh the si/ig. oi" the predicate, and rarely also ^vilh

the pi. in apposition Jos. 24, 19. 1 Sam. 17, 26; the cou-

gtructiou fluctuates between .9^'-. and p/. Avilli S"'t'^n penates;

concerning 7VZ and 'JT'IS lurd ^^hose ]dural forms are ahvayS

Ircalcd as sing. of. f. 361, 3.

70 3) Vvlieu t^vo substantives are connected together by the

stat. constr.^ the predicate accommodates itself properly to

the fu'st as the chief noun; sometimes, however, rather to

the second, if the first is of much less importance than the

second as to tlie sense of the whole construction, therefore

especially >vhcn the first only contains a property or relation

ol' the second, as a) almost always when bJD universitas,

all, is the first, as this word is only equivalent to an ad-

jective apposition ace. §. 505, as Tin;; bb ^"Tj all his days
were; inTV.~"V^ i^^iiriT then the whole congregation raised

a cr\ ; it is only exceedingly rarely that the predicate does

still refer to ^3 , Prov. 16, 2. Js. 64, 10. — In the same

Wiiy b) >vilh bip voice, "which often expresses nothing more
than the idea of our adverb aloud, 1 Kgs. 1, 41. Js. 52, 8.

lob 29, 10, cf. Gen.3, 8; — and c) when any abstract at all is

placed before a substantive, especially before a personal one,

so that the abstract has only, as it Avere , the sense and
power of an adjective ; as is the case with "1m^"^ choice, T\1'1U

desire = choicest, most desirable , as lZ;";;!:, ri~::n ^N2 ve-
neriint desideriuin (desidcralissnnae) gentes Hag. 2, 7. Ex.

15, 4; in abundance n: many, lob 32, 7; "lES^a number
lob 15, 20. 21, 21. 38, 21; also when another liouu stands

before a much more important personal one, so that the

former may be conceived in a similarly subordined idea, as

ii:"^rir; I^"'"^!::.'} n">i;p. the bow of the heroes (heroes armed with
the bow) are confounded 1 Sam. 2, 4. Jer. 2, 34. Js. 2, 11;
tliese constructions are for the most part only poetical. It is

only seldom, besides this, that the predicate, when placed

after, refers to tlie second substantive which stands nearer
to it, although the last may liave the predicate as to the sense

1 Kgs. 17, 16 (on the contrary v. 14). Lev. 13, 9. Zach. 8, 10.

such conslruclions were so much the more easy in general,

because the Jiouu ^^ hich is suborchiiod to the stat. constr.

does not alter its form in the least, has not, for instance,

the form of our genitive.

' 3. Lastly, apparent dovialions aiise from the indefinite

diction: a) llie sentence may iirst put an indi\idual instead
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of all similar beings , and llien advance to the plural wliicli is

no less in the mind of the speaker, as he whom I loped,

they turn against me Ts. 14 ,1. — 6) On the conlrary,

the sentence may begin (and in universal proposilions also)

with the plural , and the matter be then confined to an indi-

vidual of tlie multitude, Prov. 3, 28. 29. 16, 13. Am. 6 , 9 f.,

or to many individuals Zach. 13, 4-6; but neillier of these

can take place iw closely connected Avords of the same pro-

position; nevertheless, a participle may constitute a small,

separate proposition, as n'':^"^ rj'^bb'n^o they who curse it

(~ if any one curses it) he shall he slain Ex, 31, 14. Gen.

27, 29. ci; 12, 3. Zach. 11, 6. Vs. 62, 5.

This rule does not at all opply to the cases in whicli the tliird pers. 572

sg. nisc. of tiie passive, witiiout a more definite person §. 552, is con-

strued witli ail accusative, as tiie active constructions are in all cases tlie

nearest in the laiiijuage, as 52^^"' Tii-i/^ unlcai'ened bread shall one eat,

the sons '^Vi -t^Jn ii'hich one lias borne (as the niotlier is not so much

regarded in pol^gainy) '-1Z'1?3 nilapi one speaks glorious things (for

the participle also can be construed so as a verb ace to §. 350) Ps. 87,

3 , cf. farther g. 493. — Also -i^
'Tt'^'T'i

there was to me i. e. / Jiad

(whicli verb of later languages Hebrew does not possess) construed Avith

the accus. Koh. 2, 7. Gen. 4T, 24. Ex. 12, 49. ^um 9, 14. 15, 29.

III. PARTICULAR QUALITIES OF THE SBTPLE
PROPOSITION.

I. "Negative propositions. 1. N'b and "bN ^. 448 are used 573

as negations of the Avhole proposition ^), and are therefore

generally placed before the verb as the chief word in the pro-

position , or, v\'hen they are, on account the sense, placed

befoi'e another -word, yet it is always in such a manner that

they relate to the whole proposition; they cannot, however,
be placed after the verb, although they are easily so placed

that the whole proposition is not expressed, is only luider-

stood, as J?"b as an answer not! i. e. Jio ! N^~J<"b yet not!
as a deprecation. How partial these particles are to the full

finite verb, and how much they avoid the nominal proposi-

tion where it is possible to do so, is parlicidarly seen in the

fact, that j;b can never be placed before a participle or before

the infinitive; the participle goes over into the finite tense

Ex. 13, 21. 22. iSam.l, 13, and the injinit. in the same

manner \. 619. — They are always distniguished from each

other, by V^i being, like //>), only a negation according to

the feeling and thought of the speaker, and being, therefore,

only used with the imperfect , and indeed generally with

tlie jussive or cohortative , as nb'^ Vn let him not die , Vn
ni^SN let me not he ashamed !^

V. 25, 2; N'b on the other

23 •
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liaiid is tlie direct non , ov'/.. and l)cfore tlie impoiTect (ra-

rely ihc jussive Gen. 24, 8.) expresses , in contradislinclion to

^i*, a command according to external, objective necessity, in

a much more einpliatic expression therefore, as rii^'^r] n"?

t/ioii shalt not hill ' niinn Vj^ J^m not I

1) N'P is sometimes used witli emphasis by the poets only, for the

negation of a single nominal idea, as Vn^N"!? " no -Cod = idol

Dt. 32, 17, 21. Js. 53, 2; accordingly nT^-bx P^ov. 12, 28 is to

/(// &r>}ay.Hi', placed as a merely imagined proposition, as '^j<'^ tji^u

lob 24, 25 ft? fiTjdiv nO-iycu, German zunic/ite mac/ten.

5T4 2. pN ^^. 506 without, there is not — ,
generally before

an indefinite noim ^), as ^sp;3 'j'wS:. without number, yii

Tib^p. there is not a king or no ling — , Sipi? '}"'N there is

not any one doing , or no one does j yet also before a deli-

fuiile one , as the word is more and more used (cf. Gen. 7, 2

^Yilh V. 8) as an imperfect verb to describe non-existence in

general, and indeed in the indefinite tense i. e. primarily in

the present, as V\^^'> "i-^iirio Joseph i.e. Joseph lias disappeared

Gen. 37, 29 (where it is a praeseus praeteritum) , then of

the perfect also Gen. 5, 24. When no other defiuit e noun is

there, it is used with the suffix, as i-!ii5i> ^S?"''* ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^

^iip':s> u3:iN tliey do not. Since it is a word of purely no-

minal nature, the personal verh, when it is to be construed

with it, must appear in the participle 2), even after the sub-

ject, as 'jn: 'J'^N v]D3 in which the idea of the present is con-

tained, silver is not giuen Kx. 5, 16 (differently in v. 18).

As it has generally become much more frequent in use and
freer than the intrinsically similar uji^ §. 550, accordingly, it

can also be placed much more freely in the proposition, nay
even quite at the end or abruptly (Gen. 30, 1) in which case

the stat, ahs. l^N is tlien found. Also ^pn l-^N Q'lDb"^. ib
the heart of kings is without searching i. e. precisely as

an adjective itiscrutahle Prov. 25, 3. It is even used before

an infinitive, rj'^^ 'J'^N as an exclamation no comparing ! (is

possible) Ps. 40, 6. — N'bs with not i. e. without is also used to

subordine a single substantive JNum. 35, 22, and poetically j^b a'one lob

38, 26. Ps. 59, 4. 2 Sam. 23, 4, in prose only in 1 Chro. 2, 30. 32.

1) In the same way i) is used witli the accus. without nunation,

Ewat.d's Gram. Jrah. II. p. 45. — Moreover •;:> -j^j^ (§. 49)

may be used together 1 Sam. 21, y, just as >^^:J t^^ 'l^^re is

not any lunger.

2) The only exception is in Jer. 38, 5, on account cf b::i'' §• 246.

575 3. 'n^z §. 459 prop, tpa/z/^, is without, except, before a
whole proposition Gen. 43, 3. ('^nb^T is except rather before
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a single word); it is only used for not wlien in close con-

struction with ziouns or prepositions, in cases in which N'b

cannot easily be used ace. to {. 573 : especially before the in~

finit. witli b
i^.
544 , as ^^D "'^J^^'bi '^^^^iJb lo obseri^e and not

to turn aside Dt. 17, 19 f. Somewhat weaker and softer is

'^'bz which is placed after prepositions, as T'.T^i "^bin 'b^ because
he did not tell Gen. 31, 20, but also poetically signifies

witliout before a substantive lob 8, 11 , and forms a com-
pound with an adjective, as ri''Tpa I'bs iinanointed §. 506,
and lastly, is even placed before the verb as N'b lob 41, 18.

Hos. 9, 16 KHib. Tlie form ^2, shortened from this , is only

poetical and altogether equivalent to the simple negation no. 1.

On the other hand, the stronger "'"b^'O prop, from want, in

tlie poets perfectly the same as '7"'^? , is used before an indefinite

uoun. — D?N want ^ usually before propositions containing

limitations, as "3 D3N; except that', very rarely there is no
longer 2 Sam. 9,3. It is also used by itself as only Num.
22, 35.

Two sucii negatives are sometimes conjoined vvitliout a high intension 576
of the signification Ex.14, 11; in the same way 'jiN70 '^'^' there is not

no one (any one) Jer. 10, 6. 7. Js. 5, 9.

If tlie negation is used with b>3 i" such a manner that it signifies

omnis ace. to §.512, then the two words express the idea nullus (as

such compound words are unknown to tlie Hebrews, cf. also ^T^jrij^^a

"liT N'b , "'^^ something, nothing), as ne edas N?3l3 ^3 onine iinpuruiii

(nihil inipur.) Jdgs. 13, 4; Vir) "j-ijst nothing at all 2 Kgs. 4, 2 and

^il-'j-^K Ex. 5, 11 , Jer. 38, 5; but where ^ib signifies totus, the ne-

gation applies to that idea alone, as ^Nin N'b 1^3 thou, shalt not see

tJie whole of him Num. 23 , 13.

II. Interrogative propositions. The interrogation may 577
be expressed by the mere tone (lob 2, lO), but it is rare

and chiefly found in short sentences only; and negatively doubt-
ful interrogative propositions which are attached with the im-
perfect with 1 a/id, are always pronounced without an in-

terrogative particle, as the chief word of the interrogation is

emphatically placed first, as ^"'ijN Tjbl and shall I tell it to

thee Jdgs. 14, 16. The interrogative particles are:

1. T] {j. 443) «// , 7] , expresses the common question about
an uncertain thing, as 'li'sb Cnib^n is the young man well?
2 Sam. 18, 32. cf. v. 29; the interrogation often serves as an
animated negation , when the speaker enquires after a known
object which the hearer must deny; on the other hand, N'bn
nonne when he expects an affirmation , often used to refer to

something known, as C3"'3ri3 On ^'T\ ^^ ^t not written?
ZZ behold it is written, — '^br] an quod? is it that? when
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one does not kno-sv ihc cause, niinuiuid? lob 6, 22. 2 Sani.

9, 1. 23, 19 (where it even occurs ia llie narralion). Gen. 27,

36. 29, 15.

^78 t^N propeily a conditional particle {^. 625) Is oflen usetl

ia lalerrogalions : I ia iacliicct ones, whicli depcad oa a ine-

ceding pjoposiiioa , as ask ^'TiN !IjN si vlvmn . whether
I shall li^e? 2 Kgs. 1, 2. (yet n also Gea. 8, 7); rarely whea
tlie ([ucslioa, aolwilhslaadiag the abseace of llie ])recediag

[)roposilioii , is aeverllieless iadircct, as ia 1 Kgs. 1, 27. Js. 29,

l6. — 2) ia the second, disjunctive iaterrogalioa Avliich re-

fers to a ilrsi as opposed to it aad coatiaues it; ia that case

\ve i)roperly Had tZiN'^ coiapouaded , and if i. e. sii^e ace. lo

^^. 625, lob 22, 3. 40, 8. 9, allliough tZN by itself is oflea

fouad instead, especially in short sentences, as Nb IZjX m" i^nNrr

is it than or iwt? Gen. 27, 21. Am. 3, 3-6.

AVlieu a chief word of tlie interrogation is not placed at the begin-

ning of tlic proposition, but Ihe interro/^ative particle is nevertlieless pre-

fixed to tiie wliole proposition, as is usual, tiien 7; or i^Vri can be re-

peated before tliat chief word and after J:j^ or i^ Gen. 17, 17. Ps. 9i, 9. 10.

579 2. Coaceraiag the substantive iatcrrogativc particles "^'J

who? aad TvI what? see ^".450. As they possess tlie power
of substaatives, they may also coasiitule the secoad meaiber
of a stat. constr. ace. to ^.511, as '^',2 nz whose daughter?
iri53 nasn cajusnam (rei) intelligentia? Jer. 8, 9. AVith

the exception of tliis case which is produced by the stat.

constr., these interrogative particles also must always be pla-

ced at the begiaaiag of tlie proposition , or the even tenour
of the proposition is, at any rale, interrupted by tlieir in-

sertion; yet we also Had T\'2 "rn:"] and ivJiat are we? Ex.
16, 7 f. — '/a especially is rendered so promineat at the be-
giaaiag of the proposition and is so separated , that i^iri is,

poetically , inserted before the predicate , as who is he (who)
-? lob. 4, 7. 13, 19. 17, 3. Js. 50, 9. By the use of the

proaoua r:T §. 446 after ''2, the iaierrogalioa is not only
readered more aalaiatcd, as by Nirj, but is also more nearly

referred to the object already seen or called forlli , as ivJio

is he there? Ps. 24, 10 cf. v. 8. Jer. 30, 21. lob 38, 2. The
succeeding words constilulc a relative proposition , which is,

however, always closely altacbed, as if the demonstrative pro-

noun was merely a nearer defiallioa of the ialerrugalivc par-

ticle. Ia prose, iriT n'nb ivhy then? resembles it; somctiaies

too T\\ !T3 ia the same signilicatioa Gen. 27, 20, and nT"rT"0

for wJmt is that? Ex. 4, 2. 1 Sam. 10, 11. — yn/' ^'i^who
knows? in the signilicatlon oi perhaps , Is construed ia pie-

ciselj the same immediate manner as a particle Joel 2, 14.
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2 Sam. 12, 22. K'tih. But the shorter ^^N or ''blN is mvicli

more freqiicnlly used for this idea ^).

1) This seems, as to its etymology, to be the interrogative if? n-he-

t/ier? related to the pronoun el §.446, for which a sliorter fonn

'r,'^ is used in a somewhat ditttreiit sense. Cf. the Chald. js"'^}^

quid si'.' = fortasse.

The distinction between the sense of each §. 450 is always observed : 580

^)j enquires after the nature of a tiling, even in cases where persons

are spoken of, as J-jV'N il73 w/ictt are these? i. e. of what kind, quoles,

Zacli. 1, 9. 4, 5. 13; and i^j after the person, even where the personality

only exists in the mind of the speaker, as J^2n'2^1 '^11 "'^'^ i^ '^"^ camp?

i. e, tlie men and living beings in it Gen. 33, 8. Cant. 3, 6.- m)2U3 ''/a

who is ///)' name? i. e. quis nominaris? Jdgs. 13, 17 cf. Ezr, 5, 4. In

a dilt'erent manner: -<'i2
^'a' t^'ho (how) will Jacob subsist? Am. 7, 2. 5.

n^3 is also the reproacliing, condemning wliat? (wliy?) Ex. 17, 2.

Ps. 42 , 12. The transition from that sense to the more animated prohi-

bition and negation, is near and easy, but is still very rare iu Hebr. and
only commencing in poetry lob 31, 1. Cant. 8, 4.

^i/.;3 about what zz lioiv much? ^^73b ^. 462 very fre-

quently used as wliy? wherefore? when the enquiry is made
after the purpose and thus, in the end, 'after the cause also.

A more defuiite word is ;^^v7^ why? properly very much
shortened from ^^,i^ fi?3 what having seen, experienced? as

action arises from having experienced and perceived something,

cf. n/N^ n^2 Gen. 20, 11.

.3. "T'^N is ace. to. ^. 451 the interrogative adjectif^e 5s\

which? and thus sufficiently distinguished from other interro-

gatives. As an interrogative, however, it must nevertheless,

be placed before its subslanlive, and therefore does not change

its gender and number; ftl, as the pronoun, only changes

according to the relations of the proposition i. e. it is to be
considered as the nominative or accusative, has a preposition

or has not. The substantive, however, does not require to

be definite, as n'3 JTT "^ist which house? '^'^'j> IriT?: "^N from
what city ? but it may also be definite , as Tj*i~r; STr ""N

which way? 1 tigs. 13, 12.

III. Iiiterjectional propositions, l) a single noun may 582

be placed as an exclamation, either by itself or inserted iu

a proposition, and, in that case, as the Hebrews have not
any particle for this expression ^. 440, the noun undergoes
no further change, and is used with or without tiie article

according as its particular laws determine, as yrvz'ri the (oh)

priest', if he is standing before the speaker,
Y"^^- ^^^^) ^^''^^^'

poetically. — Before 'pN my lord ! or , which is
,
properly

speaking, the same thing ace. to ^. 359, -"DiJ* oh Lord l (God)
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^vc often find 'z on me (lieai-) ! in a sborleued phrase Gen.

43, 20. 44, 18. Jdgs. 6, 13. 15.

583 2) Tlie cliief Nvord of the pi'opositiou, the verb, is used
inteijeclionally. The jussh-e and imperatipe are very gentle

and developed kinds of this use. But a luucli stronger and
abrupter, and at the same time more comprehensive kind, is

the exclamation by means of the infinitive absolute, when
the naked verbal idea is placed with all emphasis, in such a

way that, in more unimpassioned diction, the verb would ha
\iseil in more definite person, tense, or mode. 'J'his takes place

thiclly 1) when the speaker is too full of his subject so that

lie mentions the action in the concisest way, as an exclama-
tion, as eating and leaving thereof I i. e. in the connexion
of the sense in that passage

,
you shall certainly cat and leave

thereof 2 Kgs. 4, 43; n^rf contend with God - ' i. e. will

he forsoolli contend -? lob 40, 2. — 2) This abrupt, ener-

getic mode of expression is most frecpiently found for the

absolute command by which the thing enjoined is placed ab-

ruptly and by itself (for which the infinitive is used in an-

cient Greek also) as nu::? making I for mahe ^ 2 Kgs. 3, 16;
IrT renienibeving I for you must remember Ex. 20, 8; \h;z.r\

all jlesh to be circumcised' i.e. must be circumcised Gen.
17, 10. — 3) in the hurried, emphatic descri])tion of events

rapidly following each other which excite astonishment, or
displeasure, when it is sufficient to mention the action by
itself and, by that means, more emphatically, for which the
inf. abs. may be either used once or oftener, as 'zr.'zi r;"~X

nkn"] nr^T swearing falsely and lying and stealing and
iiuu-dering! Hos. 4, 2. 10, 4. Js. 2^1, 5. 59, 4. lob 15, 35.

Jer. 8, 15. 14, 19. 32, 33. — In all cases, however, in which
the ;'///. abs, is placed quite by itself (cf. also ^^. 605), it is

construed like the verb, instead of which it is used; the

following noun, according to the context, may also be the
subject of the verb (lob 40, 2. Prov. 12, 7. 17, 12; with the
inf. pass. Gen. 17, 10); just as, on the other hand, every
subject in the proposition is left out if the finite verb were
used without a subject mentioned.

584 This emplialical infin. abs. becomes much softer and more
equable when it is inunedialelv explained by the more defi-

nite finite verb, which is very frequent in Hebr. ace. to f. 559
when the verb is only to be rendered prominent in the pro-
position ; an English idiom corresponding to this in force, is:

speak- he did not. The emphasis of the action, howcvor,
may be very various: as in an antithesis to a preceding action,

therefore especially after "'S but, as thou slialt not give it
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to me, hut ^7?pN rtp^ / will buy it 2 Sam. 24, 24, also

willioiit this particle Ez. 16, 4; with limitations, often after

?JN and p"^ only, as he had only gone out (nothing more
than iliat) Gen. 27, 30. 44, 28, hence also very often with
conditions, especially with tlie second, opposed, condition, as

?1:tri n.Vn tZiN if you declare it Jdgs. 14, 12; often in in-

Icrrogative propositions, where the action itself is the most
important point in the question , as T|b?:ri T\bl2T\ wilt thou
reign (forsooth) Gen. 37, 8; generally when an action is

assuj)ied to be cjuite certain , without the possibility of being
otherwise, as / hnow that ?]'^73n T}b/3 thou wilt reign
iSam. 24, 21. lob 27, 22; also at the beginning of the nar-

ration with some emphasis of the very thing which one is

about to relate or affirm, as ^i^i^"^ Tt;-| we have seen Gen.
2G, 28; and often in solemn commands, for which expression

the inf. alone is often used ace. to §. 583, as yir^ y~>^ thou
fiJialt hnoiv Gen. 15, 13. The adjective ov participle may
be rendered emphatic in the same manner as the verb, Jdgs.

11, 25 1), Such impassioned expressions are, of course, more
frequent in animated diction than in historical nari-ative. —
In almost all cases, however, the infinitive is placed at the beginning of

the |)ro|)osition , like the infin. when placed alone §.583, or the sentence

is, at any rate, previously broken oft"; hence it follows 1) that no nega-
tion can be placed before the intin. (in the same way as it cannot in §.

583), bnt can only be placed before the io\\ow\ng finite perh, where every
thing in general is more closely defined , as ':Tn''733 J<'b P^Jin we will not

kill thee Jdgs. 15, 13 (very rare exceptions in Gen. 3, 4 where it may
be defended by tlie corresponding passage 2, 17, and in Ps. 49, 8); —
2) the infin. as rendering the mere action prominent , may be placed in

Qal, when the more definite form e. g. the passive, follows afterwards

with the other nearer definition in the finite verb, as W-\'X2 pi-iU Gen. 37,

33 ; it is rare for a similar , as to idea equivalent , verbal form to be
placed in the infin. e. g. Uof. beside Jsif, 2 Kgs. 3 , 23 ; or a similar

weak root, which can have the same signification (cf. §.228), especially

an infin. from j^b placed before a finite verb yj '" ^''^ imperf. to give

both verbs a greater external equality Zeph. 1, 2. Jer, 8, 13; Js. 28,
28 2).

1) AVe are not to confound with this case, the rare instance in which
the infin. abs. is placed before its finite verb in the signification

described in §. 541 , Am. 9, 8.

2) The infin. ahs. when placed after, on the Other hand, must ac-
commodate itself much more strictly to its finite verb §.541; it is

very rare to find Qal after ////. Gen. 46, 4.

3. The whole proposition may consist of an abrupt ex- 535
clamalion, either without a particle, as Tjb Gib^ peace to

thee! 'cn^'^.^A T)1"I2 blessed be yjbrami ':^u333 "^n the lije of
thy soul! r=: so sure tliy soul liveth; inslead of this stat.

constr. "'n , the adjective "Hn is used in the phrase »'»
"^tn so

sure God lives! — or witii a jiarlicle.
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The proper oplative parllcle is ^b ^) Gr. os , Lat. ati-

nam! used -svitli tlie imperf. or, more definitely, with tlie

jussive and imperative, as JT'm"' ^b would that he lived!

^:^;:;J ?"b oh hear me! Gen.'lV, 18. 23, 13. 30, 34. If the

wish, Jiowever, regards an object already actually past, which
cannot possibly l)e attained now, or one which appears iin-

possii)le at present, wliich is only conceived as real in the

iinagiualion , thcji it subordincs the perfect, as =l'ri"2 ^7 uti~

nam mortiii essemus ! Num. 14, 2. 30, 3; nn'i^ "5 lUlnain

descenderis ! Js. 64, 1-4. — The compound "ibriX oh that

!

expresses a more urgent desire Ps. 119, 5. 2Kgs. 5, 3, from

nx ^'. 440 and '^b =z ib , cf. ^J ^

1) Concerning the etymology see below §. 627.

58G A wish wliosc fulfilment is expected from others, is

often expressed by "^'^ and the imperf. as S-^'j ^:p;c3;;; "^"3 who
will give me water! i. e. oh that some one woultl give, or

oh tiiat I had — ! 2 Sam. 23, 15; particularly frequent is ^12

'jn'^ who will give zz oh would that! this last, as it con-

tains a complete proposition , may be followed by the chief

verb with Vav cousequutivum, as n^riT In"^
i'3 oh that there

were Dt. 5, 29; nevertheless, this Vav is often wanting ace.

to §. 539, lob 6, 8, or the verb is placed in the itifin. as

tZi"-bN: "i£- in'^ "^12 oh would that God would speak ! Ex.

16, 3, and with the iufin. placed after (ace. to ^^. 555) when
the noun has more emphasis lob 11, 5; also with a mere
noun as object Ps. 14, 7.

587 ft'i
i^.
581 is also used as an exclamation of astonishment

at the nature of a thing, as Nni: fTJ Jiow terrible! in the

same way ti:"i;-ii3 n:23 IriT this how many years! or, as we
could say, to the same elFect, already so many years!

Zach. 7, 3.

SKCOXO SKCTIOX.

OF ANNEXED PROPOSITlOxNS.

588 !• Relative propositions. There arc , in general , two
kinds of these: the relative proposition proceeds from a word
of substantive power, as qui tacet ^ and vir qui tacet,

or from a parlicle which merely combines and refers a thought,

from a conjunction, as gaudeo quod semper vales. Both,

according to the simplest syntactical arrangement, necessarily

have the word of relation at the beginning alwajs, and

more complicated arrangements like quam vidi urbem magna
est, are not Semitic. It follows from this,
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A. for the proposition Avith substantive power, that tlie

word ol" relation , although possessing the power of a sub-

stantive, is nevertheless placed quite alone and abruptly at

the beginning of the proposition, only as a fundamental word
to denote the relation, and is externally, therefore, more like a

particle, as it has neither number nor gender in Hebrew. But,

because it stands so abruptly at the beghuiing, it must, like

every other word so placed in the following proposition (where

it is necessary), explain itself by the corresponding personal

pronoun in ordinary arrangement: as we must say vir - dixi

ei when vir is abruptly placed first \. 558 ; in the same way
cfiii - dixi ei for the Lat. ciii dixi. This is , however, mo-
dified by the ell'ort to speak as concisely as possible, for

which reason the complement by the pcrs. pronoun is ofteu

omitted. Particulars are, accordingly, as follows:

1) When the relative word refers , according to the sense 589

of the whole proposition, to the subject , the personal pro-

noun follows afterwards in its usual place in the nominative,

as in i^^r; '-i-.lj.^ which is li{.'ing Gen. 9, 3. Dt. 20, 15. Ps.

16, 3; yet this pronoun may also be omitted, as the relative

word easily expresses the Idea of the subject at the same time,

especially in short pi^opositions , as inj{- "I'vUi^ Cll3:^^^^ oi (lv~

(Joes ol Gvv avroj (for such little accessory definitions also,

belonging to the substantive by itself, are often connected

to It with greater distinctness and precision) , "^np ""JJ he
who is foolish; It is necessarily absent before every Unite

verb as predicate, because the person is already contained

in that §. 260, as "n':?* ^"ilJi^ who said. — 2) When it

refers to the object , the object is usurJly supplied in its

place by the saj/ix., as ii^bs T*i;j« whom he imprisoned

;

this complement, however, may also be omitted, the re-

lative word being considered as the object- at the same
lime , as the object may also be placed before , in case of

need; especially easily in short proposilions, and where things

are spoken of, as n^T Tj3n ni'^in the word whicli lie spohe.

— 3) When it refers to an idea which Is to be strictly sub-

ordined , the suffix can never be omitted , whether it be after

a real noun, as i;z *i?35< ^^N (he) whose son said, or after

a preposition, as nb 'n?5N ^'iJN (he) to whom he said. It Is

only to substantives which state lime, place, kind, and manner,

that the relative word can be attachetl without complement,
because these general Ideas of relation ace. to §. 490 can be

conceived In the accusative merely, in case of need, as "I'J

Na "^lr^? LDi^ri until the day that he came 2 Sam. 19, 25,

"12^ St;:n LDTp"23 in the place that (where) he spohe wilh-

hiiu Gen. 35, 13 f. 40, 13. It is somewhat dlirerent when
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tlio expression begliiniiig whh '~)'2j^
, does not conclude quite

inii(oniily Ex. 1, 15. Dt. 3, 24.

"Wlieu the distance is greater, tVi substantive itself may be repeated

for distinctness instead of the ^uff'. Gen. 13, 16. Jer. 31, 32; the sub-

stant. may also be placed altogether after the relative Ex. 14, 13.

590 As the relative word is thus very different from a Latin

relative proiioitn , accordingly, it can not only he construed

w^ilh the pronoun of llie third jjcrson , hut it may just as

easily he construed a) ^vith a demonstrative adverb, as ^iiJN

tju: where §. 447, C:"i"72 TciN froni where; — b) with the

pronoun of tlie first and second person, in which use there is jrreater

conciseness and precision in He.br. as thou Tv^TMi'^'lTi '^"vl"N it'/iom I

brought out Dt. 5, 6. Hos. 11, 4; / TT^'lil TiiiN whose covenant —
Jer. 31, 32.

591 liesidos lliis, however, the three possible positions and
references of a relative proposition require to be accura-

tely distinguished :

1. The proposition which is merely a further description

of a substantive before mentioned , approaches nearest to the

apposition of an adjective §. 537. But, as the person is thus

already defined by the substantive which is always to be pla-

ced before , and does not require a relative word to express

it as the basis of the sentence ; and as , on the other hand,
the relative word is very loosely attached , and the following

proposition can be complete without it: accordingly, it is not
surprising that a particular relative word may be omitted
liere. It is most easily omitted when the substantive to be
described is indefinite, as 'TOLiN which, as to origin and power,
is equivalent to a demonstrative pronoun , and thus to the

article ^. 453 ; but also when it is not indefinite , especially iu

poetry. Particulars of tliis ace. to ^. 589 arc then as follows:

1) when the reference has the sense of the subject , as "i^'iNii

Crib Nb in a land wliich is not to them i. e. a strange land
Gen. 15, 13; and with a. finite verb, !:?2'i3 r'r:r;z3 like the
beasts that are slaughtered Ps. 49, 13. —- 2) When it re-

fers to the object , as r;:^'!"^ yiN a land - he knew it i. e.

which he knew; and (as the suffix may be omitted ace. to

§. 589) in this way also, l^'T^ N'b Tji";!. a way which they
know not Js. 42, 16. — 3) \A hen it belongs to a closefy

suborilinod idea, as r;!3 ^-b"^ ^'^3— ^^^^ ^^'^5' therein they
should n'alk z= in which way they should walk, Ex. 18, 20.

592 2. The relative word is itself a new substantive, used
instead of every other more definite one, e. g. D^rri "bv TiJN
(he who) is 0(^er tin? house i. e. the steward. The relative

vrord in itself, indeed, then retains all modes of construction
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with tlie proposition (which it begins §. 589) which are

peculiar to it from ils nature: but, at the same time, it may,
together with the whole relative proposition , be dependent on
a difTerent idea, and support the whole signification of a de-

dendeiit word -^) ; it may, therefore, receive riN ace. to §. 492
as an external sign of ils being subordined as object , as know

•^"^•R"!
'^'^^''""*. ^^'•'^t wJiicli shall happen^ annoint '1•cL•^^-nN

1?2iN Idni whom 1 will tiame to thee, or be dependent on a

stat. constr. or on a preposition , as he said rr^zr: b;^ '^''^_^b

to him who was over the house.

1) Hence, too, other languages, especially modern ones, express

this twofold connexion forwards and backwards, by the demons-
trative and relative: he who —

.

The relative word may be omitted in tliis case also, in the same 593
way as in the first §, 591 , but under great limitations. The relative pro-

position without a relative word, can only be construed with a stut. con~

str., because tlie force of the stat. constr. already contains the necessity

of snbordining the whole following proposition , either consisting of a

noun or conceived as such, so that the relative word which invests it

with a nominal form, may now be omitted. But in that case, the rela-

tive proposition must, first, contain nothing which could be considered as

an apposition to the word in stat. constr. (for instance, no suffix ace. to

§. 589, a, which would destroy the intimate connexion of the st. cstr.'),

but the relative word, if it is used, must be able to support the sense

of the subject or object completely §. 589; and secondly, the verb (or

what is equivalent to it) must be placed at the beginning of the relative

proposition , so that the strict opposition of the stat. constr. is produced

in all ways. Tliis only occurs, in Prose, in general statements of mea-
sure and time, as i'^ 'nZT nVnn beginning that God spoke Hos. 1, 2,

and furfiier §. 507; but, in poetry, it is much more freely and extensi-

vely used: of every local relation, as ^-\^ 'rt':T'i rr^np town that, or

where, David encamped ace. to §. 5S9 sub Jin., moreover J^^^5? n'~in'^

tlie gain tiiat ha acquired Jer. 48, 36 (on the contrary
, fTirT^ »» Js. 15,

7, loosely construed ace. to §.591); lastly, '^jsj ^ti j^'^ t^^p'^ ^^^

place of him who knoivs not God lob 18, 21, t^rip ^D^iN ^s"'? "'T'i

in the hands of him whom I cannot sustain I^ani. 1, 14. lob 29, IG. Ps.

81, 6, or after prepositions, which amounts to the same thing, as js^V^

n"bN"^ /o those who asked not Js. 65, 1. Jer. 2, 8. Ez. 13,3. and ace.

to '§"574 Jib N'bb ^° ''•'" ^*''''* i^ without strength lob 26, 2; send

Inb'ilin T^2 by (for viand is like a prepos. = per) him whom thou wilt-

send Ex.4, 13. "With j^-'^j where this occurs most frequently, it is more

especially accounted for by the impossibility of construing it witli a par-

ticiple §. 573. Only certain poets, however, are partial to this concise-

ness. — Very rarely as object after the verb lob 24, 19. Ps. 12, 6.

3. The relative word coulaius a general idea which has 594

a corresponding consequence, as cjiii tacet sopit. Such pro-

positions, hoNvever, encroach on the province of the correla-

tive propositions, as the sense UKiy always be resolved into

si qiiis tacet etc., see ^. 624. The external sign of the re-

lation cannot be omitted here; yet cf. Roh. 1, 19.
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595 The relalivc Avord itself, however, may be of various

kinds: l) ^'^"5^ ^*>. 453 , of dcmoiistralive derivation, expresses

simply a pronominal reference, either iu continuation ^.589, or

instead of another, more dchuite substantive ^^.592. In poetry,

oT, "T f. 453 are used in the same siguiiication. The article

(except before participles, ^v]lich do not belong here §. 596)

is very rarely so used, 1 Sam. 9, 24. Jos. 10, 24. — 2) For
general ideas ^^. 594, hoNvever, in Avliich the enquiry or ap-

peal embraces all objects which may ]iossibly Ijelong there,

known or unknown, 1:2 who and M": what are used, ace. to

§.453, but are construed dilferently in this case, and perhaps,

have a diiferent tone to §. 579; we might always use our

whoet^er, quicuiique for it Gen. 19, 12. Prov. 9, 4. Js. 50, 8,

we also find the completer phrase '^"'J0^? "'"i wJio that — 2 Sam.

20, 11, Ex. 32, 33; r;": quodcunque 1 Sam. 20, 4, only in Ko-
helet more distinctly '4 ~'l with the usual relative.

596 3) The participle, ace. to §. 349, 1, in itself contains

tlie idea of a verb \ised as a relative word of description,

and is thus used, where it is possible, more compendiously

for the finite verb with a relative word; it is principally im-

possible to use it in negative propositions ace. to §. 573. Ex. 9,

21 cf. v. 20. The participle may be so used by itself, iu

which case it is rendered prominent, iu prose, by the article,

ae N'l'i^ the jearing ~ lie who fears, and even more freely

placed", thus, T^T^ ^1^t^5
he who walks uprightly == -^t^

Trbr;
'"> IMich. 2, 7, and iu the predicate, whic/i are ^'rVnn

tJie'going ones = they Avhich shall go? Ex. 9, 20. 19,' 8;

or belong to a preceding substantive, in which case the loosely

construed participle, or adjective corresponding to it, may
easily assume the article ^vhicll connects it more closely, even

after an indefinite noun, as t^;^~~ '^i;-:; soul the living n:
which lives Gen. 1, 21. 28. 9, lb", "cf. \.' 12, 15 in which the

article , not being necessary in itself, is omitted. AYhen the

participle thus belongs to a noun before named, it is also

more easily used in the sense of the perfect ; as Tiir; t^^^r ">:::

who is he who hath hicnted Gen. 27, 33. 1 Snm. 4, 8. 11, 9.

sometimes indeed, although very rarely, for the imperfect as

our future, as his sons in law Tnrn "m.P.'V which should

take his daughters Gen. 19, 14. Ex.'ll, 5 (cf. 2Kgs. 3, 27
where it is avoided) whereas sucli a participle, when placed

absolutely, as N^'l^i timens , for instance, does not easily

express such a definite temporal signification.

597 B. Ace. to \^. 454 , that T«L"N ^. 595 is used as a relative

conjunction for the attachment of a proposition , like the Lat.

quod, although "'S is the much more conunoii and appropri-
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ate conjunclion. Thus a) Td:N ^'iv yet (emphatically promi-

neut) is it thai - Zach. 8, 20. — b) aftei- an active verb

as its object, as 13 ni-irj he told that -; riN \. 492 may
also be placed before TvDN , because it has always rather a

substantive value , as "JPD Tipj5~nN ^N'l i^^^y a^'*^ that he

gave 1 8ain. 24, 11. lob 9, o. ^^bn "Ta:N nN ^"^"'ip:? / malie

that you gu {^at eatis) Ez. 36, 27. With the verbs of

seeing , however, it is most natural to place the nearest ob-

ject, tlie whole object of sight, first, and then to mention any
property perceived in the object, next, as lie saw the light

that (it was) good, for which we, more closely combining

the ideas, say he saw that the light was good Gen. 1, 4.

6,2. Ex. 2,2. — c) after the stat. const?', of a noun, of

a preposition, or of a similar word of relation §. 506, c,

as ^"JJf^ tzii"' day that i. e. on which day
,

qiia/tdo Dt. 4,

10. i^iany of these words, however, are placed, without a

conjunction also, immediately before the proposition, beco-

ming conjunctions themselves , so that we are always to en-

quire , in particular instances, whether the relative conjunc-

tion is necessary or not. The very short prepositions 2 and
3 can never be placed without the support of "^^L'N , as 'TiL'NZ

in that, and, used of place, where, "I'i'NS sicut; the pre-

positions by and '"^nN are rarely conjunctions in themselves,

but ^'J_ until that , which is more limited as a preposition,

is oflener a conjunction; 13 ipj; or ^uiN Sp:;^ , rarely Spy
by itself, because that -, 13 D3N except that ,' ^Toh Jor the

purpose of , with or without T>rt? ; ~)S that not, lest, and
D"}u!2 before, which have become pure coJijunctions , are al-

ways without a conjunction.

Such a relative proposition may, on suitable occasions, be more
rompeiidiouisly combined by the inji. constr. especially after prepositions

and words of relation, as riilljy "jyib f^f" ^^'^ purpose of domg, see

§. 544. And, as tlie construction thus often fluctuates between an I'/ifi.

constr. and the finite verb witliout a relative conjunction, accordingly,

the inJi. cs. is sometimes pronounced with the vowels of the
i erf. at the

beginning, wlien it would be possible to use tlie perf. as finite verli,

^nnl. 21, 35. Jer. .31, 32.

All simple propositions of relation which are introduced 598
with particles, whether they ai'e placed before or after (al-

ihougli they must always be merely loosely attached and in-

terposed) belong particularly to this class:

l) Propositions of time : l) by "^S as or ^tL"^^ ^^'e Lat.

quurti , as, in the coincidence of two events, the one of them
is conceived as dependent, used as well of an event once
past ,- our as , as of the present and future where we use
when, tlie Lat. quunii but also used in the same way of
duration in the past, when ZZ as often, as, with the it?i~
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perj. §. 264, b, or, as the use of lliat tense for durallon in

the j)ast gradually declines, Avilh the perf. 2 Sam. 6, 13. The
Nvord has no iidliionce on the tense of the verb; eveu a pro-

position of stale in the Jut. instuns follows, Num. 33, 51.

34, 2 ace. to §. 556. Very rarely is 3 used with the parti-

ciple for llie preleritum relat. Gen. 38, 29 cf. 18, 10. Jer. 2,

17. — 2) ^"iJN^ in that is rather because, transferred to

the cause, hence it is even construed with the dative of a

person as a preposition on account of Jon. 1, 8. The merely

tempoial tvJiile is contained in the infin. const r. >vitli 2, or

in the proposition of state with the participle^ and still more
delinilely with Tiy jet lob 1, 16 §. 607 {I'J while lob 1, 18,

cf. ^. 520, 3). ni"2 so long as, with a proposition of state

2 Sam. 12, 22. — 3) S"!!?. not jet is construed, in con-

formity to that idea, inunediately with the iniperf. as sign of

an act not yet fuiished , whether the past or present is the

time spoken of; it is indeed primarily used in a proposition

of state, with a subject preceding it Gen. 2 , 5. 1 Sam. 3, 3.

Jos. 2, 8; also, it is true, Avithout a preceding subject, where
there is no obscurity, as ynp tlj"^.t: thou knowest not yet,

but still always construed as a proposition of slate ace. to
;f.

607, Gen. 19, 4. Yet it can also be more concisely subor-

diued to a preceding proposition, in which case, therefore,

it is our bejore Ex. 12, 34. Jos, 3,1, which subordination,

liowever, is more usually and definitely expressed by C:-i;::z,

2 Kgs. 2, 9. Jer. 1, 5; Avilh .vb ace. to
i^.

576. Zepli. 2, 2. it

is only rarely used with tbe perJ. of the past Gen., 24, 15

cf. V. 45. Ps. 90, 3. 1 Sam. 3, 7. tl^nui;: with the injin. Hag.

2, 15. — "ly until with the infin. constr. or with the cor-

responding yz/«7e verb; concei-ning 1i:n i:;^ see f. 625. — TN53

or TN "y^ from then ZT since, with the ///Jin. cu/istr. or

with a substantive like our since (since "X §. 447 refers more
to the former ti/ne tlian the "j:: by itself) Ex. 1,10. or with

i[\Q Ji/iite verb 5, 23. Jer. 44, 18. In the same way is con-

strued '^"'J since ojlen = so often as; for the st. constr.

1 from 1"^ abundance is often added to the prepositions '2
, S

(Jdgs. 6, 5 cf. 7, 12) 2 (lob 39, 25) when abundance, magni-

tude , or frequent repetition are spoken of.

j^jjc) ~) Propositions for e/id and purpose, introduced by
yj"^ (a short forjuation ace. to §. 337 irom the root ln:y to

i/iform, to mean, intend), yjj^h for pui-pose — (from the

same root) and 'n^!35';2 (prop, in transition, aim). These can

be construed, as prepositions in the signification o/t account

of, with the i/if. or with sid^stanlives , but also, as con-

junctions, willi tbe finite verb, "j!:;;^ in the signification be-

cause mure easily with the perJ. (lor which "^'j^ is also ustil
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§. 575), tlie oilier two only ia tlie elgulficatlon that, intro-

(.lucing a future purpose , iherefore with the i/nperj. as *l^i^3
^"in lit cog/ioscas £x. 9, 14, Vj^d yji2b ut cognosceretis
Dt. 29, ,5, yet also N'b ^"d>; yj_1 that not Ez. 12, 12; lo

remler the iuteiiiion more prominent, yjl2\ may be construed

with the cohurlative^ as ""ISSN 'b tJiat Tinny te/l Fs.9, 15.

"i^i^a also, with a proposition of stale, because 2 Sam. l2,

21 (prop, on account of the child while he lived z=z hecaui^e
'

he lived). If the intention is easily gathered from Avliat pre-

cedes, then ^"lUN by itself with the imperj. may be siiKkient,

like our that, Gen. 11,7. Dt. 4, 40 (where "j^^'^bi follows

for distinctness). — "js (root ^is to avert) with the ini-

perf. is a short expression for that not, lest; yet it is also

used, like the Lat. ne, iu sucli a manner that it describes

the fear of a misfortune, and the desire to avoid it, as ne
jnittat Gen. 3, 22; when the fear is for an event which, as

may be almost certainly concluded, has already taken place,

it is used with the perfect^ as fr)) , lest 2 Kgs. 2. 16. The
case is somewhat dilferent in Ps. 38 , 17.

3) The relative conjunction is more fj-eely and loosely 600

placed before a new proposition in such a way that ihowliolo

preceding thought is thereby further confirmed , precisely as

ciuod zuL quia, because, for; that it is properly the relative

because, oji and not ycQ , although it is used for our for,

is clear from the fact that two reasons may follow each other

in this way, "^^i 13 prop, because — and because Gen. 33,

11. Jdgs. 6, 30. The rather nominal TIJN is rarely used for

this case, as Gen. 6,4. — The reason is rendered more
emphatic by the combination "j^ b;^ "^3 for ther efo re , the

reason being adduced for the second time by therefore ^ but
therejore becoming demonstrative now after the relative (as

iiT ^12 ^. 579), in Lat. nearly the same as cjuandocjuideni.

Gen. 18, 5. 19, 8. 33, 10. 38, 2Q. Num. 10, 31. 14, 43. Jdgs.

6, 22. Jer. 29, 28. 38, 4.

It is diiTerent when -i^ is used as an exclamation in impassioned 601

diction: I say that - ! i. e. jca! verily! Gen. 18, 29. Ex. 22, 22.

x\ proposition containing an indirect thought is annexed 602

in the same simple manner; for the language possesses no
particular form or mode to express it: the tense remains as

it would be if the thought were simple and direct; e. g. she
stood at a distance to know ip Ti^p^l ii?5 what aviU (would)
be done to him, for, at the time when she wanted to know
it, it was still future, Ex.2, 4. lob 36, 10, see farther ^^.265.

A^ e also find contracted modes of expression like this is

^'<^yTi i'i n^ii ^^L'N what God has commanded (that) you do
Lev. 9, 6. n?3::^.V-273 imperavit - ut starent Dan. 1, 5.

24
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g03 II. For the external attachment of a new word to a

word in tlie proposilion, or of a new proposition, tiie simple

copula "1 and is most frequently used.

1. Other nouns are coupled to the first by ^, even nouns
whicli arc less important as to the internal sense, which we
would annex to the more important one by with, see §. 604,

Ex. 12, 8. — If a noun iii titat. constr. (or a preposition)

is referred to more than one noun, it is always I'epeated ace.

to §. 509, except when the following nouns easily refer, as

to the sense, to tlie first, and the defined noun is less impor-

. taut in the proposition, as ui^TI nbn T\'2\ jlowing with milk
and honey Ex. 3, 8; when there are many nouns, the stat.

constr. is often repealed with every second Js. 11, 2. The
stat. constr. or the preposition must, however, always be
repealed if the first or second noun has only a sufllx which
caiuiot be separated like a substantive, as '^^^^N ni;::i '^"'n::;

thine and thy father''s daughters ; •':s^ "ttn "'rs t/ie sons

of my brother and mine.

If the same sujfix belongs to two nouns, it must, for

that reason , be placed twice , as T^n:il l^:z his sons and
his daughters ^ and it is exceedingly rare for the same sujf.

to be omitted with the second closely connected uoim, as

T\'yy^^ "^Ty my strength and song Ex. 15, 2 (Js. 12, 2. Ps.

118, 14), where the a §. 365 appears to have remained from
•^n-j-OT; iSam. 1, 9. ^) 2 Sam. 23, 5. If two substantives to

be defined^ have the same defining substantive, it is subor-
dined to the first and repeated in the snj/. merely, witli the

second, as vnrn^ laNn i:z the so/is of the fattier and his
daughters (it is seldom clear in any other manner Gen. 40,

1. 5.), and it is exceedingly rarely that the two are placed
beside one another in stat. constr. as "(iiiab '^^'c^ ^ni":? the
choice and best oj Libanon Ez. 31, 16. ^

1) Hence tlie inf. in tliis passage is, on the contrary; placed the
second time as i7if. abs. contrary to §. 545.

When a new noun is thus coupled to a person contained in the verb
or in the suff. or to a substantive alter some interval , tlien the preceding
noun is repeated in its persoiuil pronoun before tiie new one, to render
it sufficiently distinct and emphatic, as "TjinhNT iinN nyT^ tt^oa know-

est, tliou and thy fathers Dt. 2, 32. 3,'i.'5^ 14," 6, 2,' 12, 7. 12. 18;
sometimes, too, as VU;:NT Nlil 11" Dauid , he and his men, i. e. D.

with his men 1 Sam. 30,^31; see §.(504.

604 ^'\ hen a verb, or an adjective as predicate, or a pro-
noun, belongs to many such subjects connected together by
the copula , there arise dilfercnt possible modes of tlicir rela-

tion ; 1) if the jiredicate goes before, it is then a) most frc-

-quently put in the ?7isc. sg. as tlie nearest form (cf. §. 567)
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even if clifferent genders and iiumhers follow, as iTiin Nl£"'

b'^p'} tliere proceeds from tlieiu praise {fern.) and the voice
{DISC.) Jor. 30. 19. iSam. 27, 8. Cen. 24, 55; more rarely is

b) tlie pi. used , when the speaker combines all that follows,

as T'ii^ biN'"^ ^n"'3 dead are Saul and his sons 1 Sam. 31,

7; or c) in the Je/n. in reference to the sif, or pi. fern.

which is first placed, especially where the feni. is personal,

Gen. 33, 7. Nxan. 12, 1. — 2) When the predicate follows,

it is a) usually in the pi. , in case many 5^. or pi. precede it

Gen. 33, 7; /;) it can only stand in [the sg. when one person
is the principal person, as CZ^iSN "'n^^'S"} i3N i. e. ace. to ^.

603 / with my maids will Jast Est. 4, 16; or when the

nouns are more like neuters , or are almost synonymous Dt.

28, 24. r;) The nisc. is the nearest in this case also, Gen.
33, 7 ; the sg. is also often used when the fn-st noun is msc.
and the second fern. Zach, 7, 7. Prov. 27, 9; it is rare for

the fein. to refer to a Jem. noun placed last, lob 19, 15, or
because ihc Jem. is more important Jer. 44, 25.

The opposite to the copula, as well with single words 605

as with whole sentences, is 1) the merely explanatory diction,

as 'iW'i iu;e:3 in its soul, its blood Gen. 9, 4. 11, 30; —
2) the ascending diction , often in the highest liighls of poe-

try Jer, 31, 21, or to represent the rapidity of acts succeeding

each other Jdg. 18, 17, or in long, interminable enumera-
tions of similar objects Gen. 1, 11 cf. v. 12. 21.

2. New propositions, according to the s'ame simplicity 606

of the language, are coupled by 1 in all possible cases, and,

throughout the whole structure of connected propositions,

the simple arrangement of one proposition beside another one
first placed by itself, pi-evails ^ust as in the structure of a

'

single proposition §. 472). The copula does not only con-

nect a proposition which joins closely on to the preceding one
in the ordinary tranquil progress of sentences, but it also

connects l) an antithesis-, the individual word, however,
to which the opposition especially belongs, must then, con-

trary to the usual order wliich places the verb hrst ^. 554
always be energetically placed at the beginning of the pro-

position , and in that manner denote the opposition; so that

it is not the T which dejiotes the opposition, and which
signliies but, of itself , but it is the order of the words, and
the comparison with the preceding jnoposilion , which have
this force, as he called the dry land earth, and, (but)

the collection of the waters lie called sea, Gen. 1, 10;
it is only rarely that we find the finite verb at the beginning

without any other change, on account of there being no
other word to be placed first.

24 *
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C07 2) A tlvouglit Avliich is more siibortlined a? to the sense,

in rase it can slond as a pioposiiion by itself, is couijled

1)V ;; every tlioiiglit, liowever , appears for the most part as

a ]iroposition by itself, if it is possible. Every proposi-

tio.'i of relation and 0/ state Avliich serves only for the ex-

]danalion of the chief proposition, can be tlius cofipled by ")

as ecjual to equal, and then a) the subordinate jjroposition

geneiallv lollo^vs the chief one. The subject is regularly

]darcd first ace. to ^.556: Avliich rule is so strict, that Avhen

tlie subject of the subordinate proposition is a noun already

mentioned in the chief proposition , it must then either bo

repeated itself in the subordinate proposition , or its pronoun

must be used , as he smote the camp nxyz ^^r: M^n'inT and
the camp was cjiiiet i. e. while it -was quiet; and Saul
said - -'"N blN"^"] and Saul thought i. e. thinking; they

came to her n^/i;"' N""! «/?f/ she sitting zz: Avhile she sat,

in the same way, they came i;i;"» ciVi while Lot sat,

.Idgs. 8, 11. 13, 9. 1 Sam. 18, 17." Gen. 19, 1. 24, 21; all

this might be much more concisely expressed in Lat. by the

close subordination of the subordinate proposition Nvithout co-

pula. Nay, that "C^ f-
550 is placed after, in order that the

true subject may be placed first Js. 43, 8. Thus the subject

is always placed first when the verb is placed in the partici-

ple ace. to §.350, whether the time spoken of be the past,

as is usual, or the future 1 Sam. 10, 8, or the jiresent Vs.

35, 5 f.; regularly also, when ilie perfect is used, because

the action , together with that of the chief proposition , is al-

ready finished, as which propliecy tn-^rnb-J N5 "'^NT and 1

liaise not sent them := without my having sent them, Jer.

14, 15. Ps. 50, 17., and in the narration of past events,

when the Jjerj. denotes the act being at that time already

finished (our plqpf.), as rij^5 uT^V^ri^Nl and yJbsalom Jicul

taken 2 Sam. 18, 18; or, at any rate, the act being rapid-

ly accomplished, not lasting long 1 Sam. 18, 17. If, how-
ever, fiiT] behold is placed before, which of itself refers to

llie slate, then the finite verb may remain in its usual posi-

tion at the beginning, as 1 Sam. 25, 14. Gen. 8, 13 cf. Ex.
IG, 10. 9, 7; also after jsb not, Avhich is alwajs placed

first with emphasis, cf. Ewald's Grant, ^rab. U. p, 264. In

a proposition witiiout a verb, the subject is, indeed, also re-

gularly placed first Gen. 9, 23. 12, 6. 13, 7; yet a small word
may also be placed before in short propositions ace. to §. 555,
2 Kgs. 10, 2.

C08 In many cases, liowever, such a siilionlinate proposition may be
really strictly connected and be freely subordined without copula, as if

it was in the accusative. Thus J) in the short phrases -^jo'^ I^NT or j^Vt

HEpJa ^"'^' there z> no number §. 556, more conciseiy ^ ".'1^ or ;^ j^p
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without number; here belong instances like y-ji js^-'^ Ps. 35, 8. rij^v-pi ^3
140, 11. if;3 ^i^'^i G2, 5; 7, 3, all of wliicli are propositions of state; yet

a participle, as containing a completer proposition, remains witli •\ ^er "jij^

Lev. 26, 6. Gen. 41 , 8 cf. v. 15. jNecessarily witliout copula in tliis

manner: he pitchi^d his tent, Belhel on the irest and yii on the east

i. e. so tiiat he had Bethel on the west etc. Gen. 12, 8. Ps. 4, 3. —
2) The verbs of seeinii;, heariiif^ , finding, may suboriline tlie state in

wliich any thing is found at the action , as second object also ace to

§. 480, especially siiort propositions, as she soiv Daiid YTt)/3 leaping

(^saltuntem) 28ani. 6, 16. Gen. 27, 6. Ex. 14, 9, wliere the part, is al-

ways so subordined ; in the same way : / saii^ every man — his hands
on his loins i. e. in that state that be lield his loins, Jer. 30, 6. — 3)
Sometimes also in sncli a way that the pariicijile refers to the subject,

as Chusai met him t^^^s ^^"^0 torn as to his garment (§. 490) and

earth upon his head 2 Sam. 15, 32, where yi'i'np is in stat. abs. con-

trary to §. 503 (and hence JiiniS with sujf'.') because it here very ab-

ruptly (in the accus.) describes the state. Also very concisely '^ri"'?3 ^3''5'

oculi mei — expectanlis Ps. 69, 4.

b) The proposition of state may, in case tlie sense 609

should ralher require it, be placet! before, so that the chief

action which happens in that state to be previously described,

is then annexed with the copula. If ihe chief action then,

is a sudden , unexpected event which happens in tlie midst of

tlie tranquil stale as a disturbance of it, it also assumes the

same arrangement as the proposition of stale, and places ihe

subject llrst, but at the same time with a strong aatilliesis : in

which case , the ilrst proposition may contain a jjarfictple,

as t/iy childre/i were eating and drinking i. e. while they

w'ere ealiug etc., and lo a great storm catne; they ascend-
ing i. e. while they ascended ^NiT'o i^'S""] and they found
i, e. they suddenly found, lob 1, 16 fl{ 1 Sam. 9,11. Js. 37,

38. (Jen. 38, 25; or the sense may rec[uire 1I10 pe/;/. as

Jacob was only (hardly) gone out N2 iil^^.1 citui Ef^ait came
Gen. 27, 30. K\. 10, 13, or another form be suitable Gen,

Gen. 7, 6. 10. 19, 4. Num. 10, 33; the sudden event i. e.

the pai'J- is, however, always used ia the second proposiliuu

in the passages above, and, on the contrary, the imperf.
in 1 Kgs. 1, 14. In oilier cases, the chief proposition is

more tranquilly allached by Vav consec[uulivum ^^. 611 ff.

Gen. 24, 1 f. Jdgs. 4, 5 f. 1 Sam. 2, 13. 2 Sam. 23,
3 f. ^) 1 Kgs. 13, 11. But if an interrogation or iuterjeclion

follows, the copula is altogelher wauling Gen. 41, 29. 50,

5. Ex. 3, 13.

1) The jiartici/ile is placed first here, but it is only because there is

no very definite subjects ruling - justlj i.e. si quis regnat ja.stus.

A proposition of stale is, besides, often placeil more
remotely and uncounectedly in the progress of the uarralioUj
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so as to rofer to a great deal l)eforc narralcd, in tlic slgnl-

ficalion o[ during w/iicJi , cvntinually , as lie iouk milh and
the calf whivh he had dressed, and set it before them
'I'z'-J NTTi during wliich, he Avas standing etc. Gen. 18, 8.

24, 21. Jos. 6, 1. Jdgs. 18, 1. Dl. 5, 5.

010 •^- Vot the copula is also more accurately and delicately

disliiiguislied into two dillerent kinds: the common, weak copula

AvliicU only unites words quite loosely, and llie more forcible,

sigiuficant one which connects them strongly, wliich refers to

what goes before as dependent on it and proceeding from it,

whicli therefore expresses a consequence of the "c^ond froni

the first , a necessary adcance from the first to the second,

and coiise(fUi'nlly an internal reference of the second to the

first, Nvhicb we call Vav consequntiuuni (or relaticiwi) ; its

force in llnglish is expressed by the more emphatic and, or

a/id so, so, so that, also then. This f^ap oj consecjuence

is used , therefore , as well in the succession of time as jia

the mere succession of the sense or thoi/ght, and is one of

the most iinpoilant parts of the language. According to the

comlnnalion of this Vav with the dillerent kinds of w^ords,

liowever, it may be distitiguished into three kinds:

611 1) The J^au consecj. oJ the perf. and imperf. ^. 296-
2!)9 is the most common and the most important, and is

pei-fectly marked and distinguished in the form also; for the

succession of time is thus most simply and cleai-ly i)roducetl

by the Vav of consequence being closely xmited with the

finite tense in a such a manner, that the action enters at

the same time into a new succession: namely, that which
already is (the perf.) advances to new progress and develo|)-

ment (^to the impcrf.), and that which is r.ot yet (the imperj.)

advances to that which is (ihe perf.^ The yau consecj. of
the impcrf. expresses the new progress of that which exists,

lias happened , — and that of the perf. expresses the transi-

tion and succession of that which is not yet , to logical rea-

lity. If the idea of succession, therefore, was taken away,
the reverse of this relation woukl be obliged to take place i. e.

the perf. would be used instead of the imperfect willi tliis Vav,
— and the inq^orf, for the peif. with Vav ; hence loo the sig-

ninralion of this perf. and inq)erf. combined with the Vav
of consequence, is properly the same as that of the sinq^le

perf and imperf. f.
262 If. only that it is more limited in

conqiass, and more tranquil. Both conibinalions, however, have
their* significations per se just as well as the corresjiondiiig

sinq)le iorms : the corresponding simple tense, indeed, very
often goes before i. e. the pei-f, often precedes this inq)erf.

and vice versa; but cvei-y other cliflerently coustituled pro-
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position also may serve as a basis for attacliing one of these

Vavs of consequence.

a) The itnperf. with the Vcm conseq. occurs, there-

fore, most fi-equently in tlie narration and representation of

events which once liappened , wliicli are absohilely finished,

as ^IT;^ ^'5N Jie spoke and then it was, or after he Jiad

spoken, it was, n?3il5ni nii<"i tJiou satvest - and rejoicedst

:=. having seen it, thou rej.' But, ace. to ^^.262, tliat which
is, indeed, already done, but wliich extends in that slate

into tlie present, may also be denoted by it, as what is man
^n^nnn that than, knowest hi??!? Ps. 144, 3. Js. 51, 12 f.

this o/ie has come as a st?'anger t:3U3';2 and judges ne-

vertheless continually Gen. 19^9. 2 Sam. 3 , 8; Am. 9, 6.

Nail. 1, 4; concern, the future cf. ^. 612, 2.

h) The per/, with the Vav conseq. belongs l) to the (ji2

present, especially in actions capable of being often repeated

or which continue a long time, as one flies fro?ii the lion

and ?neets with the bear i>asn D13;j Am. 5, 19. Nali. 3, 12.

lob 7, 4. In the same way, however, ace. to §.264, b, in

the description of pernvinent or often repeated actions of

the past, whetlier t]ie imperf. is used in the first proposition,

as a ??iist rose iip (during the long period continually) and
so watered the land ^ijT^Inn 1l\?.l Gen. 2, 6, — or the

participle ace. to §. 556, Vs ben! 2, 10. 37, 7 (In tlie de-

scription of the image of the dream as it stood before the

eyes of the dreamer as if it was present), Jos. 6, 13. ^^- 6,

2 f. , — or any tiling else, for instance as the narration of events which

once happened, may iiave sometliing else, as continuing rather or often

recnrring, added to it 1 Sam. 1 3. 7, 15 f. 16, 23. 17, 20. Gen. 30,

41 f. 38, 9. INevertiieless, late writers especially begin, instead of this

rarer form, to use the more usual narrative form for the past §.611 in

tlie torm of tlie succession and in the plain one, so tliat llie form of tiie

diction fluctuates particularly in occasional passages Gen. 37, 7, Ex.16,

21. lob 1, 4 f. Ru. 4, 7 i). — 2) to the future ace. to §. 265,

as ir:r;'b:i T^l he will go and, iheu fight. Also, in cases in

which the perf. is used in the first warmlli of the expres-

sion in the sense of a certain future ace. to §.262, 3, the

continuation nevertheless returns to this more tranquil form

Gen. 17, 20. Dt. 15, 6; it is only very rarely th.at the tone of

the diction at the beginning , is somewhat longer continued

Mich. 2, 13. Js. 9, 5. IMoreover, the consequence may also

follow from the present and past to the future immediately,

as the fear of God is not here ^^^iri a/id so (since that is

the case) they will kill me Gen. 20, ll; this has toadied

thy lips noi. and so thy iniquity will depart Js. 6, 7;

and with the second member at the same time Inten-ogative

ace. to §.577 Ex. 5,5. — This form follows all constructions
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and varialions of the 8imi)lo irnperf. iu tlie same manner

and Nrilh equal iJiopricly; and lliose of the iussive and im-

ljerati\e also, if there is only a Irautjiiil progress, as N'i;;""|3

'':"rTn lest lie. come — a/id .'^nutes me me then Gen. 32,12;

nd-Jp-i ^-\l let them go and gather Ex.5, 7; "i^-i^j:! 'jyo

smite him dead — and then thou huriest him, nnr^si "^z"^

speak so that thou sayest ^ so great is the attractive power

of tliis Vav of consequence, that even n:- §.448 can remain

Gen. 40, 14.

1) Tlic cliange of the tone §. 298 is also wanting lob T, 4.

**1*^ Tims this Vav of consequence is used wliere there is any advance

or (lovflojiniciit ol the action conceivable, and is always tlie nearest nie-

tliuil foi- attacliing tliat wliicli is new, which develojjs itself out of tiie be-

jrinninj; as its Ci)nse(|nence, like tlie progressive lever of the narration,

it is possible, for instance, to say TT^N"!! bz'N ^ ^'" <'''^'- "'"' ^<^<? =
to see, Itecause the actual seeing is a consequence of tlie faculty to do so.

Es|)eciaily if the series is already in this form, then any verb, a merely

explanatory one also, is often so attached, as -|r;^-ci ^•^ir^ <^;//<i Jie turned

tind .si>oLl'=z apoke again §. ^^'.>'J. Lastly, the consequence netMl not necessarily

be attaclied precisely to tlie particular last named, but may proceed from

any thing before. — Tlie succession of i/ioui^ht , however, occurs 1) in

such a way, that a conclusion is drawn from what precedes, as tp'T
so stood Gen. '23, 20. .7oe! 2, 2T. — 2) in such a way that tlie sequel

is so much the more strongly attaclied to an unfinislied but empliatically

prefixed lliought, and the broken thread is again joined, corresponding

to our so, so that, as jj^-in Qj; '"ibn VC^bsi "f^'^ ''"« concubine - (witii

regard to Iier) so she also hoie (ien. 22, 2i, pri'^^i. T.'Z':^ f"^"? J^''

thy names sake so, or therefore, ifil/ lliou fuigiic Ps. 25, 11; often

after a statement of time abruptly placed at the beginning, as ^i;^

DpyT^I m the ere/nng - then trill j on know Ex. 16, 6 f. 17, 4. Gen. 3,

5. 22, 4; moreover, after an interrogative proposition wliich requires a

new reference and conclusion , as irhat is man ih<it thou knu-.cest him

§.611, where, however, 13 may be rdso used as a conjunction after our

manner Ps. 8, 5. Ex.3, 11; lastly, after a relatively represented protasis,

as after -j-i because 1 Sam. 15, 23, ^"CX n'hich Ex. 9, 21, where how-

ever, this stricter attachment of the apodosis may also be omitted.

614 There are cases, IjoNvever, in \YliIch these two forms,

although possible as to the idea, are nevertheless abrogated

and yield to the simple ones. For, in those forms, the Vav
and the verbal form are most intimately and inseparably

niiilcd, so that the signification depends on their combination.

]f then anolher -word than the verb is necessarily driven to

tlie beginning of the pioposition , so that the copula can only

he aUached to it, but tlie verb follows, then that combina-
tion is broken up, and the whole form is destroyed at the

same time; the members of the combination, therefore, then

appear single and naked , the simple copula and the appro-

j)riale simple tense Avhiih would be used %vithoul this sue-
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cessive consequence ^) : iherefore iri!3~"i instead of irilD^l,

and :3p::;;'^~i inslead of iri^^l. Tims 1) wilh js;b which must
aUvays be placed before tlie vei'b ace. to §, 573, and cannot

naturally be placed before a copula. — 2) with any other

^yord which must 1)0 placed first on account of the sense e. g.

for the sake of the antithesis, ace. to ^'.606, as N~ipTJ^^p'"l

Gen. 1, 10 2).
^ ^= '

'"

1) Yet tlie tense of succession sometimes (but very rarely) also inaia-

taius itself afterwards: tlius the imjerf. 2 Sam. 2, 38. 15, ;$7. 1 I'vgs.

20, 33. Jer. 52, 7, in tlie iCtib 1 Sam. 2T, 4. Jos. 15, (53; tlie

j'erf. Js. 11, 8. 18, 5. Vs. 22, 22. 71, 3. 7, 7. without
-i

Ps. 39,

17; and by the omis.siou of the copula iu impassioued diction

lob 5, 20.

2) INevertlieless, an antithesis may also take place where the Vav of

consequence remains, either because the proposition consists of

the verb merely, or because no other word can support the op-

position; jet tills is rare ace. to §. 557. Jer. 30, 11. Ps. 7, 5.

The successive consequence is nevertheless, and especially with lonjjer 615
more im|>ortaiit protases, always unwillingly given up, so that, in order

to [ireserve the force of the consequence, the appro|)riate Vav is first

previously placed with the simplest verb substantive J-jin '^ ^'^ > the pro-

per verb then either follows with the Vav of consequence again, or,

more loosely, the simple tense without it. Thus most frequently before

a new statement of time , where it appears to be really more important

to mark tlie progress, and before another word of the same sense; not

so often before other strong protases, but never before the weak jsj-^.

Thus 1) liT^T as tlD "ilnN '^tT'l ^nd it came to pass aftenvards,

that -
; 1^2^ 1 "'"' '^ came to j'^'ss in his coming i. e. as he came,

there -; ^inriu372 N"ri 't '^"rf it c. to pass he a'arshipping i.e. wliiie he

worshipped (§. (JOi)) , that - Js. 37, 38; ^iiS'^T a"i"lNU;-:^l 'l '^'"^^ '^ c. to

pass the remaining ones (== si qui supererant) , llu-y jled^ 1 Sam. 10,

II. 11, 11; Js. 22, 7. — 2) n:;rjT ace. to §. 612,"' as i^:ij^j-[ Gi'i 1

anA it comes to pass on that day, then -; Qj.{ '•] and then, ij - Gen.

38, 9. Num. 21, 9; moreover, Gen. 4, 14. Ex. 4, 16. 18, 22. Dt. 7, 12.

1 Kgs. 17, 4. Js. 3, 24. 7, 22. Hos. 2, 1. Both are rarely and in the

later period confounded.

As such a parenthetical proposition can go over into the successive

consequence, accordingly, it is often only the internal sense wiiich de-
cides where the chief proposition is again resumed.

At a complete pause of the narration, the verb may be 616

designedly made to follow Avitliout this consequence i. e. h\

the simple tense, when an explanatory collateral action is ad-
ded, either without any copula, as 1 Sam. 6, 12. Gen. 21, 14,

or wilh the perfectly simple i 21, 25. 28, 6. — The perf.
however, often remains in the same signification without the Vav of conse-
<iuence Js. 8, 8. 13, 10. 18, 5. Ez. 7, 14. Hos. 4, 10. Mich. 2, 4, Zach.
9, 15. 13, 9. Ps. 55, 18. 19. 57, 4.

There is a peculiar mode of subordining a contemporaneous .nction in

a shorter way, by which the verb i.i placed in the mere i/fjin. ahs. with
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ttie simple n , especially when tliere is no change of person. Gen. 41, 43.

Ex.8, 11. 3'^, G (wliere tlie infin. constr. witli 5 goes before), Jer. 19,

13. Zacii. 7, 5. 12, 10; more freely and extensively in later writers, as

iN"lT ^ni'ilj -^ turned and saw Koii. 9, 11. cf. 4, 1. 7; Jer. 14, 5.

Zach. 3, 4."

617 Where any parenthetical proposition begins, wlietlier

it be a relative one Avilli Tcix which, 13 for etc., or a pro-
posiliou of slate ^^. 607 iV., there the simple verbal form al-

^va}s returns again. Tiie /Je//. may then, in the represenlatiou

of events which once happened, denote that whicli Avas then.

ah'cady finished, and therefore express our plusqpf. Ps. 40, 7,

"sviiich significallon , however, merely proceeds from the relative

position of the actions Avhich are bronght together; for an ab-

so\\ili} p/i/fi(jpf., like ours, whicli can have that signillcation in

itself and in all places , is allogelher. unknown to the Hebrew ^
language. Another case in which the per/, expresses our plus- v

fjperf. is in
;J',

607-609, therefore also after ''Tpl and a "

state;nent of lime §. 61.3 Gen. 8, 13. In the second form,

the pcrf. thus interposed , can for the same reason denote

OiiT futiir. exactuni Js. 16, 12.

618 2) The Vav of consequence before \he jassiue , impe-
rative, or cohortatii'e ^ transfers the consequence to the will,

or represents the will and the clfort after the oliject to be
attained, as consequence and conclusion from a predetermined
possilnlily; it is properly only an exciting, impassioned ex-

pression for the Vav of consequence with the perj, Ex. 12,

3, but is especially used to slate the aim and purpose of

the action preceding it, and thus corresponds to the Lat. ut
with the conjunclive; as rn^nxT y]~i?7 cease so that 1 may,
when thou ccascsl, speak 1 Sam. 15, 16; thou dcsirest not

sacrifice ri^riNT that 1 should, if thou desiredst it, gii^e it

Ps. 51, 18. 72, 15. Ex. 2, 7; the imperative is very con-

cisely and energetically so placed, ])rescriblng the certain

consequence, as let him pray for thee nyni and live! nr
that thou niayest then, as I desire, live. Gen. 20, 7. 42, 18.

IVu. 1, 9. 2 Kgs, 5, 16. Ps. 5, 12; it is the imperat. fut.
in lob 11,6. As the second then thus always presupposes

the lirst as its condition, accordingly, the llrst may also be
placed merely with reference to the second, so that the bi-

])artite whole is a short challenging expression lor conditional

])ro|)Osit!ons , as who is wise? "ra,^"] .so, i.e. if any one is

wise, let liini understand, this llos. 14, 10, Jer. 9 , 11,
decise a plan! "itni that it he frustrated rz: if you devise

a plan, it will be, as I desire, frustrated; ^iril "^V^^"?" f^seh

me and, live =z if you seek mc, you live Js. 8, 10. Am. 5,

4. 6; both are couplcil in I'lx. 8, 4. Hence the necessity
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for tlie second also having llie copula, ceases Ex. 7, 9. Ps.

118, 19. 119, 17. 143. 37, 3. 51, 10. 16. of. Ewald's Gram.
u4rah.W. p. 271. JMoreovcr, Nb can also ace. to ^. 613,
destroy the combinalioa Js. 8, 10. 2 Kgs. 18, 32.

3) Besides this, I may have the sense of tlie consequence 619
before any other word also , hut only ^vhen the proposliion

is without a verb: for instance, it may express the succession

of time when it is before 'i';N §. 574 Js. 41, 17-, and
the succession of thought, thus slave of thy father — (as

for what concerns that) tN/3 "^^NT so was I formerly ', and
now — Tl^:;^ ""^NI so am / thine 2Sam. 15, 34.

When any tliinji: is superadded afterwards to a negative proposition, 620
it must be connected l)y i<"''5n not even-, or «o, not Ex. 3, 19. liut a

proposition Mliicli advances directly does not require to repeat the nega-

tion of tlie preceding one, because tlie force of tlie negation placed with

force at the beginning, continues, in Prose with the Vav of consequence

]Nuni. 16, 14, poetically without t iu impassioned diction Js. 38, 18.

Ps. 38, 1.

As the /Jer/. and imperf. are the only chief divisions and 621

foundalion pillars of the verb, accordingly, all the other dif-

ferent shades of the conception of a verb return in the pro-

gress of the sentence (with or without copula) back to those

two fundamental modes; at the beginning of the sentence, the

expression may be more definite and strong, or shorter : in

the tranc[ull progress , all scattered shades are again resolved

into the two chief colours. Thus 1) strong forms of expression

return to the ordinary ones. The imperative
,
Jussive, and

cohortative , only continue so long as the vigour of the sen-

tence is slIU quite new , and are therefore seldom conthuied
throughout a series of verbs, as Gen. 41, 34-36; generally,

the diction is at once changed to the tranquil representation

of that which is to be done , to the imperf. therefore , or to

the perf. with the Vav of consequence Dt. 33, 7
,
just as the

imperat. is not used at all, if the description of the conse-
quence is at once predominant 1 Sam. 12, 14; nevertheless,

the jussive, imperat. or cohortative, may always return
again when the tone of the diction becomes more urgent Ex.
14, 4. 2Kgs. 10, 3. 11, 8. Js. 2, 9. lob 11, 13 f. especially

wdiere the sense of the sentence takes the same turn as iu

f. 618, 2 Kgs. 5, 10. — The power of the injin. ahs. in

the same manner, does not long continue : it is soon more
tranquilly resolved into the suitable tense , and even every N'b

not forces this change, as the infm. abs. always stands quite

by itself, as "b-^ri! NP nins breaking, not sparing! Js. 30,
14. 31, 5. 58, 6 f. Jer. 2, 2. lob 15, 35. Concern, the perf.
cf. §.612, 2. The participle also, which describes the stale
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§. G13, does not roniaia long, even for tliis reason, because

tJie successive couslmjucucc ret(uircs the Vav conse([. wilh its

tense; moreover, tlie participle can never stand so M'illi N"V

§. 573. — 2) The shorter expression does not remain: ilie

injiii. coristr. Avhich is a short foi'ni for expressing the verhal

idea, and is merely dependent on the context, is resolved in llie

jnogicss of the sentence into the usual ilowing form of diction,

as irrj5 to make i. e. that lie may make the earth a desert
and destroy her sinners from oJJ' her T^":-^;^—i Js. 13, 9.

Ex. 8, 5. 1 Sam. 4, 19. Jer. 30, 14 f. And ihc' particip/e
Avliich is a concise expression of a relative proposition ^^. 596,
as 'ji"'nN S-''^'^ h"! t3"'iP'g who raises the lowly, places the
poor on JiigTi ISam. 2, 8. Ps. 22, 30; cf. f. 573 for N^'p. Any
thing superadded in the conslruclioa of the irifin. constr. and
parf/ciple , remains, tlierefore the power of the preposition
of tlie i//f. cs. and the force of the relative idea in the part.:
but the simjde verhal idea wliicli niay now separate itself

entirely, in fact, and yet be intelligible, is at once carried

on in the definite tense. A relative proposition without a

verb, however, can also be attached in the same way simply
i. e. without a relative pronoun after T , if the idea of the

rclat. pronoun is already contained iu llie preceding proposi-
tion Am. 2, 16. Prov. 22, 11.

622 !z:.n ft/tso, i, e. besides others, N^n i^.T - b'zr; j4hel, he
also =r likewise Gen. 4, 22. Ex. 1, 10; it is rare for "] ^like

nuT) to be placed in the same sense before a single word iu

the proposition = also, even km. 4, 10; but "zz^s is often so

used. — ;:|N or >|X1 a stronger copula than ^ (with which it

is related as to root) is also, that it want nolliing, even, used
intensively like our and pronounced with emphasis; hence
C.M ;:]Ni and even, also Lev. 26, 44. "^S ;]N and that I as an
exclamation, may signify I) verily

,
yea! [cind 1 neverthe-

less perceive that) llab. 2, 5. 1 Sam. 21, 6. 14, 39; or as an
interrogative indeed? as if one could not believe it Gau. 3, 1.— 2) when referring to a preceding proposition , it is used
to add with an increasing certainty the chief thing which
Nvas not } et mentioned , and answers to our how much less^

when a negative proposition goes before (iKgs. 8, 27. lob 4,

19 where there is only J]t\; 9, 14. Pro v. 17, 7. 19, 10), and,

when an affirmative one precedes, how much more 15, 11.

In the sariie way, '^T or merely "^3 is used after a negative

l)roposition, and tauntuigly utters something which is im-
p(),«sihle in consequence of what the negative pi'oposilion con-

tains e. g. where are the ancient Gods? i. e. llu y do not

exist any longer, and that they should rescue thee! n^
how nutch less will ihev rescue thee. ^s. 35, 19 f. 43, 22.

.tJ^^
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III. There are, indeed, peculiar particles for arft'e/'sa^/Ve 623
propositions, bnt ace. to ^^. 604 tliey are seldom vised: 1. after

negative propositions, "^3 for §. 598 is used, so that it is the

sense of the context alone which gives it the signification of
bnf ; it can never have an adversative signification, however,
unless it is preceded by a proposition which has the sense of
a negation; e. g. tD'^ri'^N "^p ""^N iJ<b not J, Jor (it is, was)
God, but God; concerning CN^ "'S cf. §. 625. — 2. ab^NI,
rarely uZib^N, properly et ab anteriore i. e. adcersd parte,

and on the contrary , therefore a strong hut. Gen. 28, 19.

It is only frequent in lob. — 3. 'J^N f. 456 and b^lN surely,
indeed, are sometimes used in later writers for hut (i. e. for,

a certain resti-iction) also. tS-T is used as tanien in Ps. 84, 7.

129, 2; and TN in the signification o[ yet , nevertheless

,

Ps. 56, 10. 69, 5. — 4. Restrictive particles: pn and r]N §.

456 except, only ; both are very common, but they are almost
always so distinguished, that p'n is rather a restriction of some-
thing before said, but T]J5 refei'S to the following word. Also
05J< ivithout, cf. ^. 575. A particle is omitted in Ps. 119, 51,
61V14O; 6. 7.

THIRD SECTIOjV.

CORRELATIVE PROPOSITIONS.

I. To this class belong all relative propositions which
are of such a kind that they must be immediately followed
by a correlative, as he who - he -; who am I, that I

— ; he who is wise, let him understand this! see exam-
ples h\ \^. 596. 611. The connexion of the second proposition

by means of the Vav of consecpience^ however, prevails

here also.

Conditional propositiotis , liowever, are especially of
this kind , as the condition renders an opposition necessary.

Since then the imagination , Avhere future events are spoken
of (as is usual here), is occupied with the image of that

which would happen if the condition (uas fulfilled, and
since it has the presupposition already in the back ground,

and only looks ibrward to the remote result, the nearest

tense for a conditional proposition is the perfect^ the pert.
of the imagination, namely, §. 262, 2, the Lat. futur. ex-
actuni , as si fecero, for which modern languages more sim-

ply use tlie present. A real perfect also may, indeed, be
used conditionally, as si jeci^ but Hebrew still leaves the

discrimination of these two ])ussibililies to the feeling merely.

If an event really future, however, is once thus contem-
plated as accomplished, then, according to the correlative

force of the two propositions, the apodosis also may antici-
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pale the consequence as being then sure to have liappened

i. e. tlic perfect of the ininglnaliou may be conlinued in the

apodosis also, although this last is not so near ]ior neces-

sary as the first. Lastly, the matter of the condition may
cither be assumed absolutely, according to the sense of the

S[)eaker, without determining whether it be true and pos-

sible, or not, or the speaker, notwithstanding he feels that

it does not yet exist, may nevertheless use it as a condition :

this distinction is imperfectly expressed by our indicative and
optative, i[ there is, if there were; Hel)rew however, espe-

cially as it docs not originally possess established modes in

this sense, expresses it more externally and distinctly by dif-

ferent particles.

625 1. i:;^^ the simple if j N"b tZiN if not, construed with

the iniperf. or rather with the perf. at once, whether the

pure future be intended, as "rr^iu::' CN si Jecero ^) , if I do
Ps. 7, 4 f. lob 11, 13. Gen.'4V, 9.

" Js. 4, 4. Jer. 37, 10,

or whether one of many possible cases is rendered prominent,

as Ps. 63, 7. lob 7, 4. Jer. 14, 18. Ex. 1, 16, to which
class also belongs the ;:z^i used in the description of past

states and repealed actions Gen. 58, 9. Num.21, 9; in all

cases, the perfect can only be used when it is thus closely

connected with tl^N, and only in the first proposition, and
the simple powerless tense i. e. in this case, the impcrf. or

the Vav conseq. perf, at once, follows in the combination;

the iniperf. as simple form , is always necessary in the apo-

dosis, if the verb is not placed at the beginning, for, in that

case , the T'^au conseq. perf. may be used ; sometimes we
fuid the same perf., and without Vav, with a mere internal

coiuiexion 1 Sam. 2, 16. Ps. 127, 1. ]Moreover, the subiecl

may be placed first, as in the proposition of state, lob 11,

18; tDN may also stand before the participle as fdt. instans
Jdgs. 9, 15. 11, 9, and hence 'iJ^ §. 550 is in this very case

particularly fi-equent with siijff. Gen. 24, 49 {si estis facturi)

Jclgs. 6, 36, as also 1"^N Ex. 8, 17. With the perf. as a real

jierfect 1 Sam. 21, 15; also where the apodosis extends to the

future Psah. 1, 12.

1) Hence SI^ 'S often used willi '^y inilil, in order to give ^^
the power of measuring tlie future until after an epoch , as donee

fecero, Js, 6, 11. .SO, 17. Gen. 24, li>.

Very rarely in the same manner witli TipN ,
when it can be

conceived conditionally, 1 Sam. 1, 28.

In the frequent formulae of oaths and affirmations, the second propo-

sition l)y which one hinds or pledges himself, is almost always omitted,

as being understood of itself, so that tN ,
*^^*^» when placed by itself,

has assumed the signilicatiou certainly not, and j^''^ t}< that of ce/^/c2/«/j;
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tliey are then generally used loosely with the imperf., as "rriaTS^N dN
if I desert thee J (may I perish) i. e. of a truth I will not desert thee;

nevertlieless ':TTliTiZ3 N'b DN 's still if I do nut release thee! i. e, surely

I will do so Jer. 15, 11. hence rarely Si^rr rrz t>b^! nonne §.577.

GN 13 may mean, after a negative proposition, but if ace, to §. 623,

and here as elsewhere the J>erf, of the present or future follows after j^^,

as !^^'^i^ tN "ilS i^TZ:^ N'b '^ '^oes not return but (except) if it has

waterld tiie earth Js. 55, 10. 65, 6. Am. 3, T. Gen. 32, 2. 7. Lev. 22, 6;
iience this construction lias generally acquired the force of the restrictive

except, only, but, even without a verb following, and is indeed most
frequently used after a negation, as bN'^'^P"' I3I< "'S '^p".^ i^'b "°^ "f^"

cob, hut Israel Gen. 32, 29. Prov. 23, 17, but also sometimes without
a preceding negation, yet in such a way that, if a verb follows imme-
diately, tlie peif remains, as i2n'~l!D'r dN "^S (except) only u-ilt thou

remember me Gen. 40, 14. lob 42, 8. JNum.24, 22. hence also, with vehe-
ment aflirniiiiions and oaths, it signifies onlj c= surely 2 Sam, 15, 21.

1 Kgs. 20, 6. 2 Kgs. 5, 20. Jer. 51, 14.

For other uses of i^jj see §.630, and as interrogative particle §. 578

where it loses its peculiar construction entirely, — -jj-; §. 448 is often

almost perfectly equivalent to ^n, only not in the construction with the

perfect Ex. 4, 1. 8, 22.

As an apodosis with the Vav of consequence, of itself 626
denotes tlie inference of the sense from the preceding propo-
sition, accordingly, the protasis may remain altogether without
a conditional particle; this happens l) frequently, -vvhen the

protasis also, standing in the middle of the sentence and at-

tracted by a preceding proposition, has llie Vav of conse-

quence Gen. 33, 13. — 2) when, in an isolated protasis,

a desire and intention is already expressed by the verbal

form, as after the cohortalive ^~i^l?2 ^;/01pN wi/l I rise,

then they speah against me lob 19, i8. 10, 16. 17. 30, 26. Ps.

42,5. 40, 6. 139, 8-10; although the jussive and coliorlative

may then also easily render themselves more distinct by tiN
lob 16, 6.

It is somewhat different when different tenses are loosely

combined, where the conne?cion merely follows from the

whole, as lie has seen it and hides himself 'nnp";']"^^'^

i.e. as soon as he has seen it, he hides himself Prov. 22, 3.

24, 10. Ps. 69, 33. 116, 3-4. lob 3, 11; the reverse, Ps. 32,

5. 30, 9-12.

2. Jib represents the condition in spite of the feeiing that 627
the matter of tlie condition is now impossible; a disliintiun,

which becomes prominently niaiked in events of tJie present

and past. 1) when speaking of the present, the perl", may indeed
be just as well used with ?ib as with ts^v , as =i;"':i;; ^^-^ti ^b

if they were wise (which they are not) they would uncler~
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stand this Dt. 32, 29; yet we oflener find a mere proposi-

tion of slate, as V2'^ '/i:^' -b // viy people heard (wliicli

it does not)'Ps. 84", 14.' 2 Sam. 18, 12. 2 Kgs. 3, 14, and
thus with 'ii;^. lob 16, 4. Num. 22, 29. Also in events which
are not desired, and which are not now actually existent, as

n:73L3t;- lV if he hated us (we would be undone! Gen. 50,

15, a similar aposiopesis to that in Ps. 27, 13). — 2) of

events in the past: Trri 'h if it had happened ^ which it

lias not ,• tiie idea of our conjunctive is coniplelcly contained

in tiie particle chosen, which refers to something wliich has

720^ happened, as in the same manner, il^'iIJ '^"j-^. ^'ery

nearly alept (it nevertlieless did not take place) therefore :zz

would have slept Gen. 26, 10. — The apodosis does not

at all require to be conceived in the same actual sphere of

time: if you had let Jiini Hue, I would not slay you,
praet. pracs. ; // / Jiad a sword, I would have killed, you,
praes. praet. If then the present is intended in the apoilosis,

tlien the perf. of the first proposition may, indeed, be con-
tinued as in ^.625, Js. 1, 9. Jdgs. 8, 19; but the simplest

Avay, and especially where the present is the time spoken
of in the protasis also, is for the imperf. to be used, witti

£:y'C5 about a little ==: soon^ nearly^ Ps. 81, 15. If we
are to understand the preterite, the perf. must be used

Jdgs. 13, 23, and in that case we often find TN "^^ or i3

r^ny yea then I to denote more strongly that which would
liave been already done Num. 22, 29. Gen. 43, 9. 1 Sam.
14, 30. 2 Sam. 2, 27; we find only ^TN then in Ps. 124,

2 if. (very rarely, on the contrary, after the much more
tranquil ti^N lob 8, 6. 11, 15.) In other cases also, where
no such protasis exists, and it is only covertly contained in the

sense, is this TN or J^n^ which refers to what is remote,

suflicient to imply that that which is uttered in the perfect
would then have taken place .^ if the condition had been
fulfdled Ex. 9, 15. 1 Sam. 13, 13. 2Kgs. 13, 19.

Nblb or "^b'b ^f t^isre were not what nevertheless is, contracted

ont of 5^"''p
!i'^ ace. to §.51. — rjVj^ used in later writers for r^V^ formed

from a coalition of i)'^ t3j.{

.

As to its etymology, r|^ like t3^» '* of pronominal derivation, used

relatively, only witli this distinction, that tlie former refers to tlie more
remote , the latter to the nearer oliject cf. g. 441 ; the former therefore

.sup|)oses an impossible case, one that is at a distance from tiie speaker.

Hence also -""j is easily transferred to a wish, in which use it primarily

retains the conditional constructiou and power, but afterwards is also used

more freely §. 58G.

628 II. Correlative connexion by the combination of two
words or propositions for the purpose rejidcring them cqui-
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valent, and l) for the purpose of equalising clilTereut things,

and represeuling lliem as tiepertJieless coming together , by
&a - Cn also - also i. e. as well - as, not only - but, Ex.
lo', 25 f.' 12, 31. Gen. 24, 25. 1 Sam. 17, 36. Jor. 51, 12;
rarely, and only in poelry >lii - >15i Js. 46 , 11, and "i - l

Ps. 76, 7. Long propositions are seldom so connecled. —
2) by way of combining diiferent things, and representing

Ihem as equivalent in a certain manner, by means of the

comparative p-3 as - so, 2>'il3'i3 p'^l^i^ «s the. righteous is

so is tJie sinner Gen. 18, 25. Ps. 58, 10: if the second mem-
ber has the force and rest of the diction in a greater degree,

or, if it is very much sepai-ated from the first and requires

to be more strictly united, or, lastly, if it is an entire pro-
position, then the full "jS so §. 455 is used Ps. 127, 4. Joel 2,

4; if the fa.st member is also an entire proposition, then
TdJN'D must be used instead of 3 ace. to §. 600; in short or

inqiei'fect propositions, the first particle is also somelinics

omitted, just as, on the other hand, the second 3 is at the

seme lime more strictly connected by the Vav of consequence
Jos. 14, 11. —• In Jer. 33, 32, we find TiipN by itself in the

first proposition for as, since ace. to §.455 every relative

word may certainly be used for comparison; 15 Js. 62, 5. lu

the concise language of Poetry, it is also sufficient to connect
the second proposition only by 15. ]Moreover, things that

differ \ery much in sense may be compared together c. g.

the one may be compared with the other as coinciding Avith

it in point of time Ps. 48, 9. iSam. 9, 13 cf. 598, or as to

degree, our the more - the more Ex. 1, 12. Ilos. 4, 7. 11, 2
cf. Nah. 1, 12.

In cases in wliicli tlie repetition and opposition of a noun or pronoun 629
is sufticicut, tlie language is satisfiefi with expressing the conelati\e in

lliis most simple manner, as is evident from ttiis repetition of 5. In tlie

same manner i-j^T — Jit this - that, where ditfcrent individuals are in-

troduced as tliey are present to the mind of the speaker Js. 44, 5, J-J772

J^T7ri from this side and that side, as ir;t)2 'S often used as a neuter

ill a local sense, 5-;jr;"i ^Sln hither and thither, cf. something similar

§. 452. 455; ':nNb~'inN "^'^•'^ to the other
^ in the same way li^'^ it^

"d''t?'b Ui-J^ ,
<"'" reople to. the other Mich. 4, 3. This is fiindameiitally

c|uite in harmony with tliat simplicity by wliich the comparative and
superlative follow from the context merely, e. g. tJi^hni? last twice re-

peated, therefore latter and last Gen. 33, 2, and with tlie Article §, 502.

3) The cori-elative connexion of different cases assumed 630
as possible, is produced by the repetition of the conditional

;:2iS"i~iljN {if one chooses this, and if one chooses that) i. e.

6'iVe, siuc, as :p'n tZiNi i:u ax sive bonuni sive malntn; in

short sentences, however, and in interrogative propositions

25
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^. 578, llie second is also inoi'o concisely placed by ^X alone

willioiil 1. Disjunclive iiilonogalives may, indeed, be Ibrnied

bv ibe simple repelilioii oi' the r: JNuni. 13, 18: but the se-

cond inleiTOgaliou is nuicli oftevcr more definitely denoted by
this !^N"] or tl^N. — On llie other hand, 1j? (formed from
an, cf. the Lat. aut) is or of itself, going on to that AvJiich

arises new after other things, and renders itself more pro-

minent, therefore or raf/ier, and thus in the second interro-

gation also, Jdgs. 18, 19, or at least if the first displeases

Gen. 24, 55; hence too Avilh X\\q jussive , or rather let him
make peace (if he >YiU not do the first) Js. 27, 5. Lev. 26,

41. Then also used correlatively TN - ii< either iu tliis "svay,

or in that, and therefore it has more force than lUN , ami
Avhereas the double ulN is rather used before single nouns,

this is lalhcr placed before ^vhole propositions, but is then,

since it contains the force of this conditional tZiN , used with
the perj. like SN ^.625, as i>"7'^ iN r;N'n iN due i-'iderit sive

cognorit Lev. 5,1; cf. Ewald's Gram. Arab. IL p. 119.

322. — Two among many possible cases are introduced by
u;*l ^"ipN v:i, of the i)ast, ivas it that - and was it that
i. e. whenever it was so - or so , and i^? is often used to

continue it afterwards ]\um. 9, 20 fl".

ACCORDANCE OF THE ACCENTUATION \TITH THE
SYNTAX. Cf. i^.l83.

631 In order to see how well the accentuation agrees with
the nature and life of the proposition as describetl in ihe

syntax, we must above all things remember that the accen-

tuation equably embraces the sense as well as the rhythm
of the words of the proposition or verse, yet in such a man-
ner that tlie one of tliese can never be at variance with the

other. There must be an arrangement and order, a con-

nexion or separation of the words of a proposition, which
necessarily arise from the internal souse of the thoughts and
expressions ^apart from llic rliylhm or any cojigruity and
beauty whicJi are formed in the attempt to pronounce the

whole); the internal sense, as the lowest foundation or as the

ullirnale law, gives all the individual materials which the

jliylhm, externally embracing the whole, forms and shapes,

not to reniler the mateiials confused and obscure, but to dis-

pose them iu nuilual unity and beauty; for the rhythm is the

sense for the whole, or the brealh wiiicli combines and ani-

"uates all the individual parts. Hence we have to speak:

«:i2 !• of tlie order of the words according to the sense

of- the c.onnexiun per se. Tlie kinds and differences of the
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counexions of words, as lliey are described above, constitute,

tlierefore, the point on whicli every tiling here depends; and
we set out in particulars from the closest connexion

:

1. The connexion of words by the stat, const/', claims

the first place. This is the closest connexion as to ihe idea,

so that the greatest separation i. e. that into different parts

of a verse §. 186, is never possible between words so con-

nected. Prepositions and conjunclions are properly^ considered

as the first nicndjer of a fitat. constr.y so also are /lega-

tions with the word to which they belong: interrogatii^'es

also are very intimately connected with the proposition.

2. The connexion of words by apposition is, indeed, 633

also close, but not constrained as in the stat, const/'., but

free , since the first word is placed by itself, without refe-

rence to the following word , a simple succession in which
every word placed by itself is coordined with the other. Its

dill'erent kinds, therefore, difl'er very much. Two words are

easily conjoined, and their iniion is the closer and more ne-

cessary, the less the second expresses a merely accidental

quality of the first, for tit rfb'Sl^, u;"'i^Jl i^T will adhere more
closely together than bilan u;''Nr!, because, in the two former
examples, the first word already points at the more indepen-

dent one. But, where the apposition is extended through

many words, the individual parts very easily fall asunder e.g.

the two adjectives in seve/i othe/' g/'eat i/ien Gen. 41, 20.

Ex. 12, 5; so that even the greatest separation may take ])Iace

by the description, which is aheady finished in itself, casually

receiving another addition, as a relative proposition: seven
g/'eat men which come., or which we/'e come.

For I he relative proposition which defines a preceding

word, indisputably lieloiigs here ace. to \. 591 , and the closest

union takes place between a single substantive and a short

relative proposition
,

just as well as between subslaulive and

adjective Js. .55, 5. 58, 5. 6. If the connexion, however, is

rendered laxer by the relative proposition being expressly in-

troduced by ~i\23n, then the proposition to be defined is more
and more separated. IMoreover , 'nuJN is always connected as

a mere conjunction like "^S , therefore ace. to \. 632.

A word connected by a copnla is still more easily separa- 634

ted than a Avord in apposition. In certain cases, indeetl,

two words so united may adhere most closely together as

being nuilually explanatory of each other, as '-\'^.^ "2 Gen. 4,

14: but the greater number of such connexions come together

accidentally, and are easily separable. On the contrary, when
two words without copula arc connected ace. to ^^.605, there

is always a closer union.

25*
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f>')o 3. AVIth ropai-cl to llic proposjfinn , llio followiiig rules

are easily intelligible ace. lo ^".354: verb and suhjccl , or also

anoUicr predicate and suhject, ahvays follow eacli otlier in

tranquil order, a connexion which is not, indeed, so close

as the two preceding ones, as the two fundamental parts of

the proposition, predicate and suljject, are also \ery easily

separable , but are nevertheless very easily and naturally con-

joined; in brief, a succession which just as easily relaxes its

strictness at the slightest occasion for separation, as it is, in

itself, partial to close union. The same holds of tlie accusa-

tive , or a nominative , as a further explanation after the verb

or subject. Intimate connexion, however, is much less ad-

missible with a subject placed before the verb , which suffers

itself indeed to be constrained, in the shortest series, but

which in all possible cases is rather very much disposed to

separation ; it is stiU less admissible with an object when pla-

ced before. Nevertheless, the subject which is placed before

ace. lo ^.556, forms an intelligible exception to this, in the

same way as the personal pronouns also , on account of their

smallness, arc partial to intimate union.

636 Let us here denominate every word not necessarily be-

longing to the pure proposition an addition to the ])roposition,

as a word with a preposition , an accusative of time
,

parti-

cles which describe particular circumstances. Such an addi-

tion (this much may be decidedly affirmed of it in general)

necessarily adheres less closely and strictly with the whole,

and, wlielher added at the beginning, middle^ or end, is

naturally inclined to separation.

637 II. The greatest difficulty now is the application to the

rhytJun. For, first, those per se possible coiuiexions ge-

nerally come together in the most diversified manner in a pro-

position
_, so that on almost every occasion the cjuestion arises

how the really beautiful and appropriate order and arrange-

iuent will be modified in such a collision and in the often

great compass of tlie proposition. Secondly, as the arrange-

ment into verses is the chief law ace. to §. 183, but many
short propositions often come together in the verse, accord-

ingly, the rhythm may vary according to the position of a

Small whole in the greater; and the same member of the

sentence may assume a dill'ereut form according as it stands

ftt the bogiiuiiug of the verse, or part of the verse, or even
section of tlie verse. From all these causes, such an infinite

mulliliide of particular modifications of tliose general laws is

produced, that we can only touch on some of the most usual
Juid imporlaut ones here.
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1. T'wo words which come togetlier in any maimer and ti;JS

give a connected sense, aie primarily always connected in

the accenluation also , even should they be parts ol' an un-
finished or abrupt proposition, as "'^'tX ^'b not (no) my lord I

or also should the arrangement be unusual e. g. when the

subject is placed before (cf. 2 Sam. 18, 18. 19, 27 with 19, 10.

41 ). Unless the second word from the end is obliged to

serve as a fore member ^^. 185 because there is no oilier Avord

there whicli can be so used , in this case the two words are

every where necessarily kept separate with 1.6, seldom with
2 c and only where the separation is easier.

2. Where ;f/^7'ee words come together, one of them is ne- (539

cessarily separateel more or less from the others; for it is not

conceivable that three words could be perfectly equal to each

other and How on in complete evenness; but, even in the

most ti'anquil succession, two of the three will nevertheless

incline most nearly to each other and attract each other as

well as to the sense as also especially as to the rhythm, so

that the third is thereby separated. In the higher, more rapid

members , such a separation , when it is only gentle and slight,

is not so easily sensible, as all the members which can em-
brace more than two words , are severally enumerated in \.

191; and even where it is somewhat more sensible, P^siq is

sufficient: in the lower members, however, tJie separation is

so much the stricter and more necessary.

Where the last two of three words belong together at

all, they jointly repel the third from them, ahc, even in cases

ill which the first two adhere no less together, because, as

the end always has the ultimate decision as the limit and
encompassment of the whole, the last word but one always

remains in its natural union with it, if it is possible. It is

only where the first two words belong proi)ortionab!y more
intimately together , that they exercise a common repulsion

against the last. Therefore l) with three Avords in fitai. constr.

and even when the first is only a preposition or conjunction

or particle resembling these, as Tjb'iiiri lanb riN: ; even '-i;i3n is

separated in the same way, contrary to §. 633, when N'7,

which belongs still more closely to the verb, follows Js. 56, 5.

Whenever the third word is more separated, the first two
are united, as u5"'ti ^^^ CSiU ti^i^ehe men.

P '^T X J- :

2) Wii'.i three w^ords in apposition, the last word, as

being merely explanatory, will, on the other hand, generally

be separated more easily: abc. But when two words are in

stat. constr. and the third is in aj)pusilion, the separation

then takes place at the stat. constr. whenever the apposition
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])elongs, as to llie idea, to the second, and at the second

noun wlioiiever the apposition belongs to tiie first, for Iz.

bii.'.n "yi.r: is the son of the great hing , but T)b":~ li;

IS the great son of the king. — When tlirce ecpial

words come togeliier, and two of them are ^vithout copula,

Avhen the third has one, the co])ula at all events makes tlie

separation, "bbXT nii'i; ^^sb Js. 55, 1; on the conti'ary, we
find even r:"':rTirr in-'nxi piii: 2Sam. 19,12.

3; irliibject and predicate are disjoined when one or the

othci- contains two words. And although verb and subject

are disi)0sed to be joined, yet they are nevertheless separated

whenever the subject in stat. cotistr. or in apposition has a

nuKh nearer conipleniciit (ien. 7, 19. 8, 5. 13. 9, 22. 34, 1.

2 5ani. 16, 5. 19, 17, or when the verb embraces moi'e than

the nearest subject, as when ^bN\y tJiey ash is followed by
^rii'"l~nN "(UiN o/ie the other Ex. 11, 2; in the same manner
with the object Js. 54, 3. On the contrary, if a A, as verb

and subject, arc followed by ilie object, then they form a com-
mon union against the object; just as in the rare case of the

subject being the third word 5 if the subject or object, how-
ever, is placctl before, then the two following words iiniie

against the first Js. 54, 3. Two diirerenl objects , or also,

when tlie one is a more defuiile explanation of the predicate,

two different nominatives, are of their own accord more sen-

sibly separated e.g. verb, subject, then the more definite pre-

dicate, ahc, 2Sam. 18, 10. 19, 10. Js. 56, 7. Also a and /;,

as two verbs conjoined by the copula, luiile togetlier against

c as subject, as Ex. 12, 28.

An additional word f 636 when between three words,
two of which belong more closely together in the above man-
ner, is always dislinctly separated: whether placed at the be-
ginning or end, it unites the first two or last two, in case

they are in tranquil succession , by its counterpoise (e. g. at

the l>egiuning, nir: Js. 59, 1. 2 Sam. 18, 10, cf. the reverse

v. 11. Gen. 18, 9; at the end, i<ri::7j Gen. 4, 13V. on the con-
trary, where the succession is not tranquil, 'b ~i":n mri^
ah c. If it is placed in the middle, it attaches itself to the

first in all cases in wliich the sense permits it , for instance

an adverb to the verb: '^^''iiJ? iT^~/3 N3^ there conies quickly
thy sahmtion

; to the last , on the contrary , as when the
subject is placed before: Nz"! ^inri^o ^rj'i'^ Js. 58, 8. 2 Sam.
19, 10. 41. ' ^ ''-'

^
'''

610 3. AA ith foiu" words and more, the same thing only, in

fact, returns wilh a variation that ever becomes more mani-
fold and iuiinite. Thus thojc are four possible unions wilh
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four ^YOlds: abed, abed, abed, abed, so iLat, hi llie

last two cases, three words again I'orm, in tlie sense of ^^. 639,

a nieml)er capable of fiirllier division. The nearest and most

beauliful division wilh words of an even nnndjcr, is lliat into

Iwo equal members, but a short, weaker word often attaches

itself to a stronger one, as ii^ti, 2 Sam. 19, 33, 1'.:; Gen. 4,

25. 7, 4, cf. 9, 11.

\Then a word not belonging to the chief matter in the 641

verse, or even some words of that kind , oppose an, in other

respects , very appropriate order and division of the words of

tlie verse, then tliey may always be easily removed out of

the way by means of Maqqef i. c. they may easily be hur-

ried over with greater rapidity; cf. ^, 187 aub fm.

The interruption of the sentence which is occasioned by 642

the interposition of a new proposition, is always distinct-

ly marked, since 13 for, for instance which is partial to

intimate conjunction ace. to §.633, is nevertheless clearly se-

parated with a proposition of comparison introduced by TipNS

as Js. 55, 10. But so little does the biblical accentuation re-

semble our imperfect and, at the same time, petty punctu-

ation, that it denotes the impassioned exclamation or empha-
sis which a word has in tlie proposition, at the utmost by ad-

ding a P'^siq to tlie succession of accents which is necessary

in itself, as Cri'i::?.^ l tDji^jSil Gen. 22, 11, and that, at the

place where a speech quoted with the word of saying , be-

gins , it properly makes no great section there, as it the reader

was so sliortsighted as not to perceive that a speech begins

here, although he is told so just before (we only find a longer

section when there is a longer introduction, as when "i^-Nb

saying is expressly inserted, Dt. 1, 16. 2 Sam. 19, 10).

By pursuing tins course of thought and investigation to a

greater extent, we will everywhere fintl a beautiful harmony
between the accentuation and Syntax, so that they can mutually

support and explain each other. \^ hether we set out from

the Syntax , and learn to comprehend it without knowing any

thing of the accentuation (as the Author has once actually

done), or whether we proceed from the accentuation to the

Syntax, an accurate investigation will always lead to tlie same

results, so that he who thoroughly understands the Syntax,

is for the most part already possessed of the accentuation also,

and he who understands the latter, becomes throughout more
easily at home in the former. This is, however, at the sauie

time the best commendation for tlie accentuation.
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I. INDEX OF SOME RE3IARIxABLE WORDS WHOSE
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it? 324 \ib'cii 332 n^jtl p. 227
risN 373 'f-L^ 357 n-j-iz p. 198

r2j< 272 riy'zil 281 ^iri;:: p. 21.5

nn-:.\ 427 n-in 381,1-^)884.359.361 ^, ,-^ oor.
r::NTr;:N' 5l.4o2 nn 380

^rr: Ji^-N 233 "'^:.V449 tZl'^nl 51. 382
':j3n!^rp.271 t:;^-^;:^ 382

''"rrN 444 L3-i3>dn' 70. 283 r\Vii> 415

n:^"^ 294 -'-ihil 4
trJ::, p. 257

5^riN' 272 J^itN/
^^^- ^^-^

-h-r- p. 257
S7^N 341.457 ^2wSt 292 '''^Ya 359

n^.N 468. 523 tnVx-iN 129. uole 3 r:';;. 380
^TN% T\* 447 ni'"ii< 310. note 2 bTi.-\ oo-r oi, /

>TJ^283 'n^^ 318. 381 ^^1./^'^- ^^'^'

^

^nSTX 331 '!^Ji:^^
-94 ^\^ P- ~^7

" nN 324 r:-j=^pi-N p. 165 N^'-i 318
riW 331 ' '-'eN 453. 588 if. fpb:;. 425
n=i-N 386 ':i-i";^-^\X 429 ii^ 356

•^Tv^p. 102 n-^wX 365. 381 ri;iip.l62

^?;f;^ 459. 470 -PN 51. 468
'

^S 444.451.581 ^\nN 292 r;:^n 442

\^ 318 !-!inii' 131 n^i<-jV, 343. 393

\^ 448 i:priN 306 nrsn 428

^:ii 444 " ' '

'

n^:-. p. 235
ri^Nt) i 462. 528 ^nh 451, note 1

nb^wNtJ 451 Mni:<;2 348
!-i=;:\n;.; nY:n-i p. 244 -r: 443.577
b^'-j^N 284 r;-2dn:i'464 n- 442

•j^n:,, ^\x p. 193. f.574 ^"b^£p.225 j]5^CNn 82
nt)\v: 451 t=35C-^ni p. 271 "y—iNn 324

^'^^^U70 -^^|457

rjJi 456 -V^^ ^i 458. 575 nViIJ^l^n p.- 113
bsN 351 b^I^ibn 348.458 '

'^^.n 409
•jrV 456 si::^bs 458 ^jn-^ri 356
5i< 448. 573 '^^^:V2 458 'j-cJ-ri 257

^7rN 446 ^-i^z 459 ^-'^irt' 255
C^rT-'::.^ 361 %'ir:|i 430 tiir:. 292

"•Vn' 470 V:n 407 T^ri 292
iz:wN448.578.624 f. ri;i p. 128 ^!"'5>5^ 357
nr:^ 386 !='^-:^ 464 "^nnTiiin p. 155

•jirrN 346, 5 rr-i;^^ 331 t3i)ni::Tri p.271

u3^5< p. 193

r;i;^x 382
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nns^^nn 286

t^p;;nr; 299

'nbnf; 279

.nb::rt 228

'r^r. 1>.225

"^I^^tI 336

orVn 257

nssn 242

'^"rt 445

ni^^rf 448

riTVr; 446

nbn 228

O-bn 448

Tn^"2>) 148, notel

"^072^ 279

|n 448

i^2:n 242

;^--2r: 356

n:r; 448

^n:r7 p. 205

•jn^n 356

nn^rt 228

ro^-np.225
r;:rr:ri p. 205

O^n^n 62. p. 272

t::iv:n 254
— -r^'nrt 356

n3^n356.457.542f.

"rn-n 420

^'y^'^^ 242

C^:2'^.n 82

"T^'^nri p. 151

cnSn 425

n:^^t^ 254 '

n^:;7:;^ri 344

nif^iJri 82

^•^^^n"^I3^J 331

^^^nf:'257
r.nn::r;nrt 344

rinpr* 275

pbnn 247

brn 275

rr:n7:nn 243, 2

np=.nn 257

^
, . n 603 ff.

11^^l\ 82

rsi^'^p!^'' p. 165

.nnrini 299

ri^d-n 299

•-jnnnj 464

nnb^anni299
an'ciVpnn.-] 299

'"
11223

n5i-_l75. p.160

i^=:i\ 164

-rjn^n
J^

163

!issns^l 47. 116

N"]!l P'
16^

;inn-a:'l p. 169

SnVr.^ 299

ri-i)S'31 p. 160

.p-ii 127

'rb'iriT P-
169

.;tni p. 160

ti;?y72ni 116

393

Nan 365

'7-^^ri 54

ni^^n 417

n5^t:n 390

^n 279

ron 286

n'H 365, note

in'^^n 407

ni7:pri"\ 344
ni72:nj

"-V-n 359

nVbn 457

en p. io«

?i7:n 380

n".72n 386

n-r.n p.22Q

nV'^n 395

a^n 341

'!iD:':'n 308

ri'^^on p. 152

*^S"l3n 333

V-^i:-^n 244.333.330
'

^'<ri 415

;^jn 359 ^

niin'oin 392

•flsiin p. 162

ui^rr 319

t,p.5^q 235. 274

nip p. 225

nnstaVo 335

ynniV p. 169

Si:nn} 92. 97

308

ni^T, .NT 446

nni^T 370

^rt 446
tit, ^T, ^:tJ

^^-''H 459

n=(72T p. 226

•^i;t p. 215

ap;pr.T 430

;-;-|=t 351

-on 11.160

•^Oi^^^ 246. 272

^2^PN^ 310
'"'^ 280

!ir:25ni^ 306
^

'Vi^, 228
^73--^)

,,,2-i_H p. 152

ri72^^)

"Ti^-I-^ 289

5i1-'^ 292

rr^^T^ 284

riin^ 348

r^'~='\ 284
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351

bsi-i 246

?":n p. 1.62

'^'nsn^ 62. 308
•i-rS' 457

tspb-^ 119

^;ril p. 185

'l:n' 270
^f-n'i p. 152

S^-O^^ 284

•^;:'nr3- 306
""bb;; 246
Jlb:^-^ 280

m^'i 389

' ,•" > 228

'i:-!::^-: 306
'

r-?: p. 160
tirv^n 228. p. 244
TlTll"] 280
^:7o-: 343

yxr 275
rizS-«' p. 152

"li: 356

^^2-r:t"; 333

n't'-^D"' 256
^
^n2^^ 431

N-^":iJ 351

^-ij^^^ p. 152

&^p^ 337

.l3ip:j 228

np^ 273

ypj 246 '

f^'lbip'^ 42. p. 158

n.N-)'^ p. 162

yz'^-] p. 152

nn-) p. 162

ri'^'n-' p. 158

i-^-p" 337
j^'ah'Ti 228

Cnri":^^" 341

i-^' 465. 550

:i:7-->i;: 308

N:.;^-) 280
?r--:-d"» p. 151

rjrrn'-d-: 306

r\-^1 |). 169

i<'T 280
tzjr-; 273
tZJP-' 275

151

^ 455.462.534

:>SiD 320.383

t3^^3 148, note 1

^:3 454
J-i=:D 455

Vo 492. 576

t=:-rD 421

t='"^'3 p. 244

469

r:D 459. 469

tlDSi":^ 469

15 455
"^NCS 389

rr^nin-^SD 430
n^5p.ll8. §.124

ni:nD 417

h 462. 527
N-5 448, note

^•:Nb 84.457.464
nr>L=-b 464

nS 627. 585
n^itb 344
iZJri^ p. 227

nrsri^S 433
nis^S 463

t-!2b 457
•{2^ 462

nifc^bb 343.393

!^72b462

17:5421
^"1 t=;V"b'5I.133

^:-:b343

r,T^j:h 127

wN|-ib p. 220

nb 384

!z:-^-;iN'?3 397
n^:iwN:-: 452
nvN-: 437

•JN-: 357
b^z'3p.2Il
•or-:. p.210

»br-: 458

':i^^•22 427
•jr: 339

2^;i":p.2ll.94.339'
^•-:p.21l

ni^n^a 464
yi^pr:^' 284

.- iV >^^>'^ O O QriliP^.l J O.JO

K::v: 229
-^ci^: p. 211

?]3;r3 345
:;-i--2 347

tZJV0=i-3 389

t:-ji72 351

nniT: 370

l^^'):
275

p:'r^i2 p. 210

D-:;::n-3 335
rSn-2 458

Nt:Ni;'!3 338

S} "^-^

">72 450

i=:'3 397

17:, r:-^-3 416. 467
"t^ni's?: 430

niNb^^" 398

rbb-a 113

n5i<^72 390
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npNbu 417 w^2 44s. 459 ^.ri'zyj 379
^^73 286 tn-^SISND 332 r\'iyj 395

Tl'3^^12 294 ''":i"i^'3
468 ''j-j 470

ini'p^ro 395 rinx: 84 )^y'j 51. 458

^272731 ^Qj
ni\^D 228 'riny 458

•"27272/ THN: 272 r\^rj 417
''^72 461.535 ^bi2p.l52.p.l65 ivj 460

^n:72 467 npi: p. 152 rfyv 381

yi«i272 257 VV-i': 257 t^^rj^! -^34

^272, "^V"?
407.459 iri-12 398 ^'Ji-J 237

1272. 467 ahl-^. 448 bT>N'Vy 335

=3'^y2>-272\ ^.. ^5:^3 332 tt:^; 424

n^p':?;/
1

'

~
ni^n: 391 r,^^i:>. 365

n:72 386 no:i3 258 r^l'^'J 397

ns72l ^ ^j^^
^bn p. 152 '

^:^ p. 194

r]072j
^^"'

nbn: 370 t^^^^'. 341

^nc72p. 212 n:n: p.l56 ^tbyp. 162

7=1 ^'72 p. 211 tinni p. 152 ^V/470
t=^-ity72 252 nni 381 i-rnbi^ 381

G^'-jy72 383. 458 ta^nn? p.246 ^72^359

1V72 339 ^^-03 351 t:3^7272_:7 p. 244

12^^72 407 nn^"2\ oc..-,
^7372^' 415

^:^;3.420 y^i^zj r2>^ 428
^^^73^420 ^^z53 419 r>^^'ii, p.l98

"^^^72 p.211 ^s-5D 258 Q^y p.244

^Ti>^72p.211 r!ti73D 244 &h:{ 341

t3pN^73 73 r'2ip3p. 152 -i:;hj 334

11X^73 390 ^^^2 228 Vo^yp.197

ni:72 p.211 nN>D3 390 niri:/396
y'^12 p. 211 nnN'bp3 p. 153 nti^^ p.l52

r)^i^iT2 p.209 ^ri:^23 p. 152

\n-i;N-!73 338. 430 ^liizp' p.l61 Ns 455

nVpnT^ 338 tTop2 i).152 Ql^lD 341

r;^73 124 T\ii^'i p. 228 tD^J? ^2-52 420

Y^-^il 228 ;:3-;-i3 p. 156
" nVncl ^74

^r:^.^;3 426, b t]'vd:2 239 ^n^.i
p-^Vp. 211 nn3u33 286 rn-03 379

na;i73 391 nir^"u;2 257. 258
"

-^q 409,426,6

i-!5i''i73 p. 212 n2rriui2 p. 165 ni"-?. 426, 6

t3T^73' 228. 339
"" "

:i2-D p.211

p"vlJ73 p. 211 NDND 235 "^Ip''?.^. ^^^

n"^U372 p.274 ^iNS.ND 129, note3 ' n^b 397

l2n-'-inni372 229 "nbD p. 226 Crn2j3p.l54
' "

"'
"

435 '''^r? P-272
niVo 308 ^Ni: p. 165TIT T i" *-

I I il'lC^/J ~

t3^-]73 p.244 ^Dpl r,4Q n'2'ii: 394

nn73 414 nicpj "
"'Ip'"^

^'-^"^
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-1^1^146.347.361 ^^=11 344 395
rt'cJ^-^ 335. 334

^n-Ni: 417.361 N'.2l/
" ^^^ -'-'«

"
^:^ 318 ^-^2'l 408 nin-a i).224

pr^:' 331 £3r:117 382 LD>7;i; 175. 435

nb:;. 327 ^uj"*-) 425

rV-i: 425 sr:yn 426, 6 ?sr7xn73.p.l51.308

tll'V--^ 382 rtxi^i p. 165 ^'l^'^^ri)

m-Si: 348
'"

'n^^=^( p. 157

•.:^nn;2i: 233 n.vt;^73.75. p.226 ^nx-^ri)

5-;''W-^' 55 nVojI ,
52n. 340

rt^ 342 Nvjj/
^^'^

^rrtzru-i 288

'^M 406 6
=='"^ ^-^-^-^^

^^.p p. 272 ^^V^/ ^::ii^=?in 306

i:;t;^306.308
-^^'^ 343

."ll^"
I'S

a-^.pp.243 -:.<.iy385
-^in340

ni^r;p329 . . .

-in^. ^-^

,p-V 333. 334 "9' '^; '^ 453 -nnn 470

1l,J^ Ann riVJy^^ 386 '^l-O-n 27X

--'?p'72 nz'^ 342. 417 y^:n 284

•'!,"^jI'' 0-0 ^"1"^^ 356 J^t•^•^-l 148, note 2

.A1'4^^3sV^ ^"D-iJ 77. 291 n^-:bn 340

'^^? P
'05 ^V^ 1^-47 -N^n 340

V-^0 334
^-"^381 ^n::n. p.160

Ji::^t^ -^^341 .:-.np.l56

v:sp p. 162 \"^ ^^^ "-•" '^^^^

J.:!' iQ^ 1^"^ 96, note. ^->^-jn 308

:;^^-m' -:^^384 ^l^=^np.l51

V^k 386 '^"^iV^ l^'
^^7 ^P^'xH 340

^s-^-pl61 r,V4J 331 ^^:np.211

'^-iV* v-,}f 1-^^ "Ote2, 428 inn -jn 370

_^''w;l'7 P- 153 v^V^'jj 359 tz:?3'=ipn 357

^^^ lli' C-^ 447 W-.n 238
n-r^...d8i

ni7:-i 373 ripn p.l57
ni-r^ p. 226 ^"^^H ll^

i.Ni\ r,o,. !=2':?2*a3 397
*'''-.^fn 48, note 2

rrxn/
^^

K'?-"^ p. 161 "'"i'D p. 151

r^wS-i 457 ^";"9 396 'v^-n p. 169

rivN"i 396 tS'^p^u 396 nn 384

ni.Nnp.218 i-iN^iiJ 124 ^inn 234

r;.N-} p. 193 rj-n;^ 124 rinnp. 156

ta^'-tlji^-i 382 ^1"^^ 425 ]nn 467 note.
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II. ENDEX OF SUBJECTS.

A of motion 442, widi the noim
420, witli the verb 293.

Abstract , 312. 313. 325. 328. 329.
331. 332. tt". 344.

Accents, names 189.

Accentuation 180 IT., of prose 183-

191, of poetry 192-196;— its

connexion witii the pronunciation

of words 19T-199; — its agree-

ment with the Syntax 631 ft".

Accusative , with tlie verbs of going

477, of speaking, of acting or

treating 478. two accus. with the

verb 479. from a dillercnt cause,

vvitli verbs of making, calling 480.
— free suboidinatioa of a noun in

the accus. 482 ft'. , as word of re-

lation witli a statement of mea-
sure , time 490. Preposition of

the accu?. , and its position 492 ff,

Actire pronunciation 205. 248 ff.

yldjective 312. construction of with

noun 537. — as predicate usually

without article 547.

Ach-erbs 202, their relation in the

proposition 543.

Adt-ersative propositions 623.

Alphabet, Semitic 135. Hebr. 136.
Aphaciesis of weak sounds at the be-

ginning of words 111.

Appoggiatural consonant 26 ff. Gut-
turals as appog. cons. 70. — Re-
duplication often falls away here 119.

Article 445. 324. 463. Its use 533-
536. — seldom remains in stat.

conslr. 514. — with numerals 516.
Assimilation of consonants 113 ft".

Causative- stem v. Hif-il.

Character , Assyrian 136. Hebr. 136
137. iiistory of 142 ff.

Chatef-voivels , 168. — with gut-
turals 168, with nongutturals 169.

Chief-tone in polysyllabic words 3 i flf.

Cholem , its point distinguished from
R'bia 164. — its coincidence with
the point of

'C!]
170.

Cohortatiue 266. 293 ft". 295.

Collectives by the feminine ending

3-16.

Comparison, how expressed 501. 502.

519. — particle of 455 ft".

Composition of words 13. 348.

Conditional propositions 624-627.

Consonants 20, 21. Division of, 67.

Change of, 104-110. Transposi-

tion of, 128. Softened at the

end of a syllable into a vowel 335.

Diacritical signs of, 170 If.

Construction of two words, mediate,

immediate 304.

Cojmla between subject and predi-

cate 548-550,

Copulative propositions 603 ff,

Dagesh 171. — forte 171. — diri-

mens 172. — lene 173-175. 199.

Deep-tone , denoted by Meteg 180.

181.

Dialects of the Hebr. language 5.

Diminutives , formation of, 346 b.

Diphthongs , change of into mixed
sounds 49.

Double consonant , how expressed

in the writing 143.

Dual , ending of 208, 359. Use of,

362. mode in which its ending is

added to a noun 383-399.

E, short, prefixed to the first vow-
elless consonant of a word 112.

Auxiliary 29-30. Disappearance

of, 62.

Elision , of "• and T by a firmer

.sound in their neighbourhood 97.

Feminine, ending of, 209. — used

to form abstracts 325. 329. 345.—
to form collectives 346. The hard

ending - at , 365. — toneless e,

369 , sometimes toneless a as end-

ing 370. — Attachment of to the

noun 377 ft'. 385 , to the noun

with vowel-endings 393 ft', to the

noun from n V and ^s b roots 396-

3 98.

Final letters 138.

Foretone 36. Foretone-^'owel 37-42.

Gender 207. 209. Idea and form of

to be distinguished 363. — Fe-
minines without external ending

366, which in certain cases, how-

ever, cannot be omitted 367-368,
— Feniinines in t go over into

the masc. 365. Its Syntax 567.

Gutturals 68, nearest to the vow-

els 70, consequences of that 71 if.
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The A-sound tlie nearest for tliem

70 tf. — admit no redii|iliratiun

82; the redupl. ceases to be aii-

dil)le by ^n:ides 120-124. — fre-

(jiieat coiiciirreiice of t!;em avoided

123.

//, clianpte of into tlie simple as-

pirate ill prefiriL syllables 1 1 1. 238.

mi-il 238. 239. Passi\e of, 2r)2.

Perfect and imperf. 274. 275. in

roots ri'b ^"(l N b 279. 280.

Ilof-al 2-)2. 253. ii38. 273.

llitjuicl 2i2. 2i:i; passive pronun-

ciation 237. 2:)S. 278.

Imperatire 266. 291 fl'. 295-

Jnij>erfect 26\. Use 263-2G5. Form
267. — with Vav consequutivum

297. 610 tr.

Injiidtive 312; use of in two diffe-

rent manners : as

Infill, cuiislruct. 353. — form 354.

— construction with "^ 544. Noun

subordined to it 545.

Jnjiii. (ihyolute., use of 355. form

356 tr. Placed after the finite verb

540; subordined to the finite verb

of its own root 541. — Becomes

a perfect adverb 542. 543-545.

Inteiisiie siems, rare 332 tf. — in

^'y and yj 234. 235. tiieir passive

256. Perf. and imperf. 278.

Tiiterjacliuual propositions 582 ff.

Inlerjevlions 440.

InlerrugaUre proiioun 450.

hiterroi^atii'e proj'ositions 5T7 flf.

J/iicrrogalii-e ^ 443.

Jnlransilive pronunciation, scesemi-
pas.si^'C.

Jussi^-e 266. 290. 295.

ICtlh 158.

J.angncis;e , TIebr. its position in tlie

Semitic family 1 ff.

Letters, figure and order of 139.

nseil as \iumerals 141.

Licjuids 99.

Littcrae cjuiescentes, niotae or mo-
biles, otiantes, concerning these

names 179.

M , cliange of into n at the end of

a word 126.

l\lapj>i(i 176.

Atarp^cf IS7. Influence on the pro-

nunciation of words 198.

Nasora 158.

Medial syllables 31.

MeleiT 180. 181. — 162.

]\t'xed sounds 49.

Mode 260 ff.

iMutes, relation of to each otlier

101 ff. aspiration of, 103.

2V falls away entirely at tiie end of

a word 126.

ISlecrations 448. 573 ff.

Nei^atiue propositions 573.

Ni'f-al 240. 241.246. L'seii as tlie

passive of Cial 258. Perfect and

imperf. 276. 277.
Nitpael 258.
I\oiin 202; in eitlier definite or in-

definite in the proposition 535.

I^oininal stems: 1. simple: first

formation 317. 318; with vowel

thrown back 319. — second for-

mation 321 tf. — third formation

326 ff. — 2, Reduplicated stems

330 tf. — 3. formations witli ex-

ternal affixes: with prefixed a,

336. with prefixed i 337. — More

frequently with prefixed m , 338,
vocalization of this formation 339.
— with prefixed p 340. — witli

postfixed an or on (am or om)
341 ff. — with postfixed i, 343:
femiiiines of this formation 344. —
Formations from qnadrilitcral and
quinqueliteral roots 347.

Number 207. 358 ft". — its Svntax
567 ff.

Numerals 434. cardinal 435. ordinal

and other derived numerals 439,

PaaM 233. 256.

Participle 312. Idea and use of, 349.

350. — Two kinds of as to form:

1. simple formation by internal

aufrmentation of the vowels, Qal,

Nif-al. 2. by a prefixed 72, whicii

is wanting: sometimes in Pual 351.

Particles 203. Formation 440 ff.

separates itself from that of llio

noun and verb 457 ff. — Combi-
nation of many to form one 458.

Fassire 248. 251 If.

Patach furlivum 168.

Pause 130-134.

Pausal pronunciations, where found

199.
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Perfect 261 fY. 267 flf. with Vav con-

seq. 298 610 ff.

Persons, signs of, in the Perf. 281.

— ill tlie imperf. 282. — Attacli-

nient of to the verbal stems 283.

284 ff. from roots ^""^j 286 and

jj;"^ 288; from roots jjy and -{'j

287. — Disappearance of the

foretone-vowei
;

peculiarity of the

roots I's in this respect, 289.

Piel 232. Pcrf. and imperf. 279. —
from H"b 279. — from ^"^ 280.

Plural, ending of, ii.sed to form ab-

stracts 329. — of tlie niasc. 359

;

signification of, 360. 361. of th^

fem. 371, signitication of 371 ff".
—

Attachment of to tlie noun 382 tf.

to nouns j-fp and j«;"^ 397. 398.

Pool 355.

Poel, Polel 234. 237.

Position of words in a proposition

554 (f.

Predicate , an adjective or abstract

substantive 547. Position of in

the proposition 554 fl". 557.

Prepositions, traces of a plural of,

470; different origin of the ending
1— in some 470. As prefixes 461

ft'. Signification of 518; simple

ones 519-526. Combination of

528-531.
Pronouns , demonstrative 446. —

personal 449 , added to verbal

persons, to nouns with suffixes

560. — reliexive, how expressed

566.

Proposition 16 ff". simple 471.

Propositions copulative 603. corre-

lative 624 ff". negative 573 ft', re-

lative 588 fr.

Proposition of state 556. 607-610.

P\->/<; 184.

Pual 252 ff. , as passive to Qal 238.

Qal 231 , active and seniipassive

pronunciation of 219. 250. Perf.

and imperf. 269 ff. — from j-j"^

279.

Qaniez- chatuf, how di.><tinguished

from Qamez 162.

Q'ri 158.

Rafe 177.

R'bia. how distinguished from Cho-

lem 164.

Reduplication of a consonant , hov/

arisen 113 tf. not audible in soni<i

cases 118 ff. , seldom remains in ^
124. — disappears by tlie leng-

thening of the preceding vowel, or

by the insertion of a liquid 125. —
of the first consonant by means of

close conjunction with the prece-

ding word 129. — weak, with

gutturals 123.

Rejlexipe stems, see Nif-al, Hitpael:

their passive signification takes a

reflexive turn 259.

Reflexive pronoun, how expressed 566.

Re]atii>e particles 453 ft".

Relative projtositions 588 fl^

Repetition of a word 561.

Roots, primitive 10, remains of

these in the particles 11. Enlar-

gement of to three , rarely four

or five, firm sounds 14. 15. —
Grades of 201 , formations from

them 203.

Roots , distinction of the strong and

weak 215. — Fluctuation of the

weak between two developments

228. 229. — Roots with double

sounds at the end (y'S') 217. —
with a long vowel instead of tlie

second radical 218-220. their re-

semblance to the roots ;^3>, 221. —
with vowels at either end, j-;"^

222. I'b 223. — with gutturals 224.

— with many weak sounds 226-

227. — roots with more tlian three

sounds 230, their passive pronun-

ciation 256.

Semipassiue pronunciation 205. 248 AT.

Scriptio plena and defectiva 164.

Shh-a 165 fF. concluding a sellable

((juiescens) , beginning a syllable

(mobile) 165. 166, floating be-

tween two syllables (medium) 167.

Sibilcmts 67. their relation to each

other 100.

Singular, signification of 353.

Sounds , fundamental laws in the

theory of 20-23.

Status cons/ructus, signification 400.

pronunciation 402 ft", traces of a

union-vowel 406. 407. — Form of

the first word in, of the noun

without ending of gender or num-
ber 409-413, of the noun with
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those endings, and clianges of

tliose endinj^s 41-1; sliorteniiifj of

tlie vocalization before tliose endings

415 If. Uediipiication of tlie last

consonant of tlie stem occurring

here for the first time 419. Com-
pass of 496-508. consequences of

509-517.

Slems , formation of 202-204. change

of vowels within 205. 212-214.
Flexion of 207 tl'.

Stejiis aiigme/iied, return of to tlie

simple stem 245. 24(). are gra-

dually treated like simple stems

247.

Subject, position of 554 ft', position

of in a |)roposition of state 556. —
definite subject omitted 551 tT.

Suffixes of t he verb 300. attachment

by a fragmentary union vowel,

wliicli often becomes a full vowel

:501. Form of 302. Attachment of

producing a change In the form of

the postfixes of many persons 303,

804. Union of with [the several

verbal persons 305. — Lengthen-

ing of the accented intermediate

vowel by an inserted 7i , 305.

Their influence on the anterior

syllable of the verb 307-309. At-

tachment of to the ^"^ 310.— An

unusual signification of 564.

iS I/J/iXL'S of the noun, form 421.

422. attachment of, to nouns with-

out ending of gender or number
424-426; to nouns witli the ending

of the fern. sg. 427. 431 ; with liie

vov/el-eiidiiig of the stat. constr.,

of the dual and plural 428. 429.

432 , with the ending of the fern.

plur. 430. 431. — Reduplication

of the last radical 432. — Attach-

ment of to tlie participle and in-

fin. 433.

Suffixes of tlie particles 465 fC.

6j liable , its compass 24-26 ; its end-

ing, hence divided into open or

simple 27, into shut or compound
29. 30, into medial syllables 31,

iuto half-shut 32. — witli two vow-
elless consonants at the end 29. 30

T-sound placed after tlie S-sound

114.

Tense , difference of and signification

260 ir.

Tone ill polysyllabic words 33 fi.

Tonesylluble 33.

Tone-voivels , long by tone, immu-
tably long or long by stem 57-59.

J'ap consequutitujn 296. 610-620.

J'erb 202 tt'. — subordination of to

express an adverljial idea 539.
Verbal ste?ns, derived from nonns

244.

Vowels, their relation to each otiier

43. 44. Softening of 45 ff. Obs-
curation of 50. Shortening of 51,
— Concurrence of avoided by con-
traction 53. 54; by resolution into

semivowels 55 ; by elision 56. —

•

jiow expressed in the ancient mode
of writing 145 ft'. A owelietters 146,

— Signs for the vowels (points)

165 tl'. how they arose 157 11". Their
coincidence witii tlie ancients vow-
elletters 164. their value and au-
thority 160.
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